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CHAPTER

THE

OF PROPERTY,

FlRST.

IN GENERAL.

H E former book of theſe commentaries having
treated at large of the jura pe'ſonarz'mp, or ſuch
rights and duties as are annexed to the perſons of
men, the objects of our enquiry in this ſecond book
will be the jura rerum, or, thoſe rights which a man may ac
quire in and to ſuch external things as are unconnected with his
perſon. Theſe are what the writers on natural law ﬅile the rights
of dominion, or property, concerning the nature and original of

which I ſhall ﬁrﬅ premiſe a few Obſervations, before I proceed to
diﬅribute and conﬁder it's ſeveral objects.
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TH a R E is nothing which ſo generally ﬅrikes the imagination,
and engages the aﬀections of mankind, as the right of property ;
or that ſole and deſpotic dominion which one man claims and ex
erciſes over the external things of the world, in total excluſion of
the right of any other individual in the hniverſe. And yet there
are very few, that will give themſelves the trouble to conſider the
original and foundation of this right. Pleaſed as-we are with the
poſſeſiion, we ſeem afraid to look back to the means by which it
was acquired, as if fearful of ſome defect in our title; or at beﬅ
we reﬅ ſatisﬁed with the deciﬁon of the laws in our favour, with

out examining the reaſon or authority upon which thoſe laws

have been built; We think it enough that our title is derived by
the grant of the former proprietor, by deſcent from our anceſ
tors, or by the laﬅ will and teﬅament of the dying owner; not

caring to reﬂect that (accurately and ﬅrictly ſpeaking) there is 'no
foundation in nature or in natural law, why a ſet of words upon

parchment ſhould convey the dominion of land 3 why the ſon.
ſhould have a right to exclude his fellow creatures from a deter
minate ſpot of ground, becauſe his father had done ſo before
him; or why the occupier of a particular ﬁeld or of a jewel,
when lying on his death-bed and n'o longer able to maintain
poſſeﬃon, ſhould be entitled to tell the reﬅ of the world which
of them ſhould enjoy it after him. Theſe enquiries, it muﬅ be
owned, would be uſeleſs and even troubleſome in common life.
It is well if the maſs of mankind will obey the laws when made,

without ſcrutinizing t'oo nieel'y into the reaſons of making them.
But, when law is to be conſidered not only as matter of practice,
but alſo as a rational ſcience, it cannot be improper or uſeleſs

to examine more deeply the rudiments and grounds of theſe po
ſitive conﬅitutions of ſociety.
IN the beginning of the world, we are informed by holy
writ, the all-bountiful Creator gave to man "dominion over all
U the earth ; and over the ﬁſh of the ſea, and over the fowl of

" the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the
U earth '."

(311.1.
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" earth a." This is the only true and ſolid ſoundation of man's
dominion over external things, whatever airy meſſtaphyﬁcal no

tions may have been ﬅarted by fanciful writers upon this ſubject.
The earth therefore, and all things therein, are the 'general pro
perty of all mankind, excluſive of other beings, from the imme

diate gift of the Creator. And, while the earth continued bare of
inhabitants, it is reaſonable to ſuppoſe, that all was in common

among them, and that every one took from the public ﬅock to
his own uſe ſuch things as his immediate neceſiities required.
THESE general notions of property were then ſuﬃcient to
anſwer all the purpoſes of human life; and might perhaps ﬅill
have anſwered them, had it been poﬁible for mankind to have

remained ina ﬅate of primaeval ﬁmplicity : as may be collected

from the manners of many American nations when ﬁrﬅ diſco-_
vered by the Europeans; and from the antient method of livin
among the ﬁrﬅ Europeans themſelves, if we may credit either

the memorials of them preſerved in the golden age of the poets,
or the uniform accounts given by hiﬅorians of thoſe times, wherein .
" errmt omnia car/'manie et indi'vſſz omnibur, velutyi unum cu'zctir pa
l b'." Not that this communion of goods ſeems
_' ' trimaaiam qﬃzt
ever to haveſi been applicable, even in the earlieﬅ ages, to ought
but the ſhbﬅa'zce of the thing; nor could be extended tothe uﬅ
of it. For, by the law of nature and reaſon, he who ﬁrﬅ began

to uſe it, acquired therein a kind of tranſient property, that laﬅed
ſo long as he was uſing it, and no longercz or, ,to ſpeak with

greater preciſion, the right of poſſeﬂion continued for the ſame
time only that the act of poſſeﬃon laﬅed. Thus the ground was
in common, and no part of it was the permanent property of any
man in particular: yet whoever was in the occupation of any
determinate ſpot of it, for reﬅ, for ſhade, gr'the like, acquired
for the time a ſort of ownerſhip, from which it would have been

unjuﬅ, and contrary to the law of nature, to have driven him by
force; but the inﬅant that he quitted the' uſe or occupation of it,
' Gen. 1. 28.
' Juﬅin.1.43. r. l.

c Barbeyr. Puﬀ. l.4. c. 4.
'
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another might ſeiſe it without injuﬅice. Thus alſo a vine or other
tree might be ſaid to be in common, as all men were equally en
titled to it's produce ; and yet any private individual might gain
the ſole property of the fruit, which he had gathered for his own
repaﬅ. A doctrine wel'l illuﬅrated by Cicero, who compares the
world to a great theatre, which is common to the public, and yet
the place which any man has taken is for the time his own d.
B U T when mankind increaſed in number, craft, and ambi

tion, it became neceſſary to entertain conceptions of more per
manent dominion; and to appropriate to individuals not the im
mediate zz/Z only, but the very ſubﬅance' of the thing to be uſed.
Otherwiſe innumerable tumults muﬅ have ariſen, and the good,
order of the world been continually broken and diﬅurbed, while

'apation
variety
were ﬅriving
who ſhould
occu
ofoftheperſons
ſame thing,
or difpſſuting
which get
of the
themﬁrﬅ
had
ac
tually gained it. As human life alſo grew more and more reﬁned,
abundance of conveniences were de'viſed to render it more eaſy,
commodious, and agreeable; as, habitations for ſhelter and ſaſety,

and raiment for Warmth and decency. But no man would be at
the trouble to provide either, ſo longv as he had only an uſuſruc

tuary property in them, which was to ceaſe the inﬅant that he
quitted poſſeﬃon ; --- if, as ſoon as he walked out of his tent, or
pulled oﬀ his garment, the next ﬅranger who came by would
have a right to inhabit the one, and to wear the other. In the caſe
of habitations in particular, it was natural to obſerve, that even

the brute creation, to whom every thing elſe was in common,
maintained a kind of permanent property in their dwellings, eſ
pecially for the protection of their young; that the birds of the
air had neﬅs, and the beaﬅs of the ﬁeld had Caverns, the invaſion

of which they eﬅeemed a very ﬂagrant injuﬅice, and would ſa
criﬁce their lives to preſerve them. Hence a property wasv ſoon
eﬅabliſhed in every man's houſe and home-ﬅall- 3 which ſeem to
have been originally mere temporary huts or moveable cabins,
* Qzm/zadmodum tlzmtrum, tum rmmune ſit, recte tamen did pon/I, 'jm gﬃ tum Iamm quem
yug'ſyue orruparit. De Pin. I. 3. r. zo.

ſuited
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ſuited to the deſign of Providence for more ſpeedily peopling the
earth, and ſuited to the Wandering life of their owners, before

any extenﬁve property in the ſoil or ground was eﬅabliſhed. And
there can be no doubt, but that moveables of every kind became

ſooner appropriated than the permanent ſubﬅantial ſoil': partly
becauſe they were more ſuſceptible of a long occupancy, which
might be continued for mouths together without any ſenſible in
terruption, and at length by uſage ripen into an eﬅabliſhed right 3
but principally becauſe few of them could be ﬁt for uſe, till im
proved and meliorated by the bodily labour of the occupant:
which bodily labour, beﬅowed upon. any ſubject which before
lay in common to all men, is univerſally allowed to give the fair

cﬅ and moﬅ reaſonable title to an excluﬁve property therein.
TH E article of food was a more immediate call, and there

fore a more early conſideration. Such, as were not contented with
the ſpontaneous product of the earth, fought for a more ſolid re
freſhment in the ﬂeſh of beaﬅs, which they obtained by hunting.
But the frequent diſappointments, incident to that method of pro
viﬁon, induced them to gather together ſuch animals as were of

a more tame and ſequacious nature; and to eﬅabliſh a perma
nent property
their ﬂocksmanner,
and herds,
in order
to ſuﬅain
them
ſelves
ſiin a leſsin precarious
partly
by the
milk of
the
dams, and partly by the ﬂeſh of the young. The ſupport of'
theſe their cat-tle made the article of water alſo a very important
point. And therefore the book of Geneﬁs (the moﬅ venerable
monument of antiquity, conſidered merely with a view to hiſ
tory) will furniſh us with frequent inﬅances of violent. conten

tions concerning wells 34 the excluﬁve property of which appears
to have been eﬅabliſhed in the ﬁrﬅ digger or occupant, even
in ſuch places where the ground and herbagc remained' yet in
common. Thus we ﬁnd Abraham, who was but a ſojourner, aſ
ſetting his right to a well in the country of Abimelech, and ex
- acting an oath for his ſecurity, " becauſe he had d-igged that well e."
And Iſaac, about ninety years afterwards, re-claimed this his fay-X
e Gcmzr. 30.

. .
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property
and, itafter
muchſ.contention with the Philiﬅines.
ſiſ ther's
was ſuﬀered
to 3enjoy
in peace

ALL this while the ſoil and paﬅure of the earth remained ﬅill
' in common as before, and open to every occupant: except per
haps in the neighbourhood of towns, where the neceﬃty of a
ſole and excluﬁve property in lands (for the ſake of agriculture)
was earlier felt, and therefore more readily complied with. Other.
wiſe, when the multitude of men and cattle had conſumed every
convenience on one ſpot of ground, it was deemed a natural right

to ſeiſe upon and occupy ſuch other lands as would more eaſily
'ſupply their neceﬃties. This practice is ﬅill 'retained among the
* wild'and uncultivated nations that have never been formed into
-civil ﬅates, like the Tartars and others in the eaﬅ ; where the
climate itſelſ, and the boundleſs extent of their territory, con

ſpire to retain them 'ﬅill in the ſame ſavage ﬅate of vagrant li
berty, which was univerſal in the earlieﬅ ages 5 and which Ta
citus informs 'us continued among the Germans till the decline
of the Roman empire 3. We have alſo a ﬅriking example of the

ſame kind in the hiﬅory of Abraham and his nephew Lot h.
'When their joint ſubﬅance became -ſo great, that Paﬅure and
other Conveniences grew ſcarce, the natural conſequence was
that a ﬅrife aroſe between their ſervants; ſo that it 'was no

longer practicable to dwell together. This contention Abra
ham
thusthee,
endeavoured
to compoſe:
be no
ﬅrife,
ſſ" I pray
between thee
and me. -'_'
Is let
not there
the whole
land
be
"fore thee? Separate thyſelf, I pray thee, from me.

If thou

V' wilt take the left hand, then I- will go to the right; or if thou

" depart to the right hand, then I will go to the left." This
plainly implies an acknowleged right, in either, to occupy what

ever
ground
he pleaſed,
pre-occupied-by
tribes.
ſ 'U
And
Lot lifted
up histhat
eyes,was
andnotbeheld
all the plainother
of Jordan,
X" that it was well watered every where, even as the garden of the
U Lord. Then Lot choſe him all the plain of Jordan, and jour
" neyed eaﬅ ; and Abraham dwelt in the land of Canaan."
T Gen. 26.15,18, &it.
t Colunt dzſrren' er di-uerſi ; at fom, at

lamp-r, a! ne'mu ylacuit. De mor. Germ. 16.

1' Gen. c.13.
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U P o N the ſame principle was founded the right of migration,,
or ſending cqlonies to ﬁnd out new habitations, when the mother

country was overcharged with inhabitants 3 which was practiſed
as well by the Phaenicians and Greeks, as the Germans, Scy

thians, and other northern people. And, ſo long as it was conﬁ
ned to the ﬅocking and cultivation of deſart uninhabited coun- '
tries, it kept ﬅrictly within. the limits of the law of nature.. But
how far the ſeiſmg on countries already peopled, and driving out.
or maſſacring the innocent and defenceleſs natives, merely becauſe

they diﬀered from their: invaders in language, in religion, in cuſtoms, in government, or in colour; how far ſuch a conduct was
conſonant to nature, to reaſon, or to chriﬅianity, deſerved well to

vbe conſidered by thoſe, who have rendered their names immortaL

by thus civilizing mankind..
' As the world by degrees grew more populous, it daily became.
more diﬃcult to ﬁnd out new ſpots to' inhabit, without, encroach

ing upon former occupants 5 and, by conﬅantly occup'ying the
ſame individual ſpot, the fruits of the earth were conſumed, and.

it's ſpontaneous produce. deﬅroyed, without any proviſion for a,
future ſupply or ſucceﬃon. Ittherefore became neceſſary to pur

ſue ſome regular method of providing a conﬅant ſubſiﬅence; and.
this neceſſity produced, or at leaﬅ promoted and encouraged, the

m of agriculture. And. the art of agriculture, by a regular. con'nexion and conſequence, introduced and eﬅabliſhed the idea of a;

more permanent property in the ſoil, thanhad hitherto been re
ceived and. adopted. It was clear that the earth would not pro
duce her fruits in ſuﬃcient quantities, without the aﬃﬅance of;
tillage: but.who would be at the pains of tilling it, ifr another

might watch an opportunity to ſeiſe upon andcnjoyj the product
of his induﬅry, art, and labour? Had not therefore a ſeparate:
property in lands, as well as moveablesh been veﬅed in ſome in
dividuals, the. world muﬅ have continued a foreﬅ, and men have:

been mere animals of prey ;. which, according to ſome. ph-iloſophers, is. the genuine ﬅate oſ nature. Whereas now. (ſo graciouﬂy.
has

*8
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has providence interwoven our duty and our happineſs together)
the reſult of this very neceﬃty has been the enobling of the human
ſpecies, by giving it opportunities of improving it's rational fa
culties, as well as of exerting it's natural. Neceſſity begat pro
perty; and, in order to inſure that property, recourſe was had to
civil ſociety, which brought along with it a long train of inſepa
rable concomitants 3 ﬅates, government, laws, puniſhments and

the public exerciſe of religious duties. Thus connected together,
it was found that a part only of ſociety was ſuﬃcient to provide,
by their manual labour, for the neceſſary ſubſiﬅence of all 5 and
leiſure was given to others to cultivate the human mind, to invent

uſeful arts, and to lay the foundations of ſcience.
THE only queﬅion remaining is, how this property became
actually veﬅed 3 or what it is that gave a man an excluﬁve right
to retain in a permanent manner that ſpeciﬁc land, which before
belonged generally to every body, but particularly to nobody.
And, as we before obſerved that occupancy gave the right to the
temporary zg/Z- of t'he ſoil, ſo it is agreed upon all hands that oc
cupancy gave alſo the original right to the permanent property in
the ſhbﬅance of the earth itſelf; which excludes every one elſe
but the owner from the uſe of it. There is indeed ſome diffe
rence among the Writers on natural law, concerning the reaſon

why occupancy ſhould convey this right, and inveﬅ one with this
abſolute property: Grotius and Puﬀendorf inﬁﬅing, that this
vright-of occupancy is founded upon a tacit and implied aﬂ'ent of
all mankind, that the ﬁrﬅ occupant ſhould become the owner;
and Barbeyrac, Titius, Mr Locke, and others, holding, that there

is no ſuch implied aſſent, neither is it neceſſary that there ſhould
be 3 for that the very act of occupancy, alone, being a degree of
bodily labour, is from a principle of natural juﬅice, without any
conſent or compact, ſuﬃcient of itſelf to gain a title.

A diſpute

that ſavours too much of nice and ſcholaﬅic reﬁnement ! How
ever, both ſides agree in this, that occupancy is the thing by

which the title was in fact originally gained 5 every man ſeiſing
to his own continued uſe ſuch ſpots of ground as he found moﬅ
agreeable

Ch.r.
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agreeable to his own convenience, provided he found them un

occupied by any one elſe. '
vPR o P E RT Y, both in lands and moveables, being thus origi- ſi
nally acquired by the ﬁrﬅ taker, which taking amounts to a de
claration that he intends to appropriate the thing to his own uſe,
it remains in him, by 'the principles of univerſal law, till ſuch
time as he does ſome other act which ſhews an intention to
abandon it : for then it becomes, naturally ſpeaking, publicijurz'r
once more, and is liable to be again appropriated by the next oc
cupant. So if one is poſſeſſed of a jewel, and caﬅs it into the
ſea or a public highway, this is ſuch an expreſs dereliction, that
a property will be veﬅed in the ﬁrﬅ fortunate ﬁnder that will ſeiſe
it to his own uſe. But if he hides it privately in the earth, or
other ſecret place, and it is diſcovered, the ﬁnder acquires no

property therein; for the owner hath not by this act declared
any intention to abandon it, but rather the contrary : and if he
loſes or drops it by accident, it cannot be collected from thence,
that he deſigned to quit the poſſeſſion ; and therefore in ſuch
caſe the property ﬅill remains in the loſer, who may claim it
again of the ﬁnder. And this, we may remember, is the doc

trine of the law of England, with relation to treaſure trovei.
BUT this method, of one man's abandoning his property,
and another's ſeiſing the vacant poſſeﬃon, however well founded

in theory, could\-not>long ſubſiﬅ in fact. It was calculated
merely for the rudiments of civil ſociety, and neceſſarily cea
ſed among the complicated intereﬅs and artiﬁcial reﬁnements of
polite and eﬅabliſhed governments. In theſe it was found, that
what became inconvenient or uſeleſs to one man was highly con
venient and uſeful to another; who was ready to give in ex
change for it ſome equivalent, that was equally deﬁrable to the
former proprietor. Thus mutual convenience introduced corn
mercial traﬃc, and the reciprocal transfer of property by ſale,
grant, or conveyance : which may be conſidered either as a con
i See Book I. pag. 285.
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tinuance of the original poſſeﬃon which the ﬁrﬅ occupant had ;.
or as an abandoning of the thing by the 'preſent owner, and an
immediate ſucceﬃve occupancy of the ſame by the new proprie
' tor. The voluntary dereliction of the owner, and delivering the
poſſeﬂion to another individual, amount to a transfer of the pro

perty ; the proprietor declaring his intention no longer to occupy
the thing himſelf, but that his own right of occupancy ſhall be
veﬅed in the new acquirer.

Or, taken in the other light, if I

agree to part with an acre of my land to Titius, the deed of
conveyance is an evidence of my having abandoned the property,
and Titius, being the only or ﬁrﬅ man acquainted with ſuch my
intention, immediately ﬅeps in and ſeiſes the vacant poſſeﬃon :
thus the conſent expreſſed by the conveyance gives Titius a good
right againﬅ me ; and poſſeﬃon, or occupancy, conﬁrms that
right againﬅ all the world beſides.
<
THE moﬅ univerſal and eﬀectual way, of abandoning pro
perty, is by the death of the occupant : when, both the actual

poſſeﬃon and intention of keeping poſſeſſion. ceaſing, the pro
perty, which is founded upon ſuch poſſeﬂion and intention, ought
alſo to'ceaſe of courſe. -For, naturally ſpeaking, the inﬅant a
man ceaſes to be, he ceaſes to have any dominion: elſe, if he

had a right to diſpoſe of his acquiﬁtions one moment beyond his
life, he would alſo have a right to direct their diſpoſal for a mil
lion of ages after him ; which would be highly abſurd and in
convenient. All property muﬅ therefore ceaſe upon death, con- .
ſidering men as abſolute individuals, and unconnected with civil
ſociety : for then, by the principles before eﬅabliſhed, the next
immediate occupant would acquire a right in all that the deceaſed
poﬂſieﬂ'ed. But as, under civilized governments which are calcu
lated for the peace of mankind, ſuch a Conﬅitution would be
productive of endleſs diﬅurbances, the univerſal law of almoﬅ
every nation (which is a kind of ſecondary law of nature) has
either given the dying perſon a power of continuing his property,
by diſpoﬁng of his poſſeﬃons by will 5 or, in caſe he'neglects to
diſpoſe of it, or is not permitted to make any diſpoﬁtion at all,
the
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the municipal law-of the country then ﬅeps in, and declares who
ſhall be the ſucceſi'or, repreſentative, or heir of the deceaſed 3
that is, who alone ſhall have a right to enter upon this vacant
poſſeﬃon, in order to avoid that Confuſion, which it's becoming'

again common would occaſioni. And farther, in caſe no teﬅa
ment be permitted by the law, or none be made, and no heir can
be found ſo qualiﬁed as the law requires, ﬅill, to prevent- the ro

buﬅ title of occupancy from again taking place, the doctrine of
eſcheats is adopted in almoﬅ every country; whereby the ſove
reign of the ﬅate, and thoſe who claim under his authority, are
the ultimate heirs, and ſucceed to thoſe inheritances, to which
no other title can be formed.
TH 1: right 'of inheritance, or deſcent to the children and re
lations of the deceaſed, ſeems to have been allowed much earlier

than the right of deviſing by teﬅament. We are apt to conceive
at ﬁrﬅ view that it has nature on it's ſide; yet we often miﬅake

for nature what we ﬁnd eﬅabliſhed by long and inveterate Cuﬅom.
It is certainly a wiſe and eﬀectual, but clearly a political, eﬅabliſh
ment ; ſince the permanent right of property, veﬅed in the an
ceﬅor himſelf, was no natural, but merely a civil, right. It is
true, that the tranſmiﬃon of one's poſi'eﬃons to poﬅerity has an

evident tendency to make a man a good citizen and a uſeful mem
ber of ſociety: it ſets the paﬃons on the ﬁde of duty, and
prompts a man to deſerve well of the public, when he is ſure

that the reward of his ſervices will not die with himſelf, but be
tranſmitted to thoſe with whom he is connected by the deareﬅ
and moﬅ tender aﬀections. Yet, reaſonable as this foundation of

the right of inheritance may ſeem, it is probable that it's imme
diate original aroſe not from ſpeculations altogether ſo delicate and
reﬁned; and, if not from fortuitous circumﬅances, at leaﬅ from

a plainer and more ſimple principle. A man's children or neareﬅ
relations are uſually about him on his death-bed, and are the
0

i It is principally to prevent any vacancy' the death of either the inheritance does not
of poſſeﬂion, that the civil law conſiders
father and ſon as one perſon; ſo that upon

ſo ' properly deſcend, as continue in the
hands of the ſurvivor. Ff. 28. 2. ' I. . ' '
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earlieﬅ witneſi'es of his deceaſe. They became therefore gene
rally the next immediate occupants, till at length in proceſsv of
time this frequent uſage ripened into general law; And therefore
alſo in the earlieﬅ ages, on failure of children, a man's ſervants

born under his roof were allowed to be his heirs; being imme
diately on the ſpot when he died. For we ﬁnd the old patriarch
Abraham expreﬁly declaring, that " ſince God had given him no
" ſeed, his ſteward Eliezer, one born in his houſe, was his heir k."

property
continued
only
for life,
teﬅamentsthewere
uſe
leſsWHILE
and unknown
3v and,
when it
became
inheritable,
inherit
ance was long indefeaﬁble, and the children or heirs at law were
incapable of excluſion by will. Till at length it was found, that
ſo ﬅrict a rule of inheritance made heirs diſobedient and head
ﬅrong, defrauded Creditors of their juﬅ debts, and prevented
many provident fathers from dividing or charging their eﬅates as
the exigence of their families required. This introduced pretty
generally the right of diſpoſing one's property, or a part of it,
by tg/Zament; that is, by written or oral inﬅructions properly wit
ngﬃd and authenticated, according to the pleq/izre of the deceaſed 3
which we therefore emphatically ﬅile his will. This was eﬅa

bliſhed in ſome countries much later than in others. With us in
England, till modern times, a man could only diſpoſe of one
third of his moveables from his wife and children: and, in ge

neral, no will was permitted of lands till the reign of Henry the
eighth z and then only of a certain portion : for it was not till
after the reﬅoration that the power of deviﬁng real property be

came ſo univerſal as at preſent.
W1 L L s therefore and teﬅaments, rights of inheritance and
ſucceﬁions, are all of them creatures of the civil or municipal
laws, and
accordingly
in all reſpects
regulated
by themto
3, make
every
diﬅinct
country
havingare
diﬀerent
ceremonies
and reſiquiﬁtes
a teﬅament completely valid : neither does any thing vary more

than the right of inheritance under diﬀerent national eﬅabliſh
'* Gen. 15. 3.
'

ments.
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ments. In England particularly, this diverſity is carried to ſuch
a length, as if it had been meant to point out the power of
the laws in regulating the ſucceﬃon to property, and how fu- ;
tile every claim muﬅ be that has not itTs fou-ndat-ion in the po'
ﬁtive rules of the ﬅate. In perſonal eﬅates the father may ſize
ceed to his children ; in landed property he never can be their
immediate heir, by any the remoteﬅ poſſibility: in general only
the eldeﬅ ſon, in ſome places only the youngeﬅ, i-n others all.
the ſons together, have a right to ſucceed' to the inheritance: in
vreal eﬅatesmales are preferred to ſemales, and the eldeﬅ male

will uſually exclude the reﬅ 3 in the diviſion of perſonal eﬅates,
the, females of equal degree are admitted together with the malesz.
and no right of primogeniture is,allowed..

TH I s one; conſideration may help to remove.th*e ſcruples of
many well-meaning Perſons, who ſet up a miﬅaken conſcience in

oppoſition to the rules of law. If a man diſinherits his ſon, by
a will. duly executed, and leaves his eﬅate to a ﬅranger, there

are many who conſider this proceeding as contrary to natural juſ
tice :. while others ſo ſcrupulouſly adhere to the ſuppoſed inten
tion of the dead, that if a will of lands be atteﬅed by only two
witneſſes inﬅead of three, which the law requires, they are apt
to imagine that the heir is bound in conſcience to relinquiſh his
title to the deviſee. But both of them certainly proceed upon
very erroneous principles: as if, on the one hand, the ſon had
by nature a right to ſucceed to his father's lands; or as if, on

the other hand, the owner was by nature intitled to direct the
ſucceﬂion of his property after his- own deceaſe. Whereas. the,
law of nature ſuggeﬅs, that on the death of the poſſeſſorr the eſ
tate ſhould again become common, and be open to the next oc\
cupant, unleſs otherwiſe ordered for the ſake of civil peace by the
poﬁtive law of ſociety. The poﬁtive law of ſociety, which is
with us the munici-pal law of England, directs it toveﬅ in ſuchz,

perſon as the laﬅ proprietor (hall by. will, attended with. certai-n,_
requiſites, appointz, and, in defect of ſuch appointment, to. gp,
to ſome. particular perſon,, who, from the reſult. of- certain local
conﬅi-v
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conﬅitutions, appears to be the heir at law. Hence it follows,
that, where the appointment is regularly made, there cannot be
a ſhadow of right in any one but the perſon appointed: and,
where the neceſſary requiſites are omitted, the right of the heir

is equally ﬅrong and built upon as ſolid a foundation, as the right
of the diviſee would have been, ſuppoﬁng ſuch requiſites were
obſerved.
BU T, after all, there are ſome few things, which notwith

ﬅanding the general introduction and continuance of property,
muﬅ ﬅill unavoidably remain in common; being ſuch wherein

nothing but an uſufructuary property is capable of being had 5

and therefore they ﬅill belong to the ﬁrﬅ occupant, during the
time he holds poſſeſiion of them, and no longer. Such (among
others) are the elements of light, air, and water ; which a man

may occupy by means of his windows, his gardens, his mills,
and other Conveniences: ſuch alſo are the generality of thoſe
animals which are ſaid to be ſZ-rae naturae, or of a wild and un

tameable diſpoſition 3 which any man may ſeiſe upon and keep
for his own uſe or pleaſure. All theſe things, ſo long as they re
main in poſſeſſion, every man has a right to enjoy without diſ
turbance ; but if once they eſcape from his cuﬅody, or he vo

luntarily abandons the uſe of them, they return to the common
ﬅock, and any man elſe has an equal right to ſeiſe and enjoy them
afterwards.
AG A l N ; there are other things, in which a permanent pro

;perty may ſubſiﬅ, not only as to the temporary uſe, but alſo the
ſolid ſubﬅance ; and which yet would be frequently found with
out a proprietor, had not the wiſdom of the law provided a re

medy to obviate this inconvenience. Such are foreﬅs and other
waﬅe grounds, which were omitted to be appropriated in the
general diﬅribution of lands: ſuch alſo are wrecks, eﬅrays, and
that ſpecies of wild animals, which the arbitrary conﬅitutions of

poſitive law have diﬅinguiſhed from the reﬅ by the well-known
appellation of game. With regard to theſe and ſome others, as
diﬅur
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diﬅurbances and quarrels would frequently ariſe among indivi
duals, contending about the acquiſition of this ſpecies of pro
perty by ﬁrﬅ occupancy, the law has therefore wifely cut up the

root of diſſenﬁon, by veﬅing the things themſelves in the ſovereign
of the ﬅate; or elſe in his repreſentatives, appointed aud autho

rized by him, being uſually the lords of manors. And thus the.
legiﬂature of England has univerſally promoted the grand ends of

civil ſociety, the peace and ſecurity of individuals, by ﬅeadily
purſuing that wiſe and orderly maxim, of aﬃgning to every.

thing capable of ownerſhip a legal and determinate owner..
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on REAL PROPER-TY; AND, Frm, or
CORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS.

HE objects of dominion or property are t/zingr, as con
tradiﬅinguiſhed from per/am: and things are by the law
of England diﬅributed into two kinds 5 things real, and things
yerﬅmal.

Things real are ſuch as are permanent, ﬁxed, and im

moveable, which cannot be carried out of their place 5 as lands
and tenements: things perſonal are goods, money, and all other
moveables 3 which may attend the owner's perſon wherever he

thinks proper to go.

_

*

zI N treating of things real, let us conſider, ﬁrﬅ, their ſeveral

ſorts or kinds 5 ſecondly, the tenures by which they may be hol
.den ; thirdly, the eﬅates which may be had in them; and,

fourthly, the title zto them, and the manner of acquiring and
loſing it.
*
F I R s T, with regard to their ſeveral ſorts or kinds, things
real are uſually ſaid to conſiﬅ in lands, tenements, or heredita

ements. Land comprehends all things of a permanent, ſubﬅantial
nature; being a word of a very extenſive ſigniﬁcation, as will
preſently appear more at large. Tenement is a word of ﬅill greater
extent 5 and though in it's vulgar acceptation it is only applied to
houſes

Ch.2.
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houſes and other buildings, yet in it's original, proper, and legal

A ſenſe it ſigniﬁes every thing that may be lzola'en, provided it be
of a permanent nature 5 whether it be of a ſubﬅantial and ſenſible,
or of_ an unſubﬅantial ideal kind.

Thus lioerum tom-mentum,

franktenement, or freehold, is applicable not only to lands and
other ſolid objects, but alſo to oﬃces, rents, commons, and the
like': and as lands and houſes are tenements, ſo is an advowſon
a tenement 3 and a franchiſe, an oﬃce, a right of common, a

peerage, or other property of the like unſubﬅantial kind, are, all
of them, legally ſpeaking, tenements b. But an lzereditament, ſays
ſir Edward Cokeﬂ is by much the largeﬅ and moﬅ comprehen

ﬁve expreﬃon ; for it includes not only lands and tenements, but
whatſoever may be i/z/ierited, be it corporeal, or incorporeal, real,
perſonal, or mixed. Thus an heir loom, or implement of furni

ture which by Cuﬅom deſcends to' the heir together with an
houſe, is neither land, nor tenement, but a mere moveable ; yet,
being inheritable, is comprized under the general word, heredi

tament : and ſo a condition, the beneﬁt of which may deſcend
to a man from his anceﬅor, is alſo an hereditament d.

He R EDITAM e NTS then, to uſe the largeﬅ expreﬃon, are,
of two kinds, corporeal, and incorporeal. Corporeal conſiﬅv of

ſuch as aﬀect the ſenſes 3 ſuch as may be ſeen and handled by
the body: incorporeal are not the object of ſenſation, can neither
be ſeen nor handled, are creatures of the mind, and exiﬅ only in

contemplation;
C o R P 0 ne A L hereditaments conſiﬅ wholly of ſubﬅantial
and permanent objects; all which may be comprehended under
the general denomination of land only. For lond, ſays ſir Edward
Coke *, comprehendeth in it's legal ﬁgniﬁcation any ground,
ſoil, or earth whatſoever; as arable, meadows, paﬅures, woods,

moors, waters, mariſhes, furzes, and heath. It legally includeth
3 Co. Litt 6.

d 3 Rep. 2.

' Ibid. 19, zo.
< 1 Inﬅ. 6.

® 1 Inﬅ. 4.
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alſo all- caﬅles, houſes, and other buildings: for they conſiﬅ,
ſaith he, of two things 3 land, which is the foundation 3 and

ﬅructure thereupon : ſo that, if I convey the land or ground, the
ﬅructure or building paſſeth therewith. It is obſervable that water
is here mentioned as a ſpecies of land, which may ſeem a kind
of ſoleciſm 3 but ſuch is the language of the law: and I cannot

bring an action to recover poﬂſicﬂion of a pool or other piece of
water, by the name of water only 3 either by calculating it's ca
pacity, as, for ſo many cubical yards 3 or, by ſuperﬁcial meaſure,
for twentyacres of water; or by general deſcription, as for a
pond, a watercourſe, or a rivulet: but I muﬅ bring my action
for the land that lies at the bottom, and muﬅ call it twenty acres
of [and covered wit/1 waterf. For water is a moveable, Wandering

thing, and muﬅ of neceﬁity continue common by the law of na
ture 3 ſo that I can only have a temporary, tranſient, uſufructuary
property therein: wherefore if a body of water runs out of my
pond into another man's, I have no right to reclaim it. But the
land, which that water covers, is permanent, ﬁxed, and im

moveable : and therefore in this I may have a certain, ſubﬅan
tial property 3 of which the law will take notice, and not of the

other.
LA N D hath alſo, in it's legal ﬁgniﬁcation, an indeﬁnite ex
tent, upwards as well as downwards. Czg'ur eﬅ ſhlum, cy'u: eﬅ aſ
que ad coelum, is the maxim of the law, upwards 3 therefore no

man may erect any building, or the like, to overhang another's
land : and, downwards, whatever is in a direct line between the>
ſurface of any land, and the center of the earth, belongs to the

owner of the ſurface; as is every day's experience in the mining
countries. So that the word " land" includes not only the face of
the earth, but every thing under it, or over it. And therefore if a

man grants all his lands, he grants thereby all his mines of metal
and other foſſils, his woods, his waters, and his houſes, as well

as his ﬁelds and meadows. Not but the particular names of the
things are equally ſuﬃcient to paſs them, except in the inﬅance
' Brownl. '42.
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of water; by a grant of which, nothing paſſes but a right of
ﬁſhingﬂz but the capital diﬅinction is this 5 that by the name of
a caﬅle, meſſuage, toft, croſt, or the like, nothing elſe will paſs,

except what falls with the utmoﬅ propriety under the term made
uſe of ; but by the name of land, which is nomen gmeralſſ'mum,

every thing terreﬅrial will paſs h.
3 Co. Litt. 4.

h Hid. 4., 5, 6.
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OF INCORPOREAL HEREDXITAMENTS.

N incorporeal hereditament is a right iſſuing out of a thing
corporate (whether real or perſonal) or concerning, or an
nexed to, or exerciſible within, the ſame *. It is not the thing
corporate itſelf, which may conſiﬅ in lands, houſes, jewels, or the
like; but ſomething collateral thereto, as a rent iſſuing out of
thoſe lands or houſes, or an oﬃce relating to thoſe jewels. In

ſhort, as the logicians ſpeak, corporeal hereditaments are the ſub
ﬅance, which may be always ſeen, always handled: incorporeal
hereditaments are but a ſort of accidents, which inhere in and are
ſupported by that ſubﬅance; and may belong, or not belong to it,

without any viſible alteration therein. Their exiﬅence is merely
in idea and abﬅracted contemplation; though their eﬀects and pro
ﬁts may be frequently objects of our bodily ſenſes. And indeed,
if we would ﬁx a clear notion of an incorporeal hereditament,
we muﬅ be careful not to confound together the proﬁts produ
ced, and the thing, or hereditament, which produces them. An
annuity, for inﬅance, is an incorporeal hereditament : for though
the money, which is the fruit or product of this annuity, is
doubtleſs of a corporeal nature, yet the annuity itſelf, which
produces that money, is a thing inviſible, has only a mental exiſ
tence, and cannot be delivered over from hand to hand. So tithes,
* Co. Litt. 19, 20.

if
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if we conſider the produce of them, as the tenth ſheaf or tenth

lamb, ſeem to be completely corporeal ; yet they are indeed in
corporeal hereditaments: for they, being merely a contingent
right, collateral to or iſſuing out of lands, can never be the

object of ſenſe: -they are neither capable of being ſhewn to the
eye, nor of being delivered into bodily poſſeﬃon.
I N c o R Po R E A L hereditaments are principally of ten ſorts 5
advowſons, tithes, commons, ways, oﬃces, dignities, franchifes,
corodies or penſions, annuities, and rents,
I. ADVOWS ON is the right of preſentation to a church, or
eccleſiaﬅical beneﬁce. Advowſon, advacatrſio, ſigniﬁes in clierrtelam

renþere, the taking into protection z and therefore is ſynonymous
with patronage, patronatur: and he who has the right of ad
vowſon is called the patron of the church. For, when lords of
manors ﬁrﬅ built churches on their own demeſnes, and appointed

the tithes of thoſe manors to be paid to the oﬃciating miniﬅers,
which before were given to the clergy in common (from whence,
as was- formerly mentioned b, aroſe the diviſion of pariſhes) the

lord, who thus built a church, and endowed-'it with glebe or

land', had of common right a power annexed of nominating ſuch
miniﬅer as he pleaſed (provided he were canonically qualiﬁed) to
oﬃciate in 'that church of which he was the founder, endower,
maintai'ner, or, in one word, the patron ®.
'

T H l s inﬅance ofſi an advowſon will completely illuﬅrate the
nature of an incorporeal hereditament. It is not itſelf the bodily
poſſeﬃon of the church and it's appendages; but it is a right tov
give ſome other man a title, to ſuch bodily poſſeﬃon.

The ad

vowſon is the object of neither the ſight, nor the touch 3 and yet
it perpetually exiﬅs in the mind's eye, and in contemplation of
law. It cannot be delivered from man to man by any viſible bo
5 Vol.I. pag. 109.

© This original of the jm patrarmtm, by
building and endowing the church, appears

s

alſo to have been allowed in the Roman

empire.
r. 23.

Now. 56. r. iz. c. 2. Nw. 118.
-

dily
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dily transfer, nor can corporal _poſſeſſ10n be had of it. If the pa
tron takes corporal poſſeſſion of the church, the church-yard, the
glebe or the like, he intrudes-on another man's property; for to
theſe the parſon has an excluſive right. The patronage can there
fore beonly conveyed by operation of law, by verbal grant, either
-oral or written, which is a kind of inviſible, ment-al transfer:
and being ſo veﬅed, it lies dormant and unnoticed, till occaſion
calls it forth 3 when it produces a viſible, corporeal fruit, by in

titling ſome clerk, whom the patron ſhall pleaſe to nominate, to
enter and receive bodily poſſeﬃon of the lands and tenements of
zthe church.
Anvows o N s are either advowſons appendant, or advowſons
in grqſit. Lords of manors being originally the only founders,
and of courſe the only patrons, of churches d, the right of pa
tronage or preſentation, ſo long as it continues annexed to the
zpoſſeﬁion of the manor, as ſome have done from the foundation
of the church to this day, is called an advowſon appendanﬁ: and
it will paſs, or be conveyed, together with the manor, as inci

..dent and appendant thereto, by a grant of the manor only, with
-out adding any other words 7. But where the property of the ad
vowſon has been once ſeparated from the property of the manor,
by legal conveyance, it is called an advowſon in groſs, or at large,
and never can be appendant any more; but is for the future an
.nexed to the perſon of it's owner, and not to his manor or lands 5.
A Dvow s o N s are alſo either prgſhntatiw, cal/ative, or dona

-ti*ve h. An advowſon preſentative is where the patron hath a right
of preſentation to the biſhop or ordinary, and moreover to de
mand of him to inﬅitute his clerk, if he ﬁnd him canonically
qualiﬁed: and this is the moﬅ uſual advowſon. An advowſon
collative is where the biſhop and patron are one and the ſame
perſon : in which caſe the biſhop cannot preſent to himſelf 3 but
1 Co. Litt. 119.

* Ih'a'. 121.
ſ Hid. 307.

i

I lbid. izo.

* Hid.
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he does, by the ohe act of collation, - or conferring the beneﬁcez,
the whole that is done in common-caſes, by- both preſentatiorr
and inﬅitution. An' advowſon donative is when the king, or any
ſubject by his licence, doth found a church-or chapel, and or

dains thatit ſhall be merely in the gift or diſpoſal of the patron 3
ſubject to his viﬁtation only, and not to that of the-ordinary; and

veﬅed abſolutely in the clerk by the patron's deed of donation,
without preſentation, inﬅitution, or inductioni.

This is ſaid to:

have been antiently the only vway of conferring eccleſiaﬅical be
neﬁces
in England
3 the
method
of inﬅitution
by the biſhop
not
being eﬅabliſhed
more
earlyſi
than the
time of arch-biſhop
Becket.
in the reign of Henry II k'. And'therefore though pope Alexan
der Ill'l, in a' letter to Becket, ſeverely inveighs againﬅ the pra-ver
_ co'zﬂtetudo, as- he calls it,. of inveﬅiture conferred by the patron.

only, this however ſhews what was then the common uſagc.
Others contend, that the claim of the biſhops to inﬅitution is,

as old as the ﬁrﬅ planting of chriﬅianity in this iſland 3- and in.
proof of it they allege a letter- from the Engliſh nobility, to the.
popein the reign of Henry the third, recorded by Matthew Paris m,"
which ſpeaks of preſentation to the biſhop as a thing immemo
rial.

The truth ſeems to be, that, where the beneﬁce was to be

conferredona mere layman, he was- ﬁrﬅ preſented to the -biſhop,,
in order to receive ordination, who was at liberty to examine and.

refuſe him : but-where the clerk was already in orders, the living
was uſually veﬅedin- him 'by the ſole donation of the patron ;- till.
about the middle-of. the twelfth century, when the pope and his

biſhops endeavoured to introduce a kind of feodal dominion over:
eccleﬁaﬅical' beneﬁces, and, in conſequence of that, began to

claim and exerciſe the right of inﬅitution univerſally, as a ſpecies.
of ſpiritual inveﬅiture.
HOWEVE R this may be, if, as tlie law now ﬅands, the true;
patrononce waives this privilege of donation, and preſents to.
the biſhop, and hisclerk is admitted and inﬅituted, the advow=
* l Co. Litt. 344.
k Seld. tith. c. 12.

z.

1 Dear-dal. I. 3. r.7. r.3.
'" A.D.1239.
ſon:
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ſon is now become for ever preſentativ'e, and ſhall never be do-ﬂ
native any more. For theſe exceptions to general rules, and com
mon right, are ever looked upon by the law in an unfavourable
view, and conﬅrued as ﬅrictly as poſſible. If therefore the pa
tron, in whom ſuch peculiar right reſides, does once give up that
right, the law, which loves uniformity, will interpret it to be

done with an intention of giving it up for ever; and will there
upon reduce it to the ﬅandard of other eccleﬁaﬅical livings.

II. A s E c o N D ſpecies of incorporeal hereditaments is that'
of tithes 3 which are deﬁned to be the tenth part of the increaſe,

yearly ariſing and renewing from the proﬁts of lands, the ﬅock
upon lands, and the perſonal induﬅry of the inhabitants: the
ﬁrﬅ ſpecies being uſually called predial, as of corn, graſs, hops,
and wood" 3 the ſecond mixed, as of wool, milk, pigs, EFc", con
ſiﬅing of natural products, but nurtured and preſerved in part by

the care of man 3 ſiand of theſe the tenth muﬅ be paid in groſs:

the third per/bral, as of manual occupations, trades, ﬁſheries,

and the like 3 and of theſe only the tenth part of the clear gains
and proﬁts is due P.
'
I'r is not to be expected from the nature of theſe general
commentaries, that I ſhould particularly ſpecify, what things are
tithable, and what not, the time when, or the manner and pro
portion in which, tithes are uſually due. For this I muﬅ refer to

ſuch authors as have treated the matter in detail : and ſhall only
obſerve, that, in general, tithes are to be paid for every thing
that yields an annual increaſe, as corn, hay, fruit, cattle, poultry,
and the like; but not for any thing that is of the ſubﬅance of
the earth, or is not of annual increaſe, as ﬅone, lime, chalk, and
the like 3 nor for creatures that are of a wild nature, or ſame na
lurae, as deer, hawks, Ca'c, whoſe increaſe, ſo as to proﬁt the
owner, is not annual, but caſual T. It will rather be our buſineſs

to conſider, 1. The original of the right of tithes. 2. In whom
" 1 Roll. Abr. 635. a lnﬅ.649.

0 Hid.

P 1 Roll. Abr. 656.

'

q zlnﬅ. 651.

that
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that right at preſent ſubﬁﬅs. ' 3. Who may be diſcharged, either
totally or in part, from paying them.

,

*

r. As to their original. I will not put the title of the clergy
to tithes 'upon any divine right ; though ſuch a right certainly
commenced, and I believe as certainly ceaſed, with the Jewiſh
theocracy. Yet an honourable and competent maintenance for
the miniﬅers of the goſpel is, undoubtedly, jure di-vino; what

ever the particular mode of that maintenance may be. For, be
ſides the poﬁtive precepts of the new teﬅament, natural reaſon
will tell us, that an order of men,- who are ſeparated from the

World, and excluded from other lucrative profeﬂions, for the ſakc
of the reﬅ of mankind, have a right to be furniſhed with the
neceſſaries, Conveniences, ,and moderate enjoyments of life, at

their expenſe, for whoſe beneﬁt they forego the uſual means of
providing them. Accordingly all municipal laws have provided
a liberal and decent maintenance for their national prieﬅs or ClCſ-H
gy: ours, in particular have eﬅabliſhed this of tithes, probably
in imitation of the Jewiſh law: and perhaps, conſidering the
degenerate ﬅate of the world in general, it may be more bene
ﬁcial to the Engliſh clergy to found their title on the law of the
land, than-dponahy divine right whatſoever, unacknowleged and
unſupported' by' temporal ſanctions'.
WE cannot preciſely aſcertain the time when tithes were ﬁrﬅ
introduced into this country.

Poﬅibiy they were cotemporary.

with the planting of chriﬅianityamong the Saxons, by Auguﬅin
the monk, about the 'end of the ſixth century. But the ﬁrﬅ
mention of them," which I have met with in any written Eng
liſh law, is in a conﬅitutional decree, made in a ſynod held

A. D. 786 ', wherein the payment of tithes in general is ﬅrong
ly enjoined.

This canon, or decree, which at ﬁrﬅ 'bound not

the laity, was eﬀectually conﬁrmed by two kingdoms of the hep
tarchy, in their Parliamentary conventions of eﬅates, reſpective
' Selden, c. 8. 5. 2.

VoL.II.
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ly conſiﬅing-of the kings of Mercia and Northumberland, the

biſhops, dukes, ſenators, and people. Which was a few years
later than the time that Charlemagne eﬅabliſhed the payment of
them in France', and made that famous diviſion of them into
four parts z one to maintain the ediſice of the church, the ſecond
to ſupport the poor, the third the biſhop, and the fourth the Pa!

r'ochial clergy '.

,- .

THE next authentic mention of them is in the ﬂedur Edwardi

et Gut/num' ; or the laws agreed upon- between; king Guthrun the
Dane, and Alfred and his ſon- Edward theelder, ſucceﬁive kings

of
England, about the-year 900. This was a kind of treaty be
t-ween t-hoſe monarchs, which may be found at largeſiin vhe- Anglo
Saxon laws"; wherein it was neceſſary, as Guthrun was a pagan,
to provide for- the ſuþﬁﬅence- of the chriﬅian clergy-under his

dominion ; and, accordingly, we ﬁndw the-payment of tithes not

onlyenjoined, but a penalry-addedupon. nſion-obſizrvarice: which
law is ſeconded by thoſe of Athelﬅan ', about the year 930. And:
this is. as- much as can certainly be-traced outg with-regard to their!
legal original.
i
. a. We are=next to conſider the perſone to whom they; aredue.
And upon their ﬁrﬅ introduction (as hath formerly been obſerved y)
though every man was obliged to pay tithes in general, yet he

might- give them to what- prieﬅs. he pieaſedfv; which: were called
qrbitrary conſecrations of tithes: or hemight, pay-them, intn) the
hands of the biſhop, who diﬅributed? among-limdioceſani clergy

therevenues of the church, which were thenjn commonzﬁ But;
when dioceſes were dividedintopariſhes, the tithesof: each-par
riſhwere allotted to it's own particular; miniﬅer; ﬁrﬅ
corn,
mon conſent, or the appointmentssoflorde off-matters, and afterb
wards by the written law of the land b..
" ' '
'
' AD. 778.
' BookI. ch.11. Seld. c. 6. $.7. Sp.
of laws, b. 31. c. 12.

* cap. i.
7 Bookl. Introd. &4..

U

'- zlnﬅ. 646. Hob. 296.

' Wilkins, pag.5x.

* Seld. c. 9. 54.

' tap. 6.

5 LL. Edgar. r. 1 &52. Canut. t. 11.
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H o w B v 3E R, arbitrary' e'oﬁſecratidns of tithes took place again
afterwards, and became in 'general uſe till the time of king John r."
Which was probably owing to the intrigues of the regular clergy;
or monks of the Benedictine and other rules, under arch-biſhop
Dunﬅan and his ſucceſſors ; who endeavoured to wean the people

from paying their d'ues to the ﬅcular or parochial clergy, (a much

more valuable ſet of men than themſelves) and were then in
hopes to have drawn, by ſanctimonious pretences to' extraordinary
purity of life', all eceleſiaﬅical proﬁts to the 'coﬀer-s of their own
ſo'eiesies. And this will naturally enough account for the' num'
ber and riches of the monaﬅeries and religious houﬂes, which
were founded thoſe days, and which were frequently endowed
with tithes. ? For' a layman, who was obliged to pay his tithes

fame's-here, might think it 'good policy to erect an abbey,- and

there pay themþto hisown monks z or grantſhem to ſome abbey
already erected ,*- ſince fof this'dotation, which really' co'ﬅ 'the

patron little or nothing', he might', Iac'col-dirigtb the ﬂrþetﬅﬃoh
of the times, have ma'ſi'es for ever ﬅmg for' his' foul. But, in

proceſs of years, the income of the poor laborious pariſh prieﬅs
being' ſeandzldsﬂy- tedueed by' theſe drunk-dry conſecrations of

tithes, it was" remedied by p'ope I-hndﬁﬃt the knife" aþout the year

1 m in' a! deeretal- epiﬅle, rein to the swamme-p or Cant'er'bti ',
and, dared from-the palace er Later'sn: which has occaſioned r
Henry Hobaft and other's; to miﬅake it fet' a decre'e of the coun

en of monenda A.- ry.- r 179, which orﬂ'y' P'ſhhfbkted what was
nailed the infeodation 'of tithes,--or Wah Being' granted to make
laymen *-; whereas- this' letter of Pope' Innee'em to the archibiſhop

enjoined the payment of tithes to the' par-'ſans or the reſpective
pariﬂres- where every' man inhabited; agreeable tb what was afa
tetwardsdifected- by'the- ſame Pope
'Meat c'ohiitrieſisf. This
epiﬅl-egſays-Hi'Edwatci Cokeg, 'bound not'ctthe lay'ﬁrbjects of this
realm r but', being reaſonable and juﬅ' (and, he might have added,"
' c- Seldeſin. e. 1 r.

-

'ſ

d open: I'mare'rhIII. 'to-'112. 'p'zr£>.432.
e D'trrrml. 1.- 3. ti'

r. '92

F Hid. r. 26.

_ 5 zlnﬅ. 641.
' i
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being correſpondent to'the antient law) it was allowed of, and ſo
became lex terrae. This put an eﬀectual ﬅop to all the arbitrary

conſecrations of tithes ;, except ſome footﬅeps which ﬅill continue
in thoſe portions of tithes, which the parſon of one pariſh hath,
though rarely, a right to claim in another : for it is now univer
ſally heldh, that tithes are due, of common right, to the parſon

of the pariſh, unleſs there be a ſpecial exemption. This parſon of
the pariſh, we have formerly ſeen i, may be either the actual in
cumbent, or elſe the appropriator of the beneﬁce : appropriations
being a method of endowing monaﬅeries, which ſeems to have
been deviſed by the regular clergy, by way of ſubﬅitution to ar

bitrary 'conſecrations oftithes ".

-

. ,

3. W E obſerved that tithes are due to the parſon of common
right, unleſs by ſpecial exemption: let us therefore ſee, thirdly,

who may b_e__exempted from the payment of tithes, and how.
Lands, and their occupiers, may' be exempted or diſcharged
from the payment of tithes, either in part or totally, j ﬁrﬅ, by a
real Compoſition 3 or, ſecondly, by Cuﬅom or preſcription.

FI R s T, a real Compoſition is when an agreement is made be
tween the owner of the lands, and the parſon or vicar, with the

conſent of the ordinary and the patron, that ſuch lands ſhall- for
the future be diſcharged from payment of tithes, by reaſon of
ſome land or other real recompenſe given to the parſon, in lieu

and ſatisfaction thereof1. This was permitted byLlaw, becauſe it

was 'ſuppoſed that theclergy wouldibg 99
St:
\

U -

Qh'sompo

ſition; ſince the cbnſent of the ordinaﬃivrhoſe duty it is to take

v

care of the church in general, and of the patron, whoſeintereﬅ

it is to protect that particular church, were both made, neceſſary
to render the Compoſition eﬀectual :.,.and hence have ariſenall ſuch

compoſitions
as exiﬅ at this day by force of the common law. But,
experience- ſhewing that even this caution. was ineﬀeſictual,_ and
** Regiﬅ. 46. Hob. 296.
l Book I. pag. 372.
'* In extraparochial places the king, by

his royal prerogative, has a right. to all the
tithes. See book I. pag. 110..
7
t

* z Inﬅ. 490. Regiﬅ. 38., 13 Rep. 40.
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the poſſeſſions of the church being, by this and other means,
every day diminiſhed, the diſabling ﬅatute 13 Eliz. c. '0. was
made 5 which prevents, among other ſpiritual perſons, all parſons
and vicars from making any conveyances of the eﬅates of their

churches, other than for three lives or twenty one years. So that
now, by virtue of this ﬅatute, no real Compoſition made ſince the '
13 Eliz. is good for any longer term than three lives or'twenty
one years, though made by conſent of the patron and ordinary :
which has indeed eﬀectually demoliſhed' this kind of traﬃck;
ſuch compoſitions being now rarely heard of, 'unleſs by authority.
of parliament.
'SE c o N n LY, a-diſeharge by cuﬅom or preſcription, is where
time out of mind ſuch Perſons or ſuch lands have been, either
partially or totally, diſcharged from the payment of tithes. And
this immemorial uſage is binding upon all parties, as it is in it's
nature an evidence of univerſal conſent and acquieſcence; and
with reaſon ſuppoſes a real Compoſition to have been formerly
made. This cuﬅom or preſcription is either de nzoda a'ecz'mandi, or
de non decimando.
'.

al

'X

_ . A 'nodur decimandi, 'commonly called by the ſimple name of a
modw only, is. where there is by cuﬅom a particular manner of

tithing allowed, diﬀerent from the general law of taking tithes
in kind, which are the actual tenth part of the annual increaſe.
This. is ſometimes a pecuniary compenſatiom. as twopence-an

'acre for the titheof land: ſometimes it is a compenſaeion in
work and labour, as that the parſon ſhall have only the twelfth
cock of hay, and not the tenth, in conſideration of the owner's

niaking it for him: ſometimes, in lieu of a large quantity of
crude or imperfect tithe, the. parſon ſhall have a leſs quantity,
when arrived to greater maturity, as a couple of fowls in lieu of

tithe eggs 5 and the like. Any means, in ſhort, whereby the
general law of tithing is altered, and a new method of taking
them is introduced, is called a madur decinzandi, or ſpecialmanner
of tithing'
_ ,
To.
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T o make a good and ſuﬃcient madw, the following rules muﬅ
?be obſerved.

1. It muﬅ be certain and 'rear'd/en', for payment

of diﬀerent ſums will prove it to be no modw, that is, no origi
nal real-Compoſition; becauſe that muﬅ have been one and the

zſame, from it's ﬁrﬅ original to the preſent time. 2. The thing
zgiven, in lieuof tithes, muﬅ be beneﬁcial to the pa'ﬁn, and not
for the emolument of t/zird per/am onlyn: thus a modur, to repair
the c/mrcb in lieu of tithes, is not good, becauſe that is an ad

vantage to the pariſh only; but to repair the chancel is a good
modw, for that is an advantage to the parſon. 3. It muﬅ be
ſomething dzﬄ-rent from the thing compounded for®: one load of
hay, in lieu of all tithe hay, is no good modur: for no parſon
would, bona ſide, make a Compoſition to receive leſs than his due
in the ſame ſpecies of tithe; and therefore the law will not ſupt
poſe it poﬃble for ſuch Compoſition to have exiﬅed. 4.. One
cannot be diſcharged from payment of one ſpecies of tithe, by
paying a madar for another P. Thus a modus of I d. for every
milc/z cow will diſcharge the tithe of milcb kine, but not of bar
re'z cattle: for tithe is, of common right, due for both 3 and

therefore a moa'u: for one ſhall never be a diſcharge for the other.
5.' The recompenſe muﬅ be in it's nature as durable as the tithes

diſcharged by it 3 that is, an inheritance certain 4: and therefore
a madus that every in/zabzſitarzt of a houſe ſhall pay 4 d. a year, in
lieu of the owner's tithes, is no good modur 3 for poﬃbly the
houſe may not be inhabited, and then the recompenſe will be

loﬅ. 6. The madm muﬅ not be too large, which in law is called

a rank modes-r 'as if the real value of the tithes'be 601, per ani
mm, and a'maduſis is ſuggeﬅed of 401. this madu: will not be

good 3 though one of 40 r. might have been valid'. For, in theſe
caſes of preſcriptive or cuﬅomary modus's, the law ſuppoſes an

original real-Compoſition to have been regularly made 3 which
being loﬅ by length of time, the immemorial uﬁlge is admitted
'1 l Keb. 602.
" 1 Roll. Abr. 649.

P Cro. Eliz.446.
9 2 P. Wm'. 462.

* 1 Lev. 179.

' uMod. 60.

,

Salk. 657.
_
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as evidence to ſhew that it once did exiﬅ,'. and that from thence
ſuch uſage was derived. ' Now time of memory hath been long
ago aſcertained by thelaw to"commence from the reign of Richard
the ﬁrﬅs ; and any cuﬅom may be deﬅroyed by evidence of it's
non-exiﬅence in any part of the long. period from his days to the
preſent : wherefore, as this real Compoſition is ſuppoſed to have
been an equitable contract, . or the full value of the tithes, at the

time of making it, if the moa'm ſet up is ſo rank and large, as
that it beyond diſpute exceeds the value of the tithes in the time
of Richard the ﬁrﬅ, this mod'm- is ﬂlo de ﬅ and deﬅroys itſeiﬂ
For,.as it would be deﬅroyed by any direct evidence to prove it's
nonqexiﬅemce at' any time ſince that aera, ſo alſo it is deﬅroyed by
carrying in. itſelf this internal: evidence of a- much later originazL.
I v

-

-

r

m A. nREscRrP'rt-on de non- decimandv is a-cl'aim' to' be entirely
diſcharged of tithes, and to pay no compenſation in: l-ieu of them.
Thus the king by his prerogative is diſcharged from, all tithes '.

So; a vicar ſhall pay no tithes to the rector, nor the rector to th'e
vicar, for eccLﬁa-decz'mw non ſhlw't ecclgſiae ". But theſe privileges

'are Pt'ﬂﬂdl to boththe king andlthe clergy 3 for their tenant or
leſſee ſhall pay tithes of the'ſame land,- though' in their own oc
cupation it is not tithable.

And, generally ſpeaking, it is an of.

tabliſhed rule, that. in lay-hands, maddr cle-non decimmdb non 'va

kfw." But ſpiritual Perſons or corporations, as monaﬅeries, ab
cbots, biﬂtops, and: the like, were always capable of having their
lands totallydiſcharged of tithes, by'various-ways' :, as, I. By

real.compoﬁtion-:._ 2. By the pope's'vbull'oﬁ exemption? 3. By
unity of poſſeﬁion 3 as when the rectory of a pariſb, and lands in
the ſame pariſh, both belonged to a religious houſe, thoſelands
* This rule was adopted, when by the memory ſhould ﬅill continue to be reckon
Ratute of Weﬅm. t. (3 Edw. I. e. 39.) the

ed from an aera ſo very antiqnatei. see

reign of Richard I. was made the time of 2 Roll. Abr. 269. pl. 16.
limitation in a Writ of right. But, ſince by
' Cro. Eliz. 51 1.
the ﬅatute 32 Hen.VIII. e. 2. this period
" Hid. 479.
(in a writ of right) hath been very rationally

V' Hid. 5 I I.

reduced to ſixty years, it ſeems unaccountable, that the date of legal preſeription or

x Hob. 309. Cro. Jac. 308.
were
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were diſcharged of tithes by this unity of poſſeﬃon : 4. By pre
ſcription ; having never been liable to tithes, by being always in
ſpiritual hands : 5. By virtue of their order; as the knights tem
plars, ciﬅercians, and others, whoſe lands were privileged by the

pope with a diſcharge of tithes 7. Though, upon the diſſolution
of abbeys by Henry VIII, moﬅ of theſe exemptions from tithes

would have fallen with them, and the lands become tithable a
gain; had they not been ſupported and upheld by the ﬅatute
31 Hen._VIII. c. 13. which enacts, that all perſons who ſhould
come to the poſſeſiion of the lands of any abbey then diſſolved,
ſhould hold them free and diſcharged of tithes, in as large-and

ample a manner as the abbeys themſelves formerly held them.
And from this original have ſprung all the lands, which, being
in lay hands, do at preſent claim to be tithe-free: for, if a man
can ſhew his lands to have been ſuch abbey lands, and alſo im

memorially diſcharged of tithes by any of the means before-men
tioned, this is now a good preſcription de non decimanda. But he
muﬅ ſhew both theſe requiﬁtes: for abbey lands, without a ſpe
cial ground of diſcharge, are not diſcharged of courſe; neither

will any preſcription de non decimando avail in total. diſcharge of
tithes, unleſs it relates to ſuch abbey lands.

III. Co M Mo N, or right of common, appears from it's very
deﬁnition to be an incorporeal hereditament -:

being a proﬁt

which a man hath in the land of another; as to feed his beaﬅs,
to catch ﬁſh, to dig turf, to cut wood, or the like '. And hence

common is chieﬂy of four ſorts; common of Paﬅure, of piſcary,
of turbary, and of eﬅovers.
1. Co M M o N of paﬅure is a right of feeding one's beaﬅs on
another's land;

for in thoſe waﬅe grounds, which are uſually

called commons, the property of the ſoil is generally in the lord
of the manor; as in common ﬁelds it is in the particular tenants.

This kind of common is either appendant, appurtenant, becauſe
of vicinage, or in groſs ".
7 2 Rep. 44. Seld. tith. c. 13. s. a.
1 Finch, law.xg7.

a Co. Litt. 122.
COMMOIQ
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C o M M 0 N appendant is a right, belonging to the owners or
occupiers of arable land, to put commonable beaﬅs upon the

lord's waﬅe, and upon the lands of other perſons within the ſame
manor. Commonable beaﬅs are either beaﬅs of the plough, or
ſuch as manure the ground. This is a matter of moﬅ univerſal
right 3 and it was originally permitted b, not only for the encou
ragement of agriculture, but for the neceſiity of the thing. For,
when lords of manors granted out parcels of land to tenants, for
ſervices either done or to be done, theſe tenants could not plough
or manure the land without beaﬅs 3 theſe beaﬅs could not be

ſuﬅaihed without Paﬅure 3 and Paﬅure could not be had but in
the lord's waﬅes, and on the unincloſed fallow grounds of them

ſelves and the other tenants.

The law therefore annexed this'

right of common, as inſeparably incident, to the grant of the
lands 3 and this was 'the original of common appendant: which

obtains in Sweden, and the other northern kingdoms, -much in
the ſame manner as in England '. Common appurtenant is where
the owner of land has a right to put in other beaﬅs, beſides ſuch
as are generally commonable 3 as hogs, goats, and the like, which

neither plough nor manure the ground. This, not ariſing from
the neceﬃty of 'the thing, like common appendant, is therefore
not of common right 3 but can only be claimed by immemorial
uſage and preſcription d, which the law eﬅeems ſuﬃcient proof
of a ſpecial grant or agreement for this purpoſe. Common be
cauſelqf vicz'nage, or neighbourhood, is where the inhabitants of
two townſhips, which lie contiguous to each other, have uſually
intercommoned with one another 3 the beaﬅs of the one ﬅraying
mutually into the other's ﬁelds, without any moleﬅation from
either. This is indeed only a permiﬃve right, intended to ex
cuſe what in ﬅrictneſs is a treſpaſs in both, and to prevent a mul

tiplicity of ſuits: and therefore either townſhip may encloſe and
bar out the other, though they have intercommoned time out of
mind. Neither hath any perſon of one town a right to put his
b 2 Inﬅ. 86.

4 Co. Litt. tzz.

c Stiemh. dcjure Summm. I. 2. r. 6.

Vo L. II.
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beaﬅs originally into the other's common 3 but if they eſcape, and
ﬅray thither of themſelves, the law winks at the treſpaſs®. Com

mon in grqſh, or at large, is ſuch as is neither appendant nor ap
purtenant to land, but is annexed to a man's perſon; being

granted to him and his heirs by deed : or it may be claimed by
preſcriptive right, as by parſon oſ a church, or the like corpora
tion ſole. This is a ſeparate inheritance, entirely diﬅinct from
any landed property, and may be veﬅed in one who has not a
foot of ground in the manor.
A L i. theſe ſpecies, oſ paﬅurable common, may be and uſually
are limited as to number and time 3 but there are alſo commons

without ﬅint, and which laﬅ all the year. By the ﬅatute of Mer
ton however, and other ſubſequent ﬅatutes f, the lord of a manor

may encloſe ſo much oſ the waﬅe as he pleaſes, for tillage or
woodground, provided he leaves common ſuﬃcient for ſuch as are

entitled thereto. This encloſure,*when juﬅiﬁable, is called in law
U approving;" an antient expreſſion ſigniſying the ſame as " im
*' proving 5." The lord hath the ſole intereﬅ in the ſoil 3 but the
intereﬅ of the lord and commoner, in the common, are looked

upon in law as mutual. They may both bring actions ſor damage
done, either againﬅ ﬅrangers, or each other; the lord for the
public injury, and each commoner ſor his private damage h.
2, 3. CoM M ON oſ piſcary' is a liberty of ﬁſhing in another
man's waters 3 as common of turbary is a liberty of digging turſ
upon another's ground i. There is alſo a common of digging ſor
coals, minerals, ﬅones, and the like.

All theſe bear a reſemb- >

lance to common of paﬅure in many reſpects 3 though in one
point they go much ſarther: common of paﬅure being only a
right of ſeeding on the herbage and veﬅure of the ſoil, which
renews annually 3 but common of turbary, and the reﬅ, are a
right of carrying away the very ſoil itſelf.
* Co. Litt. 122.

' 20 Hen. Ill. c.4. 29 Geo. II. e. 36.
and 31 Geo.lL c.4'.

3 zlnﬅ. 474.

h 9Rep. 113.
i Co. Litt. laz.

4. CoM
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4. Co M MO N of eﬅovers (from eﬂoﬃer, to furniſh) is a liberty
' of taking neceſſary wood, for the uſe or furniture of a houſe or
farm, from oﬀ another's eﬅate. The Saxon word, oote, is of the

ſame ﬁgniﬁcation with the French eﬅowrr 3 and therefore houſe
bote is a ſuﬃcient allowance of wood, to repair, or to burn in,
the houſe; which latter is ſometimes called ﬁre-bate : plough

bote and cart-bore are wood to be employed in making and re
pairing all inﬅruments of huibandry: and hay-bore or hedge-hote
is wood for repairing of hays, hedges, or fences. Theſe botes or

eﬅovers muﬅ be reaſonable ones 3 and ſuch any tenant or leſſee
may take oﬀ the land let or demiſed'to him, without waiting for
any leave, aﬃgnment, or appointment of the leﬂ'or, unleſs he be
reﬅrained by ſpecial covenant to the contrary k.
THESE ſeveral ſpecies of commons do all originally reſult
from the ſame neceſſity as common of paﬅure 3 viz. for the main

tenance and carrying on of huſbandry: common of piſcary being
given for the ſuﬅenance of the tenant's family 3 common of tur
bary and ﬁre-bote for his fuel3

and houſe-hote, plough-bote,

cart-hote, and hedge-bore, for repairing his houſe, his inﬅru
ments of tillage, and the neceſſary fences of his grounds.
IV. A F o U RT H ſpecies of incorporeal hereditaments is that
of ways 3 or the right of going over another man's ground. I
ſpeak not here of the king's highways, which lead from town to

town 3 nor yet of common ways, leading from a village into the
ﬁelds 3 but of private ways, in which a particular man may have
an intereﬅ and a right, though another be owner of the ſoil.
This may be grounded on a ſpecial permiſiion 3 as when the
owner of the land grants to another a liberty of paﬃng over his
grounds, to go to church, to market, or the like : in'which caſe

the gift or grant is particular, and conﬁned to the grantee alone 3
it dies with the perſon; and, if the grantee leaves the country,

he cannot aſſign over his right to any other 3 nor can he juﬅify
k Co. Litt. 41.

E 2
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taking another perſon in his companyl. A way may be alſo by
preſcription; as if all the owners and occupiers of ſuch a farm
have immemorially uſed to croſs another's ground : for this im
memorial uſage ſuppoſes an original grant, whereby a right of
way thus appurtenant to land may clearly be created. A right of
way may alſo ariſe by act and operation of law: for, if a man
grants me a piece of ground in the middle of his ﬁeld, he at the
ſame time tacitly and impliedly gives me a way to come at it 3 and

I may croſs his land for that purpoſe without treſpaſsm. For when
the law doth give any thing to one, it giveth impliedly whatſoever
is neceſſary for enjoying the ſame ". By the law of the twelve tables
at Rome, where a man had the right of way over another's land,
and the road was out of repair, he who had the right of way might .
go over any part of the land he pleaſed;" which was the eﬅa
bliſhed rule in public as well as private ways.

And the law of

England, in both caſes, ſeems to correſpond with the Roman *'.
V. O F F 1 c e s, which are a right to exerciſe a public or pri

vate employment, and the fees and emoluments thereunto belong
ing, are alſo incorporeal hereditaments : whether public, as thoſe
of magiﬅrates 3 or private, as of bailiﬀs, receivers, and the like.
For a man may have an eﬅate in them, either to him and his

heirs, or for life, or for a term of years, or during pleaſure only :
ſave only that oﬃces of public truﬅ cannot be granted for a term
of years, eſpecially if they concern the adminiﬅration of juﬅice,
for then they might perhaps veﬅ in executors or adminiﬅrators P.
Neither can any judicial oﬃce be granted in reverſion 3 becauſe,
though the granteeſi may be able tov perform it at the time of the
grant, yet before the oﬃce falls he may become unable and in
ſuﬃcient: but minzﬅerial oﬃces may be ſo granted 93 for thoſe
may be executed by deputy. Alſo, by ﬅatute 5 and 6 Edw.VI.
c. 16. no public oﬃce ſhall be ſold, under pain of diſability to
diſpoſe of or hold it. For the law preſumes that he, who buys an
' Finch. law.3'.

-

" Ibid.63.
' Co. Litt. 56.

* Lord Raym.725. lBrownl. zrz.

2 Show. 28. 1 Jon. 297.
P 9 Rep. 97.
'l 11 Rep. 4..
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oﬃce, will by bribery, extortion, or other unlawful means, make
his purchaſe good, to the manifeﬅ detriment of the public.
VI. D 1 G N I T I I: s bear a near relation to oﬃces.

Of the na

ture of theſe we treated at large in the former book ': it will
therefore be here ſuﬃcient to mention them as a ſpecies of incor

poreal hereditaments,,wherein a man may have a property or eﬅate.
VII. F RAN c H 1 s E s are a ſeventh ſpecies. Franchiſe and li
berty are uſed as ſynonymous terms : and their deﬁnition is', a.

royal privilege, or branch of the king's prerogative, ſubſiﬅing in
the hands of a ſubject. Being therefore derived from the crown,
they muﬅ ariſe from the king's grant 3 or, in ſome caſes, may be

held by preſcription, which, as has been frequently ſaid, preſup
poſes a grant.

The kinds of them are various, and almoﬅ in'ﬁ

nite: I will here brieﬂy touch upon ſome of the principal 3 pre
miﬁng only, that they may be veﬅed in either natural perſons or

bodies politic 3 in one man, or in many : but the ſame identical
franchiſe, that has before been granted to one, cannot be beﬅowed
on another 3, for that would prejudice the former grant',
T o be a county palatine is a franchiſe, veﬅed in a number of

perſons. It is likewiſe a franchiſe for a number of perſons to be
incorporated, and ſubſiﬅ as a body politic, with a power to main-e
tain perpetual ſucceﬃon and do other corporate acts: and each
individual member ofſuch corporation is alſo ſaid to have a fran- *
chiſe or freedom. Other franchiſes are, to hold a court leet: to
have a manor or lordſhip 3 or, at leaﬅ, to have a lordſhip parap
mount: to have waifs, wrecks, eﬅrays, treaſure-trove, royal-ﬁſh,
forfeitures, and deodands : to have a court of one's own, or liben

ty of holding pleas, and trying cauſes: to have the cognizance
of pleas; which is a ﬅill greater liberty, being an excluſive. right,
ſo that no other court (hall try cauſizs ariſing within that juriſ
diction : to have a bailiwick, or liberty exempt from the ſheriﬀ
of the county, wherein the grantee only, and his oﬃcers, are to
1' See book I. ch._1-2.
'

L. 164..

1' zRoll. Abr. 191.

Keilw. 196..
axe.
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execute all proceſs : to have a fair or market , with the right of

taking toll, either there or at any other public places, as at
bridges, wharfs, and the like; which tolls muﬅ have a reaſon
able cauſe of commencement, (as in conſideration of repairs, or

the like) elſe the franchiſe is illegal and void": or, laﬅly, to
have a foreﬅ, chaſe, park, warren, or ﬁſhery, endowed with pri
vileges of royalty; which ſpecies of franchiſe may require a
more minute diſcuſſion.

As to aﬁmﬅ: this, in the hands of a ſubject, is properly
the ſame thing with a chafe ; being ſubject to the common law,
and not to the foreﬅ laws V. But a c/zaﬅ diﬀers from a park, in
that it is not encloſed, and alſo in that a man may have a chafe

in another man's ground as well as his own 3 being indeed the
liberty of keeping beaﬅs of chafe or royal game therein, pro
tected even from the owner of the land, with a power of hunt
ing them thereon.

A park is an encloſed chafe, extending only

over a man's own grounds. The word park indeed properly ſig
niﬁes any encloſure; but yet it is not every ﬁeld or common,
which a gentleman pleaſes to ſurround with a wall or paling, and

to ﬅock with a herd of deer, that is thereby conﬅituted a legal
park : for the king's grant, or at leaﬅ immemorial preſcription,
is neceſſary to make it ſo w. Though now the diﬀerence between
a real park, and ſuch encloſed grounds, is in many reſpects not
very material : only that it is unlawful at common law for any
perſon to kill any beaﬅs of park or chaſe ', except ſuch as poſ
ſeſs theſe franchiſes of foreﬅ, chaſe, or park. Free-warren is
a ﬁmilar franchiſe, erected for Preſervation or cuﬅody (which the
word ſigniﬁes) of beaﬅs and fowls of warren'; which, being

ﬁrae naturae, every one had a natural right to kill as he could :
" 2 lnﬅ. zzo.
V 4. lnﬅ. 314.
,
" Co. Litt.233. z lnſttgg. '1 Rep. 86.

wolf, and-in a word, all wild beaﬅs of
venary or hunting. (C0. Litt. 233.)
Y The beaﬅs are hares, conies. and roes:

x Theſe are properly buck, doe, fox,

the fowls are either rampeﬅm, as partridges,

marrin, and roe; but in a common and lc- rails, and quails; or ſyl-vqﬂm, as wood
gal ſenſe extend likewiſe to all the beaﬅs of Cocks and pheaſants ; or aguntiln, as mal

the foreﬅ: which, beſides the other, are
reckoned to be hart, hind, hare, boar, and

lards and herons.

(IbidJ
but
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but upon the introduction of the foreﬅ laws at the Norman con

queﬅ, as will be ſhewn hereafter, theſe animals being looked

upon as royal game and the ſole property of our ſavage monarchs,
this franchiſe of free-warren was invented to protect them; by .
giving the grantee a ſole and excluﬁve power of killing ſuch
game, ſo far as his warren extended, on condition of his pre

venting other perſons. A man therefore that has the franchiſe
of warren, is in reality no more than a royal game-keeper : but
no man, not even a lord of a manor, couldby common law juﬅiſy
ſporting on another's ſoil, or even on his own, unleſs he had the

liberty of free-warren z. This franchiſe is almoﬅ fallen into diſ
regard, ſince the new ﬅatutes for preſerving the game ; the name
being now chieﬂy preſerved in grounds that are ſet apart for

breeding hares and rabbets.

There are many inﬅances of keen

ct ſportſmen in antient times, who have ſold their eﬅates, and re
ſerved the ſree-warren, or right of killing game, to themſelves z
by which means it comes to paſs that a man and his heirs have
ſometimes free-warren over another's ground '.

A freeﬁſhery,

or excluﬁve right of ﬁſhing in a public river, is alſo a royal fran
chiſe; and is conſidered as ſuch in all countries where the feodal

polity has prevailedb: though the making ſuch grants, and by
that means appropriating what ſeems to be unnatural to reﬅrain,
the uſe of running water, was prohibited for the future by king

John's great charter, and the rivers that were fenced in his time

were directed to be laid open, as well as the foreﬅs to be diſ
- aﬀoreﬅedﬂ

This opening was extended, by the ſecondd and

third e charters of Henry III, to thoſe alſo that were fenced under
Richard I 5 ſo that a franchiſe of free ﬁſhery ought now to be at
leaﬅ as old as the reign of Henry II. This diﬀers from aſe-veral
ﬁſhery; becauſe he that has a ſeveral ﬁſhery muﬅ alſo be the
owner of the ſoil, which in a free ﬁſhery is not requiſite.

It

diﬀers alſo from a common of piſcary before-mentioned, in that
1 Salk. 637.

c cap. 47. edi'r. Oxen.

a Bro. Abr. rit. H/arN/t. 3.
" Seld. Mar. day/2 I. 24. Duſreſne. V.

a cap. 20.
c 9 Hen. Ill. c. 16.

503.

Crag. de jﬁmfeod. II. 8. 15.
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the free ﬁſhery is an excluſive right, the common of piſcary is
not ſo : and therefore, in a free ﬁſhery, a man has a property in

the fiſh before they are caught3 in a common of piſcary, not till
afterwards f.

Some indeed have conſidered a free ſiſhery not as

a royal franchiſe, but merely as a private grant of a liberty to ﬁſh
in the ſeveral ﬁſhery of the grantor 3. But the conſidering ſuch
right as originally a ﬂower of the prerogative, till reﬅrained by
magna carta, and derived by royal grant (previous to the reign

of Richard ,I.) to ſuch as now claim it by preſcription, may re
move ſome diﬃculties in reſpect to this matter, with which our
books are embaraﬂ'ed.
VIII. Co RODIES are a right of ſuﬅenance, or to receive

certain allotments of victual and proviſion for one's maintenance l'.
In lieu of which (eſpecially when due from eccleſiaﬅical perſons)
a penſion or ſum of money is ſometimes ſubﬅitutedi. And theſe
may be reckoned another ſpecies of incorporeal hereditaments 3
though not chargeable on, or iſſuing from, any corporeal inhe
ritance, but only charged on the perſon of the owner in reſpect
of ſuch his inheritance. To theſe may be added,
IX. AN N U I T I E s, which are much of the ſame nature;
only that theſe ariſe from temporal, as the former from ſpiritual,

perſons. An annuity is a thing very diﬅinct from a rent-charge,
with which it is frequently confounded: a rent-charge being a
burthen impoſed upon and iſſuing out oflands, whereas an annuity

. is a yearly ſum, chargeable only upon the per/(in of the grantorj.
Therefore, if a man by deed grant to another the ſum of 201. per
ammm, without expreſſing out of what lands it ſhall iſſue, no
land at all ſhall be charged with it; but it is a mere perſonal
annuity: which is of ſo little account in the law, that, if grant
ed to an eleemoſynary corporation, it is not within the ﬅatutes

of mortmaink3 and yet a man may have a real eﬅate in it,
though his ſecurity is merely perſonal.
7 F. N. B. 88. Sa'lk. 637.
8 2 Sid. 8.

i See bookI. ch. 8.
i Co. Litt. 144..

t Pinch. L.162.
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X. RE N 'r s are the laﬅ ſpecies of incorporeal hereditaments.
The word, rent, or render, reditw, ſigniﬁes a compenſation, or

return 3 it being in the nature of an acknowlegement given for
the poſi'cſiion of ſome corporeal inheritance 1. It is deﬁned to be
a certain proﬁt iſſuing yearly out of lands and tenements corpo
real. It muﬅ be a proﬁt 3 yet there is no occaſion for it to be, as
it uſually is, a ſum of money: for ſpurs, eapons, horſes, corn,
and other matters may be rendered, and frequently are rendered,

by way of rent m. It may alſo conſiﬅ in ſervices or manual ope
rations 3 as, to plough ſo many acres of ground, to attend the
king or the lord to the wars, and the like 3 which ſervices in
the eye of the law are proﬁts. This proﬁt muﬅ alſo be certain 3
or that which may be reduced to a certainty by either party.
It muﬅ alſo iſſue yearly; though there is no occaſion for it
to
iſſuethird,
everyorſucceﬂive
year; yet,
but itas may
every out'
ſe
cond,
fourth year'ſi':
it isbeto reſerved
be produced
of the proﬁts of lands-and tenements, as a recompenſe for

being permitted to hold and enjoy them, it ought to be reſerved
yearly, becauſe thoſe proﬁts do annually ariſe and are annually
renewed. It muﬅ z'ﬃze out of the thing granted, and not be part
of the land or thing itſelf 3 wherein it diﬀers from an exception

in the grant, which is always of part of the thing granted o. _ It
muﬅ, laﬅly, iſſue out of land: and tenements corporeal 3 that is,

from ſome inheritance Whereunto the owner or grantee of the
rent may have recourſe to diﬅrein. Therefore a rent cannot be re
ſerved out of an advowſon, a common, an oﬃce, a franchiſe, or

the like P. But a grant of ſuch annuity or ſum may operate as a
perſonal contract, and oblige the grantor to pay the money reſer
ved, or ſubject him to an action of debt "1 3 though it doth not'
aﬀect the inheritance, and is no legal rent in contemplation of law.
TH E R E are at common law' three manner of rents 3 rent
ſervice, rent-charge, and rent-ſeek. Rent-ſervice is ſo called be
-* Co. Litt. 144.

* Plowd. 13. 8 Rep. 71.ſi

" Ioid. 142.
' Hid. 47.

P Co. Litt. 144.
'
4 Ioia'. 47. ſ ſi
' Litt. s. 213.

Vo L. II.
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cauſe it hath ſome corporal ſervice incident to it, as at the leaﬅ
fealty, or the feodal oath of ﬁdelity '. For, if a tenant holds his

land by fealty, and ten ſhillingsrent 3 or by the ſervice of plough
ing the lord's land, and ﬁve ſhillings rent 3 theſe pecuniary rents,
being connected with perſonal ſervices, are therefore called rent
ſervice. And for theſe, in caſe they be behind, or arrere, at the

day appointed, the lord may diﬅrein of common right, without
reſerving any ſpecial power of diﬅreſs 3 provided he hath in him
ſelf the reverﬁon, or future eﬅate of the lands and tenements,

after the leaſe or particular eﬅate of the leſſee or grantee is
expired'.

A rent-charge, is where the owner of the rent hath

no future intereﬅ, or reverſion expectant in the land 3 as where
a man by deed maketh over t'o others his wba/e eﬅate in fee ſimple,

with a certain rent payable thereout, and adds to the deed a cove
nant or clauſe of diﬅreſs, that if the rent be arrere, or behind,

it ſhall be lawful to diﬅrein for the ſame.

In this caſe the land

is liable to the diﬅreſs, not of common right, but by virtue of

the clauſe in the deed : and therefore it is called a rent-charge,

becauſe in this manner the land is charged with a diﬅreſs for the
payment of it ". Rent-ſick, reditur ſiccur, or barren rent, is in
eﬀect nothing more than a rent reſerved by deed, but without

any clauſe of diﬅreſs.
TH E R E are alſo other ſpecies of rents, which are reducible

to theſe three. Rents qf aſhﬅ are the certain eﬅablifhed rents of
the freeholders and antient copyholders of a manor w, which can

not be departed from or varied. Thoſe of the freeholders are fre

quently called chief rents, reditu: Cﬂþitﬂler; and both ſorts are in
diﬀerently denominated quit rents, guieti reditw 3 becauſe thereby

the tenant goes quit and free of all other ſervices. When theſe
payments were reſerved in ﬁlver or white money, they were an
tiently called white-rents, or Hancb-ﬁzrmr, reditur albi*3 in con
tradiﬅinction to rents reſerved in work, grain, CFc. which were
* Co. Litt. 142.
' Litt. 5. 215.
' Co. Litt. 143.

" 2 Inﬅ. 19.

'

* In Scotland this kind ef ſmall pay
ment is called Hence-holding, or redjtu: altar
ﬁrm-ac.

'

called
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called redz'tm m'gri, or black-maile 7. Rack-rent is only a rent of
the full value of the tenement, or near it. A ﬅefam-rent is a
rent-charge iſſuing out of an eﬅate in fee; of at leaﬅ one fourth

of the value of the lands, at the time of it's reſervation 'z for a
grant of lands, re'ſerving ſo conſiderable a rent, is indeed only

letting lands to farm in fee ſimple inﬅead of the uſual methods
forlife or years.
TH E s E are the general diviſions of rent; but the diﬀerence

between them (in reſpect to the remedy for recovering them) is
now totally aboliſhed 3 and all perſons may have the like remedy
by diﬅreſs-for rents-ſeck, rents of aﬁiſe, and chief-rents, as in

caſe of rents reſerved upon leaſe '.
RENT is regularly due and payable upon the land from whence
it iſſues, ifzno particular place is mentioned in the reſervation "z
but, in caſe of the king, the payment muﬅ be either to his oﬃ
cers at the exchequer, or to his receiver in the country *. And,
ﬅrictly, the rent is demandable and payable before the time of
ſunſet of the day whereon it is reſerved**; though ſome have

thought it not abſolutely due till midnight *.
WITH regard to the original of rents, ſomething will be ſaid
in the next chapter: and, as to diﬅreſſes and other remedies for
their recovery, the doctrine relating thereto, and the ſeveral pro

ceedings thereon', theſe belong properly to the third part of our
commentaries, which will treat of civil injuries, and the means

whereby they are redreﬁ'ed.

'

7 2 Inﬅ. 19.

c 4.Rep. 73.

1 Co. Litt.143.

* Anderſ. 253.

' Stat. 4Geo. II. c. 28.
' Co. Litt. 201.

= 1 Saund. 287.

Fa

'Cham Prec. 555. -
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T is impoſſible to underﬅand, with any degree of' accuracy,
either the civil Conﬅitution of this kingdom, or the laws
which regulate it's landed property, without ſomerzgeneral. ac
quaint-ance with the nature and doctrine of- ſends, or the feodal
law: a ſyﬅem ſo univerſally received throughout Europe, upwards
of twelve centuries ago, that ﬁr Henry Spelman' does not ſcruple

to call it the law of nations in our weﬅern world. This chapter

will be therefore dedicated to this inquiry. And though, in the
courſe of our Obſervations in this and many other parts of the
preſent book, we may have occaſion to ſearch pretty highly into
the antiquities of our Engliſh juriſprudence, -_ yet ſurely no induſ
trious ﬅudent will imagine his time miſ-employed, when he is
led to conſider that the obſolete doctrines- of our laws are fre
quently the foundation, upon which what remains is erected;
and that it is impracticable to comprehend many rules of the mo
dern law, in a ſcholarlike ſcientiﬁcal manner, without having re

courſe to the antient. Nor will theſe reſearches be altogether void
of rational entertainment as well as uſe: as in viewing the ma
jeﬅic ruins of Rome or Athens, of Balbec or Palmyra, it admi

niﬅers both pleaſure and inﬅruction to compare them with the
draughts of the ſame ediﬁces, in their priﬅine proportion and
ſplendorJ
3 of Parliaments. 57.
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TH E Conﬅitution of feuds" had it's original from the military
, policy of the northern or. Celtic nations, the Goths, the Hunns,.
the Franks, the Vandals, and the Lombards, who all migrating.

from the ſame qﬃcina gentium, as Crag very juﬅly entitles it *,.
poured-themſelves in vaﬅ quantities into .-all,the regionsof.Europe,...
at'- the declenſion of the Roman empire. It was broughtby- them.
from their own countries, and continued in their reſpective colo
nies as the moﬅ" likely means to ſecure their new acquiſitions-r
and, to that=end,,large diﬅricts or parcels of land were allotted by
theconquering general to the ſuperior oﬃcers of the army, and
by them dealt out again- in. ſmaller: parcels or allotments to the
inferior oﬃcers and moﬅ defer-ving ſoldiers cl; Theſe allotments:
were called ſeada, feuds, ﬁefs, or fees 3 which laﬅ appellationz

in the-northern languages-e ſigniﬁes a conditional ﬅipendr or re
ward f_.. Rewards or ﬅipends they evidently were 3. and the condition annexed to themwas, that the poſſeſſor- ſhould do ſervice
faithfully, both at home and inuthe wars, to him by whom theyr

were-given-3. forxwhich-purpoſe-h'e took the juramentum ſide-lita
tz'r, or oath of fealty': and in caſe of the breachiof thiscon

dition and oath, by not performing the ﬅipulated ſervice, or by,
deſerting tho lord-in battle, the lands-were again to revert. to h'imi

who granted them ba
AſiLLoTMENTs thus acquired, naturally engaged-ſuch as ac.-_
cepted them- to defend them: and, as-theyall ſprang from the'
b See Spelman of .feuds,-.and Wright of poﬁtion of theſe northern fyllablcs, Bilﬂdh; .
tenures, per rot.
will give us. the true etymology of the alle. is
5 De jure ftad'. lg, 20..
4 Wright. 7.'

' Spelm. Gl. 216..
ſ Pontoppidan in his hiﬅory of Norway

dium, or abſolute propertyoſ the feudiﬅs 3 ,
as, by a ſirnilar combination of 'the latter

ſyllable-witlr the word fre (which ſigniﬁes3
we have ſeen, a conditional reward or ﬅi'- _ -

(page 290) obſerves, that in the northern pend) feeodh or fcodm will denote ﬂipen- languages Udh ſigniſies propn'na: and-all diary property.
imm- Hence he derives the ddhﬂl right in
thoſe countries; and-hence too perhaps is

derived the udal right in Finland, &Ft. (See

8 See this Oath-explained 'at large in',

Far-1. 1. 2. r. 7,

'

" .

1' Fmd. I. 2. t. 24.

Mac Doual. Inﬅ. part. ar) Now the tranſl

ſame

'
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ſame right of conqueﬅ, no part could ſubſiﬅ independent of the

whole; wherefore all givers- as well as rece'rvers were-mutually

bound to defend each others poſſeﬃons. But, as that could not
eﬀcctually be done in a tumultuous irregular way. government,
and to that. purpoſe ſubordination, was neceſſary. Every receiver

of lands, or feudatory, was therefore bound, when called upon
by his benefactor, or immediate lord of his 'ſe'ud or'fce, to do all
in his power to defend him. Such bcnefactor or lord was like
wiſe ſubordinate to and under the command of his immediate
benefactor or ſupcrior; and ſo upwards to the prince or general
himſelf. And the ſeveral lords were alſo reciprocally bound, in
their reſpective gradations, to protect the poſſeﬃons they had
given. Thus the feodal connection was eﬅabliſhed, a proper mi
litary ſubjection was naturally introduced, and an army of feuda
tories were always ready enliﬅed, and mutually prepared to muſ
ter, not only in defenc'c'of eachman's own ſeveral property, but

alſo in defence of the whole, and of every part of this their
newly acquired countryi: the prudence of which conﬅitution

was ſoon ſuﬃciently viſible in the ﬅrength and ſpirit, with which
they maintained their conque'ﬅs.
.

'

na

.

'11

THE univerſality and early uſeof this feodal plan, among all
thoſe nations which in complaiſance to the Roman's we ﬅill call
barbarous, may appear from what is recordedk of the Cimbri and
Teutoncs, nations of the ſame northern original as thoſe whom
we have been deſcribing, at 'their ﬁrﬅ irruption into Italy about

a century before the chriﬅian aera. They demanded of the Ro
mans, " ut martz'ur popular alt'guidſibi terrae dare-t, quaſi ﬅipen
" dium: caeferzzm, at 'vel/et, mantſibm atque armzſir ſink uteretur."
The ſenſe of which may be thus rendered 3 they deſired ﬅipen
diary lands (that is, feuds) to be allowed them, 'to be held by
military and other perſonal ſervices, whenever their lords ſhould

call upon them. This was evidently the ſame Conﬅitution; that
diſplayed itſelf more fully about ſeven hundred years afterwards ;
when the Salii, Burgundians, and Franks broke in 'upon Gaul,
i Wright. 8.

t

_'*

Flanu. I. 3_ t. 3.
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the Viﬁgoths on Spain, and the Lombards upon Italy, andintro
duced with themſelves this northern plan of polity, ſerving at
once' to- diﬅribute, and to protect, the territories they had newly
gained. And from hence it is probable that the emperor Alex

ander Severusl took the hint, of dividing lands conquered from
the enemy among his generals and Victorious ſoldiery, on condi
tion of receiving military ſervice from them and their heirs for
ever:
. SCARCE had theſe northern conquerors eﬅabliſhed themſelves
in their new dominions, when the wiſdom of their conﬅitutions,
as well as their perſonal valour, alarmed all the princes of Europe 3
that is, of thoſe countries which had formerly been Roman pro-1.
vinces, but had revolted, orwere deſerted by their old maﬅers,
in the general wreck of the empire. Wherefore moﬅ, if not all,

of them thought it neceſſary to emet- into the' ſame or a ſimilar
plan'of policy. For-whereas, before, the poſiizſſio'ns of their
ſubjocts were perfectly allaziial; (that is, wholly independentz
and held. of no ſuperior at all) now they patcelled out their royal
territories, or perﬂi'aded 'their ſuhjects' to ſurrender up and retake

their'own landed property,- ,,udder"the vlike feodal obligation of
military fealty m. And'tlius, in the compaſs of a very few years,
the feodal Conﬅitution, or the doctrine of tenure, extended itſelf
over all the weﬅern world. Which alteration of landed property,
in fo,vcry materiat'a point, neceﬂilrily drew after 'it an alteration
of laws andſicuﬅoms : ſo that tlyelfeodal laws ſoon 'drove out' the
Roman, which had hithertoi univerſallſſy obtained-,>but nowhe
came for manycenturies loﬅ and forgotten; and Italy itſelf (as '
ſome of the civilians, with more ſpleen than judgment, have ex..

preﬀed it) bel/what, ctguef'rtſinau', immamſhue Langobardorum lage:
cccePzſit ".

ſi '

1 " Soler, quae de boﬅidur (apt/1 ſent, Ir'mi" tancir ducilvur et militidur a'cna-vif ; zſim ut

'

1 i'"
U per inopiam Laminum rutlper ﬁntctulm deſi
" "in/'fur rura 'via'na &ardariun quod fur/diſ

" 'arum ita gﬃn', ſi þnercde: i/Iomm militarmt,

"ſimum illa durzbat." (1551. Lamprid. in rw'ta

"me ungnam ad primam: pert/'n'am : dice-11:
"aftentiur illa: miliraturor, ſi eliam ﬁza rura

Alrx. Sour/1)
m Wright. lo.

" a'gﬁmz'trent. Ada'l'd'it ſam' bis et anima/ia et

"ſen/01, ut poﬃ'tt ro/e'" quod accept-ram; m'

'* Gra'vin. Orig. 1. l'.

BUT
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BUT this feodal polity, which was thus by degrees cﬅabliſhed
over all the continent of Europe, ſeems not to have been received
in this part of our ill-and, at leaﬅ not univerſally and as a part of

the national Conﬅitution, till the reign of William the Norman 0..
Not but that it is reaſonable to believe, from abundant traces in

our hiﬅory and laws, that even in the times of the Saxons, who

were a ſwarm from what ſir William Temple calls the ſame nor
thern hive, ſomething ſimilar to this was in uſe : yet not ſo ex
tenſively, -nor attended with all the rigour that was afterwards
imported by the Normans. For the Saxons were ﬁrmly ſettled in
\this iﬂand, at leaﬅ as early as the year 6oo : and it was not til-1
two centuries after, that feuds arrived to their full vigour and ma

turity, even on the continent of Europe P.
TH Is introduction however of the feodal tenures into Eng
land, by king William, does not ſeem to have been eﬀected im
'mediately after the conqueﬅ, nor by the mere arbitrary will and
power of the conqueror; but to have been conſented to by the
great council of the nation long after his title was eﬅabliſhed.
'Indeed from the prodigious ﬂaughter of the Engliſh nobility at
the battle of Haﬅings, and the fruitleſs inſurrections of thoſe who
ſurvived, ſuch numerous forfeitures had accrued, that he was able

to reward his Norman followers with very large and =extenﬁve
poſſeﬃons : which gave a handle to the monkiſh hiﬅorians, and
ſuch as have implicitly followed them, to repreſent him as having
by right of the ſword ſeiſed on all the lands of England, and
dealt them out again to his own favourites. A ſuppoſition,
grounded upon a miﬅaken ſenſe of the word cangugﬅ ; which, in
it's feodal acceptation, ſigniﬁes no more than acqug'ſitian: and this
has led many haﬅy writers into a ﬅrange hiﬅorical miﬅake, and
one which upon the ﬂighteﬅ examination will be found to be
moﬅ untrue.

However, certain it is, that the Normans now be

gan to gain very large poſſeﬃons in England : and their regard
for the feodal law, under which they had long lived, together
* Spelrn. Glqﬃ 218. Bract. I. z. c.16. 57.

P Crag. 1. 1. t. 4.
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with the king's recommendation of this policy to the Engliſh, as
the beﬅ way to put themſelves on a military footing, and thereby
to prevent any future attempts from the continent, were probably
the reaſons that prevailed to eﬀect it's eﬅabliſhment here. And
perhaps we may be able to aſcertain the time of this great revo
lution in our landed property with a tolerable degree of exactneſs.
For we learn from the Saxon Chronicle **, that in the nineteenth

year of king William's reign an invaﬁon was apprehended from
Denmark; and the military conﬅitution of the Saxons being then
laid aſide, and no other introduced in it'sﬅead, the kingdom was
wholly deſenceleſs : which occaſioned the king to bring over a
large army of Normans and Bretons, who were quartered upon

every landholder, and greatly oppreſſed the people. This apparent
Weakneſs, together with the grievances occaſioned by a foreign
force, might co-operate with the king's remonﬅrances, and the
better encline the nobility to liﬅen to his propoſals for putting
them in a poﬅure of defence. For, as ſoon as the danger was
over, the king held a great council to inquire into-the ſtate of the
n'ation * ; the 'immediate conſequenceof which was the compiling
of
the great-ſurvey called domeſday-booſſk, which 'was ﬁniſhed in

thene'xt'year rwand 'in the latter end of that very year the king
was attendedzbzy all his nobility at Sat-um ; i where all the prin
cipal landholders 'ſilbmitted their lands to the yoke of military
tenureſi, became the king's v'aſalsſi, and did' homage and fealty to his
Perſon.'-.-2This ſeemaztolhave. been the aera of formally introdu

cing thefeoMﬀtemqes-by-law ;--ctand probablyctthev very law, thus
made at the 'council of Sarumﬁ-isr'that which is ſiﬅill extant ', and
couched in theſe remarkable words :

"ﬅatuimur, at owner liberz'

" Imm'rzer foe-dere -et ﬅzcramento qﬃrment, quad intra et extra um'

" ver/inn regnum zing/ice LVil/ze/ma regi domina ſhoſide/e: eſſ' wlunt;
" term: et lzonarer i/liu: omni ſidelitate ubzſigue ﬅr'vare cum eo, et
'q A. D. losg.

me/iorir ptr lotam ling/ſam, (jru Zvomlſinu ﬁh'li

' Rex 'muſt magnm nati/run', 't grave: ſim', et o'mm ſE iI/i ſizbdir/rre, gjuſque facti
ſrrmaner habit tum ſu': prora-My: de bar term, ſit/it 'UllſZ/li, ar ti ﬁdrlitatirjurammta pra'ﬅi
yuo made inrolerrtur, et a guibur bominibm. lrrunr, ſi ran/'a alſo: grea/Fungus iI/i ﬁde: fu
Cbron. Sax. did.

' Omnrr proed/'a mrentn, guolyuol tﬃ'zt nola:

Vo L . II.

tm'ai.

C/H'MI. Sax. A. D. 1086.

' cap. 52. Wilk. 228.

G
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V contra irzz'mz'car et alzbrigmar dgfma'ere." The terms of this law
(as ﬁr Martin Wright has 0bferved") are plainly feodal : for, ﬁrﬅ,
it requires the oath of fealty, whichmadc in the ſenſe of the feu
diﬅs every man that took it a tenant or vaſal; and, ſecondly,

the tenants obliged themſelves to defend their lord's territories
and titles againﬅ all enemies foreign and domeﬅic. But what
puts the matter out of diſpute is another law of the ſame. col
lection ", which exacts the performance of the military feodal
fervices, as ordained by the general council. " Omer comiter, et
"bar-ones, et milder, et ſerrvienter, at umſiverſi liberz' lzaminer tatz'ur
" regm' mﬅyri pmedicti, lzabeant et tmedntﬅ ſemper bene- in armir et
" in egm'r, at dtcet et opartet : et ſint ﬅmper prompt' et bene parati
"ad ſerw'tz'um ſhun' integrm mbir explmdum et peragendm cum
" opmſuerit; ﬂruna'um quod- nabir cle-bent de ſiodir et tencmentirſhi:
*' dejrzre fact-re; et ſimt illirﬅatuimu: per commune canczl/im/z totz'ur

a regm' nﬄnſi pratdiﬂi."
TH 1 s new polity therefore ſeems not to have been impqſhd by
the conqueror, but nationally and freely adapted by the general aſ

ſembly of the whole realm, in the ſame manner as other nations
of Europe had before adopted-it, upon the ſame principle of
ſelf-ſecurity. And, in particular, they had' the recent example

of the French nation before 'their eyes; which had gradually
ſurrendered up all it's allodial or free lands into the king's hands,
who reﬅored them to the owners as a beneﬁt-ram or- feud, to be
held to them and ſuch of their heirs as they previouﬂy nominated
to the king : and thus by degrees all the allodial eﬅates of France
were converted into feuds, and. the fr'eemen became the vaſals of

the crown w. The only diﬀerence between this change of tenures
in France, and that in England, was, that the former was eﬀected

gradually, by the conſent of private Perſons' 5 the. latter was done
at once, all over England," by the common conſent of the nationx.
" Tenures. 66.

all the lands in Egypt, and granted them

' tap. 58. Wilk. 228.

out to the Egyptians, reſerving an annual

' Monteſq. Sp. L. b. 31. c. 8.

render of the ﬁfth part of their value. (Gen.

l Pharoah thus acquired the dominion of

c. 47.)
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I N conſequence of this change, it became a fundamental maxim

and neceſſary principle (though in reality a mere ﬁction) of our
Engliſh tenures, '* that the king is the univerſal lord and original
" proprietor of 'all the lands in his, kingdom', and that no man
" doth or can poſſeſs any part of it, but what has mediately or
" immediately been derived as a gift from him, to be held upon
" feodal ſervices." For, this being the real caſe in pure, original,
proper feuds, other nations who adopted this ſyﬅem were obliged
to act upon the ſame ſuppoſition, as a ſubﬅruction and foundation
of their new polity, though the fact was indeed far otherwiſe.
And indeed by thus conſenting to the introduction of feodal te
nures, our Engliſh anceﬅors probably meant no more than to put
the kingdom in a ﬅate of defence by eﬅabliſhing a military ſyſ
tem z and to oblige themſelves (in reſpect of their lands) to main
tain the king's title and territories, with equal vigour and fealty,
aJ they had received their lands from his bounty upon theſe
expreſs conditions, as pure, proper, beneﬁoiaryfeudatories. But,
whatever their meaning was, the Norman interpret-ters, ſkilled in

all the_nicetizes of the feodal conﬅitutions, and well underﬅand

ing the import and extent of the feodal terms, gave a very diﬀe
rent conﬅruction to this proceeding ; and thereupon took a handle
to introduce not only the rigorous doctrines which 'prevailed in
the duchy of Normandy, but alſo ſuch fruits and dependencies,

ſuch hardſhips and ſervices, as were never known to other na
tions ' 5 as if the Engliſh had in fact, as well as theory, owed

every thing they had to the bounty of their ſovereign lord.
0 u R anceﬅors therefore, who were by no means beneﬁciaries,
but had barely conſented to this ﬁction of tenure from the crown,
as the baſis of a military diſcipline, with reaſon looked upon

theſe deductions as grievous impoſitions, and arbitrary concluﬁons
from principles that, as to them, had no foundation in truth".
However, this king, and his ſon William Rufus, kept up with
Y Tent ſuit in [u_y, et ruzcttnt de 119' al ronȝnrnrmmt.

24, Ed-w. III. 65.)

1 Spelm. of ſends, c. 28.
' Wright. 81.
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a high hand all the rigours of the feodal doctrines: but their
ſucceſior, Henry l, found it expedient, when he ſet 'up his pre

tenſions to the crown, to promiſe a reſtitution of the laws of king
Edward the confeﬂbr, or antient Saxon ſyﬅem 5 and accordingly,

in the ﬁrﬅ year of his reign, granted a charter ", whereby he gave
up the greater grievances, but ﬅill reſerved the ﬁction of feodal

tenure, for the ſame military purpofes which engaged his father
to introduce it. But this charter was gradually broke through,
and the former grievances were revived and aggravated, by him
ſelf and ſucceeding princes ; till in the reign of king John they
became ſo intolerable, that they occaſioned his barons, or prin

cipal ſeudatories, to riſe up in arms againﬅ him: which at length
produced the famous great charter at Runing-mead, which, with
ſome alterations, was conﬁrmed by his ſon Henry III.

And,

though it's immunities (eſpecially as altered on it's laﬅ edition by
'his ſon c) are very greatly ſhort of thoſe granted by Henry I, it
was juﬅly eﬅeemed at the time a vaﬅ acquiſition to Engliſh li
berty._ Indeed, by the farther alteration of tenures that has ſince
happened, many of theſe immunities may now appear, to a com
mon obſerver, of much leſs conſequence than they really were
when granted : but this, properly conſidered, will ſhew, not
that the acquiﬁtions under John were ſmall, but that thoſe under
Charles were greater. And from hence alſo ariſes another infe
rence 3 that the liberties of Engliſhmen are not (as ſome arbitrary
writers would repreſent them) mere infringements of the king's
prerogative, extorted from our princes by taking advantage of
their Weakneſs 3 but a reﬅoration of that antientconﬅitution, of

which our anccﬅors had been defrauded by the art and ﬁneſſe of
the Norman lawyers, rather than deprivedſiby the force of the
Norman arms.

H A v I N G given this ſhort hiﬅory of their riſe and progreſs,
we will next conſider the nature, doctrine, and principal laws of
feuds ; wherein we ſhall evidently trace the groundwork of many

parts of our public polity, and alſo the original of ſuch of our
' LL. Hey. I. t. 1.

* 9 Hem IH.
'
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own tenures, as were either aboliihed in the laﬅ century, or ﬅill
remain in force.

TH E grand and fundamental maxim'of all ſeodal tenure is
this; that all lands were originally granted out by the ſovereign,
and are therefore holden, either mediately or immediately, of the

crown. The grantor was called the proprietor, or lord ,> being
he who retained the dominion or ultimate property of the feud or
fee: and the grantee, who had only the uſe and poſſeﬃon, ac
cording to the terms of the grant, was ﬅiled the feudatory or

'va/ill, which was only another name for the tenant or holder of
'the lands 3 though, on account of the prejudices we have juﬅly?

conceived againﬅ the doctrines- that were afterwards grafteil' on
this ſyﬅem, we now uſe the word wſſzl opprobriouſly, as ſyno
nymous to ſlave or bondman. The manner of the grant was by
words of gratuitous and pure donation, dedi et mncgﬃ; which are
ﬅill the operative words in our modern infeodations or deeds of

feoﬀment.
This was perfected by the ceremony of corpor'al in
veﬅiture, or open and notorioſſus delivery of poﬂ'eſiion in the pre
ſence of the other vaſals, which perpetuated among them the aera
of the new acquiſition, at a time when the art of writing was
very 'little known : and therefore the evidence of property was

repoſed in the memory of the neighbourhood ; who, in caſe of
a diſputed title, were afterwards called upon to decide the diﬀe
rence, not only according to externaluproofs, adduced by the par
ties litigant, but alſo by the internal teﬅimony of their own pri

vate knowlege.
'- BESlDES an oath offealty, or profeﬃon of faith to the lord,
which was the parent of our oath of allegiance, the vaſal or te
nant upon inveﬅiture did uſually lzamage to his lord; openly and
humbly kneeling, being ungirt, uncovered, and holding up his
hands both together between thoſe of the lord, who ſate before
him; and there profeﬃng that " he did become his man, from

N that day forth, of life and limb and earthly honour;" and then

he received a kiſs from his lord d. Which ceremony was deno
** Litt. 5. 85. _
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minated lmmagium, or man/ma', by the feudiﬅs, from the ﬅated
form of words, devemſia 'mﬅer lzomo ".
WH a N the tenant had thus profeſſed himſelf to be the man
of his ſuperior or lord, the next conſideration was concerning the
ﬅr-uice, which, as ſuch, he was bound to render, in recompenſe
for the land he held. This, in pure, proper, and original feuds,

was only twofold: to follow, or doſa't to, the lord in his courts

in time of peace; and in his armies or warlike retinue, when
neceſſity called him to the ﬁeld. The lord was, in early times,

the legiſlator and judge over all his feudatories: and therefore
the vaſals of the inferior lords were bound by their fealty to at
tend their domeﬅic courts baronf, (which were inﬅituted in every
manor or barony, for doing ſpeedy and eﬀectual juﬅice to all the
tenants) in order as well to anſwerſuch complaints as might be
alleged againﬅ themſelves, as to form a jury or homage for the
trial of their fellow-tenants 5 and upon this account, in all the
feodal inﬅitutions both here and on the continent, they are diſ

tinguiſhed by the appellation of the peers of the court; pare:
curtir, or pare: curiae. In like manner the barons themſelves, or
lords of inferior diﬅricts, were denominated peers of the king's

court, and were bound to attend him upon ſummons, to hear

cauſes of greater conſequence in the king's preſence and under
'the direction of his grand, juﬅiciary; till in many countries the
power of that oﬃcer was broken and diﬅributed into other courts
of judicature, the peers of the king's court ﬅill reſerving to them
ſelves (in almoﬅ every feodal government) the right'of appeal
from thoſe ſubordinate courts in the laﬅ reſort. The military
branch of ſervice conſiﬅed in attending the lord to the wars, if
called upon, with ſuch a retinue, and for ſuch a number of days,
* It was an Obſervation of Dr Arbuthnot,

ſerve (in conﬁrmation of this remark) that

that tradition was no where preſerved ſo
pure and incorrupt a' among children,
whoſe games and plays are delivered down
invariably from one generation to another.
(Warburton's notes on Pope. vi. 134. 80.)

in one of our ancient paﬅimes (the Laſ
lt'rm'a of julius Pollux, Ommaﬅit. 1. 9. r. 7.)
the ceremonies and language of feodal ho
mage are preſerved with great cxactneſs.
' Fcua'. 1. 2. t. 55.

Perhaps it may be thought puerile to ob-

.
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as were ﬅipulated 'at the ﬁrﬅ donation, in proportion to the quan
tity of the land.
AT the ﬁrﬅ introduction of feuds, as they were gratuitous, ſo

alſo they were precarious and held at the will of the lord 3, who
was the ſole judge whether his vaſa] performed his ſervices faith
fully. Then they became certain, for one or more years. Among
the antient Germans they continued only from year to year 5 ' an
annual diﬅribution of lands being made by their leaders in their
general councils or aﬂ'emblics h. This was profeſſedly done, leﬅ
their thoughts ſhould be diverted from war to agriculture ; leﬅ
the ﬅrong ſhould incroach upon the'poſſeﬃons of the 'weak ; and
leﬅ luxury and avarice ſhould be encouraged by the erection of
permanent houſes, and too curious an attention to convenience.
and the elegant ſuperﬂuities of life. But, when the general mi

gration was pretty well over, and a pea'ceable poſſcﬃon of their
neW-acquired-ſettlements had introduced new cuﬅoms and man
ners; when the fertility of the ſoil had encouraged the ﬅudy of
huſbandry, and an aﬀection for the ſpots they had' cultivated be
gan naturally to ariſe in the tiIlers ; a more permanent degree of
property was introduced, and ſends began now to be granted for

the Iz'ﬁ of the feudatoryi. But ﬅill feuds were' not yet Izereditarji;
though frequently granted, by the favour of the lord, to the
children of the former poſſeſſor; till in proceſs of time it became

unuſual, and was therefore thought'hard, to reject the heir, if
he were capable to perform the ſervicesk :ſi and therefore infants,.
women, and profeſſed monks, who were incapable of bearing

arms, were alſo incapable of ſucceeding to a genuine feud. 'But
the heir, when admitted to the feud which his anceﬅor poſſeſſed,

uſed generally to pay a ﬁne or acknowlegement to. the lord, in;
8 Feud. I. l. t. l.
" amm ſingular, gent/'Lia et rognatiarzilm lya
h- Thus Tacitu's: (ds mor. Get-m. r. 26.) "minum qui una coitnmt, quart/um n': a qua
"agri ad unirve'ﬁ: per wite: arcupanmr : ar-va " [are rwſimz eſſ, attribuunt agri, argue amza.
" per mirror mutant." And Caeſar yet more " paﬅ alia lrarzſire ragun'."
*
fully : (de bell. Gall. l.6. r. 21.) " Negue
i Find. I. l. t. Þ.
a' qui/quart: agri matlum cer-tum, aut ﬁner pra-

k Wright. 14.

" prior bade! ; ſed magiﬅratm et prinaztn, in

liorſes,,
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horſes, arms, money, and the like, for ſuch renewal of the feud:
which was called a relief, becauſe it re-eﬅablilhed the inherit

ance, or, in the words of the feodal writers, " incertam et cadu
" cam lzereditatem rele-vabat." This relief was afterwards, when

feuds became abſolutely hereditary, continued on the death of the
tenant, though the original foundation of it had ceaſed.

Fo R in proceſs of time feuds came by degrees to be univer
ſally extended, beyond the life of the ﬁrﬅ vaſal, to his ſhm, or
perhaps to ſuch one of them, as the lord ſhould name; and in

this caſe the form of the donation was ﬅrictly obſerved: for if a
feud was given to a man and his ſhm, all his ſons ſucceeded him
in equal portions 5 and as they died oﬀ, their (hares reverted to
the lord, and did not deſcend to their children, or even to their

ſurviving brothers, as not being ſpeciﬁed in the donation 1. But
when ſuch a feud was given to a man, and his Izeirr, in general
terms, then a more extended rule of ſucceſiion took place 3 and
When a feudatory died, his male deſcendants in i'zſinitum were ad
mitted to the ſucceﬂion. When any ſuch deſcendant, who thus
had ſucceeded, died, his male deſccndants were alſo admitted in

the ﬁrﬅ place ; and, in defect of them, ſuch of his male collateral

kindred as were of the blood or lineage of the ﬁrﬅ feudatory,
but no others. For this was an unalterable maxim in feodal ſuc

ceﬂion, that " none was capable of inheriting a feud, but ſuch
"as was of the blood of, that is, lineally deſcended from, the

" ﬁrﬅ feudatory m." And the deſcent, being thus conﬁned to
males, originally extended to all the males alike; all the ſons,

without any diﬅinction of primogeniture, ſucſiceeding to equal

portions of the father's feud, But this being found upon many
accounts inconvenient, (particularly, by dividing the ſervices, and

thereby weakening the ﬅrength of the feodal union) and lzanarary
feuds (or titles of, nobility') being now introduced, which were

not of a diviſible nature, but could only be inherited by the
eldeﬅ ſon'1 5 in imitation of theſe, military feuds (or thoſe we

are now deſcribing) began alſo in moﬅ countries to deſcend ac
1 Wright. 17.

m Ibid. 133.

" Far-422. r. 55.
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cording to the ſamerule of primogeniture, to the eldeﬅ ſon, in
excluﬁon of all the reﬅ ®.

O T H E R qualities of feuds were, that the feudatory could not
aliene or diſpoſe of his feud ; neither could he exchange, nor yet
mortgage, nor even deviſe it by will, without the conſent of the

'lord P. For, the reaſon of conferring the feud being the perſonal
abilities of the feudatory to ſerve in war, it was not ﬁt he ſhould
be at liberty to transfer this gift, either from himſelf, or his poſ
terity who were preſumed to inherit his valour, to others who
p might prove leſs able. And, as the feodal obligation was looked
upon as reciprocal, the feudatory being entitled to the lord's pro
tection, in return for his own fealty and ſervice; therefore the
lord could no more transfer his ſeignory or protection without
conſent of his vaſal, than the vaſal could his feud without con

ſent of 'his lordq: it being equally unreaſonable, that the lord
ſhould extend his protection to a perſon to whom he had excep
tions, and that the vaſal ſhould owe ſubjection to a ſuperior not

of his own chooſing.

'

TH E s E were the principal, and very ſimple, qualities of the
genuine or original feuds 3 being then all of a military nature,
and in the hands of military perſons: though the feudatories,
being under frequent ineapaeities of cultivating and manuring
their own lands, ſoon found it neceſſary to commit part of them
to inferior tenants ; obliging them to' ſuch returns in ſervice, corn,

cattle, or money, as might enable the chief feudatories to attend
their military duties without diﬅraction : which returns, or redi
tus, were the original of rents.

And by this means the feodal

polity was greatly extended; theſe inferior feudatories (who held
what are called in the Scots law " rere-ſiefs") being under ſimilar
obligations of fealty, to do ſuit of court, to anſwer the ﬅipulated
renders or rent-ſervice, and to promote the welfare of their im
mediate ſuperiors or lords '. But this at the ſame time demoliſhed
o Wright. 32.

P Hid. 29.

Vo L. II.

'

9 Hid. 30.

' Hid. zo.

H
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the antient ﬁmplicity of feuds ; and an inroad being once made
upon their Conﬅitution, it ſubjected them, in a courſe of time,

to great varieties and innovations. Feuds came to be bought and
ſold, and deviations were made from the old fundamental rules of
tenure and ſucceﬃon 3 which were held no longer ſacred, when
the feuds themſelves no longer continued to be purely military.
Hence theſe tenures began now to be divided into ﬂoda propria

et impropria, proper and improper feuds 3 under the former of
which diviﬁons were comprehended ſuch, and ſuch only, of which

we have before ſpoken; and under that of improper or derivative
feuds were comprized all ſuch as do not fall within the other de
ſcription : ſuch, for inﬅance, as were originally bartered and ſold
to the feudatory for a price ; ſuch as were held upon baſe or leſs
honourable ſervices, or upon a rent, in lieu of military ſervice 5.
ſuch as were in themſelves alienable,- without mutual licence 37

and ſuch as might deſcend indiﬀerently either to males or females.
But, where a diﬀerence was not expreſſed in the creation, ſuch

new-created feuds did in all other reſpects follow the nature of an
original, genuine, and proper feud '.

Bu'r as ſoon 'as the ſeodal ſyﬅem came to be conſidered in the
light of a civil eﬅabliſhment, rather than as a military plan, the
ingenuity of the ſame ages, which perplexed all theology with.
the ſubtilty of ſcholaﬅic diſquiſitions, and bewildered. Philoſophy
in the mazes of metaphyſical jargon, began alſo to exert it's in
ﬂuence on this copious and fruitful ſubject: 'in purſuance of which,
the moﬅ reﬁned and oppreﬃve conſequences were drawn from.
what originally was a plan of ﬁmplicity and liberty, equally be

neﬁcial to both lord and tenant, and prudently ealculated for their
mutual protection and defence.

From this one foundation, in

diﬀerent countries of Europe, very diﬀerent ſuperﬅructures have
been raiſed : what eﬀect it has produced on the landed property
of England will appear in the following chapters.
' Frud. 2. t. 7.
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FIFTH.

THE ANTIENT ENGLISH TENURES.

N this chapter we ſhall take a ſhort view of 'the antient tenures
of our Engliſh eﬅates, or the manner in which lands, tene

ments, and hereditaments might have been holden 3 as the ſame
ſtood in force, till the middle of the laﬅ century.

In which we

(hall eaſily perceive, that all the particularities, all the ſeeming
and real hardſhips, that attended thoſe tenures, were to be ac

counted for upon feodal principles and no other 3 being fruits of,
and deduced from, the feodal policy;
ALM o sT all the real property of this kingdom is by the po
licy of our laws ſuppoſed to be granted by, dependent upon, and
holden of ſome ſuperior or lord, by and in conſideration of certain
ſervices to be rendered to the lord by the tenant or poſſeſſor of
this property. The thing holden is therefore ﬅiled a tenement,
the poſſeſſors thereof tenantr, and the manner of their poſſeﬃon

a tenure. Thus all the land in the kingdom is ſuppoſed to be
holden, mediately or immediately, of the king; who is ﬅiled

the lord paramount, or above all. Such tenants as held under the
king immediately, when they granted out portions of their lands
to inferior perſons, became alſo lords with reſpect to thoſe infe
rior perſons, as they were ﬅill tenants with reſpect to the king 3
and, thus partaking of a middle nature, were called mgſhe, or
middle, lords.

So that if the king granted a manor to A, and

he granted a portion of the land to B, now B was ſaid to hold
H 2
of
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of A, and A of the king; or, in other words, B held his lands
immediately of A, but mediately of the king. The king there
fore was ﬅiled lord paramount 3 A was both tenant and lord, or
was a meſne lord 5 and B was called tenant paraoail, or the loweﬅ
tenant ; being he who is ſuppoſed to make avail, or proﬁt, of
the land'. In this manner are all the lands of the kingdom holden,
which are in the hands of ſubjects: for, according to ﬁr Edward
Coke b, in the law of England we have not properly allodium ;

which, we have ſeen c, is the name by which the feudiﬅs abroad
diﬅinguiſh ſuch eﬅates of the ſubject, as are not holden of any
ſuperior. So that at the ﬁrﬅ glance we may obſerve, that our
lands are either plainly feuds, or partake very ﬅrongly of the
feodal nature.
AL I. tenures being thus derived, or ſuppoſed to be derived,.
from the king, thoſe that held immediately under him, in right

of his crown and dignity, were called his tenants in capite, or in
chief; which was the moﬅ honourable ſpecies of tenure, but at'
the ſame time ſubjected the tenants to greater and more burthen
ſome ſervices, than inferior tenures did a.

This diﬅinction ran

through all the diﬀerent ſorts of tenure; of which I now pro
ceed to give an account.
I. TH 1; R E ſeem to have ſubﬁﬅed among our anceﬅors four
principal ſpecies of lay tenures, to which all others may be re
duced : the grand criteria of which were the natures of the ſe
veral ſervices or renders, that were due to the lords from their

tenants. The ſervices, in reſpect of their quality, were either
free or by? ſervices; in reſpect of their quantity and the time of
exacting them, were either certain or uncertain. 'Free ſervices
ſuch as were not unbecoming the character of a ſoldier, or a free
l zlnﬅ- 296-

imperial cities, Eft, which hold directly

' 1 Inﬅ. 1.

from the emperor, are called the immediate

ct Pag- 47-

ﬅates of the empire; all other landholders

4 In the Germanic Conﬅitution, the elec-

being denominated mdiatr ones. Mod. Un.

lots, the biſhops, the ſecular princes, the

Hiﬅ. xlii. 61.

'
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man, to perform; as to ſerve under his lord in the wars, to payv

a ſum of money, and the like. Baſh ſervices were ſuch as were
ﬁt only, for peaſants, or perſons of a ſervile rank ;

as to plough

the lord's land, to make his hedges, to carry out his dung, or
other mean employments. The certain ſervices, whether free or
baſe, were ſuch as were ﬅinted in quantity, and could not be.

exceeded on any pretence; as, to pay a ﬅated annual rent, or to
plough ſuch a ﬁeld for. three days. The uncertain depended upon
unknown contingþencies 5 as- to do military ſervice in perſon, or,
pay an aﬂcteſiſiment in lieu of it, when called upon 5 or to wind a
horn whenever the Scots invaded the realm; which are free ſer
vices : or to do whatever the, lord ſhould command 3, which is a

baſe or villein ſervice.
FR o M the various combinations of' theſe ſervices have ariſen;

the four kinds of lay tenure which ſubﬁﬅed in England, till the
middle of the laﬅ century; and three of which ſubſiﬅ to this>
day. Of theſe Bracton (who wrote under Henry. the third) ſeems
to give the cleareﬅ and moﬅ compendious account,.of any author.
antient or modern*; of which thefollowing is the outline or.
abﬅractf. " Tenements are of two kinds, frank-remnant, anda
"wi/Image.

And, of frank-tenements, ſome are held freely in.

'5 conſideration of homage and knight-ſervice, others in freeſi-ſocage
" with the ſervice of fealty only.

And again 5,- "of villenages

V ſome are pure, and others privileged. He thatholds in pure
" villenageſhall do whatſoever is commanded him, and always be.
" bound to an uncertain-ſervice. The other kind of villenage is.
" called villeinzſocage; and theſe villein-foemen do villein ſervices,._
V but ſuch as are certain and determined." Of which the ſenſe.

ſeems to be as follows: ﬁrﬅ, where the ſervice. was ſreezbut
uncertain, as military ſervice with homage, that ten-ure was called.
e I.4. tr.l. r. 28.
giatum. ﬂat' 'met in pare rvr'I/enagia farin
'ſi Tmementorum aliad Iiberam, aliud tw'I/e- guirquid et' praertptam fulfil, rt ſharper 'Medi
nagium. Ire/a, Iibrroram aIiud lene-cur [Men fur arl i'mrla. d/iad gcmu Wilſcnagtſii a'iu'fw'.
pro bomagia et ſvrvitio militari ; aliml in libera
ſhtagia tum ſide/hate tantum. s. 1.
8 Vi/Imagiorum actudpurum, alt'ud pritvi/c-

'vil/army; ſhragium ; et 'ﬂain/Fault' ruillani ſhr
mannf-wiI/ana far/'wit ſFr-vifia, ſed m-M et
determinala. 5. 5.

h
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the tenure in chivalry, perﬅrvitium milctare, or by knight-ſervice.
Secondly, where the ſervice was not only free, but alſo certain,

as by fealty only, by rent and fealty, die, that tenure was called
lioerum ſhcagium, or free ſocage. Theſe were the only free hold
ings or tenements 3 the others were 'vil/enow or ſervile : as, third

ly, where the ſervice was &aſi- in it's nature, and uncertain as to

time and quantity, the tenure was puram oillenagiam, abſolute or
pure villenage. Laﬅly, where the ſervice was oaﬅ- in it's nature,
but reduced to a certainty, this was ﬅill villenage, but diﬅin

guiſhed from the other by the name of privileged villenage, oil
lenagium prioilegiatum 3 or it might be ﬅill called ſocage (from
the certainty of it's ſervices) but degraded by their beg/&mſ- into
the inferior title of oillanum ſhcagium, villein-ſocage.
I. THE ﬁrﬅ, moﬅ univerſal, and eﬅeemed the moﬅ honourable
ſpecies of tenure, was that by knight-ſervice, called in Latinſer

witium miIitare, and in law French chivalry, or ſEr-vice de c/zi'valer,
anſwering to the ﬁgf d' lzaubert of the Normans h, which name

is expreſily given it by the mirrouri. This diﬀered in very few
"points, as we (hall preſently ſee, from a pure and proper feud,
being entirely military, and the genuine eﬀect of the feodal eﬅa
bliſhment in England. To make a tenure by knight-ſervice, a
determinate quantity of land was neceſſary, which was called a
knight's fee, feodum militare;

the value of which, not only in

the reign of Edward II k, but alſo of Henry Il', and therefore

probably at it's original in the reign of the conqueror, was ﬅated
at 20 l. per annum 3 and a certain number of theſe knight's fees

were requiſite to make up a barony. And he who held this pro
portion of land (or a whole fee) by knight-ſervice, was bound to
attend his lord to the wars for forty days in every year, if called
upon: which attendance was his reditur or return, his rent or
ct ſervice, for the land he claimed to hold. If he held only half a
knight's
fee, m.
he was
to attend
twenty that
days,this
andſer-ct
ſo
in
proportion
And only
therebound
is reaſon
to apprehend,
5 Spelm. C/qﬃ 219.

1 Glanvil. 1.9. 04..

3 c. 2. 5.27.

* Litt. 5 95.

* star. de nilit. 1 Edw. II. Co. Litt. 69.
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vice was the whole that our anceﬅors meant to ſubject themſelves
to ; the other fruits and conſequences of this tenure being, frau
dulently ſuperinduced, as the regular (though unforeſeen) appen

dages of the feodal ſyﬅem.
TH ts tenure of knight-ſervice had all the marks of a ﬅrict
and regular feud: it was granted by words of pure donation,
dedi et cancejz'" 3 was transferred by inveﬅiture or delivering cor
poral poſſeﬃon of the land, uſually called li-very of ſeiﬁn ;. and
was perfected by homage and fealty. It alſo drew after it theſe.
ſeven fruits and conſequences, as inſeparably incident to the tenuyc in chivalry 5, oz'z. aids, relief, primer ſeiſm, wardſhip, marriage, ﬁnes for alienation, and eſcheat : all which I ſhall endea
-vour to explain, and ſhew to be of feodal original

I. A I n s were originally mere benevolences granted by the te
nant to his lord, in times of diﬃculty and diﬅreſs 9 5 but in pro

ceſs of time they grew to be conſidered as a matter of right, and:
not of diſcretion. Theſe aids were principally three: ﬁrﬅ, to
ranſom the lord's perſon, if taken priſoner; a neceſſary conſe

quence of the feodal attachment and ﬁdelity ;; inſomuch that the,
neglect of doing it, whenever it was in the vaſal's power, was,
by the ﬅrict rigour of the feodal law, an abſolute forfeiture of his

eﬅateP. Secondly, to make the lord's eldeﬅ ſon a knight; a mat
ter that was formerly attended with great ceremony, pomp," and
expenſe. This aid Could not be demanded till the heir was ﬁfteen
years old, or capable of bearing armsq: the intention of it be
ing to breed up the eldeﬅ ſon, and heir apparent of the ſeignory,
to deeds of arms and chivalry, for the better defence of the na
tion. Thirdly, to marry the lord's eldeﬅ daughter, by giving her

a ſuitable portion: for daughters' portions were in thoſe days
extremely ſlender 5 few lords being able to ſave much out of their.
* Co. Litt.9.
o Auxilia ſium' de gralia t! non de ſure, -tum depart/cant 'x gratia mmztium et 'ran ad

'va/untruth' dominorum,

Bracton. I. 2. tr; 1..

r. 16. s. 8.
P Pearl. 1. 2. r. 24.
1 z Inﬅ. z 33.
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income for this purpoſe; nor could they acquire money by other
means, being wholly converſant in matters of arms; nor, by
the nature of their tenure, Could they charge their lands with

this, or any other incumbrances. From bearing their proportion
to theſe aids no rank or profeﬃon was exempted : and therefore
even the monaﬅeries, till the time of their diſſolution, contri

buted to the knighting of their founder's male heir (of whom
their lands were holden) and the marriage of his female deſcend
ants'.

And one cannot but obſerve, in this particular, the great

reſemblance which the lord and vaſal of the feodal law bore to
the patron and client of the Roman republic 3 between whom
alſo there ſubſiﬅed a mutual fealty, or engagement of defence
and protection. With regard to the matter of aids, there were
three which were uſually raiſed by the client 3 w'z. to marry the
patron's daughter 3 to pay his debts 3 and to redeem his perſon
from captivity '*.
"
BUT beſides theſe antient ſeodal aids, the tyranny of lords
by degrees exacted more and more 3 as, aids to pay the lord-'s

debts, (probably in imitation of the Romans) and aids to enable
him to pay aids or reliefs to his ſuperior lord 3 from which laﬅ
indeed the king's tenants in capite were, from the nature of

their tenure, excuſed, as they held immediately of the king who
had no ſuperior. To prevent this abuſe, king John's magna- carta1
ordained, that no aids be taken by the king without conſent of
parliament, nor in any wiſe by inferior lords, ſave only the three
antient ones above-mentioned. But this proviﬁon was omitted in

Henry IIl's charter, and the ſame oppreﬁions were continued till
the 25 Edw. I 3 when the ﬅatute called co'gﬁrmatio c/zartarum was

enacted 3 which in this reſpect revived king John's charter, by
ordaining that none but the antient aids ſhould be taken. But
though the ſpecies of aids was thus reﬅrained, yet the quantity
' Philips's liſe of Pole. I. 22 3.
ſh/utionlm gratuitam perum'am cngartnt 3 et ab
5 Erat auttm ban intcr utroſyue aﬃa'orum lmﬅibm in bt/Io raptar redimerm'. Paul. Ma
'Pittﬃludﬃ - ut tlimltr ad' ral/wander ſmata- nutius de ﬁ'mtn Romana. c. l
rumﬁlfas dtſha coﬀer-rent 3 in aeri: aliem' diſl
* cap. 12. 15.
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of each aid remained arbitrary and uncertain. King John's char
ter indeed ordered, that all aids taken by inferior lords ſhould be
reaſonable" ; and that the aids taken by the king of his tenants

in capite ſhould be ſettled by parliament w. But they were never
completely aſcertained and adjuﬅed till the ﬅatute Weﬅm. 1..

3 Edw. I. c. 36. which ﬁxed the aids of inferior lords at twenty
ſhillings, or the ſuppoſed twentieth part of every knight's fee,
for making the eldeﬅ ſon a knight, or marrying the eldeﬅ daugh
ter; and the ſame was done with regard to the king's tenants in
capz'te by ﬅatute 25 Edw. III. c. I I. The other aid, for ranſom
of the lord's perſon, being not in it's nature capable of any cer
tainty, was therefore never aſcertained.

'

2. RE L I E F, rele-vium, was before mentioned as incident to

every feodal ten'ure, by way of ﬁne or Compoſition with the lord
for taking up the eﬅate, which was lapſed or fallen in by the
death of the laﬅ tenant.

But, though reliefs had their original

while feuds were only life-eﬅates, yet they-continued after feuds
became hereditary ; and were therefore looked upon, 'very juﬅly,
as one of the greateﬅ grievances of tenure: eſpecially when, at
the ﬁrﬅ, they were merely arbitrary and at the will of the lord 5
ſo that, if he pleaſed to demand an exorbitant relief, it was in

eﬀect to diﬁnherit the heir ",

The Engliſh ill brooked this con

ſequence of their new adopted policy; and therefore William the
conqueror by his laws V aſhextaizea' the relief, by directing (in imi
tation of the Daniſh heriots) that a certain quantity of arms and
habiliments of war 'ſhould be paid by the earls, barons, and va
vaſours reſpectively ; and, if the latter had no arms, they ſhould

pay IOOJ'. William Rufus broke through this Compoſition, and
again demanded arbitrary uncertain reliefs, as due by the feodal
laws; thereby in eﬀect obliging every heir to new-purchaſe or re
deemlhis landz : but his brother Henry I. by the charter before
mentioned reﬅored his father's law 5 and ordained, that the relief
" cap.15.

Y c. 22, 23, 24.

" laid. 14,
* Wright. 99.

1 2 Roll. Abr. 514.

VoL. II.
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to be paid ſhould be according to the law ſo eﬅabliſhed, and not
an arbitrary redemption'. But afterwards, when, by an ordinance
in 27 Hen. II. called the aﬃſe of arms, it was provided that every
man's armour ſhould deſcend to his heir, for defence of the realm 3

and it thereby became impracticable to pay theſe acknowlege
ments in arms, according to the laws of the conqueror, the com
poﬁtion was univerſally accepted of roor. for every knight's fee;
as we ﬁnd it ever after eﬅabliſhed b. But it muﬅ be remembered,

that this relief was only then payable, if the heir at the death of
his anceﬅor had attained his full age of one and twenty years.
3. P R I M E R ﬅzſin was a feodal burthen, only incident to the
king's tenants in capite, and not to thoſe who held of inferior or
meſne lords. It was a right which the king had, when any of

his tenants in capz'te died ſeiſed of a knight's fee, to receive of the
heir (provided he were of full age) one whole year's proﬁts of the
lands, if they were in immediate poſſeﬃon 5 and half a year's
proﬁts, if the lands were in reverﬁon expectant on an eﬅate for
lifeﬂ This ſeems to be little more than an additional relief : but .
grounded upon this feodal reaſon ; that, by the antient law of
feuds, immediately upon a death of a vaſſal the ſuperior was in

titled to enter and take ſeiſm or poſſeſſion of the land, by way of
protection againﬅ intruders, till the heir appeared to claim it, and
receive inveﬅiture : and, for the time the lord ſo held it, he was
entitled to take the proﬁts 3 and, unleſs the heir claimed within a

year and day, it was by the ﬅrict law a forfeitured. This practice
vhowever ſeems not to have long obtained in England, if ever,
with regard to tenures under inferior lords; but, as to the king's

tenures in capite, this prz'ma ﬅgſina was expreſily declared, under
Henry III and Edward II, to belong to the king by prerogative,
in contradiﬅinction to other lords e.

And the king was intitled

to enter and receive the whole proﬁts of the land, till livery was
' " Ham-e: non rid/'met Mrmm ſicam, ſire:
" faa'tdm' temper: fratrir ma', ﬅd legitima et

b Glanv. I. 9. t. 4. Litt.
9 Co. Litt. 77.

"juﬅa 'elevation relwabit ram." (Took

4 Feua'. I. 2. t. 24.

Raﬃim. mp. 34.)

' Stat. Malbr. c. 16.

112.

17Edw.Il. c. 3.
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ſued; which ſuit being commonly within'a year and day next
after the death of the tenant, therefore the king uſed to take at
an average the
ﬁ'uitr, that is to ſay, one year's proﬁts of the
landf.

Andthis afterwards gave a handle to the popes, who

claimed to be feodal lords of the church, .to claim in like man

ner from every clergyman in England the ﬁrﬅ year's proﬁts of
his beneﬁce, by way of primitiae, or ﬁrﬅ fruits.
4.. TH E s E payments were only due if. the heir was of full
age 3 but if he was under the age of twenty one, being a- male,
or fourteen, being a females, the lord was intitled to the ward

of the heir, and was called the guardian in chivalry. This
wardſhip conſiﬅed in having the cuﬅody of the body and lands
of ſuch heir, without any account of the proﬁts, till the age of
twenty one in males, and ſixteen in females. For the-law ſup,
poſed the heir-male unableto perform knight-ſervice tillt-wenty
one ; but as for the female, ſhe was ſuppoſed capable atfourteen
to marry, and then her huſband might perform the ſervice. -The

lord therefore had no war'dſhip, if at the death of the anceﬅor
the heir-male was of the full age of twenty one, or the heir

female of fourteen: yet, if ſhe was then under fourteen, zand
the lord once had her in ward, he might keep her ſo till ſixteen,

by virtue of the ﬅatute of Weﬅm.. 1. 3 Edw. I. .c. 22. the two
additional years being given by the legiſlature for no other, reaſon

but merely to beneﬁt the lord h.

-

_

*

332.;

T H I s wardſhip, ſo far as it related to land, though it was not
nor could be part of the law of feuds, ſo long as they were
arbitrary, temporary, or for life only; yet, when they became

hereditary, and did conſequently often deſcend upon infants, who
by reaſon of their age could neither perform nor ﬅipulate for the
ſervices of the feud, does not ſeem upon feodal principles to have
been unreaſonable. For the wardſhip of the land, or cuﬅody of
the feud, was retained by the lord, that he might out of the

proﬁts thereof provide a ﬁt perſon to ſupply the infant's ſervices,
T Staundſ. Prerog. 12.
$ Litt. 5. 103.

* Hid.
*

I 2
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And, 'if we

conﬁder a feud in it's original import, as a ﬅipend, fee, or reward
for actual ſervice, it could not be thought hard that the lord
ſhould withhold the ﬅipend, ſo long as the ſervice was ſuſpended.
vThough undoubtedly to our Engliſh anceﬅors, where ſuch ﬅi
pendiary donation was a mere ſuppoſition or ﬁgment, it carried
abundance of hardſhip 5 and accordingly it was relieved by the
charter of HenryI before-mentioned, which took this cuﬅody
'from the lord, and ordained that the cuﬅody, both of the land
vand the children, ſhould belong to the widow or next of kin.
,But this noble immunity did not continue many years.
TH 1: wardſhip of the body was a conſequence of the ward
ſhip of the land; for he who enjoyed the inſant's eﬅate was the
propereﬅ perſon to educate and'maintain him in 'his infancy: and
alſo, inja political'view, the 'lord was moﬅ concerned to give his

'tenant a ſuitable education, in order to qualify him the better to

'perform thoſe ſervices which in his vmaturity he was bound to
render.
'iJZL :

.

ſiWſſH E N the male heir arrived to the age of 'twenty one. or
'the heir-female tothat of ſixteen, they might ſue out'their livery

'bt'oſſer/emzzbﬃ; that is, the delivery of their lands out of their
guardian's hands. For this they were obliged to pay a ﬁne,
namely, half a year's proﬁts of the land; though'this ſeems ex

preſily contrary to magmz carta k. However, in conſideration of
their lands having been ſo long in ward, they were excuſed all
reliefs,"and the king's tenants alſo all primer ſeiſins l.

In order

to aſcertain the proﬁts that aroſe to the crown by theſe fruits of
tenure, and to grant the heir his livery, the itinerant juﬅices, or
juﬅices in eyre, had it formerly in charge to make inquiﬁtion

concerning them by a jury of the county m, commonly called an
ingujſitzſio paﬅ mortem 5 which was inﬅituted to enquire (at the
death of any man of fortune) the value of his eﬅate, the tenure
i Co. Litt. 77.
* 9 Hen. Ill. c. 3'.

1 Co. Litt. 77.
"' Hoveden. ſuﬂ Rx'r. I.

b
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by which it was holden, and who, and of what age, his heir

was 5 thereby to aſcertain the relief and value of the primer ſeiſin,
or the wardſhip and livery accruing to the king thereupon. A
manner of proceeding that came in proceſs of time to be greatly
abuſed, and at length an intolerable grievance 3 it being one of

the principal accuſations againﬅ Empſon and Dudley, the wicked
engines of Henry VlI, that by colour of falſe inquiſitions they
compelled many perſons to ſue out livery from the crown, who.
-by no means were tenants thereunto". And, afterwards, a court.
of wards and liveries was erected o, for conducting the ſame-en

.quiries in a more zſolemn and legal manner.
WHEN the heir thus came of full age, provided he held a
knight's ſee, he was to receive the order of knighthood, and was'

.compellable to take it upon him, or elſe pay a zﬁne to the king.
For, in thoſe heroical times, no perſon was qualiﬁed for deeds of
arms and chivalry who had not received this order, which was
conferred with much preparation and ſolemnity. We may plain
ly diſcover the footﬅeps of a ſimilar cuﬅom in what Tacitus re
lates of the Germans, who in order to qualify their young men

to bear arms, preſented them in a full aſſembly with a ſhield and
lance ; which ceremony, as was formerly hinted P, is ſuppoſed to
have been the original of the feodal knighthooﬄ. .This prero
gative, of compelling the vaſals to be knighted, or to pay a ﬁne,

-.was expreſily recognized in parliament, by the ﬅatute de militibm,
IctEdW. II', was exerted as an expedient of raiﬁng money by
-many of our beﬅ princes, particularly by Edward VI and queen

Elizabeth; but yet was the occaſion of heavy murmurs when
exerted by Charles I: among whoſe many misfortunes it was,
nthat neither himſelf nor his people ſeemed able to diﬅinguiſh between the arbitrary ﬅretch, and the legal exertion, of prerogative. ,'
" 4 Inﬅ. 198.
o Scar. 32 Hen. VIIl. c. 46.
P Vol. I. pag. 392.
q " In ipſh cant/'lie 'vel prina'pum aliqm'r,

" 'vel pattr, rudprapingum, ﬂute frame-p:

"juvmem ornam'.

Haec apun' illa: lage, bit'

" pri'mu just-'same honor : amr [or damn: Pan
" midmlur; mox reipub/imc;" De mar. Gan/1.
tap. 13.
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ſ-However, among the other conceﬃons made by that unhappy
_ ' prince, beſore the fatal recourſe to arms, he agreed to diveﬅ him
*ſclf of this undoubted flower of his crown, and it was accord

® ingly aboliſhed by ﬅatute 16 Car. I. c. 2_o.
5. BUT, before they came of age, there was ﬅill another
piece of authority, which the guardian was at liberty to exerciſe
-over his infant wards 3 I mean the right of marriage, ſmarita
gzſium, as contradiﬅinguiſhed from matrimom'um) which in it's feo
-dal ſenſe ﬁgniﬁes the power, which the lord or guardian in chi

valry had of diſpoling of his infant ward in matrimony.

For,

while the infant was in ward, the guardian had the power of ten
-dering him or her a ſuitable match, without dgſharagement, or

inequality: which if the infants refuſed, they forfeited the value
of the marriage, 'va/crew maritagii, to their guardian' 3 that is,

ſo much as a jury would aſſeſs, or any one would bond ſide give
to the guardian for ſuch an alliance' : and, if the infants mar
ried themſelves without the guardian's conſent, they forfeited
double the value, duplzſicem 'valorem maritagii'.

This ſeems to

have been one of the greateﬅ hardſhips of our antient tenures.

There are indeed ſubﬅantial reaſons why the lord ſhould have
the'rgﬅrazſint and control] of the ward's marriage, eſpecially of his
female ward; becauſe of their tender years, and the danger of

ſuch female ward's intermarrying with the lord's enemy ".

But

no tolerable pretence could be aﬃgned why the lord ſhould have
the ſit/e, or 'va/ac, of the marriage. Nor indeed is this claim
of ﬅrictly ſeodal original 3 the moﬅ probable account of it ſeem

ing to be this : that by the cuﬅom of Normandy the lord's con
ſent was'neceſſary to the marriage of his female-wardsw 3. which
was introduced into England, together with the reﬅ of the Nor

-man doctrine of feuds: and it is likely that the lords uſually took
money for ſuch their conſent, ſmce in the often-cited charter of
Henry the ﬁrﬅ, he engages for the future to take nothing for lzz':

conſent; which alſo hepromiſes in general to give, provided ſuch
' Litt. 5. no.

' Bract. I. z. c. 37. S. 6.

' Scar. Mert. e. 6. Co. Litt. 82.

" Gr. Cuﬅ. 55.

I I.irt.$.no.
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But this, among

other beneﬁcial parts of that charter, being diſregarded, and
guardians ﬅill continuing to diſpoſe of their wards in a very arbi

trary unequal manner, it was provided by king John's great char
ter, that heirs ſhould be married without diſparagement, the.
next of kin having previous notice of the contract', or, as it

was expreſſed in the ﬁrﬅ draught of that charter, z'ta man'tentur
'ze dyþaragentur, et per corzſi/zſium praﬄnguorum a'e eaiﬃmguinctate
ſha'. But theſe proviſions in behalf of the relations were omitted
in the charter of Henry III 3 wherein z the clauſe ﬅ'ands merely

thus, " lzaereder marifentur abſque dzſharagatz'one 5" meaning cer
tainly, by baereder, heirs female, as there are no traces before this

to be found of the lord's claiming the marriage of heirs male 5,

and as Glanvil ' expreſily conﬁnes it to heirs female. But the king7
and his great lords thenceforward took a handle from the ambi

guity of this expreſſion to claim them both, ſive ſit' maſeu/ur ſive
foemz'na, as Bracton more than once expreſſes it b'; and alſo, as

nothing but diſparagement was reﬅrained by magna earta, they
thought themſelves at liberty to make all'other advantages that
they couldc. And afterwards this right, of ſelling the ward in
marriage or elſe receiving the price or value of it, was expreſily.

declared by the ﬅatute of Mertond; which is the ﬁrﬅ direct men

tion of it that I have met with, in our own or in any other law.
6. A N- o 'r H E R attendant or conſequence of tenure By knight
ſervice was that ofﬁne: due to the lord for every alz'enatzſion, when
ever the tenant had occaſion to make- over his land to another..
This depended on the nature of the feodal connexion 3 it not

being
nor allowed,
as we
before ſeen,
a feu
datoryreaſonable
ſhould transfer
his lord'sv
gifthave
to another,
andthat
ſubﬅitute
a new tenant to do the ſervice in his own ﬅead, Without the con

ſent of the lord: and, as the feodal obligation was conſidered as,
i 1' mp.6. edILOxtm,
Y my. 3. did.
1 cap. 6.
'1.9.c.9.£9'12.£9'1.9. r.4.'

b I. 2. r. 38.

1.

< Wright. 97.
4* zo Hen. Ill. c. 6.
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reciprocal, the lord alſo could not alienate his ſeignory without
the conſent of his tenant, which conſent of his was called an at
tarnmcnt. This reﬅraint upon the lords ſoon wore away; that

upon the tenants continued longer. For, when every thing came
in proceſs of time to be bought and ſbld, the lords would not
grant
paid;
a ﬁne
much

a licence to their tenants to aliene, without a ﬁne being
apprehending that, if it was reaſonable for the heir to pay
or relief on the renovation of his paternal eﬅate, it was
more reaſonable that a ﬅranger ſhould make the ſame ac

knowlegement on his admiſſion to a newly purchaſed feud. With
us in England, theſe ﬁnes ſeem only to have been exacted from
the king's tenants in capite, who were never able to aliene with
out a licence : but, as to common perſons, they were at liberty,
by magna car-tue, and the ﬅatute of quid emptorer *ſi, (if not earlier)
to aliene the whole of their eﬅate, to be holden of the ſame lord,
as they themſelves held it of before. But the king's tenants in

capite, not being included under the general words of theſe ﬅa
tutes, could not aliene without alicence: for if they did, it was

in antient ﬅrictneſs an abſolute forfeiture of the lands? z 'though
ſome have imagined otherwiſe. But this ſeveri'ty was mitigated
by the ﬅatute I Edw. III. c. 12. which ordained, that in ſuch
caſe the lands ſhould not be forfeited, but a reaſonable ﬁne be

paid to the king.

Upon which ﬅatute it was ſettled, that one

third of the yearly value ſhould be paid for a licence of aliena
tion ; but, if the tenant preſumed to-aliene without a licence, a

full year's value ſhould be paidh.
7. THE laﬅ conſequence of tenure in chivalry was eft/teat;
which is the determinatioh of the tenure, or diſſolution of the
mutual bond between the lord and tenant, from the extinction of

the blood of the latter by either natural or civil means: if he
died without heirs of his blood, or if his blood was corrupted
and ﬅained by Commiſſion of treaſon or felony; whereby every in
heritable quality was intirely blotted out and aboliſhed. In ſuch
e tap. 32.

5 a Inﬅ. 66.

ſ '8 Edw. I. c. r.

" Hid. 67.
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caſes the land eſcheated, or fell back, to the lord of the fee*;
that is, the tenure was determined by breach of the original

condition, expreſſed or.
one caſe, there'were no
feudatory or purchaſer,
feud extended: in the

implied in the feodal donation. In the
heirs ſubſiﬅing of the blood of the ﬁrﬅ
to which heirs alone the grant of the
other, the tenant, by perpetrating an

atrocious crime, ſhewed that he was no longer to be truﬅed as a
vaſal, having forgotten his duty as a ſubject; and therefore for

feited his feud, which he held under the implied condition that

he ſhould not be a traitor or a felon. The conſequence of which
in both caſes was, tha'tthe gift, being determined, reſulted back

to the lord who gave it ".
TH r: s 1: were the principal qualities, fruits, and conſequences

of the tenure by knight-ſervice : a tenure, by which the greateﬅ
part of the lands in this kingdom were holden, and that princi

pally of the king in capite, till the middle of the laﬅ century;
and which was created, as ſir Edward Coke expreſily teﬅiﬁesl,

for a. military purpoſe; an'z. for defence of the realm by the
king's own principal ſubjects, which was judged to be much bet
ter than to truﬅ to hirelings or foreigners. The deſcription here
given is that of knight-ſervice proper; which was to attend the
king in his wars. There were alſo ſome other ſpecies of knight
ſervice 3 ſo called, though improperly, becauſe the ſervice or

render was of a free and honourable nature, and equally uncer
tain as to the time of rendering as that of knight-ſervice proper,
and becauſe they were attended with ſimilar fruits and conſe
quences. Such was the tenure by grand ﬅrjeanty, per magnum
ﬅr'vitin'n, whereby the tenant was bound, inﬅead of ſerving the
king generalſy in his wars, to do ſome ſpecial honorary ſervice to
the king in perſon 5 as to carry his banner, his ſword, or the like ;

or to be his butler, champion, or other oﬃcer at his coronationm.

It was in moﬅ other reſpects like knight-ſervice"; only he was
1 Co. Litt. 13.

I' Litt. s. 153.

i Full. I. 2. t. 86.'

" 15id.9.158.

1 4,Inﬅ. 192.

Vo 1.. II.
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not bound to pay aid o, or eſcuage P; and, when tenant by knight
ſervice paid ﬁve pounds for a relief on every knight's fee, tenant

by grand ſerjeanty paid one year's value of his land, were it much
or little '1. Tenure by carmzge, which was, to wind a horn when
the Scots or other enemies entered the land, in order to warn the
king's ſubjects, was (like other ſervices of the ſame nature) a
ſpecies of grand ſerjeanty *.
TH E s E ſervices, both of chivalry and grand ſerjeanty, were
all perſonal, and uncertain as totheir quantity or duration. But,

the perſonal attendance in knight-ſervice growing troubleſome
and inconvenient in many reſpects, the tenants found means of

compounding for it 3 by ﬁrﬅ ſending others in their ﬅead, and in
proceſs of time making a pecuniary ſatisfaction to the lords in lieu
of it. This pecuniary ſatisfaction at laﬅ came to be levied by aſh

ſeſſments, at ſo much for every knight's fee; and therefore this
kind of tenure was called ſcutagzſium in Latin, or ﬅrvitium ſcutxſi;
ﬅutum being then'a well-known denomination of money : and,
in like manner it was called, in our Norman French, z/Zuage;
being indeed a pecuniary, inﬅead of a military, ſervice.

The

ﬁrﬅ time this appears to have been taken was in the 5 Hen. II.
on account of his expedition to Toulouſe i but it ſoon came to
be ſo univerſal, that perſonal attendance fell quite into diſuſe.
Hence we ﬁnd in our antient hiﬅories that, from this period,
when our kings went to war, they levied ſeutages on their te
nants, that is, on all the landholders of the, kingdom, to deﬁ'ay ,

their expenſes, and to hire troops-:_ and theſe aſſcſſments, in the
time of Henry II, ſeem to have been made arbitrarily and at the
king's pleaſure. Which prerogative being greatly abuſed by his
ſucceſſors, it became matter of national. clamour ;_ and king John

was obliged to conſent, by his magna carte, that no ſcutage ſhould
be impoſed without conſent of parliament '. But this clauſe was

omitted in his ſon Henry III's charter 3 where we only ﬁndﬂ that
' 2 lſinﬅ. 2 3 3.

' Nul/um ﬅutagium pomztur in regno ngﬅro,

P Litt. 5. 158.

mﬅ' per commune ra'zﬂbctum reg'u' nqﬂri. tap' 2.

I Hid. 5. 154.

r Hid.- &156.

1 tap. 37.

ſcutages
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ſcutages or eſcuage ſhould be taken as they were uſed to be taken
in the time of Henry II; that is, in a reaſonable and moderate
manner. Yet afterwards by ﬅatute 25 Edw. I. c. 5 85 6. and
many ſubſeq'uent ﬅatutes" it was enacted, that the king ſhould
take no aids or taſks but by the common aſſent of the realm.
Hence it is held in our oldbooks, that eſcuage or ſcutage could
not be levied but by conſent of parliament w; ſuch ſcutages being
indeed the groundwork of all ſucceeding ſubſidies, and the land
tax of later times.
'
S In c a therefore eſcuage diﬀered from knight-ſervice in no
thing, but as aconipenſation diﬀers from actual ſervice, knight
ſervice is frequently confounded with it. And thus Littleton"
muﬅ be underﬅood, when he tells us, that tenant by homage,
fealty, and eſcuage was tenant by knight-ſervice : that is, that
this tenure (beingſubſervient to the military policy of the nation)
was reſpectedy as a tenure in chivalry'. But as the actual ſer
vice was uncertain, and depen'ded upon emergences, ſo it was

neceſſary that this pecuniary compenſation ſhould be equally un
certain, and depend on the aſſeſſments of the legiﬂature ſuited to
thoſe emergences. For had the eſcuage been a ſettled invariable
' ſum, payable at certain times, it had been neither more nor leſs
than a mere pecuniary rent ; and the tenure, inﬅead of knight
ſervice, would have then been of another kind, called ſocage ',
of which we ſhall ſpeak in the next chapter.

Fo R the preſent, I have only to obſerve, that by the degene
rating of knight-ſervice, or perſonal military duty, into eſcuage,
or pecuniary aſſeſſments, all the advantages (either promiſed or
real) of the feodal Conﬅitution were deﬅroyed, and nothing but

the hardſhips remained.

Inﬅead of forming a national militia

compoſed of barons, knights, and gentlemen, bound by their
intereﬅ, their honour, and their oaths, to defend their king and
" See Vol. I. pag. 136.

1 Pro ſion/a lniz'itari repummr.

\' Old Ten. fir. Eſruage.

r. 14.. 5. 7.

' 5. 103.

1 Wright. 122.

Flet. 1. z.
ct

* Litt. 5.97.120.

'
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country; the whole of this: ſyﬅem of tenures now tended to no
thing elſe, but a wretched means of raiſing money to pay an ar
my of occaſional mercenaries. In the mean time the families of
all our nobility and gentry groaned under the intolerable burthens,
which (in conſequence of the ﬁction adopted after the conqueﬅ)
were introduced and laid upon them by the ſubtlety and ﬁneſſe
of the Norman lawyers. For, beſides the ſcutages they were
liable to in defect of perſonal attendance, which however were

aſſeﬂ'ed by themſelves in parliament, they might be called upon
by the king or lord paramount for aids, whenever his eldeﬅ ſon
was to be knighted, or his eldeﬅ daughter married 3 not to for
get the ranſom of his own perſon.

The heir, on the death of

his anceﬅor, if of full age, was plunderedof the ﬁrﬅ emoluments

ariſing from his inheritance, by way of relief and primer ſeﬃn;
and, if under age, of the whole of his eﬅate during infancy.
And then, as ﬁr Thomas Smithb very feelingly complains, "when
" he came to his own, after he was out of ward/bzþ, his woods
" decayed, houſes fallen down, ﬅock waﬅed and gone, lands let

" forth and ploughed to be barren," to 'make amends he was yet
to pay half a year's proﬁts as a ﬁne for ſuing out his livery; and
alſo the price or value of his marriage, if he refuſed ſuch wife as
his lord and guardian had bartered for, and impoſed upon him;
or twice that value, if he married another woman.

Add to this,

the untimely and expenſive honour of knight/load, to make his
poverty more completely ſplendid. And when by theſe deduc
tions his fortune was ſo ſhattered and ruined, that perhaps he was.
obliged to ſell his patrimony, he had not even that poor privilege
allowed him, without paying an exorbitant ﬁne for a licence of

alienation.
A s LAVE RY ſo complicated, and ſo- extenſive as this, called ,

aloud for a remedy in a nation that boaﬅed of her freedom. Pal
liatives were from time to time applied by ſucceﬃve' acts of par
liament, which aſſwaged ſome temporary grievances.' Till at

length the humanity of king James] conſentedc for a proper
' Commonw. 1. 3. c.5.

® 4Inﬅ. 202.

_
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equivalent to aboliſh them all; though the plan then proceeded not
to eﬀect : in like manner as he had formed a' ſcheme, and began,

to put it in execution, for removing the feodal grievance of heret
able juriſdictions in Scotland d,'_which, has ſince been purſued and. _
eﬀected by the ﬅatute zoGeo. II. c..4.3'.e ctKing James's plan for
exchanging our military tenures ſeems to have been nearly the
ſame as that which has been ſince purſued 5 only "with this diﬀe
rence, that, by way of compenſationa for the loſs which the crown
and other lords would ſuﬅain, an annual feefar'm rent ſhould be.

ſettled and inſeparably annexed to the crown, and aſſured to the;
inferior lords, payable out of every knight's fee within- their re
ſpective ſeignories-_ An expedient, ſeemingly much better than the
hereditary exciſe, which was afterwards. made the principal equi
Valent- for theſe conceſiions. For at length the military tenuresp
with all their heavy appendages, were deﬅroyed at one, blow by
the ﬅatute 12 Car. II. c. 24.. which enacts, U that the court of
"wards and liveries, and all wardſhips, liveries, primer ſeiſins,
" and ouﬅerlemains, values and forfeitures of marriages, by rea

" ſon of any tenure. of the king or others, be, totally taken away.
uAnd that all' ﬁnes for alienations, tenures by homage, knights
" ſervice, and eſcuage, and' alſo aids for marrying the daughter.
" or knighting the ſon, and all tenures of the king in ca/gcte, be
"likewiſe taken away. And that all ſorts of tenures, held of the.
" king or others, be turned into free and common ſocage 5 ſave
9 only tenures in, frankalmoign, copyholds, and the honorary ſer
" vices (without the ſlaviſh part) of grand ſerjeanty." A ﬅatute,

which was a greater acquiſition to the civil property of this king
dom than even magtza carta. itſelf : ſince that only pruned the
luxuriances that had grown out of the military tenures, and.

thereby preſerved them in vigour 5. but the ﬅatute, of king Charles
extirpated the whole, and demoliſhed both root and branches.v
cl'Dalrymp. of feuds. 292.

ing (equivalent to the knight-ſervice of

' By another ﬅatute of the ſame year England) is for ever-aboliſhed in Scotlanch.
(ao Geo.II. c. 59.) the tenure of wardba/d1
* l
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Or THE MODERN ENGLISH TENURES.

LTH OUGH, by the means that were mentioned in
_
the preceding chapter, the oppreſlive or military part of
'the feodal Conﬅitution was happily done away, yet we are not to
imagine that the Conﬅitution itſelf was utterly laid aſide, and a
new one introduced in it's room; ſince by the ﬅatute 12 Car. II.

the tenures of ſocage and frankalmoign, the honorary ſervices of
grand ſerjeanty, and the tenure by copy of court roll were re
ſerved 5 nay all tenures in general, except frankalmoign, grand

ſerjeanty, and copyhold, were reduced to one general ſpecies of
tenure, then well known and ſubſiﬅing, called free and common

ſocage. And this, being ſprung from the ſame feodal original as
the reﬅ, demonﬅrates the neceſſity of fully contemplating that
(antient ſyﬅem 5 ſince it is that alone, to which we can recur to
explain any ſeeming, or real, diﬃculties, that may ariſe in out

preſent mode of tenure.
THE military tenure, or that by knight-ſervice, conſiﬅed of
what were reputed the moﬅ free and honourable ſervices; but

which in their nature were unavoidably uncertain in reſpect to the
time of their performance.

The ſecond ſpecies of tenure, or

free-ſocage, conſiﬅed alſo of free and honourable ſervices ; but

ſuch as were liquidated and reduced to an abſolute certainty. And
this tenure not only ſubﬁﬅs to this day, but has in-a manner ab

ſorbed and ſwallowed up (ſince the ﬅatute of Charles the ſecond)
almoﬅ
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almoﬅ every other ſpecies of tenure. And to thiswe are next
to proceed.
II. So CAG E, in it's moﬅ general and extenſive ſig'niﬁcationþ
ſeems to denote a tenure by any certain and determinate ſervice.
And' in' this ſenſe it is by our antient writers conﬅantly put in op
poſition to chivalry, or knight-ſervice, where the renderwas pre-

carious and uncertain. Thus Bracton' 3 if a man holds by a rent
in money, without any eſcuage or ſerjeanty, " z'd tencmentum dici

"potgﬅ ſhcagz'nm :" but if you add thereto any royal ſervice,
or eſeuage to any, the ſmalleﬅ, amount, " illud dici poteritjþadum
V militare." So too the author of Fletab 3 "ex donatianibar ſer"vitia militaria 'vel magnae ſE-'jantiae non continentz'aur, oritur 'to" bir- guoddam nomen generale, quod eﬅ ſhcaginm." Littleton alſbc'
doﬁnes it" to be, where the tenant' holds his tenement of the lord
by any certain ſervice, in lieu-of all other ſervices 3 ſo that they.

be not ſervices of chivalry, or knight-ſervice. And therefore af
terwards'z he tells us, that whatſoever is not tenure in chivalry is,

'tenure in ſocage: in like manner-as it is deﬁned by Finch *, a,
tenure to be done out of' war. The ſervice muﬅ therefore be cer-

tain, in order to denominate it- ſocage 3 as to hold- by fealty and.
zor. rent 3 or, by'homage, fealty, and zor. rent; or, by homage
and? fealty 'without rent 3 or, by fealty and certain corporal ſer
vice, as ploughing the lord's land for three days; or, by fealty

"only without any other ſervice: for all theſe are tenures in ſocage f.
' BUT ſocage, as washinted in the laﬅ chapter, is of two ſorts :

ﬁee-ſocage, where the ſervices are not only certain, but honour
able; and oillein-ſocage, where the ſervices, though certain, are

of a baſer nature.. Such- as hold by the former tenure are called
in Glanvil g,or and
otherinſubſequent
by tenure
the name
i ſokemanni,
tenants
free-ſocage.authors,
Of this
we of
areIz'berz'
ﬁrﬅ)

' I.a.c.16. $.9.

* L. 147.

." 1.3. r. 14. 5.9.

ſ Litt.9.1r7,uS,n9.

c 5417.
d S- 118.

Zl.3.c.7.

to z
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to ſpeak; and this, both in the nature of it's ſervice, and the

fruits and conſequences appertaining thereto, was always by much
the moﬅ free and independent ſpecies of any. And therefore I
cannot but aﬀent to Mr Somner's etymology of1 the wordh; who
derives it from the Saxon appellation, ſac, which ſigniﬁes liberty

or privilege, and, being joined to a uſual termination, is called
ſocage, in Latin ſhcagium ; ſignifying thereby a free or privileged

tenurei." This etymology ſeems to be much more juﬅ than that
.of our common lawyers in general, who derive it from ſoca, an
old Latin word denoting (as they tell us) a plough :. for that in
antient time this ſocage tenure conſiﬅed in nothing elſe but ſer
vices of huſbandry, which the tenant was bound to do to his lord,
.as to plough, ſow, or reap for him .; but that, in proeeſs'of time,

'this ſervice was changed into an annual rent by conſent of all
parties, and that, in memory of it's original, it ﬅill retains the
name of ſocageor plough-ſervicek. But this by no means agrees
with what Littleton himſelf tells us 1, that to hold by fealty only,

without paying any rent, is tenure in ſocage ; for here is plainly
.no commutation for plough-ſervice. Beſides, even ſervices, con
feſſedly of a military nature and original, (as eſcuage itſelf, which
while it remained uncertain was equivalent to knight-ſervice) the
inﬅant they were reduced to a certainty changed both their name
and nature, and were called ſocage m. It was the certainty there

fore that denominated it aſocage tenure; and nothing ſure could
be a greater liberty or privilege, than to have the ſervice aſcer
tained, and not left to the arbitrary calls of the lord, as in the te

nures of chivalry. Wherefore alſo Britton, who deſcribes ſocage
tenure under the name of ﬂaanke ﬂrme", tells us, that they are
"lands and tenements, whereofthe nature of the fee is changed

U by feoﬀment out of chivalry for certain yearly ſervices, and in
" reſpect whereof neither homage, ward, marriage, nor relief can

" be demanded." Which leads us alſo to another Obſervation,
' Gavelk. 138.
i In like manner Skene in his expoſition
. of the Scots' law, title ſhmgt, tells us-.that *
it is " ane kind of holding of lands, quhen
>" ony man is infeſt freely," &Ft.

" Litt. 5.n9.
1 5. 118.
" Litt. $.98. '20.
" c.-66.
that,

- -_ -_n__- _,,
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that, if ſocage tenures were of ſuch baſe and ſervile original, it

is hard to account for the very great immunities which the te
nants of them always enjoyed; ſo highly ſuperior to thoſe of the
tenants by chivalry, that it was thought, in the reigns of both
Edward I and Charles II, a point of the utmoﬅ importance and
value to the tenants, to reduce the tenure by knight-ſervice to

ſrau'nke ferme or tenure by ſocage. We may therefore, I think,
fairly conclude in favour of Somner's etymology, and the liberal 1
extraction of the tenure in free ſocage, againﬅ the authority even
of Littleton himſelf.
TA K I N G this then to be the meaning of the word, it ſeems

probable that the ſocage tenures were the relics of Saxon liberty,
retained by ſuch perſons, as had neither forfeited them to the
king, nor been obliged to exchange their tenure for the more
honourable, as it was called, but at the ſame time more burthen
ſome, tenure of knight-ſervice. This is peculiarly remarkable in

the tenure whichprevails in Kent, called gavelkind, which is
generally acknowleged to be a ſpecies of ſocage tenure o; the pre
ſervation whereof inviolate from the innovations of the Norman
conqueror is a fact univerſally known. And thoſe who thus pre
ſerved their liberties were ſaid to hold inﬂee and common ſocage.
As therefore the-grand criterion and diﬅinguiſhing mark of
this ſpecies of tenure are the having it's renders or ſervices aſcer
tained,byitcertain
will include
under it rents
all other
methods
of holding
free
lands
and inſſvariable
and duties
: and,
in particu

lar, petit ﬅrjeantjy, tenure in burgage, and gave-Mind.
WE may remember, that by the ﬅatute 12 Car. II. grand ſer
jeanty is not itſelf totally aboliſhed, but only the ſlaviſh appen
dages belonging to it ; for the honorary ſervices (ſuch as carrying
the king's ſword or banner, oﬃciating as his butler, carver, Csſi'c,
at the coronation) are ﬅill reſerved. Now petit ſerjeanty bears a

great reſemblance to grand ſerjeanty; for as the one is a perſonal
V0_L. II.

L zl r.
* Wright.

i
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ſervice, ſo the other is a rent or render, both tending to ſome
purpoſe relative to the king's perſon. Petit ſerjeanty, as deﬁned

by Littleton P, conſiﬅs in holding lands of the king by the ſervice
of rendering to him annually ſome ſmall implement of war, as a
bow, a ſword, a lance, an arrow, or the like.

This, he ſays q, is

but ſocage in eﬀect 3 for it is no perſonal ſervice, but a certain
rent: and, we may add, it is clearly no predial ſervice, or ſer
vice of the plough, but in all reſpects l/Zcrum at commztrzeſacrzgz'um 3
only, being held of the king, it is by way of eminence digniﬁed

with the title of par-um: ſerw'tium regzſir, or petit ſerjeanty. And
mag'za carta reſpects it in this light, when it enacts', that no
wardſhip of the lands or body (hall be claimed by the king in
virtue of a tenure by petit ſerjeanty.
TENURE in burgage is deſcribed by Glanvil s, and is expreﬂly
ſaid by Littleton t, to be but tenure in ſocage 3 and it is where
the king or other perſon is lord of an antient borough, in which
the tenements are held by a rent Certain ".

It is indeed only a -

kind of town ſocage 3 as Common ſocage, by which other lands are
holden, is uſually of a rural nature.

A borough, as we have ſor

merly ſeen, is diﬅinguiſhed from other towns by the right of
ſending members to parliament; and, where the right of election
is by burgage tenure, that alone is a proof of the antiquity of
the borough. Tenure in burgage therefore, or burgage tenure,
is where houſes, or lands which were formerly the ſcite of houſes,
in an antient borough, are held of ſome lord in common ſocage,

by a certain eﬅabliſhed rent. And theſe ſeem to have withﬅood
the ſhock of the Norman encroachments principally on account
of their inﬁgniﬁcancy, which made it not worth while to com

pel them to an alteration of tenure 3 as an hundred ctof them put
together would ſcarce have amounted to a knight's fee. Beſides,
the owners of them, being chieﬂy artiﬁcers and perſons engaged
in trade, could not with any tolerable propriety be put on ſuch a
V 5. 129.
1 5.' o.
' cap. 27.

' ]i6.7. tap. 3.
* 5. 162.
'1 Litt. 5.16z,163.
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military eﬅabliſhment, as the tenure in chivalry was. And here
alſo we have again an inﬅance, where a tenure is confeſſedly in
ſocage, and yet is impoſſible ever to have been held by plough
ſervice; ſince the tenants muﬅ have been citizens or burghers,
the ſituation frequently a walled town, the tenement a ſingle

houſe; ſo that none of the owners was probably maﬅer of a
plough, or was able to uſe one, if he had it. The free ſocage
therefore, in which theſe tenements are held, ſeems to be plainly
a remnant of Saxon liberty; which may alſo account for the great
variety of cuﬅoms, aﬀecting theſe tenements ſo held in antient
burgage: the principal and moﬅ remarkable of which is that
called Boroug/z-Eng/zſh, ſo named in contradiﬅinction as it were to
the Norman cuﬅoms, and which is taken notice of by Glanvil w,
and by Littleton'; oz'z. that the youngeﬅ ſon, and not the eldeﬅ,

ſucceeds to the burgage tenement on the death of his father,
For which Littletony gives this reaſon; becauſe the youngeﬅ ſon,
by reaſon of his tender age, is not ſo capable as the reﬅ of his
brethren to help himſelf.

Other authorsz have indeed given a

much
ﬅrangera reaſon
this the
cuﬅom,
if the lord ofwith
the fee
had
antienſtly
right toforbreak
ſeventhas commandment
his

tenant's wife on her wedding-night 5 and that therefore the tene
ment deſcended not to the eldeﬅ, but the youngeﬅ, ſon; who

was more certainly the oﬀspring of the tenant. But I cannot
learn that ever this cuﬅom prevailed in England, though it cer
tainly did in Scotland, (under the name of merc/zeta or marc/zeta)
till aboliſhed by Malcolm III'. And perhaps a more rational ac

count than either may be fetched (though at a ſuﬃcient diﬅance)
from the practice of the Tartars 3 among whom, according to

father Duhalde, this cuﬅom of deſcent to the youngeﬅ ſon alſo
prevails. That nation is compoſed totally of (hepherds and herdſ
men; and the elder ſons, as ſoon as they are capable of leading
a paﬅoral life, migrate from their father with a certain allotment

of cattle ; and go to ſeek a new habitation. The youngeﬅ ſon
" ubi ſicpra.

'1 5. 165.
15.:11.

1 3 Mod. Pref.

A

' Seld. rit. of hen. 2. l. 47.

Rag. Mag.

l.4.c.31.
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therefore, who continues lateﬅ with the father, is naturally the

heir of his houſe, the reﬅ being already provided for. And thus
we ﬁnd that, among many other northern nations, it was the cuſ
tom for all the ſons but one to migrate from the father, which

one became his heir b. So that poﬃbly this cuﬅom, wherever it
prevails, may be the remnant of that paﬅoral ﬅate of our Britiſh
and German anceﬅors, which Caeſar and Tacitus deſcribe. Other

ſpecial cuﬅoms there are in burgage tenures 3 as that the wife
ſhall be endowed of all her huſband's tenements ®, and not of the
third part only, as at the common law: and that a man might
diſpoſe of his tenements by will d, which, in general, was not
permitted after the conqueﬅ till the reign of Henry the eighth 3
though in the Saxon times it was allowable *. A pregnant proof
that theſe liberties of ſocage tenure were fragments of Saxon
liberty.
i TH E nature of the tenure in gave-[kind aﬀords us a ﬅill ﬅronger
argument. It is univerſally known what ﬅruggles the Kentiſhmen
made to preſerve their antient liberties; and with how much

ſucceſs thoſe ﬅruggles were attended. And as it is principally
here that we meet with the cuﬅom of gavelkind, (though it was
and is to be found in ſome other parts of the kingdomſ) we may
fairly conclude that this was a part of thoſe liberties 3 agreeably to
Mr Selden's opinion, that gavelkind before the Norman conqueﬅ
was the general cuﬅom of the realm 3. The diﬅinguiſhing pro
perties of this tenure are various: ſome of the principal are theſe 3
1. The tenant is of age ſuﬃcient to aliene his eﬅate by feoﬀment

at the age of ﬁfteen h. 2. The eﬅate does not eſcheat in caſe of
an attainder and execution for felony 3 their maxim being, V the

U father to the bough, the ſon to the ploughi." 3. In moﬅ places
' Pater (unctor ſil/cr adu/'ol a ſi pr/Irbm,

3 In loto regne, ame dun': admit-"tum, fre

prattrr umm quem binde-m ﬁu' jnrir relinqur- quem et uſitara fair: paﬅea casten) adempta,
&at. (Waþfng/a. Upodigm. N'uſir. r. 1.)
ſrd pri-Uari: guarundam Iororum (o'zſiltludinidm
' Litt.
166.
aIibi paﬅea regtr'm'nam : Cantiamſirſa/um int'
*

167.

' Wright. 172.
' Seat. gzHemVlIl. c. 29. Kitchv of
courts, zoo.

gra r' imuiolata rema'ut. (Arm/act. 1. 2. 07.)

* Lamb. Peramb. 614.
i Lamb. 634.
he
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he had a power of deviſing lands by will, before the ﬅatute for
that purpoſe was made k. 4. The lands deſcend, not to the eldeﬅ,

youngeﬅ, or any one ſon only, but to all the ſons, togetherl ;.
which was indeed antiently the moﬅ uſual courſe of deſcent all

over England m, though in par-ticular places particular cuﬅoms
prevailed. Theſe, among other properties, diﬅinguiſhedthis te

nure in a moﬅ remarkable manner: and yet it is held to-be only
a ſpecies of a ſocage tenure, modiﬁed by the Cuﬅom of the coun
, try 3 being holden by ſuit of court and fealty, which is a ſervice
in it's nature certain '1. Wherefore, by a charter of king Johnqr
Hubert arch-biſhop of Canterbury was authorized to exchange

the gavelkind tenures holden of the ſee of Canterbury into te
nures by knight-ſervice; and by ﬅatute 31 Hen.VIII. c. 3. for
diſgavelling the lands of divers-lords and gentlemen in the county
of Kent, they are directedto be deſcendible for the future like ot/zex
lands, which were never holden by ſervice qfſhcaga. Now the im
munities which the tenants in gavelkind enjoyed' were ſuch, as
We cannot conceive ſhould be conferred upon mere ploughmen;
or peaſants : from all which I think it ſuﬃciently clear, that te-.
nures in free ſocage are in general of a nobler original than is aſ-ﬁgn'ed by Littleton, and after him by the bulk of our common
lawyers.

'

H-A-v I N G thus-diﬅributed and diﬅinguiſhed the ſeveraþſpecies
of tenure in free ſocage, I proceed next to ſhew that- thisvalſo
- partakes very ﬅrongly of the feodal nature. Which may. probably

ariſe from it's antient Saxon original 3 ſince (as was before ob
ſervedP) feuds were not unknown among the Saxons, though they:
did not form a part of their military policy, nor were drawn out;
into ſuch arbitrary conſequences as among the Normans. It ſeems
therefore reaſonable to imagine, that ſocage tenure exiﬅed in
much the ſame ﬅate before the conqueﬅ as after; that-in Kenti-t.
was preſerved with a high hand, as our hiﬅories inform us it wasz,
.* F. N. B. 198. Cro. Car. 56r.
1 Litt.

210.

I Glanvil. 1. 7. r. 3.

' Wright. an.
* Spelm. rod. tun; leg. zssi

7 pag. 48.
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and that the reﬅ of the ſocage tenures diſperſed through England'
eſcaped the general fate of other property, partly out of favour
and aﬀection to their particular owners, and partly from their own
inſigniﬁcancy; ſince I do not apprehend the number of ſocage

tenures ſoon after the conqueﬅ to have been very conſiderable,

nor their value by any means large 5 till by ſucceﬃve charters of
enfranchiſement granted to the tenants, which are particularly
mentioned by Britton 4, their number and value began to ſwell ſo

far, as to make a diﬅinct, and juﬅly envied, part of our Engliſh
ſyﬅem of tenures.
H ow E v E R this may be, the tokens of their feodal original

will evidently appear from a ſhort compariſon of the incidents and
conſequences of ſocage tenure with thoſe of tenure in chivalry 3
remarking their agreement, or diﬀerence as we go along.
1. IN the ﬁrﬅ place, then, both were held of ſuperior lords;

of the king as lord paramount, and ſometimes of a ſubject or
meſne lord between the king and the tenant.
2. BOTH were ſubject to the feodal return, render, rent, or
ſervice, of ſome ſort or other, which aroſe from a ſuppoſition of
an original grant from the lord to the tenant. In the military te
nure, or more proper feud, this was from it's nature uncertain 3
in ſocage, which was a feud of the improper kind, it was cer

tain, ﬁxed, and determinate, (though perhaps nothing more than ſi

bare fealty) and ſo continues to this day.
3. BoTH were, from their Conﬅitution, univerſally ſubject
(over and above all other renders) to the oath of fealty, or mutual
bond of obligation between the lord and tenant'. Which oath
of fealty uſually draws after it ſuit to the lord's court. And this
oath every lord, of whom tenements are holden at this day, may

and ought to call upon his tenants to take in his court baron 3 if
it be only for the reaſon given by Littleton ', that if it ,be ne
9 c. 66.

r Litt. s. 117. '31.

' 5. 130.
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glected, it will by long Continuance of time grow out of memory
. (as doubtleſs it frequently has) whether the land be holden of the
lord or not ; and ſo he may loſe his ſeignory, and the proﬁt which.
may accrue to him by eſcheats and other contingences *.
4. THE tenure in ſocage was ſubject, of common right, to
aids for knighting the ſon and marrying the eldeﬅ daughter " :
which were ﬁxed by the ﬅatute Weﬅm. I. c.36. at 20 r. for every
201. per annum ſo held ; as in knight-ſervice. Theſe aids, as in
tenure by chivalry, were originally mere benevolences, though

afterwards claimed as matter of right ; but were all aboliſhed by
the ﬅatute 12 Car. II.
5. RB L I r: F- is due upon ſocage tenure, as well as upon tenure

in chivalry : but the manner of taking it is very diﬀerent. The
relief on a knight's fee was 51. or one quarter of the ſuppoſed.
value of the land; but a ſocage relief is one year's rent or ren
der, payable by the tenant to the lord, be the ſame either great
or ſmallw : and therefore BractonX will not allow this to be properly a relief, but quae-dam pragﬅatio loco relevii in recogmſitz'onem
domini.

So too the ﬅatute 28 Edw. I. c. I. declares, that a free

ſokeman
ſhallanceﬅor,
give no relief,
but ſhall
double
death
ofſihis
according
to that
whichhisherent
hathafter
uſedthe
to
pay his lord, and ſhall not be grieved above meaſure.

Reliefs in

knight-ſervice were only payable, if the heir at the death of his
anceﬅor was of full age: but in ſocage they were due, even.
though the heir was under age, becauſe the lord has no ward

ſhip over himy. The ﬅatute of Charles II reſerves the reliefs in
cident to ſocage .tenures 3 and therefore, wherever lands in fee.

ſimple are holden by a rent, relief is ﬅill due of common right
upon the death of the tenant Z.
* Eo mar/me j-rocﬅamlum cﬅ, "t dudium rzddaturju: cle/Him' et 'ame/late rmporir ooſcurelur.

V' Litt.
126.
x I 2. r.37. 5. 8.

(Cor-ruin. jm ﬁnd. I. 2. t. 7.)
u Co. Litt. 91.

7 Litt. s. 127.
z 3 Lev. 145.
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6. PR I M E R ſeiſin was incident to the king's ſocage tenants
in capife, as well as to thoſe by knight-ſervice 3. But tenancy in
capite as well as primer ſeiſins, are alſo, among the other feodal
burthens, intirely aboliſhed by the ﬅatute.

7. WA R D s H 1 P is alſo incident to tenure in ſocage; but of a
nature very diﬀerent from that incident to knight-ſervice. For if
the inheritance deſcend to an infant under fourteen, the wardſhip

of him ſhall not belong to the lord of the fee; becauſe, in this
tenure no military or other perſonal ſervice being required, there

is no occaſion for the lord to take the proﬁts, in order to provide
a proper ſubﬅitute for his infant tenant : but his neareﬅ relation
(to whom the inheritance cannot deſcend) ſhall be his guardian in
ſocage, and have the cuﬅody of his land and body till he arrives
at the age of fourteen. The guardian muﬅ be ſuch a one, to
whom the inheritance by no poſſibility can deſcend; as was fully
explained, together with the reaſons for it, in the former book

of theſe commentaries b. At fourteen this wardſhip in ſocage
ceaſes, and the heir may ouﬅ the guardian, and call him to ac

count for the rents and proﬁts c: for at this age the law ſuppoſes
him capable of chuﬁng a guardian for himſelf. It was in this
particular, of wardſhip,_ as alſo in that of marriage, and in the
certainty of the render or ſervice, that the ſocage tenures had ſo

much the advantage of the military ones. But as the wardſhip
ceaſed at fourteen, there was this diſadvantage attending it 3 that
young heirs, being left at ſo tender an age to chuſe their own
guardians till twenty one, they might make an improvident choice.

Therefore, when almoﬅ all the lands of the kingdom were turned
into ſocage ztenures, the ſame ﬅatute 12 Car. II. c..24. enacted,
that it ſhould be in the power of any father by will to appoint a
guardian, till his child ſhould attain the age of twenty one. And,

if no ſuch appointment be made, the court of chancery willfre
quently interpoſe, to prevent an infant heir from improvidently
expoﬁng himſelf to ruin.
a Co. Litt.77.
" page449.

= Litt. 5. 123. Co. Litt. 89.
MAR
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8. M A R R I A G 12, or the 'va/or nzaritagiz', was not in ſocage

tenure any perquiſite or advantage to the guardian, but rather the
reverſe. For, if the guardian married his ward under the age of
fourteen, he was bound to account to the ward for the value "of

the marriage, even though he took nothing for it, unleſs he mar
ried him to advantage **.

For the law, in favour of infants, is

always jealous of guardians, and therefore in this caſe it made
them, account, not only for what they did, but alſo-for what they
mig/zt, receive on the infant's behalf; leﬅ by ſome colluſion the

guardian ſhould have received the value, and not brought it to
account : but, the ﬅatute having deﬅroyed all values of marriages,
this doctrine of courſe is ceaſed with them. At fourteen years of
age the ward might have diſpoſed of himſelf in marriage, with
out any conſent of his guardian, till the late act for preventing
clandeﬅine marriages. Theſe doctrines of wardſhip and mar
riage in ſocage tenure were ſo diametrically oppoſite to thoſe in
knight-ſervice, and ſo entirely agree with, thoſe parts of king Ed
ward's laws, that were reﬅored by Henry the ﬁrﬅ's charter, as

might alone convince us that ſocage was of a higher original than
the Norman conqueﬅ.
9. FINES for alienations were, Iapprehend, due for lands

holden of the king in capite by ſocage tenure, aswell as in caſe
of tenure by knight-ſervice: for the ﬅatutes thatrelate to, this
point, and ſir Edward Coke's comment on them e, ſpeak generally
of all tenants zſin capite, without making any diﬅinction; though

now all ﬁnes for alienation are demoliſhed by the ﬅatute of Charles
the ſecond.
10. Es c H E A T s are equally incident to tenure in ſocage, as
they were to tenure by knight-ſervice; except only in gavelkind
lands, which are (as is before-mentioned) ſubject to no eſcheats
for felony, though they are to eſcheats for want of heirs f.
'1 Litt. 5. 123.
* 1 Inﬅ. 43. 2 Inﬅ. 65, 66, 67.

Vo I. . II.

T Wright. 210.
_
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THUS much for the two grand ſpecies of tenure, under which
almoﬅ all the free lands of the kingdom were holden till the re
ﬅoration in 1660, when the former was aboliſhed and ſunk intov

the latter : ſo that lands of both ſorts are now holden by the one
univerſal tenure of free and common ſocage.
TH r: other grand diviſion of tenure, mentioned by Bracton as
cited in the preceding chapter, is that of 'of/image, as contradiſ
tinguiſhed from [der-um tent-mentum, or frank tenure.

And this

(we may remember) he ſubdivides into two claſſes, pure, and pri
oi/eged, villenage : from whence have ariſen two other ſpecies of
our modern tenures.
III. FROM the tenure of pure villenage have ſprung our pre-a
ſent copy/told tenures, or tenure by copy of court roll at the will
of the lord 3 in order to obtain a clear idea of which, it will be

previouﬂy neceſſary to take a ſhort view of the original and na
ture of manors.
MANORS are in ſubﬅance as antient as the Saxon Conﬅitution,

though perhaps diﬀering a little, in ſome immaterial circumﬅan
ces, from thoſe that exiﬅ at this day': juﬅ as we obſerved of
feuds, that they were partly known to our anceﬅors, even before
the Norman conqueﬅ. A manor, manerium, a ment-mio, becauſe

the uſual reﬁdence of the owner, ſeems to have been a diﬅrict of

ground, held by lords or great perſonages3 who kept in their
own hands ſo much land as was neceſſary for the uſe of their fa
milies, which were called terrae domim'czzler, or demcſm lands 3
being occupied by the lord, or dominus manerz'i, and his ſervants.

The other tenemental lands they diﬅributed among their tenants 3.
which from the diﬀerent modes of tenure were called and diﬅin

guiſhed by two diﬀerent names. Firﬅ, book-land, or charter-land,
which was held by deed under certain rents and free ſervices, and
in eﬀect diﬀered nothing from free ſocage landsh: and from
U Co, Cop. s. 2, 8: 10.

1' Co. Cop. 5. 3.

hence
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hence have ariſen all the freehold tenants which hold of particu
lar manors, and owe ſuit and ſervice to the ſame.

The other

ſpecies was called folk-land, which was held by no aſſurance in
writing, but diﬅributed among the common folk or people at the
pleaſure of the lord, and reſumed at his diſcretion ; being indeed

land held in villenage, which we ſhall preſently deſcribe more
at large. The reſidue of the manor, being uncultivated, was
termed the lord's waﬅe, and ſerved for public roads, and for'

common of paﬅure to the lord and his tenants. Manors were
formerly called baronies, as they ﬅill are lordſhips : and each lord
or baron was empowered to hold a domeﬅic court, called the
court-baron, for redreﬃng miſdemeſnors and nuſances within the
manor, and for ſettling diſputes of property among the tenants.

This court is an inſeparable ingredient of every manor 3 and if
the number of ſuitors ſhould ſo fail, as not to leave ſuﬃcient to

make a jury or homage, that is, two tenants at the leaﬅ, the
manor itſelf is loﬅ.
'
B E r o R E the ﬅatute of yuia emptarer, 18 Edw. I. the king's
greater barons, who had a large extent of territory held under
the crown, granted out frequently ſmaller manors to inferior per
ſons to be held of themſelves 3 which do therefore now continue
to be held under a ſuperior lord, who is called in ſuch caſes the

lord paramount over all theſe manors: and his ſeignory is fre
quently termed an honour, not a manor, eſpecially if it hath be

longed to an antient feodal baron, or hath been at any time in the
hands of the crown.

In imitation whereof, theſe inferior lords

began to carve out and grant to others ﬅill more minute eﬅates,
to be held as of themſelves, and were ſo proceeding downwards
in inſimſitum; till the ſuperior lords obſerved, that by this method
of ſubinfeudation they loﬅ all their feodal proﬁts, of wardſhips,
marriages, and eſcheats, which fell into the hands of theſe meſne
or middle lords, who were the immediate ſuperiors of the terre
' tenant, or him who occupied the land. This occaſioned the ﬅa

tute of Weﬅm. 3. or guia emptorer, 18 Edw. I. to be made;
which directs, that, upon all ſales or feoﬀments of land, the feoﬀee
M 2
vſhall
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ſhall hold the ſame, not of his immediate feoﬀor, but of the
chief lord of the fee, of whom ſuch feoﬀor himſelf held it. And
from hence it is held, that all manors exiﬅing at this day, muﬅ
have exiﬅed by immemorial preſcription ; or at leaﬅ ever ſince
the 18 Edw. I. when the ﬅatute of quid emptorer was made. For
no new manor can have been created ſince that ﬅatute : becauſe
it is eſſential to a manor, that there be tenants who hold of the
lord, and that ﬅatute enacts, that for the future no ſubject ſhall

create any new tenants to hold of himſelf.
N ow with regard to the folk-land, or eﬅates held in villen
age, this was a ſpecies of tenure neither ﬅrictly feodal, Norman,

or Saxon; but mixed and compounded of them alli : and which
alſo, on account of the heriots that uſually attend it, may ſeem
to have ſomewhat Daniſh in it's Compoſition. Under the Saxon
government there were, as ſir William Temple ſpeaks '*, a ſort ot

people in a condition of downright ſervitude, uſed and employed
in the moﬅ ſervile works, and belonging, both they, their child
ren, and eﬀects, to the lord of the ſoil, like the reﬅ of the cattle

or ﬅock upon it. Theſe ſeem to have been thoſe who held What
was called the folk-land, from which they were removeable at
the lord's pleaſure. On the arrival of the Normans here, it ſeems
not improbable, that they, who were ﬅrangers to any other than
a feodal ﬅate, might give ſome ſparks of enfranchiſement to ſuch
wretched perſons as fell to their ſhare, by admitting them, as
well as others, to the oath of fealty; which conferred a right of

protection, and raiſed the tenant to a kind of eﬅate ſuperior to
downright ſlavery, but inferior to every other condition '. This
they called villenage, and the tenants villeins, either from the
word 'tri/is, or elſe, as ſir Edward Coke tells us m, a. 'vil/la; becauſe

they lived chieﬂy in villages, and were employed in ruﬅic works
of the moﬅ ſordid kind: like the Spartan lzeloter, to whom alone

the culture of the lands was conﬁgned; their rugged maﬅers,
like our northern anceﬅors, eﬅeeming war the only honourable
employment of mankind.
i Wright. 215.

' Wright. 217.

* Introd. Hiﬂ. Engl. 59.

'1 1 Inﬅ. 116.
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THEsE villeins, belonging principally to lords of manors,
were either villeins regardant, that is, annexed to the manor or.

land ; or elſe they were in grqſir, or at large, that is, annexed to
the perſon of the lord, and transferrablc by deed from one owner

to another ". They could not leave their lord without his per
miſiion ; but, if they ran away, or were purloined from him,

might be claimed and recovered by action, like beaﬅs or other
chattels. They held indeed ſmall portions of land by way of ſuſ
taining themſelves and families ; but it was at the mere will of
the lord, who might diſpoſſeſs them whenever he pleaſed ; and. it
was upon villein ſervices, that is, to carry out dung, to hedge
and ditch the lord's demeſnes, and any other the meaneﬅ oﬃces 0:

and theſe ſervices were not only baſe, but uncertain both as to
their time and quantity P. A villein, in ſhort, was in much the
ſame ﬅate with us, as lord Moleſworth '1 deſcribes to be that of
the boors in Denmark, and Stiernhook' attributes alſo to the
traalr or ﬂaves in Sweden, which conﬁrms the probability of'

their being in ſome degree monuments of the Daniſh tyranny.
A villein could acquire no property either in lands or goods 5 but,
if he purchaſed either, the lord might enter upon them, ouﬅ the
villein, and ſeiſe them to his own uſe, unleſs he contrived to diſ

poſe of them again before the lord had ſeiſed them 3 for the lord
had then loﬅ his opportunity '.
IN m-any places alſo a ﬁne was payable to the lord, if the vil:
lein preſumed to marry his daughter to any one without leave
from the lord ': and, by the common law, the lord might alſo.

bring an action againﬅ the huſband for damages in thus purloin
ing his property ". For the children of villeins were alſo in the
ſame ﬅate of bonda'ge with their parents ; whence they were
' Litt. 5.18'-.
* Hid. 5. 172.
P Ill: qui ttnet in 'villenagio farre! yuirguid'
'i prantptum ﬁrlrit, ner ſtire debt! ſen: quid
ſarert debt! in tmﬅina, t! ﬅmþer trneditur ad

i/mrta.

q
'
'
*

c. 8.
de jure Stltomli'l. I. 2. r. 4;
Litt,
177.
CO. Litt'. '40. '

" Litt. s. 202.

(Bractom I.4. rr.1. r. 28.)
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ſi called in Latin, natzivi, which gave riſe to the female appellation
of a villein, who was called a nel w. In caſe of a marriage be
tween a freeman and a neife, or a villein and a freewoman, the

iſſue followed the condition of the father, being free if he was
free, and villein if he was villein; contrary to the maxim of the
civil law, that partur ﬅguitur rvenrrem. But no baﬅard could be
born a villein, becauſe by another maxim of our law he is nal/im
ﬁlius ; and as he can gain nothing by inheritance, it were hard

that he ſhould Iqſh his natural freedom by it ". The law however
protected the perſons of villeins, as the king's ſubjects, againﬅ

atrocious injuries of the lord: for he might not kill, or maim
his villein' ; though he might beat him with impunity, ſince
the villein had no action or remedy at law againﬅ his lord, but
in caſe of the murder of his anceﬅor or the maim of his own
perſon. Neifes indeed had alſo an appeal of rape, in caſe the lord
violated them by force '.
_
Vr L L a t N s might be enfranchiſed by manumiſſion, which is
either expreſs 'or implied: expreſs; as where a man granted to

the villein a deed of manumiſiiona :_ implied; as where a man
bound himſelf in a bond to hisvillein for a ſum of money, granted

him an annuity by deed, or gave him an eﬅate in fee, for life, or

years l': for this was dealing with his villein on the footing of a
freeman; it was in ſome of the inﬅances giving him an action
againﬅ his lord, and in others veﬅing an ownerſhip in him en
tirely inconſiﬅent with his former ﬅate of bondage. So alſo if
the lord brought an action againﬅ his villein, this enfranchiſed
him*; for, as the lord might have a ſhort remedy againﬅ his

villein, by ſeiſing his goods, (which was more than equivalent to
any damages he could recover) the law, which is always ready to

' catch at any thing in favour of liberty, preſumed that by bring
ing this action he meant to ſet his villein on the ſame footing
V' Litt. 5. 187.
* laid. 9.187,188.

3 Ibid. s. 204.
b 5. :o4,;,6.

7 Hid. 5.189.194.
z Hid. 5.. 190.

® s. 208.
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with himſelf, aa'd therefore held it an implied manumiﬃon. But,
in caſe the lord indicted him for felony, it was otherwiſe 3 for the

lord could not inﬂict a capital puniſhment on his villein, without
calling in the aﬂiﬅance of the law.
V l L L E I N s', by this and many other means, in proceſs of time
gained conſiderable ground on their lords; and in particular
ﬅrengthened the tenure of their eﬅates to that degree, that they

came to have in them an intereﬅ in many places full as good, in
others better than' their lords. For the goodnature and benevo
lence of many lords of manors having, time out of mind, per
mitted their villeins and their children to enjoy their poſſeſſions
without interruption, in a regular courſe of deſcent, the common
law, of which cuﬅom is the life, now gave them title t-o pre

ſcribe againﬅ their lords 5 and, on performance of the ſame ſer
vices, to hold their lands, in ſpight of any determination of the
lord's will. For, though in general they are ﬅill ſaid to hold their

eﬅates at the will of the lord, yet it is ſuch a will as is agreeable
to the cuﬅom of the manor z which cuﬅoms are preſerved and
evidenced by the rolls of the ſeveral courts baron in which they
are entered, or kept-on foot by the conﬅant immemorial uſage of
the ſeveral
in for
which
landsbut
lie. theſe
And,cuﬅomcts,
as ſuch and
tenants.
had
nothingmanors
to ſhew
theirthe
eﬅates
ad

miﬂions in purſuance of them, entered on thoſe rolls, or the co
pies of ſuch entries witneſſed by the ﬅeward, they now began to
be called tenant: by copy' qf court roll, and their tenure itſelf
a copy/told d.
THU s copyhold tenures, as ſit Edward Coke obſerves e, although

very meanly deſcended, yet come of an antient. houſe ; for, from

what has been premiſed it appears, that copyholders are in truth
no other but villeins, who, by a long ſeries of immemorial en
croachments on the lord, have at laﬅ eﬅabliſhed a cuﬅomary right

to thoſe eﬅates, which before were held abſolutely at the lord's

will. Which aﬀords a very ſubﬅantial reaſon for the great variety
* F.N. B. 12.

e Cop. 5. 32,
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of cuﬅoms that prevail in diﬀerent manors, with regard both to
the deſcent of the eﬅates, and the privileges belonging to the te
nants. And theſe encroachments grew to be ſo univerſal, that
when tenure in villenage was virtually aboliſhed, (though copy
holds were reſerved) by the ﬅatute of Charles II, there was hardly
a 'pure villein left in the nation. For ﬁr Thomas Smithſ teﬅiﬁes,
that in all his time (and he was ſecretary to Edward VI) he never

knew any villein in groſs throughout the realm 3 and the few
villeins regardant that were then remaining were ſuch only as had
belonged to biſhops, monaﬅeries, or other eccleſiaﬅical corpora
tions, in the preceding times of popery. For he tells us, that

*' the holy fathers, monks, and friars, had in their confeſiions,
a and ſpecially in their extreme and deadly ſickneſs, convinced the
" laity how dangerous a practice it was, for one chriﬅian man to
U hold another in bondage: ſo that temporal men, by little and
** little, by reaſon of that terror in their conſciences, were glad
" to manumit all their villeins. But the ſaid holy fathers, with
U the abbots and priors, did not in like ſort by theirs 3 for they

T' alſo had a ſcruple in conſcience to empoveriſh and deſpoil the
"church ſo much, as to manumit ſuch as were bond to their
V churches, or to the manors which the church had gotten 3 and

U ſo kept their villeins ﬅill." By theſe ſeveral means the genera
lity of villeins in the kingdom have long ago ſprouted up into
copyholders : their perſons being enfranchiſed by manumiﬃon or
long acquieſcence; but their eﬅates, in ﬅrictneſs, remaining ſub

ject to the ſame ſervile conditions and forfeitures as before 3 though,
in general, the villein ſervices are uſually commuted for a ſmall
pecuniary quit-rent 3.
*' Commonwealth. *b. 3. t. '10.
8 In ſome manors the copyholders were
bound to perform the moﬅ ſervile oﬃces,
as to hedge and ditch the lrrd's grounds,

piper for their diverſion. (Ran Maner. de
Edgvwm'e Corn. Alidd)

As in the kingdom

of Whidah, on the ſlave coaﬅ of Africa,

the people are bound to cut and carry in

the king's corn from oﬀ his demeſne lands,
like; the lord uſually ﬁnding them meat and are attended by muſic during all the
to lop his trees, to reap his corn, and the

and drink, and ſometimes (as is ﬅill the uſe
in the highlands of Scotland) a minﬅrell or

time of their labour. (Mod. Un. Hiſt. xvi.

429-)
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A s a farther conſequence of what has been premiſed, we may
collect theſe two main principles, which are heldh to be the ſup
porters of a copyhold tenure, and without which it cannot exiﬅ;
I. That the lands be parcel of, and ſituate within, that manor,

under which it is held. 2. That they have been demiſed, or
demiſable, by copy of court roll immemorially. For immemo
rial cuﬅom is the life of all tenures by copy; ſo that no new
copyhold can, ﬅrictly ſpeaking, be granted at this day.
IN ſome manors, where the cuﬅom hath been to permit the
heir to ſucceed the anceﬅor in his tenure, the eﬅates are ﬅiled
copyholds of inheritance 3 in others, where the lords have been

more vigilant to maintain their rights, they remain copyholds for
life only: for the cuﬅom of the manor has in both caſes ſo far
ſuperſeded the will of the lord, that, provided the ſervices be
performed or ﬅipulated for by fealty, he cannot, in the ﬁrﬅ in

ﬅance, ,refuſe to admit the heir of his tenant upon his death;
nor, in the ſecond, can he remove his preſent tenant ſo long as

he lives, though he holds nominally by the precarious tenure of
his lord's will.

TH.E fruits and appendages of a copyhold tenure, that it hath
in common with free tenures, are fealty, ſervices, (as well in rents

as otherwiſe) reliefs, and eſcheats. The two latter belong only
to copyholds of inheritance 3 the former to thoſe for life alſo.
But, beſides theſe, copyholds have alſo heriots, wardſhip, and
ﬁnes. Heriots, which I think are agreed to be a Daniſh cuﬅom,
and of which we ſhall ſay more hereafter, are a render of the beﬅ

beaﬅ or other good (as the cuﬅom may be) to the lord on the
death of the tenant. This is plainly a relic of villein tenure 3
there being originally leſs hardſhip in it, when all 'the goods and
chattels belonged tothe lord, and he might have ſeiſed them even
in the villein's lifetime. Theſe are incident to both ſpecies of

copyhold; but wardſhip and ﬁnes to thoſe of inheritance only.
-

Vo L. II.

" Co. L-'tt 58.
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Wardſhip, in copyhold eﬅates, partakes both of that in chivalry
and that in ſocage.

Like that in chivalry, the lord is the legal

guardian, who uſually aﬃgns ſome relation of the infant tenant
to act in his ﬅead: and he, like guardian in ſocage, is account

able to his ward for the proﬁts. Of ﬁnes, ſome are in the nature
of primer ſeiſins, due on the death of each tenant, others are

mere ﬁnes for alienation of the lands ; in ſome manors only one
of theſe ſorts can be demanded, in ſome both, and in others

neither. They are ſometimes arbitrary and at the will of the lord,
ſometimes ﬁxed by cuﬅom: but, even when arbitrary, the courts
of law, in favour of the liberty of copyholders, have tied them
down to be nag/enable in their extent; otherwiſe they might
amount to a diſheriſon of the eﬅate. No ﬁne therefore is allowed
to be taken upon deſcents and alienations, (unleſs in particular

circumﬅances) of more than two years improved value of the

eﬅate i. From this inﬅance we may judge of the favourable diſ
poſition," that the law of England (which is a law of liberty) hath
always ſhewn to this ſpecies of tenants; by removing, as far as
poﬃble, every real badge of ſlavery from them, however ſome
nominal ones may continue. It ſuﬀered Cuﬅom very early to get
the better of the expreſs terms upon which they held their lands;
by declaring, that the will of the lord was to be interpreted by

the cuﬅom of the manor: and, where no Cuﬅom has been ſuﬀered
to grow up to the prejudice of the lord, as in this caſe of arbi
trary ﬁnes, the law itſelf interpoſes in an equitable method, and,

will not ſuﬀer the lord to extend his power ſo far, as to diſinherit

the tenant.
TH U s much for the antient tenure of pure villenage, and the

modern one of copyhold at tlze will qf t/ze lord, which is lineally
deſcended from it.

IV. THERE is yet a fourth ſpecies of tenure, deſcribed by Bracton
under the name ſometimes of privileged villenage, and ſometimes
of wYlei'z-ſhcage. This, he tells us k, is ſuch as has been held of
7 z Ch. Rep. 134.

'* I.4. tr.1. c.28.
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the kings of England from the conqucﬅ downwards; that the
tenants herein "wi/[arm ſhciuntlﬅrw'tzſia, ﬅd certa et determi/zata;"
that they cannot aliene or transfer their tenements by grant or
feoﬀment, any more than pure villeins can 3 but muﬅ ſurrender

them to the lord or his ﬅeward, to be again granted out and held
in villenage. And from theſe circumﬅances we may collect, that

what he here deſcribes is no other than an exalted ſpecies of copy
hold, ſubſiﬅing at this day, viz. the tenure in antient dame/ire 3

to which, as partaking of the baſeneſs of villenage in the nature
of it's ſervices, and the freedom of ſocage in their certainty, he
has therefore given a name compounded out of both, and calls

it 'vil/(nium ſhmgium.
ANT] a NT dcmeſne conſiﬅs of thoſe lands or manors, which,
though now perhaps granted out to private ſubjects, were ac

tually in the hands' of the crown in the time of Edward the con
feſſor, or William the conqueror; and ſo appear to have been by
the great ſurvey in the exchequer called domeſday bookl. The
tenants of theſe lands, under the crown, were not all of the
ſame order or degree. Some of them, as Britton teﬅiﬁes m, con

tinued for a long time pure and abſolute villeins, dependent on
the will of the lord : and thoſe who have ſucceeded them in their
tenures now diﬀer from common copyholders in only a few
points ". Others were in great meaſure enfranchiſed by the royal

favour: being only bound in reſpect of their lands to perform
ſome of the better ſort of villein ſervices, but thoſe determinate

and certain 3 as, to plough the king's land, to ſupply his court
with proviſions, 'and the like ; all of which are now changed into
pecuniary rents : and in conſideration hereof they had many im.
munities and privileges granted to themo; as, to try the right of
their property in a peculiar court of their own, called a court of

antient demeſne, by a peculiar proceſs denominated a writ of rig/at
cIoﬅP; not to pay toll ortaxes; not to contribute to the expenſes

of knights of the (hire 3 not to be put on juries, and the likeq.
' F.N.B.14..16.
mc.66.

_ - F.N. 3423.

.

9 4Inﬅ.z69.
PF.N.B.H.

q ma. 14.
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TH 1; s E tenants therefore, though their tenure be abſolutely' copyhold, yet have an intereﬅ equivalent to a freehold: for, though
their ſervices were of a baſe and villenous original', yet the te

nants were eﬅeemed in all other reſpects to be highly privileged
villeins 3 and eſpecially in this, that their ſervices were ﬁxed and

determinate, and that they could not be compelled. (like pure
villeins) to relinquiſh theſe tenements at the lord's will, or to hold

them againﬅ their own : " et idea, ſays Bracton, dicurztur liberi."

Britton alſo, from ſuch their freedom, calls them abſolutelyſhke
mam, and their tenure ſhkemanrier; which he deſcribess to be
'* lands and tenements, which are not held byknight-ſervice, nor
" by grand ſerjeanty, nor by petit, but by ſimple ſervices, being

" as it were lands enfranchiſed by the king or his predeceﬀors
" from their antient demeſneK', And the ſame name is alſo given
them in Fleta'. Hence Fitzherbert obſerves ", that no lands are
antient demeſne, but lands holden in ſocage : that is, not in free
and common ſocage, but in this amphibious, ſubordinate'claſs,

of villein-ſocage. And it is poſiible, that as this ſpecies of ſocage
tenure is plainly founded upon predial ſervices,- or ſervices of the
plough, it may have given cauſe toſſ imagine that all ſocage te

nures aſiroſe from the' ſame original 3 for want' of diﬅinguiſhing,
with Bracton, between free-ſocage or ſocage of frank-tenure, and

villein-ſocage. or ſocage of antient demeſn'e.
LA N D s held by this tenure are therefore a ſpecies of copy
hold, and as ſuch preſerved and exempted from the operation of
the ﬅatute of Charles II. Yet they diﬀer from common copyholds,

principally in the privileges before-mentioned : as alſo they diﬀer

from freeholders by one eſpecial mark and tincture of villenage,
noted by Bracton and remaining to this day 3 w'z. that they can

not be conveyed from man to man by the general common law
conveyances of feoﬀment, and the reﬅ3 but muﬅ paſs by ſur
render to the lord or his ﬅeward, in the manner of common
' Gilb. hiſt. ofthe exch. 16. &30.

' I. 1. t. 8.

' 066.

' N. B. '3.
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copyholds : yet with this diﬀerence w, that, in theſe ſurrenders of
lands in antient demeſne of frank tenure, it is not uſed to ſay "to
" lzo/d at t/ze will of t/ze lord" in their copi'es, but only " to lzold

" according to t/ze erzﬅom of' t/ze manor."
THU s have we taken a compendious view of the principal
and
fundamental points of the doctrine of tenures, both antient
and modern, in which we cannot but-remark the mutual con-A

nexion and dependence that all of them have upon each other.
And upon the whole it appears, that, whatever changes and al

terations theſe tenures have in proceſs of time undergone, from
the Saxon aera to the 12 Car. II. all lay tenures are now in ef
fect reduced to two ſpecies 3 free tenure in common ſocage 3 and

baſe tenure by copy of court roll.

i 5

I MENTIONED [ay tenures only3 becauſe there is ﬅill behind
one other ſpecies of tenure, reſerved by the ﬅatute of Charles II,

which is of a ſþiritual nature, and called the tenure in frank
almoign.
V. TENURE inﬁ'ankalmoign, in lzZera eleemoſyna, or free alms,
is that, whereby a religious corporation, aggregate or ſole, hold

eth lands of the donor to them and their ſucceſſors for ever ".
The ſervice, which they were bound to render for theſe lands was
not certainly deﬁned; but only in general to pray for the ſouls of
the donor and his heirs, dead or alive 3 and therefore they did no

fealty, (which is incident to all other ſervices but this y) becauſe
this divine ſervice was of a higher and more exalted nature '.
This is the tenure, by which almoﬅ all the antient monaﬅeries

and religious houſes held their lands 3 and by which the parochial
clergy, and very many eccleſiaﬅical and eleemoſynary foundations,
hold them at this day*3 the nature of the ſervice being upon the

reformation altered, and made conformable to the purer doctrines
' Kitchen on courts. 194.

' Hid. 135.

1 Litt. 9133.
1 Ibid. '31.

' Bracton. l. 4. tr. 1. c. 28. s. r.
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of the church of England. It was an old Saxon tenure 3 and con
tinued under the Norman revolution, through the great reſpect

that was ſhewn to religion and religious men in antient times.
Which is alſo the reaſon that tenants in frankalmozſign were diſ
charged of all other ſervices, except the trimda necgﬃtar, of re

pairing the highways, building caﬅles, and repelling invaſionsb:
juﬅ as the Druids, among the antient Britons, had amm'um rerum

immum'tatem *. And, even at preſent, this is a tenure' of a nature
very diﬅinct from all others 3 being not in the leaﬅ feodal, but
merely ſpiritual.

For if the ſervice be neglected, the law gives

no remedy by diﬅreſs or otherwiſe to the lord of whom the lands
are holden 3 but merely a complaint to the ordinary or viſitor to
correct it 4. Wherein it materially diﬀered from what was called

tenure by divine ſer-vice : in which the tenants were obliged to do
ſome ſpecial divine ſervices in certain 3 as to ſing ſo many maſſes,

to diﬅribute ſuch a ſum in alms, and the like; which, being ex
preſily deﬁned and preſcribed, could with no kind of propriety
be called ﬁ-ce alms 3 eſpecially as for this, if unperformed, the
lord might diﬅrein, without any complaint to the viſitor '3. All
ſuch donations are indeed now out of uſe: for, ſince the ﬅatute of
guia empt/arm, 18 Edw. I. none but the king can give lands to be
holden by this tenure r. So that 'I only mention them, becauſe
frankalmozgn is excepted by name in the ﬅatute of Charles II,

and therefore ſubſiﬅs in many inﬅances at this day. Which is all
'that ſhall be remarked concerning it; herewith concluding our
Obſervations on the nature of tenures.

b Scld. you. 1. 42.

ſ

c Cacſar (le fell. Gall. l. 6. e. [3.

4 Litt. 5. 136.

® IM- '37
ſ Hid. 140
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SEVENTH.

ESTATES,

OF

INHERITANC'E.

HE next objects of our diſquiſitions are the nature and
properties of g/later. An eﬅate in lands, tenements, and

hereditaments, ſigniﬁes ſuch intereﬅ as the tenant hath therein:
ſo that if a man grants all Iris eﬅate in Dale to A and his heirs,

every thing that he can poſſibly grant ſhall paſs thereby '. It is
called in Latin, ﬅatur; it ſignifying the condition, or circum
ﬅance, in which the owner ﬅands, with regard to his property.
And, to aſcertain this with proper preciſion and accuracy, eﬅates
may be conſidered in a threefold view: ﬁrﬅ, with regard to the

quantity qf intereﬅ which the tenant has in the tenement: ſe
condly, with regard to the time at which that quantity of intereﬅ
is to be enjoyed: and, thirdly, with regard to the number and
connexion: of the tenants.
Fl RST, with regard to the quantity qf intereﬅ which the te
nant has in the tenement, this is meaſured by it's duration and
extent. Thus, either his right of poſſeſſion is to ſubſiﬅ for an
uncertain period, during his own life, or the life of another man;
to determine at his own deceaſe, or to remain to his deſcendants
after him: or it is circumſcribed within a certain number of
years, months, or-days: or, laﬅly, it is inﬁnite and unlimited,

being veﬅed in him and his rcpreſentatives for ever. And this
.* Co. Litt. 345.
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occaſions the primary diviſion of eﬅates, into ſuch as are frec
lzala', and ſuch as are lej/i than free/told.
AN eﬅate of freehold, liberum tenementum, or franktenement,

is deſined by Brittonb to be " the poſſiﬃ'an of the ſoil by a free
" man." And St. Germync tells us, that " the poﬃﬃ'an of the
" land is called in the law of England the franktenement or free
" hold." Such eﬅate therefore, and no other, as requires actual

poſſeſiion of the land, is legally ſpeaking freehold : which actual
poſſeſiion can, by the courſe of the common law, be only given
by the ceremony called livery of ſeiſin, which is the ſame as the
feodal inveﬅiture. And from theſe principles we may extract this
deſcription of a freehold; that it is ſuch an eﬅate in lands as is
conveyed by livery of ſeiſin 3 or, in tenements of an incorporeal
nature, by what is equivalent thereto. And accordingly it is laid
down by Littleton d, that where a freehold (hall paſs, it behoveth

to have livery
ſeiſin.
eﬅates
inheritance
and
eﬅatſſesfor
life of
could
not As
by therefore
common law
be ofconveyed
without
livery of ſeiſin, theſe are properly eﬅates of freehold; and, as

no other eﬅates were conveyed with the ſame ſolemnity, therefore

no others are properly freehold eﬅates. '
Es TAT E s of freehold then are diviſible into eﬅates qf z'n/ze
ritance, and eﬅates not of inheritance. The former are again di
vided into inheritances abſolute or fee-ſimple 3 and inheritances
limited, one ſpecies of which we uſually call fee-tail.
I. Te NA'N 'r in fee-ſimple (or, as he is frequently ﬅiled, te
nant in fee) is he that hath lands, tenements, or hereditaments,

to hold to him_and his heirs for ever e3 generally, abſolutely, and
ſimply 3 without mentioning rw/Jaf heirs, but referring that to his
own pleaſure, or to the diſpoſition of the law. The true mean
ing of the word fee (ﬁ-odum) is the ſame with that of feud or _

ﬁef," and in it's original ſenſe it is taken in contradiﬅinction to
1' c. 32.

d 5- 59

c Dr 8: Stnd. b. 2. d. zz.

= Litt. 5. 1.

'

allodium ſ3
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allodizmrf 5 which latter the writers on this ſubject deﬁne to be
every man's own land, which he poſſeſſeth merely in his own

right, without owing any rent or ſervice to any ſuperior. This
is property in it's higheﬅ degree 5 and the owner thereof hath
abſhlutum et directum a'ominium, and therefore it is ſaid to be ſeiſed

thereof abſolutely in damimſico ſito, in his own demeſne. But ﬂo
dum, or fee, is that which is held of ſome ſuperior, on condition

of rendering him ſervice; in which ſuperior the ultimate property
of the land reſides. And therefore ſir Henry Spelmang deﬁnes a
feud or fee to be the right which the vaſal or tenant hath in lands,
to zg/E the ſame, and take the proﬁts thereof to him and his heirs,
rendering to the lord his due ſervices 5 the mere allodial propriety
of the ſoil always remaining in the lord. This allodial property
no ſubject in England hash 5 it being a received, and now unde
niable, principle in the law, that all the lands in England are

holden mediately or immediately of the king. The king there
fore only hath ad/b/utum et directum damim'um i5 but all ſubjects'

lands are in the nature offeodum or fee 5 whether derived to them
by deſcent from their anceﬅors, or purchaſed for a valuable con
ſideration; for they cannot come to any man by either of thoſe
ways, unleſs accompanied with thoſe feodal clogs, which were
laid upon the ﬁrﬅ feudatory when it was originally granted.

A

ſubject therefore hath only the uſufruct, and not the abſolute pro
,

perry of the ſoil; or, as ﬁr Edward Coke expreſſes it k, he hath
' dominium utile, but not dominium directum.

And hence it is that,

in the moﬅ ſolemn acts of law, we expreſs the ﬅrongeﬅ and higheﬅ

eﬅate, that any ſubject can have, by theſe words 5 " he is ſeiſed
" thereof in ln'r dame/he, as qſjbe." It is a man's demeſne, domi
nicum, or property, ſince it belongs to him and his heirs for ever :
yet this damim'cum, property, or demeſne, is ﬅrictly not abſolute
or allodial, but qualiﬁed or feodal : it is his demeſne, as q/'fee 5

that is, it is not purely and ſimply his own, ſince it is held of a
, ſuperior lord, in whom the ultimate property reſides.
ſ See pag.45,47.
S of feuds, c. l.
l' Co. Litt.1.

VoL. II.

ct

i

l Pi'ntrſium dat/rim' regr'r zjf du'tctum do'n'
nium, ag'm 'ry/[m cﬅ mal/20" mſi Deus. Mill
, k [5121.
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THI s is the primary ſenſe and acceptation of the word ſee.
But (as ſir Martin Wright very juﬅly obſerves') the doctrine,
" that all lands are holden," having been for ſo many ages a ſixed

and undeniable axiom, our Engliſh lawyers do very rarely (of

late years eſpecially) uſe the wordﬁe in this it's primary original
ſenſe, in contradiﬅinction to allodz'um or abſolute property, with
which they have no concern; but generally uſe it to expreſs the

Continuance or quantity of eﬅate. A ſee therefore, in general,
ſigniﬁes an eﬅate of inheritance; being the higheﬅ and moﬅ ex
tenſive intereﬅ that a man can have in a feud: and, when the
term is uſed ſimply, without any other adjunct, or has the adjunct

ofſimjzle annexed to it, (as, a fee, or, a fee-ſimple) it is uſed in
contradiﬅinction to a fee conditional at the common law, or a
fee-tail by the ﬅatute 5 importing an abſolute inheritance, clear
of any condition, limitation, or reﬅrictions to particular heirs,

but deſcendible to the heirs general, whether male or female,
lineal or collateral. And in no other ſenſe than this is the king
ſaid to be ſeiſed in fee, he being the feudatory of no man m.
TAKING therefore fee for the future, unleſs where otherwiſe
explained, in this it's ſecondary ſenſe, as a ﬅate of inheritance,
it is applicable to, and may be had in, any kind of hereditaments

either corporeal or incorporeal ". But there is this diﬅinction be
tween the two ſpecies of hereditaments 5 that, of a corporeal in

heritance a man ſhall be ſaid to be ſeiſed in his demeſhe, as gſſee 5
of an incorporeal one he ſhall only bevſaid to be ſeiſed as qffee,
and not in his demeſne 0. For, as incorporeal hereditaments are
in their nature collateral to, and iſſue out of, lands and houſes P,
their owner hath no property, domimſicum, or demeſne, in the thing

itſelf, but hath only ſomething derived out of it 5 reſembling the
ﬅr'vituter, or ſervices, of the civil law 9. The dominicum or pro
' pag. 148.
'a Co. Litt. 1.
n Feazlm rﬅquad qui: tenetſihi et herrdihu:
ﬁlls, ſi-ve ſit tenementum, ſire-e redi'm, &Ft.

Flet. I. 5. r. 5.

7.

o Litt. s. 10.
P See pag. 20.
'3 Ser-w'lur tﬅ jur, quo re: man alten'm- rrz'
wl per/brae ſer-vil. Fſ. 8. 1.'
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perty is frequently in one man, while the appendage or ſervice is
in another. Thus Gaius may be ſeiſed a: qf'fee, of a way going

over the land, of which Titius is ſeiſed in his dame/he a: ofﬂe.
THE fee-ſimple or inheritance of lands and tenements is ge
nerally veﬅed and reſides in ſome perſon or other; though divers
inferior eﬅates may be carved out of it. As if one grants a leaſe
for twenty one years, or for one or two lives, the fee-ſimple re
mains veﬅed in him and his heirs; and after the determination
of thoſe years or lives, the land reverts to the grantor or his heirs,

who (hall hold it again in fee-ſimple. Yet ſometimes the fee may
be in abeyance, that is (as the word ſigniﬁes) in expectation, re
membrance, and contemplation in law; there being no perſon in

eﬄ, in whom it can veﬅ and abide ; though the law conſiders it
as always potentially exiﬅing, and ready to veﬅ whenever a pro
per owner appears. Thus, in a grant to John for life, and after

wards to the heirs of Richard, the inheritance is plainly neither
granted to John nor Richard, nor can it veﬅ in the heirs of Ri
chard till his death, nam nemo eﬅ haerer ozbe'ztz'r: it remains

therefore in waiting, or abeyance, during the life of Richard '.
This is likewiſe always the caſe of a parſon of a church, who
hath only an eﬅate therein for the term of his life: and the in
heritance remains in abeyance*. And not only the fee, but the
freehold alſo, may be in abeyance, as, when a parſon dies, the
freehold of his glebe is in abeyance, until a ſucceſſor be named,

and then it veﬅs in the ſucceſſor t.
TH a word, heirs, is neceſſary in the grant or donation in or
der to make a fee, or inheritance. For if land be given to a man

for ever, or to him and his aſſigns for ever, this veﬅs in him but
an eﬅate for life ". This very great nicety about the inſertion of
the word "heirs" in all feoﬀments and grants, in order to veﬅ a

fee, is plainly a relic of the feodal ﬅrictneſs; by which we may
rememberw it was required, that the form of the donation ſhould
' Co. Litt. 342.
' Litt. 5. 646.

t Ibid. 9.647,

'

' Hid. 5. l.
'V See pag. 56.
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be punctually purſued; or that, as CragX expreſſes it, in the words
of Baldus, "donationer ſint ﬅricti jurir, ne qui: plat danaﬃ- prae

"ſhmatur guam in danatione expreſſcrit." And therefore, as the
perſonal abilities of the donee were originally ſuppoſed to be the

only inducements to the gift, the donee's eﬅate in' the land ex
tended only to his own perſon, and ſubliﬅed no longer than his

life; unleſs the donor, by an expreſs proviſion in the grant, gave
it a longer Continuance, and extended it alſo to his heirs.

-But

this rule is now ſoftened by many exceptions 7.
..
Fo R, r. It does not extend to deviſes by will ; in which, as

they were introduced at the time when the feodal rigor was apace
wearing out, a more liberal conﬅruction is allowed: and there
fore by a deviſe to a man for ever, or to one and his aﬃgns for
ever, or to one in fee-ſimple, the deviſee hath an eﬅate of inhe

ritance 5 for the intention of the deviſor is ſuﬃciently plain from
the words of perpetuity annexed, though he hath omitted the
legal words of inheritance.

But if the deviſe be to a. man and

his aﬁigns, without annexing words of perpetuity, there the de
viſee ſhall take only an eﬅate for life; for it does not appear that

the deviſor intended any more. 2. Neither does this rule extend
to ſines or recoveries, conſidered as a ſpecies of conveyance 5 for

thereby an eﬅate in fee paſſes by act and operation of law with
out the word "heirs z" as it does alſo, for particular reaſons, by
certain other methods of conveyance,_which have relation to a

former grant or eﬅate, wherein the word "heirs" was expreſſed '.
3. In creations of nobility bywrit, the peer ſo created hath an
inheritance in his title, without expreﬁing the word, " heirs 5"

for they are implied in the creation, unleſs it be otherwiſe ſpe
cially provided: but in creations by 'patent, which are ﬅricti
jurir, the word '* heirs" muﬅ be inſerted, otherwiſe there is no

inheritance. 4. In grants of lands to ſole corporations and their
ſucceſſors, the word "ſucceﬅ'ors" ſupplies the place of " heirs 5"

for as heirs take from the anceﬅor, ſo doth the ſucceſſor from
l 1.'. r.9. 5.17.

7 Co. Litt. 9, Io.

-

1 Hid. 9.

h
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the predeceſi'or. Nay, in a grant to a biſhop, or other ſole ſpiriſi
tual corporation, in ſi'ankalmoign, the word "jiankaſmozſign" ſup
plies the place of both '5 heirs" and "ſucceſſors," ex wi termirzi3
and in all theſe caſes a fee-ſimple veﬅs in ſuch ſole corporation,.

But, in a grant of lands to a corporation aggregate, the word'
" ſucceſſors" is not neceſſary, though uſually inſerted: for, albeit

ſuch- ſimple grant be ﬅrictly only an eﬅate for life, yet, as that
corporation never dies, ſuch eﬅate for life is perpetual, or equi
valent to a fee-ſimple, and therefore the law allows it to be one '..
Laﬅly, in the caſe of the king, a fee-ſimple will' veﬅ- in. him,
without the words " heirs" or ** ſucceſſors" in the grant 3 partly

from prerogative royal, and- partly from a. reaſon ſimilar. to the

laﬅ, becauſe the king in judgment of law never dies b. But the
general rule is, that the word "heirs" is neceſſary to create an:

eﬅate-of inheritance.
II. WE are next to conſider limited fees, or ſuch eﬅates of'in

. heritance as are clogged and conﬁned with conditions, or quali
ﬁcations, of any ſort. And theſe we may divide into two ſorts :
I. Walﬃed, or beg/e fees; and 2. Fees eanditional, ſo called at
the common law; and afterwards fees-tail, in conſequence of the.

ﬅatute de dom'r.
1. A BASE, or qualiſied, fee is ſuch a one as has a qualiﬁca

tion ſubjoined thereto, and which muﬅ be determined whenever.
the qualiﬁcation annexed to it is at an end. As, in the caſe of a .
grant-to A and his heirs, tenant: of t/ze manor ezf Dale 3 in this
inﬅance, whenever the heirs of A ceaſe to be tenants of that
manor, the grant- is intirely defeated. So, when Henry VI granted

to john Talbot, lord of the manor of Kingﬅon-Liſie in Berks,
that heand his heirs, lords of the ſaid manor, ſhould be peers of
the realm, by the title of barons of Liile 3- here John Talbot had'

a baſe or qualiﬁed fee in that- dignityc 3 and the inﬅant he or his

heirs quitted the ſeignory of this manor, the dignity was at anv
' See Vol. I. pag. 472\

" me. 242.

c Co. Litt.27.

.
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end. This eﬅate is a fee, becauſe by poſſibility it may endure
for ever in a man and his heirs 5 yet as that duration depends
upon the concurrence of collateral circumﬅances, which qualify

and debaſe the purity of the donation, it is therefore a qualiﬁed
or baſe fee.
2. A CONDITIONAL fee, at the common law, was a fee
reﬅrained to ſome particular heirs, excluﬁve of others : " donatio
"ﬅrzſicta et coarctata d5 ſicut certir lzaeredibur, guibzſdam a ſhmſſ'om

"axe/Mr." as, to the heirs (ſ a man's body, by which only his
lineal deſcendants were admitted, in excluſion of collateral heirs;

or, to the heirs male of lzi: body, in excluﬁon both of collaterals,
and lineal females alſo. It was called a conditional fee, by reaſon

of the condition expreſſed or implied in the donation of it, that
if the donee died without ſuch particular heirs, the land ſhould
revert to the donor. For this was a condition annexed by law to
all grants whatſoever 5 that on failure of the heirs ſpeciﬁed inſſ the

grant, the grant ſhould be at an end, and the land return to it's
antient proprietor *. Such conditional fees were ﬅrictly agreeable
to the nature of feuds, when they ﬁrﬅ ceaſed to be mere eﬅates

for life, and were not yet arrived to be abſolute eﬅates in fee
ſimple.

And we ﬁnd ﬅrong traces of theſe limited, conditional

fees, which could not be alienated from the lineage of the ﬁrﬅ

purchaſor, in our earlieﬅ Saxon laws f.
Now, with regard to the condition annexed to theſe fees by

the common law, our anceﬅors held, that ſuch a gift (to a man
and the heirs of his body) was a gift upon condition, that: it
ſhould revert to the donor, if the donee had no heirs of his body;
but, if he had, it ſhould then remain to the domee. They there

fore called it a fee-ſimple, on condition that he had iſſue. Now
we muﬅ obſerve, that, when any condition is performed, it is

thenceforth intirelygone; and the thing, to which it was before
i Flet. I. 3. 03.

5.

i

man eve-mia; a tognati: barren/My: ﬅu'r, ſi illi

* Plowd. 24'.

'zviro proljilv'tum ſit, qui ram ab im'ria aqmſi

f St' qui: terram baertditariam babtat, ram

rvit, ut ita furore negaeat. LL. Atfſrra'. t. 37.
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annexed, becomes abſolute, and wholly unconditional.

Irr
So that,_ſſ

as ſoon as the grantee had any iſſue born, his eﬅate was ſuppoſed
to become abſolute, by the performance of the condition; at
ſi leaﬅ, for theſe three purpoſes : I. To enable the tenant to aliene
the land, and thereby to bar not only his own iſſue, but alſo the

donor of his intereﬅ in the reverſion 5. 2. To ſubject him to for
feit it for treaſon : which he could not do, till iſſue born, longer
than for his own life;

leﬅ thereby the inheritance of the iſſue,

and reverſion of the donor, might have been defeated *'. 3. To
empower him to charge the land with rents, commons, and cer
tain other incumbrances, ſo as to bind-his iſſue i. And this was
thought the more reaſonable, becauſe, by the birth of iſſue, the
poſſibility of the donor's reverſion was rendered more diﬅant and

precarious: and his intereﬅ ſeems to have been the only one which
the-law, as it then ﬅood, was ſolicitous to protect; without much.
regard to the right of ſucceﬃon intended to be veﬅed in the iſſue.

However, if the tenant. did not in fact aliene the land, the courſe
of deſcent was not altered by this' performance of the condition :
for if the iſſue had afterwards died, and then the tenant, or ori
ginal grantee, had died, without making any alienation; the
land, by the terms of the donation, could deſcend to none but
the heirs ofhir haafy, and therefore, in default of them, muﬅ havev

reverted to the donor. For which reaſon, in order to ſubject the
lands to the ordinary courſe of deſcent, the donees of theſe conditional fee-ſimples took care to aliene as ſoon as they had per
formed the condition by having iſſue; and afterwards re-purchaſed

the lands, which gave them a fee-ſimple abſolute, that would
deſcend to the heirs general, according to the courſe of the com
mon law. And thus ﬅood the old law with regard to conditional,

fees: which things, ſays ﬁr Edward Coke k, though they ſeem
antient, are yet neceſſary to be known ; as well for the declaring
how the common law ﬅood in ſuch caſes, as for the ſake of an

nuities, and ſuch like inheritances, as are not within the ﬅatutes.
of entail, and therefore remain as at the common law.
5 Co. Litt. 19.

a Inﬅ. 233.

* Co. Litt. ihia'. a Inﬅ. 234.

1 Co. Litt. 19.

1' 1 Inﬅ. 19.
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'TH 1; inconvenience, which attended theſe limited and fettered
inheritances, were probably what induced the judges to give way

to this ſubtle ﬁneſſe, (for ſuch it undoubtedly was) in order to
ſhorten the duration of theſe conditional eﬅates.

But, on the

other hand, the nobility, who were willing to perpetuate their
.poſſeſſions in their own families, to put a ﬅop to this practice,

procured the ﬅatute of Weﬅminﬅer the ſecondl (commonly
called the'ﬅatute' de dom) condzſitiana/ibur) to be made; which pays
a greater regard to the private will and intentions of the donor,
than to the propriety of ſuch intentions, or any public conſidera

tions whatſoever. This ﬅatute revives in ſome ſort the antient
feodal reﬅraints which were originally laid on alienations, by
enacting, that from thenceforth the will of the donor be obſer

ved 3 and that the tenements ſo given (to a man and the heirs of
his body) ſhould at all events go to the iſſue, if there were any 5
- or, if none, ſhould revert to the donor.

UP o N the conﬅruction of this act of parliament, the judges
determined that the donee had no longer a conditional fee-ſimple,
which became abſolute and at his own diſpoſal, the inﬅant any
iſſue was born 5 but they divided the eﬅate into two parts, leaving
in the donee a new kind of particular eﬅate, which they deno
minated a fee-tailm; and veﬅing in the donor the ultimate fee
ſlmple of the land, expectant on the failure of iſſue ; which ex
pectant eﬅate is what we now call a reverﬁon ". And hence it is
that Littleton tells us o, that tenant in fee-tail is by virtue of the

ﬅatute of Weﬅrninﬅer the ſecond.

HAVl N G thus ſhewn the original of eﬅates-tail, I now pro
ceed to conſider, 'what t/uſirzg: may, or may not, be entailed under
' '3 Edw. I. e. 1.

neral were cut oﬀ; being derived from the

'" The expreﬁion fee-tail, or ﬂaa'tm taIliatum, was borrowed from the feudiﬅs ;

barbarous verb taliart, to cut; from which
the French miller and the Italian tagliare are

(See Crag. I. I. t. to. 5. 24., 25.) among
whom it ſigniﬁed any mutilated or trunca-

formed. (Spelm. Gloſſ. 531.)
" 2 Inﬅ. 335.

ted inherirance, from which the heirs ge-

9 5. 13.

the
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the ﬅatute de dom'r. Tenemerztr is the only word uſed in the ﬅa
tute: and this ﬁr Edward CokeP expounds to comprehend all
corporeal hereditaments whatſoever; and alſo all incorporeal here
ditaments which ſavour of the realty, that is, which iſſue out
of corporeal ones, or which concern, or are annexed to, or may
be exerciſed within the ſame ; as, rents, eﬅovers, commons, and
the like. Alſo oﬃces and dignities, which concern lands, or have

relation to ﬁxed and certain places, may be entailed'*. But mere
perſonal chattels, which ſavour not at all of the realty, cannot
be entailed. Neither can an oﬃce, which merely relates to ſuch
perſonal chattels; nor an annuity, which charges only the perſon,
and not the lands, of the granton' But in them, if granted to a

man and the heirs of his body, the grantee hath' ﬅill a fee con
ditional at common law, as before the ﬅatute ; and by his aliena

tion may bar the heir or reverſioner'. An eﬅate to a man and his
heirs for another's life cannot be entailed'; for this is ﬅrictly no

eﬅate of inheritance (as will appear hereafter) and therefore not
within the ﬅatute de dom), Neither can a copyhold eﬅate be en
tailed'by virtue of the'ﬅatute 3 for that would tend to encroach
upon and reﬅrain the will of the lord : but, by the ſhecial czz/Iom
of the manor, a copyhold may be limited to the heirs of the

body*; for here the cuﬅom aſcertains and interprets the lord's will.

NE x'r, as to the ſeveral ſheez'es of eﬅates-tail, and how they
are reſpectively created. Eﬅates-tail are either general, or ſþecial.
Tail-general is where lands and tenements are given to one, and
the lzez'r: qf his body begotten : which is called tail-general, becauſe,

how often ſoever ſuch donee in tail- be married, his iſſue in gene
ral by all and every ſuch marriage is, in ſucceﬃve order, capable
of inheriting the eﬅate-tail, per formam dom'"._

Tenant in tail

ſpecial is where the gift is reﬅrained to certain heirs of the do
nee's body, and does not go to vall of them in general.
P l Inﬅ. 19, zo.
1 7Rep. 33.
' Co. Litt. 19, 20.

Vo L. II.

And this

' zVern. 225.
'
.

_

* 3 Rep. 8.
' Litt. 5. 14, 15.
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may happen ſeveral ways w. -I ſhall inﬅance in only one: as
where lands and tenements are given to a man and the lzezſire of'
lzzſir bony; on Mary bis now wiſe to be begotten 5 here no iſſue can
inherit, but ſuch ſpecial iſſue as is engendered between them two:
not ſuch as the huſband may have by another wife :. and there
fore it is called ſpecial tail. And here we may obſerve, that the

words of inheritance (to him and his heirs) give him an eﬅate in
fee 5 but they being heirs to be by bz'm begotten, this makes it a
fee-tail ; and the perſon being alſo limited, on whom ſuch heirs

ſhall be begotten, (viz. Mary lzz'r pre/ent wﬀe) this makes it a fee
tail ſpecial.

E STATE s, 'in general and ſpecial tail, are farther diverſiſied'
by the diﬅinction of ſexes in ſuch entails 3 for both of them may
either be in tail male or tail female. As if lands be given to a
man, and his heir: male of In) body begotten, this is an eﬅate in
tail male general 3 but if to a man and the heirsfemale of/zzſir body
an lzir preﬅ-nt wi e begotten, this is an eﬅate in tail female ſpecial.
And, in caſe of an entail male, the heirs' female (hall never in
herit, nor any derived from them; nor, e connen/o, the heirs male,

in caſe of a gift in tail female *. Thus, if the donee in tail male
hath a daughter, who dies leaving a ſon, ſuch grandſon in this
caſe cannot inherit the eﬅate-tail ; for he cannot deduce his de

ſcent wholly by heirs male 7. And as the heir male muﬅ convey
his deſcent wholly by males, ſo muﬅ the heir female wholly by
females.' And therefore if _a man' hath two eﬅates-tail, the one

in tail male, the other'in tail female; and he hath iſſue a daugh

ter, which daughter hath iſſue a ſon ; this grandſon can ſucceed
to neither of the eﬅates: for he cannot convey his deſcent wholly
either in the male or female line '.
As the word- heir: is neceſſary to create a fee, ſo, in farther
imitation of the ﬅrictneſs of the feodal donation, the word body,

or ſome other words of procreation, are neceſſary to make it a
" Litt. 5. 16. 26, 27, 28, 29',
' Hid. f.zi,zz.

.

7 Ibid. 5. 24.
1 Co. Litt. 25.

fee-tail,
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fee-tail, and aſcertain to what heirs in particular the fee is limit
ed. If therefore-either the words of inheritance or words of
procreation be omitted, albeit the others are inſerted in the grant,
this will not make an eﬅate-tail. As, if the grant be to a man and

his zﬃze of lzir body, to a man and his ﬁed, to a man andhis
children, or qﬃrpring; all theſe are only eﬅates for life, there
Wanting the words of inheritance, his heirs *. So, on the other
hand, a gift to a man, and his heirs male, or female, is an eﬅate
in fee-ſimple, and not in fee-tail; for there are no words to'aſ

certain the body out of which they (hall iſſued. Indeed, in laﬅ wills
_and teﬅaments, wherein greater indulgence is allowed, an eﬅate

tail may be created by a deviſe to a man and hisﬂed, or to a man
and his heir: male ; or by other irregular modes of expreſiionc.
THERE is ﬅill another ſpecies of entailed eﬅates, now indeed
grown out of uſe, yet ﬅill capable of ſubſiﬅing in law', which

are eﬅates in liaero maritagio, or frankmarriage. Theſe are deﬁ
nedd to be, where tenements are given by one man to another,
together with a wife, who is the daughter or couſin of the donor,
to hold in frankmarriage. Now by ſuch gift, though nothing
but the word frankmarriage is expreſſed, the donees ſhall have
the tenements to them, and the heirs of their two bodies begot
ten ; that is, they are tenants in ſpecial tail. For this one word,

frankmarriage, does ex w' terminz' not only create an inheritance,
like the word ﬁankalmoign, but likewiſe limits that inheritance,
ſupplying not only words of deſcent, but of procreation alſo.

' Such donees in frankmarriage are liable to no ſervice but fealty;
for a rent reſerved thereon is void, until the fourth degree of con

ſanguinity be paﬅ between the iſſues of the dono'r and donee e.
TH E incidents to a tenancy in tail, under the ﬅatute Weﬅm. 2.
are chieﬂy theſef.

1. That a tenant in tail may commit waﬅe on

the eﬅate-tail, by felling timber, pulling down houſes, or the
' Co. Litt. zo.
' Litt. 5. 31.

'1 Litt. 5, '7.
Co. Litt. 27.

® Co. Litt. 9.27.

ſi

e Ibid. 5. 19, zo.

r Co. Litt. 224.
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like, without being impeached, or called to account, for the ſame.
2. That the wife of the tenant in tail ſhall have her dower, or

thirds, of the eﬅate-tail. 3. That the huſband of a female te
nant in tail may be tenant by the curteſh of the eﬅate-tail. 4. That
an eﬅate-tail may be barred, or deﬅroyed, by a ﬁne, by a com
mon recovery, or by lineal Warranty deſcending with aﬀets to 'the
heir. All which will hereafter be explained at large.

TH ti s much for the nature of eﬅates-tail : the eﬅabliſhment
of which family law (as it is properly ﬅiled by Pigottg) occaſioned

inﬁnite diﬃculties and diſputes '1. Children grew diſobedient
when they knew they could not be ſet aſide: farmers were ouﬅed
of their leaſes made by tenants in tail 3 for, if ſuch leaſes had
been valid, then under colour of long leaſes the iﬀue might have

been virtually diſinherited: Creditors were defrauded of their 3
debts; for, if tenant in tail could have charged his eﬅate with
their payment, he might alſo have defeated his iſſue, by mort
gaging it for as much as it was worth : innumerable latent en
tails were pro'duced to deprive purchaſers of the lands they had
fairly bought 3 of ſuits in conſequence of which our antient books

are full : and treaſons were encouraged 3 as eﬅates-tail were not
liable to forfeiture, longer than for the tenant's life. So that they

were juﬅly branded, as the ſource of new conventions, and miſ
chiefs unknown to the common law 3 and almoﬅ univerſally con

ſidered as the common grievance of the realm i. But, as the no
bility were always fond of this ﬅatute, becauſe it preſerved their
family eﬅates from forfeiture, there was little hope of' procuring

a repeal by the legiﬂature 3 and therefore, by the connivance of
an active and politic prince, a method was deviſed to evade it.,
ABOUT two hundred years intervened between the making of
the ﬅatute de 'donor, and the application of common recoveries to
this intent, in the twelfth year of Edward IV : which were then
openly declared by the judges to be a_ſuﬃcient bar of an eﬅate
t Com. Recov. 5.
* 1Rep.131.

'

i Co. Litt. 19. Moor.156. roRep. 38.

tail_ k.
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tail k. For though the courts had, ſo long- before as the reign of
Edward lII, very frequently hinted their opinion that a bar might
be eﬀected upon theſe principles 1, yet it never was carried into.
execution 3 till Edward IV obſervingm (in the diſputes between.
the houſes of York and Lancaﬅer) how little eﬀect attainders for;

treaſon had on families, whoſe eﬅates were protected by the ſanc
tuary of entails, gave 'his countenance to this proceeding, and

ſuﬀered Taltarum's caſe to be brought before the eourt": wherein,,
in conſequence of the principles then laid down, it was in eﬀect.

determined, that a common recovery ſuﬀered by tenant-in tail
ſhould be an eﬀectual deﬅruction thereof. What common reco
Veries are, both in their nature and conſequences, and why they
are allowed to be a bar to the eﬅate-tail, muﬅ be reſerved to a

ſubſequent enquiry. At preſent I ſhall only ſay, that they are
ﬁctitious proceedings, introduced by a kind ofpz'aﬁ-aur, to clude
the ﬅatute de dom'r, which was found ſo intolerably miſchievous,,
and which yet one branch of the legiﬂature would not- then con
ſent to repeal ; and, that theſe recoveries,. however clandeﬅinely'

begun, are now become by long uſe and acquieſcence a moﬅ
common aſſurance of lands 3 and are looked upon as the legal

mode of conveyance, by which tenant in tail may diſpoſe of his
lands and tenements: ſo that no court will ſuﬀer them to be.
ſhaken or reﬂected on, and even acts of parliament0 have by a

ſidewind countenanced and eﬅabliſhed them.

TH I s expedient having. greatly abridged eﬅates-tail with re
gard to their duration, others were ſoon'invented to ﬅrip them of
other privileges. The next that was attacked was their freedom.
from forfeitures for treaſon. _ For, notwithﬅanding the large ad

vances made by recoveries, in the compaſs of about threeſcore
years, towards unfettering theſe inheritances, and thereby ſub

jecting the lands to forfeiture, the rapacious prince then reigning,
k 1 Rep. 131. 6 Rep. 40.
1 ioRep. 37, 38.
I' Pigott. 8.

rit. may. in 'va/ne. '9. lit. taile. 36.
* 1 l Hen.Vll. c. 20. 7 Hen.VllI. c;4,
34, & 35 Hen.VIII. c. 20. 14-Eliz. e. 8;

" Year Book. rzEdw. IV._r4..r9. Fitzh.

4 8: 5 Ann. c. 16. l4Geo. II. c. 20.

Air. lit. foux new. 20. Bro. Abr. did. 30.

_
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finding them frequently re-ſettled in a ſimilar manner to ſuit the
convenience of families, had addreſs enough to procure a ﬅatutep,

whereby all eﬅates of inhcritance (under which general words,
eﬅates-tail were covertly included) are declared to be forfeited to
the king upon any conviction of high treaſon.
TH E next attack which they ſuﬀered, in order of time, was

'by the ﬅatute 32 Hen.VIII. c. 28. whereby certain leaſes made
by tenants in tail, which do not tend to the prejudice of the iſſue,
were allowed to be good in law, and to bind the iſſue in tail.

But they received a more violent blow, in the ſame ſeſſion of
parliament, by the conﬅruction put upon the ﬅatute of ﬁnes '*,
by the ﬅatute 32'Hen.VIII. c.36. which declares a ﬁne duly le
vied by tenant in tail to be a complete bar to him and his heirs,
and all other perſons, claiming under ſuch entail. This was evi
dently agreeable to the intention' of Henry VII, whoſe policy it

was (before common recoveries had obtained their full ﬅrength

and authority) to lay the road as open as poﬃble to the alienation
of landed property, in order to weaken the overgrown power of
his nobles. But as they, from the oppoſite reaſons, were not
eaſily brought to conſent to ſuch a proviﬁon, it was therefore
couched, in his act, under covert and Obſcure expreſﬁons. And

the judges, though willing to conﬅrue that ﬅatute as favourably
as POﬃblC for the defea'ting of entailed eﬅates, yet heſitated at
giving ﬁnes ſo extenſive a power by mere implication, when the

ﬅatute de dam'r had expreﬁly declared, that they ſhould not be a

bar to eﬅates-tail. But the ﬅatute of Henry VIII, when the
doctrine of alienation was better received, and the will of the

prince more implicitly obeyed than before, avowed and eﬅabliſh
ed that intention.

Yet, in order to preſerve the property of the

crown from any danger of infringement, all eﬅates-tail created
by the crown, and of which the crown has the reverﬁon, are
excepted out of thisﬅatute. And the ſame was done with re
gard to common recoveries, by the ﬅatute 3486 35 Hen.VIII.
c. 20. which enacts, that no feigned recovery had againﬅ tenants
P 26 Hen.VIII. c. '3.

'I 4Hen.VII. e. 24.
m
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in tail, where the eﬅate was created by the crown *, and the re
mainder or revcrﬁon continues ﬅill in the crown, ſhall be of any
force or eﬀect. Which is allowing, indirectly and collaterally,
their full force and eﬀect with reſpect to ordinary eﬅates-tail,_
where the royal prerogative is not concerned.

LASTLY, by a ﬅatute of the ſucceeding year s, all eﬅates
tail are rendered liable to be charged for payment of debts due
to the king by record or ſpecial contract; as, ſince, by the bank
rupt laws *, they are alſo ſubjected to be ſold for the debts con
tracted by a bankrupt. And, by the conﬅruction put on the

ﬅatute 43 Eliz. c.4.. an appointment" by tenant in tail of the' lands entailed, to a charitable uſe, is. good without ﬁne or re

covery.
ESTATE'S-TAIL, being thus by degrees unfettered, are now
reduced again to almoﬅ the ſame ﬅate, even before iſſue born, as
conditional fees were in at common law, after the condition was
performed, by the birth of iſſue. For, ﬁrﬅ, the tenant in tail is

now enabled to aliene his lands and tenements by ﬁne, by reco- i

very, or by certain other means; and thereby to defeat the inte
reﬅ as well of his own iſſue, though unborn, as alſo of the re-,
verﬁoner, except in the caſe of the crown : ſecondly, he is now

liable to forfeit them for high treaſon : and, laﬅly, he may charge
them with reaſonable leaſes, and alſo with ſuch of his debts as.
are due to the crown on ſpecialties, or have been contracted with
his fellow-ſubjects in a courſe of extenſive Commerce.
I
'

Litt. 372. c. 39. 5. 75. ſ
*' Co.
33Hen.VIII.

'" Stat.
Jac. I.Chan.
c.19.Prec. 16.
zVern.2' 453.
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EIGHTH.

Or FREEHOLDS, NOT or INHERITANCE.

E are next to diſcourſe of ſuch eﬅates of freehold, as are
not of inheritance, but for lﬀe only. And, of theſe eſ
tates for life, ſome are conventional, or expreſily created by the

act of the parties; others merely legal, or created by conﬅruc
tion and operation of law '. We will conſider them both in their
, order.

I. E'STATES for life, expreﬂly created by deed or grant,
(which alone are properly conventional) are where a leaſe is made
of lands or tenements to a man, to hold for the term of his ow'n

life, or for that of any other perſon, or 'for more lives than one :
in any of which caſes he is ﬅiled tenant for ſilife; only, when he
holds the eﬅate by the life of another, he is uſually called tenant
par outer 'vie b. Theſe eﬅates for life are, like inheritances, of a

feodal nature ; and were, for ſome time, the higheﬅ eﬅate that

any man could have in a feud, which _(as we have before ſeen®)
was not in it's original hereditary. They are given or conferred
by the ſame feodal rites and ſolemnities, the fame inveﬅiture or
livery of ſeiſin, as fees themſelves are ; and they are held by fealty,
if demanded, and ſuch conventional rents and ſervices as the lord
or leſſor, and his tenant or leſſee, have agreed on.
' Wright. 190.
b Litt. &56.
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ESTAT E s for life may be created, not only by the expreſs
words before-mentioned, but alſo by a general grant, without'

deﬁning or limiting any ſpeciﬁc eﬅate. As, if one grants to A. B.
the manor of Dale, this makes him tenant for life d. For though,
as there are no words of inheritance, or lie-in, mentioned in the
grant, it cannot be conﬅrued to be a fee, it ſhall however be con

ﬅrued to be as large an eﬅate as the words of the donation will
bear, and therefore an eﬅate for life. Alſo ſuch a grant at large,
or a grant for term of life generally, ſhall be conﬅrued to be an
eﬅate for the life of t/re grantee-U in caſe the grantor hath autho
rity to make ſuch a grant : for an eﬅate for a man's own life is
more beneﬁcial and of a higher nature than for any other life 3
and the the
rulegrantor
of law *ſi,is, unleſs
that allingrants
are of
to be
againﬅ
the caſe
thetaken
king.moﬅ ﬅrongly
S U C H eﬅates for life will, generally ſpeaking, endure as long *
as the life for which they are granted : but there are ſome eﬅates
for life, which may determine upon future contingencies, before
the life, for which they are created, expires. As, if an eﬅate be
granted to a woman during her widowhood, or to a man until he
be promoted to a beneﬁce 3 in theſe, and ſimilar caſes, whenever
* the contingency happens, when the widow marries, or when the

grantee obtains a beneﬁce, the reſpective eﬅates are abſolutely
determined and gone 3. Yet, while they ſubſiﬅ, they are reckoned
eﬅates for life; becauſe, the time for which they will endure
being uncertain, they may by poſſibility laﬅ for .life,_ if the con
tingencies upon which they are to determine do not ſooner hap
pen.

And, moreover, in caſe an eﬅate be granted to a man for

his life, generally, it may alſo determine by his civil death 3 as
if he enters into a monaﬅery, whereby he is dead in law h: for
which reaſon in conveyances the grant is uſually made "for the

" term of a man's natural life 3" which can only determine by
his natural death i.
" Co. Litt. 42.
e Ibr'd.

Z Co. Litt. 42. 3 Rep. 20:
7' 2 Rep. 48.

i lbid. 36.

i See Vol. I. pag. 129.
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TH E incident: to an eﬅate for life, are principally the follow
ing; which are applicable not only to that ſpecies of tenants for
life, which are expreſily created by deed 3 but alſo to thoſe, which
are created by act and operation of law.
I . E v E R Y tenant for life, unleſs reﬅrained by covenant or
agreement, may of common right take upon the land demiſed to
him reaſonable eﬅovers k or boter 1. For he hath a right to the full
enjoyment and uſe of the land, and all it's proﬁts, during hisſieſ
tate therein. But he is not permitted to cut down timber or do
other waﬅe upon the premiſes m: for the deﬅruction of ſuch
things, as are not the temporary proﬁts of the tenement, is not

neceſſary for the tenant's complete enjoyment of his eﬅate 3 but
tends to the per-manent and laﬅing loſs of the perſon entitled to
the inheritance.
2. Te NAN T for life, or his repreſentatives, ſhall not be pre

judiced by any ſudden determination of his eﬅate, becauſe uch
determination is continge'nt and uncertain ". Therefore if a te
nant for his own life ſows the lands, and dies before harveﬅ, his
executors ſhall have the emblementr, or proﬁts of the crop: for

the eﬅate was determined by the act of God 3 and it is a maxim
in the law, that actw Dez' 'zemz'nifarit i'zjuriam'. The reprefenta

tives therefore of the tenant for life (hall have the emblements,
to compenſate for the labour and expenſe of tilling, manuring,
and ſowing, the lands 3 and alſo for the encouragement of huf
bandry, which' being a public beneﬁt, tending to the increaſe

and plenty of proviﬁons, ought to have the utmoﬅ ſecurity and

privilege that the law can give it. Wherefore, by the ſeodal law,
if a tenant for life died between the beginning of September and
the end of February, the lord, who was entitled to the reverﬁon,
was alſo entitled to the proﬁts of the whole year; but, if he

died between the beginning of March and the end of Auguﬅ, the
* See pag. 35.
' Co. Litt. 41.

m lbid. 53.
' Ibid. 55.
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heirs of the tenant received the whole o. From hence our law of
emblements ſeems to have been derived, but with very conſider
able improvements. So it is alſo, if a man be tenant for the life

of another, and aﬅuy gue vie, or he on whoſe life the land is
held, dies after the corn ſown, the tenant pur auter 'vie ſhall have
'the emblements. The ſame is alſo the rule, if a liſe-eﬅate be
determined by the act' qf law. Therefore, if a leaſe be made to

huiband and wiſe during coverture, (which gives them a deter
minable eﬅate for life) and the huſband ſows the land, and after
wards they are d'ivorced a 'vincit/a matrimanii, the huſband ſhall
have the emblements in this caſe 3 for the ſentence of divorce is
the act of law P. But if an eﬅate for life be determined by the
tenant's own act, (as, by ſorfeiture for waﬅe committed; or, if

a tenant during widowhood thinks proper to marry) in theſe, and
ﬁmilar caſes, the tenants, having thus determined the eﬅate by
their own acts, ſhall not be entitled to take the emblements 9;

The doctrine of emblements extends not only to corn ſown, but
to roots planted, or other annual artiﬁcial proﬁt: but it is other
wiſe of fruit-trees, graſs, and the like 5 which are not planted
annually at the expenſe and labour of the tenant, but are either

the permanent, or natural, proﬁt of the earth '. For even when
a man plants a tree, he cannot be preſumed to plant it in con
templation of any preſent proﬁt; but merely with a proſpect of
it's being uſeſul to future ſucceﬃons of tenants. The advantages

alſo of emblements are particularly extended to the parochial
clergy by the ﬅatute 28 Hen. VIII. c. I I.

For all perſons, who

are preſented to any eccleﬁaﬅical beneﬁce, or to any civil oﬃce,
are conſidered as tenants for their own lives, unleſs the contrary

be expreſſed in the form of donation.
3. A TH I R D incident to eﬅates for life relates to the under'

tenants or leſſees. For they have the ſame, nay greater indul
gences, than their leſſors, the original tenants for life. The ſame;
for the law of eﬅovers and emblements, with regard to the tenant
* Ftud. 1.z. t. 28.
V 5 Rep. 116.

'I Co. Litt. 55.v
r Co. Litt. 55, 56.

(Lz

_
l Roll. Abr.'728.

for
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for life, is alſo law with regard to his under-tenant, who repre

ſents him and ﬅands in his place ' : and greater; for in thoſe caſes
where tenant for life ſhall not have the emblements, becauſe the

eﬅate determines by his own act, the exception ſhall not reach his
leſſee who is a third perſon. As in the caſe of a woman who
holds durante w'duitate 5 her taking huſband is her own act, and

therefore deprives her of the emblements: but if ſhe leaſes her
eﬅate to an under-tenant, who ſows the land, and ſhe then mar

ries, this her act ſhall not deprive the tenant of his emblements,

who is a ﬅranger and could not prevent her *'. The leſſees of te
nants for life had alſo at the common law another moﬅ unreaſon'
able advantage 5 for, at the death of their leſſorsthe tenants for
life, theſe under-tenants might if they pleaſed quit the premiſes,
and pay no rent toany body for the occupation. of the land ſince
the laﬅ quarter day, or other day aſſigned for payment of rent *';
To remedy which it is now enacted ", that the executors or ad--,

miniﬅrators of tenant for life, on whoſe death any leaſe determi
ned, ſhall recover of the leſſee a ratable proportion of rent, from.
the laﬅ day of payment to the death of ſuch leſſor._
II. TH a next eﬅate for life is of the legal kind', 'as contradiſ

tinguiſhed from conventional 5 viz. that of tenant in tail after
pqﬄbility qf zﬃze extract." This happens, where one is tenant in
ſpecial tail, and aperſon, from whoſe body the iſſue was to ſpring,
dies without iſſue; or, having left iſſue', that iſſue becomes ex-v
tinct 5 in either of theſe caſes the ſurviving tenant in ſpecial tail
becomes tenant in tail after poſſibility of iſſue extinct. As, where

one has an eﬅate to him and his heirs on the body of his preſent
wife to be begotten, and the wife dies without iſſuew 5. in this
caſe the man has an eﬅate-tail, which cannot poſſibly deſcend toa
any one 5 and therefore the law makes uſe of tliis long periphraﬁs,
as abſolutely neceſſary to give an adequate idea of his eﬅate. For
if it had called him barely tenant in ſee-tailſþecial, that would
' Co. Litt. 55.

' Stat. n Geo. II. &19. 9. 15.

' Cro. Eliz. 461. 1 Roll. Abr. 727.

"' Litt. 5. 32.

" 10Rep.127.
not
'
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not have diﬅinguiſhed him from others; and beſides he has no.
longer an eﬅate of inheritance, or fee *, for he can have no heirs,

capable of taking per formam dom'. Had it called him tenant in
tail 'wit/tout zﬃze, this had only related to the preſent fact, and.
would not have excluded the poſſibility of future iſſue. Had he
been ﬅiled tenant in tail wit/rout pqﬃbility qf ſſze, this would ex
clude time paﬅ as well as preſent, and he might under this de
ſcription never- have had any poſſibility of iſſue. No deﬁnitiona
thereforecould ſo exactly mark him out, as this of tenant in tail
aﬂ'er poſſibility qf gﬃde extinct, which (with a preciſion peculiar to'

our own law) not only takes in the poſſibility of iſſue in tails

which he once had, but alſoﬅates that this poſſibility is now ex
tinguiſhed and gone.
TH l- s eﬅate muﬅ be' created by the act of God, that is, by'
the death of that perſon out of whoſe body the iſſue was to ſpring ;
for no limitation, conveyance, or other human act can make it;

For, if land be given to a man and his wife, and the heirs of
their two bodies begotten, and they are divorced a 'vinculo matri
mam'i, they ſhall neither of them have this eﬅate, but be barely.

tenants for life, notwithﬅanding the inheritance once veﬅed in

them 7. A poſſibility of iſſue is always ſuppoſed to exiﬅ, in law,.
unleſs extinguiſhed by the death of the parties; even though the.

donees be each of them. an. hundred years old 'a
TH I s eﬅate is of an amphibious nature, partaking partly of 'an

eﬅate-tail, and partly of an eﬅate for life. The tenant is, in
truth, only tenant for life, but with many of the privileges of a .
tenant in tail ; as, not to be puniſhable for waﬅe, Cﬁc': or, he

is tenant in tail, with many of the reﬅrictions of artenant for life;
as, to forfeit his eﬅate if he alienes it. in fee-ſimpleb: whereas

ſuch alienation,by tenant in tail, thoughvoidable by the iſſue, is
no forfeiture of the eﬅate to the reverſioner; who is not con-

cerned in intereﬅ, till all poſſibility of iſſue be extinct. But, in.
1' 1 Roll. Rep. 184.

11 Rep. 80;

7 Co. Litt. 28.
1- Litt. 5. 34, Co. Litt. 28.

' Co. Litt. 27.

b Hid. 28.

general,'.,
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general, the law looks upon this eﬅate as equivalent to an eﬅate
for life only; and, as ſuch, will permit this tenant to exchange
his eﬅate with a tenant for life; which exchange can only be
made, as we ſhall ſee hereafter, of eﬅates that are equal in their
nature.

III. TENANT by t/ze curteſy of England, is where a man
marries a woman ſeiſed of lands or tenements in fee-ſimple or

fee-tail; that is, of any eﬅate of inheritance 3 and has by her
iſſue, born alive, which was capable of inheriting her eﬅate. In
this life,
caſe,ashetenant
ſhall, byonthe
thecurteſy
death of
of England
his wife,®.'hold the lands i for
his

THlS eﬅate, according to Littleton, has it's denomination,

becauſe it is uſed within the realm of England only 3 and it is
ſaid in the mirrourd to have been introduced by king Henry the

ﬁrﬅ : but it appears alſo to have been the eﬅabliſhed law of Scot
land, wherein it was called can'ialit'are : ſo that probably our word

curteſy was underﬅood to ſignify rather an attendance upon the
lord's court or curtir, (that is, being his vaſal or tenant) than to

denote any peculiar favour belonging to this illand. And there

fore it is laid down f that, by having iſſue, the huſband ſhall be
intitled to do homage to the lord, for the wife's lands, alone;
It is likewiſe uſed in Ireland, by virtue of an ordinance of king
Henry III 5. It alſo appears 1' to have obtained in Normandy 3 and
was likewiſe uſed among the antient Almains or Germans i. And

yet it is not generally apprehended to have been a conſequence
of feodal tenure k, though I think ſome ſu-bﬅantial feodal reaſons
may be given for it's introduction.

For, if a woman ſeiſed of

lands hath iſſue by her huſband, and dies, the huiband is the na
tural guardian of the child, and as ſuch is inreaſon entitled to
the proﬁts of the lands in order to maintain it : and therefore the
t Litt. 5. 35. 52.
'l c. l. 5. 3.

8 Pat. 1 IHJII. m.30. in zBac. Abr.659.
'

e Crag. I. z. t. 19. s. 4.
T Litt. 9. 9o. Co. Litſit. 30. 67.

h Grand Couſln'n. r. 119.

i Lindenbrog. LL. dlman. r. 92.
k Wright. 294..

heir
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heir apparent of a tenant by the curteſy could not be in ward to
the lord of the fee, during the life of ſuch tenant'. As ſoon
therefore as any child was born, the father began to have a perma
nent intereﬅ in the lands, he became one of the pare: curtir, and

was-called tenant by the curteſy zſinitiate 3 and this eﬅate being,
once veﬅed in him by the birth of the child, was not liable to

be determined by the ſubſequent death or coming of age of the
infant.

'

'

TH E R E are four requiſites neceſſary to make a tenaney by the:
curteſy; marriage, ſeiﬁn of the wife, iſſue, and death of the

wifem.

I. The marriage muﬅ be eanonical, and legal. 2. The

ſeiﬁn of the wife muﬅ be an actual ſeiﬁn, or poſſeſiion of the

lands; not a bare right to poſſeſs, which is a ſeiﬁn in law, but,
an actual poſſeſſion, which is a ſeiﬁn in deed. And therefore la
man (hall not be tenant by the curteſy of a remainder or reverſion.
But of ſome incorporeal hereditaments a man may be tenant by
the curteſy, though there have been no actual ſeiﬁn of the wife 3
as in caſeof an advowſon, where the church has not become

void in the life time of the wife, which a man may hold by the
curteſy, becauſe it isv impoſſible to have had actual ſeiﬁn of it 3

and impute-mia exert/at legem ". If the wife be an idiot, the huſband
ſhall not be tenant by the curteſy of her lands 3 for the king by
prerogative is entitled to them, the inﬅant ſhe herſelf has any title:
and ſince ſhe could never be rightfully ſeiſed of theſe lands, and.

the huſband's title depends entirely upon her ſeiﬁn, the huſband -_
can have no title as tenant by the curteſy o. 3. The iſſue muﬅ:
be born alive.

Some have had a notion that it muﬅ be heard to a

cry; but that is a miﬅake. Crying indeed is the ﬅrongeﬅ evi
dence of it's being born alive 3 but it is not the only evidence P.
. The iſſue alſo muﬅ be born during the life of the mother 3 for, .
if the mother dies in labour, and the Caeſarean operation is per--v

formed, the huſband in this caſe ſhall not be tenant by the cur
1 F.N.B.143.

0 Co. Litt.30. Plowd. 263.

m Co. Litt. 30.

P Dyer. 25. 8 Rep. 34..

" Hid. 29.
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rteſy: becau'ſe, at the inﬅant of the mother's death, he was
clearly not entitled, as having had no iſſue born, but the land
deſcended to the child, while he was yet in his mother's womb-3
and the eﬅate, being once ſo veﬅed, ſhall not afterwards be taken
from him '1. In gavelkind lands, a huſband may be tenant by the

curteſy without having any iſſue '. But in general there muﬅ be
iſſue born 3 and ſuch iſſue muﬅ alſo be capable of inheriting the
mother's eﬅate *. Therefore if a woman be tenant in tail male,

and hath only a daughter born, the huſband is not thereby entitled
to 'be tenant by the curteſy; becauſe ſuch iſſue female can never
inherit the eﬅate in tail male '. And this ſeems to be the true
reaſon, why the huſband cannot be tenant by the curteſy of any
lands of which the wife was not actually ſeiſed: becauſe, in or
der to intitle himſelf to ſuch eﬅate, he muﬅ have begotten iſſue

that may be heir to the wife 3 but no one, by the ﬅanding rule _
of law, can be heir to the anceﬅor of any land, whereof the
anceﬅor was not actually ſeiſed 3 and therefore, as the huſband -

hath never begotten any iﬀue that can be heir to thoſe lands, he
ſhall not be tenant of them by the curteſy ". And hence we may
obſerve, with how much nicety and conſideration the old rules of
law were framed 3 and how cloſely they are connected and inter

woven together, ſupporting, illuﬅrating, and demonﬅrating one
another. The time when the iﬀue was born is immaterial, pro
vided it were during the coverture: for, whether it were born
before or after the wife's ſeiſin of the lands, whether it be living
or dead at the time of the ſeiſin, or at the time of the wife's
deceaſe, the huſband ſhall be tenant by the cu-rteſy w. The huſ
band by the birth of the child becomes (as was before obſerved)
tenant by the curteſy initiate *, and may do many acts to charge
the lands 3 but his eﬅate is not co'ſſlmmate till the death of the
wife; which is the fourth and laﬅ requiſite to make a complete

tenant by the curteſy V.
9 Co. Litt. 29.
' Ibid. 30.

' Ibid. 40.
V' Jbid. 29.

' Litt. 5. 56.

x Ibielzo.

* Co. Litt. 29.

Y Hid.
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IV. TENAN T in dower is where the hufband of a woman
is ſeiſed of an eﬅate of inheritance, and dies 3 in this caſe, the

wife ſhall have the third part of all the lands and tenements
whereof he was ſeiſed during the coverture, to hold to herſelf
for the term of her natural life *.

Down R is called in Latin by the foreign juriﬅs doarium, but
by Bracton and our Engliſh writers do: 3 which among the Ro

mans ſigniﬁed the marriage portion, which the wife brought to
her huſband 3 but with us is applied to ſignify this kind of eft-ate,
to which the civil law, in it's original ﬅate, had nothing that bore
a reſemblance: nor indeed is there any thing in general more
diﬀerent, than the regulation of landed property according to the
Engliſh, and Roman laws. Dower out of lands ſeems alſo to
have been unknown in the early part of our Saxon Conﬅitution ;
for, in the laws of king Edmondﬂ the wiſe is directed to be ſup
ported wholly out of the perſonal eﬅate. Afterwards, as may be
ſeen in gavelkind tenure, the widow became entitled to a condi
tional eﬅate in one half of the lands, with a proviſo that (he re
mained chaﬅe and unmarriedb; as is uſual alſo in copyhold dowers,
or free bench. Yet ſomec have aſcribed the introduction of dower
to the Normans, as a branch of their local tenures; though we

cannot expect any feodal reaſon for it's invention, ﬁnce it was not
a part of the pure, primitive, ſimple law of feuds, but was ﬁrﬅ

of all introduced into that ſyﬅem (wherein it was called triem,
tertia d, and datalitiumj by the emperor Frederick the ſecond * 5

who was cotemporary with our king Henry III. It is poﬃble
therefore that it might be with us the relic of a Daniſh cuﬅom :
ſince, according to the hiﬅorians of that country, dower was in
troduced into Denmark by Swein, the father of our Canute the

great, out of gratitude to the Daniſh ladies, who ſold all their
z Litt. 5. 36.
l Wilk.75.

b Somner. Gavelk. 51.

= Wright. 192.
'4 Crag. I. 2. t. 22. 5.9.

Co. Litt. 33.

® Hid.

Bl'o. Dower. 70.

Vo L. II.

' *
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jewels to ranſom him when taken priſoner by theVandalsf. How

ever this be, the reaſon, which our law gives for adopting it, is
a very plain and a ſenſible one 5 for the ſuﬅenance of the wife,
and the nurture and education of the younger children 3.
IN treating of this eﬅate, let us, ﬁrﬅ, conſider, who may be
endowed 5 ſecondly, of w/zat ſhe may be endowed 5 thirdly, the
manner [Io-w ſhe ſhall be endowed 5 and, fourthly, how dower

may be barred or prevented.
1. Wn o may be endowed. She muﬅ be the actual wife of
the party at the time of his deceaſe. If'- ſhe be divorced a 'vin
cu/o matrimomſizſi, ſhe ſhall not be endowed; for ubi 'na/lum matri
momſium, ibi nal/a do: h. But a divorce a merzﬂz et tlzoro only doth

not deﬅroy the dower'I 5 no, not even for adultery itſelf, by the
common lawk. Yet now by the ﬅatute Weﬅm. 2.' if a woman.
elopes from her huiband, and lives with an adulterer, ſhe ſhall

loſe her dower, unleſs her huſband be voluntarily reconciled to
her.

It was formerly held, that the wife of an idiot might be

endowed, though the hufband of an idiot could not be tenant by
the curteſym: but as it ſeems to be at preſent agreed, upon prin
ciples of ſound ſenſe and reaſon, that an idiot cannot marry, be

ing incapable of conſenting to any contract, this doctrine cannot
now take place. By the antient law the wife of a perſon attainted
of treaſon or felony could not be endowed; to the intent, ſays
Staunforde ", that, if the love of a man's own life cannotnreﬅrain
him from ſuch atrocious acts, the love of his wife and children

may: though Britton0 gives it another turn; wſiz. that it is pre
ſumed the wife was privy to her huſband's crime. However, the
ﬅatute r Edw.VI. c. 12. abated the rigor of the common law in
ſ Mod. Un. Hiﬅ. xxxii.91.

datab'tii et m'mtir ex born) mld/thus oil-i.

3
*
'
k

(Stiernh. I.3. r.2.
1 13 Edw. I. c. 34.
m Co. Litt. 31.
n P. C. b. 3. c.3.'

Bract. I. 2. 039. Co. Litt. 30.
Bract.1. 2. c. 39. s. 4.
Co. Litt. 32.
Yet, among the antient Goths, an a-

dultereſs was puniſhed by the loſs of her

* c. no.
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this particular, and allowed the wife her dower.

But a ſubſe

quent ﬅatutep revived this ſeverity againﬅ the widows of traitors,
who are now barred of their dower, but not the widows of felons.

An alien alſo cannot be endowed, unleſs ſhe be queen conſort ;
for no alien is capable of holding landsq. The wife muﬅ be above
nine years old at her huſband's death, otherwiſe ſhe ſhall not be

endowed 'z though in Bracton's time the age was indeﬁnite, and
dower was then only due, "ſi uxor pqﬄt date-m promererz', et "ai

" ram ſzﬅzſinere '."
2, WE are next to enquire, of what a wife may be endowed.
And ſhe is now by law entitled to be endowed of all lands and
tenements, of which her huſband was ſeiſed in fee-ſimple or fee
tail at any time during the coverture 5 and of which any iſſue,

which ſhe might have had, might by poſſibility have been heir t.
Therefore if a man, ſeiſed in fee-ſimple, hath a ſon by his ﬁrﬅ

wife, and after marries a ſecond wife, (he ſhall be endowed of

his lands ;_ for her iſſue might by poſſibility have been heir, on
the death of the ſon by the former wife.

But, if there be a

donee in ſpecial tail, who holds lands to him and the heirs of his
body begotten on vJane his wife 3 though Jane may be endowed _
of theſe lands, yet if Jane dies, and he marries a ſecond wife,
that ſecond wife ſhall never be endowed of the lands entailed 3

for no iſſue, that ſhe could have, could by any poſſibility inherit
them ".

A ſeiſin in law of the huſband will be as eﬀectual as a

ſeiſin in deed, in order to render the wife dowable 5 for it is not

in the wife's power to bring the huſband's title to an actual ſeiſin,
as it is in the hulband's power to do with regard to the wife's
lands: which is one reaſon why he ſhall not be tenant by the
curteſy, but of ſuch lands whereof the wife, or he himſelf in

her right, was actually ſeiſed in deed w. The ſeiſin of the huſ
band, for a tranﬁtory inﬅant only, when the ſame act which gives
I' 5&6Edw.VI. c. 11.

' Litt. 5. 36. 53.

'1 Co. Litt. 31.

" 161'11. 5. 53.

' Litt. g.36.

w Co. Limzr.

' I.z. c.9. 5. 3.

R 2
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him the eﬅate conveys it alſo out of him again, (as where by a ﬁne
land is granted to a man, and he immediately renders it back by
the ſame ﬁne) ſuch a ſeiſin will not intitle the wife to dower':
for the land was merely in trarﬄtu, and never reﬅed in the huſ
band. But, if the land abides in him for a ſingle moment, it
ſeems that the wife ſhall be endowed thereof7. And, in ſhort, a

widow may be endowed of all her huſband's lands, tenements,
and hereditaments, corporeal or incorporeal, under the reﬅrictions

before-mentioned 3 unleſs there be ſome ſpecial reaſon to the con
trary. Thus, a woman ſhall not be endowed of a caﬅle, built
for defence of the realm' : nor of a common without ﬅint 3 for,

as the heir would then have one portion of this common, and the
widow another, and both without ﬅint, the common would be

doubly ﬅocked '. Copyhold eﬅates alſo are not liable to dower,
being only eﬅates at the lord's will 3 unleſs by the ſpecial Cuﬅom
of the manor, in which caſe it is uſually called the widow's free
bench ". But, where dower is allowable, it matters not, though

the huſband aliene the lands during the coverture; for he alienes

them liable to dower *.
3. Ne x T, as to the manner in which a woman is to be en
dowed. There are now ſubſiﬅing four ſpecies of dower; the
ﬁfth, mentioned by Littleton a, de la plur belle, having been abo

liſhed together with the military tenures, of which it was a con
ſequence. I. Dower by the common law; or that which is before
deſcribed. 2. Dower by particular cuﬅome 3 as that the wife ſhall
have half the huſband's lands, or in ſome places the whole, and

in ſome only a quarter. 3. Dower ad o/t'ium ecclgſiae f: which is
' Cro. jac. 615.

zRep. 67.

Co. Litt.

.
_
7 This doctrine was extended very far by
a jury in Wales, where the father and ſon
were both hanged in one cart, but the ſon
was ſuppoſed to have ſurvived the father, by
appearing to ﬂruggle longeﬅ; whereby he
became ſeiſed of an eﬅate by ſuivivorſhip,
3]

in conſequence of which ſeiſin his widow

w;

had a verdict for her dower.

(Cro. Eliz.

503.)
1 CO- Litt- 31- 3 LCV- 40'
' Co. Litt. 32. 1 jon. 315.
'7 4. Rep. 22.
* Co. Litt. 32.
4 9. 48, 49.
* Litt. 5. 37.

f Ibid. 5. 39.
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where tenant in fee-ſimple of full age, openly at the church door,
where all marriages were formerly celebrated, after aﬃance made
and (ﬁr Edward Coke in his tranſlation adds) troth plighted be
tween them, doth endow his wife with the whole, or ſuch quan
tity as he ſhall pleaſe, of his lands 3 at the ſame time ſpecifying
and aſcertaining the ſame: on which the wife, after her huf

band's death, may enter without farther ceremony. 4.. Dower ex
aﬃnſic þatriﬂ; which is only a ſpecies of dower ad oﬅium ecclgſiae,
made when the huſband's father is alive, and the ſon by his con

ſent, expreſſly given, endows his wife with parcel of his father's
lands. In either of theſe caſes, they muﬅ (to prevent frauds) be

madeb in facz'e ecoleſiae et ad o/lium eccleſiae; non em'm 'va/ent
facta in lecto mortali, nec in camera, aut alibi uﬂi clandeﬅina ﬁre-re

co'g'ugia.
I'r is curious to obſerve the ſeveral revolutions which the doc
trine of dower has undergone, ſince it's introduction into Eng
land. It ſeems ﬁrﬅ to have been of the nature of the dower in

gavelkind, before-mentioned 3 oiz. a moiety of the huſband's
lands, but forfeitable by incontinency or a ſecond marriage. By
the famous charter of Henry I, this condition, of widowhood
and chaﬅity, was only required in caſe the huſband left any iſſueiz
and afterwards we hear no more of it. Under Henry the ſecond,

according to Glanvil k, the dower ad oﬅt'um ecclgſiae was the moﬅ
uſual ſpecies of dower; and here, as well as in Normandy 1, it was
binding upon 'the wiſe, if by her conſented to at the time of mar

riage. Neither, in thoſe days of feodal rigour, was the huſband al
lowed to endow her ad aﬅiurn ecclgſiae with more than the third part
of the lands whereof he then was ſeiſed, though he might endow
her with leſs 3 leﬅ by ſuch liberal endowments the lord ſhould be

defrauded of his wardſhips and other feodal proﬁts m. But if no
t Hid. 5. 40.

(Gen. Hen. I. A. D. 1101. Introd. to great

\ Bracton. 1. 2. t. 39. 5. 4.

charter, edir. Oxn. pag. iv.)

i Si mortuo rviro wror ejur rtmanſtrit, 't ſine
&ber-i: furrit, dofem ſimm babebit; - ſi auro

k l. 5. t. 1. (ii 2.
l Gr. Couﬅu't. t. 101.

uxor ram librrir reman/Zrir, dotrm guiden ba-

m Bract. l. 2. r. 39.

hbir, lum torpxu ſim'n ltgitinu ſlf'ul'Z/tﬁt-

6.

V
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ſpeciﬁc dotation was made at the church porch, then ſhe was

endowed by t/ze common law of the third part (which was called
her do: rationabi/ir) of ſuch lands and tenements, as the hulband
was ſeiſed of at the time of the eſpouſals, and no other; unleſs

he ſpecially engaged before the Prieﬅ to endow her of his future
acquiﬁtions " : and, if the huſband had no lands, an endowment

in goods, chattels, or money, at the time of eſpouſals, was a bar

of any dower0 in lands which he afterwards acquired P. In king
John's magna carta, and the ﬁrﬅ charter of Henry III "1, no men-_
tion is made of any alteration of the common law, in reſpect of
the lands ſubject to dower: but in thoſe of 1217, and 1224., it:

is particularly provided, that a widow ſhall be intitled for her
dower
to the third part of all ſuch lands as the huiband had held
in his life time 'z yet, in caſe of a ſpeciﬁc endowment of leſs ad ſi
.

a

oﬅzſium ecclgſiae, the widow had ﬅill no power to waive it after her
huſband's death. And this continued to be law, during the reigns

of Henry IIl and Edward I'. In Henry IV's time it was denied
to be law, that a woman can be endowed of her huſband's goods
vand chattels*: and, under Edward IV, Littleton lays it down ex
1' Dt qug/iuﬁaa. (Glanv. ibizi) it ttrri: 'c
quiſiti: at arguirmdir. (Bract. idizﬂ)
' Glanv. c. 2.

he uſed to ſay, "with all my worldly goods
" (or, as the Saliſbury ritiial has it, 'with all
" m] 'worldly rbatd) I thee endow ;" which

P When ſpecial endowments were made intitled the wiſe to her thirds, or par: ra-,
na' aﬅium cede at, the huſhand, after aﬃance
made, and troth plighted, uſed to declare
with what ſpeciﬁc lands he meant to endow
his wife, (quad dom: eam cle ſalt' warm-"o cum
pertinenliis, &Ft. Bract. 'II-1.) and therefore

in the old York ritual (Seld. Ux. Hebr, I. 2.

r. 27.) there is, at this part of the matri

rionabilk, of his perſonal eﬅate, which is

provided for by magna carta, cap. 26. and
will be farther treated of in the concluding
chapter of this book: though the retaining
this laﬅ expreſſion in Our modern liturgy, if

OF any meaning at all, can now refer only
to the right of maintenance, which ſhe ac

quires during coverture, out of her hufband"
monial ſervice, the following rubric; "ſa
perſonalty.
"ctra'or interrager Jatem mult'erir; et, ſi terr
9 AD. 1216. r.7. edit. Oxon.
"n' in dalem deiur, tune dicatur pſhlmur lﬅt,
' Aﬃgnelur autem er' pra dcltſua ler/ia par:
"Life," When the wife was endowed ge
iotiu:
ttrrae mariti ﬁli quae ﬅm fmt in 'vita
nerally (ubi qui: uxarem ﬁzam dom-writ in ge
ﬁca,
niſi
de minori dotard fur-rit ad' aﬅim t:
rm-ali, tle omm'bu: tcrri: e! ie'mnmtir ; Bract.
ibidJ the huſhand ſeems to have ſaid, "with xlc me. c. 7. (IN-1.)
* Bract. ubi ſhyr. Britton. c. 101, 102..
"all my lands and tenements I thee endow;"
and then they all became liable to her dower. Flet. I. 5. r. 23. S.'1,lz.
When he endowed her with perſonalty only,
' P. 7Htn. IV. 13, 14.

preﬂly,
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preſily, that a woman may be endowed ad tyiz'um ectcclgſiae with
more than a third part " 5 and ſhall have her election, after her
huſband's death, to accept ſuch dower, or refuſe it and betake
herſelſ to her dower at common law w. Which ﬅate of uncertainty

was probably the reaſon, that theſe ſpeciﬁc dowers, ad q/Zzſium ec
clg'iae and ex qﬃvſſz patrzſir, have ſince fallen into total diſuſe.
I PROC E 1: D therefore to conſider the method of endowment,.
or aſſigning dower, by the common law, which is now the only

uſual ſpecies. By the old law, grounded on the feodal exactions,
a-woman could not be endowed without a ﬁne paid to the lord:
neither could ſhe marry again without his licence ; leﬅ ſhe ſhould
contract herſelf, and ſo convey part of the feud, to the lord's

enemy '*.

This licence the lords took care to be well paid for;

and, as it ſeems, would ſometimes force the dowager to a ſecond

marriage, in order to gain the ﬁne. But, to remedy theſe op
preﬃons, it was provided, ﬁrﬅ by the charter of Henry I V, andv

afterwards by magmz carta 1, that the widow ſhall pay nothing
for her marriage, nor ſhall be diﬅreined to marry afreſh, if ſhe
chooſes to live without a huſhand; but ſhall not however marry
againﬅ the conſent of the lord : and farther, that nothing ſhall

be taken for aﬃgnment of the widow's dower, but that (he ſhall.

remain in her huſband's capital manſion-houſe for forty days after
his death, during which time her dower ſhall be aﬃgned. Theſe
forty days are called the widow's guare'ztz'ne ; a term made uſe of
in law to
the number of forty days, whether applied to
this occaſion, or any other '. The particular lands to be held in
dower, muﬅ be aſſignedb by the heir of the huſband, or his
guardian; not only for the ſake of notoriety, but alſo to entitle
the lord of the ſee to demand his ſervices of the heir, in reſpect

of the lands ſo held. For the heir by this entry becomes tenant
u
w
x
7
z

5_39_ F_ N_ B_ lsm
s_ 4,_
Mim c_ L &3.
ab,- ſhprm
tap, 7.

I It ſigniﬁes, in particular, the forty
days, which perſons coming from infected
countries are obliged to wait, before they,
are permitted to land in England.
' Co. Litt.34,35.

thereof."
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thereof to the lord, and the widow is immediate tenant to the
heir, by a kind of ſubinfeudation or under-tenancy, completed
by this inveﬅiture or aſiignment: which tenure may ﬅill be cre

ated, notwithﬅanding the ﬅatute of quid emptarer, becauſe the
heir parts not with the fee-ſimple, but only with an eﬅate for
life. If the heir or his guardian do not aﬃgn her dower within
the term of quarentine, or do aſſign it unfairly, ſhe has her re.

medy at law, and the (heriﬀ is appointed to aſſign itc. If the
thing of which (he is endowed be diviſible, her dower muﬅ be

ſet out by metes and bounds; but, if it be indiviſible, ſhe muﬅ
be endowed ſpecially 5 as, of the third preſentation to a church,

the third toll-diſh of a mill,- the third part of the proﬁts of an
oﬃce, the third ſheaf of tithe, and the like d.

U P o N preconcerted marriages, and in eﬅates of conſiderable
conſequence, tenancy in dower happens very ſeldom: for, the
claim of the wife to her dower at the common law diﬀuſing it
ſelf ſo extenſively, it became a great clog to alienations, and was
otherwiſe inconvenient to families. Wherefore, ſince the altera

ztion of the antient law reſpecting dower ad oﬅium eccleſiae, which
hath occaſioned the intire diſuſe of that ſpecies of dower, join
tures have been introduced in, their ﬅead, as a bar to the claim at
common law.

Which lead-s me to enquire, laﬅly,

4., Ho w dower may be barred or prevented. A widow may
be barred of her dower not only by elopement, divorce, being an
alien, the treaſon of her huſband, and other diſabilities before
mentioned, but alſo by detaining the title deeds, or evidences of
* the eﬅate from the heir; until ſhe reﬅores them': and, by the

ﬅatute of Gloceﬅerf, if a dowager alienes the land aſſigned her
for dower, ſhe forfeits it ijſh ﬁzcto, and the heir may recover it
by action.

A woman alſo may be barred of her dower, by levy

ing a ﬁne or ſuﬀering a recovery of the lands, during her cover
c Co. Litt. 34, 35.

'* Hid. 39.

1 Hid. 32.

' 6Edw. I. c. 7.
ture 3.
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tume*. But the- moﬅ uſual method of barring dowers is by join
tures, as regulated by the ﬅatute 27 HCJ'LVI'II. c. to.
A jOINTURE, which ﬅrictly ſpeaking ﬁgniﬁes a- joint eﬅate,
limited to both huiband and wife, but in common. acceptation
extends alſo do a ſole eﬅate, limited to the wife only, is thus de

ﬁned by ﬁr Edward Cokeh; "a competent livelyhood of freehold
** for the wife, of lands and tenements 3 to take- eﬀect, in proﬁt

" or poſſeﬃon, preſently after the death of the huiband ; for the

" life of the wife at leaﬅ." This deſcription is frained £rom the
purview of the ﬅatute a7-Hen.VHI. c. to. before-mentioned;
commonly called the ﬅatute of qſhr, of which we ſhall ſpeak
fully hereafter. At preſent I have only to obſerve, that, before

the making of that ﬅatute, the greateﬅ part of the land of Eng
land was-conveyed to uſes ; the property or poſiizſſion of the ſoil
being veﬅed in one man, and the zzſe, or proﬁts thereof, in an
other ; whoſe directions, with regard to the diſpoﬁtion thereof,
the former was in conſcience obliged to follow, and might be

compelled by a court of equity to obſerve. Now, though a huſ
band had the zſe of lands in abſolute fee-ſimple, yet the wife was
not entitled to any dower therein; he not being ſezﬅd thereof:
wherefore it became- uſual, on marriage, to ſiettle by expreſs deed
ſome ſpecial eﬅate to. the uſe of the huſband and' his wife, for

their lives, in joint-tenancy or join-ture 5 which ſettlement would
be a proviſion for she wife in caſe (he ſurvived her huſhand. At

length the ﬅatute of uſes ordained, that ſuch as had the q/e of
lands, ſhould, to all intents and purpoſes, be reputed and taken
to be abſolutely [ged and poſſeſſed of the ſoil itſelf. In conſe
quence of which legal ſeiſin, all wives would have become dow
able of ſuch lands as were held' to the uſe of their huſbands, and

alſo entitled at the ſame time to any ſpecial lands that might be
ſettled in jointure; had not the ſame ﬅatute provided, that upon
making ſuch an eﬅate in jointure to the wife before marriage,

ſhe ſhall be for ever precluded from her dower i. But then theſe
i Pig. of recov. 66.

5 4.Rep. i. a.

' I Inﬅ. 36.

Vo L. II.

*'
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ſour requiſites muﬅ be punctually obſerved. I. The jointuremuﬅ
take eﬀect immediately on the death of the huſband. 2. It muſt
be for her own life at leaﬅ, and not par a'uter vie, or for any term

oſ years, or other ſmaller eﬅate.

3. It muﬅ be made to herſelf,

and no other in truﬅ for her. 4. It muﬅ be made, and ſo in the

deed particularly expreﬀed to be, in ſatisſaction of her whole
dower, and not of any particular part of it. If the jointure be
made do her qﬂer marriage, ſhe has her election after her huiband's

death, as in dower ad oﬅium eccleﬁae, and may either accept it,
or refuſe it and betake herſelf to her dower at common law 5 ſor

ſhe was not capable of conſenting to it during coverture. And
if, by any fraud or accident, a jointure made before marriage
proves to be on a bad title, and the jointreſs is evicted, or turned

out of poſſeﬃon, ſhe ſhall then (by the proviﬁons of the ſame

ﬅatute) have her dower pro tanto at the common law k.
Tn E R E are ſome advantages attending tenants in dower that
do not extend to jointreſſes; and ſo, 'vice verſe, jointreſſes are in

ſome reſpects more privileged than tenants in dower. Tenant in
dower by the old common law is ſubject to no tolls or taxes ; and

hers is almoﬅ the only eﬅate on which, when derived from the
king's debtor, the king cannot diﬅrain for his debt 3 if contracted
during the coverture 1. But, on the other hand, a widow may

enter at once, without any formal proceſs, on her jointure land ;

as ſhe alſo might have done on dower ad g/iium ecclgſiae, which a
k Theſe ſettlements, previous to mar

" mation: facta, (um dafi6u: rammunitam.

" Higþſitu omni: perum'ae rmzjunctim ratia babe
riage, ſeem to have been in uſe among the
antient Germans, and\ their kindred nation
the Gauls. Of the forme-r Tacitus gives us

" lar, ﬁ'uctzſhue ﬅr'uantur.

this account. "Down non uxar mar-in, ſZd

"tibzu ſuperior-um tempt/run: per-wait." The

"uxari maritur aﬃrt: t'm'rrſimt perture; tt
"prrpinyui, t' murm'a [ar-dam." (de mar.
Grr'r. r. 18.) And Caeſar, (tlr bel/a Gallim,

dauphin's commentator on Caeſar ſuppoſes
that this Gauliſh Cuﬅom was the ground of
the new regulations made by Juﬅinian
(No-a. 97.) with regard to the proviﬁon for
widows among the Romans: but ſurely there
is as much reaſon to ſuppoſe, that it gave
the hint ſor our ﬅatutable jointures.

I. 6. 518.) has given us the terms of a
marriage ſettlement among the Gauls, as

nicely calculated as any modern jointure.
" Viri, guantar pencil-'m an uxort'lu: doth 'm

"mine arrrprrunt, ta'ziax ex ſhir ctum), deﬅi

Uter coram 'aim

"ſhptrarit, ad cum par: utriuſquz tum ſrur

1 Co. Litt. 31. a. F.N. B. 150.'

jointure

i Ch..8..-
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jointure in many points reſembles 3 and the reſemblance was ﬅill
greater, while that ſpecies of dower continued in it's primitive

ﬅate: whereas no ſmall trouble, and a very tedious methodof
proceeding, is neceſſary to compel a legal aﬃgnment of dower "_*.
And, what is more, though dower be forfeited by the treaſon of

the huſband, yet lands ſettled in jointure remain unimpeached
to the widow ". Wherefore ﬁr Edward Coke very juﬅly gives
it the preference, as being more ſure and ſafe to the widow,

than even dower ad q/iz'um ecclgſiae, the moﬅ eligible ſpecies of
any.
* Co. Litt. 36.

" Ilii. 37.
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'on E'sctTATEs, LESS 'ſſrHAN FREEHLOLD.

F eﬅates, that are leſs. than freehold, there are three ſorts 5

I. Eﬅates for years: 2. Eﬅates at will: 3. Eﬅates by
ſuﬀerance.
I. A N eﬅate for years is a contract for the poſſeﬂion of lands
. or tenements, for ſome determinate period: and it happens where

a 'man letteth them to another for the term of a certain number
of years, agreed upon between the leſſorand the leſſee *, and
the leſſee enters thereon l'. If the leaſe be but for half a year,
or a quarter, or any leſs time, this leſſee is reſpected as 'a tenant
ſor years, and is ﬅiled ſo in ſome legal proceedings 3 a year being
the ſhorteﬅ term which the law in this caſe takes notice oſc.
And this may, not improperly, lead us into a ſhort explanation

of the diviſion and calculation of time by the Engliſh law.
TH E ſpace of a year is a determinate and welLknown period,

conſiﬅing commonly of 36 5 days: for, though in biſſextile or
' We may here remark, once for all, that
the terminations of "-or" and "-ee"

whom it is made: the donor is one that
giveth lands in tail ; the donee is he who

obtain, in law, the one an active, the other

receiveth it: he that granteth alcaſe is de

a paﬃve ſigniﬁcation; the former uſually dominated the leſſor; and he to whom it
denoting the doer of any act, the latter him is granted the leſſee. (Litt. s. 57.)
b lbz'a'. 58.
to whom it is done. The ſeoﬀor is he that
maketh a feoﬀment;

the ſeoﬀce is he to

< m. 67.'
leap-years

'
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leap-years'rt conſiﬅs properly of 3*66, yet by the ﬅatute al'Hen. IlI.
the increaſing day in the leap-year, together with the preceding
day, ſhall be accounted for one day only. That of a month is
more ambiguous: there being, in common uſe, two ways of

calculating mouths z either as lunar, co'nſiﬅing of twenty eight
days, the ſuppoſed revolution 'of the moon, thirteen of which
make a'year; or, as calendar mouths, of unequal lengths, ac

'cording to the Julian diviſion in our common almanacs, com
mencing
at the calends
of each lawis
month,
whereof
in a year
there ſi
are only-twelve.
A-monthin
a'lunar
month,
or twenty
eight days, unleſs otherwiſe expreſſed 3 not vonly becauſe it is al

ways one uniform period, but becauſe it falls naturally into a
quarter-ly 'diviſion by weeks. Therefore a leaſe for "twelve
months"'is*'onlyz'for'forty eight weeks 5 but if it be for "a-twelve
month" in-the;ſrngrular number, it 'is good-for the whole year d.
'For herein the 'law 'recedes from uit's uſual calculation, becauſe

the ambiguity between the two menihods of computation ceaſes ;
it
being
generally
bythe ſpace
of time
called
thus,
Yin the
ſingularunder-ﬅood
number, cta that
twelvemonth,
is meant
the whole
year, conſt'ﬅing of one ſolar revolution. =In the ſpace of a day 'all
thet-wenty four hourstu'e uſually reckoned ; the law generally re
allſmctions of a day, in order to avoid diſþutes ®. There
fore, if Alum boundfto pay money on any certain day, Idiſcharge
the obligation if iI 'pay it before twelve 0' clock at'night; after.
which the following vdiay commenoes. Butto return to eﬅates
fm'YWrsJ-m .

2! ſſ':

'

.

THE'SB eﬅates were originally granted to vmere farmers or
haiﬁzandmen, who'every year rendered ſome equivalent in money,
pro-viſions, or other rent, to the leſſors or landlords; but, in or

der-to encourage them tomanure-and cultivatc-theground, they
had a permanent intereﬅ granted them, not determinable at' the

will of the lord. And yet 'their poſſeﬃon was eﬅeemed of vſo

little conſcquence,'that they were rather conſidered as the bailiﬀs

or ſervants of the lord, who 'wereitorecei-ve and account for the
d 6 Rep. 61.

' Co. Litt. 135.

ﬁ
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proﬁts at a ſettled price, 'than "as" having any property of
own. And therefore they were not allowed to have'a ſieehold'
eﬅate : but their intereﬅ (ſuch as -it was) veﬅed after their deaths
in their executors, who were to make up the accounts of their
teﬅator with the lord, and his other Creditors, and were intitled

to the ﬅock upon the farm. The leſſee's eﬅate might alſo, by
the antient law, be at anyztime defeated, by a common recovery
ſuﬀered by the tenant of the freeholdfz which annihilated all
leaſes for years then ſubﬁﬅing, unleſs afterwards renewed by the
recoveror, whoſe title was ſuppoſed ſuperior to his by whom
thoſe leaſes were granted. '
=
'*
WHKLE eﬅates for years were thus precarious, it is'no wonder'
that they were uſually very ſhort, like our modern leaſes upon
rack rent; and indeed we are told" that by the antient law no
leaſes for more than forty years were allowable, becauſe any longer
poſſeﬂion (eſpecially when given without any livery declaring the
nature and duration of the eﬅate) might tend to defeat the in
heritance. Yet this law, if ever it exiﬅed, was ſoon antiquated':

for we may obſerve, in .Madox's collection of antient inﬅru
ments, ſome leaſes for years of apretty early date, which conﬁ
derably exceed that periodh 3 and long terms, for three hundred
years at leaﬅ, were certainly in uſe in the time of 'Edward III i,

and probably of Edward I ". But certainly, when by the ﬅatute
2 1 Hen.VIII. c. I 5. the termor (that is, he who is intitled to the
term of years) was protected againﬅ theſe ﬁctitious recoveries,

and his intereﬅ rendered ſecure and permanent, long terms began
to be more frequent than before 3 and were afterwards extenﬁvely
introduced, being found extremely convenient for family ſettle

ments and mortgages : continuing ſubject, however, to the ſame
rules of ſuceeﬁion, and with the ſame inferiority to freeholds,
' Co. Litt.46.
term, 1.D.14.29. . . . . . Ibid. no. 248.
I Mirror. c. 2. 5. 27. Co. Litt. 45, 46. foI. 148. for ﬁfty years, 7 Edw. IV.
* Madox Famulan zing/iron. no. 239.
i zzAſſ. pl. 6.
ﬂl. 140. Demiſe for eighty years, 21 Ric.Il.
'l Stat. of mortmain, 7 Edw. I.
. . . . Ibr'd. x*.24,5.fol. '46. for the like
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as when they were little bett'er,_than tenancies at the will of the
landlord.

*

Ev a RY eﬅate which muﬅ expire at a period certain and pre
ﬁxed, by whatever words created, is an eﬅate for years. And
therefore this eﬅate is frequently called a term, terminur, becauſe
i-_t's duration or Continuance is bounded, limited, and determined:

for every ſuch eﬅate muﬅ have a certain beginning, and certain
end '. But id certain g/i, quod cer-tum reda'zſi poteﬅ : therefore if a
man'make a leaſe to-another, for ſo many years as J. S. ſhall
name, it is a good leaſe for years m 3 for though it is at preſent

uncertain, yet when J. S. hath named the years, it is then re
duced to a certainty. If no day of commencement is named in
the creation of this eﬅate, it begins from the making, or delivery,
of the leaſe ". A leaſe for ſo many years as j. S. ſhall live, is
void from the beginningo 3 for it is neither certain, nor can.'ever
be reduced to a certainty, during the .cont,inuance of the leaſe.
And the ſame doctrine holds, if a parſon make a leaſe of his glebe
for ſo many years as he (hall continue parſon of Dale; for this is
ſtill more uncertain. But a leaſe for twenty or more years, if j. S.
ſhall ſo long live, or if he (hall ſo long continue parſon, is good P;
for there is a certain period ﬁxed, beyond which it cannot laﬅ 3
though it may determine ſooner, on the death of J. S. or his

ceaſing to be parſon there.

r *

We 'have before remarked, and_endeavoured to aﬃgn the rea

ſon of, the inferiority in whichthe law places an eﬅatefor years,
when compared with an eﬅate for life, or an inheritance: ob
ſerving, that an eﬅate for life, even if it be par auter vie, is a free

hold 3 but that an eﬅate for a thouſand years is onlya chattel,
and reckoned part of the perſonal eﬅate 9. Hence it follows, that
a leaſe for years may be made to commence in futuro, though a
leaſe for life cannot.

As, if I grant lands to Titius to hold from

1 Co. Litt.45.

o Ibid.4;.

m 6Rep. 35. '
'1 Co. Litt. 46.

l' Ibid'.
* Hid. 46.
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Michaelmas next for twenty years, this is good ; but to hold from
Michaelmas next for the term of his natural life, is void. For
no eﬅate of freehold can commence in ſizturo ; becauſe it cannot
be created at common law without livery of ſeiſin, or corporal
poſſeﬃon of the land: and corporal poſſeﬃon cannot be given of
an eﬅate now, which is not to commence now, but hereafter '.
And', becauſe no livery of ſeiſm is neceſſary to a leaſe for years, ſuch

leſſee is not ſaid to be ſerﬅa', or to have true legal ſeiﬁn, of the
lands. Nor indeed does the bare leaſc veﬅ any eﬅa-te in the leſſee ;
but onlz7 gives him a night of entry on. the tenement, which

right is called his i'zterſſ in t/ze term, or intergſſe termini: but
when he has actually ſo entered, and thereby accepted the grant,
the eﬅate is then and not before veﬅed in him, and he is poſſeſſod,
not properly of the land, but of the term of years ': the poſſeſ
ſion or ſeiſm of the land remaining ﬅill in him who hath the free

hold. Thus the word, term, does not merely ﬁgnify the time
ſpeciﬁed in. the leaſe, but the eﬅate alſo and intereﬅ that paſſes
by that leaſe : and therefore the term may expire, during the
Continuance of the time; as- by ſurrender, forfeiture, and the

like. For which. reaſon, if I' grant a leaſe to A for the term of
three years, and after the expiration of the ſaid term to B for ſix

years, and A ſurrenders or forfeits his leaſe- at the end of one

year, B's- intereﬅ ſhall immediately take eﬀect: : but if the re
mainder had been to B from and after the expiration of the ſaid
three years, or from and after the expiration of the ſaid time, in

this caſe B's intereﬅ will not commence tillv the time is fully
elapſed, whatever may become of A's term '-.

ſ

TE NAN T for termxof' years hath incident to, and' inſeparable

from his eﬅate, unleſs by ſpecial agreement, the ſame eﬅovers,
which we formerly obſervedu that tenant for life was entitled to ;

that is to ſay, houſe-bore, ﬁre-hote, plough-bote, and hay-hote w ;
terms which have been already explained *.
' 5 Rep. 94..

" pag. 122. i

' Co. Litt.46.

' Co. Litt.45.

' Hid-5.

" pag. 35.
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WITH regard to emblements, or proﬁts of land ſowed by
tenant for years, there is this diﬀerence between him, and tenant

for life: that where the term of tenant for years depends upon
a certainty, as if he holds from midſummer for ten years, and
in the laﬅ year he ſows a crop of corn, and it is not ripe and cut
before midſummer, the end of his term, the landlord ſhall have

it 3 for the tenant knew the expiration of his term, and there
fore it was his own folly to ſow what he never could reap the
proﬁts of'. But where the leaſe for years depends upon an un
certainty; as, upon the death of the leſſor, being himſelf only
tenant for life, or being a huſband ſeiſed in right of his wiſe 5 or
if the term of years be determinable upon a life or lives ; in all
theſe caſes, the eﬅate for years not being certainly to expire at a
time foreknown, but merely by the act of God, the tenant, or
his executors, ſhall have the emblements in the ſame manner,

that a tenant for life or his executors ſhall be intitled thereto '.
Not ſo, if it determine by the act of the party himſelf; as if te
nant for years does any thing that amounts to a forfeiture : in
which caſe the emblements ſhall go to the leſſor, and not to the
leﬂ'ee, who hath determined his eﬅate by his own default '.
II. THE ſecond ſpecies of eﬅates not freehold are eﬅates at
will. An eﬅate at will is where lands and tenements are let by
one man to another, to have and to hold at the will of the leﬂ'or ;

and the tenant by force of this leaſe obtains poſſeﬂion b. Such
tenant hath no certain indefeaﬁble eﬅate, nothing that can be aſ
ﬁgned by him to any other; for that the leſſor may determine

his will, and put him out whenever he pleaſes, But every eﬅate
at will is at the will of both parties, landlord and tenant, ſo that

either of them may determine his will, and quit his connexions
with the other at his own pleaſureﬂ Yet this muﬅ be underﬅood
with ſome reﬅriction. For, if the tenant at will ſows his land,
7 Litt. 5. 68.
2 Co. Litt. 56.

-

l' Litt. 5.68.
'

* Co. Litt. 55.

' Hid. 55.
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and the landlord before the corn is ripe, or before it is reaped,
puts him out, yet the tenant ſhall have the emblements, and free
ingreſs, egreſs, and regrets, to cut and carry away the proﬁts 4.
And this for the ſame reaſon, upon which all the caſes of emble

ments turn 3 oiz. the point of uncertainty: ſince the tenant
could not poſſibly know when his landlord would determine his
will, and therefore could make no proviſion againﬅ it; and having
ſown the land, which is for the good of the public, upon a ſea

ſonable preſumption, the law will not ſuﬀer him to be a loſer by
it. But it is otherwiſe, and upon reaſon equally good, where the
tenant himſelf determines the will 5 for in thiscaſe the landlord

ſhall have the proﬁts of the land *.
WH AT act does, or does not, amount to a determination of
the will on either ſide, has formerly been matter of great debate
in our courts. But it is now, I think, ſettled, that (beſides the

expreſs determination of the leſſor's will, by declaring that the
leſſee ſhall hold no longer ; which muﬅ either be made upon the
landf, or notice muﬅ be given to the leſſeeg) the exertion of any
act of ownerſhip by the leſſor, as entring upon the premiſes
and cutting timber h, taking a diﬅreſsfor rent and impounding
them thereon i, or making a feoﬀment, or leaſe for years of the
land to commence immediatelyk; any act of deſertion by the
leſſee, as aﬃgning his eﬅate to another, or committing waﬅe,
which is anſi act inconſiﬅent with ſuch a tenurel 3 or, which is
irﬄar omm'um, the death or outlawry, of either leſſor or leſſee'n';

puts an end to or determines the eﬅate at will.
TH E law is however careful, that no ſudden determination of
the will by one party (hall tend to the manifeﬅ and unforeſeen.
prejudice of the other. This appears in the caſe of emblemends.
i Co. Litt. 56..

' Hid. 57..

* Hid. Sss

* 1 Roll. Abr. 860. zLev. 883.

ſ laid.

1 Co. Litt. 55.

' 'Vain-448.
'* Co. Litt.;z.

'* 5Rep. 116. Co. Litt. 57. 62>
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before-mentioned 3 and, by a parity of reaſon, the leſſee after the
determination of the leſſor's will, ſhall' have reaſonable ingreſs

and egreſs to fetch away his goods and utenſils ". And, if rent be
payable quarterly or half-yearly, and the leſſee determines 'the
will, the rent ſhall be paid to the end of the current quarter or
half-year o. And, upon the ſame principle, courts of law have
of late years leant as much as poſſible againﬅ conﬅruing demi
ſes, where no certain term is mentioned, to be tenancies at will;
but have rather held them to be tenancies from year to year ſo

long as both parties pleaſe, eſpecially where an annual rent is re
ſerved : in which caſe they will not ſuﬀer either party to deter

mine the tenancy even at the end of the year, without reaſonable
notice to the other.
v
'
TH E R a is one ſpecies of eﬅates at will, that deſerves a more
particular regard than any other 3 and that is, an eﬅate held by
copy of court roll 3 or, as we uſually call it, a copyhold eﬅate.
This, as was before obſerved P, was in it's original and foundation
nothing better than a mere eﬅate at will. But, the kindneſs and

indulgence of ſucceſſive lords of manors having permitted theſe
eﬅates to be enjoyed by the tenants and their heirs, according to
particular cuﬅoms eﬅabliſhed in their reſpective diﬅricts 3 there
fore, though they ﬅill are hſſeld at the will of the lord, and ſo are
in 'general expreſſed in the court rolls to be, yet that will is qua
liﬁed, reﬅrained, and limited, to be exerted according to the cuſ- 3
tom of the manor. This cuﬅom, being ſuﬀered to grow up by
the lord,_ is looked upon as the evidence and 'interpreter of his
will: his will is no longer arbitrary and precarious 3 but ﬁxed
and aſcertained by the cuﬅom to be the ſame, and no other, that

has time out of mind been exerciſed and declared by his anceﬅors.
A copyhold tenant is therefore now full as properly a tenant by
the cuﬅom, as a tenant at will, the cuﬅom having ariſen from a

ſeries of uniform wills. And therefore it is rightly obſerved by
Calthorpe q, that " copyholders and cuﬅomary tenants diﬀer not
* Litt. 5.69.
* Salk. 414.. r Sid. 339.

7 Pag- 93
1 on copyholds. 51. 54.
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" ſo much in nature as in name: for although ſome be called
"copyholders, ſome cuﬅomary, ſome tenants by the virge, ſome
" baſe tenants, ſome bond tenants, and ſome by one name and
" ſome by another, yet do they all agree in ſubﬅance and kind of

U tenure :' all the ſaid lands are holden in one general kind, that
" is, by Cuﬅom and Continuance of time; and the diverſity of

" their names doth not alter the nature of their tenure."
A L M o ST every copyhold tenant being therefore thus tenant
at the will of the lord according to the Cuﬅom of the manor 5
which cuﬅoms diﬀer as much as the humour and temper of the
reſpective antient lords, (from whence we may account for their

great variety) ſuch tenant, I ſay, may have, ſo far as the Cuﬅom
warrants, any other of the eﬅates or quantities of intereﬅ, which
we have-hitherto conſidered, or may hereafter conſider, to hold

united with this cuﬅomary eﬅate at will. A copyholder may, in
many manors, be tenant in fee-ſimple, in fee-tail, for life, by
the curteſy, in dower, for years, at ſuﬀerance, or on condition :
ſubject however to be deprived of theſe eﬅates upon the concur
rence of thoſe circumﬅances which the will of the lord, promul
ged by immemorial Cuﬅom, has declared to be a forfeiture or ab
ſolute deterrnination of thoſe intereﬅs 5 as in ſome manors the
want of iſſue male, in others the cutting down timber, the non

payment of aﬁne, and the like. Yet none of theſe intereﬅs
amount to freehold 5 for the freehold of the whole manor abides

always in the lord only ', who hath granted out the uſe and oc
eupation, but not the corporal ſeiﬁn or true poſſeſiion, of cer

tain parts and parcels thereof, to theſe his cuﬅomary tenants at
will.

TH E reaſon of originally granting out this complicated kind
of intereﬅ, ſo that the ſame man ſhall, with regard to the ſame
land, be at one and the ſame time tenant in fee-ſimple and alſo

tenant at the lord's will, ſeems to have ariſen from the nature of
villenage tenure; in which a grant of any eﬅate of freehold, or
' Litt. &81. z Inﬅ. 325.

even
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even for years abſolutely, was an immediate enfranchiſement of
the villein®.

The lords therefore, though they were willing to

enlarge the intereﬅ of their villeins, by granting them eﬅates
which might endure for their lives, or ſometimes be deſcendible
to their iſſue, yet did not care to 'manumit them entirely; and
for that reaſon it ſeems to have been contrived, that a power of
reſumption at the will of the lord ſhould be annexed to theſe
grants, whereby the tenants were ﬅill kept in a ﬅate of villenage,

- and no freehold at all was conveyed to them in their reſpective
lands: and of courſe, as the freehold of all lands muﬅ neceſſa

rily reﬅ and abide ſomewhere, the law ſuppoſes it to continue and
remain in the lord.

Afterwards, when theſe villeins became

'modern copyholders, and had acquired by cuﬅom a ſure and in
defeaﬁble eﬅate in their lands, on performing the uſual ſervices,

but yet continued to be ﬅiled in their admiſſions tenants at the

will of the lord, --- the law ﬅill ſuppoſedſſit an abſurdity to allow,
that ſuch as were thus nominally tenants at will could have any
freehold intereﬅ: and therefore continued, and ﬅill continues,
to determine, that the freehold of lands ſo holden abides in the
lord of the manor, and not in the tenant; for though he rea/[y

holds to him and his heirs for ever, yet he is alſoſaid to hold at
another's will. But, with regard to certain other copyholde'rs, of
free or privileged tenure, which are derived from the antient te
nants in villein-ſocage *,ſſand are not ſaid to hold at t/ze will qf t/ze

lord, but only according ta t/ze cuﬅom yf t/ze manor, there is no
ſuchabſurdity in alloyving them to be capable oflkenjoying a free;
hold intere'ﬅ 5 and therefore 'the law doth not ſuppoſe the freehold.

of ſuch lands to reﬅ in the lord of whom they are holden, but in
the tenants themſelves "5 who are allowed to have a freehold in

tereﬅ, though not a freehold tenure.
Ho w E v E R, in common caſes, copyhold eﬅates are'ﬅill
ranked (for the reaſons above-mentioned) among tenancies at
9 Mirr. c. 2. 5. 28. Litt. 5.zo4,5,6.

9Rep.76. Co. Litt. 59. Co. Copyh. 5.;52.

' See page 98, Es'c.

Cro. Car. 229. 1 Roll. Abr.562. zVentr.

" Fitzh. Actr. rit. coram. 31-0. cuﬅom. 12.

143. Carth. 432. Lord Raym. 1225.

Bro. dbr. rit. cuﬅom. z. 1 7. 'mar-'per cop/2. 22.
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will; though Cuﬅom, which is the life of the common law, has

eﬅabliſhed a permanent property in the copyholders, who were
formerly nothing better than bondmen, equal to that of the lord
himſelf, in the tenements holden of the manor : nay ſometimes,

even ſuperior; for we may now look upon a copyholder of inheritance, with a ﬁne certain, to be little inferior to an abſolute

freeholder in point of intereﬅ, and in other reſpects, particularly
in the clearneſs and ſecurity of his title, to be frequently in a
better ſituation.

III. AN eﬅate at ﬅﬀerance, is where one comes into poſſeſ
ſion of land by lawful title, but keeps it afterwards without any
title at all.

As if a man takes a leaſe for a year, and, after the

year is expired, continues to hold the premiſes without any freſh
leave from the owner of the eﬅate. Or, if a man maketh a leaſe
at will, and dies, the eﬅate at will is thereby determined; but if
the tenant continueth poﬀeﬁion, he is tenant at ſufferance w. But
no man can be tenant at ſuﬀerance againﬅ the king, 'to whom no
[ac/ler, or neglect, in not entering and ouﬅing the tenant, is ever
'imputed by law: but his tenant, ſo holding over, is conſidered
as an abſolute intruder '.. But, in the caſe of a ſubject, this eﬅate

may be deﬅroyed whenever the true owner ſhall make an actual
entry on the lands and ouﬅ the tenant; for, before entry, he

cannot maintain an action of treſpaſs againﬅ the tenant by ſuﬀer

ance, as he might againﬅ a ﬅranger': and the reaſon is, becauſe
the tenant being once in by a lawful title, the law (which pre

ſumes no wrong in any man) will ſuppoſe him to continue upon
a title equally lawful 3 unleſs the owner of the land by ſome
public and avowed act, ſuch as entry is, will declare his conti*
nuance to be tortious, or, in common language, wrongful.
T H U s ﬅands the law, with regard to tenants by ſuﬀerance 3
and landlords are obliged in theſe caſes to make formal entries
upon their lands Z, and recover poſſeſſion by the legal proceſs of
" Co. Litt. 57.

7 Hid.

' Hid.

1 5 Mod. 384.
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ejectment : and at the utmoﬅ, by the common law, the tenant
was bound to account for the proﬁts of the land ſo by him de
tained.

But now, by ﬅatute 4Geo. lI. c. 28. in caſe any tenant

for life or years, or other perſon claiming under or by colluſion.
with ſuch tenant, (hall wilfully hold over after the determination
of the term, and demand made in writing for recovering the poſ
ſeﬁion of the premiſes, by him to whom the remainder or rever
ſion thereof ſhall belong; ſuch' perſon, ſo holding over, ſhall pay,
for the time he continues, at the rate of double the yearly value

of the lands ſo detained. This has almoﬅ put an end to the.

practice of tenancy by ſuﬀerance, unleſs with the tacitconſent of
the owner of the tenement..
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E S I D E S the ſeveral diviﬁons of eﬅates, in point of inte
reﬅ, which we have conſidered in the three preceding
chapters, there is alſo another ſpecies ﬅill remaining, which is

called an eﬅate upon condition; being ſuch whoſe exiﬅence de
pends upon the happening or not happening of ſome uncertain
event, whereby the eﬅate may be either originally created, or en
larged, or ﬁnally defeated'. And theſe conditional eﬅates I have
choſen to reſerve till laﬅ, becauſe they are indeed more properly

qualiﬁcations of other eﬅates, than a diﬅinct ſpecies of them
ſelves ; ſeeing that any quantity of intereﬅ, a fee, a freehold, or
a term of years, may depend upon theſe proviſional reﬅrictions.
Eﬅates then upon condition, thus underﬅood, are of two ſorts :

I. Eﬅates upon condition implied: 2. Eﬅates upon condition
expreﬄea': under which laﬅ may be included, 3. Eﬅates held in
vadio, gage, or pledge : 4.. Eﬅates by ﬅatute merchant or ﬅatute
ﬅaﬄe : 5. Eﬅates held by elegit.
I. ESTATES upon condition implied in law, are where a
grant of an eﬅate has a condition annexed to it inſeparably, from
it's eſſence and Conﬅitution, although no condition be expreſſed
in words. As if a grant be made to a man of an oﬃce, generally,

without adding other words; the law tacitly annexes hereto a
ſecret condition, that the grantee ſhall duly execute his oﬃce b,
' Co. Litt. zol.

* Litt. 5. 378.
on
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on breach of which condition it is lawful for the grantor, or his
heirs, to ouﬅ him, and grant it to another perſon c. For an of
ﬁcc, either public or private, may be forfeited by mﬄlzgſhr or nan
uſhr 3 both of which are breaches of this implied condition. I . By
mﬀ-zzſhr, or abuſe; as if a judge takes a bribe, or a park-keeper
kills deer without authority. 2. By non-taﬅ', or neglect 3 which in
public oﬃces, that concern the adminiﬅration of juﬅice, or the
commonwealth, is of itſelf a direct and immediate cauſe of for
feiture : but non-uſer of a private oﬃce is no cauſe of forfeiture,

unleſs ſome ſpecial damage is proved to be occaſioned thereby ".
For in the one caſe delay muﬅ neceſſarily be occaſioned in the af
fairs of the public, which require a conﬅant attention; but, pri
vate oﬃces not requiring ſo regular and unremitted a ſervice, the
temporary neglect of' them is not neceſſarily productive of miſ
chief; upon which account ſome ſpecial loſs muﬅ be proved, in

order to vacate theſe. Franchiſes alſo, being regal privileges in
the hands of a ſubject, are held to be granted on the ſame con

dition of making a proper uſe of them 3 and therefore they may
be loﬅ and forſeited, like oﬃces, either by abuſe or by neglect e.
UPON the ſame principle proceed all the forfeitures which
are given by law of life eﬅates and others 3 for any acts done by

the tenant himſelf, that are incompatible with the eﬅate which

he holds. As if tenants for life or years enfeoﬀ a ﬅranger in fee
ſimple : this is, by the common law, a forfeiture of their ſeveral
eﬅates; being a breach of the condition which the law annexes

thereto, w'z. that they ſhall not attempt to create a greater eﬅate
than they themſelves are entitled to f. So if any tenants for years,
for life, or in fee, commit a felony 3 the king or other lord of
the fee is entitled to have their tenements, becauſe their eﬅate is

determined by the breach of the condition, " that they ſhall not
" commit felony," which the law, tacitly annexes to every feodal
donation.
_ C- Litt. s. 379.

i Co. Litt. 233.

Vo 1.. II.
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II. AN eﬅate on condition expreſſed in the grant itſelf, is.
where an eﬅate is granted, either in fee-ſimple or otherwiſe,,.

with an expreſs qualiﬁcation annexed, whereby the eﬅate granted
ſhall either commence, be enlarged, or be defeated, upon per-

formance or breach of ſuch qualiﬁcation or condition 3. Theſe
conditions are therefore either precede-nt, orſilbſeguent. Precedent
are ſuch as muﬅ happen or be performed before.the eﬅate can.
veﬅ or be enlarged 5 ſubſequent are ſuch, by the failure or non
performance of which an eﬅate already veﬅed may be defeated..
Thus, if an eﬅate for life be limited to A upon his marriage with
B, the marriage is a Precedent condition, and tillthat happens no
eﬅateh is veﬅed in A. Or, if a man grant to his leſſee for years,
that upon payment of a hundred marks within the term he ſhall
have the fee, this alſo is a condition Precedent, and the fee-ſimple

paſſeth not till the hundred marks be paid i. But if a man grant
an eﬅate in fee-ſimple, reſerving to himſelf and his heirs a cer
tain rent 5 and that, if ſuch rent be not' paid at the times limited,.
it ſhall be lawful for him and his heirs to re-enter, and avoid the

eﬅate5 in this caſe the grantee and his heirs have an eﬅate upon.
condition ſubſequent, which is defeaſible if the condition be not
ﬅrictly performed ". To this claſs may alſo be referred all baſe,
fees, and fee-ſi-mples conditional at the common law 1. Thus an
eﬅate to a man and-his heirs, tenant: of fire manor ofDa/e, is an.-.
eﬅate on condition that he and his heirs continue tenants of that

manor. And ſo, if a perſonal annuity be granted at this day to.
a man and the heirs of his body 5. as this is no tenement within.
the ﬅatute of Weﬅminﬅer the ſecond, it remains, as at common

law, a fee-ſimple on condition that the grantee has heirs of his
body. Upon the ſame principle depend all the determinable eﬅates of freehold, which we mentioned in the eighth chapter 5 as.
durante ozſia'uitate, He: theſe are eﬅates upon condition that the.

\ grantees do not marry, and the like. And, on the brea'ch of any
K Co. Litt. 201.
1 Show. Parl. Caſ. 83, E3'r.,.
i Co. Litt. 2717.

k Litt. s. 325.
' See pag. 109, no, 111.
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of theſe ſubſequent conditions by the-failure of theſe contingen
cies; by the grantee's not continuing tenant of the manor of
Dale, by not having heirs of his body, or by not continuing ſole;

the eﬅates which were reſpectively veﬅed in each grantee are _
wholly determined and void.
A D l s 'r 1 N c T 1 o N is however made between a condition in
deed and a limitation, which Littleton m denominates alſo a condi

tion in la-w. For when an eﬅate is ſo expreſily conﬁned and li
mited by the words of it's creation, that it cannot endure for any
longer time than till the contingency happens upon which the
eﬅate is to fail, this is denominated a limctatzſio'z: as when land is

granted to a man, ſo long a: he is parſon of Dale, or wln'le he.
continues unmarried, or until out of the rents and proﬁts he (hall

have made 5001. and the like ". In ſuch caſes the eﬅate determines as ſoon as the contingency happens, (when he ceaſes to be
parſon, marries a wife, or has received the 5001.) and the next
ſubſequent eﬅate, which depends upon ſuch determination, be
comes immediately veﬅed, without any act to be done by him
who is next in expectancy. But when an eﬅate is, ﬅrictly ſpeak- ing, upon condition in deed (as if granted expreſſly upon condition
to be void upon the payment of 401. by the grantor, or ſo tlzat
the grantee continues unmarried, or pro-vided he goes to York,
He. 0) the law permits it to endure beyond the time when ſuch
contingency happens, unleſs the grantor or his heirs or aſiigns
take advantage of the breach of the condition, and make either
an entry or a claim in order to avoid the eﬅate P.

But, though

ﬅrict words of condition be uſed in the creation of the eﬅate, yet
if on breach of the condition the eﬅate be limited over to a third

perſon, and does not immediately revert to the grantor or his re
preſentatives, (as if an eﬅate be granted by A to B, on condition
that within two years B intermarry with C, and on failure thereof.
then to D and his heirs) this the law conﬅrues to be a limitation'
m 5480. 1 lnﬅ. 234.

* Ilid.4z.

" 10Rep.41.

P Litt. 5. 347. Scar. zzI-lemVllI. c.3'4.
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and not a condition '1 : becauſe, if it were a condition, then," upon -*
the breach thereof, only A orrhis repreſentatives could avoid the

eﬅate by entry, and ſo Dis remainder might be defeated by their
neglecting to enter 3 but, when it is a limitation, the eﬅate of
B determines, and that of D commences, the inﬅant that the

failure happens. So alſo, if a man by his will deviſes land to his .
heir at law, on condition that he pays a ſum of money, and for

non-payment deviſes it over, this ſhall be conſidered as a limita
tion ; otherwiſe no advantage could be taken of the non-payment,
for none but the heir himſelf could have entered for a breach of
condition '.
IN all theſe inﬅances, of limitations or conditions ſubſequent,

it is to be obſerved, that ſo long as the condition, either expreſs
or implied, either in deed or in law, remains unbroken, the '

grantee may have an eﬅate of freehold, provided the eﬅate upon
which ſuch condition is annexed be in itſelf of a freehold nature;

as if the original grant expreſs either an eﬅate of inheritance, or
for life, or no eﬅate at all, which is conﬅructively an eﬅate for life.

For the breach of theſe conditions being contingent and uncer
tain, this uncertainty preſerves the freeholdsz becauſe the eﬅate
is capable to laﬅ for ever, or at leaﬅ for the life of the tenant,
ſuppoſing the condition to remain unbroken. But where the e
ﬅate islat the utmoﬅ a chattel intereﬅ, which muﬅ determine at
a time certain, and may determine ſooner, (as a grant for ninety
nine years, provided A, B, and C, and the ſurvivor of them,
ſhall ſo long live) this ﬅill continues a mere chattel, and is not,

by it's uncertainty, ranked among eﬅates of freehold,
TH a s E expreſs conditions, if they bejmptſſble at the time of
their creation, or afterwards become impoſſible by the act of God

or the act of the feoﬀor himſelf, or if they be contrary to law,
or repugnant to the nature of the eﬅate, are void.

In any Of

which caſes, if they be conditions ſſh/Eguent, that is, to be per
9 1Ventr.202.

* Co. Litt. 42.

' Cro. Eliz. 205. rRoll. Abr. 411.
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formed after the eﬅate is veﬅed, the eﬅate ſhall become abſolute
in the tenant. As, if a feoﬀment be made to a man in fee-ſimple,
on condition that unleſs he goes to Rome in twenty four hours ;.
or unleſs he marries with Jane S. by ſuch a day; (within which
time the woman dies, or the feoﬀor marries her himſelf) or unleſs he
kills another 3 or in caſe he alienes in fee; then and in any of ſuch

caſes the eﬅate (hall be vacated and determine : here the condi
tion is void, and the eﬅate made abſolute in the feoﬀee. For he.

hath by the grant the eﬅate veﬅed in him, which ſhall not be
defeated afterwards by a condition either impoſſible, illegal, or
repugnant '. But if the condition be precedent, or to be performed

before the eﬅate veﬅs, as a grant to a man that, if he kills an
other or goes to Rome in a day, he ſhall have an eﬅate in fee ;
here,
the void condition being precedent, the eﬅate which de-ſi

pends thereon is alſo void, and the grantee ſhall take nothing by
the grant: for he hath no. eﬅate until the condition be per

formed ".

'

T H E R E are ſome eﬅates defeaſible upon condition ſubſequent;l
that require a more peculiar notice. Such are
III. Ev s 'rAT E s held in tmdia, in gage, or pledge; which are
of two kinds, 'manam oadium, or living pledge 3 and mortuum 'va-

dium, dead pledge, or mortgage..
V I v U M vadzſiwn, or living pledge, is when a man borrows a.
ſum (ſuppoſe 2001.) of another; and grants him an eﬅate, as, of
201. per annum, to hold till the rents and proﬁts ſhall repay the
ſum ſo borrowed. This is an eﬅate conditioned to be void, as ſoon.

as ſuch ſum is raiſed. And in thisvcaſe the land or pledge is ſaid
to be living: it ſubﬁﬅs, and ſurvives the debt 3 and, immediately

on the diſcharge of that, reſults back to the borrower w. But
mortuum oadium, a dead pledge, or martgage, (which is much
more common than the other) is where a man borrows of another
' Co. Litt. 206.

- aid.
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" Hid. 205.
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aſpeciﬁc ſum (eſigx 2001.) and grants him an eﬅate 'iu-'feeJ'onT
condition that if he, the mortgagor, ſhall repay- the mortgagei:
the ſaid ſum of zoo I. on a certain day mentioned in the deed,
that then the mortgagor may rc-enter on the eﬅate =ſo granted in
pledge; or, as is now the more uſual way, that 'the mo'rtgagee
ſhall re-convey the eﬅate to the mortgagor : in this caſe the land,

'which is ſo put in pledge, is by law, in caſe of non-payment at
the time limited, for ever dead and gone from the mortgagor;
and the mortgagee's eﬅate in the lands is then no longer condir

tional, but abſolute. But, ſo long as it continues conditional,
that is, between the time of lending the money, and the time

allotted for payment, the mortgagee is called tenant in mortgage'.

But, as it was formerly a doubt 7, whether, by taking ſuch e
ﬅate in fee, it did not become liable to the' wife's dower, and
other incumbrances of the mortgagee (though that doubt has,
'been long ago over-ruled by our courts of equity *') it therefore
became uſual to grant only a long term of years, by way of mort

gage; with condition to be void on re-payment of the mortgage
money : which courſe has been ſince continued, principally be
cauſe on the death of the mortgagee ſuch term becomes veﬅed in
his perſonal repreſentatives, who alone are intitled in equity to.

receive the money lent, of whatever nature the mortgage may
happen to be.
'
As ſoon as the eﬅate is created, the mortgagee may imme
diately enter on the lands; but is liable to--be diſpoſſeſſed, upon

performance of the condition by payment of the mortgage-money
at the day limited. And therefore the uſual way is to agree that
the mortgagor ſhall hold the land till the day aﬃgned for pay
ment; when, in caſe of failure, whereby the eﬅate becomes

abſolute, the mortgagee may enter upon it and take poſſeﬃon,
without any poſſibility at law of being afterwards evicted by the
mortgagor, to whom the land is now for ever dead. But here'

again the courts of equity interpoſe; and, though a mortgage
x Litt. 9. 332.
7 Hid', 5.357. Cro. Cat. '91.

'

1 Hardr. 466.

i
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be. thus forfeited, and the eﬅate abſolutely veﬅed in the mort
gagee at- the common law, yet they will conſider the real value
of the tenements compared with the ſum borrowed. And, if the
eﬅate be of greater. value than the ſum lent thereon, they will
allow the mortgagor at any reaſonable time to re-call or redeem
his eﬅate 5 paying to the mortgagee his principal, intereﬅ, and.
expenſes: for otherwiſe, in ﬅrictneſs of law,.an eﬅate worth

IOOO l. might be forſeited for non-payment of 1001. or. a leſs
ſum. This reaſonable advantage, allowed to mortgagors, is called.
the equity qf redemption: and this enables a mortgagor to call;
on the mortgagee, who has poſſeﬃon of his eﬅate, to deliver iti

back and account for the tents and proﬁts received, on payment
of his whole dehtand intereﬅ-5. thereby turning the martuum into
a- kind of vivum Medium.

But, on the other hand, the mortgagee.

may either compel the ſale of the eﬅate, in order to get the whole
of his money immediately 5 or elſe call upon the mortgagor to.
redeem his eﬅate preſently, or, in default thereof, to. be for ever -'

forecloſed from redeeming the ſame ; that is, to loſe his equity of'
redemption without poſſibility of re-call. And alſo, in ſome caſes
of fraudulent mortgagesﬁ the fraudulent mortgagor forſeits alli
equity of redemption whatſoeven. It is not therefore uſual for

mortgagees to take poſſeﬂion of the mortgaged eﬅate, unleſs
where the ſecurity is precarious,_ or ſmall; or where the mort

gagor neglects even the payment of intereﬅ: when the mort
gagee is frequently obliged to bring an ejectment, and take the.
land into his own hands, inthe nature of a pledge, or the pzg

ma of the Roman law : whereas, while it remains in the hands t
of the mortgagor, it more. reſembles their þypoflneca, which was
where the poﬂ'cſiion of the thing pledged remained with the
debtor b. But, by ﬅatute 7,Geo..II. c. 20. after payment or ten- '
der by the mortgagor of principal, intereﬅ, and coﬅs,.the mort
gagee can maintain no ejectment; but may be compelled to re
aﬃgn his ſecurities. In Glanvil's time, when the univerſal me
' Stat. 4. 8; 5 W. 8: M. c. 16.

b Pignartſi: aþþeI/atione eam praprie rem ra'ziintrlct die/"mar, quae ſimul aim' 'radilur rre-

dilan'.

A' ram, quae ſine tradilia'zr 'mia ran

continue ft'ztlar, prapri: Lzypot/zecae empt/lation:
ecntineri a'irimm. Irzﬅ. 1. 4. t.6.
thod
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thod of conveyance was by livery of ſeiſin or corporal tradition
of the lands, no gage or pledge of lands was good unleſs poſſeſ
ſlon was alſo delivered to the creditor 3 " norzﬅguatur zþſim oa
" dzſii traditio, curia domini regir lztg'zzſmadi private: canwntianer tueri
"non ſh/et .*" for which the reaſon given is, ſito prevent ſubſe

quent and fraudulent pledges of the ſame land 3 " cum in talz' caſie

" pojſit eadem re: pluribur a/zſiir credzſitoribur tum prizu tum pq/Ze'jiu:
" i'ztvadiaric." And the frauds which have ariſen, ſince the exchange

of theſe public and notorious conveyances for more private and
ſecret bargains, have well evinced the wiſdom of our antient law.

IV. A FOUR TH ſpecies of eﬅates, defeaſible on condition
ſubſequent, are thoſe held by ﬅatute merchant, andﬅatuteﬅep/e 3
which are very nearly related to the pi-vum vadium before-mem
tioned, or eﬅate held till the proﬁts thereof ſhall diſcharge a debt
liquidated or aſcertained.

For both the ﬅatute merchant and

ﬅatute ﬅaple are ſecurities for money 3 the one entered into pur

ſuant to the ﬅatute 1 3 Edw. I. de mercatoribar, and thence called a.
ﬅatute merchant 3 the other purſuant to the ﬅatute 27 Edw. III.
c. 9. before the mayor of 'the ﬅaple, that is to ſay, the grand

mart for the principal commodities or manufactures of the vkingdom, formerly held by act of parliament in certain trading towns 4,
and thence this ſecurity is called a ﬅatute ﬅaple. They are both,
I ſay, ſecurities for debts, originally permitted only among tra
ders, for the beneﬁt of commerce 3 whereby the lands of the
debtor are conveyed to the creditor, till out of the rents and

proﬁts of them his debt may be ſatisﬁed :- and during ſuch time
as the creditor ſo holds the lands, he is tenant by ﬅatute mer
chant or ﬅatute ﬅaple. There is alſo a ſimilar ſecurity, the re

cognizance in the nature of a ﬅatute ﬅaple, which extends the
beneﬁt of this mercantile tranſaction to all the king's fubjects in
general, by virtue of the ﬅatute 23 Hen.VIII. c. 67.
V. ANOTHER ſimilarconditional eﬅate, created by operation

of law, for ſecurity and ſatisfaction of debts, is called an eﬅate
c I. to. c. 8.

4 See book I. ch. 8.

'
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'by elegit. What an elegit is, and why ſo called, Will be explained

in the third part of theſe commentaries. At preſent I need only
mention, th'at it is the name of a Writ, founded on the ﬅatute'
of Weﬅm. 2. by which, after a plaintiﬀ has obtained judgment

for his debt at law, the ſheriﬀ gives him poſſeﬃon of one half
of the defendant's lands and tenements, to be held, occupied,
sand enjoyed, until his debt and damages are fully paid: and,

during the time he ſo holds them, he is called tenant by elegit.
It is eaſy to obſerve, that" this is alſo a mere conditional eﬅate,
defeaſible as ſoon as the debt is levied. But it is remarkable,

that the feodal reﬅraints of alienating lands, 'and charging them
with the debts of the owner, were ſoftened much earlier and

much more eﬀcctually 'for the beneﬁt of trade and Commerce, than
for any other conſideration. Before the ﬅatute of gm'a emptorerf,
it is generally thought that the proprietor of lands was enabled
to alienate no more than a moiety of them: the ﬅatute there
fore of Weﬅm. 2; pcrmits only ſo much of them to be aﬀected
by the proceſs of law, as a man was capable of alienating by his
own deed. But by the ﬅatute de mercatoribm (paſſed in the ſame
year s) the w/zo/e of a man's lands was liable to be pledged in a
ﬅatute merchant, for a debt contracted in trade; though only
lza_[f of them was liable to be taken in execution for any other
debt of the owner.
I SHALL conclude what I had to remark of theſe eﬅates,
-by ﬅatute merchant, ﬅatute ﬅaple, and elegz't, with the obſerva

tion of ﬁr Edward Cokeh. "Theſe tenants have uncertain intereﬅs
" in lands and tenements, and yet they have but chattels and no

"freeholds 3" (which makes them an exception to the general
rule) 't becauſe though they may hold an eﬅate of inheritance,
" or for life, ut [Me-ram tenementum, until their debt be paid; yet

** it ſhall go to their executors: for at is ﬁmilitudinary ; and
't though, to recover their eﬅates, they ſhall have the ſame remedy
" (by aﬃſe) as a tenant of the freehold ſhall have, yet it is but
e rzEdw. I. c. 18.

K rzEdw. I.

F 18 Edw. I.

h 1 Inﬅ. 42,4.3.
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" the ſimilitude of a freehold, and nal/um ſimile eﬅ idem." This
* indeed only proves them to be chattel intereﬅs, becauſe they go.
to the executors, which is inconſiﬅent with the nature of a free

hold: but it does not aﬃgn the reaſon why theſe eﬅates, in con
tradiﬅinction to other uncertain intereﬅs, ſhall veﬅ in the execu

tors of the tenant and not the heir 5 which is probably owing to
this: that, being a ſecurity and remedy provided for perſonal
debts owing to the deceaſed, to which debts the executor is in
titled, the law has therefore thus directed their ſucceﬃon 5. as

judging it reaſonable, from a principle of natural equity, that the.
ſecurity and remedy ſhould be veﬅed in them, to whom the debts
if recovered would belong. And, upon the ſame principle, if
lands be deviſed to a man's executor, until out of their proﬁts the
debts due from the teﬅator be diſcharged, this intereﬅ in the

lands ſhall be a chattel intereﬅ,. and on the death of ſuch exe
cutor ſhall go to his executors*: becauſe they, being liable to
pay the original teﬅator's debts, ſo far as his aſſets will extend,
are in reaſon intitled to' poſſeſs that fund, out of which he- has.

directed them to be paid.
i Co. Litt. 43;
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ELEVENTH.

iOs ESTATES IN POSSESSION, REMAINDER,
AND REVERSION.

I TH ERTO we have conſidered eﬅates ſolely with re
gard to their duration, or the quantity qfintergﬅ which the ,
vowners have therein. We are now to conſider them in another
view 3 with regard to the time qf t/zeir enjoyment, when the actual
pernancy of the proﬁts (that is, the taking, perception, or receipt,
of the rents and other advantages ariſing therefrom) begins. E
ﬅates therefore, with reſpect to this conſideration, may either be
in pqﬄrﬃon, or in expectancy : and of expectancies there are two
ſorts 3 one created by act of the parties, called a remainder; the

other by act of law, and called a rever/ion.
I. OF eﬅates in peſſﬃon, (which are ſometimes called eﬅates
executed, whereby a preſent intereﬅ paſſes to and reſides in the
tenant, not depending 'on any ſubſequent Circumﬅance or contin
gency, as in the caſe of eﬅates executory) there is little or nothing
peculiar to be obſerved. All the eﬅates we have hitherto ſpoken'
of are of this kind; for, in laying down general rules, we uſually

apply them to ſuch eﬅates as are then actually in the tenant's

poſſeﬃon. But the doctrine of eﬅates in expectancy contains
ſome of the niceﬅ and moﬅ abﬅruſe learning in the Engliſh law.
Theſe will therefore require a minute diſcuﬃon, and demand

ſome degree of attention.

W 2
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II. AN eﬅate then in remainder may be defined to be, an
eﬅate limited to take eﬀect and be enjoyed after another eﬅate is
determined. As if a man ſeiſed in fee-ſimple . granteth lands to,

A for twenty years, and, after the determination of the ſaid ſſ'term,

then to B and his heirs for ever: here A is tenant for years, re
mainder to B in fee. In the ﬁrﬅ place an eﬅate for years is crea
ted or carved out of the fee, and given to A ; and the reſidue 01:

remainder of it is given to B. But both theſe intereﬅs are in fact
only one eﬅate; the preſent term of years and the remainder af
terwards, when added together, being equal only to one eﬅate in
fee a. They are indeed diﬀerent parts, but they conﬅitute only
one whole : they are carved out of one and the ſame inheritancez.
they are both created, and may both ſubſiﬅ, together; the one
in poﬂ'eﬁion, theother in expectancy. So- if land- be granted to

A for twenty years, and after the determination of- the ſaid term
t'o B for life; and, after the determination of B's eﬅate for life,

it be limited to C and his heirs for ever: this makes A tenant
for years, with remainder to B for life, remainder over to C in

fee. Now here the eﬅate of inheritance undergoes a diviſion into
three portions : there is ﬁrﬅ A's eﬅate for years carved out of it 3
and after that B's eﬅate for life; and then the whole that re
mains is limited to C and his heirs. And here alſo the ﬁrﬅ eﬅate,
and both the remainders, for life and in fee, are-one eﬅate only;

being nothing but parts or portions of one entire inheritance:
' and if there were a hundred remainders, it would ﬅill be the
ſame thing ; upon a principle grounded on mathematical truth,
that all the parts are equal, and no more than equal, to the whole.
And hence alſo it is eaſy to collect, that no remainder can be.

limited after the grant of an eﬅate in fee-ſimpleb: becauſe a fee--.
ſimple is the higheﬅ and largeﬅ eﬅate, that a ſubject is capable
of enjoying ; and he that is tenant in fee hath in him the rwhole
of the'eﬅate: a remainder therefore, which is only a portion,
or reſiduary part, of the eﬅate, cannot be reſerved after the

whole is diſpoſed of. A particular eﬅate, with all the remain
' Co. Litt. 143.

h Plowd. 29. Vaugh. 269.
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ders expectant thereon, is only one fee-ſimple; as 401.' is part of
loo I; and 601. is the remainder of it: wherefore, after a fee
ﬁmple once veﬅed, there can no more be a remainder limited

thereon, than after the whole IOO l. is appropriated there can be
any reﬁdue ſubſiﬅing.
'

TH U s much being premiſed, we ſhall be the better enabled:
m cornprehend the rules that are laid down by law to be obſerved;
in the=creation of remainders, and the reaſons upon which thoſe
mles are founded.
"4 I.v AND, ﬁrﬅ, there muſt neceſſarily' be ſome particular eﬅate,.,
precedent to the ePeate in remainder *. As, an eﬅate for years to
, A, remainder to B- for life; * or, an eﬀate for'life to A, remain;
der to B in tail. This p'recedent eﬂate is called the particular
eﬅate, as being only a ſmall part, or partial/a, of the inherit

ance ; the reﬁdue or remainder of which is granted over to an

other. Theneceﬃty of-creatin-g this preceding particular eﬅate,
iſin order to make a good remainder, ariſes from this plain reaſon ;
that remainder is arelative CXPl'CﬃOn, and implies that ſome part,
of the thing is previoufly diſpoſed of

for, 'where the' whole is

conveyed at once, there cannot poﬃbly exiﬅ a remainder 5 but:
the intereﬅ granted, whatever it be, will be an eﬅate in Poſſeﬃom,
AN eﬅate created to commence at a diﬅant period of time,..
without any intervening Eﬅate, is therefore properly no remain-

der: it is the Whole of the gift, and not a reſiduary part. And:
ſuch future eﬅates can only be madeof chattel intereﬅs, which
were conſidered. in the light of mere 'contracts by the antient
law d, to be execctuted either now or hereafter, as the contracting
parties ſhould agree :

but an eﬅate of freehold muﬅ be created

to commence immediately. For it is an antient rule of the com
mon law, that no eﬅate of freehold can be created to commence,
in future; but it ought to take eﬀect preſently either in poſſeﬃon

or remainderﬃ becauſe at common' law no freehold in lands.
© Co. Litt.49. P10wd.25.
d'Lay-m. 151.

* 5Rep_.94.
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could paſs without livery of ſeiſin 5 which muﬅ operate either

immediately, or not at all. It would therefore becontradictory,
if an eﬅate, which is not to commence till hereafter, could be

granted by a conveyance which imports an immediate poſſeſſion.
Therefore, though a leaſe to A for ſeven years, tocommence
from next Michaelmas, is good; yet a conveyance to Bof lands,
to hold to him and his heirs for ever from the end of three years
next enſuing, is void.

So that when it is intended to grant an

eﬅate of freehold, whereof the enjoyment ſhall be deferred till a

future time, it is neceſſary to create a previous particular eﬅate,
which may ſubſiﬅ till that period of time is completed 5 and for
the grantor-to deliver immediate poſſeſiion of the land to the, te
nant of this particular eﬅate, which is conﬅruedto be giving

poſſeﬁion'to him in remainder, ſince his eﬅate and that of the
particular tenant are one and the ſame eﬅate in law. As, where

one leaſes .to A for three years, with remainder to B in fee, and
makes livery of ſeiſin to A; here by the livery the freehold is
immediately created, and veﬅed in B, during the Continuance of
' A's term of years. The whole-eﬅate paſſes at once from the
grantor to the grantees, and the 'remainder-man is ſeiſed of his

remainder at the ſame time that the termor is poſſeſſed of his
term. The enjoyment of it muﬅ indeed be deferred till hereaf
ter 5 but it is to all intents and purpoſes an eﬅate commencing in
prae/enti, though to be occupied and enjoyed in future.
As no remainder can be created, without ſuch a precedent
particular eﬅate, therefore the particular eﬅate is ſaid to ſizpport
the remainder. But a leaſe at will is not held to be ſuch a parti
as willſoſupport
remainder
overthat
T. For
at
ſi cular
will iseﬅate,
of a nature
ſlender aand
precarious,
it is an
noteﬅate
looked

upon as a'portion of the inheritance 5 and a portion muﬅ ﬁrﬅ be
taken out of it, in order to conﬅitute a remainder. Beſides, if
it be a freehold remainder, livery of ſeiſin muﬅ be given at the

time of it's creation 5 - and the entry of the grantor,- to do this,
determines, the eﬅate at will in the very inﬅant in which it is
' _
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madeE: or, if it be a chattel intereﬅ, though perhaps it might'
operate as a future can-tract, if the tenant for years be a party to
the deed of creation,- yet it is void by way of remainder : for it
is a ſeparate independent contract, diﬅinct from the precedent

eﬅate at will 3 and every remainder muﬅ be part of one and the
ſame eﬅate, out of which the preceding particular eﬅate is taken h.
And hence it is generally true, that if the particular eﬅate is
void' in it's creation, or by any meansis defeated afterwards, the r
remainder ſupported thereby ſhall be defeated alſo i: as where the
particular eﬅate is an eﬅate for the life of a perſon not. in ejﬃ- k 3
or an eﬅate for life upon condition, on breach of which condition

the grantor enters and avoids the eﬅatel 3. ineither of theſe caſes

* the remainder over is void.
_

2. A SECOND rule to be obſerved is this 3 that the remainder .

muﬅ commence or paſs out of the grantor at the time of the
creation of the particular eﬅate m.

As, where there is an eﬅate

to A for life, with remainder to B infee: here B's remainder in
fee paſſes from the grantor at the ſame time that ſeiſin is delivered

to A of his life eﬅate in poſſeﬃon. And it is this, which induces
the neceﬃty at common law of livery of ſeiſin being made on the
particular eﬅate, whenever a ﬂee/told remainder is created. For,
if it be limited even on an eﬅate for years, it is neceſſary that the
leſſee for years ſhould have livery of ſeiſin, in order. to convey the

freehold
the grantor3
otherwiſe
the remainder
is voidln. from
Not and
thatout
theoflivery
is neceſſary
toﬅrengthen
the eﬅate'

for years 3 but, as livery of the land. is requiſite to convey the
freehold, and yet cannot be given to him in remainder without
infringing the poſſeﬃon of the leſſee for years, therefore the law
allows ſuch livery, made to the tenant of the particular eﬅate,
to relate and 'enure to him in remainder, as both are but one
eﬅate in law 0.'
5 Dyer. 18;

-

1 t'Jbn. 58.

_* Raym. 151.
1 Co. Litt. 298;

" Litt. 5. 671. Plowd. 25.
I Litt. 5. 60:
.

k zRoll. Abr.4.t5.

* Co. Litt. 49.
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i 3. A 'r H r R D rule reſpecting remainders is this; that the re

mainder muﬅ veﬅ in the grantee during the Continuance of the
particular eﬅate, or eo inﬅantzſi thatit determines P.
tenant for life, remainder to B in tail 3

As, if A be

here B's remainder is

veﬅed in him, at the creation of the particular eﬅate to A for
life : or, if A and B be tenants for their joint lives, remainder
to the ſurvivor in fee 3 here, though during their joint lives the
remainder is veﬅed in neither, yet on the death of either of them,
the remainder veﬅs inﬅantly in the ſurvivor: wherefore 'both

theſe are good remainders. But, if an eﬅate be limited to A for
life, remainder to the eldeﬅ ſon of B in tail, and A dies before B
hath any ſon; here the remainder will be void, for it did not

veﬅ in any one during the Continuance, nor at the determination,
of the particular eﬅate: and, even ſuppoſing that B ſhould after
wards have a ſon, he ſhall not take by this remainder 3 for, as it
did not veﬅ at or before the end of the particular eﬅate, it never
can veﬅ at all, but is gone for everq. And this depends upon the

principle before laid down, that the precedent particular eﬅate,
and the remainder are one eﬅate in law; they muﬅ therefore
ſubſiﬅ and be 'in eſſi at one and the ſame inﬅant of time, either

during the Continuance of the ﬁrﬅ eﬅate or at the very inﬅant
when that determines, ſo that no other eﬅate can poſſibly come
between them. For there can be no intervening eﬅate between
the particular eﬅate, and the remainder ſupported thereby': the
thing ſupported muﬅ fall to the ground, if once it's ſupport be
ſevered from it.
IT is upon theſe rules, but 'principally the laﬅ, that the doc
trine of cantingerzt remainders depends. For remainders are either
vgﬅed or contz'ngent. Iſgﬅed remainders (or remainders axe-cured,

whereby a preſent intereﬅ paſſes to the party, though to be en
joyed infuturo) are where the eﬅate is invariably ﬁxed, to remain
to a determinate perſon, after the particular eﬅate is ſpent.
P Plowd. 25.

'Rep. 66.

r 3 Rep. 21.

As

,

q 1 Rep. 138.
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if A be tenant for twenty years, remainder to B in fee; here B's
is a veﬅed remainder, which nothing can defeat, or ſet aſide.

CoN 'r I N o E N 'r or exeeuto'y remainders (whereby no preſent
intereﬅ paſſes) are where the eﬅate in remainder is limited to take
eﬀect, either to a dubious and uncertain pe'jbn, or upon a dubious

and uncertain event3 ſo that the particular eﬅate may chance to
be determined, and the remainder never take eﬀect '.

F I R s T, they may be limited to a dubious and uncertain per
ſon. vAs if A be tenant for life, with remainder to B's eldeﬅ ſon
(then unborn) in tail 3 this is a contingent remainder, for it is

'uncertain whether B will have a ſon or no: but the inﬅant that
a ſon is born, the remainder is no longer contingent, but veﬅed.

Though, if A had died before the contingency happened, that is,
before B's ſon was born, the remainder would have been abſo

lutely gone 3 for the particular eﬅate was determined before the
remainder could veﬅ. Nay, by the ﬅrict rule of law, if A were
tenant for life, remainder to his own eldeﬅ ſon in tail, and A died
without iſſue born, but leaving his wife ergſhz'nt or big with child,
and after his death a poﬅhumous ſon was born, this ſon could

not take the land, by virtue of this remainder 3 for the particular
eﬅateremainder
determined
before
perſon
eſſE, in whom
the
could
veﬅﬂthere
But,was
ſito any
remedy
thisin hardſhip,
it is
enacted by ﬅatute IO 8: 1 1 W. III. c. 16. that poﬅhumous child
ren ſhall be capable of taking in remainder, in the ſame manner
as if they had been born in their father's lifetime: that is, the

remainder is allowed to veﬅ in them, while y'et in their mother's
womb ".

'

THIS ſpecies of contingent remainders, to a perſon not in'
being, muﬅ however be limited to ſome one, that may by coin'
mon poſſibility, or potentzſia propinqua, be in qﬄe at or before the
particular eﬅate determines w. As if an eﬅate be made to A for
' 3 Rep. zo.

U See Vol. l. pag. 126.

* Salk. 228. 4. Mod. 282.

W zRep. 51.

Vo L. vII. .
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life, remainder to the heirs of B : now, if A dies before B, the
remainder is at an end 5 for during B's life he has no heir, nema

g/I lzaerer vi-ventir: but if B dies ﬁrﬅ, the remainder then imme
diately veﬅs in his heir, who will'be entitled to the land on the
death of A. This is a good contingent remainder, for the poſſi

bility of B's dying before A is potentia propz'nqua, and therefore
allowed in law *.

But a remainder to the right heirs of B (if

there be no ſuch perſon as B in gﬃ) is void V. For here there
muﬅ two contingencies happen; ﬁrﬅ, that ſuch a perſon as B
ſhall be born; and, ſecondly, that he (hall alſb die during the

continuance of the particular eﬅate 3 which make it potential re
motgﬃma,
moﬅhath
improbable
poſſibility.
a man's
eldeﬅ ſon, awho
none, (we
have ſeen)Aisremainder
good 3 forto by
comſi
mon poſſibility he may have one; but if it be limited in parti
cular to his ſon John, or Richard, it is bad, if he have no ſon

a of that name; for it is too remote a poſſibility that he ſhould not
only have a ſon, but a ſon of a particular name Z. A limitation
of a remainder to a baﬅard before it is born, is not good il: for
though the law allows the poſſibility of having baﬅards, it pre
ſumes it to be a very remote and improbable contingency. Thus

may a remainder be contingent, on account of the uncertainty of
the perſon who is to take it.
A R E M A I N'D a R may alſo be contingent, where the perſon
to whom it is limited is ﬁxed and certain, but the event upon
which it is to take eﬀect is vague and uncertain. As, where land
is given to A for life, and in caſe B ſurvives him, then with re
mainder to B- in fee : here B is a certain perſon, but the remain
der to him is a contingent remainder, depending upon a dubious

event, the uncertainty of his ſurviving A.- During the joint lives
of A and B it is contingent ; and if B "dies ﬁrﬅ, it never can veﬅ
in his heirs, but is for ever gone 3 but if A dies ﬁrﬅ, the remain

der to B becomes veﬅed.
7" Hob.
Co. Litt.
33. 378.

'

-

*I Cro.
5 Rep.Eliz. 509.
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Co N T I N o n N T remainders of either kind, if they amount
to a freehold, cannot be limited on an eﬅate for years, or any
other particular eﬅate, leſs than a freehold. Thus if land be
granted to A for ten years, with remainder in fee to the right

heirs of B, this remainder is void": but if granted to A for life,
with a like remainder, it is good. For, unleſs the freehold paſſes
out of the grantor at the time when the remainder is created,

ſuch freehold remainder is void : it cannot paſs out of him, with
out veﬅing ſomewhere; and in the caſe of a contingent remain
der it muﬅ veﬅ in the particular tenant, elſe it can veﬅ no where :
unleſs therefore the eﬅate of ſuch particular tenant be of a free
hold nature, the freehold cannot veﬅ in him, and conſequently
the remainder is void.
'
'
CONTINGENT remainders may be deyſeated, by deﬅroying or
determining the particular eﬅate upon which they depend, before
the contingency happens whereby they become veﬅed c. There
fore when there is tenant- for life, with divers remainders in con

tingency, he may, not only by his death, but by alienation, ſur
render, or other methods, deﬅroy and determine his own life

eﬅate, before any of thoſe remainder-s veﬅ 3 the conſequence of
which is that he utterly defeats them all. As, if there be tenant
for life, with remainder to his eldeﬅ ſon unborn in tail, and the
tenant for life, before any ſon is born, ſurrenders- his life-eﬅate,

he by that means defeats the remainder in tail to his ſon : for his

ſon not being in cſſ, when the particular eﬅate determined, the
remainder could not then veﬅ 3 and, as it could not veﬅ then,

by the rules before laid down, it never can veﬅ at all. In theſe
caſes therefore it is neceſſary to have truﬅees appointed to pre
ſerve the contingent remainders ; in whom there is veﬅed. an

eﬅate in remainder for the life of the tenant for life, to com
mence when his determines. If therefore his eﬅate for life der
t_ermines otherwiſe than by his death, their eﬅate, for the reſidue
'of his natural life, will then take eﬀect, and become a particu
" 1Rep.130.
i
= laid. 66. 135.
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lar eﬅate in poſſeſſion, ſuﬃcient to ſupport the remainders de'
pending in'contingency. This method is ſaid to have been inu.
vented by ﬁr Orlando Bridgman, ﬁr Geoﬀery Palmer, and other
eminent council, who betook themſelves to conveyancing during
the time of the civil wars 5 in order thereby to ſecure in family
ſettlements a proviﬁon for the future children of an intended _
marriage, who before were uſually left at the mercy of the par
ticular tenant for lifed: and when, after the reﬅoration, thoſe
gentlemen came to ﬁll the ﬁrﬅ oﬃces of the law, they ſupported

this invention within reaſonable and proper bounds, and intro

duced it into general uſe.

wa

TH U s the ﬅudent will obſerve how much nicety is required

in creating and ſecuring a remainder 3 and I truﬅ he will in ſome
meaſure ſee the general reaſons, upon which this nicety is found
ed. It were endleſs to attempt to enter upon the particular ſub
tilties and reﬁnements, into which this doctrine, by the variety
of caſes which have occurred in the courſe of many centu
ries, has been ſpun out and ſubdivided: neither are they conſo
nant to the deſign of theſe elementary diſquiﬁtions. I muﬅ not
however omit, that in deviſes by laﬅ will and teﬅament, (which.
being often drawn up when the party is imps concz'lii, are always

more favoured in conﬅruction than formal deeds, which are pre
ſumed to be made with great caution, fore-thought, and advice)
in theſe deviſes, I ſay, remainders may be created in ſome meaſure

contrary to the rules before laid down : though our lawyers will
not allow ſuch diſpoſitions to be ﬅrictly remainders z but call them
by*another name, that of executory deer/at, or deviſes hereafter

to be executed.
AN executory deviſe of lands is ſuch a diſpoﬁtion of them by
will, that thereby no eﬅate veﬅs at the death of the deviſor, but.

only on ſome future contingency. It diﬀers from a remainder in
three very material points : 1. That it needs not any particular
* See Moor. 486. z Roll. Abr. 797. pl. 12. 2 Sid. '59. ſ 2 Chan. Rep. 170. _

eﬅate
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eﬅate to-ſupport it: 2. That by it a fee-ſimple or other leſs e
ﬅate, may be limited after a fee-ſimple. 3. That by this means
a'remainder may be limited of a chattel intereﬅ, after a particu
larueﬅate for life created in the ſame.

A

I. TH E ﬁrﬅ caſe happens when a man deviſes a future eﬅate,
to ariſe upon a contingency 5 and, till that contingency happens,.
does not diſpoſe of the ſee-ſimple, but leaves it to deſcend to his
heirxat law. As if one deviſes land to a feme-ſole and her heirs,

uponher day of marriage : here is in eﬀect a contingent remainder without any particular eﬅate to ſupport it; a freehold corn
mencing in futuro. This limitation, though it would be void
in a deed, yet is good in a will, by way of executory deviſe *.
For, ſince by a deviſe a ſreehold may paſs-without corporal- tradition or livery of ſeiſin, (as it muﬅ do, if it paſſes at all) there
fore it may commence in future; becauſe the principal reaſon
why it cannot commence infuturfo in other caſes, is the neceſſity

of actual ſeiſin, which always operates z'rz praeﬁrztzſi. And, ſince
it may thus commence in ſu-turo, there is no need of a particular

eﬅate to ſupport it 5 the only uſe of whichds to make the re
mainder, byit's unity with the particular eﬅate, a preſent intereﬅr
And hence alſo it follows, that ſuch an executory deviſe, not be

ing a- preſent intereﬅ, cannot be barred'by a recovery, ſuﬀered'

before it commencesf.
27. BY executory deviſe a fee, or other leſs eﬅate, may be limited

after a fee. And this happens where a diviſor diviſes his whole
eﬅate in-fee, but limits a remainder thereon to commence on a

future contingency. As if a man deviſes land to A and his heirs 5' but, if he dies before the age of 'twenty one, then to B and his
heirs : this remainder, though void in a deed, is good by way of

executory deviſe 3. But, in both theſe ſpecies of executory deviſes,ſſ
the contingencies ought to be ſuch as may happen within a reaſon- '
able time 5 as within one or more life or lives in being, or within'
' iSid.'53. r
f Cro. Jac. 593.
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a moderate term of years 3 for courts of juﬅice will not indulge
even wills, ſo as tocreate a perpetuity, which the law abhorsh:

becauſe by perpetuities, (or the ſettlement of an intereﬅ, which
ſhall go in the ſucceﬃon preſcribed, without any power of 3113..

nationi) eﬅates are made incapable of anſwering thoſe ends, of

ſocial Commerce, and providing for the ſudden contingencies of

private life, for which property was at ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhed. The ut
moﬅ length that has been hitherto allowed, for the contingency

of an executory deviſe of either kind to happen in, is that of a'
life or lives in being, and one and twenty years afterwards. As
when lands are deviſed to ſuch unborn ſon of a ſeme-covert, as
ſhall ﬁrﬅ attain the age of twenty one, and his heirs 3 the utmoﬅ:

length of time that can happen before the eﬅate canpveﬅ, is the
life of the mother and the ſubſequent infancy of her ſon: and
this hath been decreed to be a good executory deviſe k.
3. BY executory deviſe a term of years may be given to one
man for his life, and afterwards limited over in remainder to an
other, which could not be done by deed: for by law the ﬁrﬅ:

grant of it, to a ma'n for life, was a total diſpoſition of the whole
term; a life eﬅate being eﬅeemed-of a higher and larger nature
than any term of years 1.

And, at ﬁrﬅ, the courts were tender,

even in the caſe of a will, of reﬅraining the deviſee for life from
aliening the term 3 but only held, that in caſe he died without
exerting that act of ownerſhip, the remainder over ſhould then

take place m: for the reﬅraint of the power of alienation, eſpe
cially in very long terms, was introducing a ſpecies of perpetuity.
But, ſoon afterwards, it was held ", that the deviſee for life hath
- no power of aliening the term, ſo as to bar the remainder-man :
yet in order to prevent the danger of perpetuities, it was ſettled 0,

that, though ſuch remainders may be limited to as many perſons
ſucceſiively as the deviſor thinks proper, yet they muﬅ all be in eﬃ
" rz Mod. 287. 1 Vern. r64.
i Salk. 229.

k Forr. 232.
' 1 8Rep.ſi95.

1" Bro. rit. (barn/er. 23. Dyer. 74..
" Dyer. 358. 8 Rep.,96.

* rSid, 451. .
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ds'uring the life of the ﬁrﬅ deviſee; for then all the candles are t

lighted and are conſuming together, and the zultima-te remainder
is in reality only to that remainder-man who happens- to ſurvive
the reﬅ : or, that ſuch remainder may be limited to take eﬀect

upon ſuch contingeney only, as muſt happen (if atrall) during

the life of the ﬁrﬂ deviſee P.
THUS much for ſuch eﬅates in expectancy, as are created by

the
expreſs words of the parties themſelves 5 the moﬅ in-tricate.
title in the law. There is yet another ſpecies, ſſw'hich is created

by the' act and operation-of the law itſelf, and this- is called. a re
verﬁom.

'

Ill. A N eﬅate in reve'ﬁon is the reſidue ofan eﬅate left. in the :
grantor, to commence in poſſeﬃon after the determination of
ſome particular eﬅate grantedout by him '1.

Sir Edward Coke '

deſcribes a reverſion to be the returning of land to the grantor or
' his heirs after the grant is over. As, if there be a gift in tail, the,
reverſion of the ſee is, without any ſpecial reſervation, veﬅed in
the donor by act of law : and ſo alſo the reyer-ſion, after an eﬅate
for life, years, or at will, continues in the leſſer.

For the fee

ﬁmple of all lands muﬅ abide ſomewhe-re; and if he, who was
'before poſſeſſed of the whole, carves out of it any ſrnaller eﬅate,.

and grants it away, whatever is not ſo granted remains in him.
A reverſion is never therefore created by deed or writing, but
ariſes from conﬅruction of law ;. a remainder can never be litirited,

unleſs by either deed or deviſe. But both are equally transferable,
when actually veﬅed, being both eﬅates in pragſh'mſi though
taking eﬀect zſin futmjo.
T H E doctrine of reverſions is plainly derived from the feodalt
Conﬅitution. For, when a feud vwas granted to a man for life, or
to him and his iſſue male. rendering either rent, or other ſervices-3,
then, on- his death or the failure of iſſue male, the feud was- de
P Skinn. 341. 3 P. Was. 258.

'

*

' -1 Inﬅ. '42.

1 Co. Litt. 27..
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'termined and reſulted back to the lord or proprietor, to be again
diſpoſed of at his pleaſure. And hence the uſual incident: to re
verſions are ſaid to be fealty and rent. When no rent is reſerved

-on the particular. eﬅate, fealty however reſults of courſe, as an
incident quite inſeparable, and may be demanded as a badge of
tenure, or acknowlegement of ſuperiority 5 being frequently the
only evidence that the lands are holden at all. Where rent is re
ſerved, it is alſo incident, though not inſeparably ſo, to the re
verſion 5. The rent may be grantedaway, reſerving the reverſion;
and the reverſion may be granted away, reſerving the rent 5 by

ﬃecial words: but by a general grant of the reverſion, the rent
will paſs with it, as incident thereunto 5 though by the grant of
the rent generally, the reverſion will not paſs. The incident
paſſes by the grant of the principal, but not e conoe'ſo: for the
maxim of law is, "aeceﬀorium non ducit, ſedﬅguitur, ſimm prin
" aþale H"
a
Tn E s E incidentol rights of the reverſioner, and the reſpective

modes of deſcent, in which remainders very frequently diﬀer from
reverſions, 'have occaſioned the law to be' careful in diﬅinguiſhing
the one from the other, however inaccurately the parties them
ſelves may deſcribe them. For if one, ſeiſed of a paternal eﬅate
in fee, makes a leaſe for life, with remainder to himſelf and

his heirs, this is properly a mere reverſion ", to which rent and
fealty ſhall be incident; and which ſhall only deſcend to the
'heirs of his father's blood, and not to his heirs general, as a re

mainder limited to him by a third perſon would have done'":
for it is the old eﬅate, which was originally in him, and never
yet was out of him. And ſo likewiſe, if a man grants a leaſe
for life to A, reſerving rent, with reverſion to B and his heirs,
>B hath a remainder deſcendible to his heirs general, and not a

'reverſion to which the rent is incident; but the grantor ſhall be
intitled to the rent, during the Continuance of A's eﬅate *.
5 Co. Litt. 143. r
* livid. 15', 152.
a Cro. Eliz. 321.

" 3 Lev. 407.

3 xAnd. 23.
-
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I N order to aſiiﬅ ſuch perſons as have any eﬅate in remainder,
reverſion, or expectancy, after the death of others, againﬅ frau
dulent concealments of their deaths, it is enacted by the ﬅatute
6 Ann. c. 18. that all perſons on whoſe lives any lands or tene
ments are holden, ſhall (upon application to the court of chan
cery and order made thereupon once in every year, if required,
be produced to the court, or it's commiſl'ioners; or, upon neglect
or refuſal, they (hall be taken to be actually dead, and the perſon
entitled to ſuch expectant eﬅate may enter upon and hold the
lands and tenements, till the party ſhall appear to be living.
BE FORE we conclude the doctrine of remainder-s and rever
ﬁons, it may be proper to obſerve, that whenever a greater eﬅate

and a leſs coincide and meet in one and the ſame perſon, with
out any 'intermediate eﬅate', the leſs is immediately annihilated;
or, in the law phraſe, is ſaid to be merged, that is, ſunk or drown
ed, in the greater. Thus, if there be tenant for years, and the re

verſion in fee-ſimple deſcends to or is purchaſed by him, the term
of years is merged in the inheritance, and ſhall never exiﬅ any
more. But they muﬅ come to one and the ſame perſon in one
and'the ſame right 3 elſe, if the freehold be in his own right, and
he has a term in right of another ſen outer a'roit) there is no mer
ger. Therefore, if tenant for years dies, and makes him who hath

the reverſion in fee his executor, whereby the term of years veﬅs
alſo in him, the term ſhall not merge; for he hath the fee in his
own right, and the term of years in the right of the teﬅator, and

ſubject to his debts and legacies. So alſo, if he who hath the re
verſion in fee marries the tenant for years, there is no merger;

for he hath the inheritance in his own right, the leaſe in the right
of his wife Z. An eﬅate-tail is an exception to this rule: for a
man may have in his own right both an eﬅate-tail and a reverſion
in fee 3 and the eﬅate-tail, though a leſs eﬅate, ſhall not merge
in the fee '. For eﬅates-tail are protected and preſerved from
7 3Lev. 437.

a 2 Rep. 61. 8 Rep. 74.,

1 Plow.418. Cro.Jac.z75. C0.Litt.338.

Vo 1.. II.
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merger by the operation and conﬅruction, though not by 'the ex
preſs words, of the ﬅatute de dom'r : which operation and con
ﬅruction have probably ariſen upon this conſideration5 that, in
the common caſes of merger of eﬅates for life or years by uniting
with the inheritance, the particular tenant hath the ſole intereﬅ
in them, and hath full power at any time to defeat, deﬅroy, or
ſurrender them to him that hath the reverſion5 therefore, when.
ſuch an eﬅate unites with the reverﬁon in fee, the law conſiders

it in the light of a virtual ſurrender of the inferior eﬅate ". But,

in an eﬅate-tail, the caſe is otherwiſe : the tenant for a long time
had no power at all over it, ſo as to bar or to deﬅroy it5 and
now can only do it by certain ſpecial modes, by a ﬁne, a reco

very, and the like*: it would therefore have been ﬅrangely im
provident, to have permitted the tenant in tail, by purchaſing

the reverﬁon in fee, to merge his particular eﬅate, and defeat the
inheritance of his iſſue : and hence it has become a maxim, that
a tenancy in tail, which cannot be ſurrendered, cannot alſo be

merged in the fee.
' Cro. Eliz. 302.

® See pag. 116.
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on ESTATES m SEVERALTY, JOINT
'

TENANCY, COPARCENARY, AND

j"'coMMoN.

'

E come now to treat of eﬅates, with reſpect to 'the num
ber and connexions of their owners, the tenants who oc
cupy and hold them. And, conſidered in this view, eﬅates of

any quantity or length of duration, and whether they be in ac
tual poſſeﬃon or expectancy, may be held in four diﬀerent ways;
in ſeveralty, in joint-tenancy, in coparcenary, and in common.
I. HE that holds lands or tenements in ſe-veralty, or is ſole
tenant thereof, is he that holds them in his own right only, with
out any other perſon being joined or connected with him in point
of intereﬅ, during his eﬅate therein.

This is the moﬅ common

and uſual way of holding an eﬅate 3 and therefore we may make
. the ſame Obſervations here, that we did upon eﬅates in poſſeﬃon,
as contradiﬅinguiſhed from thoſe in expectancy, in the preceding
chapter: that there is little or nothing peculiar to be remarked
concerning it, ſince all eﬅates are ſuppoſed to be of this ſort, unleſs

where they are expreſily declared to be otherwiſe; and that, in
laying down general rules and doctrines, we uſually apply them
to ſuch eﬅates as are held in ſeveralty. I ſhall therefore proceed
to conſider the other three ſpecies of eﬅates, in which there are
always a plurality of tenants.
Y 2
.
II. A N
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II.- AN eﬅate in joint-te'zmzcy is where lands or tenements are
granted to two or more perſons, to hold in fee-ſimple, fee-tail,
for life, for years, or at will. In conſequence of ſuch grants the

eﬅate is called an eﬅate in joint-tenancy*, and ſometimes an eﬅate
in jointure, which word as well as the other ſigniﬁes a union or

conjunction of intereﬅ 3 though in common ſpeech the term,.

jointure, is now uſually conﬁned to that joint eﬅate, which by
virtue of the ﬅatute 27 Hen.VIII. c.ro. is frequently veﬅed in
the huſband and wife before marriage, as a full ſatisfaction and.

bar of the woman's dower ".
IN unfolding this title, and the two remaining ones in the

preſent chapter, we will ﬁrﬅ enquire, how theſe eﬅates may be
created 3 next, their prapertz'es and reſpective incidents 3_ and laﬅly,
how they may be ſevered or deﬅroyed.
I. TH E creation of an eﬅate in joint-tenancy depends on the
wording of the deed or deviſe, by which the tenants claim title3.
for this eﬅate can only ariſe by purchaſe or grant, that is, by the
act of the parties, and never by the mere act of law. Now, if an

eﬅate be given to a plurality of perſons, without adding any re
ﬅrictive, excluﬁve, or. explanatory words, as if an eﬅate be granted

to A and B and their heirs, this makes them immediately joint
tenants in fee of the lands. For the law interprets the grant ſo
as to make all parts of it take eﬀect, which can only be done by
creating an equal eﬅate in them both. As therefore the grantor
has thus united their names, the lawgives them a thorough union.
in all other reſpects.

For,

2. TH E proper-tie: of a joint eﬅate are derived from it's unity,
which is fourfold3 the unity of intereﬅ, the unity of title, the

unity of time, and the unity of poﬃﬃon: or, in other words,
joint-tenants have one and the ſame intereﬅ, accruing by one and
the ſame conveyance, commencing at one and the ſame time, and

held by one and the ſame undivided poſſeﬃon.
' Liu- 5- 277-

b See pag. 137.

*
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FIRST, they muﬅ 'have one and the ſame intereﬅ. One joint
tenant cannot be entitled to one period of duration or quantity of
intereﬅ in lands, and the other to a diﬀerent : one cannot bete

nant for life, and the other for years : one cannot be tenant in
fee, and. the other in tailc. But, if land be limited to
and B
for their lives, this makes them joint-tenants of the freehold 3 if

to A and B and their heirs, it makes them joint-tenants of the
inheritance d. If land be granted to A and B for their lives and.
to the heirs of A; here A and B are joint-tenants of the freehold
during their reſpective lives, and A has the remainder of the fee
vin ſcveralty: or, if land be given to A and B, and the heirs of'
thev 'body of A ; here both have a joint eﬅate for life, and A hath

Secondly, joint-tenants muﬅ alſo
have an unity of title: their eﬅate muﬅ be created by one and
a ſeveral remainder in tail'.

the ſame act, whether legal or illegal ; as by one and the ſame.
grant, or by one and the ſame diſſeiﬁn ſ. joint-tenancy cannot -

ariſe
by deſcent
of law
; but
purchaſe,
or and
acquiſitioni
byſſthe or
actact
of the
party:
and,merely
unleſs by
that
act be one
7

Pair
the ſame, the two tenants would have diﬀerent titles; and if

they had diﬀerent titles, one might pro've\ good, and theother
bad, whidh would abſolutely deﬅroy the jointure. Thirdly,, there'
muﬅ alſo be an unity of time : their eﬅates muﬅ be veﬅed at one

and the ſame period, as well as'by one and the ſame title. As in
caſe of a preſent eﬅate made to A and B ; or a remainder in fee
so A and B after a particular eﬅate ; ' in either caſe A and B are
joint-tenants of this preſent eﬅate, or thisſiveﬅed remainder. But
if, after a leaſe for liſe, the remainder be limited to the heirs of

A and B 3 and during the Continuance of the particular eﬅate A
dies, which veﬅs the remainder of' one moiety in his heir; and:
then B dies, whereby the other moiety becomes veﬅed in the
heir of B: now A's heir and B's heir are not joint-tenants of'
this remainder, but tenants 'in common 3 for one moiety veﬅed
at one time, and the other moiety veﬅed at anotherg. Yet, where
e Co. Liti. 188.

f Hid. 5.278.

i Litt. 5. 277.

I Co. Litt. 188.

' Hid. 5. 285..
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a feoﬀment was made to the uſe of a man, and ſuch wife as he
ſhould afterwards marry, for term of their lives, and he after
wards married; in this caſe it ſeems to have been held that the
huſband and wife had a joint eﬅate, though veﬅed at diﬀerent

times h: becauſe the zz/e of the wife'seﬅate was in abeyance and
dormant till the intermarriage ; and, being then awakened, had
relation back, and took eﬀect from the original time of creation.

Laﬅly, in joint-tenancy, there muﬅ be an unity of pqﬃﬃaſſtr.
Joint-tenants are ſaid to be ſeiſed per my et per tout, by the lzaﬄ
or moiety, and by all; that is, they each of them have the entire
poſſeſﬁon, as well of every parcel as of the w/zoIei. They have
not, one of them a ſeiſin of one half or moiety, and the other
of the other moiety; neither can one be excluſively ſeiſed of one
acre, and his companion of another; but each has an undivided

moiety of the whole, and not the whole of an undivided moiety'*.
UP 0 N theſe-principles, of a'thorough and intimate union of
intereﬅ and poſſeſſion, depend many other conſequences and inci
dents to the joint-tenant's eﬅate. If two joint-tenants let a ver
- bal leaſe of their land, reſerving rent to be paid to one of them,
it ſhall enure to both, in reſpect of the joint reverﬁon '. If their
v leſſee ſurrenders his leaſe to one of them, it ſhall alſo enure to

both, becauſe of the privity, or relation of their eﬅate m. On' the
ſame reaſon, livery of ſeiſin, made to one joint-tenant, ſhall enure
to both of them": and the entry, or re-entry, of one joint-tenant
is as eﬀectual in law as if it were the act of both®. In all actions

alſo relating to their joint eﬅate, one joint-tenant cannot ſue or
' be ſued without joining the other P. But if two or more joint
tenants be ſeiſed of an advowſon, and they preſent diﬀerent clerks,

the hiſhop may refuſe to admit either; becauſe neither joint

-tenant 'hath a ſeveral right of patronage, but each is ſeiſed of the.
h Dyer. 340. iRep. lot.
i Litt. 5. 288. 5Rep. 10.
k Qgjliht totm 'met et m'bil tenef; ﬅilitet,
totum in common', et m'lyi] ﬅparalim pot'

" Co. Litt.zx4..
m 15z'd_192,
A Hid, 49.
' Hid. 319. 364.

Bract.1.5.1r.5. e. 26.

P Hid. 195.
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whole: and, if they do not both agree within ﬁx months, the
right. of preſentation ſhall lapſe.

But the ordinary may, if he

pleaſes, admit a clerk preſented by either, for the good of the
church, that divine ſervice may be regularly performed3 which is
no more than he otherwiſe would be entitled to do, in caſe their
diſagreement continued, ſo as to incur a lapſe : "and, if the clerk
ctof
one joint-tenant be ſo admitted, this ſhall keep up the title in

both of them 3 in reſpect of the privity and union of their eﬅate **.
Upon the ſame ground it is held, that one joint-tenant cannot
have an action againﬅ another for treſpaſs, in reſpect of his land',
for each has an ,_equal right to enter on any part of it. But one
joint-tenant is not capable by himſelf to do any act, which may
tend to defeat or injure the eﬅate of the other 3 as to let leaſes,_
or to grant copyholds ' : and, if any waﬅe be done, which tends.

to the deﬅruction of the inheritance, one joint-tenant may have
an action of waﬅe againﬅ the other, by conﬅruction of the ﬅa
tute Weﬅm. 2. c. 22'. So too, though at common law no action.
of account lay for one joint-tenant againﬅ another', unleſs he had
conﬅituted him his bailiﬀ or receiver ", yet now by the ﬅatute

4. Ann. c. 16. joint-tenants may have actions of account againﬅ
each other, for receiving more than their due ſhare of the proﬁts

of the tenements held in joint-tenancy..
FR 0 M the ſame principle alſo ariſes the remaining grand in?

cident of joint eﬅates 3 w'z. the doctrine of ſhrviw'ſhzjo: by
which, when two or more perſons are ſeiſed of a joint eﬅate of
inheritance, for their own lives, or pur auter vie, or are jointly

poſſeſſed of anychattel intereﬅ, the entire tenancy upon the deceaſe
of any of them remains to the ſurvivors, and at length to the laﬅ.
ſurvivor 3 and he ſhall be entitled' to the whole eﬅate, whatever
it be, whether an inheritance or a common freehold only, or even

a leſs eﬅate". This is the natural and regular conſequence of the
union and entirety of their intereﬅ. The intereﬅ of two joint
9 Co. Litt. 185.
' 3 Leon. 262..
-.' ' lLeon. 234.

'

' 2 lnﬅ. 403.
'

" Co. Litt. zoo.
' Litt. s. 280,281.
tenants
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tenants is not only equal or ſimilar, but alſo is one and the ſame.
One has not originally a diﬅinct moiety from the other 5 but, if
by any ſubſequent act (as by alienation or forfeiture of either) the'
intereﬅ becomes ſeparate and diﬅinct, the joint-tenancy inﬅantly
ceaſes. But, while it continues, each of two joint-tenants has a
concurrent intereﬅ in the whole 5 and therefore, on the death of
his companion, the ſole intereﬅ in the whole remains to the ſur

vivor.

For the intereﬅ, which the ſurvivor originally had, is

clearly not deveﬅed by the death of his companion; and no other

perſon can now claim to have a joint eﬅate with him, for no one
can now have an intereﬅ in the whole, accruing by the ſame title,
and taking eﬀect at the ſame time with his own;

neither can

any one claim a ﬅparate intereﬅ in any part of the tenements 5
for that would be to deprive the ſurvivor of the right which he
has in all, and every part. As therefore the ſurvivor's original
intereﬅ in the whole ﬅill remains 5 and as no one can now be ad
mitted, either jointly or ſeverally, to any ſhare with him there
in 5 it follows, that his own intereﬅ muﬅ now be entire and ſeve

ral, and that he ſhall alone be entitled to the whole eﬅate (what

ever it be) that was created by the original grant.

'

TH I s right of ſurvivorſhip is called by our antient authors'.
thejur accreſhendt', becauſe the right, upon the death of one joint
tenant, accumalates and increaſes to the ſurvivors; or, as they

themſelves expreſs it, "par! illa communis accreﬁv't ﬁzperﬅcttſibur,

"' de perſone in perjonam, zz/'gue ad ultz'mum ſizperﬅitem." And this
jnr accre/Zendi ought to be mutual 5 which I apprehend to be the
reaſon why neither the king 7, nor any corporation 3, can be a
joint-tenant with a private perſon.

For here is no mutuality :

the private perſon has not even the remoteﬅ chance of being
ſeiſed of the entirety, by beneﬁt of ſurvivorſhip, for the king and
the corporation can never die.
' Bracton. 14.. tr. 3. r. 9. 5.3.
1.3. 04..
5

Fleta.

Y Co. Litt. 190. Finch L. 83.
= 2Lev.12.
t
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3. WE are, laﬅly, to enquire, how an eﬅate in j'oint-tenancy
may beſt-'vered and deﬅroyed. And this may be done by deﬅroy
ing any of it's conﬅituent unities. I. That of time, which re
ſpects only the original commencement of the joint eﬅate, can
not indeed (being now paﬅ) be aﬀected by any ſubſequent tranſv
actions. But, 2. The joint-tenants' eﬅate may be deﬅroyed, with

jﬄ'jz ſz'rl

out any alienation, by merely diſuniting their poﬃﬃan. For
joint-tenants being ſeiſed per my et per tout, every thing that tends
to narrow that intereﬅ, 'ſo that they ſhall not be ſeiſed through
out the whole, and throughout every part, is a ſeverance or de
ﬅruction of the jointure. And therefore, if two joint-tenants
agree to part their lands, and hold them in ſeveralty, they are no
longer joint-tenants z for they have now no joint intereﬅ in the
Whole, but only a ſeveral intereﬅ reſpectively in the ſeveral parts.
And, for that reaſon alſo, the right of ſurvivorſhip is by ſuch ſe
paration deﬅroyed *. By common law all the joint-tenants might
agree tomake Partition of the lands, but one of them could not
compel the others ſo to do b: for, this being an eﬅate originally
created by the act and agreement of the parties, the law would
not permit any one or more of them to deﬅroy the united poſ
ſeﬃon without a ſimilar univerſal conſent c. But now by the ﬅa
tutes 31 Hen.VIII. c. 1. and 32 Hen.VIII. c. 32.. joint-tenants,
>< either of inheritances or other leſs eﬅates, are compellable by
writ of Partition todivide their lands. 3. The jointure may be
deﬅroyed, by deﬅroying the unity of tak/e. As if one joint-tenant
alienes and conveys his eﬅate to a third perſon : here the joint
tenancy is ſevered, and' turned into tenancy in common 5 z for the
grantee and the remaining joint-tenant hold by diﬀerent titles,
(one derived from the original, the other from the ſubſequent,
grantor) though, till Partition made, the unity of, poſſeﬁion conti
a Co. Litt. 1 88. 193.

(DMMM'M Laban, ſed am' ex Iris, divide" de

b Litt. 5. 290.
ſia'rrant 5 but judia'nm inm- to: am'pi potgﬅ.
c Thus, by the civil law, nemo in-vitu: (Fſ. lo. 3. 8.)
rompcllitur ad communiontm. (Fſl 12. 6. 26.
54.) And again: ſi non amm: qui rm

Vb L. II.

4 Litt. 5. 292.
x
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nues. But a deviſe of one's ſhare by Willis no ſeverance of the
jointure: fdr no teﬅament takes eﬀect till after the' death of the.
teﬅator, and by ſuch death'the right of the ſurvivor (which ac'

crued at the original creation of the eﬅate, and has; therefore a

priority to the other ') is already veﬅed f. 4., It may' alſo be de
ﬅroyed, by deﬅroying the unity of intcrgﬅ. And therefore,- if
there be two joint-tenants for life, and the inheritance is pur
chaſed by or deſcends upon either, it is a ſeverance oſ the join
ture 1i: though, if an eﬅate is originally limited to two for life, and

after to the heirs of one of them, the freehold ſhall remain in joint
ture', without merging in the inheritance; becauſe, being created

by one and 'the ſame conveyance, they are not ſeparate eﬅates,
(which is requiſite in order to a merger) but branches of one ini

tire eﬅatel', In like manner, if a joint-tenant in fee makes a
leaſe for life of his ſhare, this defeats the jointure '* 3 for it de
ﬅroys the unity both of title and: of inteÞeﬅu-nAn-d, whenever or
by what-ever means the jointure' ceaſes or is ſevered, the right of

ſurvivorſhip orjur accreſcendi the ſame inﬅant ceaſes with it k. Yet,
if one of three joint-tenants alienes his ſhare, the two remaining

tenants ﬅill hold their parts by joint-tenancy and ﬁ'rvivorſhip':
and, if one of' three joint-tenants releaſes his ſhare to' one of his
companions, though the joint-tenancy is deﬅroyed with regard
to that part, yet the two'remaining parts are ﬅill held. in joim
ture'ﬀg þior they ﬅill. preſerve their original conﬅituent unities..
But whﬃ; by an act or event, diﬀerent intereﬅs are created in

the ſeveral parts of the eﬅate, or they are held by diﬀerent titles,,
or if merely the poſſeﬃon is ſeparated; ſo that the tenants have
no longer theſe four indiſpenſable prvperties, a ſameneis of inte
reﬅ, an undivided poﬁeﬃon, a title verting at one and the fame
time, and by one" and the' ſame act or grant 3 the. jointure is in;
ﬅantly diſſolved.
* yu: accrſſendx'praeﬁrmrrdtimae 'va/united.
Co. Litt. 185.
f Litt- S. 237l Cro. Eliz.4.7o.

' 2 Rep. 60. Co. Litt. 182.

i Litt. 5. 302, 303'.
k Nibil de re atcreſrit n', qui m'lfr'I i" r'
guam/o jur accreﬅzret ladder. CO. Litt. 188.
1 Litt. 5. 294.
.. '

'I Hid. 5. 304.
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I N general it is advantageous for the joint-tenants to diſſolve
the jointure z ſince thereby the right of ſurvivorſhipzis taken away,
and each may tranſmit his own part to his own heirs. Sometimes
however is diſadvantageous to diſſolve the joint eﬅate; as if
there be gaine-tenants for life, and they make par-tition, this diſ
ſolves the jointure; and, though before they each of them had
an eﬅate in the whole for their own lives and the life of their
companion, now they have an eﬅate in a moiety only for their
own lives merely; and, on the death of either, the reverﬁoncr

r(hall enter on his moiety n. And therefore, if there be two joint
tenants for life, and one grants away his part for the life of his
companion, it is a forfeiture 0: for, in the ﬁrﬅ place, by the ſe
verance of the jointure he has given himſelf in his own moiety
only an eﬅate for his own life s and then he grants the ſame land
for the life of another: which grant, by a tenant for his own
life merely, is a forfeitm'e ofhis eﬅate? 3 for it is creating an

eﬅate which may by poﬁibility laﬅ longer than that which he is
legally entitled to.

.
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A Ill. Art-eﬅate held in coparcenary is here lands of inherit
once deſcend from the anceﬅor to two or more perſons. It arzﬅ:
either by common law, or particular Cuſtom. By common law _:
as where a perſon ſeiſed in ſee-ſimple or in fee-tail dies, and his
next-heirs are two or. more females, his daughters, ﬁﬅers, aunts,

-couﬁns, or theirpreptewnphinghiscaſe they ſhall all in

herit, as will be more fully ſhewn.- when we treat of deſcents
hereafter: and theſe co-heirs are then called coparcmerr; or, for
brevity, þarcenerr only '7. Parceners by particular c'uſtom are where
lands deſcend, as in gavelkind, to all the males in equal degree,
as ſons, brothers, uncles, C-Fc'. And, in either of theſe caſes,
all the parceners put together make but one heir 5 and have but

one eﬅate' among them '.
' 1 Jones. 55.

r

I Litt. 5. 24', 242.

' 4Leon. 237,

V!' C0.Litt.252.

- v

ſi

__\.;

.

...

' Hid. 5. 265.

_

' Co.
Z
2 Litt.!53.
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TH E prapertier of parceners are in ſome reſpects like thoſe of
joint-tenants; they having the ſame unities of intereﬅ, title,v and '

poſſtfﬄon. They may ſue and be ſued jointly for matters relating
to their own lands 'z and the entry of one of them ſhall in ſome
caſes enure as the entry of them all ". They cannot have an ac
'tion of treſpaſs againﬅ each other: but herein they diﬀer from
joint-tenants, that they are alſo excluded from maintaini'ng an
"action of waﬅe w 3 for coparceners could at all times putaﬅop- to
'any waﬅe by. a writ of Partition, but till the ﬅatute of Henry-the _.
eighth joint-tenants had no ſuch power. Parceners alſo diﬀer
materially from joint-tenants in four other points: I. They al
ways claim by, deſcent, whereas joint-tenants always claim-by s
purchaſe. Therefore if two ſiﬅers purchaſe lands, to hold to- them I
and their heirs, they'are not parceners, but joint-tenants '2 and
hence it likewiſe follows, that no lands can be held in coparce
nary, but eﬅates of inheritance, which are of a deſcendible na
ture 3 whereas not-only eﬅates in fee and in tail, but for life or
years, may be held in joint-tenancy. 2. There is no unity of
time neceſſary to an eﬅate in coparcenary, For if a man hath two
daughters, to'whom his eﬅate deſcends in coparcenary, and one
'dies before the other 3 the ſurviving daughter and the heir of the
other, or, when both are dead, their two heirs, are ﬅill parce

nersy3 the eﬅates veﬅing in eachof them at diﬀerenttimes,
though it be the ſame quantity of intereﬅ, and held by the. ſame
title. 3. Parceners, though they have a unity, havenot'an en
tirezjy, of intereﬅ. They are properly intitled each to the whole
'of a'diﬅinct moietyz 3 and of courſe there- is no jeu awry/tend',
or ſurvivorſhip between them: for each part deſcends ſeyeraliy

to their reſpective heirs, though the unity of zpoſſeﬃon continues.
And as long as the lands continue. in a courſeof deﬁsent, and
united in poſſeﬃon, ſo long are the tenants thereof, whether male
or female, called parceners. But if the poſſeſIion be' once ſevered
* Co. Litt. 164..
ct' Hid. 188.

x Litt. 5. 254.
7 Co. Litt. 164.. 174..

1""zlnﬅ. 403.

1 ILM.163,164..

1X
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by partition, they are no longer parceners, but tenants in ſeve
ralty ; or if one parcener alienes her ſhare, though no partition
be=made, ' then are the lands no longer held in coparcendry, but '
in common '.

- PA R c a N a R's are ſo called, ſaith Littleton 5, becauſe they

may be conﬅrained to make partition. And he mentions many
methods of making it ® ; four of which are by conſent, and one

by compulﬁon. The ﬁrﬅ is, where they agree to divide the lands
into equal parts in ſeveralty, and that each ſhall have ſuch a de
terminate part.

The ſecond is, when they agree to chuſe ſome

friend' to. make partition for them, and then the ﬁﬅers ſhall chuſe
each of them her. part according' to ſeniority of age; or other
wiſe, asiſhall be agreed.- But this privilege of ſeniority is then.
perſonal ;.'.for if the eldeﬅ ﬁﬅer be dead, her iſſue ſhall not chuſe
ﬁrﬅ, but the next ſiﬅer.

But, if an advowſon deſcend in copar

c'enary, and the ﬁﬅers cannot agree in the preſentation, the eldeﬅ
and her iſſue, nay her huſband, or her aﬃgns, ſhall preſent alone,

before the younger d. And'the reaſon given is'that the'former
privilege, of priority in choice upon a diviſion, ariſes from an act
of her own, the agreement to make partition; andtherefore is

merely'perſonal: the latter, of preſenting to the living, ariſes
from the act of the law, and is annexed not only to her perſon,
but to her eﬅate alſo. A third method of partition is, where the
eldeﬅ divides, 'and then ſhe ſhall chuſe laſt ,- for the rule ofv law

is,'cuju.r eﬅ di-uﬃo, alterim e/I electio. The fourth method is where'
the ﬁﬅers agree to caﬅ lots for their ſhares. And theſe are the
methods by conſent. That by compulſion is, where one or more '

ſue out a writ of partition againﬅ the others, whereupon the'
ſheriﬀ ſhall go tothe lands, and make partition thereof by the
verdict of a jury there impanneled, and aﬃgn to each of the par- '
ceners her part in ſeveralty *. But there are ſome things which
* Litt. 5. 309.
5 5. 241.

method of carrying on the proccedings on
þ

a writ of partition, oſlands held either. in

® 5. 243 to 264..

joint-tenancy, parcenary,'or common, than

4 Co. Litt. '66. 3Rep. 2'2.
= By ﬅatute 8 & 9W. Ill. c. 3. An eaſier

was uſed at the common law, i's chalked.
out and provided.
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are in their nature-impaſtiblxe. The manſion-houſe, common-of

Eltpvers, v(Iommon of piſcary uncertain, or any other common'

Without aim, ſhall not be divided; but the eldeﬅ ſiﬅer. if (he
pleaſes, ſhall have them, and make the others a reaſonable ſatiss
faction in other parts of the inheritance 3 or, if that cannot be,

then they ſhall have the proﬁts of the thing by turns. in the ſame'
manner as they take advowſon 'ct. _ ..;1
.

.-_H fix. to

_ T H 1: R E is yet another conſideration attending the eﬅatein
coparcenary 3 that if one of the daughters has had an eﬅate given
with her in fran/Emarriage by her anceﬅor (which we mayrc
member was a ſpecies of eﬅates-tail, freely given by a relation
for advancement of his kinſwoman in marriage *) in this caſe, if
lands deſcend from the ſame anceﬅor to her and her ﬁﬅers in

fee-ſimple, ſhe or her heirs ſhall have no ſhare of them, unleſs
'they will agree to divide the lands ſo given in ſrankmarriage in

equal proportion with the reﬅ of the lands deſcending b. This
general diviſion was known in the law of the Lombards i, which

direct the woman ſo preferred in marriage, and claiming her'
ſhare of the inheritance, mittere in corzﬁg/izm cum ſa'roribw, quan
tum pare'- dat fratar ei dederit, guando ambula-verzſit ad marz'tum.

With us it is denominated bringing thoſe lands into lzatclzpat kz

which term I ſhall explain in the very words of Littleton ': " it
" ſeemeth that this word, hotchpot, is in Engliſh, a pudding 3
"for'ip a pudding is not, commonly put one thing alone, but one

" thing with other things together." By this houſewifely meta
phor our anceﬅors meant to inform us m, that the lands, both

thoſe given in ſrankmarriage and thoſe deſcending in fee-ſimple,
'W be mixedand blended together, and then divided in equal

portions among all the daughters. But this was left to the choice
of the donee in ſrankmarriage, and if ſhe did not chuſe to put

her lands in hotchpot, ſhe was preſumed to be ſuﬃciently provi-u
' Co. Litt- 164, '65.
3 'See pag. 115.
*' Bracton. I. 2. t. 34.
273.

'

iI. z. t. 14. r. 15.
Litt. 5. 266 to

'5 Briuon. c.72.
ct' 5. 267.
- ﬄ Litt. s. 268.
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ded ſor, and the reﬅ of the inheritance was divided amon
her other ſiﬅers.

The law of hotchpot took place then only,

when the other lands deſcending from the anceﬅor were fee-s
ſimple; for, if they deſcended in tail, t-he donee in frankmarriag'

was entitled to her ſhare, without bringing her lands ſo given imo
hotehpot ".

And the reaſon is, becauſe lands deſcending in fee

ſimple are diﬅributed by the policy of law, for the maintenance'
of all the daughters 5 and, if one has a ſuﬃcient proviſion out of
the ſame inheritance, equal to the reﬅ, it is not reaſonable that

ſhe ſhould have more : but lands, deſcending in tail, are not diſ
tributed by the operation of law, ﬁr properly as perſormam dam),
it matters not therefore how unequal this diﬅribution may be..
Alſo no lands, but ſuch as are given in frankmarriage, ſhall be
brought into hotchpot; for no others are looked upon in law as.
given for the advancement of the woman, or by way of marriage'- ,

portion o. And therefore, as gifts in frankmarriage are fallen into.
diſuſe, I ſhould hardly have mentioned the law of hotchpot, had,
not this method of diviſion been revived ſiand copied by the ﬅatute.
for diﬅribution of perſonal eﬅates, which we ſhall hereafter con
ſider at large.
. THE eﬅate in coparcenary may be dzſſbl'ved, eitherv by. Partition,v
which diſunites the poſſeﬃon; by alienation of one parcener,
which diſunites the title, and may diſunite the intereﬅ; or by.v

the whole at laﬅ deſcending to and veﬅing in, one ſingle pcrſom.
which brings it to an eﬅate in ſeveralty.
IV. TE N AN T s in common are ſuch as hold by ſeveral and
diﬅinct titles, but by unity of poſſeﬃon 3 becauſe none knoweth
his own ſeveralty, and therefore they all occupy promiſcuouſiy '._.

This tenancy therefore happens, where there is an unity of poſ-'
ſeﬃon merely, but perhaps an entire-diſunion of intereﬅ, of title,

and of time. For, if' there be two tenants in common of lands,.
one may hold his part in fee-ſimple, the other in tail, or- ſor life;
' Litt. 5. 274..
' Hid. 275.

'Þ-'*Ibid. 292.
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ſo that there-is no neceſſary unity of intereﬅ : one may hold by
deſcent, the other by purchaſe; or the one by purchaſe from A,

the other by purchaſe from B; ſo that there is no unity of title:
one's eﬅate may have been veﬅed ﬁfty years, the other's but yeſ
terday; ſo there is no unity of time. The only unity there is,
is that of poſſeﬁion; and for this Littleton gives the true reaſon,

becauſe no man can certainly tell which part is his own : other-v
wiſe even this would be ſoon deﬅroyed.
T E N A N c Y in common may be created, either by the-de
ﬅruction of the'two other eﬅates, in joint-tenancy and coparce
nary, or by ſpecial limitation in a deed. By the deﬅruction of
the two other eﬅates, I mean ſuch deﬅruction as does not ſever
the unity of poſſeﬁion, but only the unity of title or intereﬅ.
As, if one of two joint-tenants in fee alienes his eﬅate for the
life of the alienee, the alienee and the other joint-tenant are te

nants in common: for they now have ſeveral titles, the other
joint-tenant by the original grant, the alienee by the new aliena
tionq; and they alſo have ſeveral intereﬅs, the former joint
tenant in fee-ſimple, the alienee for his own life only. So, if one

joint-tenant give his part to A in tail, and the other gives his to
B in tail, the donees are tenants in common, as holding by dif
ferent titles and'conveyances '. If one of two parceners alienes,
the alienee and the vremaining parcener are tenants in common * ;
becauſe they hold by diﬀerent titles, the parcener by deſcent, the
alienee by purchaſe. So likewiſe, if there he a grant to two men,
or two women, and the heirs of their bodies, here the grantees
ſhall be joint-tenants of the life-eﬅate, but they ſhall have ſeve

ral inheritances 3 becauſe they cannot poſſibly have one heir of

their two bodies, as might have been the caſe had the limitation
been to a man and woman, and the heirs of their bodies begotten':
and inthis, and the like caſes, their iſſues ſhall be tenants in.

common ; becauſe they muﬅ claim by diﬀerent titles, one as heir
of A, and the other as heir of B 3 and thoſe too not titles by
1 Litt. s. 293.

*' Ibid. 295.

:
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In ſhort, whenever an eﬅate in joint

tenancy or coparcenary is diﬂblvcd, ſo that there be no Partition
made, but the unity of poſſeﬃon continues. it is turned into a

tenancy in common.

A-'TENA'NCY in common may alſo be created by expreſs li;
mitation in a deed: but here care muﬅ be taken not to inſert
words which imply a joint eﬅate z and' then if lands be given to
two or more, and it be not joint-tenancy, it muﬅ be a tenancy
in common. But the law is apt in it's conﬅructions to favour
joint-tenancy rather than tenancy in commonu 5 becauſe the di
viﬁble ſervices iſſuing from landſi(as rent, Eft) are not divided, nor
the entire ſervices (as fealty) multiplied, by joint-tenancy, as they
muﬅ neceſſarily be upon a tenancy in common. Land given to
two, to be holden the one moiety to one, and the other moiety
to the other, is an eﬅate in commonwz and, if one grants to an
other haf his land, the grantor and grantee are alſo tenants in
common ': becauſe, as has been beforey obſerved, joint-tenants

do not take by diﬅinct halves or moieties; and by ſuch grants
the diviſion and ſeveralty of the eﬅate is ſo plainly expreſſed, that
it is impoſſible they ſhould take a joint intereﬅ in the whole of
the tenements. But a devzſh to two perſons, to hold joint/y
andſmerall , is a joint-tenancy ; becauſe that is implied in the
word "jointly," even though the word " ſeverally" ſeems to im'
ply the direct reverſe ': and an eﬅate given to A and B, equally
to be divided between them, though in deed: it hath been ſaid to
be a joint-tenancy ', (for it implies no more than the law has
annexed to that eﬅate, viz. diviﬁbilityb) yet in will: it is cera

tainly a tenancy in common e ; becauſe the deviſor may be pre
ſumed to have meant what is moﬅ beneﬁcial to both the deviſees,

though his meaning is imperfectly expreﬂ'ed. And this nicety in
the wording of grants makes it the moﬅ uſual as well as the ſafeﬁ:
' Salk. 392.

' 1 Poph. 52.

V Litt. 5. 298.

* 1 Equ. Caſ. abr..291.

1 Hid. 299.
Y See pag. 182.

b 1 P. WW. '7.
t 3 Rep. 39. iVentr. 32.
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way,'when a tenancy in common is meant to be created, to add
expreſs words ofexcluﬁon as well as deſcription, and limit the eﬅate
to A and B, to. hold as tenants in common, and not asjoint-tenantr.

As to the incidents attending a tenancy in common : tenants
in common (like joint-tenants) are compellable by the ﬅatutes
of HenryVI II and William III, before-mentioned a, to make par

tition of their lands 3 which they were not at. common law. They
properly take by diﬅinct moieties, and have no entirety of intereﬅ ;
and therefore there is no ſurvivorſhip between tenantsin common
Their other incidents are ſuch as merely ariſe from the unity of
poſſeﬁion 3 and are therefore the ſame as appertain to joint-tenants
merely upon that account: ſuch as being liable to reciprocal ac-'
tions of waﬅe, and of account, by the ﬅatutes of Weﬅm.z..c. 22.
and 4.Ann. c. 16. For by the common law no tenant in common

was liable to account to his companion for embczzling the proﬁts
of the eﬅatee 5 though, if one actually turns the other out of
poſſeﬂion, an action of ejectment will lie againﬅ him f. But', as
for other incidents of joint-tenants, which ariſe from the privity
of title, or the union and entirety of intereﬅ, (ſuch as joining
or-being joined in actions 3, unleſs in the caſe where ſome intire
or indiviﬁble thing is to be recoveredh) theſe are not applicable
to tenants in common, whoſe intereﬅs are diﬅinct, and, whoſe
titles are not joint but ſeveral. ,

ESTATES in common can only be dzſſol-ved twov ways :" 1. By
uniting all the titles and intereﬅs in' one tenant, by purchaſe or
otherwiſe 5 which brings the whole to one ſeveralty: 2. By ma
king Partition between the ſeveral tenants -in common, which
gives them all reſpective ſeveralties. For indeed tenancies in corn

mon diﬀer in nothing from ſole eﬅates, but merely in. the blend
ing and unity of poﬀeſiion. And this ﬁniſhes our enquiries with
reſpect to the nature of eﬅates.
* pag.18;, 8: 186.
* Co. Litt. 199.

' Hid. zoo.

l Litt. s.3n.
* Co. Litt.'97.
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Os; THE TITLE TO THINGS REAL,
IN

GENERAL.

HE foregoing chapters having been principally employed in
deﬁning the nature of things real, in deſcribing the tenures
'by which they may be holden, and in diﬅinguiſhing the ſeveral
kinds of eﬅate or intereﬅ that may be had therein, I come now
to conſider, laﬅly, the title to things real, with the manner of ac

and
loſing
it. pgﬄdendi
A title is thus
deﬁned
by ﬁr
',
_ quiring
titulur eſſ
juﬅa
cauſa
idſſguod
nqﬂrum
g/t'3Edward
or, it Coke
is the
means whereby the owner of lands'hath the juﬅ poſſeſiion of his

property.
Tumuz are ſeveral ﬅages or degrees requiſite to form a com
plete title to lands and tenements. We will conſider them in a
progreﬃve order.
I. TH E loweﬅ and moﬅ imperfect degree of title conſiﬅs in
the
naked poﬃﬃon',
occupation
of the eﬅate;
Withto
out mere
any apparent
right, or
or actual
any ſiſhadow
or pretence
of right,
hold and continue ſuch poſſeſſlon. This may happen, when one
man invades the poſſeﬃon of another, and by force or ſurprize
turns him out of the occupation of his lands 3 which is termed

a dzſſeſin, being a deprivation of that actual ſeiſin, or corporal
' 1 Inﬅ. 345.

A a 2

,

freehold

lad
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freeholdof 'the lands, which the tenant beforeenjoyed.

Or it:

mity. happen, that after the death of- the anceﬅor and before the.
entry of- the heir, or after the death of a particular tenant' and:
before the entry of him in remainder or reverſion, a ﬅrangerſ maye,
contrive to get poſſeﬃon of the vacant land, and hold out him
that had aright to enter. In all which caſa, and many others.

that might be here ſuggeﬅed, the wrongdoer has only a mere
naked poſſeﬃon, which the rightful owner may put an end to,..
by a variety of legal remedies, as will more fully appear in' then
third bookoſ theſe commentaries. _ But in the mean time, till:

ſome act be done by the rightful owner to deveﬅ this poﬂ'eﬃon
and aſſert his title, ſuch actual poﬂſieﬃon is, primafaczk, evidence:
of a legal title in the poﬁ'eſſor ; and it may, by length of time,
and negligence of him who hath the right, by degrees ripen-into:
a, perfect and indefeaﬁble title. And, at all events, without ſuchi

actual poſſeﬃon no title can be completely
good._ iſſ'zf'f'ifiefitirfiﬂi'uf
Liar-2 Wit-gy.
-'z?ſſ'
II. THE next ﬅep to a good and perfect title is the right qf

Peﬃﬃoﬂ, Which may reﬁde in one man, while the actual poſſeſ-v
ﬁon is either in himſelf or in another. For if a man be diﬂ'ciſed,
or otherwiſe kept out of poﬂ'cﬃon, by any of the means before
mentioned, though the actual poſſeﬃon be loﬅ, yet he has ﬅill
remaining in him the rz'g/zt of poſſefſion 3 and may exert it when
ever he thinks proper, by entering upon the diſſeiſor, and turning
him out of that occupancy which he has ſo illegally gained. But:
this right of poſſeﬃon is of two ſorts : an apparent right of poſe
ſeſſlon, which may be defeated by proving a better; and an ac
tual right of poſſeﬃon, which will ﬅand the teﬅ againﬅ all op
ponents. Thus if the diſſe'iſor, or other wrongdoer, dies poſſeſſed
of the land whereof he ſo became ſeiſed by his own unlawful
act, and the ſame deſcends to his heir 3 now the heir hath ob

tained an apparent right, though the actual right of poſſeﬃon re:
ſides in the perſon diſſeiſed 3 and it ſhall not be lawful for the

perſon diſſeiſed to deveﬅ this apparent right by mere entry or
other act of his own, but only by an action at law b. For, until
*

" Litt. 5.386.

the
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the contrary be proved by legaldemonﬅration, the law will rather
preſume the right to- reſide'in-the heir, whoſe anceﬅor died ſeiſed,
than inzone who has no ſuch preſumptive evidence to urge in his
own behalf. Which doctrine in ſome meaſure aroſe from the
principles
the feodal
after ſends
became
her-edi
tary, muchoffavoured
thelaw,
rightwhich,
of deſcent;
in order
that:
there: i
might be a perſon always on the ſpot to perform the feodal du-x
ties and ſervices®= and therefore, whenza feudatory. died in battle,"
or otherwiſe, it preſumed always that his children were entitled;
to the feud,. till the right was otherwiſe determined by his fellowſoldiers and fellow-tenants,, the peers-Of the feodal court... But
if he,-"who has the actual right of Poſſcﬃon, puts in his claim and!
brings his- action within a reaſonable time, and can prove by.
what unlawful means the anceﬅor became ſeiſed, he will then:

by ſentence of law recover that poſſeſiion, to- which he hath ſuch-1
actual right. Yet, if he omits to bring this his poſſeſſory action.
within a competent time, his adverſary may imperceptibly gain
an actual right of poſſeﬃon, in conſequence of the other's neg
ligence.

And by this, and certain other means, the party kept

out of poſſeﬃon may. have nothing left in him,_ but. what we are.
next to ſpeak of; w'z.
"9" i" I?" Mﬄﬀ '
III. TH 12' mere right qf property, the jil: proprie'tatir, without
either poſſeﬂion or even the rightof poſſeﬃon. This is frequentlya.
ſpoken of in our books under the name of the mere right, jm;

merum; and the eﬅate of the owner is in ſuch caſes ſaid 'to be totally deveﬅed, and put to a rzglzt d. A perſon in this ſituation:
may have the true ultimate property of the lands in himſelf : but
by the intervention of certain circumﬅances, either by his owne.

negligence, , the ſolemn act of his anceﬅor, or the determination'

of a court of juﬅice, the preſumptive-evidence of that right is.
ſtrongly in favour of his antagoniﬅ; who has thereby obtained.
the abſolute right of poſſeﬃon. As, in the ﬁrﬅ place, if a per-m
ſon diſſeiſed, or turned out of poſſeﬃon of his eﬅate, neglects to>

purſue his remedy within the time limited by law: by this means.
< Gi'lb. Ten. 13.

4 Co. Litt.345._
the:
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the diſſeiſor or this heirs gain the actual right of poſſeſſion': _ for
the law preſumes that either he had a good right originally, in
virtue of which he entered on the lands on queﬅion, or that ſince

ſuch his entry he has procured a ſuﬃcient title 3 and therefore,
after ſo-long an acquieſcence, the law. will not ſuﬀer his poſſeﬃon

to be diﬅurbed without enquiring into the abſolute right of pro
per-ty. Yet, ﬅill, if the perſon diﬀeiſed or his heir hath the true

right of property remaining in himſelf, his eﬅate is indeed ſaid
to be turned into a mere right 3 but, by proving ſuch his better
right, he may at length recover the lands. Again; if a tenant in
tail diſcontinues his eﬅate-tail, by alienating the lands to a ſtran
ger in fee, and dies; here the iſſue in tail hath no right of paſ

ſiﬃ'an, indcpendent of the right of properly: for the law pre
ſumes prime: ﬁzeie that the anceﬅor would not diﬁnherit, or at:
tempt to diﬁnherit, his heir, unleſs he had power ſo "ib do; and
therefore, as the anceﬅor had in himſelf the right of poſſeﬂion,

and has transferred the ſame to a ﬅranger, the law will not per
mit that poſſeﬃon no'w to be diﬅurbed, unleſs by ſhewing the
abſolute right of property to reſide in another perſon. The heir
therefore in this caſe has only a mere right, and muﬅ be ﬅrictly

held to the proof of it, in order to recover the lands. Laﬅly,
if by accident, neglect, or otherwiſe, judgment is given for ei
ther party in any poﬃﬃry action, (that is, ſuch wherein the right
of poﬀeﬃon only, and not that of property, is conteﬅed) andv
the other party hath indeed in himſelf the right of property,
this is now turned to a mere rzlg/zt; and upon proof thereof in a
ſubſequent action, denominated a writ of right, he ſhall recover
his ſeiﬁn of the lands.
TH U s, if a diſſeiſor turn-s me out of poſſeﬃon of. my lands,
he thereby gains a mere nakedpzſſﬃon, and I ﬅill retain the rig/zt
qf poﬃﬃan, and rig/zt qfſi prepertjy. If the diſſeiſor dies, and the
lands deſcend to his ſon, the ſon gains an apparent right of pq/ſi
ſeﬃſion ; but I ﬅill retain the actual right both of pqﬃﬃ'on and pro
per-ty. If Iacquieſce for thirty years, without bringing any ac
tion to recover poſſeﬃon of the lands, the ſon gains the actual
right

Ch.:g.
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fig/it qſpoﬃﬃon, and I retain nothing but the mere rig/zt qf pro
perty. And even this right of property will fail, or at leaﬅ it will
be without a remedy, unleſs I purſue it within the ſpace of ſixty
years.

So alſo if the father be tenant in tail, and alienes the

eﬅate-tail to a ﬅranger in fee, the alienee thereby gains the rzlg/zt

qfpqﬄﬃon, and the ſon hath only the mere rig/zt or right qfproperzyr
And hence it will follow, that one man may have the pqﬃſſon,

another the riglzt qf poﬃﬃon, and a third the rz'g/zt qf properly.
For if tenant in tail enfeoﬀs A in fee-ſimple, and dies, and B

diſſeiſes A 3 now B will have the pqﬃﬃan, A the rig/zt qf poﬃſſi
ſion, and the iſſue in tail the rig/zt yf property: A may recover

the poﬂ'eﬃon againﬅ B 5 and afterwards the iſſue in tail may evict'
A, and unite in' himſelf the poſſeﬃon, the right of poſſeﬁion,
alſo the right of property. In which union- conſiﬅs,
ſi IV. A c o M PLETE title to lands, tenements, and heredita

ments. For it is an antient maxim of the law e, that no title is

completely good, unleſs the right of poſſeſſion be Joined' with the
right of property; which right is then denominated a double

right, jus duplz'eafum, or draff draff f. _ And when to this double
right the actual poﬁ'eﬃon is' alſo united, when there is, according

to the expreſſion of Fleta 3, jurir et ſeﬃnae conjunctzb, then, and
then only, is the title completely legal.
' Mirr. 1.,2. c.27.
7 Co. Litt. 266.' Bract. 1. 5. tr. 3_. e. 5.

I I.3.c.'5. &5.
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or TITLE By DESCENTſiz-iii.

' HE ſeveral gradations and ﬅages, requiſite to form a com
plete title to lands, tenements, and hereditaments,- having
lbeen brieﬂy ﬅated in the preceding chapter, we are next to con
ſider the ſeveral manners, in which this complete title (and therein

principally the right of propriezjy) may be reciprocally loﬅ and ac'
quired: whereby the dominion of things real is either continued,
or transferred from one man to another. And here we muﬅ ﬁrﬅ
of all obſerve, that (as gain and loſs are terms of relation, and
of a reciprocal nature) by whatever method one man gains an
eﬅate, by that ſame method or it's correlative ſome other man
has loﬅ it. As where the heir acquires by deſcent, the anceﬅor
has ﬁrﬅ loﬅ or abandoned the eﬅate by his death: where the
lord gains land by eſcheat, the eﬅate of the 'tenant is ﬁrﬅ of all

loﬅ by the natural or legal extinction of all his hereditary blood:
where a man gains an intereﬅ by occupancy, the former owner
Thas previouſly relinquiſhed his right of poſſeﬃon: where one
man claims by preſcription or immemorial uſage, another man

has either parted with his right by an antient and now forgotten
grant, or has forfeited it by the ſupineneſs or neglect of himſelf
r and his anceﬅors for ages: and ſo, in caſe of forfeiture, the tenant

by his own miſbehaviour or neglect has renounced his intereﬅ in
the eﬅate 5 whereupon it devolves to that perſon who by law may
take advantage of ſuch default: and, in alienation by common
aſſurances, the two conſiderations of loſs and acquiſition are ſo
interwoven,

-

-__r_* _

'

-
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interwoven, and ſo conﬅantly contemplated together, that we ſi

never hear of a conveyance, without at once receiving the idea as
well of the grantor as the grantee.
TH r: methods therefore of acquiring on the one hand, and of
loſing on the other, a titleto eﬅates in things real, are reduced
by our law to two ; dg/Zent, where the title is veﬅed in a man
by the ſingle operation of law 5 and pure/mﬅ, where the title is
veﬅed in him by his own act or agreement '.
Dpscn N T, or hereditary ſucceſiion, is the title whereby a

man on the death of his anceﬅor acquires his eﬅate by 'right of
repreſentation, as his heir at law. An heir therefore is he upon
whom the law caﬅs the eﬅate immediately on the death of the
anceﬅor : and an eﬅate, ſo deſcending tothe heir, is in law called

the inheritance.

-

THE doctrine of deſcents, or law of inheritances in fee-ſimple,
is" a point of the higheﬅ importance 3 and is indeed the principal
object ofthe laws of real property in England. All the rules relating
to purchaſes, whereby the legal courſe of deſcents is broken and
altered, perpetually refer to this ſettled law of inheritance, as a

datum or'ﬁrﬅ principle univerſally known, and uponv which their
_ ſubſequent limitations are to work. Thus a gift in tail, or to a
man and the heirs of his body, is a limitation that cannot be
perfectly underﬅood without a previous 'knowlege of the law of
deſcents in fee-ſimple. One may well perceive, that this is an
eﬅate conﬁned in it's deſcent to ſuch heirs only of the donee, as
have ſprung or ſhall ſpring from his body 3 but who thoſe heirs
are, whether all his children both male and female, or the male

only, and (among the males) whether the eldeﬅ, youngeﬅ, or
other ſon alone, or all the ſons together, ſhall be his heir; this

is a point, that we muﬅ reſult back to the ﬅanding law of deſcents
in. fee-ſimple to be informed of.
.

p

7' Co. Litt. 18.

VoL. II.
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IN. order therefore to treat a matter of this univerſal cauſe-

quence the more clearly, I ſhall endeavour to lay aſide ſuch mat
ters as will only tend to breed embaraſſment and Confuſion in our
enquiries, and ſhall conﬁne myſelf entirely to this one object. I
ſhall therefore decline conſidering at preſent who are, and who
are not, capable of being heirs ; reſerving that for the chapter of'

gſcbeatr.
ſhall
alſo paſs
overand
the common
frequentlaw:
diviſion
deſhcnts,
into thoſe.I by
Cuﬅom,
ﬅatute,
for of
deſcentsct
by
particular cuﬅom, as to all the ſons in gavelkind, and to the youngeﬅ
in borough-engliſh, have already been oftenb hinted at, and may

alſo be incidentally touched upon again 5 but will not make a ſe
parate conſideration by themſelves, in a ſyﬅem ſo general as the

preſent: and deſcents by ﬅatute, or ſee-tail perform/m dom', in
'purſilance of the ﬅatute of Weﬅminﬅer the ſecond, have alſo been
already ® copiouﬂy handled ; and it has been ſeen that the deſcent
in tail is reﬅrained and regulated according to the words of the

original donation, and does not intirely purſue the common law
doctrine of inheritance; which, and which only, it will now be
our buſineſs to explain.
'
'
AN D, as this depends not a little on thenatupe of kindreth.

'and the ſeveral degnees of conſanguinity, it will be previouﬂy ne
ceſſary to ﬅate, as brieﬂy as poſſible, the true notion of this kind

red or alliance in blood **.

r

CoNsANcumrTY, or kindred, is deﬁned by the writers on

theſe ſubjects to be N m'nculam pe'ſonartmi ab eodem ﬅtﬃte dg/Zmr
"dentium 3" the connexion or relation of perſons deſcended from

the ſame ﬅock or common anceﬅor. This conſanguinity is either
lineal, or collateral.
b See Vol. I. pag. 74., 75.

Vol. II.

pag. 83. 85.
t See pag. uz, Ur.

4 For a fuller explanation of the doctrine

of conſanguinity, and the conſequence' re
ſulting from a right apprchenſion of it'sna
ture, ſee an fﬃlj on cal/attral ronﬅmguiniy, in

the ﬁrﬅ volume of law tracts. Oxo'r.1762. 80.
LINEAL
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L r N r: A L conſanguinity is that which ſubſiﬅs between per
ſons, of whom one is deſcended in a direct line from the other :

as between john Stiles (the prapzﬃtm in the table of conſangui
nity) and his father, grandfather, great-grandfather, and ſo lip-'
wards in the direct aſcending line; or between john Stiles and
his ſon, grandſon, great-grandſon, and ſo downwards in the di;

rect deſcending line. Every generation, in this lineal direct con!
ſanguinity, conﬅitutes a diﬀerent degree, reckoning either up
wards or downwards': the fathe'r of john Stiles is related to him
in the ﬁrﬅ degree, and ſo likewiſe is his ſon; his grandſire and
grandſon in the ſecond; his great-grandſire, andv great-grandſon

in theinthird.
Thisline,
is the
natural way of reckoning
the de:2
grees
the direct
andonly
thgreforeſiuniverſally
obtainsſſasctwell
in the civil *, and canon r, as in the common law 5.
I
r"

TH E doctrine of lineal confanguinity is ſuﬃciently plain and
obvious; but it is at the ﬁrﬅ view aﬅoniſhing to conſider the num

ber of lineal anceﬅors which every man has, within no very great
number of degrees : and ſo manydifferent bloods h is a man ſaid
to contain in his veins,' as he hath lineal anceﬅors.

Of theſe he

hath two in the ﬁrﬅ aſcending degree, his own parents 3 he hath
four in the ſecond, the parents of his father and the parents of

his mother; he hath eight in 'the third, the parents of his two
grandfathers and two grandmothers; and, by the ſame rule of
progreﬃon, he hath an hundred and-twenty eight in the ſeventh 3
a thouſand and twenty four in the tenth 5 and at the twentieth

degree, or the diﬅance of twenty generations, every man hath
above a million of anceﬅors, as common arithmetic will demon
ﬅratei. This lineal conſanguinity, we may obſerve, falls ﬅrictly

within the dcﬁnition of w'rzculum perﬅmarum ab eodem ﬅz'pite dey;
6

* Ff. 38. lo. 10..

are unacquaimed with the encreaſing power

ſ Dnmal. 1. 4. tit.14.

of progreﬃve numbers; but is palpably

l Co. Litt. 23.

evident from the following table of a geo

h Hid. 12.
metrical progreﬂion, in which the ﬁrﬅ term
i This will ſeem ſurprizing to thoſe who is 2, and the denominator alſo 2: or, to
B b 2
7
ſpeak
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cendentium; ſince lineal relations are ſuch as deſcend one from
the other, and both of courſe from the ſame common anceﬅor.
..'_.

.-" if

.,ſ.L

Co LLAT E R A L kindred anſwers to the ſame deſcription:
collateral relations agreeing with the lineal in this, that they de
ſcend from the fame ﬅock or anceﬅor 3 but diﬀering in this, that
they do not deſcend from each other. collateral kinſmen are ſuch
then as lineally ſpring from one and the ſame anceﬅor, who is 1
the ﬅirps, or root, the ﬅipes, trunk, or common ﬅock, ofrom
whence theſe relations are branched out. As if John Stiles hath
\.'. .

L'I

Ill '

ſpeak more intelligibly, it is evident, for

at every remove, becauſe each: of our an

that each of us has two anceﬅors in the ﬁrﬅ

ceﬅors has alſo two immediate anceﬅors of

degree; the number of whom is doubled

his own.

Lia-al Dqmn.
.

2 'I '-

_,

Number qſdnttﬅon.

l

a

a

4

3

'_"_ 3

-

I' 1 '-"<- -'

.,

4.
-_-- 16
5'*_-'**-_-*-- 32
'

7

'

'
)

6 "*___'-*-_--*

'_-_- 128

_,

8 ------ 256
9 """"'__'*"**"_ 512
ko-----_-- 1024.
11 ->--_-- 2048

12
13 -_----_ſſ--------_-- 4096
8192
14, _-

'6384.

15 _----- 32768

'6 ------ 65536
l7-_------

131072

13 -_-------- 262144.
19--_
20-_

524288
1048576

A ſhorter method of ﬁnding the number of

4, the number of anceﬅors at two; 2 56 is

anceﬅors at any even degree is by ſquaring
the number of anceﬅors at half that number of degrees. Thus 16 (the number of

the ſquare of 16; 65536 of 256; and the
number of anceﬅors at 40 degrees would be
the ſquare of 1048576, or upwards of a

anceﬅors at four degrees) is the ſquare of million millions.
two
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two ſons, who have each a numerous iſſue; both theſe iſſues are

line-ally. deſcended from John Stiles as their common anceﬅor;
and they are collateral kinſmen to each other, becauſe they are
all: defcended from this common ance'ﬅor, and all have a portion

of his blood in their Veins, which denominates them corzſangm'izeon'f '
WE muﬅ be careful to remember, that the very being of col
lateral conſanguinity conſiﬅs in-this deſcent from one and the ſame
common anceﬅor. Thus Tctius and his brother are related 5 why?

becauſe both are derived from one father :' Tlſitzſim and his ﬁrﬅ
couſin are related; whyE becauſe both deſcend. from the ſame

grandfather: and his ſecond couſm's claim to conſanguinity is
thisythat they both are 'derived from one and the ſame great
- grandfather.

In ſhort, as many anceﬅors as 'a man has, ſo many

common ﬅocks he has, from. whichleollateral kinſmen may be

derived. And as we are taught by holy writ, that there is one
couple of anceﬅors belonging to us all, from whom the whole:
race of mankind is deſcended, the obvious and undcniable conſe

quence is, that all men are in ſome degree related to each other.
For indeed, if we only ſuppoſe each couple of our anceﬅors to
have left, one with another, two children; and each of thoſe.
children on an average tohave left two more z (and, without ſuch

a ſuppoﬁtion, the human ſpecies muﬅ bedaily diminiſhing) we
ſhall ﬁnd that all of us have now ſubſiﬅing near two hundred and.
ſeventy millions of kindred in the ﬁfteenth: degree, at the ſame
diﬅance from the ſeveral common anceﬅors as ourſelves are ; be
ﬁdes thoſe that are one or two deſcents nearer to or farther from

the common ﬅock, who may amount to as many more k. And',
if this calculation ſhouldappear incompatible with the number.
of inhabitants on the earth, it is becauſe, by intermarriages among
the ſeveral deſizendants from the ſame anceﬅor, a hundred' or a

thouſand modes of conſanguinity may be conſolidatedin one perſon,

4'

' or he may be-related to us a hundred or a thouſand diﬀerent ways.
" This will ſwell more conﬁderably than

in the ﬁrﬅ degree, who makes, together

the former calculation: for here, though

with the projkqſinu, the two deſcendantsfrom'

the ﬁrﬅ term is but r, the denominator is

the, ﬁrﬅ couple of anceﬅors; and in every

4 ;lt_hat is, there is 'me kinſman (a brother)

other degree the number of kindred muﬅ
be

YR
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" TH E method of computing theſe degrees in the canon law ',
which our law has adopted m, is as'follows. We begin at the
common anceﬅor, and reckon downwards; and in whatſoever
degree the two perſons, or the moﬅ remote of them, is diﬅant
be the quaa'ruple of thoſe in the degree which
immediately precedes it. For, ſince each

in which the anceﬅors encreaſe upwards;
but we have ſeen that the anceﬅors encreaſe

couple of anceﬅors has two deſcendants, who in a duplicate ratio : therefore the deſcend
encreaſe in a duplicate ra'ia, it will follow ants muﬅ encreaſe in a double dupliczte,
that the ran'a, in which all the deſcendants

that is, in a quadruple, ram. K _ in _' _ A

encreaſe downwards, muﬅ be double to that
collateral Degree',

_ _
Number of Kindrel.

l

1

2

A,

3

4
5 --6

' _

_' *

3

.

.

.

'6

-

_

,
r

64
256
- 1024

, Tvﬂ
. v 87 --_---[6384
4096
'

9 '___ 55535
J (2 10 ----r1

12

262144.
. 1048576

4194304

13 ----- 16777216
14.
--- 67108864

'5 ------=684ss4s6
16

-1073741824.

l7

-4294967296

18 ------17179869184

l9

68719476736

20

274877906944

This calculation may alſo be formed by a w 262144, or the ſquare of 512. And if
more compendious proceſs, ruiz. by ſquaring _we will be at the trouble to recollect the
the couples, or half the number, of anceſ ﬅate of the ſeveral ſamilies within our own
tors at any given degree; which will fur knowlege, and obſerve how far they agree
niſh us with the number of kindred we have with this account; that is, whether, on an
in the ſame degree, at equal diﬅance with average, every man has not one brother or
ourſelves from the common ﬅock, beſides ﬁlter, ſour ﬁrﬅ couſins, ſixteen ſecond cou
thoſe. at unequal diﬅances. Thus, in the ſins, and ſo on ; we ſhall ﬁnd that the pre
tenth lineal degree, the number of anceﬅors ſent calculation is very far from being over
is 1024; it's half, or the couples, amount charged.

to 512; the number of kindred in the
tenth collateral degree amounts therefore

1 Dun-tal. 4. 14.. 3 U 9.
m Co. Litt. 23.

from
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from. thecommon anceﬅor, that is the degree in which they
are related to each other. Thus Titim and his brother are re
lated in the ﬁrﬅ degree 3 for from the father to each of them is

counted only one : Titiur and his nephew are related in the ſecond.
degree; for the nephew is two degrees removed from the com
mon anceﬅor 3 w'z. his own grandfather, the father of Titiur. Or,

(to give a more illuﬅrious inﬅance from our Engliſh annals) king
H-cnry'the ſeventh, who ﬂew Richard the third in the battle of
. Boſworth,,was related to that prince in the ﬁfth degree. Let the.

Prapeſitm therefore in the table of conſanguinity repreſent king
Richard the third, and the claſs marked (e) king Henry the ſe

venth. Now their common ﬅock or anceﬅor was king Edward.
the third, the ada'vm in the ſame table : from him to Edmond
duke of York, the proavus, is one degree 3 to Richard earl of
Cambridge, the a'vus, two; to Richard duke of York, the pamz,

three 3 to king Richard the third, the prepoſitur, four: and from
king Edward the third to John of Gant (a) is one degree; to John
earl of Somerſet (h) two; to John duke of Somerſet (c) three; tov
Margaret counteſs of Richmond (d) four 3 to king Henry the ſe
venth (e) ﬁve. Which laﬅ mentioned prince, being the fartheﬅ
removed'from the common ﬅock, gives the denomination to the

degree of kindred in the canon and municipal law. Though ac
cording to the cornputation of the c'rvilians, (who count upwards,
from either of the Perſons related, to the common ﬅock, and
then downwards again to the other; reckoning a degree for each

perſon both aſcending and deſcending) theſe two princes were re

lated in the ninth degree: for from king Richard the third to
Richard duke of York is one-degree 3 to Richard earl of Cam-- '
bridge, two; to Edmond duke of York, three; to king Edward
the third, the common anceﬅor, four 3 to John of Gant, ﬁve;

to John earl of Somerſet, ﬁx 3 to John duke of Somerſet, ſeven;
to Margaret counteſs of. Richmond, eight; to king Henry the

ſeventh, nine "r
" See the table of conſanguinity annexed;
wherein all the degrees of collaee'ral kindred tenth
to theof
prapoſinu
are computed,
ſo far as
the
the civilians
and the ſeventhſiof

'
the canoniﬅs incluſive; the former being
diﬅinguiſhed by the numeral letters, the
latter by the common ciphers. _ TH E
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TH E natureand degrees of kindred being thus in ſome mea
ſure explained, I ſhall next proceed to lay down a ſeries of rules,

or canons of inheritance, according to-which eﬅates are tranſ

mitted from the anceﬅor to the heir; together with an explana
tory comment, remarking their original and progreſs, the reaſons

upon which they are founded, and in ſome caſes their agreement
with the laws of other nations.
I. TH E ﬁrﬅ rule is, that inheritances ſhall lineally deſcend to

the iſſue of the perſon laﬅ actually ſeiſed, in izzſinitum ; but ſhall
never lineally aſcend.
To explain the more clearly both this and the ſubſequent
rules, it muﬅ ﬁrﬅ be obſerved, that by law no inheritance can
veﬅ, nor can any perſon be the actual complete heir of another,
till the anceﬅor is previouſly dead. Nemo eﬅ lzaerer viventir. Be
fore that time the perſon who is next in the line of ſucccﬃon is
called an heir apparent, or heir preſumptive. Heirs apparent are
ſuch, whoſe right of inheritance is indefeaﬁble, provided they

outlive the anceﬅor; as the eldeﬅ ſon or his iſſue, who muﬅ by
the courſe of the common law be heirs to the father whenever
he happens to die. Heirs preſumptive are ſuch, who, if the an
ceﬅor ſhould die immediately, would in the preſent circumﬅan-_
ces of things be his heirs ; but whoſe right of inheritance may
be defeated by the contingency of ſome nearer heir being born:
as a brother, or nephew, whoſe preſumptive ſucceﬃon may be

deﬅroyed by the birth of a child; or a daughter, whoſe preſent
hopes may be hereafter cut oﬀ by the birth of a ſon. Nay, even

if the eﬅate hath deſcended, by the death of the owner, 'to ſuch
brother, or nephew, or daughter; in the former caſes the eﬅate'

ſhall be deveﬅed and taken away by the birth of a poﬅhumous
child; and, in the latter, it ſhall alſo be totally deveﬅed by the

birth of a poﬅhumous ſon o.
* Bro. rit. deſcent. 58.
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WE muﬅ alſo remember, that no perſon can be properly ſuch
an anceﬅor, as that an inheritance in lands or tenements can be

derived from him, unleſs he hath had actual ſeiﬁn of ſuch lands,

either by his own entry, or by the poſſeſſion of his own or his
anceﬅor's leſi'ee for years, or by receiving rent from a leſſee of the
freehold P : or unleſs he hath had what is equivalent to corporal
ſeiﬁn in hereditaments that are incorporeal 5 ſuch as the receipt
of re'nt, a preſentation to the church in caſe of an advowſon 4, and

the like. But he (hall not be accounted an anceﬅor, who hath

had only a bare right or title to enter or be otherwiſe ſeiſed. And
therefore all the caſes, which will be mentioned in the preſent

chapter, are upon the ſuppoſition that the deceaſed (whoſe inhe
ritance is now claimed) was the laﬅ perſon actually ſeiſed thereof.
For the law requires this notoriety of poſſcﬂion, as evidence that

the anceﬅor had that property in himſelf, which is now to be

tranſmitted to_his -heir._ ' Which notoriety hath ſucceeded in the
place of the antient feodal inveﬅiture, whereby, while feuds were
precarious, the vaſal on the deſcent of lands was formerly admit

ted in the lord's court (as is ﬅill the practice in Scotland) and
there received his ſeiﬁn, in the nature of.a renewal of his anceſ
tors grant, in the 'preſence of the feodal peers: till at length,
when the right of ſucceﬁion became indefeaﬁble, an entry on any
part of the lands within the county (which if diſputed was after
wards to be tried by thoſe peers) or other notorious poſſeﬃon;
was admitted as equivalent to the formalgrint of ſeiﬁn, and made
the tenant capable of tranſmitting his eﬅate by deſcent. The
ſeiﬁn therefore of any' perſon, thus underﬅood, makes him the

root or ﬅock, from which vallfuture inheritance by right of blood

muﬅ be derived : which is very brieﬂy expreſſed in this inaxim,
ﬅj/zſſaa ſizcz't ſizﬃtam '.

P Co. Litt. 15.
1 Hid. 11.
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WH a N therefore a perſhn dies ſo ſeiſed, the inheritance-'ﬁrﬅ
goes to his iſſue : as if there be Geoﬀrey, John, and -Matthew,
grandfather, father, and ſon; and John purchaſes land and dies;
his ſon Matthew ſhall ſucceed him as heir, and not the grand

father Geoﬀrey; to whom the land ſhall never aſcend, but ſhall
rather eſcheat to the loſd'.
TH l s rule, Rd far as it is aﬃrmative and relates to lineal de

ſc'ents, is almoﬅ univerſally adopted by all nations ; and it ſeems

founded on a principle of natural reaſon, that (whenever a right of
property tranſmiﬃble to repreſentatives is admitted) the poſſeﬃons
of the Parents ſhould go, upon their deceaſe, in the ﬁrﬅ place to

their children, as thoſe to whom they have given being, and vfor'

whom they are therefore bound to provide. But the negative
branch, or 'total excluſion of parents and all lineal anceﬅors from
ſucceeding to the inheritance of their oﬀspring, is peculiar to our
own laws, and ſuch as have been deduced from the ſame original.

For, by the Jewiſhxlaw, on failure of iﬂ'ue the father ſucceeded
to the ſon, in e'xcluﬁon 'of brethren, unleſs one of them married
the widow and raiſed up ſeed to his brother '. And, by the laws
of Rome, in the ﬁrﬅ place the children or lineal deſcendants
were preferred ; and, on failure of theſe, the father and mother

or lineal aſcendants ſucceeded together with the brethren and ﬁſ
ters' 5 though by the law of the twelve tables the mother was

originally, on account of her ſex, excluded ". Hence this rule of
our laws has been cenſured and declaimed againﬅ, as abſurd and
- derogating from the maxims of equity and natural juﬅice w. Yet

that 'there is nothing unjuﬅ onabﬁard in it, but that on the con
trary it is 'founded upon very good reaſon, may appear from con
ſidering as well the nature of the rule itſelf, as the occaſion of
introducing it into our laws.

o Litt. s. 3.
* Selden. de ﬁmqﬃ. Edrator. r. 12.
' Fſ.38.15. 1. No-u. 118. 127. '

'

- 1nﬅ.3.3. 1.
' Crag. de jur. ﬁnd. I. 2.. I, '3.- 5. 15.
Locke on gov. part. I. &90.
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- 'WR are to reﬂect, in the ﬁrﬅ place, that all rules of ſuceeﬃon
to eﬅnteſisrarc creatures of the civil polity, andjzmſir pq/Itiw' merely.
The right of property, which is gained by occupancy, extends
naturally no farther than the life of the preſent poﬀeﬂ'or; after

which the land by the law of nature would again become com
mon, and- liable to be ſeiſed by the next occupant : but ſociety,

to prevent the miſchieſs that might enſue from a doctrine ſo pro
ductive of contention, has eﬅa-biiſhed conveyances, Wills, and

ſucceﬃons ; whereby the property originally gained by poſſeﬃon
is continued, and tranſmitted from one man to another, accord

ing to the rules which each ﬅate has reſpcctively thought proper
no preſcribe. There is certainly 'therefore no injuﬅice done to in
dividuals, whatever be the path of deſcent marked out by the
municipal law.
IF we' next conſider the time and occaſion of introducing this
rule into our law, we ſhall- ﬁnd it to have been grounded upon
very ſubﬅantial reaſons. I think there is no doubt to be made,
but that it was introduced at the ſame time with, and in conﬁr
quence of, the feodal' tenures. For it was an expreſs rule of the
feodal law *, that ſhcceﬀoni: ﬁudi talr'r 94 'la-tum, quod aﬅmderzter
non ſivccedunt ; and therefore the fame maxim obtains alſo in the

French law to this day 7. Our Henry the ﬁrﬅ indeed, among
other reﬅorations-'of the old Saxon Iawsr' reﬅored the right of
ſilcceﬃon in the aſcending line' :- but this ſoon fell' again into

diſuſe 3 for ſo early as Glanvil's time, who wrote under Henry
the ſecond, we ﬁnd it laid down as eﬅabliſhed law', that [mere

diz'a: mmguam aſZ'endir r which has remained- an invariable ma'xim
ever ſince. Theſe circumﬅances evidently-ſhew' this rule to be of
feodal original; and,- taken- in that light, there are ſome argu
ments in it's, favour, beſides thoſe which are drawn merely from

the'reaſon of' the thing. For if the feud, of which the ſon died
_ _ t
3 zFc-Mgoſ

- *

*-"._

r

jz-'ct' '2

Y Domnt. pz. I. 2; r.2.-Montefgu'. E/þ.
L. 1.31.ſit.33.
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-

a
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ſeiſed, was really ſeudum antiquum, or one deſcended to him from
his anceﬅors, the futher'could not poﬂibly ſucceed to it, becauſe

it muﬅ have paſſed. him in the courſe of "deſcent, before it could
come to the ſon 5 unleſs it were ſend/um Mater-num, or one de

ſcended from his mother, and then for other reaſons (which will
appear hereafter) the father could in no wiſe-inherit it. And if
it were ﬁudum naeum, or one newly acquired by the ſon, then

only the deſcendants from the body of the feudatory himſelf
could ſucceed, by the known maxim of the early feodal conﬅi
tutionsb; which was founded as well upon the perſonal merit of
the vaſal, which might be tranſmitted'to his children but could

not aſcend to his progenitors, as alſo upon this conſideration of
military policy, that the decrepit grandſireof a vigorous vaſal
would be but indiﬀerently qualiﬁcd to ſucceed him in his feodal
ſervices. Nay, even if this ſeudum naeum were held by the (on
at ſeudum antiguu'n, or with all the qualities annexed of a feud
deſcended from his an'ceﬅors, ſuch feud muﬅ in all reſpects have

deſcended' as if it had been really an antient feud; and therefore
could not go to the lfather,--bec_uuſe, if it had been art-antient

feud, the father-'muﬅ 'have been dead before it could have come
to the ſon. Thus whether the feud was ﬅrictly naeum, or ﬅrictly
antiquary', or whether it was novwn held ut antiquum, in none of
theſe caſes the father could poﬅibly ſucceed. Theſe reaſons,drawn

the hiﬅory' of: the 'rule itſelf, ſeem to be more ſatisfactory
_ from
than that
quaint oſſne=of Bracton e, adopted by ﬁr Edward Cokeﬂ
which regulates the deſcent of lands according to the laws of
gravitation.

II. A s e c o N p general rule or canon is, that the
male iſſue
'

lull be admittedſſbefore the female.

' I ſtul- 20.
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-

' Dg'a'd'r itqujw, ſ'QﬄMﬂſ" pil,
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-e': Turns ſons ſhall be admitted before daughters; or,- zas-our

mglerlawgive-rs have ſomowhat- uncomplaiſantly expreſſed it, - (the
wzorthieﬅof blood ſhall be preferred '. As if John Stiles hath
two ſons, Matthew-and: Gilbert, and two daughters, Margaretand
Charlotte, and dies 3 ﬁrﬅ Matthew, and (in caſe of his death
without iſſue) then Gilbert, ſhall be admitted to the ſucceſiion in

preference-to both the daughters.
.

' U, um' '-*

'

, iI'u-rs, preference of males to females is entirely agreeable to
ſhe lawzof fncceſſton among the Jews', and alſo among the ﬅates
of Greece,;or at leaﬅ among the Athenian35'3 but was totally

unknown to the laws of Rome h, (ſuch of them, I mean, as are
atrpreſent extant) wherein brethren and ſiﬅers were allowed to

ſucceed to equal portions of the inheritance. AI ſhall not here
ranter into the comparative merit of the Roman and the other
conﬅitutions in this particular, nor examine into the greater dig
nity of blood in the male or female fox-3 but ſhall only obſerve,
that our preſent preference of malesto fomales ſeems to_.have

ariſen entirely from the feodal law. For though our Britiſh and
oeﬅoksi-athe Welſh, appear to have- given a preference-to. malesi,
yet our ſubſequent Daniſh predeceﬂ'ors ſeem- to have made no

diﬅinction of ſexes, but to have admitted allrthe children at once
to, the inheritance k. But the feodal law of the Saxons onthe
. continence (which was probably brought over hither, and ﬁrﬅ ali
tered by the law of king Canute) gives an evident preference of
the male to the female ſex. " Pater ant mater, defuncti, ſilia nen
"ﬁliae lzaeredrſitatem relznguent. . . . . Qzzi a'gfunctw non ſilior ſed

Sfﬄiar neliyaerit, ad ear omnr'r Zzaerea'zifas pertineat'." It is poﬂible
therefore that this preference might be a branch of that imperfect
ſyﬅem of feuds, which obtained here before the conqucﬅ 3 eſpe- .
Milk-tak.- Hu- Cſſluazz. '

' Numb.c.z7.

*' '
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4

' Petit. LL. Jm'c. I. 6. r.64 3 . r "
I Inﬅ. 3. r. 6.
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' S't'f. Wall. rzEdw. X.

' LL. call'd. r. 68.
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cially as it ſubſiﬅs among the cuﬅoms of gavelkind, and as, in

the charter or laws of_ king Henry the
Norman innovations) given up, but rather

not (like many
'2. The true

reaſon of preferring the males muﬅ be deduced from feodal prin
ciples : for, by the genuine and original policy of that conﬅitu
ſition, no female could ever ſucceed to a proper feud ", inaſmueh
as they were incapable of performing thoſe military ſervices, for
the ſake of which that ſyﬅem was eﬅabliſhed, But our law does
nbt extend to a total excluſion of females, as the Sali'c law, and

others, where ſends were moﬅ ﬅrictly retained: it only poﬅpones
them to males ; for, though daughters are excluded by ſons, yet

they ſucceed before any collateral relations : our law, like that
of the Saxon feudiﬅs before-mentioned, thus ﬅeering a middle
courſe, between the abſolute rejection of females, and the put
ting them on. a, footing with males.
.

'

-
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-

r

J III. A Tntnn rule,-or canon of deſcent, is this z that, where
there are
two.the
or morejmlcs together.
in equal degree, the eldeﬅ only ſhall
'inherit
zſi bſiut

_ ſiAs if a man hathſitwo ſons. Matthew and Gilbert, and two

daughters, Margaret, and Chazlotte, and dies; Matthew his eldeﬅ
ſonct 'ſhall alone ſucceed to his eﬅate, in excluſion of Gilbert the

(econd'ſonſiand both

daughterswbut, if both the ſons die

without iſſue before. the father, the daughters Margaret and Char
lotte, ſhall both inheliit the, eﬅate. as eoparceners o.

'_ This right of primpgeniture in males ſeems antiently to have
onlyv obtained among. thejews, in whoſe Conﬅitution the eldeﬅ

(qui had a double, portion-of the inheritance p; in the ſame man

ner as with us, by- the laws of king Henry the ﬁrﬅq, the eldeﬅ
ſonſi had the capital fee or principal feud of his father's poſſeſſlons,
'I r. 70.
'1Fnd.8.
' Litt.

s.

, '
A
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and rfoct-Zztheri pre-'ſieminenceﬂllarpid as the eldeﬅ daughter had after

wards the principal mlinhoſiiilf W the eﬅate deſcended iiiſicopar
cenary'.1 The Greeks, the Romans, the Britons, the Saxp'rſſictsn and

even originally the" feii'diﬅs, divided the lands equally? ſome
among all theichildren at large, ſome among the males only.
This is certainly the moﬅ obvious and natural way; and has the

appearance; at leaﬅ in the opinion of younger brothers, of the
greateﬅ impartiality and juﬅice. But when' the emperors began
to create honorary feuds, or titles of nobility, it was found ne

ceſſary (in order to preſerve their dignity) to make them impar
tible', or (as they ﬅilcd them) feua'a indi'vidua, and in conſequence

deſcendible to the eldeﬅ ſon alone. This example was farther en
forced by the inconveniences that attended the ſplitting of eﬅates 3

namely, the diviſion of the military ſervices, the multitude of
infant tenants incapable of performing any duty, the chnfeqtiein'i '
tial weakening of the ﬅrength of the kingdom, and the inducing
younger ſons to take up with the buſineſs and idleneſs of a coun
trylife, inﬅead of being ſerviceable to themſelves and the public,
by engaging in mercantile, in military, in civil, or in eccleﬁaﬅi

cal employments'. Theſe reaſons occaſioned an almoﬅ total change
in the method of feodal inheritances abroad 3 ſo that the eldeﬅ

male began univerſally to ſucceed to the whole of the lands in all
military tenures : and in this condition the feodal Conﬅitution was
eﬅabliſhed in England by William the conqueror.
NNW;
YE T we ﬁnd,."that ſocage eﬅates frequently deſcended to all
the ſons equally, ſo lately as when Glanvil' wrote, in the reign

of Henry the ſecond 3 and it is'mentioned in the mirrorw as a
part of our antient Conﬅitution, that knights' fees ſhould deſcend
to the eldeﬅ ſon, and ſocage fees ſhould be partible among the

'male children.

However in Henry the third's time we ﬁnd by

Bracton' that ſocage lands, in imitation of lands in chivalry, had
' Glanvil. [.7. c.3.

t:-

'

'

' I.7. r. 3.

s 2Frud.55.

'r.1.5.3.

e Hale. H-C.L-22'.
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almoﬅ entirely fallen into the right of ſucceﬁion by primogeni
ture, as the law now ﬅands : except in Kent, where theygloried
in the Preſervation of their antient gavelkind tenure, of which a'
principal branch was the joint inheritance of all the ſons', and
except in ſome particular manors and townſhips, where their lo
cal cuﬅoms continued the deſcent, ſometimes to all, ſometimes

to the youngeﬅ ſon only, or in other more ſingular methods of
ſucccﬁion.
As to the females, they are ﬅill left as they-'were by the an?
tient law; for they were all equally incapable of performing any perſonal ſervice, and therefore, one main reaſon of preferring

the eldeﬅ ceaſing, ſuch preference would have been injurious to
the reﬅ: and the other principal purpoſe, the prevention of the
too minute ſubdiviſion of eﬅates, was left to be conſidered and

provided for by the lords, who had the diſpoſal of theſe female
heircſſcs in marriage. However, the ſucceﬃon by primogeniture,

even among females, took place as to the inheritance 'of the
crown ' ; wherein the neceſiity of a ſole and determinate ſucceſ-v
tion is as great in the one ſex as the other. And the right of ſole
ſucceﬂion, though not of primogeniture, was alſo eﬅabliſhed with
reſpect to female dignities and titles of-honour. For if a man
holds an earldom to him and the heirs of his body, and dies,

leaving only daughters ; the eldeﬅ ſhall not of courſe be counteſs,
but the dignity is in ſuſpenſe or abeyance till the king ſhall de
clare his pleaſure; for he, being the fountain of honour, may

confer it on which of them he pleaſes a. In which diſpoſition is
preſerved a ﬅrong trace of the antient law of feuds, before their,

deſcent by primogeniturei even among the males was eﬅabliſhed,

namely, that the lord tnight beﬅow them on which of the ſons
he thought proper: --- "progrgﬃzm cﬅ, ut azlſiliar dc'veniret, in
" gucm fail/'cet domimu lzoc w/let-bemﬃczſium can 'rmare b."

7 Somner. Gavelk.7.
= C0.Litt.165.

'
-

'- _

' Ilu'zl.
' rFmJ. 1.
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' IV.: A FOURTH rule, or canon of deſcents, is this; that the

lineal
deſcendants, in irzſim'tum, of any perſon deceaſcd ſhall re
preſent their anceﬅor ; that is, ſhallſiﬅand in the ſame place as the
perſon' himſelf would have done, had he been living.
Trſirvs the child, grandchild, or great-grandchild (either male
or female) of the eldeﬅ ſon ſucceeds before the younger ſon, and
ſo in irzﬁnftumc. And theſe repreſentatives (hall take neither more
i nor leſs, but juﬅ ſi) much as their principals would have done.
As if there be two ſiﬅers, Margaret and Charlotte; and Marga
ret dies, leaving ſix daughters; and then John Stiles the father

of the two ſiﬅers dies, without other iſſue : theſe ſix daughters
(hall take among them exactly the ſame as their mother Marga
ret would have done, had (he been living; that is, a moiety of
the lands of John Stiles in coparcenary : ſo that, upon Partition
made, if the land be divided into twelve parts, thereof Charlotte

the ſurviving ſiﬅer ſhall have ſix, andher ﬁx neices, the daugh
ters of Margaret, one apiece.

TH I s taking by repreſentation is called a ſucceﬃon z'nﬅirper,
according to the roots ; ſinceall the branches inherit the ſame
ſhare that their root, whom they repreſent, would have done.
And in this manner alſo was the Jewiſh ſucceſiion directedd; but -

the'Roman ſomewhat diﬀered from it.

In the deſcending ſiline

the right of repreſentation continued in z'zzſinctum, and the inhe

ritance ﬅill deſcended in ﬅz'rper: as if one of three daughters
died, leaving ten children, and then the father died; the two

ſurviving daughters had each one third of his eﬀects, and the ten
grandchildren had the remaining third divided between themſſ *
And ſo among collaterals, if any perſons of equal degree with

the perſons repreſented were ﬅill ſubſiﬅing, (as if the deceaſcd
left one brother, and two nephews the ſons of another brother)
the ſucceſſion 'was ﬅill guided by the rootr: but, if both the

brethren were dead leaving iſſue, then (I apprehend) their repre
c Hale. H. C. L, 236, 237.'

_ Vo L. II.
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tentatives in equal degree became themſelves principals, and
ſhared the inheritance per capita, that is, ſhare and ſhare alike;

they being themſelves now the next in 'degree to the anceﬅor,
in their own right, and not by right of repreſentation *. So, if
the next heirs of Titzſim be ﬁx nieces, three by one ſiﬅer, two by
another, and one by a third 5 his inheritance by the Roman law
was divided into ﬁx parts, and one given to each' of the nieces :
whereas the law of England in this caſe would ﬅill divide it only '
into three parts, and diﬅribute it per ﬅirpes, thus ; one third to
the three children who repreſent one ﬁﬅer, another third to the
two who repreſent the ſecond, and the remaining third to the
one child who is the ſole repreſentative of her mother.
THIS mode of repreſentation is a neceſſary conſequence of
the double preference given by our law, ﬁrﬅ to the male iſſue,
and 'nextlaw
to is_a
the ﬅranger.
ﬁrﬅborn ſ among
the the
males,
to both
whichﬁﬅers
the
Roman
For if all
children
of three
were in England to claim per capz'ta, in their own rights as' next
of kin to the anceﬅor, without any reſpect to the ﬅocks from

whence they ſprung, and thoſe children were partly male and
partly female, then the eldeﬅ male among them would exclude

not only his own brethren and ſiﬅers, but all the iſſue of the
other two daughters 3 or elſe the law in this inﬅance muﬅ be- in

conﬁﬅent with itſelf, and depart from the preference which it
conﬅantly gives to the males, and the ﬁrﬅborn, among perſons
in equal degree. Whereas, by dividing the inheritance according
to the roots or ﬅz'rper, the rule of deſcent is kept uniform and
ﬅeady : the iſſue of the eldeﬅ ſon excludes all other pretcnders,
as the ſon himſelf (if living) would have done 5 but the iſſue of
two daughters divide the inheritance between them, provided

their mothers (if living) would have done the ſame : and among
theſe ſeveral iſſues, or repreſentatives of the reſpective roots, the
ſame preference "to males and the ſame right of primogeniture
obtain, as would have obtained at the ﬁrﬅ among the roots them

ſelves, the ſons or daughters of the deceaſed. As if a man hath
' No-v. 118. r.3. Iuﬅ. 3. 1.6.
two
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two ſons, A and B, and A dies' leaving two ſons, and then the
grandfather dies; A now the eldeﬅ ſon of A ſhall ſucceed to the

whole of his grandfather's eﬅate: and if A had left only two
daughters, - they ſhould have ſucceeded alſo to equal moieties of
the whole, in excluſion of B and his iſſue. But if a man hath
'only three daughters, C, _D,- and E 5 and C dies leaving two

ſons, D leaving two daughters, and E leaving a daughter and a
ſon who is younger than his ſiﬅer: here, when the grandfather
dies, the eldeﬅ ſon of C ſhall ſucceed to one third, in excluﬁon

of the younger; the two daughters of D to another third in
partnerſhip 5 and the ſon of E to the remaining third, in exclu
ſion of his elder ſiﬅer. And the ſame right of repreſentation,

guided and reﬅrained by the ſame rules of deſcent, prevails down
_wards in i'gﬂm'tum.

YE T this right does not appear to have been thoroughly eﬅa
bliſhed in the time of Henry the ſecond, when Glanvil wrote ;

and therefore, in the title to the crown eſpecially, we ﬁnd fre
quent conteﬅs between the younger (but ſurviving) brother, and
his nephew (being the ſon and repreſentative of the elder decea
ſed) in regard to the inheritance of their.common anceﬅor: for
the uncle is certainly nearer of kin to the common ﬅock, by one
degree, than the nephew; though the nephew, by repreſenting

his father,
has inbetter
him able
the right
of primogeniture.
alſo
was uſually
to perform
theſiſervices ofThe
the uncle
ﬁef 5

and beſides had frequently ſuperior intereﬅ and ﬅrength, to back
his pretenſions and cruſh the right of his nephew. And even to
this day, in the lower Saxony, proximity of blood takes place of
repreſentative primogeniture 3 that is, the younger ſurviving'bro
ther is admitted to the inheritance before the ſon of an elder de
ceaſed: which occaſioned the diſputes between the two houſes
of Mecklenburg, Schwerin and Strelitz, in 1692*. Yet Glanvil,
with us, even in the twelfth century, ſeemss to declare for the

right of the nephew by repreſentation; provided the eldeﬅ ſon
had not received a proviﬁon in lands from his father, (or as the
r Mod. Un. Hiﬅ.x1ii.
*
334.

D idl. 27. c. 3.
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oivil law would-call it) had not been forisfamiliated; in his life-

time. King John, howeven. who kept his nephew Arthur from
the throne, by diſputing this right of repreſentation, did all in

his power to aboliſh it throughout the realm b 2: 'but in thc'timc
of his ſon, king Henry the third, we ﬁnd the rule indiſputablyv
ſettled in the manner we have here laid it down i, and ſo it has

continued ever ſince. And thus much for lineal deſcents.
i V. A FIFTH rule is, that, on failure of lineal deſcendants, or
iſſue, of the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed, the inheritance (hall deſcend to the

blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor 3 ſubject to the three preceding rules.
.

THU s if Geoﬀrey Stiles purchaſes land, and it deſcmds to

John Stiles his ſon, and John dies ſeiſed thereof without iſſue 3
whoever ſucceeds toxthis inheritance muﬅ be of the blood of
Geoﬀrey the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor of this family k. The ﬁrﬅ purchaſor,
perguzſitor, is he who ﬁrﬅ acquired the eﬅate to his family,
whether the ſame was transferred to him by ſale, or by gift, or

by any other method, except only that of deſcent.
TH I s is a rule almoﬅ peculiar to our own laws, and thoſe of
a ﬁmilar original. For it was entirely unknown among the Jews,
Greeks, and Romans: none of whoſe laws looked any farther
than the perſon himſelf who died ſeiſed of the eﬅate ; but if'

ﬁgned him an heir, without conſidering-by what titlehe gained
it, or from what anceﬅor he derived it.

But the law of Nor

mandyl agrees with our law in this reſpect: nor indeed is that
agreement to be wonderedv at, ﬁnce the law of deſcents in both

is of ſeodal original 3 and this rule or canon cannot otherwiſe be

accounted for than by recurring to ſeodal principles.
WH E N feuds ﬁrﬅ began to be hereditary, it was made a ne

ceſſary qualiﬁcation of the heir, who would ſucceed to a feud,
that he ſhould be of the blood of, that. is lineally deſcended'from.
i 5 Hale. H. C. L. 217. 229.
i Bracton. 1. 2. r. 30. 5. a.

i' Co. Litt. 12.
' Gr. Cauﬅum. t. 25.

'
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the ſirﬅxfeudatory or purehaſorz- In conſequence-Whereof, if a.
vaſal died poſſeſſed of alfeud of his own acquiring, or ﬂudum
manam, it could not deſcend to any but his own oﬀspring i no;
not even to' his brother, becauſe he was not deſcended, nor de--r

rived his blood, from the ﬁrﬅ acquirer.

But if it was ﬁudum

antiguum, that is, one deſcended to the vaſal from his anceﬅors,
then his brother, or ſuch other collateral relationas was deſcended

and derived his blood from the ﬁrﬅ feudatory, might ſucceed to
ſuch inheritance. To this purpoſe ſpeaks the following rule',

"fraterﬂ-atri
ſine legitimo
in bengſicia
quod earum
"patrir
ﬁn't, ﬅzcredat:
ſin learn-de
autem defurzcto,
umu e ﬁatribm
a damzſina
ſeu-v
'5 dum acceperit, ea a'gſuncta ſi'ze legg'tz'mo lzaerede, frafer ey'ur infant'F dam nanſhcceditm." The true feodal reaſon for which rule was

this ;, that what. was given to a man,_ for his perſonal ſe'rvice'and
perſonal merit, oughtnot to deſcend to any but the heirs-of his,
perſon. And therefore, as in eﬅates-tail, (which a proper feud
very much reſembled) ſo in the feodal donation, "nomen lzaeredz'r,

** in prime invg/iitum exprgﬃmz, tantum ad dgſhendente: ex car-pore
" primi nq/Ez/[i extendz'tur; et non ad collateraler, nﬃ- ex car-pore
"prſimi 'vqſalli ſive ﬅipiti: dcﬅendantn:" the willof the donor, or.
original lord, (when ſeuds were turned from life eﬅatesinto in
heritances) not being to make them abſolutely hereditary, like
the Roman allodium, but hereditary only ſizb moda; not heredi
tary to the collateral relations, or lineal anceﬅors, or huſhand, or
wife of the feudatory, but. to the iſſue deſcended from his body
only.
.
'

HOWEV ER, in proceſs of time, when the feodal rigour was
in part abated, a method was invented to let in the collateral re

lations of the grantee to the inheritance, by granting him-afea
dum no'vum to hold ut ſivudum antz'guumz that. is, with all the
qualities annexed of a feud derived from his anceﬅors 5 and then

the collateral relations were admitted to ſucceed even in itﬃmſif'u'mn
becauſe they might have been of the blood of, that is deſcended;"

from, the ﬁrﬅ imaginary purchaſor. For ſince it is not aſcertained.
'I 1Ftm{.l. 5.z.

.

.

" Crag. I. r. t.9. &36.
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in ſuch general grants, whether this feud ſhall be held utfezzdum

paternum, or ſcudum awſitum, but ur feudum antiquum. merely, as
a feud of indeﬁnite antiquity; that is, ſince it is not aſcertained

from which of the anceﬅors of the grantee this feud ſhall be
ſuppoſed to have deſcended ; the law will not aſcertain it, but
will ſuppoſe any of his anceﬅors, pro re nate, to have been the

ﬁrﬅ purchaſor : and therefore it admits any of his collateral kind
red (who have the other neceſſary requiſites) to the inheritance,
becauſe every collateral kinſman muﬅ be deſcended from ſome
one of his lineal anceﬅors.
*
O F this nature are all the grants of fee-ſimple eﬅates of this
kingdom; for there is now in the law of England no ſuch thing

as a grant of a ﬂudum na'vum, to be held at mourn ; unleſs in the

caſe of a fee-tail, and there we ſee that this rule is ﬅrictly ob-ſi
ſerved, and none but the lineal deſcendants of the ﬁrﬅ donee (or

purchaſor) are admitted: but every grant of lands in fee-ſimple
is with us aſZ-udum nosvum to be held at antz'guum, as a feud whoſe
antiquity is indeﬁnite; and therefore the collateral kindred of
the grantee, or deſcendants from any of his lineal anceﬅors, by

whom the lands might have poﬃbly been purchaſed, are capable
of being called to the inheritance.
YE T, when an eﬅate hath really deſcended in a courſe of in
heritance to the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed, the ﬅrict rule of the feodal
law is ﬅill obſerved; and none are admitted, but the heirs of

thoſe through whom the inheritance hath paſſed : for all others
have demonﬅrably none of the blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor in
them, and therefore ſhall never ſucceed.

As, if lands come to

John Stiles by deſcent from his mother Lucy Baker, no relation
of his father (as ſuch) ſhall ever be his heir of theſe lands ; and,
'vice verſe, if they deſcended from his father Geoﬀrey Stiles, no

relation of his mother (as ſuch) ſhall ever be admitted thereto z
for his
have
mother'sblood.
blood, And
nor
have
hisfather's
mother'skindred
relations
any none
ſhare of
of his
hisfatheſir's
ſo, if the eﬅate deſcended from his father's father, George Stiles 3

the
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the relations of his father's mother, Cecilia- Kempe, ſhall for the
ſame reaſon never be admitted, but only thoſe of his father's fas
ther. This is alſo the rule of the French law o, which is derived

from the ſame feodal fountain.
H E R e we may obſerve, that, ſo far as the feud is really an
tiguum, the law traces it back, and will not ſuﬀer any to inherit:
but the blood of thoſe' anceﬅors, from whom the feud was con

veyed to the late proprietor. But when, through length of time,v
it can trace it no farther; as if it be not known whether his
grandfather, George Stiles, inherited it from his father Walter
Stiles, or his mother Chriﬅian Smith ; or if it appear that his
grandfather was the ﬁrﬅ grantee, and ſo took it (by the general:
law) as a feud of indeﬁnite antiquity; in either of theſe caſes

the law admits the deſcendants of any anceﬅor of George Stiles,
either paternal or maternal, to be in their due order the heirs to
John Stiles of this eﬅate: becauſe in the ﬁrﬅ caſe it is really un
certain, and in the ſecond caſe it is ſuppoſed to be uncertain,
whether the grandfather derived his title from the part of his
father or his mother.
THIs then is the great and general principle, upon which
the law of collateral inheritances depends ; that,_upon failure of
iſſue in the laﬅ proprietor, the eﬅate ſhall deſcend to the blood.
of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor; or, that it ſhall reſult back to the heirs

of the body of thatanceﬅor, from whom it either really has, or
is ſuppoſed by ﬁction of law to have, originally deſcended: ac
cording to the rule laid down in the yearbooks P, Fitzherbert I,

Brook ', and Hale ' 3 " that he who would have been heir to the

" father of the deceaſcd" (and, of courſe, to the mother, or any
other purchaﬁng anceﬅor) a ſhall alſo be heir to the ſon."
TH E remaining rules are only rules of evidence, calculated to
inveﬅigate who that purchaﬁng anceﬅor was 3 which, in ﬂux/i:
* Domat. part. z. pr.

' Iþizl. 38.

P M. 12 Edw. IV. 14.

' H. C. L. 243.

A Air. t. &ſcent. 2. _
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were antz'guz'r, has in proceſs of time been forgotten, and is ſup
poſed ſo to be in feuds that are held at antiquir.
VI. A SIXTH rule or canon therefore is, that the collateral
heir of the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed muﬅ be his next collateral kinſman,

of the whole blood.

'

' '

ſ

Fl RST, he muﬅ be his next collateral kinſman, either perfo

nally or ſure repreﬅntationirz which proximity is reckoned ac
cording to the canonical degreesctofconſanguinity before-mentioned;
Therefore,
the brother
beingand
in the
degree,ishe
andinhis
ants
ſhall texclude
the uncle
his ﬁrﬅ
iſſue,who
only
thedeſcend
ſecond.

And herein conſiﬅs the true reaſon of the diﬀerent methods of
computing the degrees of conſanguinity, in the civil law on the
one hand, and in the canon and common laws on the other. The
civil law regards conſanguinity principally with reſpect to ſucceſ

ﬁons, and therein very naturally conſiders only the perſon decea
ſed, to whom the relation is claimed: it therefore counts the de

grees of kindred according to the number of perſons through
whom the claim muﬅ be derived from him 3 and make not only
his great-nephew but alſo his ﬁrﬅ-couſin to be both related to
him in the fourth degree; becauſe there are three perſons between

him and each of them. The canon law regards conſanguinity
principally with a view to prevent inceﬅuous marriages, between
thoſe who have a large portion of the ſame blood running in their
reſpective Veins; and therefore looks up to the author of that

blood, or the common anceﬅor, reckoning the'degrees from him:
ſo that the great-nephew is related in the third canonical degree

to the perſon propoſed, and the ﬁrﬅ-couﬁn in the ſecond; the
former being diﬅant three degrees from the common anceﬅor,
and therefore deriving only one fourth of his blood from the ſame
fountain with the pmpqſitus; the latter, and alſo the propqſitm,

being each of them diﬅant only two degrees from the common
anceﬅor, and therefore having one half of each of their bloods
the ſame. The common law regards conſanguinity principally
with reſpect to deſcents ; and, having therein the ſame object in

view
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view as the civil, it may ſeem as if it ought to proceed according
to the civil computation. But as it alſo reſpects the purchaſing
anceﬅor, from whom the eﬅate was derived, it therein reſembles

the canon law, and therefore counts it's degrees in the ſame
manner. Indeed the deﬁgnation of perſon (in ſeeking for the next
of kin) will come to exactly the ſame end (though the degrees
will be diﬀerently numbered) whichever method of computation
we ſuppoſe the law of Englandto uſe ; ſince the right of repre
ſentation (of the father by the ſon, Cctc) is allowed to prevail in
i'zﬂ'zitum. This allowance was abſolutely neceſſary, elſe there
would have frequently been many claimants in exactly the ſame
degree of kindred, as (for inſtance) uncles and nephews of the
deceaſed 3 which multiplicity, thoughv no inconvenience in the
Roman law of partible inheritances,_yet would have been pro
ductive of endleſs Confuſion where the right of ſole ſucceſſion, as
with us, is eﬅabliſhed.

The iſſue or deſcendants therefore of '

John Stiles's brother are all of them in the ﬁrﬅ degree of kindred
with reſpect to inheritances, as their father alſo, when living,

was; thoſe of his uncle in the ſecond; and ſo on 3 and are ſe
verally called to the ſucceﬁion in right of ſuch their repreſentative
proximity.

TH E right of repreſentation being thus eﬅabliſhed, the former
part of the preſent ruleamounts to this; that, on failure 'of iſſue
'of the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed, the inheritance ſhall deſcend to the iſſue
of his next immediate anceﬅor. Thus if John Stiles dies with
out iſſue, his eﬅate ſhall deſcend to Francis his brother, who is

lineally deſcended from Geoﬀrey Stiles his next immediate anceſ
tor, or father. On failure of brethren, or ſiﬅers, and their iſſue,

it ſhall deſcend to the uncle of john Stiles, the lineal deſcendant
of his grandfather George, and ſo on in irﬃnitum. Very ﬁmilar
to which was the law of inheritance among the antient Germans,
our progenitors : " lzaeredesﬁzmſſnſqueſhi caigue liberi, et nal/um
" tejﬅammtum : ſi lz'beri non ﬅmt, praximus gradu: 2'72 poﬃﬃſione,
"fratres, patrui, ammcu/i 1"
.
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N ow here it muﬅ be obſerved, that the lineal anceﬅors, though>v

(according to the ﬁrﬅ rule) incapable themſelves of ſucceeding to
the eﬅate, becauſe it is ſuppoſed to have already paſſed them, are.
yet the common ﬅocks from which the next ſucceſſor muﬅ ſpring.
And therefore in the Jewiſh law, which in this reſpect entirely.
correſponds with ours ", the father or other lineal. anccﬅor is him

ſelf ſaid to be the heir, though long ſince dead, as being repreſented by the perſons of his iſſue; who are held to ſucceed not in,
their own rights, as brethren, uncles, CSPZ', but in right of repre
ſentation, as the ſons of the father, grandfather, CSPe, of the de
ceaſed V. But, though the common anceﬅor be thus the root of '

the inheritance, yet with us it is not neceſſary to name him in
making out the pedigree or deſcent. For the_deſcent between.
two brothers is held to be an immediate deſcent; and therefore
'title may be made by one brother or his repreſentatives to or
throng/e another, without mentioning their common father. w. If
Geoﬀrey Stiles hath two ſons, John and Francis, Francis may

claim as heir to John, without naming their father Geoﬀrey :
and ſo the ſon of Francis may claim as couſin and heir to Matthew
the ſon of John, without naming the grandfather; w'zþ as ſon ofſi

Francis, who 'was the brother of John, who was the father of

Matthew. But though the common anceﬅors are not named in

deducing the pedigree, yet the law ﬅill reſpects them as the foun
tains of inheritable blood ; and therefore in order to aſcertain the'

collateral
heir ofin
John
it is in; the
placehave
neceſſary
to other
recur
' tſſo
his anceﬅors
the Stiles,
ﬁrﬅ degree
andﬁrﬅ
if they
left. any
iſſue beſides John, that iſſue will be hisheir. Qn default of ſuch;

we muﬅ aſcend one ﬅep higher to the anceﬅors in the ſecond de
gree, and then to thoſe in the third, and fourth, and ſo upwards,
in irﬃmrum 3 till ſome anceﬅors be found, who have other iſſue

deſcending from them beſides the deceaſed, in a parallel or colla
teral line. From theſe anceﬅors the heir of John Stiles muﬅ
derive his deſcent; and in ſuch derivation the ſame rules muﬅ '
' Numb. c. 27.

" 1 Sid.193. 1 Lev. 60. Iz Mod. 6'9.

V Selden. a? ſire. Ebr. r. '2.
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be obſerved, with regard to ſex, primogeniture, and repreſenta
tion, that have juﬅ been laid down with regard to lineal deſcents
from the perſon of the laﬅ Lproprietor.
B UT, ſecondly, thectheir need not 'be the neareﬅ kinſman' ab

ſolutely, but only ſhd made; that is, he muﬅ be the neareﬅ kinſqſi
man of the whole blood; for, if _there be a much nearer kinſ1
-man of the half blood, a diﬅant kinſman of the whole blood

"ſhall be admitted, and the other entirely excluded.
i A Kl'N s M AN of the whole blood is fhe that is derived, not

only from the ſame anceﬅor, but ſromthe ſame couple of anceſ
.tors. For,,as every man's own blood is compounded of the bloods

of his reſpective anceﬅors, he only is_.properly of the whole or
entire blood with another, who hath (ſo far as the diﬅance of de
grees will permit) all the ſame ingredients in the Compoſition of
his blood that the other hath. Thus, the blood of John Stiles
being compoſed of thoſe of Geoﬀrey Stiles his father and Lucy
Baker his mother, therefore his brother Francis, being' deſcended
'from both the ſame Parents, hath entirely the ſame blood with
John Stiles; or, he is his brother of the whole blood. But if,

after the death 'of Geoﬀrey, Lucy Baker the mother marries a
ſecond huiband, Lewis Gay, and hath iſſue

him; the blood

of this iſſue, being compounded of the blood-of Lucy Baker (it
is true) on the onepart, but of that of Lewis Gay (inﬅead of
Geoﬀrey Stiles) on the other xpart, it hath therefore only half the

zſame ingredients with vthat of john Stiles 5 ſo that he is only his
brother of the half blood, and for that reaſon they ſhall never
inherit to each other. So alſo, if the father has two ſons, A and
B, by diﬀerent venters or wives-5 snow theſe two brethren are
not brethren of the whole blood, and therefore ſhall never inhe
rit to each other, 'but the eﬅate ſhall rather eſcheat to the lord,
Nay, even if the father dies, and his lands deſcend to his eldeﬅ
ſon A, who enters thereon, and dies ſeiſed without iſſue; ﬅill B

ſhall not be heir to this eﬅate, becauſe he is only of the half
blood to A, the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed: but, had A died without en'
- -.
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inherited; not as heir to A his halfj-bro- i
ther, but as heir to their common father, who was the perſon

laﬅ actually ſeiſed x.
TH 18 total excluﬁon of the half blood from the inheritance,

being almoﬅ peculiar to our own law, is looked upon-as a ﬅrange
hardſhip by ſuch as are unacquainted with the reaſons on which
it' is grounded. But theſe cenſures ariſe from a miſapprehzenﬁon
of the rule 3 which is not. ſo much to be conſideredinthe. lightj
of a rule of deſcent, as of a rule of evidence z an auxiliary ru1_e,,

to carry a former into execution. And here we muﬅ again' re"
member, that the great and moﬅ univerſal principle of collateral

inheritances being this, that an heir to a ﬂudum antiguum muﬅ
be of the blood of the ﬁrﬅ feudatory or purchaſor, that is,,deri-v-_,

ved in a lineal defccntfrom him; itwas originally requiſite, as
upon gifts in tail it ﬅill is, to make out the-pedigree of. the heir
from the ﬁrﬅ donee. or purchaſor, and to ſhew that ſuch heir._was,

his lineal repreſentative. But when, by length of time and a long
courſe of deſcents, it came (in thoſe rude. and unlettered ages) to
be'forgotten who was really the ﬁrﬅ feudatory or purchaſor, and .
thereby the proof of an actual deſcent from him became impoſ
ſible ; then the law ſubﬅituted what ﬁr MartinWright'y calls a.
reaſbnable, in the ﬅead of an impoﬃſidle, proof :'. for- it remits the

proof of an actual deſcent from the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor 5 and only-re
quires, in lien, of it, that the claimant be next of the whole blood;

to the perſon laﬅ in poſſeﬃon 3 (or derived from the ſame couple
of anceﬅors) which will probably anſwer the ſame end as if he
could trace his pedigree in a direct line from the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor.
For he who is my kinſman of the whole. blood can have no an.
ceﬅors beyond'or higher than the Common ﬅock, but what- are
equally my anceﬅors alſo 3 and mine are oice'uerﬅz his: hethere

fore is very likely to be derived from that unknown "anceﬅor of
mine, from whom the inheritance deſcended. But a kinſman
of the half blood has but one, half of his anceﬅorsabove the

common ﬅock the ſame as mines and therefore there is. not the.
1 Hale. H. C. L. 238.

7 Tenures. 186.
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ſame probability of that ﬅanding requiſite in the law, that he be
derived from the blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor.
>
. To illuﬅrate this by example.

Let there be John Stiles, and'

Francis, brothers by the ſame father and mother, and another
ſon of the ſame mother by Lewis Gay a' ſecond huſband. Now,
if john dies ſeiſed of lands, but it is uncertain whether they de- '
ſcended to him from his-father or mother; in this caſe his brother
Francis, of the whole blood, is qualiﬁed to be his' heir 5 for he

is 'ſure to be in the line of deſcent from the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor,.

whether it were the line of the father or the mother. But- if
Francisſhould die- before john, without iſſue, the mother's' ſon
by Lewis Gay (or brother of the half blood) is utterly incapable-ſi
of being 'heir 5 for he cannot prove his- deſcent from the ﬁrﬅ pur-'zf
chaſor, who is unknown, nor has- he that fair probability-which?

the'law admits as preſumptive evidence, ﬁnce he is to the full as
likely 'lot ta'be deſcended from the line of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor', as"
to be deſcended: andtherefore the inheritance ſhall go to the'
neareﬅrelation poﬂeﬂ'ed: of this preſhmptive proof, the whole
blood.
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" AN D, as this'is' the'caſe in ﬁ'uzz'irantigct'ui'r, where there really
did once exiﬅ a purch'aſing anceﬅor, who is forgotten', it is alſo _
the caſe in feudal: mois- held ut antigm'r, where the 'purchaſing 'an

oeﬅor is merelyideal, and never 'exiﬂed bſiu't- only inx'ﬁction of

law. Of this nature are "all grants 'offlaxſſid's' in fee-ﬁmpl'e-atthis _
day, which are inhe'ritable'ast'iſ they deſcended frbm ſome' un-ſi'ſi

certain indeﬁnite anceﬅor, and thereſoſſre any of the Collateral l.
kindred of the real. modern purcha'ſor (and not- his own oﬀspring,
only>e may inherit them, provided-they be of the whole blood 3

for'all ſuch are, in judgment of' law,llikel_y enough to be derived"
from*this-indeﬁnite* anceﬅor: but thoſe of the half blood are ex\-_'
eluded, for want of the ſame probability. Nor ſhould' this be
thought' hard, that; a brother of the purchaſor, though only of'
the half-blood', muﬅ thus be diﬁnherited, and-a more remote rela-ct '

tion ofthe whole blood admittedrmerely. upon a ſuppoſition a'xicl
' -"

-

ﬁction;
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vﬁction of law 3 ſince it is only upon a like ſuppoſition andzﬁctioru
that brethren of purchaſors (whether of the whole or, half blood)

are entitled to inherit at all : for we have ſeen that in ſeudirﬅricte
ﬂow'r neitherbrethren nor any other collaterals were admitted,

As therefore in ﬁudz'r antiquir we have ſeen the reaſonableneſs of
excluding the half blood, if by a ﬁction of law a ſeudum 'Io-num
be made deſcendible to collaterals as if it was ﬂudum antigtmm,

it is juﬅ and equitable that it, ſhould be ſubject to the, ſame re
- ﬅrictions as well as the ſame latitude of deſcent. 4

_
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,
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Pa a H A P s by this time the excluﬁon ofthehalf bloodſidoles
not appear altogether ſo unreaſonable, as, at- ﬁrﬅ ﬁght it is 'apt to
'do. It is certainly a very ﬁne-ſpun and ſubtile nicety : but,.con_ﬄ

ſidering the principles upon whichour lawis founded, itis nfeI-z *
ther an injuﬅice nor a hardſhip ; ſince even the ſucceﬃon ofthe
whole blood was originally a beneﬁcial indulgence, ratherthaﬁ.
the ﬅrict right of collaterals: and, though that indulgence is not:
extended to the demi-kindred, yet they are rarely abridged of
any right which they could poſſibly have enjoyed before. The.
doctrine of Whole blood was calculated to ſupply the frequent
impoﬃbility of proving a deſcent from the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor, with

out ſome proof of which (according to our fundamental maxim)
there can be no inheritance, allowed of.v And this; purpoſe it ans
ſwers, for the moﬅ,pa_rt_,eeﬀectually enough- I ſpeak, with theſe
reﬅrictions, becauſe it does not. neither can any (other method.

anſwer this purpoſe entirely. For though all the anceﬅors of John,
'Stiles, above the common ﬅock, are alſo the anceﬅors of his col-ſi

lateral kinſman of the Whole blood; yet, unleſs that common.
ﬅock be in the ﬁrﬅ degree, (that is, unleſs they have. the ſame
father and mother) there will, be intermediate anceﬅors below the

common ﬅock, that may belong. to, eitheryof themxreſpectivelyf
from which the 'other is not defcended, andtherefore can have'.

none of their blood. Thus, though John Stiles and his brother"v
of the whole blood can each-have no other anceﬅors, than what'

are in common to them both; yet with regard to his uncle,
where the common ﬅock is removedone degree higher, (that is,

'

.
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the grandfather and grandmother) one half of'John's anceﬅors
will not be theanceﬅors of'his uncle 2" his part-um, or father's
brother, derives not his deſcent from John's maternal anceﬅors 5'
nor his aounczzlm, or mother's brother, from thoſe in the paternal

line. Here then the ſupply of proof is deﬁcient, and by no means
amounts to acertainty: and, the higher the common-ﬅock is re
moved, the more will even the probability decreaſe. But it muﬅ
be obſerved, that (upon the ſame principles of calculation) the.
half blood have always a much leſs chance to be deſcended from;
an unknown indeﬁnite anceﬅor of the deceaſed, than the whole

blood in the ſame degree. As, in- the ﬁrﬅ degree,. the whole
brother of John Stiles is ſure to. be deſcended from that unknown
anceﬅor 3. his half brother has only an even chance, for half:
John's anceﬅors are not his. So, in. the ſecond degree, John's
uncle of the whole blood has an even chance ; * but the chances are three to one againﬅ his uncle of the half blood, for three
fourths of John's anceﬅors are not his. In like manner, in the
third degree, the chances are only three to one againﬅ John's
great uncle of the whole blood, but they are ſeven to one againﬅ
his great uncle of the half blood, for ſeven eighths of john's
anceﬅors have no connexion in blood vwith him; Therefore thev
much leſs probability of the half blood's deſcent from the ﬁrﬅ
purchaſor, compared with that. of the whole blood, in the'ſeveral,

degrees, has occaſioned ageneral excluﬁon of the half blood in all,
" Bu-r, while I thus illuﬅrate the reaſon of excluding the' half
blood in general, L muﬅ be impartial enough to own, that, in.

ſome inﬅances, the practice. is carriedfarther than the principle

upon which it goes will warrant. Particularly, when a man has
two ſons by diﬀerent 'venters,,and the eﬅate on' his death deſcends
* from him to the eldeﬅ, who enters, and dies without iſſue : a now

the younger ſon cannot inherit this eﬅate, becauſe he is not of the;
whole blood to the laﬅ proprſſietor; This, it muﬅ be owned, car
ries a hardſhip with it, even upon feodal principles : for the rule:

was introduced only to ſupply the proof of a deſcent from the
ﬁrﬅ purchaſor ; but herexasithis eﬅate notoriouﬂy deſcended from,
'
the.
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the father, and as both the brothers confeſſedly ſprung from. him,

it is demonﬅrable that the half brother muﬅ be of'the blood of
the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor, who was either the father or ſome 'of the fa-o

ther's anceﬅors. When therefore there is actual demonﬅration of
the thing to be proved, it is hard to exclude a man by a rule ſub-Z
ﬅituted to ſupply that proof when deﬁcient' So far as the inhe-a
ritance can be evidently traced back, there ſeems no need of ciall
ing in this preſumptive proof, this rule of probability, to inveﬅi
gate what is already certain. Had the elder brother indeed been
a purchaſor, there would have been no hardſhip at all, for the

reaſons already given : or had theﬅate-r uterzſi'zur only, or brotherct
by the mother's ﬁde, been excluded from an inheritance which

deſcended from the father, it had been highly reaſonable.
IN D E E D it is this very inﬅance, of excluding a ﬁater con
ſhnguz'neur, or brother by the father's ﬁde, from an inheritance

which deſcended a patre, that Craig' has ſingled out, on which
to ground his ﬅrictures on the Engliſh law of half blood. And,
really, it ſhould ſeem, as if the cuﬅom of excluding the half

blood in Normandyil extended only to exclude a ﬅater uteri'zur,
when the inheritance deſcended a patre, and 'vice muﬅ : as even
with us it remained a doubt, in the time of Bracton b, and'
of Fleta *, whether the half blood on the father's ﬁde were ex-_

eluded from the inheritance which originally deſcended from the
common father, or only from ſuch as deſcended from the' reſpec
tive mothers, and from newly purchaſed lands. And the rule of

law, as, laid down by our Forteſcue d, extends no farther than
this; ﬅate-r ﬁ'dtri uterino non ſuccea'et in haereditagte patermz. It
is moreover worthy of Obſervation, that by our law, as it now
ﬅands, the crown (which iſis the higheﬅ inheritance in the nation)
may deſcend to the half blood of the preceding ſovereignc, ſo as
it be the blood of the ﬁrﬅ monarch, purchaſor, or (in the feodal

language) conqueror, of the reigning family. Thus it actually
'1.2.t.15.5.14.

©1.6.c.1.5.r4,.

' Gr. Couﬅam. c. 23.

d de laud. LL. Angl. 5.

*' l.z. r. 30. 5. 3.

e P10wd.245. Co. Litt. 15.

did
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did deſcend from king Edward the ſixth to queen Mary, and
from her to queen Elizabeth, who were reſpectively of the half,

blood to each other. For, the royal pedigree being always a mat
ter of ſuﬃcient notoriety, there is no occaſion to call in the aid
of this preſumptive rule of evidence, to render probable the de
ſcent from the royal ﬅock; which was formerly king William the

Norman, and is now (by act of parliament f) the princeſs Sophia
of Hanover.

Hence alſo it is, 'that inſſeﬅates-tail, where the pe

digree 'from the ﬁrﬅ donee muﬅ be ﬅrictly proved, half blood is
no impediment to the deſcentgz becauſe, when the lineage is
clearly made out, there is no need of this auxiliary proof. How
far it might be deſirable for the legiﬂature to give relief, by
amending the law of deſcents in this ſingle inﬅance, and ordain

ing that the half blood might inherit, where the eﬅate notoriouſly
deſcended from it's own proper anceﬅor, but not otherwiſe i or

how far a private inconvenience ſhould' be ſubmitted to, rather

than a long eﬅabliſhed rule ſhould be ſhaken 5 it is not for me to.
determine.
i
THE rule then, together 'with it's illuﬅration, amounts to.

this: that; in order to keep the eﬅate'ofJohn Stiles as nearly as
poſſible in the line of his purchaſing anceﬅor,. it muﬅ deſcend to

the
of the
neareﬅ
couplethe
of deſcendants
anceﬅors that
left deſcend
antsiſſue
behind
'them
; becauſe
ofhave
onectanceﬅor
only
are not ſo likely'to be in the line of that purchaſing anceﬅor, as
thoſe 'who are deſcended from' two.

*

'

BU T here another diﬃculty ariſes. ' In the ſecond, third,
fourth, and every ſuperior degree, every man has many couples
of 'anceﬅors, increaſing according to the diﬅances in a geometri
cal progreſſion upwards h, the deſcendants of' all which reſpective
couples are (repreſentatively) related .to him in the fame degree.
Thus 'in the ſecond degree, the iſſue of George and Cecilia Stiles
and of And'rew and Eﬅher Baker, the two grandſires and grand
T rzWill. Ill. c. 2.
BLitt.S.r4,r,-.
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mothers ofJohn Stiles, are each'in the ſame degree ofpropinquity;
in the third degree, the reſpective iſſues of Walter and Chriﬅian
Stiles, of Luke and Frances Kempe, of Herbert and Hannah

Baker, and of James and Emma Thorpe, are (upon the extinc
tion of the two inferior degrees) all equally entitled to call them
ſelves the next kindred of the whole blood to John Stiles. To
which therefore of theſe anceﬅors muﬅ we ﬁrﬅ reſort, in order

to ﬁnd out deſcendants to be preferably called to the inheritance?
In anſwer to this, and to avoid the Confuſion and uncertain'ty that,
muﬅ ariſe between the ſeveral ﬅocks, wherein the purchaſing 'an
ceﬅor may be fought for,
VII. TH E ſeventh and laﬅ rule or canon is, that in collateral

inheritances the male (tocks (hall be preferred to the female;
(that is, kindred derived from the blood of the male anceﬅors
ſhall be admitted before thoſe from the blood of the female) ---7
unleſs where the lands have, in fact, deſcended fro'm a female.

TH U s the relations on the father's ﬁde are admitted in irﬃm'
tum, before thoſe on the mother's ſide'are admitted at all'iz and
the relations of the father's father, before thoſe of the father's

mother ; and ſo on. And in this the Engliſh law is not ſingular,
but warranted by the examples of the Hebrew and Athenian

laws, as ﬅated by Selden k, and Petit1 3 though among the
Greeks, in the time of Heſiod "', when a man died without wife

or children, all his kindred (without any diﬅinction) divided
his eﬅate among them. It is likewiſe warranted by the example

of the Roman laws; wherein the agnati, or relations by the fa
ther, were preferred to the cognati, or relations by the mother,

till the edict of the emperor Juﬅiniann aboliſhed all diﬅinction
between them. It is alſo conformable to the cuﬅomary law of
Normandy ", which indeed in moﬅ reſpects agrees with our law.
of inheritance.
* Litt. 5. 4.

_

- 6'039'. 606.

r de ſuct. Iﬂrmr. t. 12.

' No-v. 118.

1 LL, Jm'r. l. l. t. 6:

' Gr. Cruﬅ-um. r. 25.
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4 .'HOW-EVER, [am inclined to think, that this rule'o'f our
Jaws does not owe itr's immediate, original' to any view of confor
_tnity to thoſe which I have juﬅ now mentioned; but was eﬅa

bliſhed in order to eﬀcctuate and carry into execution the ﬁﬂh
__.rule or canon before laid down; that every heir muﬅ be of the

blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor. For, when ſuch ﬁrﬅ purchaſor was
* not eaſily to be diſcovered after a long courſe of deſcents, the
lawyers not only endeavoured to inveﬅigate him by taking the
next. relation' of the whole blood to the perſon laﬅ in poſſeﬃon;

but alſi), conſidering-that a preference had been given to males
(by virtue of the ſecond canon) through the whole courſe of li
.neal deſcentfrom the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor to the preſent time, they
judged it more likely that the lands ſhould have deſcended to the

laﬅ tenant from his male than from his female anceﬅors 5 from
the father (for inﬅance) rather than from the mother; from the
father's father, rather than the father's mother: and therefore

they hunted back-the inheritance (if I may be allowed the ex
preſſion) through the male line 3 and gave it to the next relations
on the ﬁde of the father, the father's father, and ſo upwards 3
imagining with reaſon that this was the moﬅ probable way of
continuing it in the line of the ﬁrﬅ purchafor. A conduct much
more rational than the preference of the agmm' by the Roman
laws: which, as they gave no advantage to the males in the ﬁrﬅ
inﬅance or direct linealſucceﬃon, had no reaſon for preferring

them
in the
tranſverſe
collateral
one :b'yſiJuﬅinian.
upon which account this
preference
was
very wiſely
aboliſhed
"'

THAT this was the true foundation of the preference of 'the -

agnati or male ﬅocks, in our law, will farther appear if we 'con
ſider, that, whenever the lands have notoriouﬂy deſcended to a
man from his mother's ſide, this rule is totally reverſed, and no
relation of his by the father's ﬁde, as ſuch, can ever be admitted
to them; becauſe he cannot poﬃbly be'of the blood of theiﬁrﬅ
purchaſor.

And ſo, e convey/5, if the lands deſcended from the

father's ﬁde, noſ'relation pf the mother, as ſuch, ſhall ever in

"

'

Fr2

' herit
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herit. So alſo, if they in fact deſcended to John Stiles from his
'father's mother Cecilia Kempe; hereznot onlythe blood of Lucy
Baker. his mother, but alſo of George Stiles his father'szfathoru
is perpetually excluded. And,.in like manner, if they be known
to have deſcended from Frances Holland the mother of Cecilia .

Kempe, the line not only of Lucy Baker, and of George Stiles,
but alſo of Luke Kempe the father of Cecilia, is excluded.
Whereas when the ſide from- which theydeſcendedzis forgotoen,
or
be never
holdenknown,
at ﬁudum
(as antiguwn)
in,the caſehere
of an
theeﬅate
rightnewly
of inheritance
purchaſtdﬁrﬅa
runszup all the father's ﬁde, with a preference to the male ﬅoeks
in every inﬅance ; and, if it ﬁnds no heirs there, it then, and ,

then only, reſorts to the mother's ﬁde 3 leaving no place untriedn
in order to ﬁnd heirs that may by poſiibility be derived from then
original purchaibr. - The greateﬅ probability of ﬁnding ſuch was
among thoſe deſcended from the male anceﬅors; but, upon fail

ure__ of iſſue there, they may poﬃbly be found among thoſe de- i
rivcted from the females.
,'

.

.T a Is

', j"

. ' i '

Man, , w,

n'as drir

ſi

take .-to be the true reaſim of the conﬅantpreference

of the agnatic ſueeeſiion, or iſſue derived from the male anceſ

to/rs, through all the ﬅages of collateral inheritance ;' as the abi
lity for perſonal ſervicewas the reaſon for preferring the males at ﬁrﬅ _in,the directlineal ſueceﬂion. We ſee clearly, that, if males -_

had been. perpetiially admitted-ﬁt utter excluﬁon of females, the
tracing the inheritance back through the male line of anceﬅors

muﬅ at laﬅ have inevitably brought us up to the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor:
but, as males have not been perpetaalbi admitted, but only gaze
rally preſerred; as females have not been utterly excluded, but
only generally poﬅponed to males; the tracing the inheritance up
through the male ﬅockswill not 'give us abſolute demonﬅration,
- but only va ﬅrong probability, of arriving at the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor,
which, joined with the other probability, of the 'wholeneſs or
entirety of blood, will fall little ſhort of a certainty.
BEFORE

0
\
'

CB. had'

ef- Tni il as;"

_ -.-"'3;7T

T

*-.' Bd nok-elv've- conclude this branch of our enquiries, ilk may?
notMFimifsto-exethﬄlfy
theſe rules
by heir
a ſhort
of the man;
ner in which we 'muﬅ-'5 ſearch
for the
of ﬂcetch
av perſon,
YoZ'f
Stiles', who dies ſeiſed of land which he acquired, and which
therefore he held as a feud'of indeﬁnite antiquity P.

IN' the ﬁrﬅ place ſucceeds the eldeﬅ ſon, Matthew Stiles, or'

his iﬂ'ne't-Yn" 14) --- if his linebe extinct, then Gilbert Stiles
and the other'ſons, reſpectively, in order of birth, or their iſſue:

(n"-'2.) --- in default of theſe, all the daughters together, Mar

garet and Charlotte Stiles, or their iſſue. '(no 3.) --- On failure
of'TtheJ deſcen'tlants of' Yaþrt Stile." himſelf, the iſſue of Geoﬀrey
andfLucy Stiles, his "parents, Iis'rcalled in: 'w'zþ ﬁrﬅ, Francis
Stiles, the eldeﬅ' brother of the whole blood, or his iſſue 53 (no 4.)
--- then Oliver Stiles, and the other whole brothers, reſpectively,

in- order of birth, or their iſſue: (n" 5.) --- then the ſiﬅers of
the whole blood, all together, Bridget and 'Alice*Stiles,* or their

iſſue. (no 6.) --- In defect of theſe, the iſſue of George and Ce

cilia Stiles, his'father's parents ; reſpect being ﬅillhad to their
age and ſex :' (n' 7.) ſi-- then the iſſue of VVhilſt! and' Chriﬅian
Stiles, the parents of his paternal grandfather: ' (09 s'.)*-=-:-- then"

the iſſue of Richard and Anne-Stiles, the 'parentsdf'his paternal j
grandfather's father : (no 9.) -'-'- and 'ſo on in
pateihal'grand- "
father's paternal line, or blood of Walter 'SrtilesJ' in i'ﬃm'mm. ZIn 7
defect
theſe, the
iſſue of William 'and-Jane'smidi,
the-parents
of his of
paternal
grandfather's-mother
: (ctn' Io.>)"-L--i- and
ſo on in "
the paternal grandfather's maternal line, 'or blood of 'Chriﬅian
Smith, in i'gﬁm'tum; 'till 'both the: immediate bloods of George "

Stiles, the paternaligrandfather, are ſpent. --- Then we muﬅ re..- i

ſort 'to the iſſue of Luke and'Frances Kem'pe", the parents of ſ
__7olmStJ/cr*s paternal grandmother: (n" 1 1.) --- then to the iſſue
of Thomas and SarahaKempe, the parents of his paternal grand- '
mother's father? (n0 12. ---- and ſo on in the paternal grand
mother's paternal line, or blood of Luke Kernpe, in i'g/initu . -I
' "

'

1

l' See the table of deſcents annexed.
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In default of which, we muﬅ call in the iſſue of Charles and
Mary Holland, the parents of his paternal grandmother's mother:
(no 13.) --- and ſo on in the paternal grandmother's maternal
line, or blood of Frances Holland', in i'z/zI-nitum; till both the
immediate bloods of Cecilia Kempe, the paternal grandmot'her,

are alſo ſpent. --- Whereby the paternal blood of j'o/m Stiles en
tirely failing, recourſe muﬅ then, and not before, be had to his
maternal relations 5 or the blood of the Bakers, (no 14, I 5, 16.)

Willis's, (n"17.) Thorpes, (n®18, 19.) and Whites,- (n' 20.)
in the ſame regular fucceſſive order as in the paternal line.
THE ﬅudent ſhould however be informed, that the claſs, n' to,

would be poﬅponed to n' I I, in conſequence of the doctrine laid
down, arguendo, by juﬅice Manwoode, in the caſe of Clere 'and
ſiBrookeF1 3 from whence it is adopted by lord Bacon ', and ﬁr Mat
thew Hale'. And yet, notwithﬅanding theſe reſpectable autho
rities, the compile: of this table hath ventured to give the pre
ference therein to no ro before no I I 3 for the following reaſons :
I. Becauſe this' point was not the principal queﬅion in the caſe of
' Clere and Brooke 5 but the law concerning it is delivered obiter
i only, and in the courſe of argument, by juﬅice Manwoode;

though afterwards ſaid to be conﬁrmed by the three other juﬅi
.ces in ſeparate, extrajudicial,

conferences with the reporter.

2. Becauſe the chief-juﬅice, ſit James Dyer, in reporting the re
ſolution'of the court in what ſeems to be the ſame caſe', takes

no notice of this doctrine. 3. Becauſe it appears, from Plowd'en's

report, that very many gentlemen of the law were diſſatisﬁed
with this poſition ofjuﬅice Manwoode. 4.. Becauſe the poſition
_ ſi itſelf
deﬅroys the otherwiſecntire and regular ſymmetry of our
legal courſe of deſcents, as is manifeſt by inſpecting the table 5
and deﬅroys alſo that conﬅant preference of the male ﬅocks' in
the law of inheritance, for which an additional reaſon is before
given, beſides the mere dignity of blood. 5. Becauſe it intro
. duces all that uncertainty and contradiction, which is pointed
1 Plowduzgo.
,.
'an

I'ÞElem. c. 1.

' H. C. L. 240. 244..
ADyer. 314I

out
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out by an ingenious author " ;> and eﬅabliſhes a collateral doctrine,
incompatiblewith the principal point reſolved in the caſe, of Clere
' land Brooke, mizſi the preference of no 1 I to no 14. And, 'thopl'gh

that 'learned writer propoſes to reſoind the principal point 1then
reſolved,
in order
thiscleared,
diﬃculty;
it is apprehendcd;
that
the
diﬃculty
may tobeclear
better
'by rejecting
the collatſſeral
doctrine, which was never yet reſolved at all. 6. Becauſe by the'
, reaſon that is given for this doctrine, ſiin Plowden, Bacon, and

\ Hale,v (and, that in any degree, paramount the ﬁrﬅ, the law re

ſpecteth.proximity, and not dignity of blood) n" 18 ought alſo
to be preferred to no 16 ; which is directly contrary to the eighth
_ rule laid down by Hale himſelf w. 7. Becauſe this poſition ſeems
. to contradict the allowed doctrine of ﬁr Edward Coke"; who

L lays it down (under diﬀerent names) that the blood of the Kempes
(alzſiar Sandies) ſhall not inherit till the blood of the Stiles's (alz'ar
Fairﬁelds) fail. Now the blood of the Stiles's does certainly not

fail, till both no 9 and no IO are extinct. Wherefore n" r 1 (being
the blood of the Kempes) ought not to inherit till then. 8. Be
cauſe in the caſe, Mich. 1 2 Edw. IV. 147. (much relied on in that
of Clere and Brooke) it is laid down as a rule, that " ce/Zuy, que

'* dait inheriter a] per-e, doit inberiter alſits." And ſo ﬁr Matthew
Hale * ſays, " that though the law excludes the father from in
" heriting, yet it ſubﬅitutes and directs the deſcent, as it ſhould
" have been, had the father inherited." Now it is ſettled, by
the reſolution in Clere and Brooke, that no IO ſhould havein

herited to Geoﬀrey Stiles, the father, before non 3 and there
fore no IO ought alſo to be preferred in inheriting to j'o/m Stiles,
the ſon.

'

IN caſe j'o/m StzYe: was not himſelf the purchaſor, but the

eﬅate in fact came to him by deſcent from his father, mother; or
any higher anceﬅor, there is this diﬀerence; that the blood of
that line of anceﬅors, from which it did not deſcend, can never
' Law 'of inheritances. 2d edit. pag. 30.
_ 33. 61, 62.66.
' Hiﬅ. C. L 247.

l Co. Litt. iz. Hawk. abr. in lar.

7 Fitzh. All-r. fit. &ſcent. 2.. Bro. lb. t.
diﬅant. 3.
1 Hiﬂ. C.L. 24 3.

' " -*' inherit
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Thus, if it deſcended from Geoﬀrey Stiles, the father,

the blood of Lucy Baker, the mother, is perpetually excluded :
and ſo, 'vice ver/21, if it deſcended from Lucy Baker, it cannot
deſcend to the blood of Geoﬀrey Stiles.

This, in either caſe,

cuts oﬀ one half of the table from any poﬃble ſucceſﬁon. And
farther, if it can be ſhewn to have deſcended from George Stiles,
this cuts oﬀ three fourths; for now the blood, not only of Lucy
Baker, but alſo of Cecilia Kempe, is excluded. If, laﬅly, it
deſcended from Walter Stiles, this narrows the ſucceſſion ﬅill
more, and cuts oﬀ ſeven eighths of the table; for now, neither.

the blood of Lucy Baker, nor of Cecilia Kempe, nor of Chriſ-z
tian Smith, can ever ſucceed to the inheritance. And the like,

rule will hold upon deſcents from any other anceﬅors.
' THE ﬅudent ſhould bear in mind, that, during this whole

proceſs, Yolm stile; is the perſon ſuppoſed to havebeen laﬅ ac
tually ſeiſed of the eﬅate. For if ever it comes to veﬅ in any.
other perſon, as heir to j'o/m Sti/er, a new order of ſucceﬃon
muﬅ b'e obſerved upon the death of ſuch heir; ſince he, by his
own ſeiſin, 'now becomes himſelf an anceﬅor, orﬅipes, and muﬅ

be put in the place of Yo/m Stiles. The ﬁgures therefore denote
the order, in which the ſeveral claſſes would ſucceed to yo/m
Stiles, and not to each other: and, before we ſearch for an heir

in any of the higher ﬁgures, (as n0 8.) we muﬅ be ﬁrﬅ aſſured

that' all the lower claſſes (from n®1 to 7.) were extinct. at John
Stiler's deceaſe.
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CHAPTER THE__FIFTEENTH.
OF TITLctE BY PURCHASE, AND rrasr
'il

p

BY ESCHEAT.

z
.
'I_.'

.

,

.

.
l'

URCHASE, perguj'ſirio, taken in it's'largeﬅ and moﬅ ex- A
tenſive ſenſe, is thus deﬁned by Littleton', the poſſeſſion of lands and tenements, which a man "hath by his own act or agree

ment 3 and not by deſcent from any of his anceﬅors or kindred.
In this ſenſe it is contradiﬅinguiſhed from acquiſition by right of
blood, and ine'ludes every other method of coming to an eﬅate,
but merely that by inheritance; wherein the title is veﬅed in a
perſon,
but 'by the ſingle ope
ration ofnot
lawby5. his own act or agreement,
ſi

PURC'H As E, indeed, in it's vulgar and conﬁned acceptatſſion,
is applied only to ſuch acquiﬁtions of land, as are obtained by
wayof bargain and ſale, for money, or ſome other valuable con
ſideration. But this falls-far ſhort of 'the legal'idea of purchaſe :
for, if I give land freely to another, he is in the eye of the law
a purc'hal'o'rc ; and falls within Littleton's deﬁnition, for he comes

to the eﬅate by his own agreement, that is, he conſents to the
gift. A man who has his father's eﬅate ſettled upon him in tail,
before he is born, is alſo a purchaſor; for he takes quite another

eﬅate than the law of deſcents would have given him. Nay even
if the anceﬅor deviſes his eﬅate to his heir at law by will, with

other ilimitations or in any other ſhape than the courſe of deſcents
would direct, ſuch heir ſhall take by purchaſeﬄ But. if a man,
ſeiſed in fee, deviſes 'his whole eﬅate to his heir at law, ſo that

the heir takes neither a greater nor a leſs eﬅate by the deviſe than
3.
5. 12.
v Co.
Litt.

dc Hid.
Lord Raym. 723.

'8.
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he would have done without it, he ſhall be adjudged to take byr
deſcenﬀ, even though it be charged with incumbrancesf; for the

beneﬁt of Creditors, and others, who have demands on the eﬅate
of the anceﬅor. If a remainder be limited to t/ze heirs. of Sem
pronius, here Sempronius himſelf takes nothing 3 but, if he dies

during the Continuance of the particular eﬅate,_his heirs (hall take.
as purchaſorsg. But, if an eﬅate be made to A for life, remain

der to his right heirs in fee, his heirs ſhall take by deſcent : for.
it is an antient rule of law, that wherever the anceﬅor takes an
eﬅate for life, the heir cannot by the ſame conveyance take an

eﬅate in fee by jÞurc/zqſh, but only by deſſent h.. And, if A dies,
before entry, ﬅill his heir ſhall take by deſcent, and not by pur
chaſe ; for, where the heir takes any thing that might have veﬅed;

in the anceﬅor, he takes by way of deſcent i. The anceﬅor, du
ring his life, beareth in himſelf all his heirskz. and therefore,.
when once he is or might have been ſeiſed of the land, thevv
inheritance ſo limited 'to his heirs veﬅs in the anceﬅor him

ſelf: and the word " heirs" in this caſe is not eﬅeemed a word-2
of purchaſe, but a word of limitatiozz, enuring ſo as to encreaſe.

the eﬅate of the anceﬅor from a tenancy for life to a fee-ﬁmple..

And, hadv it been otherwiſe, had the heir (who is uncertain till
the death of the anceﬅor), been allowed to take as a purchaſor.
originally nominated in the deed, as muſt. have been the eaſe if the

remainder had been expreſily limited to Matthew or Thomas by
name 5 then, in the times of ﬅrict feodal tenure, the lord would

have been defrauded by ſuch a limitation of the fruits of his ſig
niory, ariſing fronra deſcent to the heir.
WH AT we call pure/mﬅ', perguſitio, the feudiﬅs call engage,
conguacﬅus, or carzqugſitio': both denoting any means of acquiring
an eﬅate out of the Common Courſe of inheritance. And this is
ﬅill the proper phraſe in the law of Scotlandmz. as it was, among,
* l Roll. Abr. 626.

_

1

1 1 Rep. 98.

' Salk. 241. Lord Raym. 728.
I 1 Roll. Abr. 627.

* Co. Litt. 23.
1 Crag. I. r. t. to. 5. 18.

1' iRep. 104. zLev. 60. Raym. 334.

m Dalrymple of ſcuds. zio.
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the Norman juriﬅs, who ﬅiled the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor (that is, he who
.ﬁrﬅ_brought' the eﬅate into the family which at preſent owns it)
the conqueror or conquereur ". Which ſeems to be all that was
meant by the appellation which was given to William the Nor
man, when his manner of aſcending the throne of England was,

in his own and his ſucceſſors' charters, and by the hiﬅorians of
the times, entitled conguagﬅus, and himſelf conguagﬅor or congui

ﬅtoroz ﬁgnifying, that he was the ﬁrﬅ of his family who acquired
the crown of England, and from whom therefore all future claims

by deſcent muﬅ be derived: though now, from our diſuſe of the
feodal ſenſe of the word, together with the reﬂexion on his for
cible method of acquiſition, we are apt to annex the idea of 'vic
tary to this name of congucﬅ or canquﬃtion; a title which, how
everjuﬅ with regard to the crown, the conqueror never pretended
with regard to the realm of 'England ; nor, in fact, ever had P.
TH E diﬀerence in eﬀect, between the acquiſition of an eﬅate
by deſcent and by purchaſe, conſiﬅs principally in theſe two
points : 1. That by purchaſe the eﬅate acquires a new inherit
able quality, and is deſcendible to the owner's blood in general,
and not the blood only of ſome particular anceﬅor. For, when

a man takes an eﬅate by purchaſe, he takes it not utﬁudum pa
rernum or maternum, which would deſcend only to the heirs by
the father's or the mother's ſide: but he takes it ut ﬁudum an

tiguum, as a feud of indeﬁnite antiquity; whereby it becomes
iinheritable to his heirs general, 'ﬁrﬅ of the paternal, and then of
the maternal-line '1. 2. An eﬅate taken by purchaſe will not
make the heir anſwerable for the acts of the anceﬅor, as an eﬅate
vby deſcent will.

For, if the anceﬅor by any deed, obligation,

covenant, or the like, bindeth himſelf and his heirs, and dieth ;

this deed, obligation, or covenant, ſhall be binding upon the
heir, ſo far forth only as he had any eﬅate of inheritance veﬅed
in him (or in ſome other in truﬅ for him r)_ by deſcent from that
l Gr. Couﬅum. Glaﬃ r. 25. pag. 40.

q See pag. 236.

' Spelm. Glqﬃ 145.
P See book I. ch. 3.

' Stat. 29 Car. II. e. 3.
'

Gg 2

'
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anceﬅor, ſuﬃcient to anſwer the charge'; whether he remains

in poſſeﬃon, or hath aliened 'it before action broughttz which

ſuﬃcient eﬅate is in law called qﬄtr; from the French word,
aﬃvz, enough-". Therefore if a man covenants, for himſelf and

his heirs, to keep my houſe in repair, I can then (and then only)
compel his heir to perform this covenant, when he has an eﬅate.
ſuﬃcient for this purpoſe, or qﬃets, by deſcent from the cove
nantor: for though the covenant deſcends to the heir, whether
he inheritſis any eﬅate or no, it liesdormant, and is not com'pul

ſory, until he has aſſets by deſcent'.
TH r s is the legal ﬁgniﬁcation of the word- pergaſitia, or pur
chafe 5 and in this ſenſe it includes the ﬁve following methods of
acquiring a title to eﬅates: I. Eſcheat. 2. Occupancy. 3. Pree
ſcriptiom 4.. Forfeiture. 5. Alienation. Of all theſe in their order..

I. ESCHEAT, We may remember w, was one-of the fruits
and conſequences of feodal tenure. The word itſelf is originally '
French or Norman', in which language it ſigniﬁes chance or ac
cident ; and with us denotes an obﬅruction of the courſe of de.
ſcent, and a Conſequent determination of the tenure, by ſome

unforeſeen contingency: in which caſe the land naturally reſults,
back, by a kind of reverﬁon, to the original grantor or lord of
the feet.
i
ESCH'EAT therefore being a title frequently veﬅed in thelord
by inheritance, as being the fruit of a ſigniory 'to which he Was
intitled by, deſcent, (for which reaſon the lands eſcheating ſhall

attend the ﬁgniory, and be inhcritable by ſuch only of his heirs
as are capable of inheriting the other') it may ſeem inſuch caſes
to fall more properly under the former general head of acquirin'g
title to eﬅates, viz. by deſcent, (being veﬅed in him by act of
ſ ' 1 P. WW'. 777.
' Stat. 3 & 4. W. 8: M. e. 14.

7' Finch.
Finchſſ. law.
Rep. 119.
86.,

I' See P38-72'- _ -

' Eſrbc: or &bet. formed from the verb
r (Hair or Eclm'r, to happenu.

>

7' Co.
1 Flud'.
Litt.86.13. Co. Litt. 13;

_
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i
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law, and not by his own act or agreement) than under the preſent, by purchaſe. But it muﬅ be remembered that in order to
complete this title by eſcheat, it is neceſſary that the lord perform
an actof his own, by entering on the lands and tenements ſo eſ

cheated, or ſuing out a 'writ q/ſig/b/zeat': on failure of which,
or by doing any act that amounts to an implied waiver of his

right, as by'aecepting homage or rent of a ﬅranger who uſurps- v
'the poſſeſiion, his, title by eſcheat is barred b. It is therefore in
ſome reſpect a title acquired by his own act, as well as by act of
law. 'Indeed this may alſo be ſaid of deſcents themſelves, in
which an entry or other ſeiſinx is required, in order to make a
complete title 5 and therefore this diﬅribution by our legallwri

ters ſeems inthis reſpect rather inaccurate : for, as eſcheats muﬅ: '

follow the
nature
of the or
ﬁgniory
to which.
they belong,
they may
vveﬁzby
either
'purchaſe'
deſcent,
according
as the ﬁgniory
is i
veﬅed. And, though ﬁr Edward Coke conſiders the lord by eſ
cheat as inſome reſpects the aſſlgnce 'of the laﬅ tenantc, zancL
therefore taking by purchaſe 3 yet, on- the other hand, the lord

is more frequentlypconſidered as being ultz'mu: lzaerer, and there.
fore taking by deſcent in a kind of caducary ſucceﬁiom,
i

law of eſcheats is founded' upon this ſingle principle,

that the blood of the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed in fee-ſimple is, by ſome
means or- other, utterly extinct and gone: and, ſince none cart -

inherit his. eﬅate but ſuch as are of his blood and conſanguinity,
it
follows.
a regular conſequence,
that ſithe
whenland
ſuchvmuﬅ
bloodbecome
is ex
tinct,
the asinheritance
itſelf muﬅ fail;
what the feodal. writers denominate ﬂudum apertum 5 and muﬅ.

reſult back again. to the lord of the fee, by whom, or by thoſe
whoſe eﬅate he hath, it was given. ' _
E'scrrEATs are frequently divided into thoſe propre' dﬃctam
5

ſangui'tir and thoſe proper delictum tenentis : the one ſort, if the
tenant dies withput heirs ; the other, if his blood 'be attaintedda '
*- Bro. Abr. rit. t/Zb'at. 26.
= l Inﬅ; 2r5-.
V Bid. titramptam. 25. Co. L1tt.268.. - 4 Co. Litt. 13, 92.

But
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But both theſe ſpecies may well be comprehended under the ﬁrﬂ:7
denomination only 3 for he that is attainted ſuﬀers an extinction

of his blood, as well as he that dies without relations. The in

heritable quality is expunged in one inﬅance, and expires in the
other; or, as the doctrine of eſcheats is very fully expreſſed in

Fletaﬂ " dominus capitalz's ſkadz' loco lzaeredz': lzabetur, guotier per
" daﬀe-ctum 'vel delictum extinguz'tur ﬅmgutſir tenentz'r."
'
E s c H E ATS therefore ariſing merely upon the deﬁciency of
the blood, whereby the deſcent is impeded, their doctrine will
be better illuﬅrated by conſidering the ſeveral caſes wherein he?
reditary blood may be deﬁcient, than by any other method what-"
ſoever.

_

i

r, 2, 3. THE ﬁrﬅ three caſes, wherein inheritable blood is
wanting, may be collected from the rules of deſcent laid down"

and explained in the preceding chapter, and therefore will need
very little illuﬅration or comment. Firﬅ, when the tenant dies
without any relations on the part of any of his anceﬅors : fe
condly, when he dies without any relations on the part of thoſe
anceﬅors from whom his eﬅate deſcended: thirdly, when he
dies without any relations of the whole blood. In two of theſe
caſes the blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor is certainly, in the other it
is probably, at an end 3 and therefore in all of them the law di-_
rects, that the land 'ſhall eſcheat to the lord of the fee: for the

lord would be manifeﬅly prejudiced, if, contrary to the inherent
condition tacitly annexed to all feuds, any perſon ſhould be ſuf
fered to ſucceed to lands, who is not of the blood of the ﬁrﬅ

feudatory, to whom for his perſonal merit the eﬅate is ſuppoſed
to have been granted.
4.. A MO'NSTER, which hath not the ſhape of man-kind, but
in any part evidently bears the reſemblance of the brute creation,
hath no inheritable blood, and cannot be heir to any land, albeit
it be brought forth in marriage: but, although it hath deformity
9 I. 6. r. I.

in
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in any part of it's body, yet. if it hath. human ſhape, it may be
heir f. This is a very antient rule in the law of England 3, and
it's reaſon is too obvious, and too ſhocking, to bear a minute diſ

cuſſlon. The Roman- law agrees with our. own in excluding ſuch

births from ſucceﬃonsh': yet accounts them, however, children
in ſome reſpects, where the parents, or at leaﬅ the father, could,

reap any advantage therebyi; (as the jur trz'zzm &bent-um, and the
like) eﬅeeming them the misfortune,'rather than the fault, of.
that parent.

But our law will. not admit a birth of this kind to,

be ſuch aniſſue, as ſhall intitle the huſband to be tenant by the,

curteſyk; becauſe it is not capable of inheriting, And therefore,

if there appears no other heir than ſuch, a prodigious birth,, the
land ſhall eſcheat to the lord..
5. B A s TAR n-s are incapable of being heirs.

Baﬅards, by;

our law, are ſuch children as are not born either in lawful wed

lock, or within, a competent time, after it's determination '. Such,
are held. to be nal/fur ſilz'zſi, the ſons of nobody 5. for the maxim.
of law is, qui ex dammzta coitu mſſuntur, inter liberos 'zan compu

tanturm. Being thus the ſons of nobody, they have no blood in,
them, at leaﬅ no inheritable blood r conſequently, none of the
blood of the ﬁrﬅ purchaſor: and therefore, if there be no other

claimant than ſuch illegitimate children, the landſhall eſcheat to.v
the lord ". The civil law diﬀers from oursin this point, and al

lows a, baﬅard to ſucceed to an inheritance, if after it's birth the.
mother was married to the fathero: and alſo. if the father had
no lawful wife or child, then, even- if the concubine, was never
married tothe father, yet (he and her baﬅard ſon were admitted
each to one twelfth of the inheritance P, and a baﬅard was like
ſ Co. Litt. 7, 8.
5' Qui contra for-main Zmmam' gmrrﬂx con-

ﬅroſu. Bracton. I. I. c.6. &51. 5. tr. 5. r. 30,
h' Ff, 1, 5.' 14,

nunſa more protrtwm', utſi mulitr monﬅrqſhcm

i FfI 59. 16. '35. Paul. 4ﬂnt. 9.

'vel pradigioſizm em'xa ſit, inn' liberal nonrom-

'5 Co. Litt. 29.

putentur. Party: tamen, cut' nature aliguantra/um addiderit -veI dimi/men't, ut ſi ſcx 'vel

1 See book I. ch. 16.
"' Co. Litt. 8.

tantum quatuar digito: þabum't, Am: dcbd in-

'1 Finch. law. 117.

ter Libero: mn'xumerari : tt, ſi mer/'bra ſin' inutiIia mar rerum/21, nantamm g/I par/m 'mm-

9 Na-v. 89. c. 8.
P Hid. r. [A

63.
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wiſe capable of ſuccecding to the whole of his mother's eﬅate,
although-ſhe was never married;

the mother being ſuﬃciently .

certain, though the father is not '*. But our law, in favour of
marriage, is much leſs indulgent to baﬅards.
TH E R E is indeed one inﬅance, in which our law has ſhewn
them ſome little regard; and that is uſually termed the caſe of
beg/tard eigmf- and mulz'er payne. This happens when a man has a
baﬅard ſon, and afterwards marries the mother, and by her has

a legitimate ſon, who in the language of the law is called a mu
lier, or as Glanvilr expreſſes it in his Latin, ſilz'us mulzſiemtm; the
woman before marriage being concubina, and afterwards mulz'er.
Now here the eldeﬅ ſon is baﬅard, or baﬅard eignb; and the
younger ſon is legitimate, or mu/ier puj/hk. If then the father
dies, and the beg/lard ezgnk enters upon his land, and enjoys it to
his death, and dies ſeiſed thereof, whereby the inheritance de-"

ſcends to his iſſue 5 in this caſe the mulz'er puﬃzb, and all other
heirs, (though minors, feme-coverts, or under any incapaeity
whatſoever) are totally barred of their right '. And this, '1. "As"
a puniſhment on the mulz'er for his negligence, in not entering

during the baﬅard's life, and cvicting him. 2. Becauſe the law
will not ſuﬀer a man to be_ þaﬅardized after his death, who en
tered as heir and died ſeiſed,'ctand ſo paſſed for legitimate in his'

ufocimof 3. Becauſe the canon law (following the civil) did al-' .
low ſuch baﬅard eigrz? to be legitimate, on the ſubſequent mar

riage of his mother: and therefore the laws of England (though
they would not admit either the civil or canon law to rule the in
heritances of this kingdom, yet) paid ſuch a regard to a perſon

thus peculiarly circumﬅanced, that, after the la-nd had deſcended
to his iſſue, they would not unravel the matter again, and ſuﬀer
his eﬅate to be ſhaken. But this indulgence was ſhewn to no

other kind of baﬁard 5 for, if the mother was never married to

the father, ſuch baﬅard 'could have no colourable title at all '.
a God, 6, 57.5.

' Litt. 5. 399.

' I. 7..c. I.

* Litt. 5. 400.

Co. Litt. 244.

-
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As baﬅards cannot be heirs themſelves, ſo neither cah they
have
any heirs
but thoſe
of their
ownfrom
bodies.
For, common
as all colla
teral kindred
conſiﬅs
in being
derived
the ſame
an'- ct
ceﬅor, and as a baﬅard has no legal anceﬅors, he can have no
collateral kindred; and, conſequently, can have no legal heirs,

but ſuch as claim by a lineal deſcent from himſelf. And there
fore if a baﬅard purchaſes land, and dies' ſeiſed thereof without
iſſue, and inteﬅate, the land (hall eſcheat to the lord of the fee ".

6. AL I E N-S alſo are incapable of taking by deſcent, or in
heriting w : for they are not allowed to have any inheritable blood
in them 3 rather indeed upon a principle of national or civil po

licy, than upon reaſons ﬅrictly feodal. Though, if lands had
been ſuﬀered to fall into their hands who owe no allegiance to
the crown of England, the deſign of introducing our feuds, the

defence of the kingdom, would have been defeated. Wherefore
if a man leaves no other relations but aliens, his land ſhall eſcheat
to the lord.

As aliens cannot inherit, ſo far they are on a level with baſ
tards 3 but, as they are alſo diſabled to hold by purchaſe '*, they

- are under ﬅill greater diſabilities. And, as they can neither hold
by purchaſe, nor by inheritance, it is almoﬅ ſuperﬂuous to ſay
that theycan have -no heirs, ſince 'they can have nothing for an
heir to inherit : but ſo it is expreﬂly holden 7, becauſe they have

not in them any inheritable blood.

'

=

'

AND farther, if an alien be made a denizen by the king's
letters parent, and then purchaſes lands, (which the law allows'
ſuch a one to do) his ſon, born before his denization, ſhall not

(by the common law) inherit thoſe lands; but a ſon born after
wards may, even though his elder brother be living ; for the fa
ther, before denization, had no inheritable blood to communicate
V Bract. I. 2. r. 7. Co. Litt. 244.
w Co. Litt. 8.

_. _.,VoL. II.

'.

x Ibia'. z.
"

Y Hid.

H 11

1 Lev. 59.

_
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to his eldeﬅ ſon; but by denization it acquires an hereditary
quality, which will be tranſmitted to his ſubſequent poﬅerity.
Yet, if he had been naturalized by act of parliament, ſuch eldeﬅ
ſon might then have inherited 5 for that cancels all defects, and

is allowed to have a retroſpective energy, which ﬁmple-deniza
tion has not'.
'
S I R Edward Coke' alſo holds, that if an alien cometh into

England, and there hath iſſue two ſons, who are thereby natural
born ſubjects ; and one of them purchaſes land, and dies 5 yet

neither of theſe brethren can be heir to the other. For the com

mzme vinculum, or common ﬅock of their conſanguinity, is the
father; and, as he had no inheritable blood in him, he could

communicate none to his ſons; and, when the ſons can by no poſ
ﬁbility be heirs to the father, the one of them (hall not be heir
to the other. And this opinion of his ſeems founded upon ſolid
principles of the antient law; not only from the rule before

cited b, that ccj/Izq, gue dait in/zeriter al pere, dait in/zeriter al ﬁt: 3
but alſo becauſe we have ſeen that the only feodal_foundation

upon which newly purchaſed land can poﬃbly deſcend to a bro
ther, is the ſuppoſition and ﬁction of law, that it deſcended from
ſome one of his anceﬅors: but in this caſe as the immediate an
ceﬅor was an alien, from whom it could by no poſſibility deſcend, -

this ſhould deﬅroy the ſuppoﬁtion, and impede the deſcent, and

the land ſhould be inherited at feudumﬅricte naeum 3 that is, by
none but the lineal deſcendants of theqpurchaﬁng brother 3 and,
on failure of them, ſhould eſcheat to the lord of the fee. -But

this opinion hath been ﬁnce overruledc : and it is now held for
law, that the ſons'of an alien, born here, may inherit toeach
other.

And reaſonably enough upon the whole: for, as (in

common purchaſes) the whole of the ſuppoſed deſcent from. in
deﬁnite anceﬅors is but ﬁctitious, the law may as well ſuppgk
the requiſite anceﬅor as ſuppoſe the requiſite deſcenſi,
i
2 Co. Litt. 129.

' I Inﬅ. 8.

,

b See pag. 223 and 239.

-.

. ® LVentr. 473. 1 Lev. 59. I Sid. '93.
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"I_T is alſo enacted, by the ﬅatute 1 I 86 12W. lII. c. 6. that
all perſons, being'natural-born ſubjects of the king, may inherit
and make their titles by deſcent from any of their anceﬅors 'lineal
or collateral; although their father, or mother, or other anceﬅor,

by, from, through, or under whom they derive their pedigrees,
were born out of the king's allegiance. But inconveniences were
afterwards apprehended, in caſe perſons ſhould thereby gain a
future capacity to inherit, who did not exiﬅ at the death of the
perſon laﬅ ſeiſed. As, if Francis the elder brother of John Stiles
bean alien, and Oliver the younger be a natural-born ſubject', upon

John's death without iſſue his lands will deſcend to Oliver the
younger brother: now, if afterwards Francis hath a child, it
wassfeared that, under dle ﬅatute of king William, this new

born child might defeat the eﬅate of his uncle Oliver. Where
fore it is provided, by the ﬅatute 2 5 Geo. II. c. 39. that no right
of inheritance ſhall accrue by virtue of the former ﬅatute to any
perſons whatſoever, unleſs they are in being and capable to take
as heirs at the death of the perſon laﬅ ſeiſed : --- with an excep
tion however to the caſe, where lands ſhall deſcend to the daugh
ter of
if whlclrdaughtcr ſhall reﬁgn ſuch inheritance to
her after-born brother, or divide it with her after-born ſiﬅers,
according to the uſual rule'l of deſcents by the common law.
7.' B Y attainder alſo, for treaſon or other felony, the blood of
the perſon attainted is ſo corrupted, as to be rendered no longer
inheritable.

- -G a E AT care muﬅ be taken to diﬅinguiſh between forfeiture
of lands to the king, and this ſpecies of eſcheat to the lord;
which, by reaſon of their ﬁmilitude in ſome circumﬅances, and
becauſe the crown is very frequently the immediate lord of the
fee and therefore entitled to both, have been often confounded
together. Forfeiture of lands, and of whatever elſe the oﬀender

poſſeﬂ'cd, was the doctrine of the old Saxon law e, as- a part of
_ 4 See pag. 208 and 214.

ſi *

e LL. del/"nd, r. 4.. LL. Canut. r. 54.
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puniſhmentfor the oﬀence ,* and does not at all relate to the feo
dal ſyﬅem,_nor is the conſequence of= any ſigniory or lordſhip pa
, raxnountfz _but,,_being ia prerogative veﬅed in thecrown, 'was
neither ſuperſeded nor diminiſhed by the introduction of the Nor
man tenures 3 a fruit and conſequence of which eſcheat muﬅ un

doubtedly be reckoned. Eſcheat therefore operates in ſubordina
tion to this more antient and ſuperior law of forfeiture..
THE doctrine of eſcheat upon attainder, taken ﬁngly, is this :
that the blood of thetenant, by the Commiſſion of any felony,
(under which denomination all treaſons were formerly comprized l5)
is corrupted and ﬅained, and the original donation of the feud is
thereby determined, it being always granted to the vaſal on the
implied condition of dam bane ﬅ geſſrit. Upon the thorough
demonﬅration of which guilt, by legal attainder, the feodal co

venant and mutual bond of fealty are held to be broken, the eﬅate
inﬅantly falls back from the oﬀender to the lord of the ſee, and
the inheritable quality of his blood is extinguiſhed and blotted
out for ever, ,In this ſituation the law of feodal eſcheat was

brought into England at the conqueﬅ 5 and in general ſuperadded
to the antient law of forfeit.ure.. In conſequence of which cor
ruption and extinction of hereditary blood, the landof all felens
would immediately inveﬅ in the lord, but that the ſuperior law
of forfeiture intervenes, and intercepts it in it's paſſage; in caſe
of treaſon, for ever 3 in caſe of other felony, for only a year and
a day, after which time it goes to the lord in a regular courſeof
eſcheat h, as it would have done to the heir of the felon in caſe
the feodal tenures had never been introduced.

And that this is

the true operation and genuine hiﬅory of eſcheats will moﬅzevi
dently appear from this incident to gavelkind lands, (which ſeem

to be the old Saxon tenure) that they are in no caſe ſubject
to eſcheat for felony, though they are liable to forfeiture for.
treaſoni.
* '
r

f zlnﬂ. 54. Salk. 85.

.

,

'I zlnﬅng. 'Stan 25 Edw.]II. e.z. 5.:2.

I 'zrnſh 36.

a
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_
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.
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i Somner. 53. Wright. Ten. 118.
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.- 5.; Asﬀa conſequence of this doctrine of eſcheat, all lands of in
-.-zhe"ritance immediately reveﬅing in'the lord, the wiſe of theffelon

was liable to loſe her dower, till the ﬅatute 1 Edw.VI. c; 112.
enacted,
that albeit
any perſon
attainted
of miſpriﬁon
of trea
ſon,
murder,
or felony,
yet hisbe
wife
ſhall enjoy
her dower.v
But
(he has not this indulgence where the antient law of forfeiture
operates, for it is expreﬁly provided by the ﬅatute 5 & 6Edw.VI-..
cr I I. that the wiſe of one attaint of high-"treaſon ſhall not be
endowed at all.
i

A'R'J

HITH'ERTO we have only ſpoken of eﬅates veﬅed'in the of
fender, at the time of his oﬀence, or attainder. And here' the
..

law of forfeiture ﬅops ; but the law of eſcheat purſues the mat
ter ﬅill farther. For, the blood of the tenant being utterly cor

rupted and extinguiſhed, itifollows, not- only that all he now'has
ſhould eſcheat fromhirn, but alſo that he ſhould be incapable of

inheriting anything for the future. This may, farther illuﬅrate
the diﬅinction between forfeiture and eſcheat. If therefore a fa
ther be ſeiſed in fee, and, the ſon commits treaſon and is attainted,
and then the father dies : here the land 'ſhall eſcheat to the lord ;
becauſe the ſon, by the corruption of his blood, is incapable 'to

be heir, and there can be no other heir during his life : but 'no
thing ſhall be forfeited to the king,- for theſiſiſonſi never 'had any in
tereﬅ in the lands to forfeit k. In this caſe the eſcheat operates,
and not the forfeiture ; but in the following inﬅance the ſorfeit-ſſ

ure works, and not the eſcheat. As where a new felony' is crea
ted by act of parliament, and it is provided (as is frequently the
caſe) that it ſhall not extend to corruption of blood: here the
lands of the ſelon ſhall not eſcheat to the lord, but yet the pro
ﬁts of them ſhall be forfeited to the king ſo long as the oﬀender

Hves LH -

v

.

' -

'

THERE is yet azfarther conſequenceof the corruption and
extinction of hereditary blood, which is this: that 'the perſon
'5 Co. Litt. 13.

.-.

1 31nﬅ.47.

.

.
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attainted ſhall not only be incapable himſelf of inheriting, or

tranſmitting his own property by heirſhip, but ſhall alſo obﬅruct
the deſcent of lands or tenements to his poﬅerity, in all caſes

where they are obliged to derive their title through him from
any remoter anceﬅor. The Chanel, which conveyed the heredi
tary blood from his anceﬅors to him, is not only exhauﬅed for

the preſent, but totally dammed up and rendered 'impervious for
* the future. This is a reﬁnement upon the antient law of feuds,
which allowed that the grandſon might be heir to his grandfather,
though the ſon in the intermediate generation was guilty of fee
lony m. But, by the law of England, a man's blood is ſo uni

verſally corrupted by attainder, that his ſons can neither inherit
to him nor to any other anceﬅor ", at leaﬅ on the part of their
attainted father.
TH 1 s corruption of blood cannot be abſolutely removed but

by authority of parliament. The king may excuſe the public
uniſhment of an oﬀender; but cannot aboliſh the private right,
which has accrued or may accrue to individuals as a conſequence
of the criminal's attainder. He may remit a forfeiture, in which
the intereﬅ of the crown is alone concerned: but he cannot wi
away the corruption of blood; for therein a third perſon hath an
intereﬅ, the lord who claims by eſcheat. If therefore a man hath
a ſon, and is attainted, and afterwards pardoned by the king;
this ſon can never inherit to his father, or father's anceﬅors 3

becauſe his paternal blood, being once throughly corrupted by
his father's attainder, muﬅ continue ſo : but if the ſon had been
born after the pardon, he might inherit; becauſe by the pardon
the father is made a new man, and may convey new inheritable
blood to his after-born children o.
He R E r N there is however a diﬀerence between aliens and
perſons attainted. Of aliens, who could never by any poﬃbility
be heirs, the law takes no notice: _ and therefore we have ſeen,
"1 Van Leeuwen in 2 had. 31.

* Hid. 392.

'- Co. Litt.391.

that
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that an alien elder brother ſhall not impede the deſcent to a na
tural-born younger brother. But in attainders itis otherwiſe: for
if a man hath iſſue a ſon, and is attainted, and afterwards par-3
doned, and then hath iſſue a ſecond ſon, and dies ; here the Cor-'
ruption of blood is not removed from the eldeﬅ, and therefore
he cannot be heir: neither can the youngeﬅ be heir, for he hath

an elder brother living, of whom the law takes notice, as he
once had a poﬃbility of being heir; and therefore the younger
brother ſhall not inherit, but the land ſhall eſcheat to the lord :

though, had the elder died without iſſue in the life of the father,

the younger ſon born after the pardon might well have inherited,
for he hath no corruptionof blood P. So if a man hath iſſue two
ſons, and the elder in the lifetime of the father hath iſſue, and.
then is attainted and executed, and afterwards the father dies,
the lands of the father ſhall not deſcend to the younger ſon: for

the iſſue of the elder, which had once a poﬁibility to inherit,
ſhall impede the deſcent to the younger,ſſand the land ſhall eſcheat
to the lord 9.

Sir Edward Coke in this caſe allows ', that if the

anceﬅor be attainted, his ſons born before the attainder may be

heirs to each other; and diﬅinguiſhes it from the caſe of the
ſohs of an alien, becauſe in this caſe the blood wctd? inheritable

When imparted to them-from the father : but he makes a doubt
(upon the ſame principles, which are now overruled ') whether
ſons, born after the attainder, can inherit to each other; for they

never had any inheritable blood iii them. "m U"
UPON the whole it appears, that a perſon attainted is neither

allowed to retain his former eﬅate, nor to inherit any future one,
nor to tranſmit any inheritance to his iſſue, either immediately
from himſelf, or mediately through himſelf from any remoter
anceﬅor; for his inheritable blood, which is neceſſary either to
hold, totake, or to tranſmit any feodal property, is blotted out,
corrupted, and extinguiſhed for ever: the conſequence of which
is, that eﬅates, thus impeded in their deſcent, reſult back and

eſcheat to the lord.
1' Co. Litt. 8.

'1 Dyer. 48.

r

.

' Co. Litt. 8.

_

' 1 Hal. P. C. 357.
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THIs corruption of blood, thus ariſing from feodal principles,
'but perhaps extended farther than even thoſe principles will war

rant, has been long looked upon as a peculiar hardſhip: be
cauſe, the oppreﬃve parts of the feodal tenures being nowin
general aboliſhed, it ſeems unreaſonable to reſerve one of their'
moﬅ inequitable conſequences 3 namely, that the children ſhould
not only be reduced to preſent poverty, (which, however ſeve-re,

is ſuﬃciently juﬅiﬁed upon reaſons of public policy) but alſo be
laid under future diﬃculties of inheritance, on account of th'e
guilt of their anceﬅors. And therefore in moﬅ (if not all) of
the new felonies, created by parliament ſin'ce the reign of Henry
the eighth, it is declared that they ſhall not extend to any cor
ruption of blood: and by the ﬅatute 7 Ann. c. at. (the opera
tion of which is poﬅponed by the ﬅatute 17 Geo. II. c. 39.)
it is enacted, that, after the death of the pretender, and his

ſons, no attainder for treaſon (hall extend to the diſinhe'riting

any heir. nor the prejudice of any perſon, other than the oﬀender
himſelf : which proviſions have indeed carried the remedy far- '
ther, than was required by the hardſhip above Complained ofz'
which is only the future obﬅruction of deſcents, where the

pedigree happens to be-deduced through the blood of an at
tainted anceﬅor.

5 - f.

BE F o R E I conclude this head, of eſcheat, I muﬅ mention
one ſingular inﬅance in which lands held in fee-ſimple are not
liable to eſcheatto the lord, even when their 'owner is no more,

and hath left no heirs to inheritthem. And this is the eaſe of a
corporation: for if that comes by any accident to be diſſolved,
the donor or his heirs ſhall have the land again in r'everſion,-and
not the lord by eſcheat: which is perhaps theonly inﬅance where,
a reverſion can be expectant on a grant in fee-ſimple abſolute.
But the law, we are told ', doth tacitly annex a condition to.

every ſuch gift or grant, that if the corporation be diſſolved, the'
donor or grantor ſhall re-enter 3 for the cauſe of the gift or-grant
tC<>.Litt.\3.

f 1

h
\
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faileth. This is indeed founded upon the ſelf-ſame principle as
the' law of eſcheat ; the heirs of the donor being only ſubﬅituted
inﬅead of the chief lord of the fee: which was formerly very
frequently the caſe in ſubinfeudations, or alienations of lands by a
vaſal to be holden as of himſelf 5 till that practice was reﬅraincd
by the ﬅatute of quid emptorer, 18 Edw. I. ſt. l. to which this

very ſmgular inﬅance ﬅill in ſome degree remains an exception.
TH E R E is one more incapacity of taking by deſcent, which,
not being productive of any eſcheat, is not properly reducible to
this head, and yet muﬅ not be paſſed over in ſilence. It is enacted

by 'the ﬅatute 1.- L 65 12Will. III. c. 4. that every papiﬅ who ſhall
not ahjure. the errors of. his religion by taking the oaths to the
government, and making the declaration againﬅ tranſubﬅantia
tion, within ﬁx months after he has attained the age of eighteen

years, ſhall be incapable of inheriting, or taking, by deſcent as
well as purchaſe, any real eﬅates whatſoever; and his next of
kin, being a proteﬅant, ſhall hold them to his own uſe till ſuch
time as he complies with the terms impoſed by the act. This in
capacity is. merely perſonal; it aﬀects himſelf only, and does not
deﬅnoy the inheritable quality of his "blood, ſo as to impede the
deſcent to others of his kindred. In like manner as, even in the
times of popery, one who entered into religion and became a
monk profeſſed was incapable of inheriting lands, both in our
own " and the feodal law 3 ea quad deﬅct tſſe mile: ﬁcult' qui factur
9? mile: C/zri i ; 'zec bent-ſician: pertinet ad cum qui non a'ebet gerere
eﬄcium-W. But yet he was accounted only civilz'ter martaur ; he did
not impede the deſcent to others, but the next heir was entitled

to his or his anceﬅor's eﬅate.
TH ese are. the ſeveral deﬁciencies of hereditary blood, re
cognized by the. law of England; which, ſo often as they hap
pen, occaſion lands to eſcheat to the original proprietary-or lord.
U Co. Litt.'zZ.

VoL. Ill.

.

W zFeud. 21.

1
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C C UPANCY is the taking poſſeﬃon of thoſe things,
which before belonged to nobody. This, as we have ſeen ', -

is the true ground and foundation of all property, or of holding
thoſe things in ſeveralty, which by the law of nature, unqualiſied
by that of ſociety, were common to all mankind. But, when

once 'it was agreed that every thing capable of ownerſhip ſhould
have an owner, natural reaſon ſuggeﬅed, that he who could ﬁrﬅ
declare his intention of appropriating any thing to his own uſe,
and, in'conſecjuence of ſuch intention, actually took it into poſ

ſeﬃon, ſhould thereby gain the abſolute property of it; accord
ing to that rule of the law of nations, recognized by the laws of
Rome b, quod nulli'u: g/l, id raticme naturali occupanti canceditur.
TH I s right of occupancy, ſo far as it concerns real property,
(for of perſonal chattels I am not in this place to ſpeak) hath
been conﬁned by the laws of England within a very narrow com
paſs; and was extended only to a ſingle inﬅance : namely, where

a man was tenant pur auter vie, or had an eﬅate granted to him
ſelf only (without mentioning his heirs) for the life of another
man, and died during the life of cqﬅuy gue vie, or him by whoſe
vlife it was holden: in this caſe he, that could ﬁrﬅ enter on the

land, might lawſully retain the poſſeſiion ſo long ascg/iuy que vie
lived, by right of occupancy ®.
"
' See pag. 3 8: 8.
5 Fſ.4l.l.3.

' Co. Litt 41.
ſi
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THIS ſeems to have been recurring to ﬁrﬅ principles, and calling
in the law of nature to aſcertain the property of the land, when

leſt without a legal owner. For it did not revert to the grantor;
who had parted with all his intereﬅ, ſo long as aﬅuy que' 'vie lived:

it did not eſcheat to the lord of the ſee ; ſorall eſcheats muﬅ be of
the abſolute entire ſee, and not of any particular eﬅate carved out

ofit-p-much leſs of ſo minute a remnant'as this : it did not belong
to the grantee; for he was dead: it did not deſcend to his heirs;

for there were no words of inheritance in the grant : nor could
it veﬅ in his executors; for no executors could ſucceed to a free
hold. Belonging therefore to nobody, like the lzaeredctas jacem
of the Romans, the law leſt it open to be ſeiſed and appropriated
by the ﬁrﬅ perſon that could-enter upon it, during the life of
ceﬅuy gaze vie, under the name of an occupant. But there was no
right of occupancy allowed, where the king had the reverſion of
the lands 5 for the reverſioner hath an equal right with any other
man to enter upon the vacant poſſeﬄon, and where the king's
title and a ſubject's concur, the king's ſhall be always preferred :
againﬅ the king therefore there could be no prior occupant, be
cauſe 'nd/um tempte: occurrit regid. And, even in the caſe of a ſub
ject, had the eﬅate par enter vie-been-jgranted to a man and lzz':

lzeirs during the life of cgﬂuy que vie, there the heir might, and
ﬅill may, enter and hold poſſeﬃon, and is called in law a ſpecial
occupant, as having a ſpecial excluſive right, by the terms of the
original grant, to enter upon and occupy' this lzaereditar jacem,

during the reﬁdue of the eﬅate granted : though ſome have
thought him ſo called with no very great proprietye 5 and that
ſuch eﬅate is rather a deſcendible freehold. But the title of com_

mon occupancy is now reduced almoﬅ to nothing by two ﬅatutes;
the one, 29 Car. II,- c. 3. which enacts, that where there is no

ſpecial occupant, in whom the eﬅate may veﬅ, the tenant pur
auter 'vie may deviſe it by will, or it ſhall go to the executors and be aſſets in their hands for payment of debts : the other that of
14Geo.II. c. 20. which enacts, that it ſhall veﬅ not only in the
' 1511.

1

' Vaugh. 201.

Ii 2

executors,
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executors, but, in caſe the tenant dies inteﬅate, in the admi

niﬅrators alſo ; and go in a courſe of diﬅribution like a chattel
_ intereﬅ. _

-

2 1.

BY theſe two ﬅatutes the title of common occupancy is utterly
extinct and aboliſhed : though that of ſþecial occupancy, by the
heir at law, continues to this day ; ſuch heir being held to ſuc
ceed to the anceﬅor's eﬅate, not' by deſcent, for then he muﬅ

take an eﬅate of inheritance, but as an occupant, ſpecially marked
out and appointed by the original grant. The doctrine'of com
mon occupancy may however be uſefully remembered on the fol
lowing account, among others: that, as by the common law no

occupancy could be of incorporeal hereditaments, as of tents,
tithes, advowſons, commons, or the like', (becauſe, with reſpect

to them, there could be no actual entry made, or corporal ſeiﬁn
had ; and therefore by the death of the grantee par auter 'vie a
grant of ſuch hereditaments was entirely determinedg) ſo now,
'I apprehend, notwithﬅanding theſe ﬅatutes, ſuch grant would be
determined likewiſe; and the hereditaments would 'not be devi
fable, nor veﬅ in the executors, nor go in acourſe of diﬅribution.

For the ﬅatutes muﬅ not be conﬅrued ſo as to create any new
eﬅate, or to keep that alive which by the common law was deter
mined, and thereby to-deferzthe grantor's reverﬁon- ; but merely

to diſpoſe of an intereﬅ in being, to which by law there was no

owner, 'and which therefore was left open' to the ﬁrﬅ occupant.
'l

When there is a reﬁdue left, the ﬅatutes give it to the executors,

Eft', inﬅead of the ﬁrﬅ occupant ; but they will not create a re
ſidue, on purpoſe to give it the executors. They only meant to
provide an appointed inﬅead of a caſual, a certain inﬅead of an
uncertain, owner, of lands which beforeilwere nobody'ss and
thereby to ſupply 'this cqſm ormﬂu, and-render the diſpoſition of
law in all reſpects entirely uniform : this being the only inﬅance
'wherein a title to a real eﬅate couldfever be acqu'ired by occu
pancy.
. _
'- ' Co. Litt. 41.:

*r

. 2- _ a

.

a

I Vaugh. 201.
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- 'In Is, I ſay, was the only inﬅance 3 for I think there 'can'be

no other caſe deviſed, wherein there is not ſome owner-"of 'the
land appointed by the law. In the caſe of a ſole corporation, as
za parſon of a church, when he dies or religns, though there is no

actual owner of the land till-a ſucceſſor be appointed, yet there
is a legal, potential ownerſhip, ſubſiﬅing in contemplation of law ;
.. and when the ſucceſſor is appointed, his appointment ſhall have
a retroſpect and relation backward-s, ib as to entitle him to all

the proﬁts from the inﬅant that the vacancy eommenced. And,
in all other inﬅances, when the tenant dies inteﬅate, and no other

rowner of' the lands is to be found in the common courſe of des

ſeems, there the law veﬅs an owner-ſhip in the king, or in the
ifubordinate lord of the fee, by eſch-eat. '-"

L

Soal-ſo in ſome caſes, where the lawsof other 'nations give' a
right byoccupancy, as in lands newly created, by 'the riſing of

an iſland in a river, or by the allu'vlon or' 'derellction Of the' ſea 5
in theﬁ: inﬅances the law of England aﬃgns them an immediate
owner. For Bracton. tells us **, that if an iſland ariſe in the Middle
of a river, it belonge in corn-mon to thoſe' who have lands on

each ſide thereof; but iﬁt beunearer 'to one bank than the' other, '
'it belongcts only to him who' is proprietor of the neareﬅ ſhore :

which is agreeable to, and probably copied from, the 'civil lawl.
Yet this ſeems only to-be reaſonable, where the ſoil of the river
is equally divided between 'he 'owner's of 'the oppoſite ſhores : for
if the whole ſoil is the-freehold of any one man, 'as it' muﬅ be

whenever a ſeveral ﬁſhery is claimed'F, vthere it ſeems juﬅ (and ſo
1 is the uſual practice) that' the eyottsroſſrilittle illands, ariſing in ahy
part of the river, ſhall be the property of him who owneth the piſ
cary and the ſoil. a However, in caſe a new iſland riſe in the ﬅa,

though the civil law gives it to the ﬁrﬅ occupantl, yet ours gives it
to the king'ﬂ And as to lands gained from the ſea,-either by allu
t

ll.z.t.z.
i Inﬅ. 2. 1. 22.
* saile-637.

wu';

_ i l, w r i
*
'

*1nﬅ.z.1.18.
' Bract. La. na. Callis ofſewem 22.
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vio'z, by the waſhing up of ſand and earth, 'ſo as in time to make
term ſirma ; or by dereliction, as when the ſea ſhrinks back below
the uſual watermark; in theſe caſes the law is held to be, that if

this gain be by little and little, by ſmall and imperceptible degrees,
it ſhall go to the owner of the land adjoining. For de minimzlr non

curat lex: and, beſides, theſe owners being often loſers by the
breaking in of the ſea, or at charges te keep it out, this poﬁible

gain' is therefore a reciprocal conſideration for ſuchpoſiible charge
or loſs. But, if the alluvion or dereliction be ſudden and conſiders

able, in this caſe it belongs to the king; for, as the king is lord
of the ſea, and ſo owner of the ſoil while it is covered with

water, it is but reaſonable he ſhould have the ſoil, _when the

water hasleft it dry ". So that the quantity of ground gained,
and the time during which' it is gaining, are what make it either
the king's, or the ſubject's property. In the ſame manner-'if'a
river, running. between two lordſhips, by degrees gains uponthe
one, and thereby leaves, the other dry 5 the owner who loſes-his
groundzthus imperceptibly has no remedy : but if the courſe of
the river be changed hym ſudden and violent ﬂood, or other haﬅy

means, and therebyzaman loſes-his' ground, he ſhall have what
the river has left in anyother place, as a recompenſe for this
ſudden; loſs o.

And this law of alluvions and derelictions, with

regard to ripen, is nearly thehme in the imperial lawp 3 from
whence indeed thoſe our determinations ſeem to have-been drawn
and adopted: but we ourſelves, as illanders, have applied them
to mari/ze increaſes; and have given our ſovereign the prerogative
he enjoys, as well upon the particular reaſons before-mentioned,
as upon this other general ground of prerogative, which was for
merly remarked *', that whatever hath no other owner is veﬅed

by law in the king.
" Callis. 24. 28.

' ' Ibid. 28.

P Inﬅ. 2. 1. 20, 21, 22, 23, 24_

4 See Vol. I. pag. 289.
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THIRD method of acquiring real property by purchaſe is
that by preſcription 3 as when a man can ſhew no other
title to what he claims, than that he, and thoſe under whom he
claims, have immemorially uſed to enjoy it. Concerning cuﬅoms,

or immemorial uſages, in general, with the ſeveral requiſite-s and
rules to be obſerved, in order to prove their exiﬅence and vali

dity, we enquired at large in the preceding part of theſe com
mentaries '. p At preſent therefore I ſhall only, ﬁrﬅ, diﬅinguiſh
between czz/lom, ﬅrictly taken, L and prayer-notion 3 and then ſhew,
what ſort of things may be preſcribed for.' '
AND, ﬁrﬅ, the diﬅinction between cuﬅom and preſcription is

this; that cuﬅom is properly a lacal-uſage, and not annexed to
any perﬅm; ſuch as, a cuﬅom in' the manor-of -Dale that lands

ſhall deſcend to the youngeﬅ ſon : preſcription is merely a perſhnal
uſage ; as, that Sempronius, and his anceﬅors, or thoſe whoſe eﬅate

he hath, have uſed time out of mind to have ſuch anſſ advantage

or privilege ". As for example: if there be a uſage in the pariſh of
Dale, that all the inhabitants of that pariſh may dance ona cer
tain cloſe, at all times, for their recreation ; (which is heldc to

be a lawful uſage)_' this is ﬅrictly a cuﬅom, for it is applied to
the place in general, and not to any particular pe'ſſhm .- but if the
3 See Vol. I. pag. 75, &it.

" Co. Litt. 113.

c 1 Lev. 176.

'

>
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tenant, who is ſeiſed of the manor of Dale in ſee, alleges that
he and his anceﬅors, or all thoſe whoſe eﬅate he hath in the ſaid
manor, have uſed time out of mind to have common of Paﬅure
in ſuch a cloſe, this is properly called a preſcription 3 for this is

a uſage annexed to the per/by of the owne; of this eﬅate" All
preſcriptionſimuﬅ be 'either in a man and his ancſieﬅors, or in a

man and thoſe whoſe eﬅate he hath 3 5 which laﬅ is called pre
ſcribing in a que eﬅate. _And formerly a man might, by the com
mon law, have preſcribed for a right which had been enjoyed by

his anceﬅors or predeceſſors at any diﬅance of time, though his
or their enjoyment of it had been ſuſpendede for an indcﬁnitc
ſeries of years.

But by the ﬅatute of limitations, 32 Hen_VſiI_

c. 2. it isvenacted, that no Perſon ſhall make any preſcription by

the ſeiſm or poſſeſﬁon of his anceﬅoror predeceﬂctor, unleſs ſuch
ſeiﬁn or poſſeﬁion hath been within threeſcore years next before
ſuch preſcription made',

- ,, .

w

.

S E c oun LY, as to the ſeveral ſpecies of things.- which may,
o_r may. not, be. preſcribed for : we may in the. ﬁrﬅ Place, obſerve,
that nothing but incorporeal hereditaments can be claimed by.

Preſcriptionzſſ as a right of way, ateommomt'gfc ; bug ghgt no

preſcription can give la titleﬀtolands, and' other oorpþgga] fub
ﬅances, of which more certain evidence may be had 3. For no
man can be ſaid to preſcribe, that he and 'hisanceﬅmshave _

immemorially uſed to hold the caﬅle, of Arundel: for this in
clearly another ſort of title gl a title by corpotal ſeiſm and in<-,
_ heritance, which is more permanent, and therefore more capable

of prooﬂthan that of preſcription.

But, as.ſitoa_right of way, a

common, or the like, a'man may be allowed to preſcribe; for of

theſe there is no corporal- ſeiſin, the enjoyment will be frequently
by intervals, and therefore. the right to. enjoy them can depend
on nothing elſe but immemorial uſage. 2. A preſcription muﬂ:
i 4Rep. 32.
e Co. Litt. 113.

_

7 This title, of preſcription, was well
known in the Roman law by the name of'

aﬁacaþia; (F/Z 41. 3. 3.) ſo called, becauſe
a man, that gains a title by preſcription,
may be ſaid uſh rm mpere.
t Dr a; sz, diaL z, c,3_ Finch, 132.
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always be laid in him that is'tenant of the ſee. A tenant for life,

for years, at will, or a copyholder, cannot preſcribe, by reaſon
of the imbecillity of their veﬅates h. For, as preſcription is uſage
beyond time of memory, it is abſurd that they ſhould pretend to
preſcribe, whoſe eﬅates commenced Within the remembrance of
man. And therefore the copyholder muﬅ preſcribe under cover
of his lord's eﬅate, and the tenant' for life under cover of the te-A

nant in fee-ſimple. As, if tenant for life of a manor would pre
ſcribe for a right of common as appurtenant to the ſame, he muﬅ
preſcribe under cover of the tenant in fee-ſimple; and muﬅ plead,
that John Stiles and his anceﬅors had immemorially uſed to have
this right of common, appurtenant to the ſaid manor, and that
John Stiles demiſed the ſaid manor, with it's appurtenances, to
him the ſaid tenant for life. 3. A preſcription cannot be for a
thing which cannot be raiſed by grant. For the lawlallows pre
ſcription only in ſupply of the loſs-of a grant, and thereforeeveryz
preſcription preſuppoſes a grant to have exiﬅed. Thus a lord of ,
a manor cannot preſcribe to raiſe a tak or toll upon ﬅrangersj for,

as ſuch claim could never have been good- by any grant, it ſhall
not be good by preſcription i. 4.. A fourth rule is, that what is
to ariſe by matter of record cannot be preſcribed for, but muſt
be claimed by grant, entered on record; ſuch as, for inﬂame,

the royal franchiſes of deodands, felons' goods, and' the like',
Theſe, not being forfeited till the matter on which they ariſe is

found by the inquiſition of a jury, and ſo made a matter of re
cord, the forfeiture itſelf cannot be claimed by any inferior title.
But the franchiſes of treaſure-trove, waifs, eﬅrays, and the like,
may be claimed by preſcription; for they ariſe from private con

tingencies, and not from any matter/of record k. 5. Among
things incorporeal, which may be claimed by preſcription, a diſ
tinction muﬅ be made with regard to the manner of preſcribing;
that is, whether a man ſhall preſcribe in a gue eﬅate, or in himſelf
and his anceﬅors. For, if a man preſcribes in a que eﬅate, (that
is, in himſelf and thoſe whoſe eﬅate he holds) nothing is claim
h 4Rep. 31,32.
* 1Ventr.387.

Vo L. II.

'* Co. Litt. 114.
'

K k
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able by this preſcription, but ſuch things as are incident, appen
dant, or appurtenant to lands 3 for it would be abſurd to claim

any thing as the conſequence, or appendix, of an eﬅate, with

which the thing claimed has no connexion: but, if he preſcribes
in himſelf and his anceﬅors, he may preſcribe for any thing what
ſoever that lies in grant 3 not only things that are appurtenant,
but alſo ſuch as m'ay be in groſs '. Therefore a man may preſcribe,
that he, and thoſe whoſe eﬅate he hath in the manor of Dale, have

uſed to hold the advowſon of Dale, as appendant to that manor :
but, if the advowſon be a diﬅinct inheritance, and not appendant,

then he can only preſcribe in his anceﬅors. So alſo a man may
preſcribe in a que eﬅate for a common appurtenant to a manor 3
but, if hewould preſcribe for a common in grq/i, he muﬅ pre
fcribe in himſelf and his anceﬅors.

6. Laﬅly, we may obſerve,

that eﬅates gained by preſcription are not, of courſe, deſcendible
to the heirs general, like other purchaſed eﬅates, but are an ex
ception to the rule. For, properly ſpeaking, the preſcription is
rather to be conſidered as an evidence of a former acquiﬁtion,
than as van acquiﬁtion de 'Io-va: and therefore, if a man pre
ſcribes for a right of way in himſelf and his anceﬅors, it will'
deſcend only to the blood of that line of anceﬅors in whom 'he ſo
preſcribes 3 the preſcription in this caſe being indeed a ſpecies of
deſcent.

But, if he preſcribes for it in a que eﬅate, it will follow

the nature of that eﬅate in which the preſcription is laid, and be
inherit-able in the ſame manner, whether that were acquired by.
deſcent or purchaſe : for every acceſſory followeth the nature oﬁ
it's principal.
*- Litt. 5. 183. Pinch. L. 104.
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FORFEITU-RE.

a'

ORFEITURE is a puniſhment annexed by law to rome
illegal act, or negligence, in the owner of lands, tenements,

or hereditaments; whereby he loſes all his intereﬅ therein, and
they go to the party inj ured, as a recompenſe for the wrong which
either he alone, or the public together with himſelf, hath ſuſ
tained.

L A N o s, tenements, and hereditaments, may be forfeited in
various degrees and by various means: 1. By crimes and miſ
demeſnors.

2. By alienation contrary to law.

3. By non-pre

ſentation to a beneﬁce, when the forfeiture is denominated a lagſe.
4.. By ﬁmony. 5. By non-performance of conditions. 6. By

waﬅe.- 7. By breach of copyhold cuﬅoms. 8. By bankruptcy.
I. TH E foundation and juﬅice of forfeitures for crimes; and
mz'ſdemcﬅzorr, and the ſeveral degrees of thoſe forfeitures, propor
tioned to the ſeveral oﬀences, have been hinted at in the prece

ding volume' ; but will be more properly conſidered, and more
at large, in the fourth book of theſe commentaries. At preſent
I ſhall only obſerve in general, that the oﬀences which induce a

forfeiture of lands and tenements to the crown are principally
the following ſix ; I. Trea-ſon. 2. Felony. 3. Miſpriſion of
i

' Vol. l. pag. 289.

K k 2
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treaſon. 4. Praemunire. 5. Drawing a weapon on a judge, or
ﬅriking any one in the preſence of the king's principal courts of
juﬅice. 6. Popiſh recuſancy, or non-obſervance of certain laws
enacted in reﬅraint of papiﬅs. But at what time they ſeverally
commence, how far they extend, and how long they endure,
will with greater propriety be reſerved as the object of our future
enquiries.

II. LA N n s and tenements may be forfeited byalz'enatian, or
conveying them to another, contrary to law. This is either alie
nation in martmain, alienation to an alien, or alienation by parti

cular tenant: 3 in the two former of which caſes the forfeiture
ariſes from the incapacity of the alienee to take, in the latter
from the incapacity of the alienor to grant.
1. A L 1 E N AT r o N in martmain, in martua mamz, is an alie

nation of lands or tenements to any corporation, ſole or aggregate,
eccleſiaﬅical or temporal. But theſe purchaſes having been chieﬂy
made by religious houſes, in conſequence whereof the lands be
came perpetually inherent in one dead hand, this hath occaſioned

the general appellation of mortmain to be applied to ſuch alie
nations Þ, and the religious houſes themſelves to be principally
conſidered in forming the ﬅatutes of mortmain: in deducing the
hiﬅory of which ﬅatutes, it will be matter of Curioſity to obſerve
the great addreſs and ſubtile contrivance of the eccleﬁaﬅics in elu
ding from time to time the laws in being, and the zeal with -

which ſucceﬁ'ive parliaments have purſued them through all their
ﬁneſſes 3 how new remedies were ﬅill the parents of new "eva
ſions ; till the legiſlature at laﬅ, though with diﬃculty, hath
obtained a deciſive victory.
.
BY the common law any man might diſpoſe of his lands to
any other private man at his own diſcretion, eſpecially when the
feodal reﬅraints of alienation were worn away. Ye't in conſe
quence of theſe it was always, and is ﬅill, neceſſaryﬂ for corpo
' See Vol. I. pag.467.

t F.N.B.xzr.

.
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rations to have a licence of mortmain from the crown, to enable

them to purchaſe lands: for as the king is the ultimate lord of
every fee, he ought not, unleſs by his own conſent, to loſe his,
privilege of e'ſcheats and other feodal proﬁts, by the veﬅing of
lands'in tenants that can never be attainted or die. And ſuch li
cences of mortmain' ſeem to have been neceſſary among the Saxons,.
above ſixty years before the Norman conqueﬅ d. But, beſides this
general licence from the king, as lord paramount of the king
dom, it was alſo requiſite, whenever there was a meſne or inter

mediate lord between the king and the alienor, to obtain his li
cence alſo (upon the ſame feodal principles) for the alienation of
the ſpeciﬁc land. And if no ſuch licence was obtained, the king,
or other lord might reſpectively enter on the lands ſo aliened in
mortmain, as a forfeiture. The neceﬃty of this licence from the

crown wasracknowleged by the conﬅitutions of Clarendon *, in.
reſpect1 of ' advowſons, which the monks always greatly coveted,

as being the groundwork of ſubſequent appropriations f. Yet
ſuch were the inﬂuence and ingenuity of the clergy, that (not
withﬅanding this fundamental principle) we ﬁnd that the lar
geﬅ and moﬅ conſiderable dotations of religious houſes happened
within
leſs than two centuries after the conqueﬅ. .And (when
a licence couldct n'ot be obtained) their contrivance ſeems to have
been this : that, as the forfeiture for ſuch alienations accrued in
the ﬁrﬅ place to, the immediate lord of the fee, the tenant who

meant to alienate ﬁrﬅ conveyed his lands to the religious houſe,
and inﬅantly took them back again, to hold as tenant to the mo
naﬅery; which kind of inﬅantaneous ſeiſin was probably held'

not to occaſion any forfeiture: and then, by pretext of ſome
other forfeiture, ſurrender, or eſcheat, the ſociety entered into

thoſe lands in right of ſuch their newly acquired ſigniory, as im
mediate lords of the fee. But, when theſe dotations began to grow
numerous, it was obſerved that the feodal ſervices, ordained for the
defence of the' kingdom, were every day viſibly withdrawn ; that

the circulation of landed property from man to man began to
4 Selden. Jan. Angl. l. 2. &45.
® Ectleſiae a't frudo dnmim' rtgr'r na" pqﬃmt
in prrþrtuumjari, abſgue aﬃ'ﬃc er ra'z/inſiane

'Mirr. r. 2. A. D. 1164.
t See Vol. I. Pag. 373.

'i
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ﬅagnate; and that the lords were curtailed of the fruits of their
-ſ1gniories, their eſcheats, wardſhips, relieſs, and the like z and

therefore, in order to prevent this, it was ordained by the ſecond

-of king Henry III's great chartersﬂ, and afterwards by that printed
in our common ﬅatute-books, that all 'ſuch attempts ſhould be
void, and the land forſeited to the lord of the fee ". _
BUT, as this prohibition extended only to religious lion/2.',

_ biſhops and other ſole corporations were not included therein;
and the aggregate eccleﬁaﬅical bodies (who, ﬁr Edward Coke
eobſervesi, in this were to be commended, that they ever had of

their counſel the beﬅ learned men that they could get) found
many means to creep out of this ﬅatute, by buying in lands that
were bonaſide holden of themſelves as lords of the fee, and there
by evading the ſorfeiture; or by taking long leaſes for years,
which ﬁrﬅ introduced thoſe extenſive terms, for a thouſand-or:

more years, which are now ſo frequent in conveyancesſi This
produced the ﬅatute de religigſis, 7Edw. I 5 which provided, that
no perſon, religious or other whatſoever, ſhould buy, or ſell, or

receive, under pretence of a gift, or term of years, or any other
title whatſoever, nor ſhould by any art or ingenuity appropriate
to himſelf, any lands or tenements in mortmain 3 upon '
that the immediate lord of the fee, or, on his default for one
year, the lords paramount, and, in default of all of them, the
king, might enter thereon as a forfeiture.
THIS- ſeemed to be a ſuﬃcient ſecurity againﬅ all alienations in
mortmain : but, as theſe ﬅatutes extended only to gifts and con
veyancesbetween the parties, the religious houſes now began to ſet
up a ﬁctitious title to the land, which it was intended theylſhould
have, and to bring an action to recover it againﬅ the tenant ;
3

1217. tap. 43. edit. Oxen.

ſi qu') autem de

(alley-o [try-am ﬂam do

h Nor: [int alirui de caetera dart 'err-am ſham
alirui damn' nligiajizc, im quad illam rgſhmat

ma' reIigiq/Zu ſit dederit, e' ſupt' bar ram/it'
calm', donum ﬁmm penitu: cqﬃtur, et urra

mtuna'um tle laden' dame; ner liceat alicm' do-

illa domino ſim illiur ſeodi j'curralur. ﬂing.

mui rally-raſh: ten-am alzſing'ur ſit am'pere, quad Cart. 9 Hm. III. t. 36.
train' illum er' a gun

rtrepit ttncmlam :

1 2 Inﬅ. 7 5.
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who, by fraud and colluſion, made no defence, and thereby judg-'
ment was given for the religious houſe, which then recovered the

land by ſentence of law upon a ſuppoſed prior title.

And thus

they had the honour of inventing thoſe ﬁctitious adjudications of
right, which are ſince become the great aſſurance of the king
dom, under the na'me of common recoverier. But upon this the'
ﬅatute of Weﬅminﬅer the ſecond, 13 Edw. I. c. 32. enacted,

that in ſuch caſes a jury ſhall try the true right of the demand
an-ts or plaintiﬀs to the land, and if the religious houſe or corpo
ration be found'to have it, they ſhall ﬅill recover ſeiﬁn 5v otherwiſe

it ſhall be forfeited to the immediate lord of the fee, or el'ſe t'o the:

next lord, and ﬁnally to the king, upon the immediate or other
lord's default. And the like proviſion was made by the ſucceed
ing chapter k, in caſe the tenants ſet up Croſſes upon their lands
(the badgesof knights templars and hoſpitallers) in order to prorect?" them from the feodal demands of their lords, by virtue of

the privileges of thoſe religious and military orders. And ſo- careful was this provident prince to prevent any future evaſions, that'
when the ﬅatute of gain emptorer, 18 Edw. I. aboliſhed all ſub
infeudations, and gave liberty for all men to alienate their lands
to be holden of the next immediate lord 1, a proviſo was inſertedm

that this ſhould not extend to authorize any kind of alienation in
mortmain. And when afterwards the method of obtaining the
king's licence by writ of ad quod' a'amnam was marked out, by

the ﬅatute 27 Edw. I.v ﬅ. 2. it was farther provided by ﬅatute
34 Edw. I. ﬅ. 3. that no ſuch licence ſhould be eﬀectual, with
out the conſent of the meſne or intermediate lords_
.--x
YE T ﬅill it was found diﬃcult to ſet bounds' to eccleſtaﬅical-v
ingenuity: for when they. were driven out of all their former.
holds, they deviſeda new method of conveyance, by which the'
lands were granted, not to themſelves directly, but to nominaL

feoﬀees to t/ze uﬅ- of the religious houſes, thus diﬅinguiſhing be
tween the poﬃﬃ'o'z and the zz/Þ, and receiving' the actual proﬁts,
" tap. 33.
' 2 lnﬂ. 501.

m cap. 3.
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while the ſeiſin of the land'remained in the nominal feoﬀee: who.
was held by the courts of equity (then under the direction of the
clergy) to be bound in conſcience to account to his ceﬅuy gue uſe
for the rents and emoluments of the eﬅate. And it is to theſe
* inventions that our practiſers are indebted for the introduction of
uſes and truﬅs, the foundation of modern conveyancing.

But,

'unfortunately for the inventors themſelves, they did not long en
joy the advantage of their new device, for the ﬅatute I 5R.ic. II.
c. 5. enacts, that the lands which had been ſo purchaſed to. uſes
ſhould be amortiſed by licence from the crown, or elſe be ſold to
private perſons; and that, for the future, uſes ſhall be ſubject to
the ﬅatutes of mortmain, and forfeitable like the lands them

ſelves. And whereas the ﬅatutes had been eluded by purchaſing.
large tracts of land, adjoining to churches, and conſecrating them
by the name of church-yards, ſuch ſubtile imagination is alſo de
clared to be within the compaſs of the ﬅatutesof mortmain. And
civil or lay corporations, as well as eccleﬁaﬅical, are alſo declared
to be within the miſchief, and of courſe within the remedy pro
vided by thoſe ſalutary laws. And, laﬅly, as during the times of
popery lands were frequently given to ſuperﬅitious uſes, though
not to any corporate bodies 3 or were made liable in the hands
of heirs and deviſees to the charge of obits, chaunteries, and the

like, which were equally pernicious in a well-governed ﬅate as
actual alienations in mortmain 3 therefore, at the dawn of the
reformation, the ﬅatute 23 Heri.VIII. c.ro. declares, that all fu

ture grants of lands for any of the purpoſes aforeſaid, if granted
for any longer term than twenty years, ſhall be void.
.. Þ
BUT, during all this time, it was in the power of the crown,
by granting a licence of mortmain, to remit the forfeiture, ſo far
as related to it's own rights 3 and to enable any ſpiritual or other
corporation to purchaſe and hold any lands or tenements in per
petuity : which prerogative is declared and conﬁrmed by the ﬅa
tute 18 Edw. III. ﬅ. 3. c. 3. But, as doubts were conceived at
the time of the revolution how far ſuch licence was valid", ſince
" z Hawk. P. C. 391.

*
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the king had no power to diſpenſe with the ﬅatutes of mortmain
by a clauſe of non ogﬅorzteo, which was the uſual courſe, though
it ſeems to have been unneceſſary P ; and as, by the gradual de
clenſion of meſne ſigniories through the long operation of the
ﬅatute of gar'd emptorer, the rights of intermediate lords were re
duced to a very' ſmall compaſs; it was therefore provided by the
ﬅatute 7 6: 8 W. III. c. 37. that the Crown for the future at it's
own diſcretion-may grant licences to aliene or take in mortmain,

of whomſoever the tenements may be holden.
' AFTER the diﬀolution of monaﬅeries under Henry VIII.

though the policy of the next popifh ſucceſſor aﬀected to grant a
ſecurity to the poſi'eſſors of abbey lands, yet, in order to regain
ſo much of 'them as either the zeal or timidity'of their owners'
might induce them to part with, the ﬅatutes of mortmain were
ſuſpended for twenty years 'by the ﬅatute 1 8: 2 P. ac M. c. 8.

and, ' during that time, any lands ortenements were allowed to
be granted to any ſpiritual corporation without any licence what
ſoever; And, long afterwards, for a much better purpoſe, the
augmentation of poor livings, it was enacted by the ﬅatute
17 Car.- II. c. 3. that appropriators may annex the great tithes
to
the vicarages
; and
all beneſices
underwithout
1001. per
amzum
maybe
au-gmented
by that
the purctchaſe
of lands,
licence
of
mortmain in either caſe : and the like proviﬁon hath been ſince
made, in favour of the governors of queen Anne's bounty 1. It
hath alſo been held ', that the ﬅatute 23 HemVIII. before-men

tioned did not extend to any thing butﬁzperﬅitiour uſes ; and that
therefore a man may give lands for the maintenance of a ſchool,
an hoſpital, or any other charitable uſes. But as it was appre
hended from recent experience, that perfons on their deafhbeds
might make largev and improvident diſpoſitions 'even for theſe
good purpoſes, and defeat the political ends of the ﬅatutes of
mortmain ; it is therefore enacted by the ﬅatute 9 Geo. II. -c. 36.
that no lands or tenements, or money to be laid out' thereon,
* Stat.1W. a: M. it. z. c.z.

P Co. Litt. 99.
VO L'

II'

I Scar. z & 3 Ann. e. u.

* 1

" 1Rep.24.
'
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ſhall be given for or charged with any charitable uſes whatſoever,
unleſs by deed indented, executed in the preſence of two wit
neſſes twelve calendar monthsbefore the death of the donor, and
lenrolled in the court of chancery' within ſix months after it's exe
cution, (except ﬅocks in the public funds, which may be trans
ferred within ſix months previous to the donor's death) and un
leſs ſuch giftbe made to' take eﬀect immediately, and be with

out power of revocation : and that all other gifts ſhall be void.
The two univerﬁties, their colleges, and thezſcholars upon: the
foundation of the colleges of Eaton, Wincheﬅer, and Weﬅmin

ﬅer, are excepted out of this act: but ſuch exemption was grant
ed with this proviſo, that no college ſhall be at liberty to purchaſe

more advowſons,
fellows
or ﬅudents,than
upon
are the
equal
reſpective
in number
foundations.
to one moiety of ,._

feiture
2. S Btoc the
o is 1)crown
LY, alienation
of the lands
to an
ſo alien
alienated,
is alſonot
a only on ac
count of his incapacity to hold them, which occaſions him to he
paſſed by in deſcents of land ',lbut likewiſe on account ofþis

preſumption in attempting," by an: act of his own, to acquire any
real property ; as was obſerved in the preceding volume), _\._ p,
'_
_
'I
z- whencttheyare
,,,'I'.1(-'
3. LſiAs'rLY, alienations
by particular
tmqntfr,

greater than the law entitles them to make, and deveﬅ the 're
mainder or reverſion V, are alſo forfeitureslto himrwhoſeilrighztþis
attacked
thereby.
his own
life _,or;in_.\fee;
alienes by feoﬀ-j
ment
or ﬁne
for theAs,
lifeifof.tenantfor
ano,ther,_uctor
in tail,
theſe

being eﬅates, which either'muﬅ or may laﬅ longerthan his own,
the creating them is not only beyond his pgw,er, agd inconiiﬅent
with the nature of his intereﬅ, but is alſo a,for__,feitlure Of
OWn
particular eﬅate to him in remainder or reverſion ". Flogwhich, there

ſeem to be two reaſons. Firﬅ, becauſe' ſuch alienation amounts
to a renuntiation of the feodal connexion and dependence ; it im
plies a reſuſal to perform the due renders and ſervices to the lord
' See pag. 249, 250.
' Book I. ch. to.

. i

.
I_

V Co. Litt. 251. ' Litt. 5415.
l

f
O
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of the fee, of which fealty is'conﬅantly one; and it tends in it's
conſequence to defeat and deveﬅ the remainder or reverſion ex
pectant : as therefore that is put in jeopardy, by ſuch act of the

particular tenant, it is but juﬅ that, upon diſcovery, the parti
cular eﬅate ſhould be forfeited and taken from him, who has
ſhewn ſo manifeﬅ anſſinclination to make an improper uſe of it.
The other reaſon is, becauſe the particular tenant, by granting a
larger eﬅate than his own, has by his own act determined and put
an entire end to his own original intereﬅ ;' and'on ſuch determi

natiqn the next taker is entitled to enter regularly, as in his re
mainder or reverſion.

The ſame law, which is thus laid-down

with regard to tenants for life, holds alſo with reſpect-to all te
nants of the mere freehold, or of chattel i'ntereﬅs Lbut if tenant
in tail alienes inifee, this' is no immediate ſorfeiture to' the re'

mainder-man, but a-mere dſſantinua'zce (as it is called w) of the
eﬅate-tail, which the iſſue may afterwards avoid by due courſe

of law * : for he' in remainder or reverſion hath only a very re
mote and barely poſſible intereﬅ therein, until the iſſue in tail is
extinct. But, in caſe of ſuch forfeitures by particular tenants,- all

- legal eﬅates by them before created, as if tenant for twenty years
grants a leaſe for ﬁfteen, and all charges by him lawfully made on
the lands, ſhall be good and available in law 7. Forthe law will
not hurt an innocent leſſee for the fault of his leſſor 5 nor permit
the leſſor, after he has granted a good and lawful eﬅate, by his

own act to avoid it, and defeat the intereﬅ which he himſelf has
created.

' v ' *

E (Lo I VALE N T, both in it's nature and rit's conſequences', 'to

an illegal alienation by the particular tenant, is the civil crime of:
dzſi/Elaimer; as where a tenant, who holds of any lord, neglects
to render him the due ſervices, and, .upon an action brought to

recover them, diſclaims to hold of his lord. Which diſclaimer
of tenure-in any court of record is a forfeiture of the lands to the
lord', upon reaſons moﬅ apparently feodal. And\ſ0 likewiſe,
". See book Ill. _

f Litt. 5. 595,6, 7.

.
I

*

-

'

Y Co. Litt. 233.

i

' Finch. 270, 271..

'

Llz

-
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in any court of record the particular tenant does any act which
amounts to a virtual diſclaimer z if he claims any greater eﬅate
than was granted him at the ﬁrﬅ infeodation, or takes upon him.

ſelf thoſe rights which belong only to tenants of a ſuperior claſs';
if he aﬃrms the reverſion to be in a ﬅranger, by accepting- his
ﬁne, attorning as his tenant, colluﬁve pleading, and the like";

ſuch behaviour amounts to a forfeiture of his particular eﬅate.
III. LA P s E is a ſpecies of forfeiture, whereby the right of
preſentation to a church accrues to the ordinary by neglect of the

patron to preſent, to the metropolitan by neglect of the ordinary,

and to the king by neglect of the metropolitan. For it being for
the intereﬅ of religion, and the good of the public, that the
church ſhould be provided with an oﬃciating miniﬅer, the law;
has therefore given this right of lapſe, in order to quicken the
patron 3 who might otherwiſe, by ſuﬀering the church to remain
vacant, avoid paying his eccleﬁaﬅical dues, and fruﬅrate the pious

intentions of his anceﬅors. This right of lapſe was ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſheda
about the time (though not by the authority*) of the council of
Lateran ", which was in the reign of our Henry the ſecond, when,
the biſhops ﬁrﬅ began to exerciſe univerſally the right of inﬅitu-i
tion to churches ®. And therefore, where there is no right of in-x
ſtitution, there is no right of lapſe: ſo that no donative cam

lapſe to the ordinary ', unleſs it hath been augmented by the'
queen's bounty *. But no right of lapſe can accrue, when the'

original preſentation is in the crown h.

'

' THE term, in which the title to preſent by lapſe accrucs from
the one to the other ſucceſſively, is ﬁx calendar months i ; (fol'r'

lowing in, this caſe the computation of the church, and not the'
uſual one of the common law) and this excluſive of the day of
* Co. Litt. 252.
* Did. 253.

t Bro. Al'- tx't. tZgar. ſayd. 131. Cro.
jeo. 518.

* zRoll. Abr. 336. pl. to.

i Bracton. 1. 4. lr. 2. 03..
*'See Pg
a.2.
'i v
3

'_,

_

A.

_

_

I Stat. lGeo. I. ﬅ. 2. c. lo.

* Stat. 17Edw. II. c. 8. zInſt. 373.
56Re.62.
Reiﬁe.
_p
s 42 .

o;
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the avoidance k. But, if the biſhop be both patron and ordinary,

he ſhall not have a double time allowed him to collate in 15 for

the forfeiture accrues by law, whenever the negligence has conti

nued ſix months in the ſame perſon. And alſo, if the biſhop doth
not collate his own clerk immediately to the living, and the pa

tron preſents, though after the ſix months are lapſed, yet his pre
ſentation is good, and the biſhop is bound to inﬅitute the patron's
clerk m. For as the law only gives the biſhop this title by lapſe,

to puniſh the patron's negligence, there is no reaſon that, ifthe
biſhop himſelf be guilty of equal or greater negligence, the pa
tron ſhould be deprived of his turn. If the biſhop ſuﬀer the pre
ſentation to lapſe to the metropolitan, the patron alſo has the ſame

advantage if he preſents before the such-biſhop has ﬁlled up the
beneﬁce; and that for the ſame reaſon. Yet the ordinary cannot,
after lapſe to the metropolitan, collate his own clerk to the pre
judice of the arch-biſhop ". For he had no permanent right and
intereﬅ in the advowſon, as the patron hath, but merely a tem

porary one 5 which having neglected to make uſe of during the
time, he cannot afterwards retrieve it.

But if the preſentation

lapſes to the king, prerogative here intervenes and makes a diﬀe

genqc; and'the patront ſhall never recover his right, till the king
has ſatisﬁed his turn by preſentation :' for nullwn Impru- occur-rit
regi®.

And therefore it may ſeem, as if the church might c'on

tinue void for ever, unleſs the king ſhall be pleaſed to preſent 5
and. a patron thereby be abſolutely defeated of his advowſon. But
to prevent this inconvenience, the law has lodged a'power in the

patron's hands, of as it were compell-ing the king to preſent. For
if, during the delay of the crown, the patron' himſelf preſents,

and his clerk is inﬅituted, the king indeed by preſenting another
may turn out the' patron'3 clerk; but if he does not, and the pa

tron's clerk dies incumbent, or' is canonically deprived, the king
hath loﬅ his right, which was only to the next or ﬁrﬅ preſenta
tion P.

r zlnﬅ. 361. _
1 Gibf. Cod. 769.
" z Inﬅ. 273. ſ'

_

'

'

n 2Roll. Abr. 368.
_

ſ

._

* Dr 8: St. d. 2. e. 36. Cro. Car. 355.
P 7 Rep. 28. Cro. Eliz. 44.
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IN caſe the beneﬁce becomes void by death, the ceſiion through
plurality of beneﬁccs, there the patron is bound to take notice

of the vacancy at his own peril; for theſe are matters of equal
notoriety to the patron and ordinary: but in caſe of a vacancy
by relignation, or canonical deprivation, or if a clcrk preſented

be refuſed for inſuﬃciency, theſe being matters of which the bi
ſhop alone is preſumed to be cognizant, here the law requires
him to give notice thereof to the patron, otherwiſe he can take
no advantage by way of lapſe q. Neither ſhall any lapſe thereby
accrue to the metropolitan or to the king; for it is univerſallyx
true, that neither the arch-biſhop or the king ſhall ever preſent

by lapſe, but where the immediate ordinary might have collated
by lapſe, within the ﬁx months, and hath exceeded his time:

for the ﬁrﬅ ﬅep or beginning faileth, et quod non lzabet prinaþzſium,
non babet ſinem'. If the biſhop refuſc or neglect to examine and
admit the patron's clerk, without good 'reaſon aﬃgned or notice'
given, he is ﬅiled a diﬅurber by the law, and ſhall not have any

title to preſent by lapſe 3 for no man ſhall take advantage of his
own wrong '. Alſo if the right of preſentation be litigious or
conteﬅed, and an action be brought againﬅ the biſhop to try the,
title, no lapſe ſhall incur till the queﬅion of right be decided t.
IV. BY ſimony, the right of preſentation to a living is for
feited, and veﬅed pra lzac 'vice in the crown. Simony is the cor

rupt preſentation of any one to an eccleſiaﬅical beneﬁce for mo
ney, gift, or reward.

It is ſo called from the reſemblance it is

ſaid to bear to the ﬁn of Simon Magus, though the purchaﬁng
of holy orders ſeems to approach nearer to his oﬀence. It was by
the canon law a very grievous crime: and is ſo much the more
odious, becauſe, as ſ1r Edward Coke obſerves ", it is ever accom

panied with perjury 3 for the preſentee is ſworn to have commit
ted no ſimony. However it is not an oﬀence puniſhable in a cri
'1 4 Rep. 75. 2 Inﬅ. 632.
' Co. Litt. 344, 345.
' 2 Roll. Abr. 369.

-*

' Co. Litt. 344.
' 31nﬅ.156.
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minal way at the common law w ; it being thought ſuﬃcient to

leave the clerſik to eccleſiaﬅical cenſures. But as theſe did not af
fect the ſimoniacal patron, nor were eﬃcacious enough to repel
the ndtorious practice of the thing, divers acts of parliament
have been made to reﬅrain it by means of civil forfeitures ;' which
the modern prevailing uſage, with regard to ſpiritual prefer-ments,
calls aloud to be put in execution. I ſhall brieﬂy conſider them
in this place, becauſe they diveﬅ the corrupt patron of the right
of preſentation, and veﬅ a new right in the crown.
._ BY the ﬅatute 31 Eliz. c. 6. it is for avoiding of ſimony enact
ed, that if any patron for any corrupt conſideration, by gift or
promiſe, directly or indirectly, ſhall preſent or collate any perſon
to an eccleſiaﬅical beneﬁce or dignity; ſuch preſentation ſhall be
void,
andbeneﬁce:
the preſentee
be crown
rendered
enj-oying
the ſame
and the
(hallincapable
preſent toofitever
for that
turn. i
only '. Alſo by the ﬅatute IzAnn. ﬅat. 2. c. 12. if any, perſon
for money or proﬁt ſhall procure, in his own name or the name
of any other, the next preſentation to any living eccleſiaſtical,

and ſhall be preſented thereupon, this is declared to be a ﬁmo

niacal contract; and the party is ſubjected to all the eccleﬁaﬅical
penalties of ﬁmony, is diſabled from holding the beneﬁce, and

the preſentation devolves to the crown. _
'U P o N theſe ﬅatutes many queﬅions have ariſen, with regard
to what is, and what is not ﬁmony. And, among others, theſe
points ſeem to be clearly ſettled: I. That to purchaſe a preſen
tation, the living being actually vacant, is open and notorious

ﬁmony V,- this being expreſily in the face of the ﬅatute. 2. That
for a clerk to bargain for the next preſentation, the incumbent
being
ſickAnnez:
and about
to nowct,
die, yvas
ﬁmony,
eventobefore
the ﬅatute
of
queen
and
by that
ﬅatute,
'purchaſe,
either

in his own name or another's, the next preſentation, and be
' Moor. 564.

_

" For other penalties inﬂicted by this

Y Cro. Eliz. 788. Moor. 914.

1 H0b.165.

ﬅatute, ſee book IV.

thereupon
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thereupon preſented at any future time to the living, is direct
and palpable ſimony. But, 3. It is held that for a father to pur
chaſe ſuch a preſentation, in order to provide for his ſon, is not
ſimony : for the ſon is not concerned in the bargain, and the fa
ther is by nature bound to make a-proviſion for him *. 4.. That
if a ſimoniacal contract be made with the patron, the clerk not
being privy thereto, the preſentation for that turn ſhall indeed
devolve to the crown, as a puniſhment of the guilty patron; but
the clerk, who is innocent, does not incur any diſability or for

feiture b.

5. That bonds given to pay money to charitable uſes,

on receiving a preſcntation to a living, are not ſimoniacal', pro
vided the patron or his relations be not beneﬁted thereby d 5 for

this is no corrupt conſideration, moving to the patron. 6. That
bonds of reſignation, in caſe of non-reſidence or taking any other
living, are not ſimoniacal'; there being no corrupt conſideration
herein, but ſuch only as isctfor the good of thCgPUbll-C. ._ So alſo
bonds to reſign, when the patron's ſon comes to canonical age,
are legal; upon the reaſon before given, that the father is bound

to provide for his ſon *ſi. 7. Laﬅly, general bonds to reſign at the
patron's requeﬅ are held to be legal 5: for they may poſſibly be
given for one of the legal conſiderations before-mentioned; and

where there is a poﬃbility that a tranſaction may be fair, the
law will not ſuppoſe it iniquitous without proof. But, if the
party can prove the contract to have been a corrupt one, ſuch
proof will be admitted, in order to ſhew the bond ſimoniacal,

and therefore void. Neither will the patron be ſuﬀered to make
an ill uſe of ſuch a general bond of reſignation 3 as by extorting
a Compoſition for tithes, procuring an annuity for his relation,
or by demanding a reſignation wantonly and without good cauſe,
ſuch as is approved by the law; as, for the benefit of his own
' ſon, or on account of non-reſidence, plurality of livings, or groſs

immorality in the incumbent b.
' Cro. Eliz. 686. Moor.gi6.
b 3 lnﬂ. 154. Cro. Jac. 385.
= Noy. '42.
'
4 Stra. 534.

*

5 Cro. Jac. 248. 274..
t Cro. Car. 180. Stra. 227.
h 1Vern.4,u. l Equ. Caſ. abr. 86, 87.
Stra. 534.

' Cro. Car. 180.
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V. TH E nextkind of forfeitures are thoſe by breach or non
performance of a condition annexed to the eﬅate, either expreſily

by deed at it's original creation, or impliedly by law from a prin
ciple of natural reaſon.

Both which we conſidered at large in a

former chapter i.
t -'

*

*

.-

* VI. I TH-EREFORE now proceed to another ſpecies of forfei
ture, .-*viz. by waﬅe. waﬅe, 'va/lum, is a ſpoil or deﬅruction in
houſes, gardens, trees, or other corporeal hereditaments, to the'
diſheriſon of him that hath the remainder or reverﬁon in fee

ſimple or fee-tail k.

"

A WA s T B is either voluntary, which is a crime of commiﬃon,
as by pulling down a houſe ; or it is permzﬃw, which is a mat-v
ter of omiﬃon only, as by ſuﬀering it to fall for want of neceſ
ſary reparations. Whatever does a laﬅing damage to the freehold
or inheritance is waﬅe '. Therefore removing wainſcot, ﬂoors, or
other things once ﬁxed to the freehold of a houſe, is waﬅem. If

a houſe be deﬅroyed by tempeﬅ, lightening, or the like, which
is the act of Providence, it is no waﬅe: but otherwiſe, if the

houſe be burnt by the careleſſneſs or negligence of the leſſee;
though now by the ﬅatute 6Ann. c. 31 . no action will lie againﬅ
a tenant for an accident of this kind. Waﬅe may alſo be com
mitted
dove-houſes,
warrens,
and the
ſo not
re
ducing in
theponds,
number
of the creatures
therein,
thatlike;
there by
lwill
be ſuﬃcient for the reverſioner when he comes to the inherit
ance ". Timber alſo is part of the inheritance ®. ' Such are oak,
aih, and elm in all places: and in ſome particular countries, by
local cuﬅom, where other trees are generally uſed for building,
they arethereupon conſidered as timber 3 and to cut down ſuch
trees, or top them, or do any other act whereby the timber may

decay, is waﬅe P. But underwood the tenant may cut down at
i See chap. Io. pag. 152.

" Co. Litt. 53.

k Co. Litt.;z.

' Hetl. 35.

\

'

'

® 4 Rep. 62.

P Co. Litt.;z.

* 4. Rep. 64.

VoL. II.
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any ſeaſonable time that he pleaſesq 3 and may take'ſuﬃcient
eﬅovers of common right for houſe-hote and cart-bote; unleſs
reﬅrained (which is uſual) by particular covenants or exception: ﬁr
The converſion of land from one ſpecies to another is waﬅe. To
convert wood, meadow, or paﬅure, into arable ; to turn arable,
meadow, or paﬅure into woodland ; or to turn arable or wood

land into meadow or paﬅure ; are all of them waﬅe 5. For, as'
ﬁr Edward Coke obſerves t, it not only changes the courſe of
huſbandry, but the evidence of the eﬅate 3 when ſuch a cloſe,
which is conveyed and deſcribed as paﬅure, is found to be arable,.
and ercanruerſo. And the ſame rule is obſerved, for the ſame rea

ſon, with regard to Converting one ſpecies of ediﬁce into another,

even though it is improved in it's value ". To open the land to
ſearch for mines of metal, coal, Cava', is waﬅe; for that is a de

triment to the inheritancew : but, if the pits or mines were open
before, it is nonwaﬅe for the tenant to continue digging them for:
his own uſe', for it is now become 'the mere annual proﬁt of
the land. Theſe three are the general heads of waﬅe, oz'z. in
houſes, in timber, and' in land. tThough,-*. as was before ſaid,
whatever tends to the deﬅruction, or depreciating the value, of
the inheritance, is conſidered by the law as waﬅe.

L E T us next ſee, who are liable to be' puniſhed for commit
ting waﬅe. And by the feodal law, feuds being originally granted
for life only, we ﬁnd that the rule was general for all vaſals or
feudatories ; " rvrgﬅz/lus ſkudum dſſþamrft, aut i'ﬃg'zi 'detrimenta
" deteriur ſbcerit, prioabzſitur 7." But in our antient common law
the rule was by no means ſo large 5 for not. only he that was ſei
ſed of an eﬅate of inheritance might do as he pleaſed with it,

but alſo waﬅe was not puniſh'able in any tenant, ſave only in three
perſons; guardian in chivalry, tenant in dower, and tenant by
1 2 Roll. Abr. 817;
' Co. Litt. 41.

'1 lLev. 309_,__
' 5Rep. 12.

1 Hob. 296.

x Hob. 295.

' 1 Inﬅ. 53.

Y Wright. 44.

_
ſi ' 1
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the curteſy', and not in tenant for life or years *. And the rea
ſon of the diverſity was, that the eﬅate of the three former was

created by the act of the law itſelf, which therefore gave a re
medy againﬅ them: but tenant for life, or for years, came in
by the demiſe and leaſe of the owner of the fee, and therefore
he might have provided againﬅ the committing of waﬅe by his
leſſee ; and if he did not, it was his own default. But, in-favour
of the owners of the inheritance, the ﬅatutesoſ Marlbridgeb and
Gloceﬅerc provided, that the writ of- waﬅe'ſhall not only lie

againﬅ tenants by the law of England, (or curteſy) and thoſe in
dowegbut againﬅ any ſarmer or other that holds in any manner for
life or years. So that, for above ﬁve hundred years paﬅ, all tenants

for life on for any leſs eﬅate, have been puniſhable or liable to be
impeached for waﬅe, both voluntary and permiſiive ; unleſs their

leaſes be made, as ſometimes they are, without impeachment of
waﬅe, abſhue impetz'tzſiolze wylzſi; that is, with a proviſion or protection
that no man ſhall zſimpetere, or ſue him, for waﬅe committed.

- THE puniſhment for waﬅe committed was, by common law and
Khe ﬅatute of Marlbridge, only ﬁngle damagesd 5 except in the caſe
of a guardian, who alſo forfeited his wardthipe
the proviſionsr
of the great charterf: but the ﬅatute of Gloceﬅer directs, that the

other four ſpecies of tenants ſhall loſe and forfeit the place wherein
'the waﬅe is committed, and alſo treble damages, to him that

hath the inheritance. The expreﬃon of the ﬅatute is, " heſhall
'V forfeit the thing which he hath waﬅed ;-" 'and it hath been de
termined, that under theſe words the place is alſo included *.
And if waﬅe be done ſharſim, or here and there, all over a wood,

the whole wood ſhall be recovered; or if in ſeveral rooms of a
houſe, the whole houſe ſhall be forfeited h; becauſe it is imprac
ticable for the reverﬁoner to enjoy only the identical places waﬅed,
2 lt was however a doubt whether waﬅe

c 5 EJIW- I- C- 5'- _ i .,

was puniſhable at the common law in te-

d zlnﬅ.146.

nant by the curteſy. Regiﬅ. 72. Bro. Abr.
ti'. rwaﬅe. 88. 2 Inﬅ. 301.

c IIzi-l. 300.
7 9 Hen. III. c. 4.

' 2 Inﬅ. 299.

3 2 Inﬅ. 303.

'1 szHen. lII. c. 24.

h Co. Litt. 54.

M m 2

when
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when lying interſperſed with the other. But if waﬅe be' done only
in one end of a wood (or perhaps in one room of a houſe) if
that can beconveniently ſeparated from the reﬅ, that part only

is the lacur wﬄatur, or thing waﬅed, and that only ſhall be for

feited to the reverﬁoneri.

'

VII. A SEVENTH ſpecies of forfeiture is that of copy/told
eﬅates, by brede/5 of the cuﬅom: of the manor. Copyhold eﬅates
are not only liable to the ſame forfeitures as thoſe which areheld
in ſocage, for treaſon, felony, alienation, and waﬅe; whereupon

the lord may ſeiſe them without any preſentment by the homagek 5
but alſo to peculiar forfeitures, annexed to this ſpecies of tenure,

which are incurred by the breach of either the general cuﬅoms
of all copyholds, or the peculiar local cuﬅoms of certain parti
cular manors. And we may obſerve that, as theſe tenements were
originally holden by the loweﬅ and moﬅ abject vaſals, the marks
of ſeodal dominion continue much the ﬅrongeﬅ upon this mode
of property. Moﬅ of the oﬀences, which occaſioned a reſump
tion of the ﬁef by the ſeodal law, and were denominated ﬁle
m'ae, per guar vqſhI/ur amitteret ﬂudum ', ﬅill continue to be
cauſes of forfeiture in many of our modern copyholds. As, by
ſubtraction of ſuit and ſervicemz ſi dominion deﬁrvire noluerz'tn:
by diſclaiming to hold of the lord, or ſwearing himſelf not his
copyholder 05 ſi dominum g'ura'vit, i. e. 'rega-vit ﬅ a domino ﬂu
dum haberep: by neglect to be admitted tenant within a year and
a day 9; ſi per annum et diem a_ſſa-verit in petenda inveﬅitura': by
contumacy in not appearing in court after three proclamations 5;
ſi a dom'aa ter cz'tzztur non camparuerit': or by refuſing, when
_ſworn of the homage, to preſent the truth according to his. oath" 3
ﬁ pare: 'veritatem nawrint, et dimm' ﬅ mj/Zire, cum ſiianf w.
3 2 Inﬂ. 304.
k 2Vcntr. 38. Cro. Eliz.499.
* Fml. 1.z. r. 26. in (altU 3Leon. 108. Dyer. 211.

q
*
3
'

' Feud. 1.1. t. 21.

" Co. Copyh. $.57.

' Co. Copyh. 5. 57.
P Fmd. 1. 2. r. 34. U' t.2.6. $.3.

'V Fe'd. 1. 2. t. 58.

In

Plowd. 372.
Femi. 1. 2. t. 24.
8 Rep. 99. Co. Copyh. 5.57.
Find. I. z. t. 22.

theſe,
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theſe, and a variety of other caſes, which-it is impoﬃble here to
enumerate, the forfeiture does not accrue to the lord till after

the oﬀences are preſented by the homage, or jury of the lord's
court baron" 5 per Iaudamentum pariumſizorum y: or, as it is more
fully expreſſed in another plac'e 2, nema miles adzſimatur de pqﬃſſz'one
ﬁxt' bengſicii, 'zﬃ camzicta culpa, quae ſit laudamz'a a per judicium
parium ſuarum.
t.
VIII. THE eighth and laﬅ method, whereby lands and tene

ments may become forfeited, is that of bankruptcy, or the act of
becoming a bankrupt : which unfortunate perſon may, from the
ſeveral deſcriptionsigiven of him in our ﬅatute law, bethus de
ﬁned 5 a trader, who ſecretes himſelf, or does certain other acts,

tending to defraud his Creditors.

*

*

r - Wno ſhall be ſuch a trader, or what acts are ſuﬃcient to de
nominate him a bankrupt, with the ſeveral connected conſequen
ces reſulting from that unhappy ſituation', will be better conſidered
in a ſubſequent chapter; when we ſhall endeavour more fully to
explain it's nature, as it moﬅ immediately relates to perſonal goods
andehattels. I ſhall-only here obſerve the manner in which the
property of lands and tenements are transferred, upon-the ſu-p

poſition that the owner of them is clearly and indiſputably a
bankrupt, and that a Commiſſion of bankrupt is awarded and iſ
ſued againﬅ him. A
BY the ﬅatute I 3 Eliz. c.7. the commiſſioners for that purpoſe',
when a man is declared a bankrupt, ſhall have' full power to diſ
poſe of all his lands and tenements, which he had in his'own

right at the time when he became a bankrupt, or which' ſhall de'
ſcend or come to him at any time afterwards, before his debts are
ſatisﬁed or agreed for 3 and all lands and tenements which were
purchaſed by him jointly with his wife or children to his oyvn
" Co. Copyh. 5. 58.

Y Fatal. I. r. '. 21.

' Lt. arbirranda, dtﬁmſicnda. Du Freſne.

IV. 79.

' Hid. t. zz.

uſe,
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uſe, (or ſuch intereﬅ therein as he maylawfully part with) or
purchaſed with any other perſon upon ſecret truﬅ for his own'
uſe 3 and to cauſe them to be appraiſed to their full value, and to
ſell the ſame by deed indented and inrolled, or divide them pro

portionably among the Creditors. The ﬅatute expreﬁly includes
not only free, but copyhold, lands : but did not extend to eﬅates
tail, farther than for the bankrupt's life 3 nor to cquities of re-A
demption on a mortgaged eﬅate, wherein the bankrupt has no

legal intereﬅ, but only an equitable reverﬁon. Whereupon the
ﬅatute zijac. I. c.19. enacts, that the commiﬃoners ſhall be
impowered to fell or convey, by deed indented and inrolled, any
lands or tenements of the bankrupt, wherein he ſhall be ſeiſed of
an' eﬅate-tail in poﬂ'c'ﬃon, remainder, or reverﬁon, unleſs the
remainder or reverﬁon thereof ſhall be in the crown 3 and that:

ſuch ſale ſhall be good againﬅ all ſuch iſſues in tail, remainder
men, and reverﬁoners, whom 'the bankrupt himſelf might have
barred by a common recovery, or other means : and that all equi

ties of redemption upon nwrtgated eﬅates, (hall'be at thediſpo
ſal of the commiſiioners; for they ſhall have power to redeem
the ſame, as the bankrupt himſelf might have done, and. after
redemption to ſell them. And alſo, by this and a former act ", all:
fraudulent conveyances to defeat the intent of theſe ﬅatutes are

declared void 3 but that no purchaſer bomzſide, for a good or va
luable conſideration, ſhall be aﬀected by the bankrupt laws, un
leſs the commiﬃon be ſued forth within ﬁve years after the act
of bankruptcy committed.

'BY virtue of theſeﬅatutes a bankrupt may loſe all his real
eﬅates 3 which may-at once be transferred by his commiſiioners
to their aſſignees, without his participation or conſent.
I

5 1Jac. I. e.15.

_

s
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For TITLE n ALIENATIOM
1."

-

'l '

-

_

tHE moﬅ uſual and univerſal methodof acquiring a title
to real eﬅates- is that of alienation, conveyance, or pur

ehaſe in it's limited ſenſe: under which may be cornprized any'v
method-wherein eﬅates ane'voluntarily reſigned by one man,- and
accepted by another; whether that be eﬀected by ſale, gift, mar

riage ſettlement,
or other tranſmiſſion
of > property by the
mutual
conſent ofdeviſe,
the parties.
ſ
TH 1 s' means of taking eﬅates, by alienation, is not of equal
antiquity in the law of England with that of taking them by
deſcent. For we may remember that, by the feodal law *, a pure
and genuine feud could not be transferred from one feudatory
to another without the conſent of the lord ;> leﬅ thereby a feeble
or ſuſpicious tenant might havebeen ſubﬅituted and impoſed upon'.
him, to perform the feodal ſervices, inﬅead of one on whoſe abi

Hties and ﬁdelity he could depend. Neither could the feudatory
then ſubject' the land to his debts ,- for, if he might, the feodal
teﬅraint of alienation would have been eaſily fruﬅrate'ſhand eva

d'ed ". And, as he could not aliene it in his lifetime, ſo neither
could he by will defeat the ſucceﬁion, by deviſing his feud to an- \
other family; nor even alter the courſe of it, by impoſing parti

cular lirnitations, or preſcribing an unuſual path of deſcent. Nor,
in ſhort, could he aliene the eﬅate, even with the conſent of the
lord, unleſs he had alſo obtained the conſent of his own next ap
parent, or preſumptive, heire. And therefore it was very uſual in- _

antient feoﬀments to expreſs, that the alienation was made by con3 See pag.57.
b Fml. 1. 1. t. 27;

.'u i .

® Co. Litt. 94.
-

Wright. t68.

-

ſent'
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ſent of the heirs of the feoffor ; or ſometimes for the heir apparent
himſelf to join with the feoﬀor in the grant '*. And, on the other
hand, as the feodal obligation was looked upon to be reciprocal, the

lord could not aliene or transfer his ﬁgniory without the conſent of
his vaſal : for it was eﬅeemed unreaſonable to ſubject a feudatory
to a new ſuperior, with whom he might have a deadly enmity,
without his own approbation; or even to transfer his fealty, with
out his being thoroughly apprized of it, that he might know with
certainty to- whom his renders and ſervices were due, and be able

to diﬅinguiſh a lawful diﬅreſs for rent from a hoﬅile ſeiſing of his
cattle by the lord of a neighbouring clan '. This conſent of the
vaſal was expreſſed by what was called attorning f, or profeﬁing
to become the tenant of the new lord ; which doctrine of attorn
ment was afterwards extended to all leſſees for life or years. For
if one bought an eﬅate with any leaſe for life or years ﬅanding out
thereon, and the leſſee or tenant refuſed to attorn to the purchaſor,
and to become his tenant, the grant or contract was in moﬅ caſes

void, or at leaﬅ incomplete 5: which was alſo an additional clog
upon alienations.
p'

BU T by degrees this feodal ſeverity is worn oﬀ; and expe; __
rience hath ſhewn, that property beﬅ anſwers the purpoſes of =
civil life, eſpecially in commercial countries, when it's transfer
and circulation are totally free and unreﬅrained. The road was
cleared in the ﬁrﬅ place by a law of king Henry the ﬁrﬅ, which
allowed a man to ſell and diſpoſe of lands which he himſelf had
purchaſed; for over theſe he was thought to have a more exten

ﬁve power, than over what had been tranſmitted to him in a
courſe of deſcent from his anceﬅors h ; a doctrine, which is coun
d Madox, Formul. Angl. n'. 316.3 19. 427.
e Gilb. Ten.7g.

ilem damino acgw'rmti obﬅringebat ; idque
auctorir. D'Argentre Amiy. Canſun. Brit.

ſ The ſame doctrine and the ſame deno-

apud Dufrcſne. i. 819, 820.

mination prevailed in Bretagne. ---'poﬃſ-

ﬅone: in jurzj/'dictianalidm non alittr apprtbtmli

5 Litt. 5. 551.

h Eruptions: rue] argmſitionn ſum der tui

prſſ, guam per attoarnanm et aviranrex, "t
[aqui ſbltntj tum 'vaſal/m, gjumta priarir do

magir rutlit.

Ter-ram autem quam ci parmm

mim' aliſeguia et ſide, noon ſt ſim'anm'to mwo

LL. Heat. I. r. 70.

a'tdmmt, "an mittat cxrra rognatiamm-ﬁzam.

tenanced
'
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tenanced by the feodal conﬅitutions themſelvesj : but he was not
allowed to ſell the whole of his own acquirements, ſo as totally to
diſinherit his children, any more than he was at liberty to aliene
his paternal eﬅate i. Afterwards a man ſeems to have been at li
berty to part with all his own acquiﬁtions, if he had previouﬂy
purchaſed to him and his aﬃ'gm by name 5 but, if his qﬄgm were
not ſpeciﬁed in the purchaſe deed, he was not empowered' to
aliene k : and alſo he might part with one fourth of the inherit
'ance of his anceﬅors without the conſent of his heir 1. By the
'great charter of Henry III m, no ſubinfeudation was permitted of
part of the land, unleſs ſuﬃcient was left to anſwer the ſervices
due to the ſuperior lord, which ſuﬃciency was probably inter
preted to' be one half or moiety of the land ". But theſe reﬅric
tions were in general removed by the ﬅatute of gwſia emptorer o,

whereby all perſons, except the king's tenants in capite, were left
at liberty to aliene all or any part of their lands at their own diſ
cretion P. And even theſe tenants in capite were by the ﬅatute
I Edw. III. c. 12. permitted to aliene, on paying a ﬁne to theſſ
king q. By the temporary ﬅatutes 1 1 Hen. VII. c. 3. and
3Hen.VIlI. c.4.. all Perſons attending the king in his wars were
allowed to aliene their lands without licence, and were relieved
from other feodal burdens. And, laﬅly,.theſe very ﬁnes for alie
nations were, in all caſes of ſreehold tenure, entirely aboliſhed by
the ﬅatute 12 Car. II. c. 24.. As to the power of charging lands

with the debts of the owner, this was introduced ſo early as ﬅa
tute Weﬅm. 2. which' ſubjected a moiety of the tenant's lands
to executions, for debts recovered by law 3 as the w/za/e of them

was likewiſe ſubjected to be pawned in a ﬅatute merchant by the
ﬅatute de mercatoriﬁus, made the ſame year, and in a ﬅatute ﬅaple
by ﬅatute 27 Edw. III. c. 9. and in other ﬁmilar recognizances
i Ftud. I. 2. t.39
i Si flﬂzﬅum ran/um Laban? i', qui ﬄarttm

1 Mirr. ibid.
m 9 Hen. III. c. 32.

ter-ran ﬁca: damn moluerit, fll'lt' guiden' [not a'
Iiret; ſidnon totum gree/lum, gw'a 'um poteﬅſilium
ſhum baeredtm tx/Jaerm'are. Glanv. I. 7. r. l.
k Mirr. c. 1. 5. 3. This is alſo borrowed

"
o
P
q

from the feodal law. Fzud. I. 2. t. 48.

' 13Edw.I. c. 18.

VOL. II.

Dalrymple of ſeuds. 9 5.
1 8 Edw. I. c. 1 .
See pag. 72.
2 lnﬅ. 67.
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by ﬅatute 23 Hen.VIII. c. 6. And, now, the whole of them is
not only ſubject to be paw'zed for the debts of the owner, but
likewiſe to be abſolutely ſaid for the beneﬁt of trade and com
merce by the ſeveral ﬅatutes of bankruptcy. The reﬅraint of de
vz'ſi'ng lands by will, except in ſome places by particular cuﬅom,
laﬅed longer; that not being totally removed, till the abolition
of the military tenures. The doctrine of attammmtr continued
ﬅill later than any of the reﬅ, and became extremely trouble
ſome, though many methods were invented to evade them; till,

at laﬅ, they were made no longer neceſſary, by ﬅatutes 4. Gc 5 Ann.
c. 16. and 11 Geo. II. c. 19.
IN examining the nature of alienation, let us ﬁrﬅ enquire,
brieﬂy, 'who may aliene and to w/zam; and then, more largely,

[Io-w a man may aliene, or the ſeveral modes of conveyance.
I. WH o may aliene, and to whom; or, in other words, who

is capable of conveying and who oſ purchaſing. And herein we
muﬅ conſider rather the incapacity, than capacity, of the ſeveral

parties: for all perſons in pſſſſion are, prime: facie, capable both
of conveying and purchaﬁng, unleſs the law has laid them under
any particular diſabilit-ies. But, if a man has only in him the rzlg/zt

of either poſſeſſlon or property, he cannot convey it to any other,
leﬅ pretended titles might be granted to great men, whereby juſ
tice might be trodden down, and the weak oppreſſed '. Yet re
verſions and veﬅed remainders may be granted ; becauſe the poſ-r

ſeﬃon of the particular tenant is the poſſeﬃon of him in reverſion
or remainder : but contingencier, and mere poﬃ'filities, though they
may be releaſed, or deviſed by will, or may paſs to the heir or
executor, yet cannot (it hath been ſaid) be aﬃgned to a ﬅranger,
unleſs coupled with ſome preſent intereﬅ ſ.
PE R s o N s attainted of treaſon, felony, and praemunire, are

incapable of conveying, from the time of the oﬀence committed,
' Co. Litt.:14.

ſ Sheppard's touchﬅone. 238, 239. 322.

[I Mod. 152. 1 P. Wms. 574.. Stra. 132.

provided

Ch.19.
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provided attainder follows*: for ſuch conveyance by them may
tend to defeat the king of his forfeiture, or the lord of his eſ

cheat. But they may pure/mﬅ for the beneﬁt of the crown; or
the lord of the fee, though they are diſabled to Izald : the lands
ſo purchaſed, if after attai-nder, being ſubject to immediate for
feiture 3 if before, to eſcheat as well as forfeiture, according to
the nature of the crime ". So alſo corporations, religious or
others, may purchaſe lands; yet, unleſs they have a licence to

hold in mortmain, they cannot retain ſuch purchaſe 5 but it ſhall
be forfeited to the lord of the fee.

ID IOTS and perſons of nonſane memory, infants, and per
ſons under dureſs, are not totally diſabled either to convey or

purchaſe, butſhb mada only. For their conveyances and purchaſes
are voidable, but not actually void. The king indeed, on behalf

of an idiot, may avoid his grants or other acts w. But it hath been

ſaid, that a non campor himſelf, though he be afterwards brought to
a right mind, ſhall not be permitted to allege his own inſanity in
order to avoid ſuch grant: for that no man ſhall be allowed to
ﬅultify himſelf, or plead his own diſability. The progreſs of this
notion is ſomewhat curious. In the time of Edward I, non com

por vwas a ſuﬃcient plea to avoid a man's own bond F: and there
is a writ in the regiﬅery for the alienor himſelf to recover lands
aliened by him during his inſanity; dam ﬁa't non compor mentis
ſuae, ut dz'cit, &Je. But under Edward III a ſcruple began to ariſe,

whether a man ſhould be permitted to blemiſh himſelf, by plead
ing his own inſanity':

and, afterwards, a- defendant in aﬂiſe

having pleaded a' releaſe by the plaintiﬀ ſince the laﬅ Continuance,
to which the plaintiﬀ replied (are tenus, as the manner then was)

that he was out of his mind when he gave it, the court adjourned
the aſiiſe 5 doubting, whether as the plaintiﬀ was ſane both then

and at the commencement of the ſuit, he ſhould bepermittcd
to plead an intermediate deprivation of reaſon; and the queﬅion

-

t" Co.
Litt. 4 2.
Ibd

x Britton,
e. 28. f01.66,
I

i .2.
" Hid. 247.

Y ſo. 228.
2 5 Ed-w. III. 70.

Nn 2
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was aſked, how he came to' remember the releaſe, if out of his

ſenſes when he gave it *. Under Henry VI this way of reaſoningf
(that a man (hall not be allowed to diſable himſelf, by pleading
his own incapacity, becauſe he cannot know what he did under
ſuch a ſituation) was ſeriouſly adopted by the judges in argu
mentb 3 upon a queﬅion, whether the heir was barred of his right

of entry by the feoﬀment of his inſane anceﬅor. And from theſe
looſe authorities, which Fitzherbert does not ſcruple to reject as

being contrary to reaſonﬂ the maxim that a man ſhall not ﬅultify

himſelf hath been handed down as ſettled lawd: though later
opinions, feeling-the inconvenience oſ the rule, have in many
points endeavoured to reﬅrain it *.

And, clearly, the next heir,

or other perſon intereﬅed, may, after the death of the idiot or
non compas, take advantage of his incapacity and avoid the grant f.
And ſo too, if he purchaſes under this diſability, and does not
afterwards upon recovering his ſenſes agree to the purchaſe, his

heir may either waive or accept the eﬅate at his option 3. In like
manner, an infant may waive ſuch purchaſe or conveyance, when
he comes to full age 5 or, if he does not then actually agree to

it, his heirs may waive it after him '1. Perſons alſo, who purchaſe
or convey under dureſs, may aﬃrm or avoid ſuch tranſaction,when
ever the dureſs is ceaſedi. For all theſe are under the protection
of the law; which will not ſuﬀer them to be impoſed upon,
through the imbecillity of their preſent condition 3 ſo that their
acts are only binding, in caſe they be afterwards agreed to, when

ſuch imbecillity ceaſes.
TH r: caſe of a feme-covert is ſomewhat diﬀerent.

She may

pure/laﬅ an eﬅate without the conſent of her huſband, and the
conveyance is good during the coverture, till he avoids it by ſome
act declaring his diﬂ'entk. And, though he does nothing to avoid
3 35 Aﬃſi pl. io.

ſ Pezkins. s. 21.

* 39 Hcn. 71. 42.

8 Co. Litt. 2.

® F. N. B. 202.

i Hid.
i 21nﬅ.483. 5Rep. 1195.
* Co. Litt. 3.

* Litt. 5405. Cro.Eliz.398. 4Rep.izz.
* Comb.469. 3Mcd. 310, 311. r Equ.

eaſ. abr. 279.

m
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it, or even if he actually conſents, the feme-covert herſelf may,
after the death of her huſband, waive or diſagree to the ſame :..
nay, even her heirs may waive it after her, if ſhe dies before
her huſband, or if in her widowhood ſhe does nothing to expreſs
her conſent or agreementl. But the convey-ance or other contract,

of a feme-covert (except by ſome matter of record) is abſolutely
void, and not merely voidablem ;, and therefore cannot be af
ﬁrmed or made good by any ſubſequent agreement.
TH E caſe of an alien born is alſo peculiar.

For he may pur

chafe any thing; but after purchaſe he can [told nothing, except

a leaſe for years of a houſe for convenience of merchandize, in
caſe he be an alien-friend : all other purchaſes (when found by.

an inqueﬅ of oﬃce) beingimmediately forfeited to the. king "
PA P I s T s, laﬅly, and perſons profeﬃng the popiſh religion',
are by ﬅatute I I 6: 1 zW. III. c.4_. diſabled to purchaſe any lands,
rents, or hereditaments; and all eﬅates made to their uſe, or in
truﬅ for them," are void.

But this ﬅatute is conﬅrued to extend

only to papiﬅs above. the age of eighteen 5 ſuch onlyv being abſo
lutelydiſabledto purchaſe: yet the next proteﬅant, heir of a papiﬅ under eighteen ſhall have the proﬁts, during his life 5. unleſs.
he renounces his errors within the time limited by law o.
X, II.

are next, but principally, to enquire, lzow a manma-y

aliene or convey; which will lead us to conſider the ieveralmodes
of conveyance..
IN conſequence of the admiﬂion of property, or the giving a,
ſeparate right by the law of ſociety to thoſe things which by the
law of nature were in common, there was. neceſſarily ſome. means
to be deviſed, whereby that ſeparate right or excluſive property
ſhould be originally acquired ; which, we have more than once
obſerved, was that of occupancy or ﬁrﬅ poſſeſiion. But this poſ

'1501.

.

.

I' Perkins. s. 154. lSid. 120.

*

n Co. Litt. z.

ſ

'* 1 P. W'n'. 354..
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ſeſiion, when once gained, was alſo neceſſarily to be continued;

or' elſe, upon one man's dereliction of the thing he had ſeiſed, it
would again become common, and all thoſe miſchiefs and con

rtentions would enſue, which property was introduced to prevent.

For this purpoſe therefore, of continuing the poſſeﬃon, the mu
nicipal law has eﬅabliſhed a'gﬅents and alienation: the former to

continue the poﬁ'eﬁion in the heirs of the proprietor, after his
involuntary dereliction of it by his death 3 the latter to continue
it in thoſe perſons, to whom the proprietor, by his own 'voluntary
act, ſhall chooſe to relinquiſh it in his life-time. A tranſlation,
or transfer, of property being thus admitted by law, it became

neceſſary that this transfer ſhould be properly evidenced : in or!
der to prevent diſputes, either about the fact, as whether there
was any transfer at all ; or concerning the perſons, by whom and
to whom it was transferred; or with regard to the ſubjectmatter,
as what the thing transferred conſiﬅed of; or, laﬅly, with rela
tion to the mode and quality of the transfer, as for what period

of time (or, in other words, for what eﬅate and intereﬅ) the
-conveyance was made. The legal evidences of this tranﬂation of
property are called the common aſizſſtrances of the kingdom; where
by every man's eﬅate is aſſured to him, and all controverﬁes,
doubts, and diﬃculties are either prevented or removed.

THESE common aſſurances are of four kinds : 1. By matter
in pair, or deed; which is an aſſurance tranſacted between two

or more private perſons in pair, in the country ; that is (accord
ing to the old common law) upon the very ſpot to be transferred.
2. By matter of record, or an aſſurance tranſacted only in the
'king'spublic courts of record. 3. By ſpecial ctz/Zam, obtaining
in ſome particular places, and relating only to ſome particular
ſpecies of property. Which three are ſuch as take eﬀect during
the life of the party conveying or aſſuring. 4.. The fourth takes
no eﬀect, till after his death ; and that is by devſſ, contained in
his laﬅ will and teﬅament. We ſhall treat of each in it's order.

Ch.zo'.
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TWENTIETH.

ALIENATION

BY

DEED.

N treating of deeds I ſhall conﬁder, ﬁrﬅ, their general nature;
and, next, the ſeveral ſorts or kinds of deeds, with their re-'

ſpective incidents. And in explaining the former, I (hall examine,
ﬁrﬅ, what a deed is ; ſecondly, it's requiſites; and, thirdly, how
it may be avoided.
'

I. FlR s'r then, a deed is a writing ſealed and deliveredv by
the parties '.

It is ſometimes called a charter, carta, from

it's materials; but moﬅ uſually, when applied to the tranſactions
of private ſubjects, it is called a deed, in Latin ſizctum, xaa-r'ezoxnv,
becauſe it is the moﬅ ſolemn and authentic act that a man' can.

poﬃbly perform, with relation to the diſpoſal of his property -,
and therefore a man ſhall always be eﬅapped by his own deed, or
not permitted to aver or prove any thing in contradiction to what

he has once ſo ſolemnly and deliberately avowed b. If a deed be.
made by more parties than one, there ought to be regularly as.
many copies of it as there are parties, and each ſhould be cut or

indented (formerly in acute angles i/ſtar dentz'um, but at preſent in
a waving line) on the top or ﬁde, to tally or correſpond with the
other; which deed, ſo made, is called an indenture.

Formerly,

when deeds were more conciſe than at preſent, it was uſual to
write both parts on the ſame piece of parchment, with ſome word
or letters of the alphabet written between them; through which
the parchment was cut, either in a ﬅrait or indented line, in ſuchw
3 Co. Litt. 171.

h Plowd. 434..
a man
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a manner as to leave half the Word on one part and half on the
other. Deeds thus made were denominated ſyngraplza by the' ca
noniﬅs c 3 and with us c/zz'rograﬄza, or hand-Writingsd ; the word
cirograﬄzum or cyrograplzum being uſually that which was divided
in making the indenture: and this cuﬅom is ﬅill preſerved in
making out the indentures of a ﬁne, whereof hereafter. But at
'length indenting only has come into uſe, without cutting through
any letters at all ; and it ſeems at preſent to ſerve for little other
purpoſe, than to give name to the ſpecies of the deed. When
the ſeveral parts of an indenture are interchangeably executed by
the ſeveral parties, that part or copy which is executed by the
grantor
original,for
andallthethe
reﬅparties
are cou'zterpartr
i though is
ofuſually
late'it called
is moﬅthe
frequent
to execute:
every part ; which renders them all originals. A deed made by
one party only is not indented, but paſſed or ſhaved quite even;
and is therefore called a deed-pall, or a ſingle deed ®.
Il. WE are in the next place to conſider the reguﬃter of a
deed.

The ﬁrﬅ of which is,_ that there be perſons able to con

tract and be contracted with, for the purpoſes'intended by the
deed; and alſo a thing, "or ſubject' matter to be contracted for' ;
all which muﬅ be expreſſed by ſuﬃcient names f. So as in every
grant there muﬅ be a grantor, a grantee, and a thing granted;
in'every leaſe a leſſor, a leſſee, and a thing demiſed.
SE C o N D LY ; the deed muﬅ be founded upon good andlſuf

'ﬁcient conſideration. Not upon an uſurious contract 1i; nor upon
fraud or colluﬁon, either to deceive purchaſors bomzſia'e h, or juﬅ
and lawful Creditors i ; any of which bad conſiderations willva

cate the deed.

A deed alſo, or other grant, made without any

conſideration, is, as it were, of no eﬀect; for it i's conﬅrued to

enure, or to be eﬀectual, only to the uſe of the grantor himſelf k.
5
d
®
7

Lyndew. I. I. t. lo. c. I.
Mirror. c.z. s. 27.
Idid. Litt. 5. 37', 372.
Co. Litt. 35.

t
5
1
k

Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 8.
Stat. 27 Eliz. c.4.
Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 5.
Pork. 5.533.
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The conſideration may be either-a good, or a 'valuable one. A good
i conſideration is ſuch as that of blood, or of natural love and af

fection, when a man grants an eﬅate to a near relation; being
founded in motives of generoſity, prudence, and natural duty:
a valuable-conſideration is ſuch as money, marriage, or the like,
which the law eﬅeems an equivalent given for the grant'; and is
therefore founded in motives of juﬅice. Deeds, made upon good
conſideration only, are conſidered as merely voluntary, and are fre
quently ſet aſide in favour of Creditors, and bonaſide purchaſors.
TH I R D LY '; the deed muſt be written, or I preſume printed;

for 'it may be in- any character or any language; but. it muﬅ be
upon paper,'0r parchment. For if it be written on ﬅone, board,
linen, leather, or the like, it is no deed m.

Wood or ﬅone may

be more durable, and linen leſs liable to raſures; but writing on

paper or parchment unites in itſelf, more perfectly than any other
way, both thoſe deſirable qualities' :- for there is nothing elſe ſo
durable. and at the ſame time ſo little liable to alteration; nothing

ſo ſecure from alteration, that is at the ſame time' ſo durable. It

muﬅ alſo have the regular ﬅamps, impoſed on it by the ſeveral
ﬅatutes for the increaſe of the public revenue ; elſe it cannot be

given in evidence.

Formerly- many conveyances were made by

parol, or word of mouth Only, without writing ; but this giving
a handle to a variety of frauds, the ﬅatute 29 Car. II. c. 3. enacts,
that-no leaſe or eﬅate in lands, tenements, or hereditaments, (ex

cept leaſes, not exceeding three years from the making, and
whereon the reſerved rent is at leaﬅ two thirds of the'real value)

ſhall be looked upon as of greater force than a leaſe or eﬅate at
will; unleſs put in writing, and 'ſigned by the party granting, or
his agent lawfully authorized in writing.
i Fo U lLT H LY' ;- the matter written muﬅ be legally 'and orderly
ſet-forth: that is, there muﬅ be words ſuﬃcient to ſpecify the
agreement and bind the parties: which ſuﬃciency muﬅ be left to
' 3Rep.83.

VoL. II.

.

z
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the courts of law to determine ". For it is not abſolutely neceſ
ſary in law, to have all the formal parts that are uſually drawn
out in deeds, ib as there be ſuﬃcient words to declare clearly and

legally the party's meaning. But, as theſe formal and orderly
parts are calculated to convey that meaning in the cleareﬅ, diſg
tincteﬅ, and moﬅ eﬀectual manner, and have been well conſidered

and ſettled by the wiſdom of ſucceﬃve ages, it is prudent not, to
depart fromthem without good reaſon or urge-nt neceſſity; and
therefore I will here mention them in their uſual o order.

1. THE premzﬅr may be uſed to ſet forth thev number and
names of the parties, with their additions or titles. They alſo con
tain the recital, if any, _of ſuch deeds, agreements, _ormatters

of fact, as are neceſſary to explain the reaſons upon which the
preſent tranſaction is founded: and herein alſo is ſet down the
conſideration upon which the deed is made. And then follows
the certainty of the grantor, grantee, and thing granted P.
2, 3, N a x 'r come the bake-'dam and tene'za'um 4.

The oﬃce

of the ﬁabendum is properly to determine what eﬅate or intereﬅ is
granted by the deed: though this may be performed, and ſome
times is performed, in the premiſes. In which caſe the _lzabendum

may leſſen, enlarge, explain, or quality, but not totally contra
dict or be repugnant to, the eﬅate grantedin the premiſes. As
if a grant be " to A and the heirs of his body," in the premiſes,
bade-'nium " to him and his heirs for ever," or 'vice 'ver/a, here A
has an eﬅate-tail, and a fee-ſimple expectant thereon '. But, had

it been in the premiſes " to him and his heirs," lmþendum " to

"him for life," the lzaberzdum would be utterlyvoidsszz for an
eﬅate of inheritance is veﬅed in him before. the &bedde/a Comes,
and ſhall not afterwards be taken away, or deveﬅed, by it. The
tmendum, " and to hold," is now of very little uſe, and is only

kept in by cuﬅom. I-t was ſometimes formerly uſed to ﬁgnify the
'* Co. Litt. 225.
" [6121. 6.

P See appendix, No. Il. 5. 2. pag.v.

s IM.

' Co. Litt-zl. zRoll. Rep.19.23. Cro
Jac. 476.

' 2 Rep. 23. 8 Rep. 56.
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tenure, by which the eﬅate grant-ed was to to be holden; vie.
'* te'zmdum perſhrvitium 77_21'Iitare, in burgagzſia, in lz'beroſhcagio, Eden"
But, all theſe being now reduced to free and common ſocage,

the tenure is never ſpeciﬁed. Before the ﬅatute of gain emptu'rer,
18Edw. I. it was alſo ſometimes uſed to denote the lord of whom

- the landſhould be holden; but that ﬅatute directing all future
purchaſers to hold, not of the immediate grantor, but of the

chief lord of the fee, this uſe of the tene'ndubl hath' been alſo
antiquated ; though for a long time after we-ﬂnd" it' mentioned
in antient charters, 'that- the tenements ſhall be holden de capita
Izſibm domim'r ﬂodi': but, as this expreﬂ'ed nothing more than the
ﬅatute had already provided for, it gradually grew out of uſe.
4. Next' follow the terms or ﬅipulations, if any, upon'which
the grant is made : the ﬁrﬅ of which is the reddendum or reſer
vation, whereby the grantor doth create or reſerve ſome new thing

to himſelf out of what he had before granted. As ** rendering
"thereby yearly the ſum of ten ſhillings, or a pepper corn, or
" two days ploughing, or the like "." This render, reditur, re
turn, or rent, under the pure feodal ſyﬅem conſiﬅed, in chivalry,
principally of military ſervices 3 in villenage, of the moﬅ (laviſh

oﬃces ; and, in ſocage, it uſually conſiﬅs of money, though it
may conſiﬅ of ſervices ﬅill, or of any other certain proﬁt ". To
make a reddena'um good, if it 'be of any thing newly"'created'__by .
the deed, the reſervation muﬅ be to the grantors, or ſome," o'r

one
of them,
and not
to any
ﬅranger
to the'deed
'. 'But
if itctfl'ie
be
of antient
ſervices
or the
like,
annexed
to the land,
ſſtheh
'reſervation may be to the lord of the fee 7.

' ' 'ſ ' v

' ſ'ct

5. ANOTHER of the terms upon which a grant may be made
'is a condition ; which is a clauſe of contingency, on the happen
ing of which the eﬅate granted may be defeated; as " provided
" always, that if the 'mortgagor ſhall pay the mortgagee 5001.
* Append. N'. I. Madox. FomuLpaﬃm.

= Plowd. 13. 8Rep. 71.

' Append. No. II. 5. l. pagiii.

Y Append. No. I. pag. i.

ſ

' See pag. 41.
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" upon ſuch a day,- the whole 'eﬅate granted ſhall determined-5?
and the like '.
' .
- r.
6. -N a x T may follow the clauſe, of warrant), whereby the'
grantor doth, for himſelf and his heirs, warrant and ſecure to the
grantee the eﬅate ſo granted '.

By the feodal Conﬅitution, if the

vaſal's title to enjoy the feud was diſp-uted, he might vouch, 'orz
call, the lord or donor to warrant or inſune his gift ;' which if he'
failed to do, and the vaſal was; evicted,zthe lord was bound m
give him another feud of equal value-inzrecompenſe b._nAnd-ſo,'r
by our antient law, if before the ﬅatute of gain empfare: aman.

enfeoﬀed another in ſee, by the feodal verb dedi, to hold ofhim
ſelf and his heirs by certain ſervices; the law annexed a war
tanty to this grant', which bound the feoﬀor and his heirs, to
whom the. ſervices (which were the conſideration and equivalent

for the gift) were originally ﬅipulated to be renderedﬂ Or if a
man and his anceﬅors had immemorially holden land of another
and his anceﬅors by the ſervice of homage (which was called
homage aunceﬅrel) this alſo bound the lord to warranty<l -, the
homage being an evidence of ſuch a feodal grant. And, upon-a
ﬁmilar principle, in caſe, after a Partition or exchange of lands
of inheritance, either party or his heirs be evicted of his ſhare,
the other and his heirs are bound to warranty', becauſe they
enjoy the equivalent. And ſo, even at this day, upon agift in
tail or leaſe for life, rendering rent, the' donor or leſſor and his

heirs (to whom the rent is payable) are bound to warrant the
title r.

But in a feoﬀment in feerby the verb dedi, ſince the ﬅa

tute of guz'a emptorer, the feoﬀor only is bound to the implied
warranty, and not his heirs? ; becauſe it is a mere perſonal con-'
tract on the-part of the feoﬀor, the tenure (and of courſe the an
tient ſervices) reſulting back 'to the ſuperior lord of the fee. And
in other forms of alienation, gradually introduced ſince that ſtai
z Appcnd. N".II. $.z. pag. viii.
a Hid. N". I. pag. i.

4 Litt. 5. 143.
e Co. Litt. '74. _

5 had. I. 2. t. &Uzg.
® Co. Litt. 384.

' lbid. 384.
l Hid.

.
tute,

Clnzor, ii
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ture, no warranty whatſoever is implied11 ; ' they bearing no ſort'
of analogy to the original feodal donation. And therefore in ſuch

caſes it became neceſſary to add an expreſs clauſe of warranty, to
bimizthe grantor and his heirs; which is a. kind of covenant real,

and can only be created by-the verb. warrantiza or warrant i.
ﬂu-l',

ct.

ſi

ct

I

'

I

THEsE expreſs warranties were introduced, even prior to the
ﬅatute 01? guia _emptore.r, in order' to evade the ﬅrictneſs of tho

feodal. doctrine of non-alienation without- the conſent of the heir, _
For, though he, at the death-of his anceﬅor, might have entered
on any tenements that were aliened without his concurrence, yet,
i-f a clauſe' of warranty. was added to theanceﬅor's grant,- this

covenant deſcending upon the heir inſured the grantee; , not ſoi
much by conﬁrming his title, as' by obliging ſuch heir to yield
him axecompenſe in lands of e'qual value: the law, in. favour of

alienations, ſuppoſmg that no anceﬅor would wantonly diſmherit
his next of bloodk; and therefore preſuming that he had re
ceived a valuable conſideration, either in land, or in money which

had purchaſed land, and that this equivalent deﬁcended to the
heirſitogether with. the anceﬅor's warranty.-.- So that when either
amanceﬅor, -being the rightful. tenant of the freehold, conveyed
the land to a ﬅranger and his heirs, or releaſed the right in fee

ſimple to one who was already in poſſeﬃon, and ſuperadded. a- _
warranty to his deed, it was held that ſuch 'warranty not only:

bound the warrantor himſelf to protect and aſſure the title of the
warrantee, but it alſo bound his heir :. andthis, whether that
warranty was lineal, or collars-ral to the title of the land. Linea!

warranty was where the heir derived, or might by poſſibility have
derived, his title to the land warranted, either from or through
the anceﬅor who made the warranty; as, where a father,- or an

elder'ſon' in the life of the father, releaſþd to the diﬀei-ſor- of ei
ther themſelves or the grandfather, with warranty, this was lineal,"

to- the younger ſon 1.

Collateral warranty was where the heir's

title to the land neither was, nor could have been, derived from.
" Co. Litt. 102.
i Litt. 5433.
.

.i

_

* Co. Litt. 373.
.
' Litt. 9.703.7o6,,7o7.__
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the warranting anceﬅor; as, where a younger brother releaſed
to his father's diſſeiſor, with warranty, this was collateral to the
elder brother "1. But where the very conveyance, to which the

warran-ty was annexed, immediately followed a diﬀeiﬁn, or ope
rated itſelf as ſuch (as, where a father tenant for years, -with
remainder to his ſon in fee, aliened in fee-ſimple with warranty)

this, being in it's original manifeﬅly founded on the tart or wrong
of the warrantor himſelf, was called a warranty tom/'tearing by
drﬃﬃn; and, being toopalpably injurious to be ſupported, was
not binding upon any heir of ſuch tortious warrantor ". 'r 1' ' . i

IN both lineal and collateral warranty, the obligation of the
heir (in caſe the warrantee was evicted, to yield him other lands

in their ﬅead) was only on condition that he had other ſuf
ﬁcient lands by deſcent from the warranting anceﬅor 9. But
though, without aſſets, he was not bound to inſure the title of

another, yet, in caſe of lineal warranty, whether aﬂ'ets deſcended
or not, the heir was-perpetually barred from claiming the land
; for, if he could ſucceed in ſuch claim, he would then

gain aﬁ'ets by deſcent (if he had them not before) and muﬅ fulﬁl
the warranty of his anceﬅor: and the ſame rule P was with leſs
juﬅice adopted alſo in reſpect of collateral warranties, which like
wiſe (though no aſſets deſcended) barred the heir of the warrantor
from claiming the land by any collateral title; upon the preſump-ȝ
tion of law that he might hereafter have aﬀets by deſcent either
from or through the ſame anceﬅor. The inconvenience of this
latter branch of the rule was felt very early, when tenants by the
curteſy took upon them to aliene their lands with warranty;

which collateral warranty of the father deſcending upon his ſon
(who was.the heir of both his parents) barred him from claim
ing his maternal inheritance: to remedy which the ﬅatute of
Gloceﬅer, 6Edw. I. c. 3. declared, that ſuch warranty ſhould
be no bar to the ſon, unleſs aﬀets deſcended from the father. It
was afterwards attempted in 50 Edw. III. to make the ſame proo
m Litt.
705. 707.
" Ibid. s. 698. 702.

o Co. Litt. 102.
'P Litt. 5.7u, 71-2.
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viſion univerſal, by enacting that no collateral' warrantyfſhould
be.-a bar, unleſii where aﬂ'ets deſcended from the ſame rmizellrorq ;

but it. then proceeded not to eﬀect. However, by the ﬅatute
on Hen.VlI. c. 20. notwithﬅanding any alienation with warranty
by tenant in dower, the heir of the huſband is not barred, though

he be alſo heir to the wife. And by ﬅatute 4. 65 5 Ann. c. 16.
all warra-nties by anytenant for life (hall he void againﬅ thoſe in
remainder or reverſion ; and all collateral warranties by any- an.

ceﬅor who has no eﬅate of inheritance in poſſeﬃon ſhall be void.
againﬅ his heir. By the wording of which laﬅ ﬅatute it ſhould.
ſeem, that the legiﬂature meant to allow, that the collateral war

zanty ofztenant in tail, deſcending (though without aſſets) upon
e-remaindereman or reverſioner, ſhould ﬅill bar the remainder or
reverſion. For though the judges, in expounding the ﬅatute de
dam'r, held that, by analogy to the ﬅatute of Gloceﬅer, a lineal
warranty by the tenant in tail without aſſets ſhould not bar the
iſſue in tail, yet they held ſuch warranty with aﬁ'ets to be a ſuf
ﬁcient bar': which was therefore formerly mentioned' as one of
the ways whereby an eﬅate-tail might be deﬅroyed ;: it being in
deed nothing more in eﬀect, than exchanging the lands entailed
for others of equal value. They alſo held that collateral- warranty

was not within the ﬅatute de dam': ; as that act was principally
intended to prevent the tenant in tail from diſinheriting his own.
iſſue: and therefore collateral warranty (though- without aſictets)
was allowed to be, as at common law, a ſuﬃcient bar of the
eﬅate-tail and. all remainders and reverﬁons expectant thereon-2

And ſo it ﬅill continues to. be, notwithﬅanding the ﬅatuteof'
queen Anne, if made by tenant in tail in- poﬀeﬃon :' who therefore may now, without the forms of a ﬁne or recovery, in ſome
eaſes make a good conveyance in fee-ſimple, by ſuperadding a.

warranty to his grant; which, if accompanied with aſictets, bars
his own iſſue, and without them bars ſuch of his heirs as may be

in remainder or reverſion.
'1 Co. Litt. 373.
' Litt. S.7'z. alnﬅ. 295.

_

:
9 pag. 116. i
V Co. Litt-.374.. 2 lnﬅ. 335;
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-7. AF T'ER warranty uſually follow covenants', or conven
tions ;* which are clauſes of agreement contained in a deed,

whereby either party may ﬅipulate for the truth of certain facts, '
or may bind himſelf to perform, or give, ſomething to the other.
Thus the grantor may covenant that he hath a right to convey 5
or for the grantee's quiet enjoyment 3 or the like: the grantee
may covenant to pay his rent, to repair the. premiſes, Co'þ", lf
the covenantor covenants for himſelf and his lzez'rr, it is then a
covenant real, and deſcends upon the heirs 5

who are bound to

perform it, provided they have aﬀets by deſcent, but not other
wiſe : if he covenants alſo for his executor: and adminzﬅmtarr, his
perſonal aſſets, 'as well as his real, are likewiſe pledged for the

performance of the covenant 3 which makes ſuch covenant a bet
ter ſecurity than any warranty, and it has therefore' in modern
practice totally ſuperſeded the other.
'
'
8. L A s TLY, comes the conclzzſian, which mentions the exe

cution and date of the deed, or the time of it's being given or
executed, either expreſily, or by reference to ſome day and ſiyear
before-mentioned w. Not but a deed is good, although it mention

no date ; or hath a falſe date ; or even if it hath an impoſſible
date, as the thirtieth of February; provided the real day of it's
being dated or given, that is, delivered, can be proved '2

I PROCEED now to the ſiſtb requiſite for making a good deed;

the reading of it. This is neceſſary, wherever any of the parties
deſire it; and, if it be not done on his requeﬅ, the deed is void
as to him. If he can, he ſhould read it himſelf: if he be blind
or illiterate, another muﬅ read it to him. If it be read falſely,

it will be void ; at leaﬅ for ſo muchas is miſrecited: unleſs it
be agreed by colluſion that the deed ſhall be read falſe, on pur

poſe to make it void 3 for in ſuch caſe it ſhall bind the fraudulent
party V.
u Append. N*'.*II. 5. 2, pag. viii.
" lbid. pag.xii.
'

l Co. Litt.
Dyer. 28.
7 2 Rep. 3. 9. 11 Rep. 27.
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S IXTHLY, it is requiſite that the party,-whoſe deed it is,
ſhouldﬅal, and in moﬅ caſes I apprehend (houldſig'z it alſo. The
uſe of ſeals, as a mark of authenticity to letters and other inﬅru

ments in writing, is extremely antient. We read of it among
the jews and Perſians in the earlieﬅ and moﬅ ſacred records of

hiﬅory '. And in the book of Jeremiah there is a very remarkable
inﬅance, not only of an atteﬅation by ſeal, but alſo of the other

uſual formalities attending a Jewiſh purchaſe a.

In the civil law

alſob, ſeals were the evidence of truth 3 and were required, on the

part of the witneſſes at leaﬅ, at the atteﬅation of every teﬅament.
But in the times of our Saxon anceﬅors, they were not much in

uſe here. For though ſ1r Edward Cokec relics on an inﬅance of

king Edwyn's making uſe of a ſeal about an hundred years before
the conqueﬅ, yet it does not follow that this was the uſage among
the whole nation : and perhaps the charter he mentions may be
of doubtful authority, from this very Circumﬅance, of being ſeal
ed; ſince we are aſſured by all our antient hiﬅorians, that ſealing

was not then in common uſe. The method of the Saxons was for
ſuch as could write to ſubſcribe their names, and, whether they
could write- or not,,to aﬃx the ſign of the croſs : which cuﬅom
our illiterate vulgar do, for the moﬅ part, to this day keep up;

by ﬁgning a croſs for their mark, when unable to write their
names. And indeed this inability to write, and therefore making
a croſs in it's ﬅead, is honeﬅly avowed by Caedwalla, a Saxon

king, at the end of one of his charters **.

In like manner, and

for the ſame unſurmountable reaſon, the Normans, a brave but
1 1 Kings. c. 21. Daniel. c. 6. Either.
e. 8.

* " And I bought the ﬁeld of Hanameel,
" and weighed him the money, even ſeven
" teen ſhekels of ſilver. And I ſubſcribed
"the evidence, and ſealed it, and took wit

b laﬅ. 2. lo. 253.
c r lnﬅ. 7.
4 " Propria many pra ﬁgnomnh'n literary/'r
"ſignum ﬅmctae truth cxprqﬄ et ﬅaying/A"

Seld. Yan. Angl. I. 1. s. 42. And this (ac
cording to Procopius) the emperor Juﬅin in
" neſſes, and weighed him the.money in the the caﬅ, and Thcodoric king of the Goths
"ballances. And I took the evidence of in Italy, had before authorized by their ex
" the purchaſe, both that which was ſealed ample, on account of their inability to
"according to the law and cuﬅom, and write.
" alſo that which was open." e. 32.

Vo L. II.
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illiterate nation, at their ﬁrﬅ ſettlement in France, uſed the prac
tice of ſcaling only, without writing their names : which Cuﬅom
continued, when learning made it's way among them, though
the reaſon-for doing it had ceaſed 3 and hence the charter of Ed
ward the confeſſor to Weﬅminﬅer abbey, himſelf being brought

up in Normandy, was witneſſed only by his ſeal, and is generally
thought to be the oldeﬅ ſealed charter of any authenticity in
England ®. At the conqueﬅ, the Norman lords brought over
into this kingdom their own faſhions 3 and introduced waxen ſeals

only, inﬅead of the Engliſh method of writing their names, and *
ſigning with the ſign of the croſs r.

The impreſſions of theſe

ſeals were ſometimes a knight on horſeback, ſometimes other

deviſes: but Coats of arms were not introduced into ſeals, nor
indeed into any other uſe, till about the reign of Richard the
ﬁrﬅ, who brought them from the croiſade in the holy land 3
where they were ﬁrﬅ invented and painted on the ſhields of the
knights, to diﬅinguiſh the variety of perſons of every chriﬅian
nation who reſorted thither, and who could not, when clad in

complete ﬅeel, be otherwiſe known or aſcertained. '
TH 1 s neglect of ﬁgning, and reﬅing only upon the authen
ticity of ſeals, remained very long among us 5 for it was held in
all our books that ſealing alone was ſuﬃcient to authenticate a
deed :

and ſo the common form of atteﬅing deeds, --- 'Fﬅaled

U and delivered," continues to this day i notwithﬅanding the ﬅa
tute 29 Car. II. c. 3. before-mentioned revives the Saxon cuſ
tom, and expreﬂly directs the ﬁgning, in all grants of lands, and

many other ſpecies of deeds, in which therefore ſigning ſeems
to be now as neceſſary as ſealing, though it hath been ſometimes
held, that the one includes the other 5.

A s EV E N T H requiſite to a good deed is that it be delivered, > by the party himſelf or his certain attorney: which therefore is
ﬁ Lamb. Arcb'ian, 51.

7 "Nermannl'tlriragraﬃbamm tnﬁctio'mn,
" cum eruribur aureir, aIii/Queſignarulir ſizen'r,
"in Anglia ﬁrman' ſhlitam, in meram impreſ-

"ſam mutmrt, madzm'guz ﬅrihn'i zing/inn'

"rgjia'unt." Ingulph. '
3 3 Lev. t. Stra. 764.
alſo
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alſo expreſi'ed in the atteﬅation; " ſealed and delivered." A deed

takes eﬀect only from this tradition or delivery; for, if the date
befalſe' or impoﬁible, the delivery aſcertains the time of it. And
if another perſon ſeals the deed, yet if the party delivers it him
ſelf, he thereby adopts the ſealingh, and by a parity of reaſon the
ſigning alſo, and makes them both his own. A delivery may
be either abſolute, that is, to the party or grantee himſelf; or to
a third perſon, to hold till ſome conditions be performed' on the
part of the grantee : * in which laﬅ caſe it is not delivered as a
deed, but as an gſcro-w; that is, as a ſcrowl or writing, which is
not to take eﬀect as a deed till the conditions be performed; and

'then it is a deed to all intents and purpoſes i.
THE laﬅ requiſite to the validity of a deed is the atteﬅation, or
execution of it in t/ze preﬅ-me qſwitmſſr: though this is neceſſary,
rather for vpreſerving the evidence, than for conﬅituting the eſſence,
of the deed. Our modern deeds are in reality nothing more than
an improvement or ampliﬁcation of the brew'd tgﬅata mentioned
by the feodal writersk 5 which were written memorandums, intro
duced to perpetuate the tenor of the conveyance and inveﬅiture,

when gmnts by parol only became the foundation of frequent diſ
pnte and uncertainty. To this en'd they regiﬅered in the deed the
perſons who attended as witneſſes, which was formerly done

without their ſigning their names (that not being always in their
power) but they only heard the deed read 5 and then the clerk
or ſcribe added their names, in a ſort of memorandum; thus;

" lujr tgctibm, jolm'me Maare, Yacabo Smz'f/z, et 'aliir ad imm- ram
" w'wocatir'." This, like all other ſolemn tranſactions, was ori

ginally done only coram paribmm, and frequently when" aſſembled
in the court baron, hundred, or county court; which was then'

expreﬁ'ed in the atteﬅation, teﬅe camz'tatu, lzzmdredo, Eden. After
wards the atteﬅation of other witneſſes was allowed, the tſirial in
l'
1
l'
1

Perk. i. 130.
Co. Litt. 36.
Fatal. I. r. 124.
Co. Litt. 7.

ſi

'1 Fcud. I. 2. r. 32.
'* Spelm. Glgﬃ 228.
no. 221. 322. 660. - *
t

P p 2

N

Madox. Fomul.
ſ

ca e '
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caſe of a diſpute being ﬅill reſerved to the purer; with whom the
witneſſes (if more than one) were aſſoeiated, and joined in the
verdicto: till that allo was abrogated by the ﬅatute of York,

12 Edw. II. ﬅ. 1. e. 2.

And in this manner, with ſome ſuch

clauſe of //z';': teſiz'bus, are all old deeds and charters, particularly
magna carta, witneſſed.

And, in the time of ﬁr Edward Coke,

.creations of nobility were ﬅill witneſſed in the ſame manner P.
But in the king's common charters, writs, or letters patent, the

ﬅile is now altered: for, at preſent, the king is his own witneſs,
and atteﬅs his letters patent thus 5 " teﬅe metþſh, witneſs ourſelf
" at Weﬅminﬅer, &Fcf' a form which was introduced by Richard

the ﬁrﬅﬄ, but not commonly uſed till about the beginning of the
ﬁfteenth century; nor the clauſe of lzgſij'r teﬅibm intirely diſconti

vnued till the reign of Henry the eighth r: which was alſo the
aera of diſcontinuing it in the deeds of ſubjects, learning being
then revived, and the faculty of writing more general: and there
fore ever ſince that time the witneſſes have ſubſcribed their at
teﬅation, either at the bottom, 'or on the back, of the deed '. -.
III. WE are next to conſider, how a deed may be' avoided, or
'rendered of no eﬀect. And from what has been before laid down
it will follow, that if a deed wants any of the eﬀential re
quiſites before-mentioned; either, 1. Proper parties, and a pro

per ſubject matter:

2. A good and ſuﬃcient conſideration:

3. Writing,
on paper
or parchment,
ﬅamped : if4.;deﬁred,ſi,be*
Suﬃcient
and
legal words,
properly
diſpoſed : duly
5. Reading,
fore the execution: 6. Sealing ; and, by the ﬅatute, in many
caſes ſigning alſo : or, 7. Delivery: it is a void deed ab initia.
It may alſo be avoided by matter ex paﬅ facta: as, 1. By'raſure,
interlining, or other alteration in any material part; unleſs a
memorandum be made thereof at the time of the execution and

atteﬅationﬁ

2. By breaking oﬀ, or defacing, the ſeal ".

* Clo. Litt. 6.

3. By

' 2 Inﬅ, 78,

' 2 Inﬅ. 77.

* nRcp. 27.

A Madox. ſon/nd. n'. 515.

' 5 Rep. 23.

' Hid. Diſſert. ſol. 32.
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delivering it up to be cancelled; that is to have lines drawn over
-it,1 in the form 'of lattice work or cancel/i ; though the phraſi: is

now uſed ﬁguratively for any manner of obliteration or defaſicing
it.- 4. By the diſagreement of ſuch, whoſe ooncurrence'is 'ne
ceſſary, in order for the deed to ﬅand: as, the huiband, where
a ferne covert is concerned; an infant, or perſon under dureſs,
when thoſe diſabilities are removed; and the like. 6. 'By the

judgment or decree of a court of judicature. This was antiently

the provin-ce of. the court of ﬅar chamber, and now of the chan
cery: when-it appears 'that the deed was obtained by fraud,
force, or other foul. practice; or is proved to be an abſolute for
gery "ﬁt In any of theſe caſes the deed may be voided, either- in

part or totally, according as the cauſe of avoidance is more or leſs
extenſive. '
'
t
vj AN i), having thus explaind the general nature of deeds, we
are next to conſider their ſeveral ſpecies, together with their re

ſpective incidents. And herein I ſhall only examine the particu
<lars of thoſe, which, from long practice and experience of their

eﬁicaoy, are. generally uſed in the alienation of real eﬅates : for
'it would be tedious,-nay inﬁnite, to deſcant upon all the' ſeveral

inﬅruments made uſe of in per/ﬁnal concerns, but which fall unu
der 'our general deﬁnition of a deed; that is, a writing ſealed
and delivered. 'The former, being principally ſuch as ſerve to
can-ney the property of lands and tenements from man to man',
are commonly denominated conveyances : which are either con
veyances at common law, or ſuch as receive their force and eﬃcacy

by-virtue of the'ﬅatufe of uer.
I. OF conveyances by the' common law, ſome may be called

original, or primary conveyances ; which are thoſe by means
Whereof the beneﬁt or eﬅate is created or ﬁrﬅ ariſes : others are
derivative or ſhcamlmy ; whereby the beneﬁt or eﬅate, originally
created, is enlarged, reﬅrained, transferred, or extinguiſhed.
" Toth. mmi®.24. 1Vem.348.

w;
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OR r o IN A L conveyances are the following; 1. Feoﬀnienttv
2. Gift; 3. Grant; 4. Leaſe; 5. Exchange; be Partition:

deriwtzbe are, 7. Releaſe; 8. conﬁrmation; 9. Surrender;

to. Aﬃgnmcnt; II. Defeazance.
1.' A rEoFFMENLſeoﬅZzmentum, is a ſubﬅantive derived from
the verb, to enfeoﬀ, feqﬄzre or irz/rudare, to give one a feud 5
and therefore feoﬀment is properly donatz'o _ﬁudix. It is the moﬅ
antient method of conveyance, the moﬅ ſolemn and public. and
therefore the moﬅ eaſily remembered and proved; And it may
' properly be deﬁned, the gift of any corporeal hercditament to

another. He that ſo gives, or enfeoﬀs, is called the ﬂeﬀar;
the perſon enfeoﬀed is denominated the ﬂqﬄee.

_,

THis is plainly derived from, or is indeed itſelf the very
mode of the antient feodal donation 3 for though it may be perq
formed by the word " enfeoﬀ" or a grant," yet the apteﬅ word
of feoﬀment is "do or dediy." And it is ﬅill directed and go
verned by the ſame feodal rules; inſomuch that the principal
rule relating to the extent and eﬀect of a feodal grant, "tenor gﬅ

" qui legem dat ﬂudo," is in other words become the maxim of
'our law with relation to feoﬃnents, "modur legem dat donatz'am ..
'z r'

And therefore as in pure feodal donations the lord, from whom

the feud moved, muﬅ expreſily limit and declare the Continuance
or quantity of eﬅate he meant to confer, "ne qui: ply: do'zaſſe
** pragﬂzmatur, guam in donatione exprqﬄerz't a 5" ſo, if one grants
by feoﬀment lands or tenements to another, and limits .or egg
preſſes no eﬅate, the grantee (due ceremonies of law being per

formed) hath barely an eﬅate for life b.

For, as the perſonal

abilities of the feoﬀee were originally preſumed to be the imme
diate or principal inducements to the feoﬀment, the feoﬀed-s
eﬅate ought to be conﬁned to his perſon, and ſubſiﬅ only for
x Co. Litt. 9.
Y Hid.

7- Wright. 21.

a pag. 108.
' Co. Litt. 42.

.

.

life 5
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life ; unleſs the feoﬀor, by expreſs proviſion in the creation and
Conﬅitution of the eﬅate, hath given it a longer Continuance.

Theſe expreſs proviſions are indeed generally made; for this was
for ages the only conveyance, whereby our anceﬅors were wont to
create an eﬅate in fee-ſimple ®, by giving the land to the feoﬀee,
to hold to him and his heirs for ever z though it ſerves equally
well to convey any other eﬅate of freehold d.
B UT by the mere words of the deed the feoﬀment is by no
means perfected. There remains a very material ceremony to be

performed, called [int-ry ofﬅzſin ; without which the feoﬀee has

but a mere eﬅate at will e. This livery of ſeiſin is no other than
the pure feodal inveﬅiture, or delivery of corporal poſſeﬂion of
the land or tenement 3 which was held abſolutely neceſſary to
complete the donation.

"Nam ﬁudum ſine in-vejiitura mal/0 made

"cwz/iz'tm' jzatuz'tﬀ" and an eﬅate was then only perfect, when,
as Fleta expreﬀes it in our law, "ﬁt jurz'r et ſeﬃnae cqnjunct'z'o 3."
I N v E s T 1 T U a a s, in their original riſe, were probably in
tended to demonﬅrate in conquered countries the actual poſſeſ
ﬁon of the lord; and that he did not grant a bare litigious right,

which the ſoldier was ill qualiﬁed to proſecute, but a peaceable
and ﬁrm poſſeﬁion. And, at a time when writing was ſeldom
practiſed, a mere oral gift, at a diﬅance from the ſpot that was
given, was not likely to be either loſing) or accurately retained in

the memory of by-ﬅanders, who were very little intereﬅed in
the grant. Afterwards they were retained as a public and noto
rious "act, that the country might take notice of and teﬅify the
transfer of the eﬅate 5 and that ſuch as claimedtitle. by other

means might know againﬅ whom to bring their actions.
IN all well-governed nations, ſome notoriety of this kind has
been ever held requiſite, in order to acquire and aſcertain the
t See Appendix. No. I.
** Co. Litt. 9.

1' Wright. 37.
5 1.3. :.15. Q.5.

9 Litt. s. 66.
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property of lands. In the Roman law ple-num domz'nium was not
ſaid to ſubſiﬅ, unleſs where a man hath both the rig/zt, and the'
corporal pſſﬃon ; which poſſeﬃon could not be acquired with- i

out both an actual intention to poſſeſs, and an actual ſeiſin, or
entry into the premiſes, or part of them in the name of the
whole h. And even in eccleſiaﬅical promotions, where the free

hold paſſes to the perſon promoted, corporal poſſeſſion is requi-"
red at this day, to veﬅ the property completely in the new pro
. prietor 3 who, according to the diﬅinction of the canoniﬅs i, ac

quires the jur ad rem, or inchoate and imperfect right, by nomi
nation and inﬅitution; but not the jur in re, or complete and

full right, unleſs by corporal poſſeſſron. Therefore in dignitie's
poſſeſſion is given by inﬅallment; in rectories and vicarages by
induction, without which no temporal rights accrue to the mi

niﬅer, though every eccleſiaﬅical power is veﬅed in him _by in
ﬅitution.

So alſo even in deſcents of lands, by our law, which

are caﬅ on the heir by act of the law itſelf, the heir has not ple
num domzſimſium, or full and complete ownerſhip, till he has made

an actual corporal entry into the lands : for if he dies before entry
made, his 'heir ſhall not be intitled to take the poſſeſiion, but the

heir of the perſon who was laﬅ actually ſeiſed k. It is not there
fore only a mere right to enter, but the actual entry, that makes

a man complete owner z ſo as to tranſmit the inheritance to his
own heirs: non jur, ﬅa' ﬅﬃna, ſaczſit ﬅzſipiteml.
YE T, the corporal tradition of lands being ſometimes incon
venient, a ſymbolical delivery of poſſeſiion was in many caſes
antiently allowed ; by transferring ſomething near at hand, in the
preſence of credible witneſſes, which by agreement ſhould ſerve

to repreſent the very thing deſigned to be conveyed ; and an oc
h Nam api/tſſ'imur poﬃﬃonem (or/Bore et am'ma: 'nour per ſi (or/rare; 'Mint per ﬅ animo.

Non autem i'a am'piendum eﬅ, ut out' ſum/um

mim'a rerum, 'ton nudi: pactix, 'rang/banner.
(Cod. 2. 3. 20.)

ct

i Decretal. I. 3. t. 4. e. 40.

poﬃdere 'tle/it, owne: gleda: circumambuln; ſhe!

k See pag. 209. 227., 228.

ſhﬃ'a't gnaw/[bet par/'m gſiur ſu'ra'i introir'e.

1 Flet. {.6. t.2.

2.

(Fſ 41. z. 3.) And again ; traditiom'ox: do

' '

cupancy
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cupancy of this ſign or ſymbol was permitted as equivalent to
occupancy of the land itſelf. Among the jews we ﬁnd the evi
dence of a purchaſe thus deﬁned in the book of Ruth m: V' now
" this was the manner in former time in Iſrael, concerning re
" deeming and concerning changing, for to conﬁrm all things :
" a man plucked oﬀ his ſhoe, and gave it to his neighbour; and

" this was a teﬅimony in Iſrael." Among the antient Goths and
Swedes, contracts for the ſale oflands were made in the preſence
of witneſſes, who extended the cloak of the buyer, while the

ſeller caﬅ a clod of the land into it, in order to give poſſeﬃon:
and a ﬅaﬀ or wand was alſo delivered from the vendor to the
v'endee, which paſſed through the hands of the witneſſes ".

With

our Saxon anceﬅors the delivery of a turſ was a neceſſary ſolemſi
nity, to eﬅabliſh the conveyance of lands 0. And, to this day, the
conveyance of our copyhold eﬅates is uſually made from the ſel
ler to the lord or his ﬅeward by delivery of a rod or verge, and
then from the lord to the purchaſor by re-delivery of the ſame,
in the preſence of a jury of tenants.
'CONVEYANCES in writing were the laﬅ and moﬅ reﬁned
improvement. The mere delivery of poſſeﬃon, either actual or
ſymbolical, depending on the ocular teﬅimony and remembrance
of the witneſſes, was liable to be forgotten or miſrepreſented,

and becamectfrequently incapable of proof. Beſides, the new oc
caſions and neceﬃties, introduced by the advancement of com
merce, required means to be deviſed of charging and incumber-.
ing eﬅates, and of making them liable to a multitude of condi
tions and minute deﬁgnations for the purpoſes of raiſing money,
without an abſolute ſale ofthe land; and ſometimes the like pro
ceedings were found uſeful in order to make a decent and com
petent proviſion for the numerous branches of a family, and for
other domeﬅic views. None of which could be eﬀected by a

mere, ſimple, corporal transfer of the ſoil from one man to an
other, which was principally calculated for con-veying an abſolute
m ch. 4.. v. 7.

o Hickcs. Dzﬃrt. 'yf/friar. 85.*

" Stiemhook. de jurc Sumc. I. 2. 424..
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unlimited dominion. Written deeds were therefore introduced,

in order to ſpecify and perpetuate the peculiar purpoſes of the
party who conveyed: yet ﬅill, for a very long ſeries of years,
they were never made uſe of, but in company with the more' an
tient and notorious method of transfer, by delivery of corporal
poſſeﬃon.

LIVERY of ſeiſin, by the common law, is neceſſary to be
made upon every grant of an eﬅate of freehold in hereditaments
corporeal, whether of inheritance or for life only. In heredita
ments incorporeal it is impoﬃble to be made ; for they are not
the object of the ſenſes: and in leaſes for years, or other chattel
intereﬅs, it is not neceſſary.

In leaſes for years indeed an actual

entry is neceſſary, to veﬅ the eﬅate in the leſſee: for the bare
leaſe gives him only a right to enter, which is called his intereﬅ
in the term, or intereﬅ? termini; and, when he enters in purſuance
of that right, he is then and not before in poſſeſſion of his term,

and complete tenant for years P. This entry by the tenant him
ſelf ſerves the purpoſe of notoriety, as well as livery of ſeiſin
from the grantor could have done; which it would have been

improper to have given in this caſe, becauſe that ſolemnity'is
appropriated to the conveyance of a freehold. And this is one
reaſon why freeholds cannot be made to commence inﬂturo, be
cauſe they cannot be- made but by livery of ſeiſin ; which livery,
being an actual manual tradition of the land, muﬅ take eﬀect in

praq/E-ntz', or not at all 9.
O N- the creation of a freehold remainder, at one and the ſame'

time with a particular eﬅate for years, we have before ſeen_that
at the common law livery muﬅ be made to the particular tenant',
But if ſuch a remainder be created afterwards, expectant on a
leaſe for years now in being, the livery muﬅ not be made to the

leſſee for years, for then it operates nothing ; " num quadſemel
"meum eﬅ, ampulim meum eﬀ- 'ran poteſſ 5;" but it muﬅ be made
P Co. Litt. 46.

1' pag. 167.

1 See pag. 165.

' Co. Litt.49.
to
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to the remainder-man himſelf, by conſent of the leſſee for years:
for without his conſent no livery of the poſſeﬃon can be given-t;
partly becauſe ſuch forcible livery would be an ejectment of the '
tenant from his term, and partly for the reaſons before given" for
introducing the doctrine of -.a_ttornments.

LIVERY of ſeiſm is-either in deed, or in law. ' Livery in deed
is thus performed. The feoﬀor, leſſor, or his attorney, together

with
the by
ſeoﬀee,
leﬂ'ee,
or his attorney,
(forprincipals
this maythemſelves
as eﬀectually
be done
deputy
orſſ attorn'ey,
as by the
in
perſon) comeſſtoſſ the land, or to the houſe; and there, in the pre
ſence of witneſſes, declare the content-s of the feoﬀment or leaſe,
on
land,
which
dothlivery
deliver
is to
to be
themade.
feoﬀee,And
all other
then the
perſons
feoﬀor,
being
if itout
be of

the "ground, a clod or turf, or -a twig or bough there-growing]
with words to this eﬀect. " I deliver theſe to you in the'name'
" of ſeiſin of all the lands and tenements contained in this deed."
But, 'if it be of a houſe, the feoﬀor muﬅ take the ring, or latch

of the door, the houſe beingr quite empty, and deliver it to the
feoﬀee in the ſame for-m 3.-and then the'feoﬀee muﬅ enter alone£

and ſhut to the door, and them-open' "it, 'and let in the others w?

If the conveyance or feoﬀment be of divers lands, lying ſcattered
in one and the ſame county, then in the feoﬀor's poſſeﬁion, livery
of ſeiﬁn
of any
parcel,
the namethere
of the
reﬅ, ſuﬃceth
all' ;\
but,
if they
be in
ſeveralin'countie-Sſſ,
muſt-be
as-manyforliveries'
as there arercounties. For, if the'title to theſe lands comes to be
diſputed,
there
be are
as many
trials of
as there
are counties,
and
theſijury of
one muﬅ
county
no judges
the notoriety
of a fact

in another. Beſides, antiently this ſeiſin was obliged-to be deli
vered
paribur de who
'dicine-to,
before
peers in
or the
freeholders
octf thecoram
neighbourhood,
Fatteﬅed
ſuchthedelivery
body or
on the back of: the deed -; according to the rule of the feodal
law', pare-r debt-m' intereſſb inveſſitume jkudi, et 'ran alz'i : for which
' Co. Litt. 48.
" pag. 288.

> r '

' 'ſi

1 Litt. 5. 414..
Y Fcud. I. 2. t.58.

w Co. Litt.48. Weﬅ. Symbifzghſſ' '.
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this reaſon is cxpreſily given; becauſe the peers or vaſals of the
lord, being bound by their oath of fealty, will-take care that no.
fraud be committed to his prejudice, which ﬅrangers might be
,apt to connive at.

And though, afterwards, the ocular atteﬅae

tion of the pore: was held unneceſſary, and livery might be made
before any credible witneſſes, yet the trial, in caſe it was diſpu

ted, (like that of all other atte'ﬅations') wasvﬅillreſervedtqthe

pare: or jury of the county '. Alſo, if the lands be out on leaſe,
though all lie in the ſame county, there muﬅ be as many liveries

as there are tenants : becauſe no livery can be made in this caſe,.
but by the conſent of the particular tenant 3 and the conſent of
one will not bind the reﬅ b. And in all theſe caſes it is prudent,

and uſual, to endorſe the livery of ſeiſin on the back of the deed,
ſpecifying the manner, place, and time of making it; together

with the names of the witneﬀes c. And thus much for livery in.
deed.

r

- Lr v E RY in law is where the (ame is not made on the land,
but in ſig/zt of it only; the feoffor ſaying to the feoﬀee, '5 I give
" you yonder land, enter and take poſſeﬃonJ', Here, if the, feoﬀee
enters during the life of the feoﬀor, it is a good livery, *but,not
otherwiſe ; unleſs he dares not enter, through fear of his zlife or.

bodily harm : and' then his continual claim, made yearly, in due

formv'of law, as near as poſiible to the lands d, will ſuﬃce without an entry *.

This livery in law cannot however be given-or

received by attorney, but only by the parties themſelves f. ,
2., TH E conveyance by gzﬁ', danatio, is properly applied to
the creation of an eﬅate-tail, as feoﬀment is, to that of an eﬅate
in fee, and leaſe to that of an eﬅate forlife or years. It diﬀers
in nothing from a feoﬀment, but in-the nature of- the eﬅate paſſ

ing by it: for the operative words of conveyancein this caſe are,
do or dgdig ; and gifts in tail are equally imperfect without livery
1 See pag. 307.
3 Gilb. Ten. 35.

4 Litt. 5. 421, &Ft.
* Co. Litt.48.

' Dyer. 18.

' Hid. 52.

' See appendix. No. I.

8 Weﬅ's Symbol. 256.
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of ſeiﬁn, as feoﬀments'in' fee-ſimple h. And this is theionly' diſi
--tinction that Littleton ſeems to take, when he ſaysi, "it is to be- i
" underﬅood that there is ſeoﬀor and feoſiﬀee, donor and donee,

'F-leſſor and leſſee 3" viz. feoﬀor is applied to a ſeoﬀment in fee
ﬁmple, donor to'a gift i'n tail, and leſſor to a leaſe for life, or for

years, or at will. In common acceptation gifts are frequentlyv
-'

nfounded with the next ſpecies of deeds; which are, \

_ zb. .

nt. _

. - 3. GR AN T s', cancgﬃonex; the regular method by the comb
mon law of 'transferring the property of imo/poren! heredita
ments, or, ſuch'things whereof no livery can be had k. For

which reaſon? all corporeal hereditaments, as lands and houſes,
are ſaid to lie inJ/'ve'ſſy ; and the others, as advowſons, Commons,
rents, reverſions, Ca'c, to lie in grant 1.

Andjhe reaſon is given:

by Bracton m: "traditia, or livery, ni/zi/ alz'u eſſ guam rci corpo

'fy-ally' de pe'ſamrin p'erſ/a'nam, de ma'zu in manam, tranﬅaﬂ'a out in

"pqﬃjſionem inductio; ſed re: incorporales, quae ſimt

jm rei

" vel carparz' in/zaerem, traa'zſitzſionem non patiuntur." Theſe there

fore paſs merely by' the delivery of the deed. And in' ſigniories,
or "fever-ſions of lands, ſuch grant,. together with the attornment
of the tenant (while attormnen'ts were requiſite) were held to be'
of equal notoriety with, and therefore equivalent to, aſi feoﬀment

and
liveryfrom
of lands
in immediate
It therefore
diﬀers
but little
a feoﬀment,
exceptpoſſeﬃon.
in' it's ſubject
matter : vfor
the ſi
operative' words therein commonly'uſed are dedi et concejz'; " have
" given and granted."
-'
4.-. A L E A s E is properly a conveyance ofct any landsor tenements, (uſually in conſideration of rent or other'annual re-'compenſe) made for. life, for years, or at will, but always for

aIg/i time than the leſſor hath in the premiſes: for if it be
for the whole intereﬅ, it is more properly an aﬃgnment than
a leaſe; The uſual words of operation in it are, " demiſe, grant',
t Litt.

59.

' 5. 57.
i Co. Litt. 9.

'

1

-' ! -

l Hid. 172.

'VI. 2. r.18.
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" and to fa'rm let; dimg/i, concgﬄ, et a'dſirmam tradz'di_-, Farm,
or fear/ne, is an old Saxon word ﬁgnifying proviſions": and' '
it came to be uſed inﬅead of rent or render, becauſe antient

ly the greater part of rents were reſerved 'in proviﬁons; in"
corn, in poultry, and the like 3 till the uſe of money became

more frequent.

So that a farmer, ſirmarim, was one who held

his lands upon payment of a rent or ﬂorme: though at pre
ſent, by a gradual departure from the original ſenſe, the word

jhrm is brought to ﬁgnify the very eﬅate or lands ſo held upon
farm or rent.

vBy this conveyance an eﬅate for life, for years,

or at will, may be created, either in corporeal or incorporeali
hereditaments : though livery of ſeiſin is indeed incident and ne
ceſſary to one ſpecies of leaſes, an'z. leaſes for life of corporeal
hereditaments 3 but to no other.

WH AT E v E R reﬅrictions, by the ſeverity of the feodal law,"
might in times of very high antiquity be obſerved with regard to'
leaſes 3 yet by the common law, as it has ﬅood for many cen-'ſi

turies, all perſons ſeiſed of any eﬅate might let leaſes to endure
ſo long as their own intereﬅ laﬅed, but no longer. Therefore
tenant in fee-ſimple might let leaſes of any duration 3 for he hath
the whole intereﬅ:

but tenant in tail, or tenant for life, could

make no leaſes which ſhould bind the iſſue in tail or reverſ10ner3
nor could a huſband, ſeiſed jure uxorz'r, make a ﬁrm or valid leaſe

for any longer term than the joint lives of himſelf and his wife,
for then his intereﬅ expired. Yet ſome tenants for life, where
the fee-ſimple was in abeyance, might (with the concurrence of
ſuch as have the guardianihip of the fee) make leaſes of equal
duration with thoſe granted by tenants in fee-ſimple: ſuch as'

parſons and vicars with conſent of the patron and ordinaryo. So
alſo biſhops, and deans, and ſuch other ſole eccleſiaﬅical corpo

rations as are ſeiſed of the fee-ſimple of lands in their corporate
right, might, with the concurrence and conﬁrmation of ſuch

perſons as the law requires, have made leaſes for years, or for
life, eﬅates in tail, or in feeklwithout any limitation or controll.
" Spelm. Gl. 229.

..

* Co. Litt. 44.

' "
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And corporations aggregate might have made what eﬅates they
pleaſed, without the conﬁrmation of any other perſon whatſoever.
Whereas now, by ſeveral ﬅatutes, this power where it was un
reaſonable, and might be made an ill uſe of, is reﬅrained; and,

where in the other caſes the reﬅraint by the common law ſeemed
too hard, it is in ſome meaſure removed. The former ﬅatutes

are called the reﬅrai'zing, the latter the medling ﬅatute. We will
take a view of them all, in order of time.
AND, ﬁrﬅ, the. enabling ﬅatute, 32 Hen.VIII. c. 28. em*

powers three manner of perſons to make leaſes, to endure for
three lives or one and twenty years, which could not do ſo be

fore.

As, ﬁrﬅ, tenant in tail, may by ſuch leaſes bind his iſſue

in tail, but not thoſe in remainder or reverﬁon. Secondly, a huſ

band ſeiſed in right of his wife, in fee-ſimple or fee-tail, provi
ded the wife joins in ſuch leaſe, may bind her and her heirs
thereby. Laﬅly, all perſons ſeiſed of an eﬅate of fee-ſimple in
right of their churches, except parſons and vicars, may (without

the concurrence of any other perſon) bind their ſucceſſors. But
then there muﬅ many requiſites be obſerved, which the ﬅatute
fpeciﬁes, otherwiſe ſuchv leaſes are not binding P. 1. The leaſe

muﬅ be by indenture 5 and not by deed poll, or by parol. 2. It
muﬅ begin from the making, or day of the making, and not at
any greater diﬅance of time. 3. If there be any old leaſe in being,
it muﬅ be ﬁrﬅ abſolutely ſurrendered, or be within a year of ex
piring. 4.. It muﬅ be eit/zer for twenty one years, or three lives z

and not for both. 5. It muﬅ not exceed the term of three lives, or
twenty one years, but may be for a ſhorter term. 6. It muﬅ be of

corporeal hereditaments, and not of ſuch things as lie merely in
grant ; for no rent can be reſerved thereout by the common law,
as the leſſor cannot reſort to them to diﬅrein *'. 7. It muﬅ be of
- I' Co. Litt. 44.
A But now by the ﬅatute gGeo. Ill. c.17.
a leaſe of tithes or other incorporeal hereclitaments, alone, may be granted by any

poration, and the ſuceelbr ſhall be intitled
to recover the rent by an action of debt,
which (in caſe of a freehold leaſe) he could
not have brought at the common law.

biſhop or eccleﬁaﬁical or eleemoſynary cor

lands
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lands and tenements moﬅ commonly letten for twenty years paﬅ;

ſo that if they have been let for above half the time (or eleven
years out of the twenty) either for life, for years, at will, or by
copy of court roll, it is ſuﬃcient. 8. The moﬅ uſual and cuſ
tomary feorm or rent, for twenty years paﬅ, muﬅ be reſerved

yearly on ſuch leaſe. 9. Such leaſes muﬅ not be made without
impeachment of waﬅe.

Theſe are the guards, impoſed by the

ﬅatute (which was avowedly made for the ſecurity of farmers and
the Conſequent improvement of tillage) to prevent unreaſonable
abuſes, in prejudice of the iſſue, the wife, or the ſucceſſor, of

t the reaſonable indulgence here given.
N E xT follows, in order of time, the dſzbling or rg/Zrazht'ng
ﬅatute, IEllZſſ. c. 19. (made entirely for the beneﬁt of the ſucceﬂſior)

which enacts, that all grants by archbiſhops and biſhops (which
include even thoſe conﬁrmed by the dean and chapter; the which,
however long or unreaſonable, were good at common law) other

than for the term of one and twenty years or three lives from the .
making, or without reſerving the uſual rent, ſhall be void.. Conſi

current leaſes, if conﬁrmed by the dean and chapter, are held to
be within the exception of this ﬅatute, and therefore valid; pro
vided they do not exceed (together with the leaſe in being) the
term permitted by the act '. But, by aſaving expreſily made, this
ﬅatute of 1 Eliz. did not extend to. grants made by any biſhop
to the crown 3 by which means queen Elizabeth procured many
fair poſſeﬃons to be made over to her by the prelates, either for
her own uſe, or with intent to be granted-outagain to her favour
ites, whom (he thus gratiﬁed without anyexpenſe to herſelf. To
prevent which' for the future, the ﬅatute I Jac. I. c. 3. extends

the prohibition to grants and leaſes made to the king, as well as
to any of his ſubjects.
NEXT comes the ﬅatute 13Eliz. c. Io. explained and enfor
ced by the ﬅatutes 14. Eliz. c. 11 85 14.. 18 Eliz. c. 11. and
43 Eliz. c. 29. which extend the reﬅrictions, laid by the laﬅ
' Co. Litt. 45.

' 1 I Rep. 71.

vmentioned
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mentioned ﬅatute on biſhops, to certain other inferior corpora

tions, both ſole and aggregate. From laying all which together
we may collect, that all colleges, cathedrals, and other eccleſiaſ
tical, or eleemoſynary corporations, and all parſons and vicars,
are reﬅrained from making any leaſes of their lands, unleſs under

the following rcgulations : I. They muﬅ not exceed twenty one
years, or three lives, from the making. 2. The accuﬅomed
rent, or more, muﬅ be yearly reſerved thereon.

3. Houſes in

corporations, or market towns, may be let for forty years; pro
vided they be not the manſion-houſes of the leſſors, nor have

above ten acres of ground belonging to them; and provided the
leſſee be bound to keep them in repair: and they may alſo be
aliened in fee-ſimple for lands of equal value in recompenſe.
4. Where there is an old leaſe in being, no concurrent leaſe ſhall
be made, unleſs where the old one will expire within three
years. 5. No leaſe (by the equity of th'e ﬅatute) ſhall be made
without impeachment of waﬅe '. 6. All bonds and covenants
tending to fruﬅrate the proviſions of the ﬅatutes 13 or, 18 Eliz.
ſhall be void.
CONCERNING theſe reﬅrictive ﬅatutes there are two obſerva
tions to be made. Firﬅ, that they do not, by any conﬅruction,

enable any perſons to make ſuch leaſes as they were by common
law diſabled to make. Therefore a parſon, or vicar, though he
is reﬅrained from making longer leaſes than for twenty one years

or three lives, even witb the conſent of patron and ordinary, yet
is not enabled to make any leaſe at all, ſo as to bind his ſuc
ceſſor, wit/tout obtaining ſuch conſent ". r Secondly, that thpugh
leaſes contrary to 'theſe acts are declared void, yet they are good
againﬅ the Ieſſr during his life, if he be a ſole corporation;

and are alſo good againﬅ an aggregate corporation ſo long as the
head of it lives, who is preſumed to be the moﬅ concerned in

intereﬅ. For the act was intended for the beneﬁt of the ſucceſ
for only; and no man ſhall make an advantage of his own wrong',
* Co. Litt. 45.

4

", Hid. 45.

' Iþid. 44.

1 _VoL. II.
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' THERE is yet another reﬅriction with regard to college' leaſes,
by ﬅatute 18Eliz. c.6. which directs, that one third of the old
rent, then paid, ſhould for the future be reſerved in wheat or

malt, reſerving a quarter of wheat for each 6 r 8 d, or a quarter
of malt for every 55; or that the leſſees ſhould pay for the ſame
according to the price that wheat and malt ſhould be ſold for, in
the market next adjoining to the reſpective colleges, on the mar
ket-day before the rent becomes due. This is ſaidX to have been
an invention of lord treaſurer Burleigh, and ﬁr Thomas Smith,
then principal ſecretary of ﬅate; who, obſerving how greatly the

value of money had ſunk, and the price of all proviﬁons riſen,
by the. quantity of bullion imported from the newfound Indies,
(which eﬀects were likely 'to 'increaſe to a greater degree) deviſed
this method for upholding the revenues of colleges. Their fore
ſight and penetration has in this reſpect been very apparent: for, -ſi
though the rent ſo reſerved in corn was at ﬁrﬅ but one third of
the old rent, or half of what was ﬅill reſerved in money, yet

now the proportion is nearly inverted; and the money ariſing
from corn rents is, commmzibur amzz'r, almoﬅ double to the rents
reſerved in money.
'

TH E leaſes of beneﬁced clergymen are farther reﬅrained, in
caſe of their non-reﬁdence, by ﬅatutes 13 Eliz. c. 20. 14 Eliz.
c. 11. and 18 Eliz. c. 11, which direct, that, if any beneﬁced

clergyman be abſent from his cure above fourſcore days in any
one year, he ſhall not only forfeit one year's proﬁt of his zbene
ﬁce, to be diﬅributed among the poor of the pariſh 5 but that
all leaſes made by him, of the proﬁts of ſuch beneﬁce, and all
covenants and agreements' of like nature, ſhall ceaſe and-be void :

except in the caſe of licenſed pluraliﬅs, who are allowed tode

miſe the living, on which they are non-reſident, to their curates
only; provided ſuch curates do not abſent themſelves above forty

days in any one year. And thus much for leaſes, with their ſe
veral enlargements and reﬅrictions 7.
>
* Strype's annals of Eliz.

which is very curious and diﬀuſive, I muﬅ

r For the other learning relating to leaſes,

refer the ﬅudent to zBac. abridgegþjlttitf,
a e:
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5. A N exchange is a mutual grant of equal intereﬅs, the one
incon'ﬁderation of the other. The word "exchange" is ib indi

vidually requiſite and appropriated by law to this caſe, that it can
not be ſnpplied by any other word or expreſſed by any circumlo
cution'. The eﬅates exchanged muﬅ be equal in quantity', not
of value, for that is immaterial, but of intereﬅ; as fee-ſimple for
fee-ſimple, aleaſe for twenty years for a leaſe, for twenty years,
and the like. And the exchange may be of things that lie either
in grant or in livery- ". But no livery of ſeiſin, even in exchanges

of freehold, is neceſſary to perfect the conveyancecz for each
party ﬅands in the place of the other and occupies his right, and
each of them hath already had corporal poſſeſiion- of his own
land. But ent-ry muﬅ be made on both ﬁdes ; for, if'either party

die before entry, the exchange is-void, for Want of ſuﬃcient no
toriety '*. And ſo alſo, if two parſons, byconſent of patron and
ordinary, exchange their preferments 5 and the one is preſented,
inﬅituted, and inducted, and the other is preſented, and inﬅitu
ted, but dies before induction 5 the former (hall not keep his new
beneﬁce, becauſe the exchange was not completed, and there

fore he (hallreturn back to his own *. For if, after an exchange

of lands or other heredita-ments, either party be evicted of thoſe '
which were taken by him in exchange, through defect of the
other's title 3 he ſhallreturn back to the poſſeﬁion of his own,

vby virtue of the implied warranty contained in all exchanges ſ.
6. A PA RT IT 1 o N, is when two or more joint-tenants, co
ipa'rceners, or tenants in common, agree to divide the lands ſo

held among them in ſeveralty, each taking a diﬅinct part. Here,
as in ſome inﬅances there is a unity of intereﬅ, and in all av unity
U

Juﬅ: and ram ﬁr yearr) where the ſubject

h Co. Litt. 51.

is treated in a perſpicuous and maﬅerly

c Lﬄ- 5-62

manner; being ſuppoſed to be extracted _

a CO- Lilit-50

from a manuſcript of ﬁr Geoﬀrey Gilbert.
z Co. Litt. 50, 51.
a Litt.

64, 65_

.

e Pﬂ'k- i- 233
T pag. 301.
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of poſſeﬁion, it is neceſſary that they all mutually convey and
aſſure to each other the ſeveral eﬅates, which they are to take
and enjoy ſeparately. By the common law coparceners, being
compellable to make partition, might have made it by parol only;
but joint-tenants and tenants in common- muﬅ have done it by
deed : and in both caſes the conveyance. muﬅ have been perfected
by livery of ſeiﬁn 3. And the ﬅatutes of 31 Hen.VIII. c. I. and
32 Hen.VlII. c. 32. made no alteration in this point. But the
ﬅatute of frauds 29 Car. II. c.3. hath now aboliſhed this diſtinc
tion, and made a deed in all caſes neceſſary..
THESE are the ſeveral ſpecies of primary, or original convey
ances.

Thoſe which remain are of the ſhco'zdary, or derivative

ſort 5 which preſuppoſe ſome other conveyance precedent, and'
only ſerve to enlarge, conﬁrm, alter, reﬅrain, reﬅore, or transfer

the intereﬅ granted by ſuch original conveyance.

As,

7. RE L a A s a s ; which are a diſcharge or conveyance of a
man's right in lands or tenements, to another that hath ſome.

former eﬅate in poſſeﬃon. The words generally uſed therein,
are " remiſed, releaſed, and for ever quit-claimed h." And theſe

releaſes may enure either, 1. By way of err/urging an g/Zam'or
enlarge-r 1' eﬅate: as, if there be tenant for life or years, re
mainder to another in fee, and he in 'remainder rcleaſes all his
right to the particular tenant and his heirs, this gives him the
eﬅate in feel. But in this caſe the releſſee muﬅ be in jxſſcfﬄan of
ſome eﬅate, for the releaſe to work upon 5 for if there be leſſee '
for years, and, before he enters and is in' poſſeﬃon, the leſſor re

leaſes to him all his right in- the reverſion, ſuch releaſe is void 'for
want of poſſeſiion in the releſſeek. 2. By way of pqﬃ'ng an eﬅate,
or 'm'tter i' eﬅate : as when one of two coparceners releaſeth all

her right to the other, this paſſeth-the fee-ſimple of the whole 1. And in both theſe caſes there muﬅ be a privity of eﬅate between
the releſi'or and releſſeem 3 that is, one of their eﬅates muﬅ be
l Litt. 5. 250. Co. Litt. 169.

'1 Hid. s. 459.

l Litt. 5. 445.

1 Co. Litt. 273.

1 Hid. 5465.

l Ibz'd. 272, 273.

\
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ſo related to the other, as to make but one and the ſame eﬅate

in law. 3. By way of paﬃ'ng a rzlg/lt, or mitter le droit : as if a
man be diſſeiſed, and releaſeth to his diſſeiſor all his right; hereby

the diſſeiſor acquires a new right, which changes the quality of
his eﬅate, and renders that'lawful which before was tortious ".

4.. By way of extinguzſi/bment: as if my tenant for life makes a
leaſe to A for life, remainder to B and his heirs, and I releaſe to

A; this extinguiſhes my right to the reverſion, and ſhall enure
to the advantage of B's remainder as well as of A's particular'
eﬅate o. 5. By way of entry and feqﬃinmt: as if there be' two
joint diſſeiſors, and the diſſeiſee releaſes to one of them, he ſhall

be ſole ſeiſed, and ſhall keep out his' former companion ; which
is the ſame in eﬀect as if the diſſeiſee had entered, and thereby

put an end to the diſſeiſin, and afterwards had enfeoﬀed one of
the diſſeiſors in'feeP. And hereupon we may obſerve, that when
a man has in himſelf the poſſeﬃon of lands, he muﬅ at the com
mon la'w convey the freehold by ſeoﬀment and livery ; which
makes a notoriety in the country: but ifla man has only a right
or a future intereﬅ, he may convey that right or intereﬅ by a.
mere releaſe to' him that is in poſſeﬃon of the land : for the oc

cupancy of the releſſee is a matter of ſuﬃcient notoriety already.

ſ 8. A Co NFl R MATION is of a nature nearly aIlied to a re
leaſe." Sir Edward Coke deﬁnes itq to be a conveyance of an
eﬅate or right in'gſſeſi), whereby a voidable eﬅate is made ſure and
unavoidable, or whereby a particular eﬅate is encreaſed: and
'the words of making it are theſe, " have given, granted, rati

" ﬁed, approved, and conﬁ'rſimed'." An inﬅance of the ﬁrﬅ branch

of the deﬁnition is, if tenant for life leaſeth for forty years, and
dieth during that term; here the leaſe for years is voidable by

him in reverſion: yet, if he hath conﬁrmed the eﬅate of the
leſſee for years, before the death of tenant for life, it is no lon
ger voidable but ſure '. The latter branch, or that which tends
l Litt. 5466,

'I r Inﬅ. 295.

* Hid. 5. 470.

" Litt. s. 5'5.53'.

P Co. Litt.278-.

* Hid. 5. 516.
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to the encreaſe of a particular'eﬅate, is the' ſame in all reſpects

with that ſpecies of releaſe, which operates by way of enlarge
ment.

9. A SURR'ENDER, ſhrſhmredditio, or rendering up, is of a
nature directly oppoſite to a releaſe ; for, as that operates by the
greater cﬅate's deſcending upon the leſs, a ſurrender is the falling
-of a leſs eﬅate into a greater by deed. It is deﬁnedt, a yielding
up of an eﬅate for life or years to 'him that hath the immediatd

reverﬁon or remainder, wherein the particular eﬅate may merge
*or drown, by mutual agreement between them. It is done by
theſe words, " hath ſurrendered, granted, and yielded up." The

ſurrenderor muﬅ be in poſi'eſſion"; and the ſurrenderee muﬅ
have a higher eﬅate, in which the eﬅate ſurrendered may merge;
therefore tenant for life cannot ſurrender to him in remainder for
years w. In a ſurrender there isno occaſion for livery of ſeiſinxz

for there is a privity of eﬅate between the ſurrenderor, and the
ſurrenderee ; the one's particular eﬅate, and the other's remain
der arexone and the ſame eﬅate; and livery having been once
made at the creation of it, there is no neceſſity'for having it af

terwards. And, for the ſame reaſon, no livery is required on a res
-leaſe or conﬁrmation in fee to tenant for years or at will, though
a freehold thereby. paſſes ; ſince the reverﬁon of the releſſor, or
conﬁrmor, and the particular eﬅate of the releſſee, or conﬁrmee,
are one and vthe ſame eﬅate ; and where there is already a poſſeſ

ſion, derived from ſuch a privity of eﬅate, any farther delivery of
poſſeﬃon would be vain and nugatory 7.
1 o. AN aﬃ'gnment is properly a transfer, or making over to an
other, of the right one has in any eﬅate; but it is uſually applied to

an eﬅate for life or years. And it diﬀers from a leaſe only in this:
'that by a leaſe one grants an intereﬅ leſs than his own, reſerving
to himſelf a reverﬁon; .in aﬃgnments he parts with the whole
1 'Co. Litt. 337.

x Co. Litt. 50.

*' Hid. 338.
W Perk. s. 589.

7 Litt. S.4.6o.

..
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property, and the aﬃgnoe ﬅands to all intents and purpoſes in the

place of the aﬂignor.

_

II. A DEFEAZANCE is a collateral deed, made at the ſame

time with a feoﬀment or other conveyance, containing certain
conditions, upon the performance of which the eﬅate then crea

ted may be dgﬂated' or totally undone. And in this manner
mortgages were in former times uſually made z the mortgagor
enfeoﬃng the mortgagee, and he at the ſame time executing a.

deed of defeazance, whereby the feoﬃnent was-rendered void
von re-payment of the money borrowed at a certain day.

And

this, 'when executed at the ſame time with the original feoffment,
was conſidered as part of it by the antient law ' ; and, therefore

only, indulged: no ſubſequent ſecret revocation of a ſolemn con-r
veyance, executed by livery of ſeiſin, being allowed in thoſe days
of ſimplicity and truth; though, when uſes were afterwards in-v

troduced, a revocation of ſuch uſes was permitted by the courts
of equity. But things that were merely executory, or to be com
pleted by matter ſubſequent, (as rents, of which no ſeiſin could
be had till the time of payment; and ſo alſo annuities, condi
tions, warranties, and the like) were always liable to be recalle'd;

by defeazances made ſubſequent to the time of their creation 5..
II. TH E RE yet remain to be ſpoken of ſome few conveyan
ces, which have their force and operation by virtue of the ﬅatute
zz/Er.

USES and truﬅ; are in their original of a nature very ﬁmilar,

or rather exactly the ſame: anſwering more to the ſidezlcomzzzi um
than the zz/z'u-ſructm, of the civil law 3 which latter was the tern

porary right of uſing a thing, 'without having the ultimate pro
perty, or full dominion of the ſubﬅance ®. But the ſidei-cammzſ
ſizm, which uſually was created by will, was the diſpoſal of an
inheritance to one, in conﬁdence that he ſhould convey it or diſ
I From the French verb dgfairc, i'ﬁctum
redder:a CO. Litt. 236.

.

" Hid. 237.
c Ff. 7. l. l.
poſe
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poſe of the proﬁts at the will of another. And it was the buſi

neſs of a particular magiﬅrate, the þmctar ſidei-commſſtriur, in
ﬅituted by Auguﬅus, to enforce the obſervance of this conﬁdence'.

'So that the right thereby given was looked upon as a veﬅed right,

and entitled to a remedy from a court of juﬅice: which occa
ſioned that known diviſion of rights by the Roman law, into ju:
Izgitimum, a legal right, which was remedied by the ordinary
courſe of law; ju: ſia'ucz'arz'um, a right in truﬅ, for which there
was a remedy in conſcience ; and jur precarz'um, a right in cour

teſy, for which'the remedy was only by intreaty or requeﬅ*. In
our law, a uſe might be ranked under the rights of the ſecond'

kind; being a conﬁdence repoſed in another who was tena'nt of
the land, or term-tenant, that he ſhould diſpoſe of the land ac

cording to the intentions of ccﬅuy que zz/E, or him: to whoſe uſe it
'was granted, and ſuﬀer him to take the proﬁts r. As, if a feoﬀ
ment was made to A and his heirs, to the uſe of (or in truﬅ for) B
and his heirs 5 here at the common law A the ferre-tenant had the

legal property and poſſeſiion oſ the land, but B the rgﬅuy gſſue zzſe
was in conſcience and equity to have the proﬁts and diſpoſal of it.
THIS notion was tranſplanted into England from the civil law,
about the cloſe oſ the reign of Edward III 3, by means of the
foreign eccleſiaﬅics ;_ who introduced it to evade the ﬅatutes of
mortmain,by obtaining grants of 1ands,not to their religious houſes
directly, but to tfze uﬅ of the religious houſesh: which the cleri
cal chancellors of thoſe times held to beſidei-mmmiſſ'a, and bind
ing in conſcience 3 and therefore aſſumed the juriſdiction, which

Auguﬅus had veﬅed in his praetar, of compelling the execution
of ſuch truﬅs in the court of c'hancery. And, as it was moﬅ
ſieaſy to obtain ſuch grants fromdying perſons, a maxim was eﬅa
bliſhed, that though by law the lands themſelves were not de
viſable, yet if a teﬅator had enfeoﬀed another to his own uſe,

and ſo was poſſeſſed of the uſe only, ſuchuſe was deviſable by
4 Inﬅ. z. rit. 23.

8 Stat. 50 Edw. III. c. 6. l_Ric. II. c.9.

e Fſ. 43. 26. 1. Bacon on uſes. 80.306.
ſ Plowd. 352.

' See pag. 271.
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will. But we have ſeeni how this evaﬁon was cruſhed in it's in
fancy, by ﬅatute I 5Ric. II. c. 5. with reſpect to religious houſes.
YE T, the idea being once introduced, however fraudulently,

it afterwards continued to be often innocently, and ſometimes
very laudably, applied to a number of' civil purpoſes : particu
larly as it removed the reﬅraint of alienations bywill, and per
mitted the owner of lands in his lifetime to make various deſig

nations of their proﬁts, as prudence, or juﬅice, or family conve
nience, might from time to time require. Till at length, during
our long wars in France and the ſubſequent civil commotions
between the houſes of York and Lancaﬅer, uſes grew almoﬅ
univerſal: through the deſire that men had (when their lives
were continually in hazard) of providing for their children by
will, and of ſecuring their eﬅates, from forfeitures ; when each

of the contending parties, as they became uppermoﬅ, alternately
rattainted the other.

Wherefore about the reign of Edward IV,

(before whoſe time, lord Bacon remarksk, there are not ſix' caſes
to
be found
relating
doctrine of
of uſes)
the courts
began
to reduce
themtotothe
ſomething
a regular
ſyﬅem.of equity
ſi
O R I G 1 N A L LY it was held that the chancery could give no
relief, but againﬅ the very perſon himſelf intruﬅed for cej/tluy guc
zgſe, and not againﬅ his heir or alienee. This was altered in the
reignof Henry VI, with reſpect to the heir', and afterwards

the ſame rule, by a parity of reaſon, was extended to ſuch alie
vnees as had purchaſed either without a valuable conſideration, or
with an expreſs notice of the uſe m. But a purchaſor for a va
luable conſideration, without notice, might hold the land diſ

charged of any truﬅ or conﬁdence. And alſo it was held, that
neither the king or queen, on account of their dignity royal '-',
nor any corporation aggregate,.on account of it's limited capacity o,
i pag. 272.
" on uſes. 313.
' Keilw. 42. Yearbook 22 Edw. IV. 6.
I Keilw.4.6. Bacon of uſes. 312.

VOL. II.

'1 Bro. Abr. rit. Ftqﬀm. al "ſit, 31. Bacon
of uſes. 346, 347.'
* Bro. Abr. rit. Fcqﬀm. al uﬂs. 40. Ba
con. 347.
T
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could be ſeiſed to any uſe but their own ; that is, they might

hold the lands, but were not compellable to execute the truﬅ.
And, if the feoﬀee to uſes died without heir, or committedw
- a forfeiture, or married, neither 'the lord who entered for his
eſcheat or forfeiture, nor the huſband who retained the poſſeﬃon

as tenant by the curteſy, nor the wiſe who was'aﬁigned her dower,
were liable to perform the uſep 3 becauſe they were not parties
to the cruſt, but came in by act of law: though doubtleſs their:
title in reaſon was no better than that of the heir.
ON the other hand the uſe itſelf, or intereﬅ of ceﬅuy que zg/E,

was learnedly reﬁned upon with many elaborate diﬅinctions.
And, I. It was held that nothing could be granted'to a uſe,
whereof the uſe is inſeparable from the poſſeﬃon; as annuities,

- ways, commons, and authorities, quae
tg/ic co'gſumunturq: or
whereof the ſeiﬁn could not be inﬅantly given '. 2. A uſe could
not be raiſed without a ſuﬃcient conſideration. For where' a
man 'makes a feoﬀment to another without any conſideration,

equity preſumes that he meant it to the uſe of himſelf 5 : unleſs
he expreſily declares it to be to the uſe of another, and then no
thing ſhall be preſumed contrary to his own expreﬃonsﬁ

But,

if either a good or a valuable conſideration appears, equity will
immediately raiſe a uſe correſpondent to ſuch conſideration "'.
3. Uſes were deſcendible according to the rules of the common
law, in the caſe of inheritances in poſſeﬃon'; for in this and

many other reſpects aeguita: ﬅquitur legem, and cannot eﬅabliſh
a diﬀerent rule of property from that which the law has eﬅa
bliſhed. 4. Uſes might be aſſigned by ſecret deeds between the
parties *, or be deviſed by laﬅ will and teﬅament y: for, as the

legal eﬅate in the ſoil was not transferred by theſe tranſactions,
no liveryof ſeiſin was neceſſary; and, as the intention of the par
ties was the leading principle in-this ſpecies of property, any
l' 1 Rep. 122.

'1 1 Jon. 127.
' Cro. Eliz. 401.
' See pag. 296.

I z And. 37.

" Moor.684.

'

' zRolI. Abr. 780.
1' Bacon of uſes. 312.
7 Hid. 308.

inﬅru
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inﬅrument declaring that intention was allowed to be binding in
equity. But cejﬅuy gue zzſh could not at common law aliene the
legal intereﬅ of the zlands, without the concurrence of his feoﬀee 'z

to whom he was accounted by law to be only tenant at ſuﬀer
ancea. 5. Uſes were not liable to any of the feodal burthens ;
and particularly did not eſcheat for felony or other defect of
blood; for eſcheats, Cﬀc, are the conſequence of tenure, and

uſes are lzeld of nobody: but the land itſelf was liable to eſcheat,
whenever the blood of the feoﬀee to uſes was extinguiſhed by
crime or by defect; and the lord (as was before obſerved) might
hold it diſcharged of the uſeb: 6. No wife could be endowed, or
huſband have his curteſy, of a uſe ® : for no truﬅ w_as declared

ſon-their beneﬁt, at the voriginal grant of the eﬅate. And there,
fore it became cuﬅomary, when moﬅ eﬅates were put in uſe, to
ſettle before marriage ſome joint eﬅate to the uſe of the huſband

and wife for their lives ; which was the original of modern join

tures d. 7. A uſe could not be extended by writ of elegit, or
other legal proceſs, for the debts of ceﬅuy gaze zz/E'. For, being
merely a creature of equity, the common law, which looked no
farther than to the perſon actually ſeiſed of the land, could award

no proceſs againﬅ it.
IT is impracticable, upon our preſent plan, to lpurſue the doc
trine of uſes through all the reﬁnements and niceties, which the
ingenuity of the times (abounding in ſubtile diſquiﬁtions) deduced
from this child of the imagination ; when once a departure was
permitted fromthe plain ſimple rules of property eﬅabliſhed by
the antient law. Theſe principal outlines will be fully ſuﬃcient
to ſhew the ground of lord Bacon's complaint ſ, that this courſe
of proceeding " was tur-ned to deceive many of their, juﬅ and
'5 reaſonable rights, A -man,,that had cauſe to ſue for land, knew

*' not againﬅ whom to bring his action, or who was the owner
2 Stat. tRie. 111. e. r.

L

3 Bro. Abr. ibid. 23.

" See pag. 137.
3 Bro. Abr. rit. aunt-inn. 90.

' Jenk.lgo.
© 4Rep.r. .2And.75.

f Uſe of the law.153.
_
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" of it. The wiſe was defrauded of her thirds; the huſband of
't his curteſy ; the lord of- his wardſhip, relief, heriot, and eſ
" cheat 5 the creditor of his extent for debt; and the poor te

" nant of his leaſe." To remedy theſe inconveniences abundance
of ﬅatutes were provided, which made the lands liable to be ex
tended by the Creditors of ceﬅuy gue zgſeg ; allowed actions for
the freehold to be brought againﬅ him, if in the actual pernancy

or enjoyment of the proﬁtshz made him liable to actions of,
waﬅe i 3 eﬅabliſhed his conveyances and leaſes made without the
concurrence of his feoﬀeesk; and gave the lord the wardſhip

of his heir, with certain other ſeodal perquiſites 1.
THESE proviﬁons all tended to conſider ceﬅuy gue uſi- as the
real owner of the eﬅate; and at length that idea was carried into,
full eﬀect by the ﬅatute 27 Hen.VIII. c. IO. which is uſually
called the ﬅatute of uﬅr, or, in conveyances and pleadings, the
ﬅatute for tranﬃrring zz/Zar into poſieﬄon. The hint ſeems to have
been derived from what was done at the acceﬁion of king R.i-.
chard III 3 who having, when duke of Gloceﬅer, been frequently.

made afeoﬀee to uſes, would upon the aſſumption of the crown (as
the law was then underﬅood) have been intitled to hold the lands
diſcharged of the uſe. But, to obviate ſo notorious an injuﬅice,
an act of parliament was immediately paſſed m, which ordained

that, where he had been ſo inſeoﬀed jointly with other perſons,
the land ſhould veﬅ in the other feoﬀees, as if he had never been
named; and that, where he ﬅood ſolely infeoﬀed, the eﬅate

itſelf ſhould veﬅ in Ceſſuy gue ty? in like manner as he had the
uſe. And ſo the ﬅatute of HenryVIII, after reciting the various
ſ inconveniences before-mentioned and many others, enacts, that
" when any perſon ſhall be ﬅzﬅd of lands, &in-to the uſe, conﬁ
" dence, or truﬅ, of any other perſon or body politic, the perſon
8 Stat. 5oEdw.III. c.6. zRic. II. ſcﬂfa.
" Stat. 1 Ric. III. c.1.
c. 3. 19 Hen.VII. c.15.
1 Srat. 4Hen.VIl. c.17. 19 Hen-VII.
* Stat. 1Ric. II. c.9. 4Hen.IV. c47. e. 15.
11 Hen.VI. c. 3. 1Hen.VII. c. 1.

- 1 Ric.]ll. c.5.

i Stat. 11 Hen.VI. c. 5.
et or
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" or corporation intitled to the uſe in fee-ſimple, fee-tail, for life,
" or years, or otherwiſe, ſhall from thenceforth ﬅand and be ſeiſed

"or poſſeſſed of the land, He, of and in the like eﬅates as they
.'.* have in the uſe, truﬅ, or conﬁdence ; and that the eﬅate of
'5 the perſon ſo ſeiſed to uſes ſhall be deemed to be in him vor
'.' them that have the uſe, in ſuch quality, manner, form, and

"condition, as they had before in the uſe." The ﬅatute thus
eþcccuter the uſe, as our lawyers term it ; that is, it conveys the

poſſeﬃon to theuſe, and transfcrs the uſe into poſſeﬃon: thereby
making cg/Iuy gue uﬅ complete owner of the lands and tenements,
as well at law as in equity.
THE ﬅatute having thus, .-not aboliſhed the conveyance to
uſes, but only annihilated the intervening eﬅate of the feoﬀee,
and turned the intereﬅ of ceﬅuy gue zzſh into a legal inﬅead of an
cquitable ownerſhip ; the courts of common law began to take
cognizance of uſes, inﬅead of ſending the party to ſeek his re
lief in chancery. And, conſidering them now as merely a mode

of conveyance, very many of the rules before eﬅabliſhed i'n equity,
were adopted with improvements by the judges of the common

law. The ſame perſons only were held capable of being ſeiſed.
to a uſe, the ſame conſiderations were neceſſary for raiſing it;
and it could only be raiſed of the ſame hereditaments, asfor
merly.

But as the ﬅatute, the inﬅant it was raiſed, converted it

into an actual poſſeﬃon of the land, a great number of the in-*
cidents, that formerly attended it in it's ﬁduciary ﬅate, were now
at an end. The land could not eſcheat or be forfeited by the act:
or defect of the feoffee, nor be aliened to any purchaſor diſchar-q
ged of the uſe, nor be liable to dower or curteſy on account of

the ſeiſin of ſuch feoﬀee z becauſe the legal eﬅate never reﬅs in
him for a moment, but is inﬅantaneouﬂy transferred to ceﬅuy que

zſſ, as ſoon as the uſe is declared. And, as the uſe and the land
were now convertible terms, they became liable to dower, curteſy,

and eſcheat, in conſequence of the ſeiſin of ceﬅuy que uſe, who
was now become the terreſitmcmt alſo 3 and they likewiſe were

no longer deviſable by will.
_,
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. THE various neceſiities of mankind induced alſo the judges

very ſoon to depart from the rigour and ſimplicity of the rules
of the common law, and to allowza more minute and complex
conﬅruction upon conveyances to uſes than upon others. Hence

it was adjudged, that the uſe need not always be executed tlr
inﬅant the conveyance is made : but, if it cannot take eﬀect at
that time, the operation of the ﬅatute may wait till the.uſe ſhall
ariſe upon ſome future contingency, to happen within a reaſon
able,period of time ; and in the mean while the antient uſe ſhall

remain in the original grantor : as, when 'lands are conveyed to
the
uſethe
of AuſeandofB,Aafter
marriage
ſhall
be had
them",
or to
and ahis
heirsſſtill
B ſhall
paybetween
him a ſum
of
money, and then to the uſe of B and his heirs o. Which doctrine,
when deviſes by will were again introduced, and conſidered as

equivalent in point of conﬅruction to declarations of uſes, was alſo
adopted in favour of executory devzﬅr P. But herein theſe, which are
called
ſpringing,
diﬀer
fromuſes
an at
executory
in
thatcontingent
there muﬅorbe
a perſon uſes
ſeiſed
to ſuch
the timedeviſeﬁ
when i
the contingency happens, elſe they can never be executed by
the ﬅatute; and therefore, if the eﬅate of the feoﬀee to ſuch
uſe be deﬅroyed by alienation or otherwiſe, before' the contin.
gency ariſes, the uſe is deﬅroyed for everq : whereas by an exe
cutory deviſe the freehold itſelf is transferred to the future de
viſee. And, in both theſe caſes, a fee may be limited to take eﬀect
after a fee', becauſe, though that was forbidden by the common
law in favour of the lord's eſcheat, yet, when the legal eﬅate
was not extended beyond one fee-ſimple, ſuch ſubſequent uſes
(after a uſe in fee) were before the ﬅatute permitted to be limit
ed in equity 3 and then the ﬅatute executed the legal eﬅate in

the ſame manner as the uſe before ſubſiﬅed.

It was alſo held

that a uſe, though executed, may change from one to another.
by circumﬅances ex pqﬅ factﬃ'; as, if A makes a feoﬀment
' 2 Roll. Abr. 791. Cro. Eliz.439.

1 1 Rep. 134.. 138.v Cro. Eliz. 439.

'> Bro. Abr. lit. Ftqﬀm. al uſn. 30.
r see pag. 173.

' Pollexf. 78. lo Mod. 423.
' Bro. Abr. rit. Feqﬀm. al aﬅr. 30.
to
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to the uſe of his intended wife and her eldeﬅ ſon 'for their

lives, upon the marriage the wife takes the whole uſe in ſevemity ; and, upon the birth of a ſon, the uſe is executed jointly

in them both t. This is ſometimes called aﬅrandary, ſometimes
aſhﬃiﬂg, uſe. And, whenever the uſe limited by the deed expires,
or cannot veﬅ, it returns back to him who raiſed it, after ſuch.

expiration or during ſuch impoﬃbility, and is ﬅiled a raſh/ting
uſe. As, if a man makes a feoﬀment to the uſe of his intended
wife for life, with remainder to the uſe of her'ﬁ'rﬅ-born ſon in:
tail: here, till he marries the uſe reſults back to himſelf; after
marriage, it is executed in the wife for life; and, if ſhe dies with

outiﬁ'ue, the whole reſults back to him in fee ". It was likewiſe.
held, that the uſes originally declared may be revoked at any fu

ture time, and new uſes be declared of the land, provided the
grantor reſerved to himſelf ſuch a power at the creation Of the
eﬅate ; whereas the utmoﬅ that the common law would allow,

was a deed of defeazance coevalwith- the grant itſelf (and therefore eﬅeemed a part of it) upon events ſpeciﬁcally mentionedw.
And, in caſe of ſuch a revocation, the old uſes were held inﬅantly
to ceaſe, and the. new ones to become executed in their ﬅead '.
And this-was permitted, partly. to 'indulge the convenience, and

Partly the caprice of mankind 3 who (as lord Bacon obſerves y)
have always aﬀected to have the diſpoﬁtion of their property re-vocable in their own time, and irrevocable ever. afterwards,"

r BY this equita-ble train of deciſions in the courts of-law, the

power of the court of chancery over landed property was greatly.
curtailed and diminiſhed. But one or two technical"ſcruples,whicha

the judges found it hard to get over, reﬅored it with tenfold in
creaſe. They held in the ﬁrﬅ place, that " no uſe could be li
" mited on a uſe zn
, and that when a man bargains and ſells his

land for money, which raiſes a uſe by implication to the bargainee, the limitation of a farther uſe to another perſon is re* Bacon of uſes. 351.

*_ Co. Litt. 237.

I IbizLzgo. lRep, 130.

7 on uſes. 316.

" See pag.zz7.

1 Dyer. '55.
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pugnant 'and therefore void'. And therefore, on'a feoﬀment to A
and his heirs, to the uſe of B and his heirs, in truﬅ for C and

his heirs, they held that the ﬅatute executed only the ﬁrﬅ uſe,
and that the ſecond was a mere nullity : -not,adverting, that the ,
inﬅant the ﬁrﬅ uſe was executed in B, he' became ſeiſed to the uſe

of C, which ſecond uſe the ﬅatute might as. well be permitted
to execute as it did the ﬁrﬅ; and ſo the legal eﬅate might be in

ﬅantaneouﬂy tranſmitted down, through a hundred 'uſes upon
uſes, till ﬁnally executed in the laﬅ Cg/Zlgl gue
Again ; as the
ﬅatute mentions only ſuch perſons as were ﬅfſhd to the uſe of o
thers, this was held not to extend to terms of years, or other chattel
intereﬅs, whereof the termor is not ﬅﬃd, but only poﬃﬃa' b ;
and therefore, if a term of one thouſand years be limited to A,

to the uſe of (or in truﬅ for) B, the ﬅatute does not execute this
uſe, but leaves it as at common law c. And laﬅly, (by more.
modern reſolutions) where lands are given to one and his heirs,
in truﬅ to receive and pay over the proﬁts to another, this uſe is
not executed by the ﬅatute: for the land muﬅ remain in the

truﬅee-to enable him to perform the truﬅ-d.
OF the two more antient diﬅinctions the courts of equity
quickly availed themſelves.

In the ﬁrﬅ caſe it was evident, that

B was never intended by the parties to have any beneﬁcial inte
reﬅ; and, in the ſecond, the ceﬅuy gue zﬃe of the term was ex
preſily driven into the court of chancery to ſeek his remedy: and
therefore that court determined, that though theſe were not uﬅr,

whichthe ﬅatute could execute, yet ﬅill they were truﬅs -_ in e
quity, which in conſcience ought to be performed. To this the
reaſon of mankind aſſented, and the doctrine of uſes was revived,
under the denomination of tra/Is: and thus, by this ﬅrict con
ﬅruction of the courts of law, a ﬅatute made upon great delibe

ration, and introduced in the moﬅ ſolemn manner, has had little

other eﬀect than to make a ſlight alteration in the formal words
of a conveyancei
* 1 And. 37.136.

d 1 Equ. Caſ. abr. 383,384,.

l' Bacon law of uſes. 335. jenlLaH.

e Vauglngo. Atk.591.

-* Poph.76. Dyer. 369.
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t - HOWEVER, the courts of equity, in the exerciſe of this new

juriſdiction, have wifely avoided in a great degree thoſe miſchiefs
which' made uſes intolerable. They now conſider a truﬅ-eﬅate
(either when expreſily declared or reſultingby- neceſſary implica

tio'n)=as' equivalent to the legal ownerſhip, governed by the ſame
rules of property, and liable to every- charge in equity, which
the other is ſubject to in law : and, by a long ſeries of uniform

determination-s, for now near a century paﬅ,.with ſome aﬃﬅance

from'ﬂte legiſlature, 'they have raiſed' a new. ſyﬅem of rational
juriſprudence, by which truﬅs are made to anſwer in general all
the beneﬁcial ends of uſes, without their inconvenience or frauds.

The truﬅe'e is conſidered as merely the inﬅrument of conveyance,
and can in no ſhape aﬀect the eﬅate, unleſs by alienation for a

valuable conſideration to a purchafor without noticefz- which, as

cgﬂzq que- zzſe is generally in poſſeﬃon of the land, is a thing that
can rarely happen. The truﬅ will deſcend, may be aliened,
is liable to debts, to forfeiture, to leaſes and other ineumbrances,
nay even to the curteſy of the huſband, as if it was an eﬅate at
law. It has-not yet indeed been ſubjected to dower, more from

'e cautiousadherencd "to ﬂame haﬅy precedents *, than from any
well-grounded principle. It hath alſo been held not liable to
eſcheat to the lord, in conſequence of attainder or want of heirs h:

becauſe the truﬅ could never be intended for his beneﬁt.
let us now! return to the ﬅatute of uſes.
'

.'.

But

!(-.'

TH E- only ſervice, as was before obſerved, to which this ﬅa

tute is now conſigned, is in giving eﬃcacy to certain new and
ſecret ſpecies of'conveyances; introduced in order to render tranſ
ections of this ſort as private as poſſible, and to ſave the trouble
of making liuery of ſeiﬁn, the only antient conveyance of corpo
real freeholds :- the-ſecurity and notoriety of which public inveſ
titure abundantly overpaid the labour of going to the land, or of
ſending an attorney in-one's ﬅead. But this now has given way to
' zFreem.43.
I 1 Chanc. Rep.2;4. zPQW'P. 640'.

. .VoL. II.
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* &mix-494. Burgeſs andWheate. Hil.
r 32 Geo. lI. in Cane.
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12. A TWELFTH ſpecies of conveyance, called a covenant to
ﬅand ﬅſſd to uﬅr: by which a man, ſeiſed of lands, covenants
in conſideration of Blood or marriage that he will ﬅand ſeiſed of *
the ſame to the uſe of his child, wife, or kinſman ; for life, in

' tail, or in fee.

Here the ﬅatute executes at once the eﬅate 5 for

the party intended to be beneſited, having thus acquired the uſe,
is thereby put at once into corporal poſſeﬃon of the land*, with- '
out ever ſeeing it, by a kind of Parliamentary magic. But this
conveyance can only operate, when made upon ſuch weighty and

intereﬅing conſiderations as thoſe of blood or marriage.
13. A THlRTEENTH ſpecies of conveyance, introduced by"
this ﬅatute, is that of a bargain and ſh/e of lands ; which is a
kind of a real contract, whereby the bargainor for ſome pecu
niary conſideration bargains and ſells, that is, contracts to con
vey, the land to the bargainee; and becomes by ſuch bargain a
truﬅee for, or ſeiſed to the uſe of, the bargainee; and then the

ﬅatute of uſes completes the purchaſej: or, as it hath been well
expreﬂ'edk, the bargain ﬁrﬅ veﬅs the uſe, and then the ﬅatute

veﬅs the poſſeﬁion. But as it was foreſeen that conveyances, thus
made, would'want all thoſe beneﬁts of notoriety, which the 'old
common law aſſurances were calculated to give 5 to prevent there
fore Clandeﬅine conveyances of freeholds, it was enacted in the

ſame ſeﬃon of parliament by ﬅatute 27 Hen. VIII. c. 16. that
ſuch bargains and ſales ſhould not enure to paſs a freehold, un
leſs the ſame be made by indenture, and auro/led within ſix months

in one of the courts of Weﬅminﬅer-hall or with the cuﬅor ra
tularum of the county. Clandeﬅine bargains and ſales of chattel
intereﬅs, or leaſes for years, were thought not worth regarding,
as ſuch intereﬅs were very precarious till about ſix years before 1;
which alſo occaſioned them,to be overlooked in framing the ﬅa
tute of uſes: and therefore ſuch bargains and ſales are not "di

rected to be enrolled.
1 Bacon. Uſe of the law. 15',
l Hid. 150.

But how impoſſible is it to foreſee, and
'l Cro. Jac. 696.
1 See pag. 142.
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provide againﬅ, all the conſequences of innovations ! This omiſ
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A ;FOURTEENTH
ſpecies
of Moore,
conveyance,
ozz. the
by [egg/2
aizld
'releaſe
ﬁrﬅ invented by
ſerjeant
ibon after
ﬅa

tute of uſes, and now the moﬅ common of any, and therefore

not to be ſhaken 3 though very great lawyers (as, particularly, a

Mr. Noy) have former-ly doubted it's validitym. ſ It is thus Con

trived. A leaſe, or 'rather bargain and ſale, upon ſome pecuniary conſideration, for'one year, is made by the tenant of the freehold
to the leﬀee or bargaſiinee. Now this, without any enrollment,
makes the bargainor ﬅand ſeiſed to the uſe of the' bargainee, and
veﬅs.tﬅatuteimmediatelyiannexes
in the bargainee the zg/Z- ofthe
thepqﬃﬃon.
term fora
and then
the
Heyear;
therefore,
,_be
ing thus in poﬂ'eſiion, i-s capable of receiving a releaſe of the free
hold and reverſion 3 which, we have ſeen before", muﬅ be made

to a tenant in poſſeﬃon : and accordingly, the next day, a releaſe
is granted to him ®. This is held to ſupply the place of livery of
ſeiſin ; and ſo a conveyance by leaſe and releaſe is ſaid to amount
to a ſeoﬀmentl'.

i Al 5. To theſe may be added deeds to lead'- or declare the uﬅ: of
other more direct conveyances, as feoﬀments, ﬁnes, and reco-

veries 5 of which we ſhall ſpeak in the next chapter: and,
i6. DEEDS of rewcatian afzz/Ze 5 hinted at in a former pagek;

and founded in 'a previous power, reſerved at the raiſing of the
uſes ', to revoke ſuch as were then declared; and to appoint others
in their ﬅead, which is incident to the power of revocationﬁi

And this may ſuﬃce for a ſpecimen of conveyances founded upon
the
of to
uſes',
and real
will property.
ﬁniſh, our' Obſervations
upon ſuch
deedsﬅatute
as ſerve
tranſigﬁr
4
'
I"ctiz Mod..z5,z._
Þ pag. 324..

'

' '1v pagzzzg.

*

_

' See appendix. N'. II. pag.xi.

9 See appendix. No. II. s. I, 2.
P Co. Litt. 270. Cro. ]ae.604. '

-

_

' Co. Litt. 237.
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BEFORlZ we conclude, it will not be improper to ſubjoinaa
few remarks upon ſuch deeds as are uſed not to convey, but to
charge or incumber, lands, and diſcharge them again : of which.

nature are, oblzgatzſioizr or bonds, recognizancer, and dgf'eazanccs,
upon them both.

'

I. AN obligation, or bond, is a deed' whereby the obligor ob-.
liges himſelf, his heirs, executors, and adminiﬅrators, to pay a:

certain ſum of money to another at a day appointed. If this bex
all, the bond is called a ſingle one, ſimþlex obligdtz'o; but there is
generally a condition added, that if . the obligor does ſome partie.
cular act, the obligation ſhall be void, or elſe 'ſhall remain in full'

force: as, payment of rent 3 performance of- covenants in a
deed 3 or repayment of a principal ſum of money borrowed ofv 3
the obligee, with intereﬅ, which principal ſum is uſually one
halfof the penal ſum ſpeciﬁed in the bond. In caſe this condi
tion is not performed, the bond becomes forfeited, or abſolute at
law, and charges the obligor while living 3 and after. his death
the obligation deſcends upon his heir, who (on defect of perſonal'

aſſets) is bound to diſcharge it, provided he has real aſſets by
deſcent as a recompenſe. So that it maybecalled, though not a
direct, yet a collateral, charge upon the lands, How it aﬀects the

perſonal property of the obligor, will be more properly conſi
dered hereafter.
IF the condition of a bond be impoſſible at the time of ma
king it, or be to do a thing contrary to ſome rule o'f law that is
merely poſitive, or be uncertain, or inſenſible, the 'condition

alone is void, and the bond ſhall ﬅand ſingle and unconditionala,
for it is the folly of the obligor to enter into ſuch an obligation,
from which he can never be releaſed. If it be to do a thing that
is malunz in ﬅ, the obligation itſelf is void : for the 'whole is an

unlawful contract, and the obligee ſhall take no advantage from_
ſuch a tranſaction. And if the condition be poﬃble at the tim
' See appendix. N'._III. pagxiii.
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of making it, and afterwards becomes impoﬂible by the act of

God, the act of law, or the act of the obligee himſelf, there the

penalty of the obligation is ſaved: for no prudence or foreſight
of the obligor could guard againﬅ ſuch a contingency". On the
forfeiture of a bond, or it's becoming ſingle, the whole penalty

was recoverable at law := but here the courts of equity interpoſed,
and would not permit a man to take more than in conſcience he
ought ,- viz. his principal, intereﬅ, and expenſes, in caſe the forfeiture accrued by non-payment of money borrowed 3. the da
mages ſuﬅai-ned,upon non-performance of covenants: and the like..
And the ﬅatute 4 or 5 Ann- _c. 16. hath alſo enacted, in the ſame;

ſpirit- of equity, that in caſe of a bond, conditioned for the pay

ment'ofmoney, the payment or tender of the principal ſum,
due, with intereﬅ,- and coﬅs, even though the bond be forfeited.

and a ſuit commenced thereon, ſhall be a fullſatisfaction and'
diſcharge.
_'r a." A recagm'zance is an obligation of record, which a man en
ters into before ſome court of record or magiﬅrate duly authori-.
zed V', with condition to do ſome particular act ; as to appear at.

the aﬂiſes, to keep the peace, to pay a debt, or the like. It is,
in moﬅ reſpects like another bond': the diﬀerence being chieﬂyv
this ; that the bond is 'the creation of a freſh debt or' obligation,

(le-now, the recognizance is an acknowlegement of a'former debt
upon record 5 the form whereof is, " that A. B. doth acknow
"lege to owe to our lord the king, to the plaintiﬀ, to C. D. on

" the like, the ſum of ten pounds," with condition to be void on
performance of the thing ﬅipulated: in which caſe the king,
the plaintiﬀ, C. D. G'Pc, is called the cognizee, _" is cut' cognqſci

" tur;" as he that enters into the recognizance is called the cog
nizor, "it qui cogmﬀcit." This, being either certiſied to, or taken.

by the-oﬃcer of ſome court, is witneſſed only by the record of
that court, v'and not by the party's ſeal : ſo that it is not in ﬅrict'
propriety a deed, though the eﬀects of it are greater than a com
mon obligation 5 being allowed a priority in point of payment,
' Co. Litt. 206.

' Bro. Abr. lit. rcccgm'zame. zii.
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and binding the 'lands of the cognizor, from the time of 'enroll
ment on record *.

There are alſo other recognizances, of a priii"

nate kind, in nature of a ﬅatute ﬅaple, by virtue of the 'ﬅatute
ſhewn
23 Hen.VIIL
to be a c.charge
6. .which
uponhave
real been
property.
already
r
explained 7,=*

>- :-=

3. A DEFEAZANCE, on a bond, or recognizance, or judglct'

ment recovered, is a condition which,-when performed, defeats"
or undoes it, in theſame manner as a defeazance of an eﬅate

before-mentioned. It diﬀers only from the common condition of
a bond, in that the one is always inſerted in the deed or bond itſelf, the other is made between the ſame parties by a ſeparate -

and frequently a ſubſequent deed '- This, Llsike- the condition of
a bond, when performed, diſcharges and diſincu'mbers the eﬅate?
of the obligor.
.
TH s E E are the principal ſpecies of deeds or matter in pair,
by which eﬅates may be either conveyed, or at leaﬅ aﬀected.

Among which the conveyances to uſes are by much the moﬅ fre
'quent of any; though in theſe there is certainly one palpable de
fect, the want of ſuﬃcient notoriety : ſo that purchaſors or credi
tors cannot know with any abſolute certainty, what the eﬅate,
and the title to it, in reality are, upon which they are to lay out
or to lend their money. In the antient feodal method of convey
ance (by giving corporal ſeiſin of the lands) this notoriety was in
ſome meaſure anſwered ; but all the advantages reſulting from

thence are now totally defeated by the introduction of death-bed
deviſes and ſecret conveyances : and 'there has never been yet any
ſuﬃcient guard provided againﬅ fraudulent charges and incum
brances ; ſince the diſuſe of the old Saxon cuﬅom of tranſacting
all conveyances at the county court, and entering a memorial of

them in the chartulary or leger-book of 'ſome adjacent monaﬅery';

and the failure of the general regiﬅer eﬅabliſhed by king Richard
the ﬁrﬅ, for mortgages made to Jews, in the capitain de jua'aeir,
* Stat. 29'Car. II. c.,3. 5. '8.

I Co. Litt. 237.

Y See pag. '60.

a Hickes Dg'ﬃrtat. eprﬅctar. 9.

a Sand. 47.
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of which Hoveden has preſerved a copy. How far the eﬅabliſh
rnent of alike general regiﬅer, for deeds, and wills, and other
acts aﬀecting real property, would remedy this inconvenience,
deſerves to be well conſidered. In Scotland every act and event,
regarding the tranſmiſiion of property, is regularly entered on
record 5., And ſome of our own provincial diviſions, particularly

the extended county of York, and the populous county of Mid
dleſex, have prevailed with the legiﬂaturec to erect ſuch regiﬅers
in their ſeveral diﬅricts. But, however plauſible theſe proviﬁons
may appear in theory, it hath been doubted by very competent
judges, whether more diſputes have not ariſen in thoſe counties
by the inattention and omiﬁions of parties, than prevented by

the uſe of regiſtersu . L. ..

-

' Dalryinple'on feodal property. 262,
c'. *

'
.

'
A,

'
.

* _

.

' Stat. z 8: 3 Ann. c.4..
7Ann. &20.

6Ann. c. 35.

SGeoJI. c. 6.
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FIRST.

OF ALIENATION ny MALI'TER OF RECORDJ
I

SSURANCES by matter ofrecord are ſuch as donot
entirely depend on the act or conſent of the parties them
ſelves : but vthevſanction of a court of record is called in, to ſuþ
ﬅantiate, preſerve, and be a perpetual teﬅimony of, the transfer
of property from one man to another 3 or of it's eﬅabliſhment,
when already transferred. Of this nature are, I. Private acts of

parliament. 2_. The king's grants. 3. Fines. 4.. Common re
coveries.
I. PR I VAT E act: of parliament are, eſpecially of late years,
'become a very common mode of aſſurance. For it may ſome
times happen, that, by the ingenuity of ſome, and the blunders
of other Practitioners, an eﬅate is moﬅ grievouﬁy entangled by
a multitude of contingent remainders, reſulting truﬅs, ſpringing
uſes, executory deviſes, and the like artiﬁcial contrivances;

(a

Confuſion unknown to the ſimple conveyances of the common
law) ſo that it is out of the 'power of either the courts of law
or equity to relieve the owner. Or it may ſometimes happen,
' that, by the ﬅrictneſs or omiſſions of family ſettlements, the te

nant of the eﬅate is abridged of ſome reaſonable power, (as let
ting leaſes, making a jointure for a wife, or the like) which
power cannot be given him by the ordinary judges either in com
mon law or equity. Or it may be neceſſary, in ſettling an e
ﬅate, to ſecure it againﬅ the claims of inſants or other perſons
under
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under legal diſabilities ; who are not bound by any judgments or
decrees of the ordinary courts of juﬅice. In theſe, or other caſes
of the like kind, the tranſcendent power of parliament is called
in, to cut the Gordian knot ; and by a particular law, enacted

for this very purpoſe, to unſetter an eﬅate; to give it's tenant
reaſonable powers ; or to aſſure it to a purchaſor, againﬅ the re
mote or latent claims of infants or diſabled perſons, by ſettling
a proper equivalent in proportion to the intereﬅ ſo barred. This
practice was carried to a great length in the year ſucceeding the
reﬅoration; by ſetting aſide many conveyances alleged to have
been made by conﬅraint, or in order to' ſcreen the eﬅates from

being forfeited during the uſurpation. And at laﬅ it proceeded
ſo far, that, as 'the noble hiﬅorian expreſſes it a, every man had
t
.
.
.
.
raiſed an equity in his own imagination, that he thought ought
to prevail againﬅ any deſcent, teﬅament, or act of law, and to
ﬁnd relief in parliament: which occaſioned the king at the cloſe
of the ſeﬃon to remark b, that the good old rules of law are the
ſi beﬅ ſecurity ; and to wiſh, that men might not have too much
cauſe to fear, that the ſettlements which they make of their

eﬅates ſhall be too eaſily unſettled when they are dead, by the
power of parliament.

AcTs of this kind are however at preſent carried on, in both
houſes, with great deliberation and caution; particularly in the

houſe of lords they are uſually referred to two judges, to exa

mine and report the facts alleged, and to ſettle all technical
forms. Nothing alſo is done without the conſent, expreﬂly given,
of all parties in being and capable of conſent, that have there
moteﬅ intereﬅ in the matter; unleſs ſuch conſent ſhall appear
to be perverſely and without any reaſon withheld. And, as was

before hinted, an equivalent in money or other eﬅate isvuſually
ſettled upon infants, or perſons not in eſſe, or not of capacity to
act for themſelves, who are to be\concluded by this act. And a
general ſaving is conﬅantly added, at the cloſe of the bill, oflthe

right and intereﬅ of all perſons whatſoever; except thoſe whoſe
t Lord Clar. Contin. 162.

Vo L. II.

l' Ibid. 163.

Uu
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conſent is ſo given or purchaſed, and who are therein particular
ly named.
A LAW, thus made, though it binds all parties to the bill, is
yet looked upon rather as a private conveyance, than as the ſo
lemn act of the legiﬂature.

It is not therefore allowed to be a

public, but a mere private ﬅatute 5 it is not printed or publiſhed
amongvthe other laws of the ſeﬁion 3 it hath been relieved againﬅ,

when obtained upon fraudulent ſuggeﬅions ; and no judge or jury
is bound to take notice of it, unleſs the ſame be ſpecially ſet forth
and pleaded to them. It remains however enrolled among the pub
lic records of the nation, to be for ever preſerved as a perpetual
teﬅimony of the conveyance or aſſurance ſo made or eﬅabliſhed.
II. THE king's grant: are alſo matter of public record. For,
as St. Germyn ſays®, the king's excellency is ſo high in the law,
that no freehold may be given to the king, nor derived from
him, but by matter of record. And to this end a variety of of
ﬁces are erected, communicating in a regular ſubordination one
with another, through which all the king's grants muﬅ paſs, and
be tranſcribed, and enrolled ; that the ſame may be narrowly in
ſpected by his oﬃcers, who will inform him if any thing con
tained therein is improper, or unlawful to be granted. Theſe
grants, whether of lands, honours, liberties, franchiſes, or ought
beſides, are contained in charters, or letters parent, that is, open

letters, lz'terae patente: : ſo called becauſe they are not ſealed up,
but expoſed to open view, with the great ſeal pendant at the bot
tom 3 and are uſually directed or addreſſed by the king to all his
ſubjects at large. 'And therein they diﬀer from certain other let
ters of the king, ſealed alſo with his great ſeal, but directed to
particularſſperſons, and for particular purpoſes : which therefore,

not being proper for public inſpection, are cloſed up and ſealed
on the outſide, and are thereupon called writs cloſe, literae clau

ſae 3 and are recorded in the cleyE-rallr, in the ſame manner as

the others are in the patent-rolls.
= Dr a Stud.l. 1. d. s.
GRANTS
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G R A N T s or letters patent muﬅ ﬁrﬅ paſs by bill: which is
prepared by the attorney and ſolicitor general, in conſequence of
a warrant from the crown; and is then ſigned, that is, ſuper
ſcribed at the top, with the king's own ſign manual, and ſealed

with his privy ſignet, which is always in the cuﬅody of the prin
cipal ſecretary of ﬅate 5 and then ſometimes it immediately paſſes
under the great ſeal, in which caſe the patent is ſubſcribed in theſe
words, " per
regem, by the king himſelf a." Otherwiſe
the courſe is to carry an extract of the bill to the keeper of the
privy ſeal, who makes out a writ or warrant thereupon to the
chancery 5 ſo that the ſign manual is the warrant to the privy

ſeal, and the privy ſeal is the warrant to the great ſeal: and in
this laﬅ caſe the patent is ſubſcribed, " per bre've de privato ſigil
U lo, by writ of privy ſeal A" But there are ſome grants, which

only paſs through certain oﬃces', as the admiralty or treaſury, in
conſequence of a ſign manual, without the conﬁrmation of either
the ſignet, the great, or the privy ſeal.

THE manner of granting by the king, does not more diﬀer
from that by a ſubject, than the conﬅruct'z'an of his grants, when

made. " I. A grant made by the king, at the ſhzſit of tbe grantee,
ſhall be taken moﬅ beneﬁcially ſbr the king, and againﬅ the par
ty: whereas the grant of a ſubject is conﬅrued moﬅ ﬅrongly a
gain/I tlve grantor. Wherefore it is uſual to inſert in the king's
grants, that they are made, not at the ſuit of the grantee, but
" ex ſhecialz' gratia, certa ﬅientia, et mero matu regi: 5" and then

they have a more liberal conﬅruction f. 2. A ſubject's grant ſhall
be conﬅrued to include many things, beſides what are expreſſed,
if neceſſary for the operation of the grant. Therefore, in a pri
vate grant of the proﬁts of land for one year, free ingreſs, egreſs,

and regreſs, to cut and carry away thoſe proﬁts, are alſo inclu
ﬁvely granted 5 : and if a feoﬀment of land was made by a lord
* 9 Rep. 18.

' Finch. L. loo.

® lin'd.

1 Co. Litt. 56.

2 Inﬅ. 555.

Uuz

10 Rep. 112.
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to his villein, this operated as a manumiﬃon11 3 for he was other
wiſe unable to hold it. But the king's grant ſhall not enure to
any other intent, than that which is preciſely expreſſed in the

grant.

As, if he grants land to an alien, it operates nothing 3

for ſuch grant ſhall not alſo enure to make him a denizen, that

ſo he may be capable of taking by grant i.

3. When it appears,

from the face of the grant, that the king is miﬅaken, or deceived,
either in matter of fact or matter of law, as in caſe of falſeſug
geﬅion, miſinformation, or miſrecital of former grants 3 or if

his own title to the thing granted be diﬀerent from what he ſup
poſes 3 or if the grant be informal 3 or if he grants anleﬅate con
trary to the rules of law; in any of theſe caſes the grant is ab

ſolutely void k. For inﬅance; if the king grants lands to one
and his heir: male, this is merely void: for it (hall not be an eﬅate
tail, becauſe there want words of procreation, to aſcertain the
body, out of which the heirs ſhall iſſue: neither is it a fee-ſimple,
as in common grants it would be 3 becauſe it may reaſonably be

ſuppoſed, that the king meant to give no more than an eﬅate
tail': the grantee is therefore (if any thing) nothing more than
tenant at will m. And, to prevent deceits of the king, with re
gard to the value of the eﬅate granted, it is particularly provided
by the ﬅatute I Hen. IV. c. 6. that no grant of his ſhall be good,
unleſs, in the grantee's petition for them, expreſs mention be
made of the real value of the lands.
III. WE are next to conſider a very uſual ſpecies of aſſurance,
which is alſo of record 3 viz. a ﬁne of lands and tenements.

In

which it will be neceſſary to explain, I. The nature of a ﬁne 3
2. It's ſeveral kind: 3 and 3. It's ferre and eﬀﬂ.
I. A F I N a is ſometimes ſaid to becta feoﬀment of record";
though it might with more accuracy be called, an acknowledge
ment of a feoﬀment on record.

_By which is to be underﬅood,

" Litt. 5. 206.
1 Bmdbnn't. Palm. 62. Finch.L. no.
*= Freem. '72.

'3' Bro.d£r.tf!.£ﬅetn. 34.. 1i1.Pamm. 104..
Dyer. 270. Dav. 45.
d Co. Litt. so.

* 1 Finch. 10', ioz.

.
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that it has at leaﬅ the ſame force and eﬀect with a ſeoﬀment, in
the conveying and aſſuring of lands: though it is one of thoſe
methods of transferring eﬅates of freehold by the common law,
in which livery of ſeiſin is not neceſſary to be actually given ; the
ſuppoſition and acknowlegement thereof in a court of record,

however ﬁctitious, inducing an equal notoriety. But, more par
ticularly, a ﬁne may be deſcribed to ,be an amicable Compoſition
or agreement of a ſuit, either actual or ﬁctitious, by leave of the ,
king or his juﬅices ; whereby the lands in queﬅion become, or
are acknowleged to be, the right of one of the parties o. In
it's original it was founded on an actual ſuit, commenccd at law

for recovery of the poſſeﬃon of land; and the poſſeﬁion thus
gained by ſuch Compoſition was found to be ſo ſure and eﬀectual,
that ﬁctitious actions were, and continue to be, every day com

menced, for the ſake of obtaining the ſame ſecurity.
A F I N E is ſo called becauſe it puts an end, not only to the ſuit
thus commenced, but alſo to all other ſuits and controverſies con

cerning the ſame matter.

Or, as it is expreſſed in an antient re

cord of parliament P, 18 Edw. I. " non in regno zing/far pra-vide
" fur, w] eﬅ, aligua ﬅcurzſitar majar 'vel ſhlennz'or, per quem alt'guir
" ﬅatu'n certzſiarem [where poﬃ't, neque ad ﬅatum ſhwn oerg'ſi'candum

" aliguod ſolenniur teﬅimpnz'um producere, quamſinem in curz'a dominzſi
" regir Ieuatu'n : qui guiden: ſim': ſic vocatur, eo quod ſimſir at con

"ſhmmatia omninm placz'torum eſſ- debet, et [me de cazgﬅz provide-&a
" fur."

Fines indeed are of equal antiquity with the ﬁrﬅ rudi

ments of the law itſelf ; are ſpoken of by Glanvil q and Bractonr
in
the reigns
of Henry
II, and
Henry
Ill, as
things
well
known
and long
eﬅabliſhed
; and
inﬅances
hſiave
been then
produced
of them even before the Norman invaſion'. So that the ﬅatute
18 Edw. I. called modus-levandi ﬁner, did not give them original,
but only declared and regulated the manner in which they ſhould
be levied, or carried on. And that is as follows:
0 Co. Litt. 120.
' 2 Roll. Abr. 13.

ſ

' I. 5.r. 5. c. 28.
' Plowd. 369.

i I. 8. r. I.
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1 . THE party, to whom the land is to be conveyed or aſſured,
commences an action or ſuit at law againﬅ the other, generally
an action of covenant, by ſuing out a writ or praecipe, called a
writ of covenant': the foundation of which is a ſuppoſed agree

ment or covenant, that the one (hall convey the lands to the
other; on the breach of which agreement the action is brought.
On this writ there is due to the king, by antient prerogative, a
primerﬁne, or a noble for every ﬁve marks of land ſued for 3 that
is, one tenth of the annual value ".

The ſuit being thus com

menced, then follows,

2. THE licentia concardandi, or leave to agree the ſuit ". For,

as ſoon as the action is brought, the defendant, knowing himſelf
to be in the wrong, is ſuppoſed to make overtures of peace and
accommodation to the plaintiﬀ. Who, accepting them, but
having, upon ſuing out the writ, given pledges to proſecute his
ſuit, which he endangers if he now deſerts it without licence, he

therefore applies to the court for leave to make the matter up.
This leave is readily granted, but for it there is alſo another ﬁne
due to the king by his prerogative ; which is an antient revenue
of the crown, and is called the king's ſilver, or ſometimes the

poﬅ ﬁne, with reſpect to the primer ﬁne before-mentioned. And
it is as much as the primer ﬁne, and half as much more, or ten
ſhillings for every ﬁve marks of land; that is, three twentieths

of the ſuppoſed annual value ".

-

3. NEXT comes the concord, or agreement itſelfy, after leave
obtained from the 'court 5 which is uſually an acknowlegement
from the deforciants (or thoſe who keep the other out of poſſeſ
ſion) that the lands in queﬅion are the right of the complainant.
. And from this acknowlegement, or recognition of right, the
party levying the ﬁne is called the cogm'zor, and he to whom it
4 See appendix, N'.IV. 5. i.
" z Inﬅ. 511.
" Append. No. lV. 5. 2.

X 5 Rep. 39. zlnﬅ. 511.
Y Append. No. IV. 5. 3.
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is levied the cognizee. This acknowlegement muﬅ be made either
openly in the court of common pleas, or before one of the judges
of that court, or elſe before commiſſioners in the country, em

powered by a ſpecial authority called a writ of dedimurpofſſatem 3
which judges and commiſiioners are bound by ﬅatute 1 8 Edw. I.
ﬅ. 4.. to take care that the cognizors be of full age, ſound me
mory, and out of priſon. If there be any feme-covert among
the cognizors, ſhe is privately examined whether ſhe does it wil
lingly and freely, or by compulſion of her huſband.
BY theſe acts all the eſſential parts of a ﬁne are completed 3
and, if the cognizor dies the next moment after the ﬁne is ac
knowleged, provided it be ſubſequent to the day on which the
writ is made returnable', ﬅill the fine ſhall be carried on in all

it's remaining parts : of which the next is
4.. THE nate of the ﬁne*: which is only an abﬅract of the
writ of covenant, and the concord; naming the parties, the

parcels of land, and the agreement. This muﬅ be enrolled of
record in the proper oﬃce, by direction of the ﬅatute 5 Hen. IV.
c. 14..
5. THE ﬁfth part is the foot of the ﬁne, or concluſion of it:
which includes the whole matter, reciting the parties, day, year,
and place, and before whom it was acknowleged or levied ". Of
this there are indentures made, or engroſſed, at the chirogra
pher's oﬃce, and delivered to the cognizor and the cognizee 3
uſually beginning thus, " Izaec eﬅ ſinalz'r concordz'a, this is the ﬁ

" nal agreement," and then reciting the whole proceeding at
length. And thus the ﬁne is completely levied at common law.
BY ſeveral ﬅatutes ﬅill more ſolemnities are ſuperadded, in

order to render the ﬁne more univerſally public, and leſs liable to
be levied by fraud or covin. And, ﬁrﬅ, by 27 Edw. I. c. 1. the
1 Comb. 7r.
* Append. N'.IV. 5. 4..

b Hid. 5. 5.
IlOtC
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note of the ﬁne ſhall be openly read in the court of common i
leas, at two ſeveral days in one week, and during ſuch reading

all pleas ſhall ceaſe. By 5 Hen. IV. c. 14. and 23 Eliz. c.3. all
the proceedings on ﬁnes either at the time of acknowlegement,

or previous, or ſubſequent thereto, (hall be enrolled of record in
the court of common pleas. By I Ric. III. c. 7. conﬁrmed and
enforced by 4Hen.VII. c. 24. the ﬁne, after engroſſment, ſhall
be openly read and proclaimed in court ſixteen times; rviz. four
times in the term in which it is made, and four times in each of
the three ſucceeding terms; during which time all pleas (hall
ceaſe: but this is reduced to once in each term by 31 Eliz. c. 2.
and theſe proclamations are endorſed on the back of the recordc.
It is alſo enacted by 23 Eliz. c. 3. that the chirographer of ﬁnes
ſhall every term write out a table of the ﬁnes levied in each county
in that term, and ſhall aﬃx them in ſome open part of the court
of common pleas all the next term: and ſhall alſo deliver the _
contents of ſuch table to the ſheriﬀ of every county, who ſhall
at the next aſiiſes ﬁx the ſame in ſome open place in the court,
for the more public notoriety of the ﬁne.
2. F I N E s, thus levied, are of four kiſſnds.

I. What in our

law French is called a ﬁne "ſhr cognizance de droit, come cea gue
" il ad deſo'i done;" or, a ﬁne upon acknowlegement of the right
of the cognizee, as that which he hath of the gift of the cog
nizord.

This is the beﬅ and ſureﬅ kind of ﬁne 5 for thereby the

deforciant, in order to keep his covenant with the plaintiﬀ, of

conveying to him the lands in queﬅion, and at the ſame time to
avoid the formality of an actual feoﬀment and livery, acknow
leges in 'court a former feoﬀment, or gift in poﬀeﬃon, to have

been made by him to the plaintiﬀ. This ﬁne is therefore ſaid to
be a feoﬀment of record; the livery thus acknowleged in court,
being equivalent to an actual livery: ſo that this aſſurance is ra
ther a confeﬂion of a former conveyance, than a conveyance now

originally made; for the deforciant, or cognizor, acknowleges,
c Appendix. No. IV. 5. 6.

* This is that ſort, of which an example
is given in the appendix, N'. IV.
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cognoﬅit, the right to be in the plaintiﬀ, or cognizee, as that
which he hath a'e ſon done, of the proper gift of himſelf, the
cognizor. 2. A ﬁne "ſhr cognizance de droit tantum," or, upon
acknowlegement of the right merely; not with the Circumﬅance
of a preceding gift from the cognizor. This is commonly uſed
to paſs a reverſionary intereﬅ, which is in the cognizor.

For

of ſuch reverﬁons there can be no feoﬀment, or donation with
livery, ſuppoſed 5 as the poſſeﬂion during the particular eﬅate
belongs to a third perſon'. It is worded in this manner 5 " that

" the cognizor acknowleges the right to be in the cognizee 5 and
U grants for himſelf and his heirs, that the reverﬁon, after the

" particular eﬅate determines, ſhall go to the cognizee ." 3. -A
ﬁne "ﬅer coneeﬄt" is where the cognizor, in order to make an

end of diſputes, though he acknowleges no precedent right, yet
grants to the cognizee an eﬅate a'e novo, uſually for life or years,
by way of ſuppoſed Compoſition. And this may be done reſer
ving a rent, or the like: for it operates as a new grant 3. 4. A
ﬁne "ſhr done, grant, et render," is a double ﬁne, comprehending
the ﬁne ﬁll' cognizance de droit come ceo, Ccfc, and the ﬁne ﬅer con

ceﬃt ; and may be uſed to create particular limitations of eﬅate :
whereas the ﬁne ſhr cognizance a'e droit 'come ceo, He, conveys
nothing but an abſolute eﬅate, either of inheritance or at leaﬅ of
freehold h. In this laﬅ ſpecies of ﬁne, the cognizee, after the

right is acknowleged to be in him, grants back again, or renders
to the cognizor, or perhaps to a ﬅranger, ſome other eﬅate in the
premiſes. But, in general, the ﬁrﬅ ſpecies of ﬁne, uſitr cogni
" zance de drozſit come ceo, Eft," is the moﬅ uſed, as it conveys a

clean and abſolute freehold, and gives the cognizee a ſeiſin in law,
without any actual livery; and is therefore called a ﬁne executed,
whereas the vothers are but executory.
3. WE are next to conſider the force and eﬀect of a ﬁne.
Theſe principally depend, at this day, on the common law, and

the two ﬅatutes, 4Hen.VII. c.24.. and 32 Hen.VIII. c.36. The
* Moor. 629.
' Weﬅ. Symb. p.z. 5.95.

Vo 1.. II.

l Weﬅ. p. 2. 9.66.
h Salk. 340.
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antient common law, with reſpect to this point, is very forcibly
declared by the ﬅatute 18 Edw. I. in theſe words. " And the
" reaſon, why ſuch ſolemnity is required in the paſſing of a ﬁne,
" is this ; becauſe the ﬁne is ſo high a bar, and of ſo great force,
" and of a nature ſo powerful in itſelf, that it precludes not onl
" thoſe which are parties and privies to the ﬁne, and their heirs,
" but all other perſons in the world, who are of full age, out of.

" priſon, of ſound memory, and within the four ſeas the day of
" the ﬁne levied ; unleſs they put in their claim within a year
" and a day." But this doctrine, of barring'the right by non-claim,

was aboliſhed for a time by a ﬅatute made in 34. Edw. I. c. 16.
which admitted perſons to claim, and falſify a ﬁne, at any inde

ﬁnite diﬅancei : whereby, as ﬁr Edward Coke obſerves '*, great
contention aroſe, and few men were ſure of their poſſeﬃons, till
the parliament held 4. Hen.VII. reformed that miſchief, and ex

cellently moderated between the latitude given by the ﬅatute and
the rigour of the common law. For the ﬅatute, then made', re

ﬅored the doctrine of non-claim; but extended the time of claim.
So that now, by that ﬅatute, the right of all ﬅrangers whatſoever
is bound, unleſs they make claim, not within one year and a day,

as by the common law, but withinﬁoe years after proclamations
made : except ﬁme-cowrtr, infants, priſoners, perſons beyond
the ſeas, and ſuch as are not of whole mind 3 who have ﬁve years
allowed to them and their heirs, after the death of their huibands,

their attaining full age, recovering their liberty, returning into
England, or being reﬅored to their right mind.
lT ſeems to have been the intention of that politic prince,
king Henry VII, to have covertly by this ﬅatute extended ﬁnes
to have been a barof eﬅates-tail, in order to unfetter the more

eaſily the eﬅates of his powerful nobility, and lay them more

open to alienations ; being well aware that power will always ac-.
company property. But doubts having ariſen whether they could,
by mere implication, be adjudged a ſuﬃcient bar, (which they
i Litt. 5. 441.
*' 2 Inﬅ. 518.

1 4Hen.VII. c. 24.

were
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were expreﬁly declared not to be by the ﬅatute de dam's) the ﬅa
tute 32 Hen.VIII. c. 36. was thereupon made; which removes
all diﬃculties, by declaring that a ﬁne levied by any perſon of

full age, to whom or to whoſe anceﬅors land-s have been entailed,
ſhall be a perpetual bar to them and their heirs claiming by force
of ſuch entail: unleſs the ﬁne be levied by a woman after the

death of her huſband, of lands which were, by the gift of him
or his anceﬅor, aﬃgned to her in tail for her jointure m z or un

leſs it be of lands entailed by act of parliament or letters patent.
and whereof the reverﬁon belongs to the crown.
FaoM this view of the common law, regulated by theſe ﬅa
tutes, it appears, that a ﬁne is a ſolemn conveyance on record from

the cognizor to the cognizee, and that the perſons Ibound by a
ﬁne are parties, privier, and ﬅrangerr.
'
TH E partie: are either the cognizors, or cognizees; and theſe
are immediately concluded by the ﬁne, and barred of any latent
right they might have, even though under the legal impediment
of coverture. And indeed, as this is almoﬅ the only act that a
ferne-covert, or married woman, is permitted by law to do, (and

that becauſe (he is privately examined'as to her voluntary con?
ſent, which removes the general ſuſpicion of compulﬁon by her

huſband) it is therefore the uſual and almoſt the only ſafe me
thod, whereby (he can join in the ſale, ſettlement, or incumz
brance, of any eﬅate.
PRIVIES to a ﬁne are ſuch as are any way related to the
parties who levy the ﬁne, and claim under them by any right of
blood, or other right of repreſcntation. Such as are the heirs
general of the cognizor, the iſſue in tail ſince the ﬅatute of Henry
the eighth, the vendee, the deviſee, and all others who muﬅ

make title by the perſons who levied the ﬁne. For the act ofthe
anceﬅor ſhall bind the heir, and the act of the principal his ſub-i
* See ﬅatute 11 Hen.VlI. c. zo.
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ﬅitute, or ſuch as claim under any conveyance made by him ſub
ſequent to the ﬁne ſo levied ".
S T R A N c E R s to a ﬁne are all other_perſons in the world, r

except
only parties and privies. And theſe are alſo bound by a
ﬁne, unleſs, within ﬁve years after proclamations made, theyi
interpoſe their claim; provided they are under no legal impedi
ments, and have then a preſent intereﬅ in the eﬅate. The im
pediments, as hath before been ſaid, are coverture, infancy, im

priſonment, inſanity, and abſence beyond ſea: and perſons, who
are thus incapacitated to proſecute their rights, have ﬁve years
allowed them to put in their claims after ſuch impediments are
removed. Perſons alſo that have not a preſent, but a future in
tereﬅ only, as thoſe in remainder or reverſion, have ﬁve year-s alm

lowed them to claim in, from the time that ſuch right. accrues *.
And if within that time they neglect to claim, or (by the ﬅatute
4Ann. c. 16.) if they do not bring an action to try the right,
within one year after making ſuch claim, and proſecute the ſame
with eﬀect, all perſons whatſoever are barred of whatever right
they may have, by force of the ﬅatute of non-claim.
BU T, in order to make a ﬁne of any avail at all, it is neceſ

ſary that the parties ſhould have ſome intereﬅ or eﬅate in the
lands to be aﬀected by it. Elſe it were poﬃble that two ﬅran
gers, by a mere confederacy, might without any riſque defraud
the owners by levying ﬁnes of their lands 3 for if the attempt be
diſcovered, they can be no ſuﬀerers, but muﬅ only remain inﬅatu

quoi whereas if a tenant for life or years levies a ﬁne, it is an
abſolute forfeiture of his eﬅate to the remainder-man or rever
ﬁoner P, if claimed in proper time.

It is not therefore to be

ſuppoſed that ſuch tenants will frequently run ſo great a hazard 5
but if they do, and the claim is not duly made within ﬁve years

after their reſpective terms expire 9, the eﬅate is for ever barred
' 3 Rep. 87.
' Co. Litt. 372.

P Hid. 251.
'1 zLev. 52.
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by'it. Yet where a ﬅranger, whoſe preſumption cannot thus be
puniſhed, oﬃciouﬂy interferes in an eﬅate which in no wiſe be
longs to him, his ﬁne is of no eﬀect; and may at any time be

ſet aſide (unleſs by ſuch as are parties or privies thereunto r) by
pleading that "partes ſimſir m'lzzl lzabuerzmt." And thus much for
the conveyance or aſſurance by ﬁne : which' not only like other
conveyances binds the grantor himſelf, and his heirs,- but alſo
all mankind, whether concerned in the transſer or no, if they
fail to put in their claims within the time allotted by law.
IV. THE ſourth ſpecies of aſſurance, by matter of record, is
a 'common recovery. Concerning the original of which, it was ſor
merly-obſerved',
thatthecommon
were;* invented
by the eccleſiaﬅics to elude
ﬅatutes recoveries
of ſſmortmain
and afterwards
encouraged" by the-ﬁneﬂ'e of the courts of law inv 12 Edw. IV.

in- order to put an end to- all fettered inheritances, and barct not
only eﬅates-tail, but alſo all remainders and reverſions expectant
thereon. XI' am now therefore only to conſider, ﬁrﬅ, the nature _

of-a common recovery; and, ſecondly, it's ſbrce and gﬀ-ct.
1. A N D, ﬁrﬅ', the nature of it 3 or' whata common recovery

is. A 'common recovery is ſo far like a ﬁne, that it is a ſuit or
action, either actual or ﬁctitious : and in it the lands are rew-vered
againﬅ' the tenant of the freehold ; which recovery, being a ſup
poſed adjudication of the right, binds all perſons, and veﬅs a free
and abſolute fee-ſimple in the recoveror. A recovery therefore;
being in the nature of an action- at law, not immediately com

promiſed like a ﬁne, but carried on through every regular ﬅage
of proceeding, I am greatly apprehenﬁve that it's form and me
thod will not be eaſily underﬅood by the ﬅudent, who is not yet
acquainted with the courſe of judicial proceedings ; which can-_.
not be thoroughly explained, till treated of at large in the third.

book of theſe commentaries. However I ſhall endeavour to ﬅate
it's nature and progreſs, as clearly and conciſely as I can 3-- avoid._..
' Hob. 334.

' pag. n7.z.7_r.
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ing, as far as poſſible, all technical terms, and phraſes not hitherto
interpreted.

L a T us, in the ﬁrﬅ place, ſuppoſe David Edwardst to be te
nant of the freehold, and deſirous to ſuﬀer a common recovery,
vin order to bar all entails, remainders, and reverﬁons, and to con
vey the ſame in fee-ſimple to Francis Golding. To eﬀect this,

Golding is to bring an action againﬅ him for the lands; and he
accordingly ſues out a writ, called a praecipe quod reddat, vbecauſe

thoſe were it's initial or mo'ﬅ operative words, when the law
proceedings were in Latin. In this writ the demandant Golding
alleges, that the defendant Edwards (here called the tenant) has
no legal title to the land ; but that he came into poſſeſiion of it
after one Hugh Hunt had turned the demandant out of it'. The'
ſubſequent proceedings are made up into a record or recovery
roll ", in which the writ and complaint of the demandant are ﬁrﬅ'
recited : whereupon the tenant appears, and calls upon one Ja
cob Morland, who is ſuppoſed, at the original purchaſe, to have

warranted the. title to the tenant ; and thereupon he prays, that
the ſaid jacob Morland may be called in to defend the title which
he ſo warranted. This is called the 'vour/Her, vocatz'o, or calling of
Jacob Morland to warranty; and Morland is called the vour/ter.

Upon this, jacob Morland, the vouchee, appears, is impleaded,
and defends the title. Whereupon Golding, the demandant, de
ﬁres leave of the court to imparl, or confer with the vouchee in

private; which is (as uſual) allowed him. And ſoon afterwards
the demandant, Golding, returns to court, but Morland the
vouchee diſappears, or makes default. Whereupon judgment is

given for the demandant, Golding, now called the recoveror, to

recover the lands in queﬅion againﬅ the tenant, Edwards, who
is now the recoveree : and Edwards has judgment to recover of
jacob Morland lands of equal value, in recompenſe for the lands
ſo warranted by him, and now loﬅ by his default; which is a
greeable to the doctrine of warranty mentioned in the preceding
t See appendix. N'. V.
v

1

' 5. 2.

1.

chapter w.
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chapter w. This is called the recompenſe, or rew-very in value.
But Jacob Morland having no lands of his own, being uſually
the cryer of the court (who, from being frequently thus vouched,
is called the common 'UOM/MB) it is plain that Edwards has only a
nominal recompenſe for the lands ſo recovered againﬅ him by
Golding 3 which lands are now abſolutely veﬅed in the ſaid re
coveror by judgment of law, and ſeiſin thereof is delivered by the
ſheriﬀ of the county. So that this colluſive recovery operates
merely in the nature of a conveyance in fee-ſimple, from Ed
wards the tenant in tail, to Golding the purchaſor.
Tn E recovery, here deſcribed, is with a ſingle voucher only ;-,
but ſometimes it is with double, treb/e, or farther voucher, as the'

exigency of the caſe may require. And indeed it is now uſual
always to have a. recovery with double voucher at the leaﬅ 5 by p
ﬁrﬅ conveying an eﬅate of freehold to any indiﬀerent perſon,
againﬅ whom the praeczþe is brought z and then he vouches the
tenant in tail, who vouches over the common vouchee ". For, if

a recovery be had immediately againﬅ tenant in tail, it bars only

ſuch eﬅate in the premiſes of which he is then actually ſeiſed z
whereas if the recovery be had againﬅ another perſon, and the

tenant in tail be vouched, it. bars every latent right and intereﬅ
which he may have in the lands recovered 7. If Edwards there
fore be tenant of the freehold in poſſeſſion, and John Barker be

tenant in tail in remainder, here Edwards doth ﬁrﬅ vouch Bar
ker, and then Barker vouches Jacob Morland the common vouchee;

who is always the laﬅ perſon vouched, and always makes default:
whereby the demandant Golding recovers the land againﬅ the
tenant Edwards, and Edwards recovers a recompenſe of equal

value againﬅ Barker the ﬁrﬅ vouchee, who recovers the like
againﬅ Morland the common vouchee, againﬅ whom ſuch ideal.
recovery in value is always ultimately awarded.
W pag. 301.

.

Y Bro. dbr. fit. T(1115. 32. Plowd. 8._

== See appendix, pag.xviii.
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'THis ſuppoſed recompenſe in value is the reaſon why the iſſue.
in tail is held to be barred by a common recoveryr For, if - the

recoveree ſhould ever obtain a recompenſe in lands from the corn

mon vouchee (which there is a poſſibility in contemplation of
law, though a very improbable one, of his doing) theſe lands
would ſupply the place of thoſe ſo recovered from him by colla
ſion, and would deſcend to the iſſue in tail '. This reaſon will
alſo hold, with equal force, as to moﬅ remainder-men and rever
ſioners 3 to whom the poſſibility will remain and revert, as a full
recompenfe for the reality, which they were otherwiſe entitled
to : but it will not always hold; and therefore, as Pigott ſays *,

the judges have been even aﬅutz', in inventing other reaſons to
maintain the authority of recoveries. And, in particular, it hath
been ſaid, that, though the eﬅate-tail is gone from the recoveree,

yet it is not deﬅroyed, but only trangﬁrred 3 and ﬅill ſubſiﬅs, and

will ever continue to ſubſiﬅ (by conﬅruction of law) in the reco
veror, his heirs, and aﬂigns: and, as the eﬅate-tail ſo continues

to ſubſiﬅ for ever, the remainders or reverſions expectant on the
determination of ſuch eﬅate-tail can never take place.
To ſuch awkward ſhifts, ſuch ſubtile re'ſin-ements, and ſuch

ﬅrange reaſoning, were our anceﬅors obliged to have recourſe, in
order to get the better of that ﬅubborn ﬅatute de donir. The de
ſign, for which theſe contrivances were ſet on foot, was certainly
laudable; the unrivetting the fetters of eﬅates-tail, which were

attended with a legion of miſchiefs to the commonwealth : but,
while we applaud the end, we cannot but admire the means. Our

modern courts of juﬅice have indeed adopted a more manly way
of treating the ſubject 3 by conſidering common recoveries in no

other light, than as the formal mode of conveyance, by which
tenant in tail is enabled to aliene his lands. But, ſince the ill con

ſequences of fettered inheritances are now generally ſeen and al
lowed, and of courſe the utility and expedience of ſetting them

at liberty are'apparent; it hath often been wiſhed, that the pro
' Dr 8: St. I. i. dial. 26.

* of com. recov. 13, 14.
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ceſs of this conveyance was ſhortened, and rendered leſs ſubject
to niceties, by either totally repealing the ﬅatute de donir; which
perhaps, by reviving the old doctrine of conditional fees, might
' give birth to many litigations: or by veﬅing in every tenant in
tail of full age the ſame abſolute fee-'ſimple at once, which now

he may obtain whenever he pleaſes, by the colluſive ﬁction of a
common recovery; though this might poſiibly bear hard upon
thoſe in remainder or reverﬁon, by abridging the chances they
would otherwiſe frequently have, as no recovery can be ſuﬀered
in the intervals between term and term, which ſometiſictmes con
tinue for near ﬁve months together: or, laﬅly, by empowering

the tenant in tail to bar the eﬅate-tail by a ſolemn deed, to be
made in term time and enrolled in ſome court of record 5 which
is liable to neither of the other objections, and is warranted not
only by the uſage of our American colonies, but by the prece
dent of the ﬅatuteb 21Jac. I. c. 19. which, in caſe of a bankrupt
tenant in tail," empowers his commiﬃoners to ſell the eﬅate at any
time, by deed indented. and enrolled.

And if, in ſo national a

concern, the emoluments of the oﬃcers, concerned in paſſing re
coveries, are thought to be worthy attention,*thoſe might be
provided for in the fees to be paid upon each enrollment.
2. THE ſbrce and eﬀect of common recoveries may appear,
from what has been ſaid, to be an abſolute bar not only of all

eﬅates-tail, but of remainders and reverſions 'expectant on the
determination of ſuch eﬅates. So that a tenant in tail may, by
this method of aſſurance, convey the lands held in tail to the re

coveror his heirs and aﬂigns, abſolutely free and diſcharged of all
conditions and limitations in tail, and of all remainders and re

verſions. But, by ﬅatute 346c 3 5 Hen.VIII. c. 20. no recovery
had againﬅ tenant in tail; of the king's gift, whereof the re
mainder or reverﬁon is in the king, ſhall bar ſuch eﬅate-tail, or

the remainder or reverﬁon of the crown.

And by the ﬅatute

11 Hen.VII. c. 20. no woman, after her huſband's death, ſhall

ſuﬀer a recovery of lands ſettled on her in tail by way of jointure
' See pag. 286.

Vo L. II.
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by her huiband or any Of his anceﬅors. And by ﬅatute I4Eliz.
c. 8. no tenant for life, of any ſort, can ſuﬀer a recovery, ſo as
'to bind them in remainder or reverſion. For which reaſon, if
there be tenant for life, with remainder in tail, and other re
mainders over, and the tenant for life is deſirous to ſuﬀer a va
lid recovery; either he, or the tenant to the praeczþe by him made,
muﬅ 'vour/1 the remainder-man in tail, otherwiſe the recovery is

void: but if he does vouch ſuch remainder-man, and he appears
and vouches the common vouchee, it is then good; for if a man

be vouched and appears, and ſuﬀers the recovery to be had, it is
as eﬀectual to bar the eﬅate-tail as if he himſelf were the re
coveree e.

-

IN all recoveries it is neceſſary that the recoveree, or tenant

to the praeczþe, as he is uſually called, be actually ſeiſed of the

freehold, elſe the recovery is void d. For all actions, to recover
the ſeiſin of lands, muﬅ be brought againﬅ the actual tenant of
the freehold, elſe the ſuit will loſe it's eﬀect; ſince the freehold

cannot be recovered of him who has it not. And, though theſe
recoveries are in- themſelves fabulous and ﬁctitious,'yet it is ne
ceſſary that there be actorer fabu/ae, properly qualiﬁed.

But the

nicety thought by ſome modern practitioners to be requiſite in
conveying the legal freehold, in order to make a good tenant to the
praecz'pe, is removed by the proviſions of the ﬅatute 14 Geo. II.

c. 2'0. which enacts, with a retroſpect and conformity to the an
tient rule of law ', that, though the legal freehold be veﬅed in
leſſees, yet thoſe who are intitled to the next freehold eﬅate in

remainder or reverſion may make a good tenant to the praecz'pe:
and that, though the deed o'r ﬁne which creates ſuch tenant be

ſubſequent to the judgment of recovery, yet, if it be in the ſame
term, the recovery ſhall be valid in law: and that, though the re

covery itſelf do not appear to be entered, or be not regularly en
tcred, on record, yet the deed to make a tenant to the praecz'pe,

and declare the uſes of the recovery, ſhall after a poſſeﬃon of
* Salk.;7r.
* Pigott. 28.

' Pigott.41, &Ft. 4Burr. I. H;.
twenty
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twenty years be ſuﬃcient evidence, on behalf of a purchaſor for
valuable conſideration, that ſuch recovery was duly ſuﬀered. And
' this may ſuﬃce to give the ﬅudent a general idea of common
recoveries, the laﬅ ſpecies of aſſurances by matter of record.

BEFORE I conclude this head, I muﬅ add a word concerning
deeds to lead, or to declare, the uſes of ﬁnes, and of recoveries.
For if they be levied or ſuﬀered without any good conſideration,

and without any uſes declared, they, like other conveyances,
enure only tothe uſe of him who levies or ſuﬀers them f. And

if a conſideration appears, yet as the moﬅ uſual ﬁne, "ſhr cag
" m'zarzce de drait come ceo, Eft," conveys an abſolute eﬅate, with
out any limitations, to the cognizee 5 and as common recoveries
do the ſame to the recoveror, theſe aſſurances could not be made

to anſwer the purpoſe of family ſettlements, (wherein a variety
of uſes and deſignations is very often expedient) unleſs their force
and eﬀect were ſubjected to the direction of other more compli
cated deeds, wherein particular uſes can be more particularly

expreﬀed.
Theﬁne
recovery
itſelf,
like to
a power
once gained
in mechanicsct,
may beorapplied
and
directed
give eﬃcacy
to an
inﬁnite variety of movements, in the vaﬅ and intricate machine
of a voluminous family ſettlement.

And, if theſe deeds are made

previous to the ﬁne or recovery, they are called deeds to lead the
uſes; if ſubſequent, deeds to declare them. As, if A tenant in
tail, with remainder to himſelf in fee, would ſettle his eﬅate on

B for life, zremainder to C in tail, remainder to D in fee 3 this
is what by law he has no power of doing eﬀectually, while his
own eﬅate-tail is in being. He therefore uſually covenants to levy
a ﬁne
(or, that
if there
be anyſhall
remainders
ſuﬀer
a' recovery)
ſito
E, and
the ſame
enure toover,
the to
uſes
in ſuch
ſettle-ſi
ment mentioned. This is now a deed to lead the uſes of the ﬁne
or recovery; and the ﬁne when levied, or recovery when ſuﬀered,
ſhall enure to the uſes ſo ſpeciﬁed and no other. For though E,
the conuſee or recoveree, hath a fee-ſimple veﬅed in himſelf by
the ﬁne or recovery 5 yet, by the operation of this deed, he be
'ſi Dyer. 18.

X x 2
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comes a mere inﬅrument or conduit-pipe, ſeiſed only to tlze uſe
of B, C, and D, in ſucceſiive order: which uſe is executed im

mediately, by force of the ﬅatute of uſes 5'. Or, if a ﬁne or re
covery be had without any previous ſettlement, and a deed be

qﬂer'wardr made between _the parties, declaring the uſes to which

the ſame ſhall be applied, this will be equally good, as if it had
been expreſily levied or ſuﬀered, in conſequence of a deed direct
ing it's operation to thoſe particular uſes. For by ﬅatute 4&5Ann.
c. 16. indentures to declare the uſes of ﬁnes and recoveries, made
after the ﬁnes and recoveries had and ſuﬀered, (hall be good and
eﬀectual in law, and the ﬁne and recovery ſhall enure to ſuch
uſes, and be eﬅeemed to be only in truﬅ, notwithﬅanding the

ﬅatute of frauds 29 Car. II. c. 3. enacts, that all truﬅs ſhall be

declared in writing, at (and not after) the time when ſuch truﬅs
are created.
8 This doctrine may perhaps be more and the remainders expcctant thereon, that
clearly illuﬅrated by example. In the deed a recovery be ſuﬀered of the premiſes ; and.
or marriage ſettlement in the appendix, it is thought proper (for though uſual, it is
N'h II. i. 2. we may ſuppoſe the- lands to by no means neceſſary: ſee Ferreﬂer.16"7.)

have been originally ſettled on Abraham and that in order to make a good tenant of the
Cecilia Barker for life, remainder to John

freehold, or tenant to the praecipe, during

Barker in tail, with divers other remainders
over, reverſion to Cecilia Barker in ſee ;

Abraham, Cecilia, and John Barker ; and

and now intended to be ſettled to the ſeve

it is agreed that the recovery itſelf be ſuf.

the coverture, a fine ſhould be levied by

ral uſes therein expreſſed, mix. of Abraham

ſered againﬅ this tenant to the pmmþe,

and Cecilia Barker till the marriage; re

who ſhall vouch John Barker, and thereby

mainder to John Barker for liſe ; remainder

bar his eﬅate-tail ; and become tenant of

to truﬅees to preſerve the contin gent remain

the ſee-ſimple 'by virtue of ſuch recovery:

the uſes of which eﬅate, ſo acquired, are
her jointure; remainder to other truſiees, declared to be thoſe expreﬂed in this deed.
for a term ofﬁve hundred years; remainder _ Accordingly the parties, covenant to do theſe

ders; remainder to his widow for life, for

to their ﬁrﬅ and other ſons in tail; remain
der to their daughters in tail; remainder to
John Barker in tailz; remainder to Cecilia

ſeveral acts, (ſee pag.viii.)

And in con

ſequence thereof the ﬁne and recovery are

had and ſuﬀered (N.*. I'V. and N®.V.) of
which this conveyance is a deed to-leal the
der to bar the eﬅate-tail of John Barker, uſes.
Barker in ſee. Now it- is neceſſary, in or

Ch.22.
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OF ALIENATION_ nY'SPECIAL CUSTOM.

iE are next to conſider aſſurances by ſpecial cuﬅom, ob
taining only in particular places, and relative only to a.

particular ſpecies of real property. This therefore is a very nar
row title; being conﬁned to copyhold lands, and ſuch cuﬅomary
eﬅates, as are holden in antient demeſne, or in manors of a ﬁ

milar nature : which, being of a very peculiar kind, and origi
nally no more than tenancies in pure or privileged villenage, were
never alienable by deed 3 for, as that might tend to defeat the
lord of his ſigniory, it is therefore a forfeiture of a copyhold '.
Nor are they transferrable by matter of record, even in the king's

courts, but only in the court baron of the lord. The method

of doing this is generally by ſhrrender; though in- ſome manors,
by ſpecial cuﬅom, recoveries may be ſuﬀered of copyholds": but

theſe diﬀering in nothing material from recoveries of free land,

ſave only that they are not ſuﬀered in the king's courts, but in
the court baron of the manor, I ſhall conﬁne myſelf to convey'
ances by ſurrender, and their conſequences.

SURRENbER, ſh'ſſmredditio, is the yielding up of the eﬅate
by the tenant into the hands of the lord, for ſuch purpoſes as in
the ſurrender are expreſſed. As, it may be, to the uſe and be
hoof, of A and his heirs 3 to the uſe of his own will 3 and the

like. The proceſs, in moﬅ manors, is, that the tenant comes to
' Litt. 574.

b Moor. 637.

the
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the ﬅeward, either in court, (or, if the Cuﬅom permits, out of

court) or elſe to two cuﬅomary tenants of the fame manor, pro
vided that alſo have a Cuﬅom to warrant it; and there by deli

vering up a rod, a glove, or other ſymbol, as the Cuﬅom directs,
reſigns into the hands of the lord, by the hands and acceptance
of his ſaid ﬅeward, or of the ſaid two tenants, all his intereﬅ and
title to the eﬅate; in truﬅ to be again granted out by the lord,
to ſuch perſons and for ſuch uſes as are named in the ſurrender,
and the Cuﬅom of the manor will warrant. If the ſurrender be
made out of court, then, at the next or ſome ſubſequent court,

the jury or homage muﬅ preſent and ﬁnd it upon their oaths ;
which preſentment is an information to the lord or his ﬅeward of

what has been tranſacted out of court. Immediately upon ſuch
ſurrender in court, or upon preſentment of a ſurrender made out
of court, the lord by his ﬅeward grants the ſame land again to
ce/iuy que uſe, (who is ſometimes, though rather improperly, called

the ſurrenderee) to hold by the antient rents and cuﬅomary ſer
vices; and thereupon admits him tenant to the copyhold, ac
cording to the form and eﬀect of the ſurrender, which muﬅ be

exactly purſued.

And this is done by delivering up to the new

tenant the rod, or glove, or the like, in the name, and 'as the

ſymbol, of corporal ſeiſin of the lands and tenements. Upon
which admiﬃon he pays a ﬁne to the lord, according to the cuſ
tom of the manor, and takes the oath of fealty.

IN this brief abﬅract, of the manner of transferring copyhold
eﬅates, we may plainly trace the viſible footﬅeps of the feodal
inﬅitutions.

The ﬁef, being of a baſe nature and tenure, is un

alienable without the knowlege and conſent of the lord.

or this

purpoſe it is reſigned up, or ſurrendered into his hands. Cuﬅom,

and the indulgence of the law, which favours liberty, has now
given the tenant a right to name his ſucceſſor; but formerly it was

far otherwiſe. And I am apt to ſuſpect that this right is of much
the ſame antiquity with the introduction of uſes with reſpect to
freehold lands: for the alienee of a copyhold had merelyjurſiducia
rium, for which there was no remedy at law, but only by ſz'zbpoena
in

Ch.2-2.
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in chancery e. When therefore the lord had accepted a ſurren
der of his tenant's intereﬅ, upon conﬁdence to re-grant the eﬅate
to another perſon, either then expreſily named or to be afterwards

named in the tenant's will, the chancery inforced this truﬅ as a
matter of conſcience 3 which juriſdiction, though ſeemingly new'

in the time of Edward IV d, was generally acquieſced in, as it
opened the way for the alienation of copyholds, as well as of free-

hold eﬅates, and as it rendered the zzſh of them both equally de
viſable by teﬅament. Yet, even to this day, the new tenant can

not be admitted but by Compoſition with the lord, and paying

him a ﬁne by way of acknowlegement for the licence of aliena
tion. Add to this the plain feodal inveﬅiture, by delivering the
ſymbol of ſeiﬁn in preſence of the other tenants in open court ;

U guando lzaﬅa w] alz'ud mrporeum quid/'ſider parrzſigitur a dominaſh in
" wﬅituram ſacere dice-me; quae ſaltem coram duabur vaſZzl/ir ſo'
"Iemzitar ſierz' debetﬀ" and, to crown the whole, the oath of

fealty annexed, the very bond of feodal ſubjection. From all
which we may fairly conclude, that, had there been no other
evidence of the fact in the reﬅ of our tenures and eﬅates, the

very exiﬅence of copyholds, and the manner in which they are
transferred, would inconteﬅably prove the very univerſal recep-

tion, which this northern ſyﬅem of property for a long time obtained in this iﬂand 3 and which communicated itſelf, or at leaſt

it's ﬁmilitude, even to our very villeins and bondmen.
TH 1 s method of conveyance is ſo eſſential to the nature of at
copyhold eﬅate, that it cannot poſſibly be transferred by any

other. aſſurance. No feoﬀment, ﬁne, or recovery (in the king's
courts) has any operation thereupon. If I would exchange a:
copyhold eﬅate with another, I cannot do it by an ordinary deed

of exchange at the common law ;_ but we muﬅ ſurrender to each

other's uſe, and the lord will admit us aceordingly. If I Would
deviſe a copyhold, I muﬅ ſurrender it to the uſe of my laﬅ will-.,
' Cro. Jac. 568'
4 Bro. Abr. til. True/'t per coﬃt. lo.

e Fmx'. 1.2. t. 2.

and
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and teﬅament 5 and in my will I muﬅ declare my intentions, and
name a deviſee, who will then be entitled to admiﬃon f. '

I N order the more clearly to apprehend the nature of this pe
culiar aſſurance, let us take a ſeparate view of it's ſeveral parts 5
the ſurrender, the preſentment, and the admittance.

1 . A s U R R E N D E R, by an admittance ſubſequent whereto
the conveyance is to receive it's perfection and conﬁrmation, is
rather a manifeﬅation of the alienor's intention, than a transfer
of any intereﬅ in poﬀeﬃon. For, till admittance of cgﬅuy gilt

uſe, the lord taketh notice of the ſurrenderor as his tenant; and
he ſhall receive the proﬁts of the land to his own uſe, and ſhall

diſcharge all ſervices due to the lord. Yet the intereﬅ remains in
him not abſolutely, but ſhb modo 5 for he cannot paſs away the
land to any other, or make it ſubject to any other incumbrance

than it was ſubject to at the time of the ſurrender. But no man
ner of legal intereﬅ is veﬅed in the nominee before admittance.
If he enters, he is a treſpaﬀer and puniſhable in an action of
treſpaſs : and if he ſurrenders to the uſe of another, ſuch ſurren

der is merely void, and by no matter ex pq/i facto can be con
ﬁrmed. For though he be admitted in purſuance of the original
ſurrender, and thereby acquires afterwards a ſuﬃcient and plenary
intereﬅ as abſolute owner, yet his ſecond ſurrender previous to his

own admittance is abſolutely void ab im'tz'o 5 becauſe at the time of
ſuch ſurrender he had but a poſſibility of an intereﬅ, and could
therefore transfer nothing: and noſubſequent admittance can make

an act good, which was ab inz'tio void. Yet, though upon the ori
ginal ſurrender the nominee hath but a poſſibility, it is however

ſuch a poſſibility, as may whenever he plcaſes be reduced to a
'certainty : for he cannot either by force or fraud be deprived or
deluded of the eﬀect and fruits of the ſurrender; but if the lord

refuſe to admit him, he is compellable to do it by a bill in chan
cery or a mandamusg: and the ſurrenderor can in no wiſe defeat his
grant 5 his hands being for ever bound from diſpoſing of the land
ſ Co. Copyh. s. 36.

I 2 Roll. Rep. 107.
m

<._.
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in any other way, and his mouth for ever ﬅopped from revoking
or countermanding his own deliberate acth ; except in the caſe
of
a ſurrender
cable
5.
i to ' the uſe of his will, which is always revo

2. As to the preſentment : that, by the general cuﬅom of ma
nors, is to be made at the next court baron immediately after the
ſurrender ,- but by ſþecial cuﬅom in ſome places it will be good,
though made at the ſecond or other ſubſequent' court. And it is

to be brought into court by the ſame perſons that took the ſur
r'ender, and'then preſented by the homage; and in all points
material muﬅ correſpond with the tr-ue tenor of the ſurrender
itſelf.
' And therefore,
the ſurrender
be conditional,
and and
the
preſentment
be'ſſabſolute,if 'both
the ſurrender,
preſentment,

admittance thereupon are wholly void T' :' the ſurrender, as being
never truly preſented; the preſentment, as being falſe 3 and the
admittance, as being founded on ſuch untrue preſentment. If a
man ſurrenders out of court, and dies-before-preſentment, and
preſentmſient
be made after his death', 'according to 'the cuﬅom,

this is ſuﬃcient k. So too, if crﬅuy que uﬅ dies before preſentſſment,
yet, upon preſentment made after his death, 'his heir according
to-the cuﬅom ſhall be admitted. The ſame law is, if thoſe, into

whoſe
hands theproof
ſurrender
is made,"
before
preſen-tment;
for,
upon ſuﬃcient
in court
ſithatſdie
ſuch
a ſurrender
was'made,

the lord ſhall be compelled to admit accſio'rdinglyr And if the
ﬅeward, the tenants, or others into whoſe hands ſuch ſurrender
is
made, do
refuſe ortoſſthe
neglect
it in to
be preſented,
a petition
preferred
lordtoin-bring
his court
baron"
the party upon
grie

ved ſhallheﬁnd
the andv
lord them
will not
him'the'ſurren
right and
juﬅice,
mayremedy;
ſue bothBut'if
the lord,
that'dotook
der, in chancery, and ſhall there ﬁnd relief L.
* Co. Copyh. 5. 39.
i4Rep. 23.
_

* Co. Copyh. 40.

. VoL. II.

.

, ' .-_ K

k Co. Litt. 62.
' Co. Copyh. 9. 40. -_ _ _
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3. ADMITTANCE is the laﬅ ﬅage, or perfection, of copy

hold aſſurances. And this is of three ſorts : ﬁrﬅ, an admittance.
upon a voluntary grant from the lord; ſecondly, an admittance
upon ſurrender by the former tenant 3 and thirdly, an admittance
upon a' deſcent from the anceﬅor.
IN admittances, even upon a voluntary grant fromzthe lord,
when copyhold lands have eſcheated or reverted to him, the lord
is conſidered as an' inﬅrument. For, though it is in his power to

keep the lands in his own hands, or to diſpoſe of them at his:
pleaſure, by granting an abſolute fee-ſimple, a freehold, or a:

chattel intereﬅ therein; and quite to change their nature from;
copyhold to ſocage tenure, ſo that he may well be reputed their
abſolute owner and' lord 5 yet, if he will ﬅill continue to diſpoſe
of them as copyhold, he is bound to obſerve. the antient cuﬅom

preciſely in every point, and can neither in tenure nor eﬅate in
troduce any kind of alteration; for that were to create a new
copyhold : wherefore in this reſpect the law accounts him cuſ
tom's inﬅrument. For if a copyhold for life falls into the lord's
hands, by the tenant's death, though the lord may deﬅroy the
tenure and enfranchiſe the land, yet if he grants it out again by
copy, he can neither add to nor diminiſh the antient rent, nor
make any the minuteﬅ variation in other reſpectsm : nor is the
tenant's eﬅate, ſo granted, ſubject to any charges or incumbrane
ces by the lord *.
*

IN admittances upon _ﬂctmmder of another, the lord is to no
intent reputed as owner, but wholly as an inﬅrument; andv the
'tenant admitted ſhall likewiſe be ſubject to no charges orincume
brances of the lord 3 for his claim to the eﬅateis-ſolely- under:
him that made the ſurrender o.
'- Co. Cop. 541.
' 8 Rcp. 63.

' 4Rep. 27. Co. Litt. 59.

AND,
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' - AND; as in admittances upon ſurrender-s, ſo in admittctaſinces, upon
cle/Lent: by thedeathof the anceﬅor, the lord is uſed as a mere
inﬅrument 3 and, as no manner of intereﬅ paſſes into him by the
ſurrender or the death of his tenant, ſo no' intereﬅ paſſes out of

by the act of admittance. And therefore neither in the one
caſe, do: the other, is any reſpect had to the'quantity _or_ quality
of thelord's eﬅate in the manor. Forvwhether he betenant in
fee or r(For years, whet/her; he be in poſſeﬃon byright or by wrong,

it,_i,s novmatorialzzj jſinyqthc admittanccs madszby him ſhall not
be impeached on account of his title, becauſe they are judicial,
or rather miniﬅerial, acts, which every lord in poſſeﬃon is bound

to perform P.

'

-

A n M 1 TTA N c E s, however, upon ſurrender diﬀer from ad

mittances upon deſcent in this; that by ſurrender nothing is
veﬅed in cgﬅuy que zz/E before admittance, no more than in volun
tary admittances ; but upon deſcent the heir is tenant by copy
immediately upon the death of his anceﬅor: not indeed to all
intents and purpoſes, for he cannot be ſworn on the homage nor
maintain an action in the lord's court as tenant; but to moﬅ in

tents the law taketh notice of him as of a perfect tenant of the
land inﬅantly upon the death of his anceﬅor, eſpecially where
he is concerned with any ﬅranger. He may enter into the land
before admittance 3 may take the proﬁts 3 may puniſh any treſ
paſs done upon the groundq; nay, upon ſatisfying the lord for
his ﬁne due upon the deſcent, may ſurrender into the hands of
the lord to whatever uſe he pleaſes. For which reaſons we may
conclude, that the admittance of an heir is principally for the
beneﬁt of the lord, to intitle him to his ﬁne, and not ſo much

neceﬂ'ary for the ﬅrengthening and compleating the heir's title.
Hence indeed an Obſervation might ariſe, that if the beneﬁt,

which
the charges
the heir
of the
is toﬁne,
receive
he will
by the
never
admittance,
come in and
is not
be admitted'
equal to '

_' 4Rep. 27. t Rep. 140.

I 4Rep. 23.
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to his copyhold in court ; and ſo the lord may be defrauded of
his ﬁne. But to this we may reply in the words of ſir Ed
ward Coke', "I aſſure myſelf, if it were in the election of
"the heir to be admitted or not to be admitted, he would be
" beﬅ contented without admittance ; but the Cuﬅom in every

" manor is in this point compulſory. For, either upon pain vof
'1 forfeiture of their copyhold, or of incurring ſome great pe
" nalty, the heirs of copyholders are inforced, in every manor,

" to come into court and be admitted acdording to the cuﬅom,
" within a ſhort time after notice giv'en df'their anceﬅor's de
" ceaſe."
114
' Copyh. 541.
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on ALIENATION ny DEVISE',

. HE laﬅ method of conveying real property, is by de-vz'ſh,
. or diſpoﬁtion contained in a man's laﬅ will and teﬅament.
And, in conſidering this ſubject, I ſhall not at preſent enquire
into the nature of wills and teﬅaments, which are more properly

the inﬅruments to convey perſonal eﬅates 5 but only into the ori
ginal and antiquity of deviſmg real eﬅates by will, and the con
ﬅructi'on of the ſeveral ﬅatutes. upon which that power is now
founded.
I'r ſeems" ſuﬃciently clear, that, before the conqucﬅ, lands

were deviſable by will '. But, upon the introduction of the mi
litary tenures, the reﬅraint of deviﬁng lands naturally took place,
as a branch of the feodal doctrine of non-alienation without the
conſent of the lord b. And ſome have queﬅioned, whether this
reﬅraint (which we may trace even from the antient Germans c)
was not founded upon truer principles of policy, than the p0wer_
of wantonly diſmheriting the heir by will, and transferring the
eﬅate, through the dotage or caprice of the anceﬅor, from thoſe
of his blood to utter ﬅrangers. For this, it is alleged, maintained
the ballance of property, and prevented one man from growing
too big or powerful for his neighbours 5 ſince it rarely happens,
= Wright of tenure', 172.
' See pag. 57.
_ , _j.

e Taa't. do mr. Gmrz. c. 21.
that
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that the ſame man is heir to many others, though by art and

management he may frequently become their deviſee.

Thus,

'the antient law of the Athenians directed that the eﬅate of the

deceaſed ſhould always deſcend to his children 5 or, on failure of
lineal deſcendants, ſhould go to the collateral relations : which
had an admirable eﬀect in keeping up equality and preventing the
accumulation of eﬅates. But when Solon d made a ſlight altera

tion, of
by their
permitting
them
(though and
only deviſelaway'
on ſailureof eﬅates
iſſue) toſromſſn
diſ
poſe
lands by
teﬅament,
the collateral heir, this ſoon produced an exceſs of wealth in ſome,
and of poverty in others : which, by a natural progreﬃon, ﬁrﬅ
produced popular tumults and diﬀentions; and theſe at length
ended in tyranny, and the utter extinction of liberty; which'"
was quickly followed by a total ſubverﬁon of? theirſiﬅat'e 'znd'naPT
tion.

On the other hand, it would now ſeem hard; on' account

of ſome abuſes, (which are the natural conſequence ocffree agen
cy, when coupled with human inſirmity) to debar the owner of
lands from diﬅributing them after his death, as the en'gence of _ ._

his family aﬀairs, or the juﬅicetdue to his Creditors,- may

haps require._ And this powergrif': prudently' managed, has'with'
us a peculiar propriety 5 by preventing the very evil which re.
ſulted from Solon's inﬅitution, the too great accumulation of pro

perty : which is the naturalsconſequcnco of our" doctrine of ſuc
ceﬃon by primogeniture, to which the Athenians were ﬅrangers.
Of this accumulation the'ill- eﬀects were ſeverely felt even in the

ſeodal times 5 but it ſhould always be ﬅrongly diſcouraged in a
commercial
country,
whoſe.invthe
welfare
depends
the number
of
moderate
fortunes
engaged
extenſion
of on
trade.
,'*ſſ"3="i{i*'ij$'if;ﬁ"'
*'.
rm-u

--'

H o w E va R this. be, we ﬁnd that, by the common law oſ

England ſince the conqueﬅ, no eﬅate, greater than for term of
years, could be diſpoſed of by teﬅamente 5 exceptonly in Kent,

and in ſome antient burghs, and a few particular'manors, where
their Saxon immunities by ſpecial indulgence ſubſiﬅed f. vAnd
'1 Plutarch. in vita Solon.
e 2 Inſt. 7.

*

f Litt. s. 167. rhﬁ. in.
'

though
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though the feodal reﬅraint on alienations by deed vaniſhed very
early, yet this on wills continued for ſome centuries after ; from an

apprehenﬁon of inﬁrmity and impoſition on the teﬅator in extremir,
which made ſuch deviſes ſuſpicious 5. Beſides, in deviſes there was

wanting that general notoriety, and public deſignation of the ſuc
ceﬁ'or, which in deibents is apparent to the neighbourhood, and
which the ſimplicity of the common law always required in every
transfer and new acquiſition of property.
B UT when eccleſiaﬅical ingenuity had invented the doctrine
of uſes, as a thing diﬅinct from the land, uſes began to be de<

viſed very frequently 1', and the deviſee of the uſe could in chan
cery compel it's execution. For it is obſerved by Gilbertj, that,
as the popiſh clergy then generally ſate in the court of chancery,.
they conſidered that men are moﬅ liberal when they can enjoy _
their poﬀeſiions no longer; and therefore at their death would
chooſe to diſpoſe of them to thoſe, who, according to the ſuper

ﬅition of the times, cou-ld intercede for their happineſs in an

other world. But, when the ﬅatute of uſesi had annexed the
poſſeﬃon to the uſe, theſe uſes, being now the very land itſelf,

became no longer devifa'ble: which might have occaſioned a great
revolution in the law of deviſes, had not the ﬅatute- of wills been

made about ﬁve years after, viz. 32 Hen.VIII. c. 1.. explained
by 34. Hen.VIII. c. 5. which enacted, that all perſons being ſeiſed.
in fee-ſimple (except feme-coverts, infants, id'iots, and perſons

of nonſane memory) might by will and teﬅament in writing tie

viſe to any other perſon, but not to bodies corporate, two thirds
of their lands, tenements, and hereditaments, held in chivalry,

and the whole of thoſe held in ſocage: which now, through
the alteration of tenures by the ﬅatute of Charles the ſecond,
amounts to the whole of their landed property, except their
copyhold tenements.
C o R POR AT I o N s were excepted in theſe ﬅatutes, to pr,event the extenſion of gifts in mortmain 5 but now, by conﬅruc
I Glanv. l. 7. t. 1.
i Plowd. 414.,

5 on deviſes. 7.

i 27 Hen.VllI. c. lo.
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tion of the ﬅatute 43 Eliz, *c.4.. it is held, that a deviſe to a corl
poration for a charitable uſe is valid, as operating in the nature

of an appointment, rather than of a begugﬅ. And indeed the piety
of the judges hath formerly carried them great lengthsrin ſup
porting' ſuch charitable uſesk 5 it being held that the ﬅatute of
Elizabeth, which favours appointments to charities, ſuperſede:

and repeals all former ﬅatutes', and ſupplies all 'defects of 'allite-v
rances m : and therefore not only a deviſe tova corporation, but a
deviſe by a copyhold tenant without ſurrendering to the uſe of
his will", and a deviſe (nay even a ſettlement) by tenant in tail

without either ﬁne or recovery, if made to a charitable uſe, are
good by way of appointment o.

'

Wr T H regard to deviſes in general, experience ſoon ſhewed
how diﬃcult and hazardous a thing it is, even in matters of pub
lic utility, to depart from the rules of the common law 5 which

are ſo nicely conﬅructed and ſo artiﬁcially connected together,
that the leaﬅ breach in any one of them diſorders for a time the
texture of the whole. Innumerable 'frauds and perjuries were
quickly introduced by this Parliamentary method of inheritance :
for ſo looſe was the conſtruction made upon this act by the courts
of law, that bare notes, in the hand writing of another perſon
were allowed to be good wills within the ﬅatute P. . To remedy
which, the ﬅatute of frauds and perjuries, 29 Car. II. c. 3. di
rects, that all deviſes of lands and tenements ſhall not only be in
writing, but ﬁgned by the teﬅator, or ſome other perſon in his
preſence, and by his expreſs direction; and be ſubſcribed, in
' his, preſence, by three or four Credible witneﬁes. And a ſimilar
ſolemnity is requiſite for revoking a deviſe.
IN the conﬅruction of this laﬅ ﬅatute', it has been adjudged
that the teﬅator's name, written with his own hand, at the be

ginning of his will, as, " I John Mills do make this my laﬅ will
k Ch. Prec. 272.
l Gilb. Rep.45. 1 P. Wm'. 248.
m Duke's charit. uſes, 84..

' " Moor. 890.
o 2Vem.453. Ch. Prec. 16.
P Dyer. 72. Cro. Eliz. 1_oo.

0

_
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" and teﬅament," is a ſuﬃcient ſigning, without any name at the

bottomq ; though the other is the ſafer way. It has alſo been
determined, that though the witneſſes muﬅ all ſee the teﬅator
ﬁgn, or at leaﬅ acknowlege the ſigning, yet they may do it at
. diﬀerent times '. But they muﬅ all ſubſcribe their names as wit

neſſes in his pry/End', leﬅ by any poﬃbility they ſhould miﬅake
the inﬅrument '. And, in a caſe determined about twenty
years ago ', the judges were extremely ﬅrict in regard to the
credibility, or rather the competency, of the witneſſes: for

they would not allow any legatee, nor by conſequence a creditor,
where the legacies and debts were charged on the real eﬅate, to
be a competent witneſs to the deviſe, as being too deeply con
cerned in intereﬅ not to wiſh the eﬅabliſhment of the will ; for,
if it were eﬅabliſhed, he gained a ſecurity for his legacy or
debt from the real eﬅate', whereas otherwiſe he had no claim

but on the perſonal aſſets. This determination however alarm
ed many purchaſors and creditors, and threatened to ſhake moﬅ r
of the titles in the kingdom, that depended on deviſes by will.
For, if the will was atteﬅed by a ſervant to whom wages were
due, by the apothecary or attorney whoſe very attendance made

them creditors, or by the miniﬅer of the pariſh who had any
demand for tithes or eccleﬁaﬅical'dues, (and theſe are the per
ſons moﬅ likely to be preſent in the teﬅator's laﬅ illneſs) and
if in ſuch caſe the teﬅator had charged his real eﬅate with the
payment of his debts, the whole will, and every diſpoﬁtion there

in, ſo far as related to real property, were held to be utterly
void. This occaſioned the ﬅatute 25 Geo. II._ c. 6. which reﬅo
red both the competency and the credit of ſuch legateer, by de
claring void all legacies given to witneſſes, and thereby removing
all poſſibility of their intereﬅ aﬀecting their teﬅimony. The ſame
ﬅatute likewiſe eﬅabliſhed the competency of creditors, by di
recting the teﬅimony of all ſuch creditors to be admitted, but

leaving their credit (as well as that of all other witneﬂes) to be
conſidered, on a view of all the circumﬅances, by the court and
' '1 3Lev._t.

' Freem.4,86. zCh. CaſJog. Pr.Ch.185.

Vo L. II.

' 1P.W'".740.

' Stra. 1253.
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jury before whom ſuch will ſhall be conteﬅedf' And in a 'much
later caſe" the teﬅimony of three witneſſes, who were-Creditors,
was held to be ſuﬃciently credible, though the land was charged
with the payment of debts ; and the reaſons of the former de
termination were adjudged to be inſuﬃcient.

A N oTn r R inconvenience was found to attend this new me
thod of conveyance by deviſe ; in that Creditors by bond. and

other ſpecialties, which aﬀected the heir provided he had aſſets
by deſcent, were now defrauded of their ſecurities, not having

the ſame remedy againﬅ the deviſee of their debtor. To obviate
which, the ﬅatute 3 &4W. &M. c. 14.. hath provided, that

all wills, and teﬅaments, limitations, diſpoſitions, and appoint
ments of real eﬅates, by tenants in fee-ſimple or having power
to diſpoſe by will, ſhall (as againﬅ ſuch Creditors only) be deemed
to be fraudulent and void: and that ſuch Creditors may maintain
their actions jointly againﬅ both the heir and the deviſee,
A wt-LL of lands, made by the permiſſion and under the
control] of theſe ﬅatutes, is conſidered by the courts of law not
ſo much in the nature of a teﬅament, as of aconveyance declaring
the uſes to which the land ſhall be ſubject ; with this diﬀerence,
that in other conveyances the actual ſhbſcrzþtion of the witneſſes
is not required by law W, though it is prudent for them ſo to do,
in order to aſſ1ﬅ their memory when living and to ſupply their
evidence when dead ; but in deviſes of lands ſuch ſubſeription is
now abſolutely neceſſary by ﬅatute, in order to identify a con
veyance, which in it's nature can never be ſet up till after the
death of the' deviſor. And upon this notion, that a deviſe aﬀect

ing lands is merely a ſpecies of conveyance, is founded this diſ
tinction between ſuch deviſes and teﬅaments of perſonal chattels;
that the latter will operate upon whatever the teﬅator dies poſſeſſed
of, the former only upon ſuch real eﬅates as were his at the time

of executing and publiſhing his will '. Wherefore no after
" M. 31 Geo.iI. 4 Burr. I. 430.

* 1 P. Wﬄ. 575.

7' See pag. 307.
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put-chaſed lands will paſs under ſuch deviſe 7, unleſs, ſubſequent
to the purehaſe or contractz, the deviſor re-publiſhes his will '.
WE have now-conſidered the ſeveral ſpecies of common aſ
ſurances, whereby a title to lands and tenements may be tranſ

ferred and conveyed from one man to another. But, before we
conclude this head, it may not be improper to take notice of a
few general rules-and maxims, which have been laid down by

courts -'of juﬅice, for the conﬅruction and expoﬁtion of them all.
Theſe. are

'

I. TH AT the conﬅnuction be favourable, and-as near the
minds and apparent intents of the parties, as the rules of law
will admit b.

For the maxims oflaw are, that " veraa z'ntenL

" tient' deaent iaſhrvire 5"

and, '5 benigne inte'pretamur c/zartas

" prayer ſimpliaratem Iaieorum."

And therefore the conﬅruc

tion muﬅ alſo be reaſonable, and agreeable to common under

ﬅanding C.
a. TH AT guotier in 'verbis 'nd/a cﬅ ambiguitar, iﬁi 'nd/a expo
ſitio contra verbaſienda e/Id: butthat, where the intention is clear,
too minute a ﬅreſs be not laid 'on the ﬅrict and preciſe ſigniﬁcation

of words; 'tom qui Zmeret in litera, lzaeret in eortice. Therefore,
by a grant of a remainder a reverſion 'may well paſs, and e-corz

'ver/o *. And another maxim of law is, that " mala grammatica
t' non oitzar e/mrtam 3" neither falſe Engliſh nor bad Latin will

deﬅroy a deed r. Which perhaps a-elaﬃcal critic may think to

be no unneceſſary caution.

.

<-'

i
I

3. THAT the conﬅruction be made upon the entire deed, and
not merely upon-disjointed parts ofuit. 4' Nam ex antecedentibm
c

Y Moor. 255. u Mod. '27.
1 1 Ch. Caſ. 39. zCh. Caſ.144.
' Salk. 238.
"

4 iBulﬅr. 175. Hob. 304.
i zSaund.157.
e Hob. 27.

" And. 60.

r 10Rep.133. Co.Litt.223.*zShow.334..

'
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" et co'zſhguentiour ſit opti'na interpretatio 5." And therefore that
every part of it, be (if poſſible) made to take eﬀcct5 and no

word but what may operate in ſome ſhape or other h. "Nam
" 'ver-ba dcdent intellzgi cum gﬄcctu, at res magic *valeat quem pe
i"

'4 reat .

_ 4.. THAT the deed be taken moﬅ ﬅrongly againﬅþim that. is
the agent or contractor, and infavour of the other party. "Verba
"fortz'm accipiuntur contra proferentern." For the principle of ſelf
Preſervation will make men ſuﬃciently careful, not to prejudice
their own intereﬅ by the too extenſive meaning of their words :
and hereby all manner of deceit in any grant is avoided 5 for men
would always aﬀect ambiguous and intricate expreſſions, provided
they were afterwards at liberty to put their own conﬅruction upon
them. But here a diﬅinction muﬅ be taken between an indenture
and a deed poll: for the words of an indenture, executed by both
parties, are to be conſidered as the words of them both 5 for,

though delivered as the words of one party, yet they are not his
words only, but the other party hath given his conſent to every
one of them.

But in a deed poll, executed only by the gran

tor, they are the words of the grantor only, and ſhall be taken
moﬅ ﬅrongly againﬅ him k.

However, this, being a rule of

ſome ﬅrictneſs and rigor, is the laﬅ to be reſorted to, and is

never to be relied upon, but where all other rules of expoſition

fail'. . i
5. THAT, if the words will bear two ſenſes, one agreeable
to, and another againﬅ, law 5 that ſenſe be preferred, which is

moﬅ agreeable thereto m. As if tenant in tail lets a leaſe for life
generally, it ſhall be conﬅrued for his own life only, for that
ﬅands with the law 5 and not for the life of the leﬀee, which

is beyond his power to grant.
3 1 Bulﬅr. 101.

k Ibia'. '34.

*' 1 P. Wm'.4.57,
i Plowd. 156. *

1 Bacon's Elem. c. 3.
I Co. Litt. 42.

6.THAT
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V" 6. THAT, in a-deed,- if there be two. clauſes ſo totally repug
- nant to each other, that they cannot ﬅand together, the ﬁrﬅ ſhall

be received and the latter rejected": wherein it diﬀers from a

will 5 for there, of two ſuch repugnant clauſes the latter ſhall
ﬅand 0.

Which is owing to the diﬀerent natures of the two in

ﬅrumentsjl' for' the ﬁrﬅ deed, and the laﬅ will are always moﬅ
'- available in law. Yet in both caſes we ſhould rather attempt to
' reconcile them P.
7-. 'I-'H A'T- _a deviſe be moﬅ'favouſſrably expounded, to purſue

if poﬂible-t-he will fof 'the deviſor, who for want of adviceor
learning may have omitted the legal and proper phraſes. And
'therefore many times the law diſpenſes with the. want of words
in deviſes, that are abſolutely requiſite. in. all other inﬅruments.
Thus a ſee may be conveyed without words of inheritanceh and

aneﬅate-tail without words of procreation'. By a will alſo an
*eﬅate' may paſs by mere implication, without any expreſs words
to direct it's courſe. As, where A deviſes lands to his heir at law,

after the death of his wife: here, though no eﬅate is given to
'the wife, in expreſs terms, yet ſhe ſhall have an eﬅate for life by
'implication'y 'for the intent Of the teﬅator is clearly to poﬅpone
the heir till after her death 5 and, if (he does not take it, nobody,

elſe can.

So alſo, where a deviſe is of black-acre to A and of

White-acre to B in tail, and. if they both die without iſſue, then
to C in fee : here A and B have erq/Zc remainder: by implication,
and' on the failure of either-'s iſſue, the other or his iſſue ſhall.

take the whole; and C's remainder over (hall be poﬅponed till
the iſſue of both ſhall fail t.

But, to avoid Confuſion, no croſs.

remainders are allowed between more than two-deviſees ": and,..
in general, where any implications are allowed, they muﬅ be

ſuch as are neceſſary (or at leaﬅ highly probable) andnot merely,
" Hardr. 94.,

* Co. Litt. Ilz.
P Cro. Eliz. 420. iVern. 30.
'1 See pag. 108.

'

" See pag. r 15.

_

'I

' 1Ventr.376.
" 1
i Freem.484..
'4
" Cr0.Jac.655. iVentnzzit, zShow.r39.
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paﬃble implications". And herein there is no diﬅinction between
the rules of law and of-equity; for the wilL'bei'ng conſidered in
both courts in the light of a limitation to uſes *, is conﬅrued'in
each with equal favour and benignity, and expounded rather on
it's own particular circumﬅancesnthan by any general rules of
poſitive law.

-g-

'
,

.

ſ
ye

'

'z
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Am) thus we have "ta'ken a tranſient view, in this an'd the '5

three preceding chapters, of a very large and diﬀuſive ſubject,

the doctrine of common aſſurances : which concludes our obſer
vations reciprocal-ly
on the lit-le loﬅ
to things
real, or the
means
which'conſi-ſi
they i
'may-be
and acquired:'i
We
havebybefore
dered the eﬅates which may bel had in them, with regard to their.
duration or quantity of intereﬅ, the time of their enjoyment,
and the number and connexions of the perſons entitled to hold
them : we have examined the tenures, both antient and modern,_
whereby thoſe eﬅates have been, and are now, holden: and _

have diſtinguiſhed the object of all theſe enquiries,_ namely,"
things real, into the corporeal or ſubﬅantial, and incorporeal of
ideal kind 5 and have thus=conﬁdered the rights of real pro

perty in every light wherein they arecontemplated by the laws

of England.

A ſyﬅem of laws, that diﬀers much from every'

other ſyﬅem, except thoſe of the 'ſame 'feodal origin, _in it's'
notions and regulations of landed eﬅates; and which therefore

could in this particular be very-'ſeldom compared with any
other.
THE ſubject, which has thus employed our attention, is of
very extenſive uſe, and of as extenſive variety. And yet, I am
afraid, it has aﬀorded the ﬅudent leſs amuſement and pleaſure
in the purſuit, than the matters diſcuſſed in the-preceding vo
lume. To ſay the truth, the vaﬅ 'alterations which the doctrine

of real property has undergone from the conqueﬅ to the preſent
time 5 the inﬁnite determinations upon points that continually
ariſe, and which have been heaped one upon another for a courſe
V Vaugh. 262.

4' Fitzg.236. 11 Mod. 153.
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of ſeven centuries, without any order or method; and the mul
tiplicity of acts of parliament which have amended, or ſome

times only altered, the common law; theſe caſes have made
the ﬅudy of this branch of our national juriſprudence a little
perplexed and, intricate. It hath been my endeavour principally
to ſelect ſuch parts of it, as were of the moﬅ general uſe, where

the principles. were the moﬅ ſimple, the reaſons of them the
moﬅ obvious, and the practice the leaﬅ embarra'ſi'ed. Yet I can
not preſume that I have always been thoroughly intelligible to
ſuch of my readers, as were before ﬅrangers even to the very

terms of art, which I have been obliged to make uſe of : though,
whenever thoſe have ﬁrﬅ occurred, I have generally attempted a'
ſhort explication of their meaning. Theſe are indeed the more.
numerous,, on account of the diﬀerent. languages which our law

has at diﬀerent periods been taught to ſpeak; the diﬃculty ari

l,

ﬁng from which will inſenſibly diminiſh by uſe and familiar ac
quaint-ance. And therefore I ſhall cloſe this branch of our en
quiries with the words of ﬁr Edward Coke y: " albeit the ﬅu
" dent (hall not at any one day, do what he can, reach to the

U fulljmeﬁaning of all that is here laid down, yet let him no way.
" diſcourag'ſſe himſelf, but proceed ; for on ſome other dd'yJ-in;
" ſome other place," (or perhaps upon a ſecond peruſagfcgf the
ſame) u his doubts will be probably removed"
Y Proeme to Llnﬅz
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THE

TWENTY

FOURTH."

or THINGS PERsoNAL,

NDER the name of things pe'ſhnal are included all ſorts
of thingsv moveable," which may attend a man's perſon
wherever he goes ; ' and therefore, being only the objects of the
law while they remain within the limits of it's juriſdiction, and
being alſo of a periſhablequality, are not eﬅeemed of ſo high a
nature, nor paid ſo'much'regard to by the law, as things that are
in their nature more permanent and immoveab/e, as lands, and

houſes, and the proﬁts iſſuing thereout. Theſe being conﬅantly
within the reach, and under the protection of the law, were the

principal favourites of our ﬁrﬅ legiﬂators : who took all imagin
able care in aſcertaining the rights, and directing the diſpoſition,
of ſuch property as they imagined to be laﬅing, and which would
anſwer to poﬅerity the trouble and pains that their anceﬅors em
ployed about them; but at the ſame time entertained a very low

and contemptuous opinion of all perſonal eﬅate, which they re
garded only as a tranſient commodity. The amount of it indeed
was, comparatively, very triﬂing, during the ſcarcity of money

and the ignorance of luxurious reﬁnements, which prevailed in
the feodal ages. Hence it was, that a tax of the jﬂeent/z, tent/2,
or ſometimes a much larger proportion, of all the moveables of
the ſubject, was frequently laid without ſcruple, and is mentioned
'with much unconcern by our antient hiﬅorians, though now it
would juﬅly alarm our opulent merchants and ﬅockholders. And
hence likewiſe may be derived the frequent forfeitures inﬂicted

by
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by the common law, of all a man's goods and chattels, for miſ

behaviours and inadvertencies that at preſent hardly ſeem to de
ſerve ſo ſevere a puniſhment. Our antient law-books, which are
founded upon the feodal proviſions, do not therefore often con
deſcend to regulate this ſpecies of property. There is not a chap
ter in Britton or the mirroir, that can fairly be referred to this
head; and the little that. is to be found in Glanvil, Bracton, and

Fleta, ſeems principally borrowed from the civilians.

But of

later years, ſince the introduction and extenſion of trade and com

merce, which are entirely occupied in this ſpecies of property,
and have greatly augmented it's quantity and of courſe it's value,

we have learned to conceive diﬀerent ideas of it. Our courts
now regard a man's perſonalty in a light nearly, if not quite,
equal to his realty: and have adopted a more enlarged and leſs
technical mode of conſidering the one than the other; frequent

ly drawn from the rules which they found already eﬅabliſhed by
the Roman law, wherever thoſe rules appeared to be well-ground
to theadapted
caſe in queﬅion,
but principally
from
rea z
r ed
ſon and
and appoſite
convenience,
to the circumﬅances
of the
times
preſerving withal a due regard to antient uſages, and a certain
feodal tincture, which is ﬅill to be found in ſome branches of
perſonal property.
B U T things perſonal, by our law, do not only include things
moveable, but alſo ſomething more. The whole of which is com

prehended under the general name of chattels, eatalla ; which,
ſir Edward Coke ſays', is a French word ſignifying goods.

And

this is true, if underﬅood of the Norman dialect; for in the

grand cozſſamz'er '®, we ﬁnd the word chattel: uſed and ſet in op
poſition to a ﬁef 'or feud : ſo that not only goods, but whatever
was not a feud, were accounted chattels. And it is, I appre
hend, in the ſame large, extended, negative ſenſe, that our law
adopts it; the idea of goods, or moveables only, being not ſuf

ﬁciently comprehenſive to take in every thing that our law con
* 'Inﬅ. 118.

Vo L. II.
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ſiders as a chattel intereﬅ.
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For ſince, as the 'commentator on

the couﬅmm'er obſerves, there are two requiſites to make a ﬁef or
heritage, duration as to time, and immobility with regard to
place; whatever wants either of theſe qualities is not, according
to the Normans, an heritage or ﬁeſ®5 or, according to us, is

not a real eﬅate : the conſequence of which in both laws is, that

it muﬅ be a perſonal eﬅate, or chattel.

'

C H A 'r "r a L s therefore are diﬅributed by the law into two

kinds ; chattels real, and chattels perſonal.

'

1. CHATTEL s real, ſaith ﬁr Edward Coke **, are ſuch as
concern, or ſavour of, the realty; as terms for years of land,

wardſhips in chivalry (while the military tenures'ſubﬁﬅed) the
next preſentation to a church, eﬅates by ﬅatute-merchant, ﬅa
tute-ﬅaple, elegit, or the like; of all which we have already
ſpoken.

And theſe are called real chattels, as being intereﬅs

iſſuing out of, or annexed to real eﬅates: of which they have
one quality, wſiz. immobility, which denominatcs them real;
but want the other, w'z. a ſuﬃcient, legal, indeterminate. dura
tion : and this want it is, that conﬅitutes them chattels. The ut-"

moﬅ period for which they can laﬅ is ﬁxed and determinate, either
for ſuch a ſpace of time certain, or till ſuch a particular ſum of
money be raiſed out of ſuch a particular income; ſo that they are

not equal in the eye of the law to the loweﬅ eﬅate of freehold, a
leaſe for another's life: their tenants were conſidered, upon ſeodal

principles, as merely bailiﬀs or ſarmers -, and the tenant of the free
hold might at any time have deﬅroyed their intereﬅ, till the reign
of Henry VIII *. A freehold, which alone is a real eﬅate, and
ſeems (as has been ſaid) to anſwer to the ﬁef in Normandy, is
conveyed by corporal inveﬅiture and livery of ſeiſin 5 which gives
the tenant ſo ﬅrong a hold of the land, that it never after can
* Cateilx ſhut marble: et immmctu : ſiramm:
tum) marble: ſhut qui lranſþorttr ſz ſen-vent,
et nzﬂzi-w'r [e carp; immtuHu ſhut theſe: qui
m pen-um' 'nſhirvir le rarpx, m'zﬅrt tranſþarteer,

[t 'out re qui n'rﬅ point en lm'iragt. LL. NVill.
Nothi, t'. 4. apud Duſreſnc. 1L409.
d I Inﬅ. 118.
_
'
e See pag. 14', 142.
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be wteﬅed from him during his life, but by his own act, of vo

luntary transfer or of forfeiture ; or elſe. by the happening of ſome

future cnntingency, as. in- eﬅates fur outer vie, and the determin-i
able freeholds mentioned in a former chapter f. And even theſe,
being of an uncertain duration, may bypoſſibility laﬅ for the

owner's life 3 for the law will not preſuppoſe the' contingency to
happen before it actually does, and till then the eﬅate is to all
intents and purpoſes a life eﬅate, and therefore a freehold inte

reﬅ. On the other hand, a chattel intereﬅ in lands, which. the
Normans put in- oppoſition to ﬁef, and we to freehold, is con- .

veyed by no ſeiſin or corporal inveﬂiture, but the poſſeﬃon is
gained by the mere entry of the tenant himſelf z and it is ſure
to expire at a time preﬁxed and determined, if not ſooner. Thus

a leaſe for years muﬅ neceſſarily fail at the end and completion of
the term ; the next preſentation to a church is ſatisﬁed and gone
the inﬅant it cornes into poſſeſiion, that is, by the ﬁrﬅ avoidance

and preſentation. to the living 3 the conditional eﬅates by ﬅatutes

and elegit are determined as ſoon as the debt is paid; and ſo
guardianſhips in chivalry were ſure to expire the moment that
.the heir came of age. And if there be any other chattel real, it
will be found to correſpond with the reﬅ in this eſſential quality,

that it's duration is limited to a time certain, beyond which it
cannot ſubſiﬅ.

2. C H ATT E L s perſonal are, properly and ﬅrictly ſpeaking,
things moveable 5 which may be annexed to or attendant on the
'perſon of the owner, and carried about with him from one part
of the world to another.

Such are animals, houſehold-ﬅuﬀ,

money, jewels, corn, garments, and every thing. elſethat can
properly be put in motion, and transferred from place to place.
And of this kind of chattels it is, that we are principally to ſpeak
in the remainder of this book 5 having been unavoidably led to
conſider the nature of chattels real, and their incidents, in the

former chapters which were employed upon real eﬅates ;,. that
T pag. lzl.
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kind of property being of a mongrel amphibious nature, origi
nally endowed with one only of the characteriﬅics of each ſpe
cies of things; the immobility of things real, and the precarious
duration of things perſonal.
CHATTE L intereﬅs being thus diﬅinguiſhed and diﬅributed,
it will be proper to conſider, ﬁrﬅ, the nature of that property,

or dominion, to which they are liable 5 which muﬅ be princi
pally,
referred to
chattels:
the titlenay
to ſolely,
that property,
or perſonal
how it may
be loﬅand,
and 'ſecondly,
acquired.v
Of each of theſe in it's order.
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or PROPERTY m THINGS PERSONAL.
in.-

'

ROPERTY, in chattels perſonal, may be either in poﬃf
ſion ; which is where a man hath not only the right to enjoy,

but hath the actual enjoyment of, the thing: or elſe it is in
action 5 where a man hath only a bare right, without any occu
pation or enjoyment. And of theſe the former, or property in poſi
ﬁﬃ'on, is divided into two- ſorts, an abſolute and a gualﬃed property.
I. Fr RST then of property in poﬃﬃ'on aoſhlute; which is
where a man hath, ſolely and excluﬁvely, the right, and alſo t-he

occupation, of any moveable chattels; ſo that they cannot be
transferred from him, or ceaſe to be his, without his own act or
default.

Such may be all inonimote things, as goods, plate, mo

ney, jewels, implements of war, garments, and the like: ſuch
alſo may be all 'vegetable productions, as the fruit or other parts,
when ſevered from the plant, or the whole plant itſelf, when

ſevered from the ground ; none of which can be moved out of
the owner's poſſeﬃon without his own act or conſent, or at leaﬅ
without doing him an injury, which it is the buſineſs of the
law to prevent or remedy. Of theſe therefore there remains
little to be ſaid.
BUT with regard to animals', which have in themſelves a prin
ciple and power of motion, and (unleſs particularly conﬁned)

can convey themſelves from one part of the world to another,
'

there
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there is a great diﬀerence made with reſpect to their ſeveral claſ
ſes, not only in our law, but in the law of nature and of all ci

vilized nations. They are diﬅinguiſhed into ſuch as 'are damz'tae,
and ſuch as are ſerae naturae; ſome being of a tame, and others
of a wild diſpoſition. In ſuch as are of a nature tame and do
meﬅic, (as horſes, kine, ſheep, poultry', and the like) a man

may have as abſolute a property as in any inanimate beings; be
cauſe theſe continue perpetually in his occupation, and will not."

ﬅray from his houſe or perſon, unleſs by accident or fraudulent'
enticement, in either of which caſes the owner does not loſe

his property': in which our law agrees with the laws of France
and Holland b. The ﬅealing, or forcible abduction, of ſuch pro

perty as this, is alſo felony ; for theſe are things-'of intrinﬁbſſ va
he, ſerving for the food of man, or elſe for the uﬁis' of huſhand

dry e. But in animals ſerae murae- a man. can have no abſi'lute
property.

*

_ , Or all tame and domeﬅic animals, the broadv beliongstov the
owner of the dam or mother 3 the Engliſh law agreeing with the
civil, that 'ﬄpartmſhguitur 'verify-am" in the brute creation, though
for the moﬅ part in the human ſpecies i-t diſallows that maxim.
And therefore in. the laws of England- **, as well! as Rome ',, "ﬅ

'I egaam meam egum tum' praegnantem- fwew't, non eﬅ tuum ſhd
"meum guod'natum eﬅ." And; for this, Puﬀendorſf gives a ſen

ſible reaſon : not only becauſe the male is frequently unknown;

but alſo becauſe' the dam, during the time of her pregnancy, is
almoﬅ uſeleſs to the proprietor', and muﬅ be maintained with
greater expenſe and care : wherefore as her owner is. the loſer- by

her Pregnancy, he ought to be the gainer by her brood'. An ex
ception to this rule is in. the caſe of young cygnets; which be

long equally to the owner of 'the cockand hen, and ſhall be di
- vided between them 5. But here the reaſons of the general rule
' 2M0d.319.
" Vimx. in Inﬅ; 1. 2. fit. l. s. 15.

* Fſ.6.1-.5
T L. of N.. 14. e. 7.

c 1Hal.P.C.511,512.

I 7Rep.17.

'

i Bro. Abr. tit. Prapertie. 29.

ceaſe,
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for the male is well

known, by his conﬅant aﬂ'ociation with the female; and for the

ſame reaſon the owner of the one doth not ſuﬀer more diſadvan
tage, during the time of Pregnancy and nurture, than the owner
of the other.

II. OT H 1: R animals, that are not of a tame and domeﬅie
nature, are either not the objects of property at all, or-elſe fall'
under our other diviſion, namely, that of gualgT/ied, limited, or

ſþeeial property: which is ſuch as is not in it's nature permanent,
but may ſometimes ſubſiﬅ, and at other times not ſubſiﬅ. In diſ
cuſſing which ſubject, I ſhall in the ﬁrﬅ place ſhew, how- this
ſpecies of property may ſubſiﬅ in- ſuch animals as are ﬁrae ha
turae, or of a wild nature 5 and then, how it may ſubſiﬅ in any
other things, when under particular circumﬅances.

FIRST then, a- man may be inveﬅed with a qualiﬁed, but not'
an abſolute, property in allcreatures that are ferae natarae, either
per indaﬅriam, propter impotentiam, or propter pn'vilegium.
I. A per
(LUAL
t FI e Dlzominirct:
property
ſubſiﬅreelaiming
in- animals
natarae,
indaﬅriam
by may
a man's
andſirae
' ma
king them tame by art, induﬅry, and education; or by ſocou

ﬁning them within his own immediate power, that they cannot
eſcape and uſe their natural liberty.

And under this head ſome

writers have ranked all the former ſpecies of animals we have
mentioned, apprehending none to be originally and naturally
tame, but only made ſo by art and Cuﬅom :- as, horſes, ſwine,
and other cattle ; which, if originally left to themſelves, would

have choſen to rove up and down, ſeeking their food at large,-and
are only made domeﬅic by uſe and familiarity, and are therefore,

ſay they, called ma'y'aeta, quaſi mama' aﬄnta. But however well
this notion may be founded, abﬅractedly conſidered, our law ap- prehends the moﬅ obvious diﬅinctio'n to be, between ſuch animals
as we generally ſee tame, and are therefore ſeldom, if ever, found, .

Wandering at large, which it calls damitae naturae, and ſuch crea
tures.
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tures as are uſually found at liberty, which are-theggfore ſuppoſed
to -be more emphaticallyﬁrar naturac, though_,it_ﬂmpy happen

that the latter ſhall be ſometimes tained and. conﬁned
the art
' and induﬅry of man. Such as are deer in a park, hares or rabbets
in an encloſed warren, doves in a dovehouſe, pheaſants or partrid

ges in a mew, hawks that are fed and commanded by their owner,
and ﬁſh in a private pond or in trunks. Theſe are no longer the
property of a man, than while they continue in his keepingctſior
actual poſſeﬃon: but, if at any time they regain their natural

liberty, his property inﬅantly ceaſes; unleſs they have anz'mum
revertendz', which is only to be known by their uſual cuﬅom of _
returning h.

A maxim which is borrowed from the civil law i 5

" revertendi amſimum widentur dﬃnere bade-re tum', cum revertendi
*' rarz/izetua'inem dgſhruerint."

The law therefore extends this

poſſeﬃon farther than the mere manual occupation 5' for my

tame hawk that is purſuing his quarry in my preſence, though
he is at liberty to go where he pleaſes, is nevertheleſsſirny5 pro

perty 5 for he hath animum reverte'zdi. So are my Pigeons,
that are ﬂying at a diﬅance from their home (eſpecially of 'the
carrier kind) and likewiſe the deer that is chaſed out of my
park or foreﬅ, and is inﬅantly purſued by the keeper or fo
reﬅerz' all which remain ﬅill in my poſſeﬃon, and I ﬅill preſerve
my qualiﬁed property in them. But if they ﬅray without my
knowlege, and do not return in the uſual manner, it is then law

ful for any ﬅranger to take them k. But if a deer, or any wild
. animal reclaimed, hath a collar or other mark put upon him, and
goes and returns at his pleaſure; or if a wild ſwan is taken, and
marked and turned looſe in the river, the owner's property in him
ﬅill continues, and it is not lawful for any one elſe to take him':
but otherwiſe, if the deer has been long abſent without returning,

or the ſwan leaves the neighbourhood. Bees alſo are _ﬂ-rae na
me; but, when vhived and reclaimed, a man may have a quali

ﬁed property in them, by the law of nature, as well as by the
civil law m. And to the ſame purpoſe, not to ſay in the ſame
i' Bracton. I. 2. r. r.
1 Inﬅ.z.r.15.

k Pinch. L. 177.

7Rep. 17.

1 Crompt. of courts. 167. 7 Rep.r*6.
.

m Pnﬀ.l.4..c.6. $.g. Inﬅ.2.r.t4..
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words, with the civil law, ſpeaks Bracton" r occupation, that is,
hiving or including them, gives the property in bees; for, though
a' ſwarm lights upon'my tree, I have no more property in them
'till I' have hived them, than t'have in the birds which make their

neﬅs thereon; and therefore if another hives them, he ſhall be
their proprietor: but a ſwarm, which ﬁie from and out of my

hive, are mine ſo long as I can keep them in ſight, and have power
to purſue them; and in theſe circumﬅances no one elſe is intitled

to take them, 'But it hath been alſo ſaid o, that with us the only
ownerſhip in bees is rafio'ze ſo7i 3 and the charter of the foreﬅ 1',
which allows every freeman to be entitled to the honey found
within his own woods, aﬀords great countenance to this doctrine,

that a qualiﬁed property' may be had in bees, in conſideration of
the property of the ſoil whereon they' are found.
IN all theſe creatures, reclaimed from the Wildneſs' of their'

nature, the property is not abſolute, but' defeaſible : a property,
that may be deﬅroyed if they reſume their antient wildneſs, and
are
found at large. For if the pheaſants-eſcape from the mew,
or the ﬁſſſhes from the trunk, and are ſeen' wandering at large in
their proper element, they become ﬂr'ae nafurae again 3 and are
free
and open to the ﬁrﬅ occupant that has abilityſito ſeiſe them.

But while'they thus continue my qualiﬁed or defeaſible property,
they are as_much under the protection of the law, as if they
were abſolutely and indefeaſibly mine: and an action will lie
againﬅ any man that detains them from me', or unlawfully de

ﬅroys them.

It is alſo as much felony by common law 'to ﬅeal

ſuch of them as are ﬁt for food, as it is to ﬅ'eal tame animals 9 :
but not ſo, if they are only kept for pleaſure, Curioſity, or whim,
as dogs, bears, eats, apes, parrots, and ſinging birds', becauſe

their value is not intrinſic, but depending only on the caprice of
the owners: though it is ſuch an invaﬁon of property as may
"Lard-&3.

'

' Bro. Aor. lit. Proﬄm'e. 37. cites
43 Edw. IIl. 24.
P 9Hen. Ill. c. 13.

Vo L. II.

'1 IHal. P. (1512.
' Lamb. Eiren. 275.
' 7 Rep. 18. 3 Inﬅ. 109.
-

B b b

'
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amount to a civil injury, and be redreſſed by a civil action *. Yet

to ﬅeal a reclaimed hawk is felony both by common law and
ﬅatute"; which ſeems to be a relic of the tyranny of our an
tient ſportſmen.

And, among our elder anceﬅors the antient

Britons, another ſpecies of reclaimed animals, viz. cats, were
looked upon as creatures of intrinſic value; and the killing or

ﬅealing one was a grievous crime, and ſubjected the oﬀender to

a ﬁne 5 eſpecially if it belonged to the king's houſhold, and were
the caﬅo: lzorrei regii, for which there was a very peculiar forfei
ture w. And thus much of qualiﬁed property in wild animals,
reclaimed per indzzﬅriam.
2. A OJJALlFIED property may alſo ſubſiﬅ with relation to
animals ﬂrae naturae, ratione impate'ztiae, on account of their
own inability. As when hawks, herons, or other birds build in

my trees, or coneys or other creatures make their neﬅs or bur
rows in my land, and have young ones there 5 I have a qualiﬁed
property in thoſe young ones, till ſuch time as they can ﬂy, or
run away, and then my property expires": but, till then, it is in
ſome caſes treſpaſs, and in others felony, for a ﬅranger to take

them away 7.

For here, as the owner of the land has it in his

power to do what he pleaſes with them, the law therefore veﬅs
a property in him of the young ones, in the ſame manner as it
does of the old ones if reclaimed and conﬁned : for theſe cannot

through Weakneſs, any more than the others through reﬅraint,
uſe their natural liberty and forſake him.
p 3. A MAN may, laﬅly, have a qualiﬁed property in animals
ferae natunze, propter przſi-vilegium: that is, he may have the pri
vilege of hunting, taking, and killing them, in excluﬁon of other
' Bro. Abr. n'r. Trgſþaﬅ. 407.

LL. Well. 1.3. c. 5. s. 5. ' An amercement

' l Hal. P. C. 511. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 33.

ſimilar to which, ſir Edward Coke tells us

" " Si qui; ſe/cm, harm' regz'i ruﬅodem, u-

(7 Rep. 18.) there antiently was for ﬅealing

" cider/'t tualſurta abﬅulerz't, ſelix ſamma mu- ſwans; only ſuſpending them-Fy the beak,
u do ſuſlzmdzztyr, (aﬁle nream attingcnlr, e! in

inﬅead of the tail.

ctv-g

" (am grana Iritiri gﬃunda'rtur, uſyurdum ſ-'m-

x Carta do

" mital mud'ae tririm co-opm'atur." Woman.

7 7 Rep. 17, Lamb. Eiren. 274.

9 Hen. III. c. 13.
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perſons. Here he has a tranſient property in theſe animals, uſu
ally called game, ſo long as they continue within his liberty ' 3
and may reﬅrain any ﬅranger from taking them therein: but the
inﬅant they depart into another liberty, this qualiﬁed 'property
ceaſes. The manner, in which this privilege is acquired, will be

ſhewn in a ſubſequent chapter.
TH E qualiﬁed property which we have hitherto conſidered, ex
tends only to animals ſerae natarae, when either reclaimed, im
potent, or privileged. Many other things may alſo be the objects
of qualiﬁed property. It may ſubſiﬅ in the very elements, of ﬁre
or light, of air, and of water. A man can have no abſolute per
no

.manent property in theſe, as he may in the earth or land 3 ſince

theſe are of a vague and fugitive nature, and therefore can ad

mit only of a precarious and qualiﬁed ownerſhip, which laﬅs ſo
1 long as they are in actual uſe and occupation, but no longer. If
a man diﬅurbs another, and-deprives him of the lawful-enjoy
ment of theſe ; if one obﬅructs another's antient windows ', cor
rupts the air of his houſe or gardens ", fouls his water', or un
1 pens and lets it out, or if he diverts an antient watercourſe that

uſed
to_ run as
to the
other's and
mill protect
or meadow
"3 the injuredct'in
law will animad
vert hereon
an injury,
the party
his poſ

ſeﬃon. But the property in them ceaſes the inﬅant' they- are out
ofpoſſeﬃon : for, when no man is engaged in their actual occu
pation, they become again common, and every man has an equal
right to appropriate them to his own uſe.
Tn 1: s E kinds of qualiﬁcation in property depend upon the
peculiar circumﬅances of the ſubject matter, which is not 'capa

_ ble of being under the abſolute dominion of any propribtor. 'But
property may alſo be of a qualiﬁed or ſpecial nature, on account
of the peculiar circumﬅances of the owner, when the thing it
ſelf is very capable of abſolute ownerſhip. As in caſe of failz CroQ-Car. 554. Mar. 48. 5 Mod. 376.
'2 Mod."u,4.
* 9Rep. 58.

' [of-'259. Lutw. 92.

® 9 Rcp- 59
4 r Leon. 27'3. Skinn. 389.
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ment, or delivery, of goods to another perſon for a particular uſe 5

, as to a carrier to convey to London, to an innkeeperto ſecurehizn

his inn, or the like. Here there is no abſolute property ineithex
the bailor or the bailee, 'the perſon delivering, or him to whom
it is delivered : for the bailor hath only the right, and 'not the

immediate poſſeﬃon 5' the bailee hath the poſſeﬃon, and only a

temporary right. But it is a qualiﬁed property inuthem both 5
and each of them is entitled to an action, in caſe the _gopds be
damaged or taken away: the bailee on account of his immediate

poſſeſiion 5 the bailor, becauſe the poſſeﬂion of the bailee is,
mediately, his poſſeﬃon alſo *.

So alſo in caſe of goods pledged

or pawned upon condition, either to repay money or otherwiſe;
both the pledgor and pledgee havea qualiﬁed, but neither of
them an abſolute, property therein: the pledgor's property is con-z
ditional, and depends upon the performance of the condition of
re-payment, &Ft-5 and ib too is that of the pledgee, which _de
pends upon it's non-performance f.

The ſame may beſſſaid. pi

goods diſtreincd for rent, or other cauſe of diﬅreſs:

are

in the nature of a pledge, and are not, at the ﬁrﬅ tal-tingtxhe
abſolute property of either the diﬅreinor, or party diﬁreimd 5;
but may be redeemed, or elſe forfeited, by the ſubſequent con

duct of the latter. But a ſervant, who hath the care of his maſ

ter's'goods or chattels, as a butler of plate, a'ſhepherd. of ſheep,
and the like, hath not any property or' poſſeﬃon either abſolute,
or qualiﬁed, but-only a mere charge or overﬁght 3.
p
_MZZZH

H A v I N G thus conſidered the ſeveral diviſions of property in
pqﬃﬃim, which ſubſiﬅs there only, where a man hath both the

right and alſo the oſiccupation of the thing 5ſ _ we will proceednext'

to take a, ſhort viewof the nature of 'property in action, _or _ſuch
where a man' hath not the occupation, but merely a bare right
to occupy the thing in queﬅion; the poſſeﬃon whereof may
however be recovered by a ſuit or action at law : from whence
\
' l Roll. Abr. 607.

3 3 IniL 108.

ſ Cro. Jac. 245.

the
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the thing ſo recoverable is called a thing, or e/zo/Ze, in actionh.
Thus money due on a bond is a c/zoﬂ- in action ; for a property
in the debt veﬅs at the time of forfeiture mentioned in the obli
gation, but there is no poſſeﬃon till recovered by courſe of law.
If a man promiſes, or covenants with me, to do any act, and fails
in it, whereby I ſuﬀer damage ; the recompenſe for this damage
is a c/zoſh in action r for though a right to ſome recompenſe veﬅs'
in me, at the, time of the damage done, yet ﬃt' and how large
ſuch recompenſe ſhall be, can only be aſcertamed by verdict; and

the poﬀeﬂion can only be given me by legal judgment and exe
cution.'< In the former of theſe caſes the ﬅudent will obſerve, that

thelproperty', or right of action, depends upon an expreﬅ contract
or obligation to pay a ﬅated ſum: and in the latter it depends
upon an implied contract, that if the covenantor does not perform
the act' he engaged to do, he ſhall pay me the damages I ſuﬅain
by this breach of covenant. And hence it may be collected, that
all property in action depends entirely upon contracts, either ex
orimplied; which are the only regular means of acquiring;
a drye in action', and of the nature of which we ſhall diſcourſe at

large iſin a ſubſizquent chapter.
-"-A'r preſent we have only 'to remark, that 'upon all contracts
or; promiſes, either expreſs or implied, and the inﬁnite' variety of

caſes
whichſort
they
andtomay
ſpuninjured
out, the-law
an.
actioninto
of ſome
orſiare
other
the be
party
in caſe gives
of non
performance; to compel the wrongdoer to do juﬅice. to the party

with whom he has contracted, and, on failure of performingrthe
identical thing he engaged to do, to render a ſatisfaction equiva
lent to the damage ſuﬅained. But while the thing, or it's equi
valent, remains in ſuſpenſe, and the injured party has only the

right and not the occupation, it is called a c/uſe in action z being:

a-thing rather in potenttſia than 'in eﬃ: though the owner may,
3 The ſame idea, and the ſame denomi- " a'mu." (Ff. 41. x.52.) And again; "ae
-

nation, of property prevailed in the civil
law. "Rm in dom) 'roﬅrir bride" intelligimnr,

"one [rom'r ad'lumtralzl'lu" man, ſi quid eﬂ in
" action/our, petitiom'om, perſemtioniour. Nam

" qual-fen: ad rm'ptrandam 'an actiwtm bao'-

" et lum in &or/i: eﬃ vir/mrur." (Fſ. 50. ' 649.)

_

have
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have as abſolute a property of ſuch things in action, as of things
in poſſeﬃon.
.
.

AND, having thus diﬅinguiſhed the diﬀerent degree or quantity,
of domim'an or property to which things perſonal are ſubject, we
may add a word or- two concerning the time of their enjoyment,
and the number of their owners; in conformity to the method

before obſerved in treating of the property of things real. ,

FIRST, as to the time of enjoyment. By the rules of the antient:
common law, there could be no future property, to,take place in.
expectancy, created in perſonal goods and chattels 5 becauſe, be-.

ing things tranſitory, and by many accidents ſubject to be loﬅ"
deﬅroyed, or otherwiſe impaired, and the exigencies of tradec
requiring alſo a frequent circulation thereof, it would occaſion
perpetual ſuits and quarrels, and puta ﬅop to the freedom of
Commerce, if ſuch lirnitations in remainder were generally tole
rated and allowed. But yet in laﬅ wills and teﬅaments ſuch,li-. .
mitations of perſonal goods and chattels, in remainder aftera"
bequeﬅ for life, were permitted i: though originally thatindul
gence was only ſhewn, when merely the aſe of the goods, and not
the goods themſelves, was given to the ﬁrﬅ legateek; the pro
perty being ſuppoſed to continue all the time in the executor of

the deviſor. But now that diﬅinction is diſregarded 'z and there
fore if a man either by deed or will limits his books or-furniture
A for
life,anwith
remainder
over to
B, thisisremainder
i to
But,
where
eﬅate-tail
in things
perſonal
given to isthegood.
ſirﬅ
or any ſubſequent poſicteſſor, it veﬅs in him the 'total property,
and no remainder over ſhall be permitted on ſuch a limitation m.
For this, if allowed, would tend to a perpetuity, as the deviſee
or grantee in tail of a chattel has no method of barring the en
tail; and therefore the law veﬅs in him at once the entire domi
nion of the goods, being analogous to the fee-ſimple which a
tenant in tail may acquire in a real eﬅate.
'
i x Equ. Caſ. abr. 360.

1 zFreem. 206.

k Mar. '06.

' t P. W"". 290.

N E x T,
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Things perſonal may

belong to their owners, not only in ſeveralty, but alſo in joint
tenancy, and in common, as well as real eﬅates.

They cannot

indeed be veﬅed in coparcenary; becauſe they do not deſcend
from the anceﬅo'r to the heir, which is neceſſary to conﬅitute co
parceners. But if a horſe, or other perſonal chattel, be given to
two or more, abſolutely, they are joint-tenants hereof; and, un

leſs the jointure be ſevered, the ſame doctrine of ſurvivorſhip
ſhall take place as in eﬅates of lands and tenements ". And, in.
like manner, if the jointure be ſevered, as by either of them ſell
ing his ſhare, the vendee and the remaining part-owner ſhall be

tenants in common, without any jur accreſcerzdi or ſurvivorſhip ®.
_So alſo if 1001. be given by will to two or more, equa/[y to be'
divided between- them, this makes them tenants in- common P';
as, we have formerly ſeenq, the ſame words would have done,

in regard to real eﬅates. But, for the encouragement of huſbandry.
and trade, it is held that a ﬅock on a farm, though occupied.

jointly, and alſo a ﬅock uſed in a joint undertaking, by way of.
partnerſhip in trade, ſhall always be conſidered as common and;
not as joint property ;. and there ſhall beþno ſurvivorſhip therein '..
' Litt. 5. 282.
* Litt. 5. 321.

1Vern.482.
'

* 'r 1Eqn. Caſ. abr, 292. '

'

9 pag. '93.
' 1,Vern.217. Co. Litt. 182..
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'E are next to conſider the title to things perſonal, or the'
various means of acgub'z'ng, and of lqſing, ſuch property'

as may be had therein : both which conſiderations of gain and
loſs ſhall be blended together in one and the ſame view, as was
' done in our Obſervations upon real property; ſince it is for the.
moﬅ part impoſiible to contemplate the one, without contem-ſi
plating the other alſo. And theſe methods of acquiſition or-Iol?
are principally twelve: 1. By occupancy. 2. By prerogative.
3. By forfeiture. 4.. By cuﬅom. 5. Byſucceſiion. 6. By mar
riage. 7. By judgment. 8. By gift. 9.. By contract. 10. By
bankruptcy. 11. By teﬅament. 12. By adminiﬅration.
AND, ﬁrﬅ, a property in goods and chattels may be acquired
'by occupancy : which, we have more than once ' remarked, was
the original and only primitive method of acquiring any property
at all ; but which has ſince been reﬅrained and abridged, by the

poſitive laws of ſociety, in order to maintain peace and harmony
among mankind. For this purpoſe, by' the laws of England,
gifts, and contracts, teﬅaments, legacies, and adminiﬅrations

have been introduced and countenanced, in order to transfer and

continue that property and poſſeﬃon in things perſonal, which
a S'eeſſpag. 3. 8. 258.

has
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has once been acquired by the owner. And, where ſuch things
are found without any other owner, they for the moﬅ part belong

to the king by virtue of his prerogative 5 except in ſome few in
ﬅances, wherein the original and natural right of occupancy is
ﬅill permitted to ſubſiﬅ, and which we are now to conſider.
I. TH U s, in the ﬁrﬅ place, it hath been ſaid, that any body

may ſeiſe to his own uſe ſuch goods as' belong to an' alien enemy ".
'For ſuch enemies, notbeing looked upon as members of our ſo
ciety, are not entitled during their ﬅate of enmity to the beneﬁt
or protection of the laws; and therefore every man that has op
portunity is permitted to ſeiſe upon their chattels, without being
compelled as in other caſes to make reﬅitution or ſatisfaction to
the owner. But this, however generally laid down by ſome of
our writers, muﬅ in reaſon and juﬅice be reﬅrained to ſuch cap
tors as are authorized by the public authority of the ﬅate, reſi

ding in the crown c 3 and to ſuch goods as are brought into this
country by an alien enemy, after a declaration of war, without
a ſafe-conduct or paſſport. And therefore it hath been held d,
that where a foreigner is reſident in England, and afterwards a
war breaks out between his country and ours, his goods are not liable to be ſeiſed. It hath alſo been adjudged, that if an enemy

take the goods of an Engliſhman, which are afterwards retaken
by another ſubject of this kingdom, the former owner ſhall loſe
his property therein, and it ſhall be indefeaſibly veﬅed in the ſe
cond taker 3 unleſs they were retaken the ſame day, and the owner
before ſun-ſet puts in his claim of property '. Which is agree
able to the law of nations, as underﬅood in the time of Grotius f,
even with regard to captures made at ſea; which were held to
be the property of _the captors after a poﬁ'cﬃon of twenty four
hours: though the modern authoritiesg require, that before the
property can be changed, the goods muﬅ have been brought into
b Finch. L.178.

'

f dej. 5.E:'p.1.3. as. 5.3.

c Freem. 40.

8 Bynkerſh. quaeﬅ. jm'. pnbLI. 4. Rocc.

Bro. Abr. rit. prapertie. .38.ﬂ'ﬁi1nre. 57.

e [bit-1.

VoL. II.

tle. Aﬃtllſſ. not. 66.

-
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port, and have continued a night intra þfdſ/idid, in a place of
ſafe cuﬅody, ſo that all hope of recovering them is loﬅ.
AN D, as in the good: of an enemy, ſo alſo in his perﬃ'z, a
man may acquire a ſort of qualiﬁed property, by taking him a
priſoner in warh 3 at leaﬅ till his ranfom be paidj. And this doc

trine ſeems to have been extended to negro-ſervantsi, who are
purchaſed, when captives, of the nations with whom they are at
war, and continue therefore in ſome degree the property of their
maﬅers who buy them : though, accurately ſpeaking, that pro
perty conﬁﬅs rather in the perpetual ﬅrvice, than in the my or

perſſn, of the captivek.
2. TuUs again, whatever moveables are found upon the
ſurface ofp the earth, or in the ſea, and are unclaimed by any
owner, are ſuppoſed to be abandoned by the laﬅ proprietor;
and, as ſuch, are returned into the common ﬅock and maſs
of things: and therefore they belong, as in a ﬅate of nature,

tO the ﬁrﬅ occupant or fortunate ﬁnder, unleſs they fall within
the deſcription of waifs, or eﬅrays, or wreck, or hidden trea

ſure 3 for theſe, we have formerly ſeen ', are veﬅed by law in the
king, and form a part of the ordinary revenue of the crown.

3. TH U s too the beneﬁt of the elements, the light, the air,
andv the water, can only be appropriated by occupancy. If I have
an antient window overlooking my neighbour's ground, he may
not erect any blind to obﬅruct the light : but if I build my houſe
cloſe to his wall, which darkens it, I cannot compel him to de
moliſh his wall 5 for there the ﬁrﬅ occupancy is rather in him,

than in me- If my neighbour makes a tan-yard, ſo as to. annoy
5 Bro. AZT. fit. prayer-tie. 18.
9 We meet with a curious writ of tref
paſs in the rcgiſier (roz.) for breaking a
man's houſe, and ſetting ſuch a priſoner at
large. "Qgare domum ipſiy: A. apud W. (in
** gun idtm A. quemlam H. Sratum per ijſm
" A. de gnarr-a (opium tanquam priſhntm ſhun,
" glmcſque ſibi de rentum lilzrir, per gun: ia'rm

"11. rrdrmþ'ionrm ſuam tum pratfaln A. pro

" im'M'ſca ſhlwamlafetrra', ſatizfactumﬂrd,
" detinuit) ſrcgir, rt ipﬁzm H. trjni! 't abduxir,
" 'vel gun 'va/aft abirt [ler/mſt, He."
i 2 Lev. 201.
*' Carth. 396. L'l Raym. '47. Salk. 667.
l Book I. ch, 8.

and
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and render leſs ſalubrious the air of my houſe or gardens, the
law will furniſh me with a remedy; but if he is ﬁrﬅ in poﬂſieﬃon
of the air, and I ﬁx my habitation near him, the nuſance is of
my own ſeeking, and muﬅ continue. If a ﬅream be unoccupied,

I may erect a mill thereon, and detain the water; yet not ſo as
to injure my neighbour's prior mill', or his meadow : for he hath
by the ﬁrﬅ occupancy acquired a property in the current.
4.. Wl T H regard likewiſe to animalsferne rzaturae, all' mankind' had by the original grant of the Creator a right to purſue
and take any fowl or inſect of the air, any ﬁſh or inhabitant of
the waters, and any beaſt or reptile of the ﬁeld: and this natu
ral right'ﬅill continues in every individual, unleſs where it is re
ﬅrained by the civil' laws of the country. And when a man has
once ſo ſeiſed them, they become while living his qualﬃed pro-*
perty, or, if dead, are abſhlutezy his own : ſo that to ﬅeal them,.I

or otherwiſe invade this property, is, according to-the reſpective
values, ſometimes a criminal oﬀence, ſometimes only a civil in
jury. The reﬅrictions which are laid upon this right, by the la'ws

of England, relate principally to royal ﬁſh, as whale and ﬅur
geon, and ſuch terreﬅrial, aer'ial, or-aquatic animals as go under

the denomination of' game ; the taking' of which is made the eft--v
cluſive right of the prince, and ſuch of his ſubjects to whom he
has granted the ſame royal privilege. But thoſe animals, which
are not expreſily
ſtill liable
be taken
and ap i
propriated
by anyſoofreſerved,
the king'sareſubjects,
uponto their
own'tſierritb-ſi
ries 5 in
ſame
as they
might
havethere
takenbeing'
even-ingame
itſelf,
tillthe
theſe
civilmanner
prohibitions
were
iſſued:
nſia-' 'i
ture
other,nobetween
diﬅinction
thebetween
right ofone
acquiring
ſpecies of
property
wild' animals
in a hare
and oran;a
ſquirrel, in a partridge or a butterﬂy: but the diﬀerence, at pre-v
ſent made, ariſes merely from the poſitive municipal law.
5. To this principle Of occupancy alſo muﬅ be referred the z
method
of acquiring
a ſpecial
perſonalbyproperty
in corn
growing
on the ground,
or other
emblements,
any pqﬃﬀor
0f_ the
land 'ſi
Ccc 2

who
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who hath ſown or planted it, whether he be owner of the inhe

ritance in fee or in tail, or bcte tenant for life, for years, or at will:
which emblements are diﬅinctfrom the real eﬅate in theland,
and ſubject to many, though not all, the incidents attending perſonal

chattels. They were deviſable by tcﬅament before the ﬅatute of
wills m, and at the death of the owner ſhall veﬅ in his executor

and not his heir: they are forfeitable by outlawry in a perſonal
action": and by the ﬅatute I I Geo. II. c. 19. though not by the

common law a, they may be diﬅreined for rent arrere. The rea

ſon for admitting the acquiſition of this ſpecial property, by te
nants who have temporary intereﬅs, was formerly givenp 5 and

it was extended to tenants in fee, principally for the beneﬁt of
their Creditors: and therefore, though the emblements are aſſets

in the hands of the executor, are forfeitable upon outlawry, and

diﬅreinable for rent, they are not in other reſpects conſidered as
perſonal chattels; and, particularly, they are not the object of
larciny, before they are ſevered from the ground q.
6. T H E doctrine of property ariſing from accgﬃon is alſo
grounded on the right of occupancy. By the Roman law, if any
given corporeal ſubﬅance received afterwards an acceﬃon by na
tural or by artiﬁcial means, as by the growth of vegetables, the
pregnancy of animals, the e_mbroidering of cloth, or the con
verﬁon of wood or metal into Veſſels and utenﬁls, the original
owner of the thing was intitled by his right of poſſeﬃon to the
property of it under ſuch it's ﬅate of improvement ': but if the
thing itſelf, by ſuch operation, was changed into a diﬀerent ſpe
cies, as by making wine, oil, .or bread, out of another's grapes,
olives, or wheat, it belonged to the new Operator ; who was only

to make a ſatisfaction to the former proprietor for the materials,
which he had ſo converteds. And theſe doctrines are implicitly
copied and adopted by our Bractonﬂ in the reign of king Hen

ry III 5 and have ſince been conﬁrmed by many reſolutions of the
"* Perk. 5. 512.
'
" Broudbntit. emblmem. 21. 5 Rep.' 16.

P 3 Inﬅ. 109.
' Inﬅ. 2. 1. 25, 26. 31. Ff, 6. i. 5.

0 r Roll. Abr. 666.

' Inﬅ. 2. 1. 25. 34..

' pag. In. 146.

' I. 2. c. 2 is' 3.

courts v_
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courts ". It hath even been held, that if one takes away another's
wife or ſon, and cloaths them, and afterwards the huſband or

father retakes them back, the garments ſhall ceaſe to be the pro
perty of him who provided them, being now annexed to the
perſon of the child or woman w.

7. B U T in the caſe of coryfiſion of goods, where thoſe of two
perſons are ſo intermixed, that the ſeveral portions can be no
longer diﬅinguiſhed, the Engliſh law partly agrees with, and
partly diﬀers "from, the civil. If the intermixture be by conſent,

I apprehend that in both laws the proprietors have an intereﬅ in
common, in proportion to their reſpective ſhares *. But, if one
'wilfully intermixes his money, corn, or hay, with that of an
other man, without his approbation or knowlege, or caﬅs gold

in like manner into another's melting-pot or Crucible, the civil
law, though it gives the ſole property of the whole to him who
has not interfered in the mixture, yet allows a ſatisfaction to the
other for what he has ſo improvidently loﬅ V. But our law, to
guard againﬅ fraud, allows no remedy in ſuch a caſe; but gives
the intire property, without any account, to him, whoſe originalv
dominion is invaded, and endeavoured to be rendered uncertain,
without his own conſent '. -

8. TH r: R E is ﬅill another ſpecies of property, which, being
grounded on labour and invention, is more properly reducible to
the head of occupancy than any other 5 ſince the right of occu
pancy itſelf is ſuppoſed by Mr Locke a, and many others b, to be
founded on the perſonal labour of the occupant. And this is the
right, which an author may be ſuppoſed to have in his own ori
ginal literary compoſitions : ſo that no other perſon without his
leave may publiſh or make proﬁt of the copies. When a- man
by the exertion of his rational powers has produced an original
work, he has clearly a right to diſpoſe of that identical work as
" Bro. Abr. rit. propertic. 23. Moor. zo.

Poph. 38,
W' Moor. 214..
3 Inﬅ. z. r. 27, 28. 1 Vern.1217.

Y Inﬅ. 2. 1. 28.

z Poph.38. zBulﬅnzzg. aVern. 516.
' on Gov. part z. ch- 5.
' See pag. 8.
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he pleaſes, and any attempt to take it from him, or vary the diſ-e
poſition he has made of it, is ah invaſion of his right of property,
Now the identity of a literary Compoſition conſiﬅs intirely in the
ſentiment and the language; the ſame conceptions, cloathed in the
ſame words, muﬅ neceſſarily be the ſame Compoſition : and what
ever method be taken of conveying that Compoſition to the ear
or the eye of another, by recital, by writing, or by printing, in

any number of copies or at any period of time, it is always the-1
identical work of the author which is ſo conveyed ;, and no other
man can have a right to convey or transfer it without his conſent,
either tacitly or expreſily given. This conſent may perhaps be

tacitly given, when an author permits his work to be ubliſhed,v
without any reſerve of right, and without ﬅamping n it any
marks of ownerſhip: it is then a preſent to the public, like the
building of a church, or the laying out a new highway: but,
'in caſe of a bargain for a ſingle impreﬃon, or a ſale or gift of the
copyright, the reverﬁon is plainly continued in the original pro
.prietor, or the whole property transferred to another. a

TH r; Roman 'law adjudged, that if one man wrote any thing,
though never ſo elegantly, on the paper or parchment of an
other, the writing ſhould belong to the original owner of the
materials on which it was written 9: meaning certainly nothing
more thereby, than the mere mechanical operation of writing,
for which it directed the ſcribe to receive a ſatisfaction ; eſpecial

ly as, in works of genius and invention, ſuch as a picture paint
ed on another man's canvas, the ſame lawd gave the canvas to

the painter. We ﬁnd no other mention in the civil law of any
property in the works of the underﬅanding, though the ſale of
literary copies, for the purpoſes of recital or multiplication, is
certainly as antient as the times of Terenceﬂ Martial f, and

Statius 5. Neither with us in Englandhath there been any direct
determination upon the right of authors at the common law.
'3 St' in thar-fir memhrani/ve rm'r rannen 'vel

hi oriam 'dtl orariane/n Titiu: ſeripﬂrit, haju:
rorpori: non Titius ſed ta dominu: eﬃ widerir.
Inﬅ. 2.-1, 33.

d Ihia'. S- 34.

e Prol. in Eunuch. 20.
' Eyigr. i. 67. iv. 72. xiii. 3. xiv. 194..
3 ju-u. vii. 83.
But
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But much may be gathered from the frequent injunctions of the
court of chancery, prohibiting the invaſion of this property: eſ
pecially where either the injunctions have been perpetual t', or
have related to unpubliſhed manuſcripts i, or to ſuch antient books,
as were not within. the proviſions of the ﬅatute of queen Anne k.
Much may alſo be collected from the ſeveral legiﬂative recogni
tions of copyrights 1; and from thoſe adjudged caſes at common
law, wherein the crown hath been conſidered as inveﬅed with.

certain 'prerogative copyrights m; for, if the crown is capable of
an excluſive right in any one book, the ſubject ſeems alſo capable'
of having the ſame right in another.
BU T, excluﬁve of ſuch copyright as may ſubſiﬅ by 'the rules
of the Common law, the ﬅatute 8 Ann. c. 19. hath protected by;
additional penalties the property of authors and their aﬃgns for
the term of fourteen years ; and hath directed that if, at the end"
of that term, the author himſelf be living, the right ſhall then.
return to him for another term of the ſame duration: and a ſirnilar privilege is extended to the inventors of prints and engra
vings, for the term of fourteen years, by the ﬅatute 8 Geo. II..=

c. 13. Both which appear to have 'been copied from. the excep

tion in the ﬅatute of monopolies, 21 Jac. I. c. 3. which allows
a royal patent of privilege to be granted for fourteen years to any.
inventor of a new manufacture, for the ſole working or making;

of the ſame; by virtue whereof a temporary property becomes.
veﬅed in the patentee ".

-

k

h Knaplock v. Curl. 9 Nov.1722. Viner ner. 28 Nov. 1735 . --Walthoe v. Walkcr.
Abr. tit- Bvah. pl. 3.-Baller v. Watſon.
6 Dec. 1737.
i Webb v. Roſe. 24. May 1732. -- Pope

v. Cnrl. 5 Jun. 1741. -Forreﬅer ctv.Waller.
13]nn.174r. -'Duke of Queenſberry v.
Shebbeare. 31 july 1758.
1' Knaplock v. Curl. before cited.-Eyre

v. Walker. 9 jun. 1735. -- Motte v. Faulk

27 Jan. 1 736. -'l'onſon v.Walker. r 2 May
1739. and 30Apr. 1752.

1 AD. 1649. e. 60. ScobelLgz. '3 ac.
14Car. II. e. 33. roAnn. c.19. 5412.
5 Geo. lII. c. 12. 5. 26.

m Cart. 89.
n 1 Vem. 62.

1 Mod. 257. 4Burr. 661'.
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SEVENTH.

PREROGATIVE,

AND

FORFEITURE.

A S E C O ND method of acquiring property in perſonal
chattels is by the king's prerogative: whereby a right
may accrue either to the crown itſelf, or to ſuch as claim under

the title of the crown, as by grant or by preſcription.
S U C H in the ﬁrﬅ place are all tributer, taxes, and czﬄam'rg
Whether conﬅitutionally inherent in the crown, as ﬂowers of the

prerogative and branches of the ce'ﬃu regalis or'antient royal
revenue, or whether they be occaſionally created by authority of
parliament 3 of both which ſpecies of revenue We treated largely
in the former volume. In theſe the king acquires and the ſub
ject loſes a property the inﬅant they become due : if paid, they
are a duﬅ in poſſeﬃon 3 if unpaid, a c/zqſh in action. Hither alſo
may be referred all forſeitures, ﬁnes, and amercements due to
the king, which accrue by virtue of his antient prerogative, or

by particular modern ﬅatutes: which revenues created by ﬅa
tute do always aſiimilate, or take the ſame nature, with the an

tient revenues 3 and may therefore be looked upon as ariſing from
a kind of artiﬁcial or ſecondary prerogative.

And, in either

caſe, the owner of the thing forfeited, and the perſon ﬁned or

amerced, do loſe and part with the property of the forfeiture,
ﬁne, or amercement, the inﬅant the king or his grantee ac-j

quires it.
IN
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IN theſe ſeveral methods of acquiring property by prerogative
there is alſo this peculiar quality, that the king cannot have a
join! property with any perſon in one entire chattel, or ſuch a

one as is not capable of diviſion or ſeparation ; but where the
titles of the king and a ſubject concur, the king ſhall have the
whole: in like manner as the king can, neither by grant nor
contract, become a joint-tenant of a chattel real with another
perſon a; but by ſuch grant or contract ſhall become intitled to
the whole in ſeveralty. Thus, if a horſe be given to the king and

a private perſon, the king ſhall have the ſole property : if a bond
be made to the king and a ſubject, the king ſhall have the whole
penalty ; the debt or duty being one ſingle chattel b : and ſo, if

two perſons have the property of a horſe between them, or have
a joint debt owing them on bond, and one of them aﬃgns his
part to the king, or is attainted, whereby his moiety is forfeited
to the crown; the king ſhall have the entire horſe, and entire
dcbtc. For, as it is not conſiﬅent with the dignity of the crown
to be partner with a ſubject, ſo neither does the king ever loſe
his right in any inﬅance; but, where they interfere, his is always

perferred to that of another perſon d : from which two principles
it is a neceſſary conſequence, that 'the innocent, though unfortu
nate,'*ſi*partner muﬅ loſe his ſhare in both the debt and the horſe,

or in any other chattel in the ſame circumﬅances.
THIS doctrine has no-opportunity ſſto take place in certain
other inﬅances of title by prerogative, that remain to be men
tioned 3 as the chattels thereby veﬅed are originally and ſolely
veﬅed in the crown, Without any transfer or derivative aſſignment

either by deed or law from. any former proprietor. Such is the
acquiﬁtion of property in wreck, in treaſure-trove, in waifs, in
eﬅrays, in royal ﬁſh, in fwans, and the like; which are not

tranglkrred to the ſovſſereign from any. former owner, but are ori
' See pag. '84.
*' Fitzh. Abr. t. date. 38. Plowd. 243.

Vo L. II.

* Cro. Eliz. 263. Plowd. 323.
Law. '78. lo Mod. 245.
d Co. Litt. 30.

Dd d '

Finch.
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ginally inherent in him by the rules _of law, and are derived to

particular ſubjects, as royal franchiſes, by his bounty. 'Theſe
areaſcribed to him, partly upon the particular reaſons'mentioned
in the eighth chapter of the former book; and partly uponthez
general principleof their being aona Aarantia, and therefore veﬅed
in the king, as well to preſerve the peace-of the public, as in
truﬅ to employ them for _the ſafety and Ornament of the com
monwealth.

*

W 1 T H regard to the prerogative copy-rights, which were men
tioned in the preceding chapter, they are held to be veﬅedin the
crown upon diﬀerent reaſons. Thus, 1. The. king, as the exe
cutive magiﬅrate, has theuright of promulging to thepeople. all -=
acts of ﬅate and government. This gives him the excct-luﬁve pri
vilege of printing, at his own preſs, or that of his grantees, all
acts qfparliament, proclamation', and order: qf council.

2. As ſu

preme head of the church, he hath a right to the publication of
all liturgier and books of divine ſer-vice. 3. He hath a right by
purchaſe to the copies of ſuch la-wbaaks, graramarr, and other
compoſitions, as were compiled' or tranſlated at the expenſe of

the crown. And upon theſe two laﬅ principles the excluſive right
of printing the tranﬂation of the bible is founded. 4. Almanack:
have been ſaid to be prerogative-copies, either as things derelict,

or elſe as being ſubﬅantially nothing more than the calendar pre-ﬄ
ﬁxed to our liturgyﬂ And indeed the regulation of time has been
often conſidered as a matter of ﬅate. The Roman faﬅi were
under the care of the pontiﬁcal college :- and Romulus, Numa,
and Julius Caeſar, ſucceſſively regulated the Roman calendar.

Tn E R E ﬅill remains anotherſpecies of prerogative property,
founded upon a very diﬀerent principle. fromany that have been
mentioned before 5 the property of ſuch animals ferae natarae,

as are known
by the
of game,
with
the right
of
purſuing,
taking,
anddenomination
deﬅrſſoying them:
which
is veﬅed
in the
king alone, and from him derived to ſuch of his ſubjects as have
' 1 Mod. 257.

received

p
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received the grants of a chaſe, a park, a free'warren, or free ﬁſh-L
e'ry. .This may lead us into any enquiry concerning the original of!
theſe franchiſes,
royalties,
on which
weincorporeal
touched a little
in a
former
chapterf 3 orthe
right itſelf
beingvan
hereditact-c
ment, though, the fruits and proﬁts of it are of a perſonal nature. '
IN the ﬁrﬅ place then we have alreadyvſhewn, and indeed' it.
cannot be denied, that by the law of_nature every man, from'

the princetm the peaſant, has an equal right of purſuing, and
taking- to his own uſe, allv ſuch creatures as are jerae naturae;

and therefore the'property of nobody, but liable to be ſeiſed by
theﬁrﬅ occnpant: And ſo itwas held by the imperial law, even
ſo late asJuﬅinian-'s time H' "ﬁrae igitur beﬅiae, er valucrer, et
"omnia animalia quae man', coelo, et terra naſbuntur, ſimu'l atque

'Had aligao eapta fuerint, jure gentium ﬅatim illiur ſſ'incipiunt.
" Lead enim nul/zſiur e/Z, z'a' 'zaturali ratio'ze occupanti coneeditur_*.".
But it follows from the very end and Conﬅitution of ſociety,
that this natural right, as well as' many others belonging to man
as an individual, may be reﬅrained by poſitive laws enacted for'
roaſons of ﬅate, or for the ſuppoſed beneﬁt of the community.

This reﬅriction may be either with reſpect to the place in which
this right may, or may not, . be exerciſed; with reſpect to. the'
animals that are. thez ſubject of 'this right ; 'or with reſpect tor the; '
pe'ſhm allowed or forbidden to exerciſe it. And, in conſequence;
of this authority, we ﬁnd that the municipal laws of many na
tions have exerted ſuch power of reﬅraint; have in general for- '

bidden the zentering on another man's grounds, for any cauſe,
without the owner's leave; have extended their protection to

ſuch particular animals as are uſually the objects of purſuit 3 'and
haveinveﬅed
the prerogative
hunting
ſuch animals
in the ſovereign
of the ﬅateofonly,
and and
ſuchtaking
as heſiſhall
autho
rize h. Many reaſons have concurred for making theſe conﬅitu
tions : as, 1. Fzor the encouragement of agricultureand improve-i

ment of lands, by giving every man an excluﬁve'dominion over
' ' pagsmsw
,
'
* h Puﬀ. L. N. 14. c.6. 54.
I 1nﬅ.2.1.'2.

.

_

D dd_2

_

1..x

_
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his own ſoil. 2. For Preſervation of the ſeveral ſpecies of. theſe
animals, which would ſoon be extirpated by a general' liberty.

3. For prevention of idleneſs and diſſipation in huſbandmen,"ar
tiﬁcers, and others of lower rank ; which would be the unavoid

able conſequence. of univerſal licence. 4.. For preventing of po
pular inſurrections and reſiﬅance to the government, by diſarm

ing the bulk of the people*: which laﬅ is a reaſon 'oftener
meant, than avowed, by the makers of foreﬅ or game' laws.
Nor, certainly, in theſe prohibitions is there any natural injuſ

tice, as ſome have weakly enoughſuppoſed: ſince, as Puﬀendorf
obſerves, the law does not hereby take from any than his preſent

property, or what was already his own, but barely abridges him
of one means of acquiring a future property, that of occupancy ;
which indeed the lawof nature would allow him, but of- which

the laws of ſociety have in moﬅ inﬅances very juﬅly and reaſon
ably deprived him.
'
,
YE T, however defenﬁble theſe proviſions in general may'be, on
the footing of reaſon, or juﬅice, or civil policy, we muﬅ notwith

ﬅanding acknowlege that, in their preſent ſhape, they owe their
immediate original to ﬂavery. lt is not till after the irruption, of
the northern nations into the Roman empire, that we read of any

other prohibitions, than that natural one oſ not ſporting on any
private grounds without the owner's leave; and another of a
more ſpiritual nature, which. was rather a rule of eccleﬁaﬅical

diſcipline, than a branch of municipal law. The Roman or ci
vil law, though it knew no reﬅriction as to pe'jſhm or animalr,
ſo'far regarded the article of place, that it allowed no man to
hunt or ſport upon another's ground, but by conſent of the owner
v of the ſoil. " Lip' alimum ﬁmdum ingreditur, wmma'i am' amu
*5 pandi gratia, patcﬅ a domina pro/tiden' ne ingreab'atur k." For if
there can, by the law of nature, be any inchoate imperfect pro

perty-ſuppoſed in wild animals before they are taken, it ſeems
moﬅ reaſonable to ﬁx it in him upon whoſe land they' are found.
And as to the other reﬅriction, which relates to perjſhm and not.
i Warburton's alliance. 324.

* Inﬅ. 2. t. 5. la.
to
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to place, the 'pontiﬁcial or canon lawl interdicts "venatianes, et
__ ſﬁ/ﬂvaticas 'vagationer cum canibiilr, et accipz'tribm" to all clergymen

ſi Without diﬅinction ; grounded on a ſaying of St. Jerom m, that
it never is recorded that theſe diverſions were uſed by the ſaints,
or primitive fathers. And the canons of our Saxon church, pub
liſhed in the reign of king Edgar ", concur in the ſame pro:
hibition:

though our ſecular laws, at leaﬅ after the conqueﬅ,

did even in the times of popery diſpenſe with thiscanonical im
pediment; and ſpiritual perſons were allowed by the- common
lawtohunt for their recreation, in order to render them ﬁtter

for the performance of their duty: as a conﬁrmation whereof
we may obſerve, that it is to this day a branch of the king's .
Prerogative, at the death of every biſhop, to have his 'kennel of

hounds, or a Compoſition in lieu thereof "."'*'.*:'®' ZP-WVL-

KO
\

- J' BUT, with-regard to the riſe and original' of our preſent'civil
prohibitions, it will be found that all foreﬅ and game' laws were
introduced into Europe at the ſame time, and by the ſame po
licy, as gave birth to the feodal ſyﬅem; when thoſe ſwarms of
Barbarians iſſued from their northern hive, and laid the founda

tion of moﬅ of the preſent kingdoms of Europe, on the ruins
of the weﬅern empire. For when a conquering general came to ,
ſettle the oeconomy of a vanquiſhed country, 'and to part it out
among his ſoldiers or feudatories, who were to render him mili
tary ſervice for ſuch donations; it behoved him, in order to ſe

cure his new acquiﬁtions, to keep the rit/Her' or natives of the
country, and all who were not his military tenants, in as low a

condition as poſlible, and eſpecially to prohibit them the uſe of
arms. Nothing could do this more eﬀectually than a prohibition
of hunting and ſporting : and therefore it was the policy of the
conqueror to reſerve this right to himſelf, and ſuch on'whom he
ſhould beﬅow it; which were only his capital feudatories, or
greater barons. And accordingly we ﬁnd, in the feudal conﬅitu
tions P, one and the ſame law prohibiting the mﬅz'ci in general'
1 Dccreml. I. 5. rit. 24.. e. 2.

m Dttret. part. 1. d-ﬅ.31..[.l.
' rup. 64..

4

o 4 Inﬅ. 309.

P Fcud'. 1. a. m.z7.

5.
'
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from carrying arms, and alſo proſcribing the uſe of nets, ſnares,
or other engines for deﬅroying the game. This excluſive .p'riyi-ſi,

lege well-ſuited the martial genius of the conquering troops"
who delighted in a ſportq which in it's purſuit and ſlaughter. bore
ſome reſemblance to war. I/'z'ta ommſir, (ſays Caeſar, ſpeaking of
the antient Germans) in venatizmiour atque in ﬅudz'z'r rez' militarzk
oo'yfﬅit *. And Tacitus in like manner obſerves, that ouotien; bel/a
non ineunt, 'na/tum 'ne-nations, ply: per otium tra'ſigunt '. And

indeed, like ſome of their modern ſucceſſors, they had no other
amuſement to entertain their vacant hours; they deſpiﬁng all

arts as eﬀeminate, and having no other learning, than was couch
ed in ſuch rude ditties, as were ſung at the ſolemn carouſals'
which ſucceeded theſe antient huntings. And it is remarkable,
that, in thoſe nations where the ſeodal policy remains the moﬅ'1
uncorrnpted, the foreﬅ or game laws continue in their higheﬅ
rigor. In France all game is properly the king's ; and in ſome
parts of Germany it is death for a peaſant to be found hunting
in the woods of the nobility'.
'
WI TFH 'us in England alſo, hunting has ever been eﬅeemed
a moﬅ princely diverſion and exerciſe. The whole iſland was re

-pleniſhed with all ſorts of game in the times of the Britons; who
lived in a wild and paﬅoral manner, without incloﬁng or impro
ving their grounds, and derived much of their ſubſiﬅence from

the chaſepwhich they all enjoyed in common. But when huſ
bandry took place 'under the Saxon government, and lands began
to be cultivated, improved, and encloſed, the beaﬅs naturally

ﬂed into the woody and dcſart tracts ; which were called the fo
reﬅs, and, having never been diſpoſed of in the ﬁrﬅ diﬅribution
of lands, were therefore held to belong to the crown. Theſe

were ﬁlled with great plenty of game, which our royal ſportſ
'1 In the laws of Jenghiz Khan, founder
of the Mogul and Tartarian empire, pub-

during their receſs from war. (Mod. Un'rv,
Hiﬅ. iv. 468.)

liſhed A. D. 1205. there is one which pro-

A ' De &all. GaII. I. 6. r. zo.

hibits the killing of all game from March

5 r. 15.

to October;

' Mattheus d'Crimi'r. 03. titd. Carpzov.

that the court and ſoldiery

might ﬁnd plenty enough in the winter,

Practir. Saxoaiop. 2. e. 84.
men
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men reſerved for their own diverſion, on pain of a pecuniary for-.
feiture for ſuch as interfered with their ſovereign. . But every
freeholder had the full liberty of ſporting upon his own territo
ries, provided he abﬅained from the king's foreﬅs: as is fully.
rexpreſſed in the laws of Canute', and of Edward the confeſſoruz
"ſit qui/idea' bomo dtgnur 'uenatione ſha, in ſy'lva, et in agrzſir, ſibi

U praprizir, et in domim'o ſuo :, et abﬅineat omm'r lzamo a 'vmariir re
" gir, ubicurzgue pace-m ez'r luzbere 'value-rit :" which indeed was the
antient law of theScandinavian continent, from whence Canute

probably derived it. " Cuigue emſim in propria jima'a guam/z'bet ſin

uram quoque made verzari permzﬃtm w."
HOWEVER, upon the Norman conqueﬅ, a new doctrine took
place ; and the right of purſuing and taking all beaﬅs of chafe
or Uenary, and ſuch other animals as were accounted game, was

then held to belong. to the king, or to ſuch only as were autho
rized under him. And this, as well upon the principles of the
feodal law, that the king is the ultimate proprietor of all the
lands in the kingdom, they being allv held of him as the chief

lord, or lord paramount of the fee; and that therefore he. has
the right of thevv univerſal ſoil, to enter thereon, and to chaſe

and take ſuch creatures at his pleaſure: as alſo upon another

maxim of the common law, which we have frequently cited and
illuﬅrated, that theſe animals are bond vacantia, and, having no.

other owner, belong to the king by his prerogative. As there- _
fore the former reaſon was held to veﬅ in the king aright to
purſue and take them any where; the latter was ſuppoſed to
give the king, and. ſuch as he ſhould authorize, aſide and exe
tlzzſifve right.
,
' .
_ 4
J

THIs right, thus newly veﬅed in the crown, was exerted ,

with the utmoﬅ rigor,_, at and after the. time of the Norman eſ

tabliſhment; not only in the antient foreﬅs, but in the new ones
which .the conqueror made, by laying together vaﬅ tracts of
V r. 77.
' t. 36.

' Stiernhook. de ſure Satan. 1. 2. c. 8.
v
.
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country, depopulated for that purpoſe, and reſerved ſolely for the
king's royal diverſion; in which were exerciſed the moﬅ horrid

A tyrannies and oppreſſions, under colour of foreﬅ law, for the

ſake of preſerving the beaﬅs of chaſe; to kill any of which,
within the limits of the foreﬅ, was as penal as the death of a
man. And, in purſuance of the ſame principle, king John laid a
total interdict upon the winged as well as thejbmjſhated creation i
4' captumm aw'um per'totam Ang/z'am i'zterdixit '." The cruel and
inſupportable hardſhips, which theſe foreﬅ laws created to the
ſubject, occaſioned our anceﬅors to be as zealous for their reſor
mation, 'as for the relaxation of the feodal rigors and the other

exactions introduced by the Norman family; and accordingly we
ﬁnd the immunities of carta defer-Aſſa as warmly contended for,

and extorted from the king with as much diﬃculty, asthoſe of
magna carta itſelf. By this charter, conﬁrmed in parliament',
many foreﬅs were diſaﬀoreﬅed, or ﬅripped of 'their oppreſſive
privileges, and regulations were made in the regimen of ſuch as
remained; particularlyZ killing the king's deer was made no lon
ger a capital oﬀence, but only puniſhed by ﬁne, impriſonment,

or abjuration of the realm. And by a variety of ſubſequent ﬅa

tutes, together with the long acquieſcence of the crown without
exerting the foreﬅ laws, this prerogative is now become no lon
ger a grievance to the ſubject.
"
BUT, as the king reſerved to himſelf the foreﬅ: for his own
excluſive diverſion, ſo he granted out from time to time-other
tracts of land to his ſubjects under the names of c/zaﬅr or parh';
or gave them licence to make ſuch in their own grounds 5 which
indeed are ſmaller foreﬅs, in the hands of a ſubject, but not go-

verned by the foreﬅ laws : and by the common law no perſon is
at liberty to take or kill any beaﬅs of chaſe, but ſuch as hath an
antient chaſe or park 5 unleſs they be alſo "bcaﬅs of prey.
*'M. Paris. '305.
Y 9HnnIII. _

'

1 tap. lo.
a See pag. 38.
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As to all inferior ſpecies of game, called beaﬅs and fowls of
warren, the liberty of taking or killing them is another fran

chife or royalty, derived likewiſe from the crown, and called
ﬂeet warrea 5 - a word, which ﬁgniﬁes Preſervation or cuﬅody:
as the excluſive liberty of-taking and killing ﬁſh in a public

ﬅream or river is called afree
5 of which however no new
franchiſe can at preſent be granted, by'the expreſs proviſion of
mag'za carta, e. 16 ". The principal intention of granting a man
theſe franchiſes or liberties was'lin order-to protect the game,

by giving him a ſole and excluſive power of killing it himſelf,

provided he prevented other perſons. And no man, but he who
has a chafe or free warren, by grant from the crown, or preſcrip

tion which ſuppoſes one, can juﬅify hunting or ſporting upon
another man's ſoil;

nor indeed, in thorough ﬅrictneſs of com

mon law, either hunting or ſportingſatall.

_

'

HOWEVER novel this doctrine may ſeem, it is a regular con
ſequencefrom
has been game
before belongs
delivered;
that the
ſole _
right
of taking what
and deﬅroying
excluſively
to-theſſ
king. This appears, as well from the- hiﬅorical deduction here
made, as becauſe he may grant to his ſubjects an excluſive right
of taking them; which he could not do, unleſs ſuch a right
was ﬁrﬅ inherent in himſelf.

And hence it will follow, that

no perſon whatever, but he who has ſuch derivative right from
the crown, is by common law entitled to take or kill any beaﬅs
of chafe, or other game whatſoever.

It is true, that by the ac

quieſcence of the crown, the frequent grants of free warren in
antient times, and the introduction of new penalties of late by
certain ﬅatutes for preſerving the game, this excluſive preroga
tive of the king is little known or conſidered 5 every man, that

is exempted from theſe modern penalties, looking upon himſelf
as at liberty to do what he pleaſes with the game : whereas the
contrary is ﬅrictly true, that no man, however well gualﬃed he
may vulgarly be eﬅeemed, has a right to encroach on the royal
h Mirr. c.5. 5. 2. See pag.39.

Vo L. II.
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prerogative by the killing of game, unleſs he can ſhew a par
ticular grant of free warren; or a preſcription, which preſume'

a grant 5 or ſome authority under an act of parliament. As for
the latter, I know but of two inﬅances wherein an expreſs per
miſſion to kill game was ever given by ﬅatute ; the one by
1 jac. I. c. 27. altered by 7 Jac. I. c. 1 1. and virtually repealed
by 22 82: 23 Car. II. c. 2 5. which gave authority, ſo long as they
remained in force, to the owners of free warren, to lords of ma
nors, and to all freeholders having 401. per annum in lands of

inheritance, or 801. for life or lives, or 4001. perſonal eﬅate,

(and their ſervants) to take partridges and pheaſants upon their
own, or their maﬅer's, free warren, inheritance, or froeholdt

the other by 5 Ann. c. 14. which empowers lords and ladies of
manors to appoint gamekeepers to kill game for the uſe of
ſuch lord or lady ; which with ſome alterations ﬅill ſubﬁﬅs,

and plainly ſuppoſes ſuch power not to have been in them-boy
fore.

The truth of the matter is, that theſe game laws .(of

which we ſhall have occaſion to ſpeak again in the fourth
book of theſe commentaries) do indeed gualz'jjr nobody, except
in the inﬅance of a gamekeeper, to kill game :, but. only, to
ſave thetrouble and formal proceſs of an action by the perſon
injured, who perhaps too might remit the oﬀence, theſe ﬅatutes
inﬂict additional penalties, to be recovered either in a regular or

ſummary way, byany of the king's ſubjects, from certain perſon'
of inferior rank who may be found oﬀending in, this particular.
But it does not follow that perſons, excuſed from theſe addi
tional penalties, are therefore aut/zorg'ſhd to kill game. The cirs.
cumﬅances, of having IOO 1. per awmm, and' the reﬅ, are not

properly qualiﬁcations, but exemptions. And theſe perſons, ſo
exempted from the penalties of the game ﬅatutes, are not only
liable to actions of treſpaſs by the owners of the land 5 but alſo,

if they kill game within the limits of any royal franchiſe, they
are liable to the actions of ſuch who may have the right of chaſe
or free warren therein.
'
Upon
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"ISU-ron 'the-whole it appears, that the king, byh'is-prerogeu
tive, 'and ſuch perſons as have, under his authority, the royal

franchiſes of chafe, park, free warren, 'or free ﬁſhery, are the

only perſons, who may acquire any property, however fugitive
and-ztranﬁtory, in theſe animals ferae nturae, while living,
which is ſaid to be veﬅed in them, as was obſerved in a former

chapter, prſſopter prioi/egium. And it muﬅ alﬅz' be remembered,
that ſuch perſonsas may thus lawfully hunt, ﬁſh, or fowl, ra

timew priw'legii, have (as has been ſaid) only a qualiﬁed property
in theſe animals 3 it not being abſolute or permanent, but laﬅing

only ſo long -as the creatures remain within the-'limits of ſuch

reſpective franchiſe or liberty, and ceaſing the inﬅant t'hey'volun
tarily' palls out of it. It is held indeed, that if 'a man ﬅarts any
game within his own grounds, and follows it into another's, and

kills it there, the property remains'in himſelf*.

And this is

grounded on reaſon and natural juﬅice*': for the property con
Iiﬅs in 'the Kpoﬂeﬁion 5 which poſſeſſion commences by the ﬁndſi
ing it inhis own liberty, and is continued by the immediate pur
ſuit. And ſo, if a ﬅranger ﬅarts game in one man's chaſe or free
warren, and hunts it into another liberty, the property continues
in the owner of the chaſe or warren ; this property ariſing from
privilege ', and not being changed by the act of a mere ﬅranger.
Or if a man ﬅarts game on another's private grounds and kills it
there, the property belongs to him in whoſe ground it- was killed',
becauſe it was alſo ﬅarted there t'; this property 'ariſing ratiane
ſhli.

Whereas if, after being ﬅarted there, it is killed in the

grounds of a third perſon, the property belongs not to the owner
of the ﬁrﬅ ground, becauſe the property is local 3 nor yet to the
owner of the ſecond, becauſe it was'not ﬅarted in his ſoil z but

it veﬅs in the perſon who ﬅarted and killed it 5, though guilty
of a treſpaſs againﬅ both the owners.
'
; ' 11Mod*.75.
'. -- ",.
** Puﬀ.
L.
N.
l.4..
e.
Lord Raynnzzt. 6.

ſ me.
1 Farr. 18. Lord Rayrn. did.
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III. I P R o c an n now to a third method, whereby a titlezto

goods and chattels may be acquired and loﬅ, w'z. by fo'ﬂiture z
as a puniſhment for 'ſome crime or miſdemeſnor in the party for
feiting, and as a compenſation for the oﬀence and injury com
mitted againﬅ him to whom they are forfeited.

Of forfeitures,

conſidered as the means whereby real property might be loﬅ and
acquired, we treated in a former chapter h. I't remains'therefore
in this place only to mention, by what means or for what oﬀen
ces goods and chattels become liable to forfeiture.
I N the variety of penal laws with which the ſubject is at pre
ſent incumbered, it were a tedious and impracticable taſk to

reckon up the various forfeitures, inﬂicted by ſpecial ﬅatutes, for'
particular crimes and miſdemeſnors : ſome of which are maid im

ſe, or oﬀences againﬅ the divine law, either natural or revealed 3
but by far the greateﬅ part are mola prolu'bito, or ſuch as derive
their guilt merely from their prohibition by the laws of the land :,
ſuch as is the forfeiture of 401. per month by the ﬅatute 5 Eliz..
c. 4. for exerciſing a trade without having ſerved ſeven years as
an apprentice thereto; and the forfeiture of I-ol. by "9-Ann. c.z3.>
for printing an almanac without a ﬅamp. I (hall therefore con-a'
ﬁne myſelf to thoſe oﬀences only, by which all the goods-and
chattels of the oﬀender are forfeited: referring the ﬅudent for
ſuch, where pecuniary mulcts of diﬀerent quantities are inﬂicted,

to their ſeveral proper heads, under which very many of them have
been or will' be mentioned; or elſe to the collections of Hawkins
and Burn, and other laborious compilers. Indeed, as, moﬅ of
theſe forfeitures belong to the crown, they may ſeem as if they
ought to-have been referred to the preceding method of acqui
ring perſonal property, namely, by prerogative.

But as, in the

inﬅance of partial forfeitures, a moiety often goes to the infor
mer, the poor, or ſometimes to other perſons 3 and as one total

forfeiture, namely that by a bankrupt who, is guilty of felony by
" See pag.267.
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concealing his eﬀects, accrues entirely to his Creditors, I have
therefore made it a diﬅinct head of transferring property.

of

GOOD s and chattels then are totally forfeited by conviction
treqſhn, or mﬀbrﬃan of treaſon; of petzſit treaſon 3 of ﬂ

lany in general, and particularly of felony de ﬅ, and of 'nanſlauglz
ter 5 nay even by conviction of excuſzct/e lwmitſide.i z by autlawry

for treaſon or felony ; byſſ conviction of petz't larceny ; by ſhg/z: in
treaſon or felony, even though the party be acquitted of the fact z
by ﬅanding mute, when arraigned of felony 5 by drawing a wea
'- pon on a judge, or ﬅriking any one in t/ze prg/Ence of t/ze king's' -

courtr; by 'praemunire 3 by pretended propﬁecier, upon a ſecond
conviction ; by owing; by the rgſhling abroad of artiﬁcers ; and
by challenging toﬁg/zt on account .of money won at gaming. All.
theſe oﬀences, as will more fully appear in the fourth book of
theſe commentaries, induce a total forfeiture of goods and chattcls.-'
4
.'L

'- AN D this. forfeiture commences from the time of conviction,

not the time of committing the fact, as in forfeitures of real
property. For chattels are of ſo vague and ﬁuctuating a nature,

that to aﬀect. them, by any .relation back, would be attended
with more inconvenience than: in the caſe of landed eﬅates : and

part, if not the whole of them, muﬅ be expended in maintain
ing the delinquent, between the time of committing the fact and.
hissoonviction. Yet a fraudulent conveyance of them, to defeat- the

intereﬅ of the crown, is made void by ﬅatute 13 Eliz. c. 5.
-

Co. Litt. 391. zþlnﬅ. 316. 3 Inﬅ. 320. '
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F O U RT H method of acquiring property in things
perſonal, or chattels, is by czzﬅom .* whereby a right veﬅs
in ſome particular perſons, either by the local uſage of ſome par

ticular place, or by the almoﬅ general and univerſal uſage of the
kingdom. It were endleſs, ſhould I attempt to enumerate alLthe
ſeveral kinds of ſpecial cuﬅoms, which may entitle a man to a

chattel intereﬅ in diﬀerent parts of the kingdom : I ſhall there
fore content myſelf with making ſome Obſervations on three ſorts
of cuﬅomary intereﬅs, which obtain pretty generally throughout
moﬅ parts of the nation, and are therefore of more univerſal
concern; viz. lieriots, martuarin, and lu-ir-Iootm.

p I. HERlOTS, which were ſlightly touched upon in a former
chapter', are uſually divided into two ſorts, heriotz/E'roke, and
heriot-czzﬅom. The former are ſuch as are due upon a ſpecial re
ſervation in a grant or leaſe of lands, and therefore amount to

little more than a mere rentb: the latter ariſe upon no ſpecial
reſervation whatſoever, but depend merely upon immeporial uſage

and cuﬅom *.

Of theſe therefore we are here principally to

ſpeak : and they are deﬁned to be a cuﬅomary tribute of goods
and chattels, payable to the lord of the fee on the deceaſe of the
owner of the land.
.>
' Pag- 97-

i

-

l' 2 Saund. 166.

i

i

.:

a

* Co. Cop. 5. 24.
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TH E ﬁrﬅ eﬅabliſhment, if not introduction, of compulſory

heriots into England, was by the Danes : and we ﬁnd in the laws
of king Canute'vl the ſeveral ﬁeregeater or heriots ſpeciﬁed, which
were then exacted by the king on. the death of divers of his ſub
jects, according to their reſpective dignities; from the higheﬅ

ear/e down to the moﬅ inferior t/zegne or landholder. Theſe, for
the moﬅ part, conſiﬅed in. arms, horſes, and habiliments of war;
which the word itſelf, according to ﬁr Henry Spelman ', ſigniﬁes'.
Theſe were delivered up to the ſovereign on the death of the va'

ſal, who could no longer uſe them, to be put into other hands
for the ſervice and defence of the country. And. upon the plan
of this Daniſh eﬅabliſhment did William the conqueror faſhion
his law of reliefs, as was formerly obſerved I. when: he aſcertained
the preciſe relief to be taken of every tenant in chivalry, and,
contrary to the feodal cuﬅom and the uſage of his own duchy of

Normany, required arms and implements of war to be paidl in
ﬅead of money 3..

T'H 1: Daniſh compulſive heriots, being thus tranſmuted into
reliefs, underwent the ſame ſeveral viciﬃtudes as the feodal te

nures, and in ſocage eﬅaſites do frequently remain to this day, in'
the ſhape of a double rent payable at the death of the tenant r

the heriots which now continue among us, and preſerve that
name, 'ſeeming rather to be of Saxon parentage, and at ﬁrﬅ to'
have been merely diſcretionary h. Theſe are, now for the moﬅ

part conﬁned tocopyhold tenures, and are due by cuﬅom only,
which is the life of all eﬅates by copy 3 and perhaps are the only
inﬅance where cuﬅom has favoured the lord. For this payment:
was originally. a voluntary donation, or gratuitous legacy of the
tenant 3 perhaps in acknowlegement of his having been-raiſed- a"
degree above villenage, when all his goods and chattels were
quite at. the mercy of the lord: and cuﬅom, which has on the.
a a 59,

l LL. Guil. Conga. t. 22, 23, 24.

* of feuds. e. l8<
' pag. 65.

P Lambard. Peramb. of Kent; 492.
s

one
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one hand conﬁrmed the tenant's intereﬅ in excluſion of the lord's
will, has on the other hand eﬅabliſhed this diſcretional piece of

gratitude intſio a permanent duty.

An heriot may alſo appertain

to free land, that is held by ſervice and ſuit of court 5 in which

caſe it is moﬅ commonly a copyhold enfranch-iſed, whereupon

the heriot is ﬅill due by cuﬅom. Bractoni ſpeaks of heriots as.
frequently due on the death of both ſpecies of tenants: " leﬅ
'" guiden; alt'a praeﬅatio quae nominatur biriettum 5 ubi tenem, liber
" 'vel ﬅrous, in marte ſua daminum ﬅmm, de guo tenuerz'r, reſpieit

" de me/zſiori a'veriaſho, vel de ſhcanda meliori, ſhcundum dinary/am lo
" coram co'yuetudinem." And this, he adds, " magi: ſit (le gratia
'" quam de jure 5" in which Fletak and Brittonl agree; thereby
plainly intimating the original of this cuﬅom to have been merely
voluntary, as a legacy from the tenant 5 though now the imme
morial uſage has eﬅabliſhed it as of right in the lord.
a

zzz-L-z

THIS heriot is ſometimes the beﬅ live beaﬅ, or averium,

'which the tenant dies poſſeſſed of, (which is particularly deno
minated the villein's relief in the twenty ninth law of king Wil
liam the conqueror) ſometimes the beﬅ inanimate good, under
which a jewel or piece of plate may be included: but it is al
ways a perſonal chattel, which, immediately on the death of
the tenant who was the owner of it, being aſcertained by the
option of the lord m, becomes veﬅed in him as his property; and
is
no charge
upon muﬅ
the lands,
merely
theitgoods
tels.
The tenant
be the but
owner
of it,onſielſe
cannotand
be chat
due;

and therefore on the death of a feme-covert no heriot can be ta
ken 5 for ſhe can have no ownerſhip in things perſonal ". In ſome
places there is a cuﬅomary Compoſition in money, as ten or twenty
ſhillings in lieu of a heriot, by which the lord and tenant are
both bound, if it be an indiſputably antient cuﬅom : b-ut a new
Compoſition of this ſort will not bind the repreſentatives of either

party 5 for that amounts to the creation of a new cuﬅom, which
is now impoﬃble o.
1 I. 2. e. 36. &9.
k I. 3. r. 18.

'F- 69-

"' Hob. 60.
'1 Keilw. 84.

-

4 Leon. 239.

o Co. Cop. 5. 31.
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2. Mo RTUA R I E _s are a ſort of eccleﬁaﬅical heriots, being

a cuﬅomary gift claimed by and due to the miniﬅer in very many
pariſhes on the death of his pariſhioners. They ſeem originally
to have been, like lay heriots, only a voluntary bequeﬅ to the
church; being intended, as Lyndewode informs us from a con-'

ﬅitution of archbiſhop Langham, as a kind of expiation and
amends to the clergy for the perſonal tithes, and other eccleﬁaſ
tical duties, which the laity in their life-time might have ne
glected or forgotten to pay. For this purpoſe, qfterP the lord's
heriot or beﬅ good was taken out, the ſecond beﬅ chattel was

reſerved to the church as a- mortuary: uſi decedem plura habuerzſit
U animalz'a, optimo cui a'e jureſuerit debzſitum rgſhr-vato, ecclgſiae ﬅale
"ſine dole, fraude, ﬅu contradictiane gualz'bet, pro recomperﬃzfz'ane

"ſhbtractiamk decimarum pe'ſſnalz'um, necnan et oblatz'onum, ſE-cu'z
c! dam melim animal rgſhrwtur, paﬅ obzſitum, proﬁt/ate, animaeﬅzaeq."
And therefore in the laws of king Canute' this mortuary is called
foul-foot (raplrcea*c) or ſymbolum animae. And, in purſuance of
'the ſame principle, by the laws of Venice, where no perſonal
tithes have been. paid during the life of the party, they are paid
at his death out of his merchandize, jewels, and other move
ables '. So alſo, by a ſimilar policy, in France, every man that

died without bequeathing a part of his 'eﬅate to the church,
which was called thing without cmzﬂﬃ'an, was formerly deprived
of chriﬅian burial: or, if he died inteﬅate, the relations of the

deceaſed, jointly with the biſhop, named proper arbitrators to
determine what he ought to have given to the church, in caſe
he had made awill.

But the parliament, in 1409, redreſſed

this grievance *.
I T was antiently uſual in this kingdom to bring the mortuary
to church along with the corpſe when it came to be buried; and

thence' it is ſometimes called a carﬅ-prej/Ent: a term, which
P Co. Litt. 185.

' Panormitan. adDm-mzl. l.3. t.zo. :.32.

'1 Provinr. I. 1. fit. 3.

t Sp. L. b. 28. c. 41.

r c. 13.

Vo L. II.

" Selden. hilt. of tithes. e. lo.

F ff
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beſpeaks it to have been once a voluntary donation. However in '
Bracton's time, ſo early as Henry Ill, we ﬁnd it rivetted into an

eﬅabliſhed cuﬅom : inſomuch that the bequeﬅs of heriots and
mortuaries were held to be neceſſary ingredients in every teﬅa

ment of chattels. " Imprz'mz's autem debt-t qui/det, qui tg/lamentum
"ﬁce-rit, dominum ſuum de melz'ori re quem babuerit recognoſhere ;

" et pqﬅea ecc/gſiam de alia meli0ri:" the lord muﬅ have the beﬅ
good left him as an heriot 3 and the church the ſecond beﬅ as a
mortuary. But yet this cuﬅom was diﬀerent in diﬀerent places :
" in qwſibqſlam Iocir babet eccleſia melz'zu animal de conſicetudine ; in
" guibzzſlam ﬅcu'za'um, 'vel tertz'um me/iur; et in quibzzſdam 'ziZ'z'l .*
" et idea corzſidemna'a ej/l corgſiletudo lacz'w." This cuﬅom ﬅill varies

in diﬀerent places, not only as to the mortuary to be paid, but
the perſon to whom it is payable. In Wales, a mortuary or corſe
preſent was due upon the death. of every clergyman to the biſhop
of the dioceſe 3 till aboliſhed, upon a recompenſe given to the
biſhop, by the ﬅatute 12 Ann. ﬅ. 2. c. 6.

And in the archdea

conry of Cheﬅer a cuﬅom alſo prevailed, that the biſhop, who is
alſo archdeacon, ſhould have at the death of every clergyman
dying therein, his beﬅ horſe or mare, bridle, ſaddle, and- ſpurs,

his beﬅ gown or cloak, hat, upper garment under his gown, and
tippet, and alſo his beﬅ ſignet or ring'. But by ﬅatute 28 Geo.]I.
c. 6. this mortuary is directed to ceaſe, and the act has'ſettled

upon the biſhop an equivalent in it's room. The king's claim to
many goods, on the death of all prelates in England, ſeems to be
of the ſame nature; though ﬁr Edward Coke 7 apprehends, that

this is a duty due upon death and not a mortuary: a diﬅinction
which ſeems to be without a diﬀerence. For not only the king's '
eccleﬁaﬅical' character, as ſupreme ordinary, but alſo the ſpecies'

of the goods claimed, which bear ſo near a reſemblance to thoſe
in the archdeaconry of Cheﬅer, which was an acknowleged mor

tuary, puts the'matter out of diſpute. The king, according to
the record vouched by ſir Edward Coke, is entitled to ﬁx things z
the biſhop's beﬅ horſe or palfrey, with his furniture ; his. cloak,
7 Bracton. 1. z. r. 26. Flet. I. 2. r. 57.

7 2 Inﬂ. 491.

* Cro. Car. 237.
01'
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or gown, and tippet : his cup, and cover: his baſon, and ewer :
his gold ring: and, laﬅly, his muta canum, his mew or kennel'

of hounds 3 as was mentioned in the preceding chapter'.
TH I s variety of cuﬅoms, with regard to mortuaries, giving
frequently a handle to exactions on the one ﬁde, and frauds or
expenﬁve litigations on the other 5 it was thought proper by ﬅa
tute 21 Hen.VIII. c. 6. to reduce them to ſome kind of certainty.
For this purpoſe it is enacted, that all mortuaries, or corſe-preſents

to parſons of any pariſh, ſhall be taken in' the following manner;
unleſs where by cuﬅom leſs or none at all is due : oiz. for every
perſon who does not leave goods to the value of ten marks, no

thing: for every perſon who leaves goods to the value of ten
marks, and under thirty pounds, 33. 4d. if above thirty pounds,

and under forty pounds, ,6r. 811. if above forty pounds, of what
value ſoever they may be, Ior. and no more. And no mortuary
ſhall throughout the kingdom be paid for the death of any feme
covert; nor any child 3 nor for any one of full age, that is not
a houſekeeper 5 nor for any wayfaring man; but ſuch wayfaring
man's mortuary ſhall be paid in the pariſh to which he belongs.
And upon this ﬅatute ﬅands the law of mortuaries to this day.
3. H E I R-LO o M s are ſuch goods and perſonal chattels, as, con

trary to the nature of chattels, ſhall go by ſpecial cuﬅom to the
heir along with the inheritance, and not to the executor of the

laﬅ proprietor. The termination, loom, is of Saxon original z in
Lwhich language it ſigniﬁes a limb or member ' ; .-ſo that an heir
loom is nothing elſe, but a limb or member. of the inheritance.

They are generally ſuch things as cannot be taken away without
_damaging or diſmembering the freehold; otherwiſe the general
rule is, that no chattel intereﬅ whatſoever (hall go to the heir,
notwithﬅanding it be expreﬂly limited to a man and his heirs,
but ſhall veﬅ in the executor b.

But deer in a real authorized

park, ﬁſhes in a pond, doves in a dove-houſe, Caſe, though in
' pag. 413.

' Co. Litt.388.

' Spelm. Glqﬃ 277.
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themſelves perſonal chattels,.yet they are ſo annexed to and ſo
zneceſſary. to the well-being of the inheritance, that they ſhall
_ accompany the land wherever it veﬅs, by either deſcent or par-4

chaſe®. For this reaſon alſo I apprehend it is, that the antient
jewels of the crown are held to be heir-loomsd: for they. are
neceſſary to maintain the ﬅate, and ſupport the dignity, of the
_ ſovereign for the time being. Charters likewiſe, and deeds, court

rol'ls, and other evidences of the land, together with the cheﬅs
in which they are contained, ſhall paſs together with the land to
the heir, in the nature of heir-looms, and ſhall not go to the:
- executor *.

By ſpecial Cuﬅom alſo, in ſome places, carriages,

utenſils, and other houſehold implements may be heir-loomsfz

but ſuch Cuﬅom muﬅ be ﬅrictly proved. On the other hand, by
almoﬅ general Cuﬅom, whatever is ﬅrongly aﬃxed to the free
hold or inheritance, and cannot be ſevered from thence without
violence or damage, " quod ab aediour non facile revel/truﬅ," is
become a member of the inheritance, and ſhall thereupon paſs to
the heir; as marble chimney-pieces, pumps, old ﬁxed or dor
mant tables, benches, and the like h. A very ſimilar notion to

which prevails in the duchy of Brabant ; where they rank cer
tain things moveable among thoſe of the immoveable kind, call
ing them, by a very peculiar appellation, praea'ia rvolantia, or vo

latile eﬅates : ſuch as beds, tables, and other heavy implements
of furniture, which (as an author of their own obſerves) " dig
" nitatem gﬅam xzactaﬅmt, at 'vil/it, ſylvir, et aediour, alizſgue prae
" dizlr, comþarentur; quod ſhlz'diora mobilia zþſis aedibm ex deﬅina
" time patriſfamilias co/zaerere oideantur, et pro parte ijgſarum ae

" dium ae/Iz'mentur '."
OTHBR perſonal. chattels there are, which alſo deſcend do:
the heir in the nature of heir-looms, as a monument or tombﬅone

in a church, or the coat-armor of his anceﬅor there hung up*,,
' Co. Litt. 8.

E Spelm. G/ſſ 277.

4 Hid. '8.

i 12 Mod. 520.

* Bro. Abr. rit. (bark/a. 18.
' Co. Litt. 18. 185.

l Stockmans de jm-e le-volwionir. t- 3;
s. 16.

with
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with the pennons and other enﬁgns of honor, ſuited to his de
gree.

In this caſe, albeit the freehold of the church is in the

parſon, and theſe are annexed to that freehold, yet cannot the

parſon or any other take them away or deface them, but is liable
to an action from the heir k. Pews in the church are ſomewhat
of the ſame nature, which may deſcend by cuﬅom immcmorial
(without any eccleﬁaﬅical concurrence) from the anceﬅor to the

heir'. But though the heir has a property in the monuments
and eſcutcheons. of his anceﬅors, yet he has none in their bodies

or aſhes 3 nor can he bring any civil action againﬅ ſuch as inde
cently at leaﬅ, if not impiouﬂy, violate and diﬅurb their remains,
when dead and buried. The parſon indeed, who has the free

hold of the ſoil, may bring an action of treſpaſs againﬅ ſuch as.
dig and diﬅurb it: and, if any one in taking up a dead body
ﬅeals the ſhrowd or other apparel, it will be felonym; for the

property thereof remainsinthe executor, or' whoever was at the
charge of the. funerah

BU T to return to heir-loorns: theſe, though they be mere
chattels, yet cannot-be deviſed- away from the heir by will; but
ſuch. a deviſe is voi-12, evenby a teaaatin fee-ſimple. For, though

the owner might during his life have ſold or diſpoſed of them, as
he might of the' timber of the eﬅate, ſince as the inheritance
' was his own, he might mangle or diſmember it as he pleaſed

yet, they being at his death inﬅantly veﬅed in the heir, the de
viſe (which is ſubſequent, and not to take eﬀect till after his

death) ſhall be poﬅponed to the cuﬅom, whereby they have al:
ready deſcended.
ll" zl'nſt.
12 Rep.105.
202. 12Co-Litt..18.
Rep. 105.
'

515.
m 3 lnﬅ. 110. 12
_ Rep. 113. LHaLB.
'*' Co. Litt. '85.
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2 .N the preſent chapter we ſhall take into conſideration three

other ſpecies of title to goods and chattels.
V. TH E ﬁfth method therefore of gaining a property in chat
tels, either perſonal or real, is by ſuccgﬃon : which is, in ﬅrict
neſs of law, only applicable to corporations aggregate of many,
as dean and chapter, mayor and commonalty, maﬅer and fellows,

and the like ; in which one ſet of men may, by ſucceeding an
other ſet, acquire a property in all the goods, moveables, and '
other chattels of the corporation. The true reaſon whereof is,

zbecauſe in judgment of law a corporation never dies; and
therefore the predeceſſors, who lived a century ago, and their
ſucceſſors now in being, are one and the ſame body corporate '.
Which identity is a property ſo inherent in the nature of a body
-politic,,that, even when it is meant to give any thing to be taken
in ſucceﬃon by ſuch a body, that ſucceﬃon need not be expreſſ

ed 5 but the law will of itſelf imply it. So that a gift to ſuch a
wcorporation, either of lands or of chattels, without naming their
.ſucceſſors,'veﬅs an abſolute property in them ſo long as the cor
poration ſubſiﬅs b.
' 4Rep. 65-

And thus a leaſe for years, an obligation, a
" Bro. Mr. t. eﬅarugo. Cro. Eliz.464.

jewel,
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jewel, a ﬂock of ſheep, or other chattel intereﬅ, will veﬅ in the

ſucceﬀors, by ſucceﬃon, as well as in the identical members, to

_whom it was originally given.
B UT, with regard to ſole corporations, a conſiderable diﬅinc

tion muﬅ be made. For if ſuch ſole corporation be the repreſentative of a number of perſons3 as the maﬅer of an hoſpital,
who is a corporation for the beneﬁt of the poor brethren 3 an
abbot, or prior, by the old law before the reformation, who re-

preſented the whole convent 3 or the dean of ſome antient Cathe
drals, who ﬅands in the place of, and repreſents in his corporate
capacity, the chapter; ſuch ſole corporations as theſe have in

this reſpect the ſame powers, as corporations aggregate have, to
take perſonal property or chattels in ſucceﬃon. And therefore a
bond to ſuch a maﬅer, abbot, or dean, and his ſucceﬀors, is good

in law 3 and the ſucceﬀor ſhall have the advantage of it, for the
beneﬁt of the aggregate ſociety, of which he is in law the re

preſentative C. Whereas in the caſe of ſole corporations, which re
preſent no others but themſelves, as biſhops, parſons, and the like,

no chattel intereﬅ can regularly go in ſucceﬃon : and therefore, if
a leaſe for years be made to the biſhop of Oxford and his ſucceſ
ſors, in ſuch eaſe his executors or' adminiﬅrators, and not his

ſucceﬀors, ſhall have it". For the wordſz'tcceſſorr, when applied to
a perſon in his politic capacity, is equivalent to the word brirr in
his natural : and as ſuch a leaſe for years, if made to John and

his heirs, would not veﬅ in his heirs, but his executors 3 ſo, if it

. be made to john biſhop of Oxford and his ſucceſſors, who are
the heirs of his body politic, it ſhall ﬅill veﬅ in his executors and
not in ſuch his ſucceﬀors.

The reaſon of this is obvious: for,

beſides that the law looks upon goods and chattels as of too low
and periſhable a nature to be limited either to heirs, or ſuch ſuc

ceﬀors as are equivalent to heirs 3 it would alſo follow, that if

any ſuch chattel' intereﬅ (granted to a- ſole corporation and his
ſucceſſors) were allowed to deſcend do ſuch ſucceſſor, the property
thereof muﬅ be in abeyance from the death of the preſent owner
t Dyer. 48.

Cro. Eliz. 464..

4 Co. Litt.-ii

untilr
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until the ſucceſſor be appointed : and this is contrary to the na
ture of a chattel intereﬅ, which can never be in abeyance or,

without an ownere ; but a man's right therein, when once ſuſ-.. _,_

pended, is gone for ever. This is not the caſe in corporations ag
gregate, where the right is never in ſuſpence ; nor in the other
ſole corporations before-mentioned, who are rather to be conſi
dered as heads of an aggregate body, than ſubﬁﬅing merely in
their ___own right : the chattel intereﬅ therefore, in ſuch a caſe,
is really and ſubﬅantially veﬅed in the hoſpital, convent, Chap

ter, or other aggregate body; though the head is the viſible per
ſon in whoſe name every act is carried on, and in whom every
intereﬅ is therefore ſaid (in point of form) to veﬅ. But the ge
neral rule, with regard to corporations merelyſole, is this, that

' no chattel can go or be acquired by right of ſucceﬂion'.
Ye T to this rule there are two. exceptions. One in the caſes
of the king, in whom a chattel may veﬅ by a grant of it for

merly, made to a preceding king and his ſucceſſors 5. The other.
exceptionis, where, by a particular cuﬅom, ſome particular cor-_
porations ſole have acquired a power of taking particular chattel.
intereﬅs in ſucceﬃon. And this cuﬅom, being againﬅ the gone-e.
ral tenor of the common law, muﬅ be ﬅrictly interpreted, and
not extended to any other chattel intereﬅs. than ſuch. immemorial.
uſage wilhﬅrictly warrant. Thus the ehamberlain of London,
who is a corporation ſole, may by the cuﬅom of London take.
bond: and,-recagnizances to himſelf and his ſucceſſors, for the ben.
neﬁt of the orphan's fundh: but it will not follow from thence,

that he has a capacity to takea leaſhjþryearr to himſelf and his;
ſucceſſors for the ſame purpoſe; for the cuﬅom extends not toz
that: nor that he may take a bond to himſelf and, his ſucceſſors,
for any other purpoſe than the beneﬁt of the orphan's fund ; for
that alſo is not warranted by the cuﬅom. Wherefore, upon the

whole, we mayvcloſe this head with laying down this general
rule ; that ſuch right of ſucceſiion to chattels is univerſally inhe
® Brownl. 132.
T Co. Litt. 46.

8 Hid. 90.
l' 4 Rep. 65. Cro. Eliz, 682.
rent
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rent by the common law in all aggregate corporations, in the
king, and in ſuch ﬁnglecorporationsas repreſent a' number of
perſons 3 and may, by ſpecial cuﬅom, belong to certain other
ſole corporations for ſome particular purpoſes : although, gene
rally, in ſole corporations no ſuch right can exiﬅ.

'

VI. A slxTn'n-iethod of acquiring' property in goods and
chattels is by marriage; whereby thoſe chattels, which belonged
formerly to the wife, are by act of law veﬅed in the huſband,

with the ſame degree of property and 'with the ſame' powers,
as the3wiſe, when'ſole, had over'them.

.- n-

,

'

-

'TRI s depends entirely on. the: notion of an unity of perſon
between the huſband and wife 31? it being held*that they are one
perſon in law i, ſo that the very being and exiﬅence of the wo
man is ſuſpended during the coverture, or entirely merged and
incorporated in1 that of the'huſb'and. And hence it follows, that

whatever perſonal property belonged 'to thewife, before marriage,
is by marriage abſolutely veﬅed in the huſband. In a real eﬅate,

he only gains a title to the rents and proﬁts during coverture :
for that, depending upon feodal principles, remains entire to the
wife after' the death of *her-hu\band, or'to her heirs, if ſhe dies
beforehi-m 3 unleſs, by the birth of a child, he becomes' tenant.

for-life by the curteſy.- lBut, 'in chattel intereﬅs, the ſole and

abſolute' property veﬅs inv'the huſband, to be diſpoſed of at his
pleaſure, if he chuſes' to take poſſeﬃon of them: for, unleſs he
reduces
themnoto property
.poſſeﬃon,
by in
exerciſing
of ownerſhip
upon them,
veﬅs
him, 'butſome
theyact(hall
remain ctto
the wife, or to her ſirepreſentatives, after' the cover-ture is deter

mined.

*

*

'

-. .TH an E is therefore a very conſiderable diﬀerencein the ac

quiſition of this ſpecies of property by the huiband, according

to the ſubject-matter 3 jviz. whether it be a chattel real, or a
l See book l. c.15.

Vo L. II.
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chattel per/bread; and, of. chattels perſonah whether it betid
peﬀſſ'om or in action only. ,..A. chattel real veﬅs, in the huſband,
not abſolutely, but ſhe made. As, in paſt: .oſ,.a leaſmfor years 5
the huſband (hall receive all the ren.ts_aud proﬁts of it, and may,

if 'he pleaſes, ſell, ſurrender, or diſpoſe of rit. during the cover
turek: if he be outlawed or attainted, it ſhall be forfeited to

the king ' : it is liable; to executionfor his debts "Zz- and, if: he

ſurvives his wife, it is man intents-audxpurpoſea his own"..;,Yet
if he has made no cliſpoſition thereof,in. his liſetime, anddies
before his wiſe, he cannotvdiſpoſepf it by will': for, the hnſ-u

band having made no alteration in zthe property during his life,v
it never was transferred from the wife 3 but after his death (he

ſhall remain in. her antientrpoſſeﬂion, audritlhall not gczto'ſizhis.
executors, So it is alſo oſdchattels' perſonal =.(er dreﬅ-t) in. action;

as debts upon bond. .c0ntra_cts,,

the likes. theſe thehuſband

may have if he pleaſes z that is, ifhe reduce-3 them into poſſeﬂion

by receiving orrecovering'thcmzat law._. And, upon ſuch receipt
or recovery, they,-are,-.aþſolwtely and entirely his own alaniſhall

go to his executprs or adminiſtmtorsr or as he ſhallxbeqmth
them by will, and ſhall not reveﬅ in the wife. But, if he dies:
before he has recovered or reduced them into poﬀeſiion, ſo that

i at. his death they ﬅill continue clauſe: it: action. they ſhall ſurvive
to the wife 3 for the huſband- never exerted the power he haizoﬁ

obtaining an. excluﬁve property in them P. And ſo, if\an. eﬅrayi
comes into, the wife-'s franchiſe, and. the huſhand ſeiſes it, itis:

abſolutely his property: but, if he: dies without ſeiﬁng it, his
executors, are not now at liberty-to. ſeiſe it, but the wife or her.

heirs 15, for the huſbandnever, exerted the tight he had, which
' right determined with the eoverture. Thine- inz both theſe ſpecies
of property the law is the ſame, in caſe the wife ſurvives the
huſband 5 but, in caſe the huſband ſurvives the wife, the law is
very diﬀerent with reſpect. to chattel' real. ende/Mr, in action :
k Co. Litt. 46.

I Plowd. 263'.
'I Co. Litt. 351.
' Ibirtzoo.

* Poph. 5. Co. Litt. 3511.

*

v Co. Litt. 351.
1 Hid.

'
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for he'ſhall haveﬀhe c/z'ſſatfel r'ealby ſurvivorſhip," Biit' not the
e/zoſi'in action'; except in the-taſeof arre'ar-s of rent, due t'o the

wife before her coverture, whiehincaſe of her death are'giveri
to ſthe huſhand by ﬅatute '32 Hen.V_lII.*_ct-37. And the reaſon
for the general law is this: fthat. ,the'huſband is in abſolute poſ
ſeﬁionvof 'the chattel 'real during the coverture, by a kind of
joint-tenancy with
wife 5 whereof the law will not wreﬅ it
out'of his hands, and give fit to her repreſentatives : though in
caſe he had died ﬁrﬅ," 'it would have furvived to the wife, unleſs

he thought proper in his lifetime to alter the poſſeﬃon. But a
chtﬅ'iitdit'en'ſhall not ſurvive to him, becauſe he. never was in

poſſeﬃonvof it at an, during the coverture; and the'only method
he had td gain' 'poſſeﬃonof it," was by' 'ſuing in his wife's right :
butas, after her death, he cannot (as hufband) bring an action

in her right, becauſe they are no longer one'and the fame perſon
in law, therefore he can never (as ſuch) recover the poſſeﬃon.

But he ﬅill will be intitled to be her adminiﬅrator; and may, in that capacity, recover ſuch things in action as become due to
herwbefore or during the covertu-re.
if' uctpon
.
"Liz
. ' " T-n us; anﬂ'
theſe reaſime,
Rands the law between huſ
band and wife, with regard to chattel; real, and c/zſſr in action :

but, as- to chattel: per/brae] (or c/rq/Z'r) in pcſſjﬃon, which the wife
h-ath in her own right, as ready money,"jewels', houſehold goods,
and the like, the huſband'hath therein' an immediate and abſo

lute property, devolved to him by the marriage, 'not only poten
tial'ly but in fact, which never can again reveﬅ in the wife or her
repreſentative '_.

AN D, as the. huſha'nd may thus, generally, acquire a property
in all the perſonal ſubﬅance of the wife, ſo in one particular in,
ﬅance the wife may acquire a property in ſome of her huſband's

goods 5 which ſhall remain to her after his death, and ſhall not go
to his executors. Theſe are called her jÞarajÞ/zerna/ia; which is
" 3 Mod. '86.

* Co. Litt. 351.
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aGreek
term language,
borrowed ſignifyingſiſomething
from the civil law',over
andand'abſiove
is derivedher'dower.
'froth-"the
' ' Our law uſes it toſiſignify the apparel and ornamentsbfﬂthe wife',

ſuitable to her rank and degree 5ſi which (he becomes 'entitled to
at the death ofcther hulband over and above her jointurebrﬀddwer,
and preferably to all other repreſentatives" : and the jewels' of a

' peereſs, uſually worn by her, have been held to be pomp/lema
lia w. Neither can the hulband deviſe by his will ſhch- Ornaments
and
jewels (if
of unkindly
his wife 5 inclined
though to
during
perhaps he
hath
the power
exertwhis
it) life
to Iſell'them
'or'givc

them 'away ".' But if Zſhe' continues 'in the' uſe' o'f' them tilllhis
death, ſhe ſhall afterwards retain themſiag'ainﬅ his exeeutorF'and ſ
adminiﬅrators, and all other perſons', except Creditors were there

is a deﬁciency of aſſets V. And her neceſſai'y apparel is protected
even againﬅ the claim of creditors 'p
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,
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VII. A jUDGMENT, in conſe'quence of ſome ſuit or action

in a court of juﬅice, is frequently the'means'of'veﬅing*the*r"ight
and property of chattel intereﬅs in the prevailing partyﬂV-And
here we muﬅ be careful to diﬅinguiſh between property, the right

of which is before veﬅed in the party, and of which only poﬃſſi
ſeﬃ'on is recovered by ſuit or action; and property, to which a man
before had no determinate title or certain claim, but he gains as

wſiell the right as the poﬂ'eﬃon by the proceſs and judgment of
theilaw. Of the former ſort are all debts and choſe: in action 5
as if a man gives bond for 20 l, or agrees to buy a horſe' at a
ﬅated ſum, or takes up- goods of a tradeſman upon an implied
contract to pay as much as they are reaſonably worth: in all theſe
caſes the right accrues to the creditor, and is completely veﬅed
in him at the time of the bond being lealed, and the' contract or

agreement made; and the law onl-y gives him a remedy to reco
* Ff. 23. 3. 9. 5. 3.
' Cro. Car. 343. r Roll. Abr. 911.
a Leon. 165.
' Moor. 213.

' Noy's Max. c. 49.-Grahme v. Lord
Londonderry. 24 Nov. 1746. Cane.
7 r P. Wm. 730.
i
1 Noy. ibid.
VCl'
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ver the poſſeﬂion of that right, which already in juﬅice belongs

Ptohim. But there is alſo a ſpecies of property to which a man
_...'thas not any claim or title whatſover, till, after ſuit commenced

. , and judgment obtained in a court of law : where the right and
the remedy do not follow each other, as in common caſes, but
accrue at one and the ſame time; and where, before judgment
had, no man can ſay that he has any abſolute property, either in
-,_- spoﬀeﬂion or- in action., Of this nature are, ,
..
I. Su-cn penalties as are given by particular ﬅatutes, to be:
recovered on an action popular; or, in other words, to be reco

vered by him or them that will ſue for the ſame. Such as the
= penalty of 5001, which thoſe perſons are by ſeveral acts of par
liament made liable to'forfeit, that, being in particular oﬃces

or ﬁtuations in life, neglect to take the oaths to the government;
which penalty is given to him or them that will ſue for the
ſame. Now here. it is clear. that no particular perſon, A or B,.
- hasany right, claim, or demand, in or upon this penal ſum, till.

,

after action brought', for he that brings his action- and can band '
vj'inexcſſluﬁon
ſideiobtain judgment
ﬁrﬅ, elſe.
will undoubtedly
ſecure
at-itleimper
to it,
of every body
He obtains an
inchoate

degree of till
property,
by commencing
his ſuitappears,
5 but itheisloſes
not.
.. _ . fect
conſummated
judgment,
fcſſdr if any colluſion
the priority he had gained bg. But, otherwiſe, the right ſo at

taches in the ﬁrﬅinformer, that the king (who before action
brought may grant a pardon which ſhall be a bar to all the world)
cannot after ſuit commenced remit any thing but his own-part of
the penalty '. For by commencing the ſuit the inf_0rmer__ has
made the popular action his own private action, and it is not in
the power of the crown, or of any thing but parliament, to re
leaſe the informer's intereﬅ.

This therefore is one inﬅance,

where a ſuit and judgment at law are not- only the-means of re.
' a Lev. 141. Stra. 1169. Combe v.

Pitt. BrR. T. 3 Geo. Ill.

b Stat. 4Hen.VII. e. zo.

® Cro. Eliz. 138. u Rep. 65,

,

covering"

.-
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covering, but alſo-of'acquiring, property. . And-Whit- is ſaid of

this one penahy is equally trueof 'all others, that are Igiven thus
at'large to a common informer, or to any perſon thatſwill ſus
for the ſame. They are placed as it were in a ﬅate of nature.

acceſiible by all the king's ſubjects, but the acquired right of
none of them: open therefore to the ﬁrﬅ occupant, 'who de.
c-lares his intention to poſſeſs them by bringing his action; and
who carries that intention into execution, by obtaining judgment
to recover them.

2. AN o'r HER ſpecies of property, that is acquired and
loﬅ by ſuit and judgment at law, is that of damage: given to a
man by a jury, as a compenſation and ſatisfaction for ſome
injury ſuﬅained 3 as for a battery, for impriſonment, for ﬂan
der, or for treſpaſs. Here the plaintiﬀ has no certain de
mand till after verdict 3 but, when the jury has aﬁ'eſſed his da
mages,'and judgment is given thereupon, whether they amount

to twenty pounds or twenty ſhillings, he inﬅantly acquires.
and the defendant loſes at the ſame time, a right to that
ſpeciﬁc ſum. It is true, that this is not an acquiſition ſo per
fectly original as in the former inﬅance: for here the: injured
party has unqueﬅionably a vague and indeterminate right to
ſome damages or other, the inﬅaht he receives the injury 3 and
the verdict of the jurors, and judgment of the court there

upon, do not in this caſe ſo properly veﬅ a new title in, him,
as ﬁx and aſcertain the old' one 3 they do not give, but nighe,
the right. But however, though ﬅrictly ſpeaking the pri
mary right to a ſatisfaction for injuries is given by the law
of nature, and the ſuit is only the means of aſcertaining and
recovering that ſatisfaction; yet, as the legal proceed-ings are
the only viſible means of this acquiﬁtion of pnopecty, we
may fairly enough rank ſuch damages, or &ﬁef-action aﬀeﬀed,
under the head of property acquired by ſuit and judgment at
law.

3. HITHER

Ch.-29. i
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3. HXTHER alſo may be referred, upon the ſame prin
ciple, all title to coﬅs and expenſes of ſuit ; which are often
arbitrary, and reﬅ entirely in the determination of the court,
upon weighing all circumﬅances, both as to the quantum, and

alſo, (in the courts. of equity eſpecially, and upon motions in

the courts of law) whether there ſhall be any coﬅs at all.
Theſe coﬅs therefore, when given by the court to either par
ty, may be looked upon as an acquiſition made by the judg
ment of law.
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_'BY GIFT, GRANT,
CONTRACT.

AND

'E are now to proceed, according to the order marked
out, to the diſcuﬂion 'of two of the remaining methods

of acquiring a title to property in things perſonal, which are much
connected together, and anſwer in ſome meaſure to the conveys
ances of real eﬅates; being thoſe by gzſiﬂ or grant, and by con
tract : whereof the former veﬅs a property in pſſﬃon, the lat- .
ter a property in action.
VIII. GIFTS then, or grants, which are the eighth method
zof transferring perſonal property, are thus to be diﬅinguiſhed
from each other, that gzſi/Zr are always gratuitous, grant: are upon
ſome conſideration or equivalent: and they may be divided, with

vregard to their ſubject-matter, into gifts or grants of chattels real,
and gifts or grants of chattels per/&nal. Under the head of gifts
or grants of chattels real may be included all leaſes for years of
land, aﬃgnments, and ſurrenders of thoſe leaſes z and all the other

methods of conveying an eﬅate leſs than freehold, which were
conſidered in the twentieth chapter of the preſent book, and
therefore need not be here again repeated: though theſe very
ſeldom carry the outward appearance of a gift, however freely
'beﬅowed; being uſually expreſſed to be made in conſideration
of blood, or natural aﬀection, or of ﬁve or ten ſhillings nominally
paid to the grantor; and, in caſe of leaſes, always reſerving a

ſirent, though it be but a peppercorn : any of which conſiderations
will, in the eye of the law, convert the gift, if executed, into .
a grant; if not executed, into a contract.
GRANTS

Ch.3o.i- _ i
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GR A N T s or gifts, of chattels perſhml, are the act of tranſ
ferring the right'and the poſſeﬃonof them ; whereby one man
renounces, and another man immediately acquires, all title and

intereﬅ therein: which may ,be=done either in writing, or by
word 'of mouth' atteﬅed by ſuﬃcient evidence, of which the

delivery of poſſeſſion is theﬅrongeﬅ and moﬅ eſſential. But this
conveyance, when merely voluntary, is ſomewhat ſuſpicious : and
is uſually conﬅrued to be fraudulent, if creditors or others become

ſufferers thereby. And, particularly, by ﬅatute 3 Hen.VIl. c.4.
all deeds of gift of goods, made in truﬅ to the uſe of the donor,

ſh'al'l'be lvoid 3 becauſe otherwiſe perſons might be tempted to
commit treaſon or felony, without danger of forfeiture ; and the

creditors of th'e donor might alſo be defrauded of their rights.

And by ﬅatute I 3 Eliz. c. 5. every grant or gift of chattels, as
well
as lands,
with
to to
defraud
or would
others be
5, ſhall
ſſbe
void
as againﬅ
ſuchintent
perſons
whomcreditors
ſuch fraud
pre

judicial 5' but, as againﬅ the grantor himſelf, (hall ﬅand good and
eﬀectual :' and all perſons partakers in, or privy to, ſuch fraudu
len't grants,'ſhall forfeit the who-le value of the goods, one moiety

to
the king, and ſuﬀer
another
moiety to theforparty
on
conviﬃonctſhall
impriſonment
halfgrieved
a year. _ andalſo
'
__
A TRUB and proper gift or grant is always accompanied with
delivery of poﬂ'eﬂion, and takes eﬀect immediately; as if A gives
to B IOO I, or a ﬂock of ſheep, and puts him in poſſeﬃon of them
directly, it is then a gift executed in the donee 3 and it is not' in

the donor'spower to retract it 5 though he did it without any
conſideration or recompenſec: unleſs it be prejudicial to credi
tors; or the donor were under any legal incapacity, as infancy,
coverture, dureſs, or the like ; or if he were drawn in, circum

vented, or impoſed upon, by falſe pretences, ebriety, or ſurprize. '

But if the gift does not take eﬀect, by delivery of immediate
poſſeﬃon, it is then not properly agift, but a contract : and this
lliPerk. 5.;7.

c Jenk. 109.

' See 3 Rep. 82.
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a man cannot be compelled to perform, but upon good and ſuf
ﬁcient conﬁderation 3 as we ſhall ſee 'under our next diviſion.,.,_ 1

IX. A CONTRACT, which uſually conveys an intereﬅmerely
in action, is thus deﬁned : " an agreement, upon ſuﬃcient con

" ſideration, to do or not to do a particular thing." From which
deﬁnition there ariſe three points to be contemplated in all-eath'

thing
tracts;to be
r. done
The or
agreement:
omitted, ,2.
or the
Thediﬀerent
cazﬁderation:
ſpecies of
andcontracts,

Fr R ST then it is an agreement, a mutual bargain or, comen?

tion; and therefore there muﬅ at leaﬅ be two 'contracting par-T.
in
tracts
ties,
ſuch
ofwith
ſum
ſuﬃcient
BtotoB.pay
ability
Which
him'tomake
roo
property
I. and
a contract:
isthereby
however
transfersc
asnotin poﬂctcﬃon,

but in action merely, and recover-able by ſuit. at 1aw,z,,.,whþrqſ9rc
it could not be transferred to another perſon by the ﬅrict rules of

the antient common law: for no c/zoﬅ in action could bezaﬃgned
or granted over **, becauſe it was thought to be a great encour
agement to litigiouſneſs, if a man were allowed to make oyer to

a ﬅrange: his right of going to law. But this nicety is now diſ
regarded : though, in compliance with the antient principle, the
form of aſſigning a choſe in action is in the nature of a declara
tion of truﬅ, and an agreement to permit the aﬃgnee to make .

uſe of the name of the aﬃgnor, in order to recover the poſſeſſion,
And therefore, when in common acceptation a debt or bond is
ſaid to be aſſigned over, it muﬅ ﬅill be ſued in the original ere:

_z_dit_or's name; theiperſon, towhom it istranSfCrred, being rather
an attorney than an alﬁgnee. But the king is an exceptionto, this
general rule 3 for he might always either grant or receive a, c/wﬅ

in action by aﬂignment * :' and our courts of equity, con-ſidering
that in a commercial country almoﬅ all perſonal property. muﬅ
neceſſarilyasliemuch
in contract,
willwill
protect
thea aﬃgnment
of a choſe
inaction,
as the law
that of
c/zqſe in poſſeﬁion
*.ſſ
" Co. Litt. 214.
' Dyer. 30. Bro. Aﬂr. tif. clwﬁ i" action.

r (54.
i 3 P. Wm'. 199
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1Tm's contract or agreement may be either expreſs or implied.
Expreﬁcontracts are where the terms of the agreement are openly'
uttered and avowed at the time of the making, as to deliver an
ox, or ten load' of timber, or to pay a ﬅated price for certain
goods. Implied are ſuch as reaſon and juﬅice dictate, and which-'
therefdre the law preſumes that every man undertakes to perform.

As? if I employ a perſon to do any buſineſs for me,'- or perform
dny'work3' th'e'law implies that I undertook, or contracted," to

pay him'as much7as'"his' labour deſerves.

If I take up wares

from a tradeſman, without any agreement of price, the law con

duties1 that [contracted to pay theirreal value. 'And there is

alfo-one'ſp'ecies of impliedcontracts, which 'runs 'through audis
annexed
contracts,
covenants
that -ſiif_ſiI to
failallinother
my p'art
of the conditions,
agreement, and
I ſhall'
pay the3

vie)
other

party
ſuchſhort,ctalmoﬅ
damages as'he
hasrightsſuﬅained'
by ſuchproperty
my neglect
or not
re
fuſalﬁln
all the
of perſonal
(when

in aictual poſſeﬃon) do in great meaſure depend upon contracts of
'one kind or other, or at leaﬅ might be reduced under ſome of them:
which indeed
is the method
therights,
civil law
3 it ithaving
freferrta'fthe
ſigreateﬅ'part
of thetaken
dutiesbyand
which
treats
of, to the head of obligations ex cantractu and guy? ex ton/"Wah"
A Co'ſiN 'rirAc'r may alſo be either executed, aslifA agrees to
1change horſes'with B, and they do it immediately; in which

caſe the poﬂ'eﬃon and the right are transferred together: or it
may
be executory,
if they
to change
next
here 'ſi
the right
only veﬅs,as and
theiragree
reciprocal
property
in week
each 3other's

horſe is "not" in poﬀeﬂion'but in action: forua contract executed
(which diﬀers nothing from a grant) conveys a cþaﬅ in paﬃﬄon 3
a contract executary conveys only a c/zqſe in action.
H AV 1 NG thus ſhewn the general nature of a contract," we
are, ſhcandy, to proceed to the'cwſiderqtibn upon which it-is found
K ed3 or the reaſon which moves the party contracting to enter into
llnſhzuma.

'*
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the contract. " It is an agreement, upon ſizﬃcie'nt conſideration."
'

The civilians hold, that in all contracts, either expreſs or implied,
there-muﬅ be ſomething given in exchange, ſomething that-'His
mutual or reciprocalh. This thing, whichvis the price or motive
of the contract, we call the conſideration: and it muſt be a thing >

lawfulnin
itſelf, or. elſeſeen
thei, contract-is
void. orAnatural
gwd'conſidera
tion,- wevhaxveibefore
is that of* blood
aﬀection
between
nearan
relations;
the for
ſatisfaction
accruing mayv
Frommove
which"from
the'
law
eﬅeems
equivalent
whatever'beneﬁt
one relation 'to 'a'notherL This conſideration may ſometimes
however be'ſet aſide, and the contract become-void, when it
tends in it's 'conſequences-todefraud Creditors or other third per
ſons of their juﬅ rights. But a contract for any' valuable conﬁde
ration, as for marriage, for money, for work done, or fo'r other

reciprocal contn'acts, can never be impeached at law ; and, ifit be
of a ſuﬃcient adequate value, is never ſet' aſide in equity -: for the
perſon contracted with has then given an 'equivalent in recompen-ſe,;
and _iss-thereforc _as much an owner, or a creditor, 'as-any other
perfoſhiiiﬀſſſiſidICLJQWÞMZSIL: 'I -i -i'-ſſ i ZDPAJJQL'H- stre-"3" '
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Tn E's-E valuable conſiderations vare divided by the civilians "
into four ſpecies.

1. Da, at der: as when I give-money: or.

goods, on a contract that l ſhall be repaid money or goods for

them again. Of this kind are' all loans of'money upon bond; or
promiſe of repsyment; and all ſales of goods, in which there is
either an expreſs contract to pay ſo much for them, or elſe the

law implies' a contract to pay ſo much as they are worth. 2; The
' ſecondſpecies is, ſacio, ut facias: .as when I agree with' a man
to do his work for-him, if he will doFmine for me 3v or if two

perſons agree to marry together; or to do any other poſitive acts
on both ſides. Or, it may'be to' forbear on one ſide in conſide
ration of ſomething done on the other,- as, that in conſideration
A, the-tenant, will repair his houſe,'B, the landlord, will not ſue

him for waﬅe. Or, it may be for mutual forbearance on both
' In omm'lu: tantractibw, ſi-u' nomimmſir
ſi-u' innaminatir, pemutalio mrli'zctur.

vin. I. 2. 5. xz.

-

Gra-

i pag. 297.
i 3 Rep. 8 3.

'F Fſ. 19. 5. 5.

ſides 5
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ſides 5 as, that in conſideration that A will not trade to Liſbon,
B will nottrade to Marſeilles z ſo as to avoid interfering with
eaehother. 3. The third ſpecies of conſiderations is, fat-in, ut
des:
mwhen amentioned,vor
man agrees toleft
perform
thing for a of
price,
either
ſpeciﬁcally
_to the any
determination
the law
to
ſet-a value on it. And when a ſervant hires himſelf to his maﬅer,

_ for e'ertain_wages or an agreed ſum of money: here the ſervant
contracts Agzdo hismaﬅer's ſervice, in order to earn that ſpeciﬁc

Lump otherwiſe, if he be hired generally 37, for thenheſiis under
an implied contract .t0 perform this ſervice for what it ſhall be
reaſonably worth. 4.. The fourth ſpecies is, do, utfacias: which
is thedirect _counte.rvpa_rt of- the other._j As when 'I agree with a

ſervant to, ive him ſuch; wages upon his performing ſnchwork :
which, wejee, is, nothing elſe but the laﬅ ſpecies inverted; for

ﬅrous fr'zcit, at bern: det, and [term dat, ut ﬅrous ﬁzciat.
'
.

-p

-'$'.*.

.

.

.

.

- _-A coNsinpxaTiou of ſome ſort or other. is ſo abſolutely ne
. ceſſary to the forming of a contract, that a nudum pactum or a
greement to do or' pay any thing on one ﬁde, without any com

penſation on the other,_is totally void in law 3. and a man cannot
beﬂcqgppggqd to, performditg'. As if one man promiſes to 'give

another? 1001. here there is nothing .contracted for or given on
the one ﬁde, and therefore thereis nothing bind-ing on Lh; other,
- And, however a man may or may not be bound to perfotmpit,

in honor or conſcience, which'the municipal laws do not take
upqn them to decide ;,, certainly thoſe municipal laws: will not
compel, the execution of what he had no- viſible inducem'cnbto
qngageſm 5, and 'therefore our law has adopted m. themaxim of
the civil law ", that ex nudo pacto non oritur actio. But any degree
of reciprocity will prevent the pact from being nude: nay, even
if the thing be founded on' a prior,moral obligation, (as a: promiſe

to pay a juﬅ debt, though barred by the ﬅatute of limitations)
it is no' longer nudymjpactum. And as this rule-Was principally.
eﬅabliſhed, to avoid the inconvenience that would ariſe from ſet
ting up mere verbal promiſes, for which no good reaſon could.
'_Dr & St. d. 2. e. 24..
._ _" Broi Abr. rit. dam. 79. Salk. 129.

" aim. 3, io. is' 5.14_.1. ,
.
.
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be aſſigned o', it therefore does notv hold in ſome caſes, where

ſuch promiſe is authentically proved by written documents. For
if a man enters into a voluntary bond, or gives a promiſſory note,
he ſhall not be allowed to aver the want of a conﬁderationin or;

der to evade the payment: for every bond from the ſolemnityU'
the inﬅrument P, and every note from the ſubſcription o_f_ 'the
drawer 3' carries with it an internal'evidence of a ' od'cqnlidie

ration. Courts of juﬅice will therefore ſupport tight tibchras
againﬅ the contractor himſelf; but not to the prejudicebf credii
tors, or ﬅrangers to the contract.

_ it .

!_

U: W

- "e 4MiBWr5-P
or WE
omitted.
are next
a A tocontract
conſider,
is an
third]
agreement,
, the thing
upon
agreed
"ſuﬃcient"
to'beconſiz
" deration, to do ar not to do a particular thing." The moﬅ uſual
contracts, whereby the right of chattels perſonal may b'e acquired,
in the laws of England, are, I. That ofſh/e or exchange. 2. That

of haf/ment. 3. That of [ﬁring and b0rr0'wing._ 4.; That'

dedt, '

r. SALE or excþange is a tranſmutation of property frofnrſiohe
man to another, in conſideration of ſome recompenſe in value:
for there is no ſale without a recompenſe; there muﬅ be quid
pro guo'. If it be a commutation of goods fo'r goods, it is more
properly itanis exchange;
but, which
if it be
of goods for
money,
called a ſale:
is aa transferring
method of exchange'in'ſſ
troduced for the convenience of mankind, by eﬅabliſhing an uni
verſal medium, which may be exchanged for all ſorts of other
property; whereas if goods were only to be exchanged for goods,
by way of barter, it would be diﬃcult to adjuﬅ the reſpective
values, and the carriage would be intolerably cumberſome. An
"civilized nations adopted therefore very early the uſe of' money;

for we ﬁnd Abraham giving " four hundred ſhekels'of ﬁlver, cur
" rent money with the merchant," for the ﬁeld of Machpelah ' 3

though the practice of exchanges ﬅill ſubſiﬅs among ſeveral of the
ſavage nations. But with regard to the law of ſales and exchanges,
** Plowd. 308. 309.
P Hardr. 200. t Ch. Rep. '57ﬄ Lord Raym.760.

' Noy's Max. c.4.z.
* Gen. 023. v. 16.
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there is no diﬀerence. I (hall therefore treat of them both under

the denomination of ſales only;" and ſhall conſider their force
and eﬀect, in the ﬁrﬅ place where the vendor lzatlz in himſelf,
and ſecondly where he ſlat/1 not, the property of the thing ſold.

' WHERE the vendor hat/e in himſelf the property of the goods
fold, he hath the liberty of diſpoﬁng of them to whomever he
pleaſes, at anytime, and in any manner: unleſs judgment has
been obtained againﬅ him for a debt or damages, and the writ of
execution is actually delivered to the ſheriﬀ. For then, by the
ﬅatute of frauds ſ, the ſale ſhall be looked upon as fraudulent,

and the property of the goods (hallbe bound to anſwer the debt,
from the time of delivering the writ. Formerly it was bound
from the tg/ie, or iſſuing, of the writ ', and any ſubſequent ſale
was fraudulent 5 but the law was thus altered in favour of pur
cbaſorr, though it ﬅill remains the ſame between the parties:
and therefore, if a defendant dies after the awarding and before
the delivery of the writ, his goods are bound by it in the hands

of his executors V.

IF a man agrees with another for goods at a certain price, he
may not carry them away before he hath paid for them ;v.for itjs
no ſale without payment, unleſs the contrary be expreſily agreed.
And therefore, if the vendor ſays, the price of a beaﬅ is four
pounds, and the vendee ſays he will give four pound', the bar
gain is ﬅruck 3 and they neither of. them are at liberty to be oﬀ,

provided immediate poſſeﬃon be tendered by the other ﬁde. But
if neither the money be paid, 1 nor thegoods delivered, nor ten,
dcr made, nor any ſubſequent agreement be entered into, itis

no contract, and the owner may diſpoſe of the goods as he pleaſes '1. '
But if any part of the price is paid down, if it be but a penny,
or any portion of the. goods delivered by way of ear-mﬅ (which
the civil law calls arrba, and interprets to be " emptionir-velzdtſi
ſ 29Car. II. c. 3.
' 8 Rep. '71. 'Mod. '88.

' Comb. 33. 'a Mod. 5. 7 Mod. 95.
' Hob. 41. Noy's Max. c. 42.

' ' tiom's
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*' 'tiam'r cmtmctae argumentum ","* the property-"of the'goodsw is

abſolutely bound by it: and the vendee may recover the goods
by action, as well as the vendor may the price of them *. 'And
' ſuch regard does the law_ pay to earneﬅ as an evidence of a con

tract, that, by the ſame ﬅatute 29 Car. II. c. 3. no contract for
the ſale of goods, to the value a'f- io I. or more, -ſhal'l'be* valid,

unleſs the buyer actually receives part of the goods ſold, zby way
of earneﬅ on his part; or unleſs he gives part offthe Fpr'ice to the
vendor by way of earneﬅ to bind the bargain, or in pan' (of pay
ment ; or unleſs ſome note in writing be-made and ſigned'by-the
party, or his agent, who is ito be charged? with the co-ntract.'r-"And;
with regard to goods under the value of lol, noeqﬄ'tfactbr n
greement for the ſale of them ſhall be valid, unleſs the goods are

to be delivered within one year, or unleſs the contract be made
in writing, and ſigned by the party who is to be changed-there
with. Antiently, among all the northern nations, ſhaking of hands
was held neceſſary to bind the bargain; a cuﬅom which we ﬅill
retain in many verbal contracts.

A ſale thus made was called

band/ble, " venditio per mutuam mamzum complexionem y ;" till in
proceſs of time the ſame word was uſed to ﬁgniſy the price or ſi
earneﬅ, which was given immediately after the ſhaking of hands,
or inﬅead thereof.
5
As ſoon as the bargain is ﬅruck, the property of the goods is
transferred'to the vendee, and that of the price to the vendor ;

but the vendee'cannot take the goods, until he renders the price
_ agreed on '. But if he tenders the money to. the vendor, and he
refuſes it, the vendee may ſeiſe the goods, or have an action
againﬅ the vendor for detaining them. - And-by a regular ſale',
without delivery, the property is ſo abſolutely veﬅed in the venf
dee, that if A ſells a' horſe to B for rol, and B pays him-earneﬅ,
or ſigns a note in writing of the bargain ; and afterwards, before

the delivery of the horſe or money paid, the horſe dies in the
vendor's cuﬅody ; ﬅill he is entitled to the money, becauſe by
' Inﬅ.3. fit. 24..

V Stiernhook de jun Gatb. La. t.v .1

" Noy, ibid.

1 Hob. 41.

i
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the contract, the property was in the vendee'. Thus may pro
perty in goods be transferred by ſale, where the vendor bar/a ſuch

property in himſelf.

.

B U-T property may alſo in ibme caſes be transferred by ſale,
though. the vendor bath none-at all in the goods : for it is expe
dient that the bnyer, by taking proper precautions, may at all
events be ſecure of his purchaſe ; otherwiſe all Commerce be
tween maiL-and man muﬅ ſoon.be at an end. And therefore the
general rule- of law is 1', that all ſales and contracts of any thing
vendible, in ſairs or markets overt, (that is, open) ſhall not only

be good between-the parties, but alſo be binding on all thoſe that
have any right or property. therein. .And for this purpoſe, the
mirrojr informs us c, were tolls eﬅabliſhed in markets, viz. to

teﬅify the making oſ contracts 3 for every private contract was
diſcomltenanced by law. Wherefore our Saxon anceﬅors prohi.
bited theſale of any thing above thevalue of twenty pence, un
leſs in open market, and directed every bargain 'and ſale robe
contracted in the preſence of credible witneſſes d. Market overt
inuthecountryis only held on the ſpecial days, provided for par
ticular towns by.charter or preſcription 3 but in London every

day, except-Sunday, is market day'. The market place, or ſpot
of ground ſet apart by cuﬅom for the ſale of particular goods, is
alſo. in the vcountry the only market overt f; but in London every
* (hop in which goods are expoſed publicly rto ſale,-is market overt,
for ſuch things only as the owner profeſſes to trade in 5. But if
my goods are ﬅolen from me, and ſold, out of market overt, my

property is not altered, and I may take them wherever I ﬁnd
them. And its-is expreſily provided by ſtatute-l Jac. I. c.21.-that
the-ſide of any goods wrongfully taken, to any pawnbroker in
Londontor Within two miles thereof, ſhall not alter the property.

For this, beinguſually a Clandeﬅine trade, is therefore made-an .
a Noy, c.4.z.
* zInﬅ.713.

= c.1. 5.3.

® Cro. Jac.68.
" Godbtrzr.

A I 5Rcp.83. 12 M0d.521.

* LL. Etlul. to. 12. LL. Ear/g. Wilk. so.
VOL. II.
I 1 1

excep
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exception to the general rule. And, even in market overt, if the

goods
all other
be reſpects)
the property
will of
in the
no caſe
king,
bind-him;
ſuch ſale though
(thoughit regular
bindsſiin7
fants, ferne coverts, ideots or lunatics, and men beyond ſea or in

priſon: or if the goods be ﬅolen from a common perſon, and
then taken by the king's oﬃcer from the felon, and ſold in open
market 3 ﬅill, if the owner has uſed due diligence in proſecuting

the thief to conviction, he loſes not his property in the goods-'1
So likewiſe, if the buyer knoweth the property not, to be in the
ſeller; or there be any other fraud in the tranſaction; if he
knoweth the ſeller to be an infant, or ferne covert, not uſually

trading, for herſelf; if the ſale be not originally- and wholly made
in the fair or market, orrnot at the uſual hours; the owner's

property is not bound therebyi. If a man buys his own goods in
a fair or market, the contract of ſale ſhall not bind him ſo as that
he ſhall render the price, unleſs the property had been previouſly
altered by a former ſale k. And, notwithﬅanding anynumber of ſi
intervening ſales, if the original vendor, who ſold without having

the property, comes again into poﬂ'cﬃon of the goods, the origi
nal owner may take them, when found in his hands who was
guilty of the ﬁrﬅ breach of juﬅice 1. By which wiſe regulations
the common law has ſecured the right of the proprietzor in per- _
ſonal chattels from being deveﬅed, ſo far as was conﬁﬅent with
that other neceſſary policy, that purchaſors, bond ﬁde, in a fair,
open, and regular manner, ſhould not be afterwards put to diﬃ

culties by reaſon of the previous knavery of the ſeller.
BUT there is one ſpecies of perſonal chattels, in which the
property is not eaſily altered by ſale, without the expreſs conſent

of the owner, and thoſe are horſes 3 the ſale of,lwhich, even in
fairs or markets overt, is void in many inﬅances, where that of

other property is valid: becauſe a horſe is ſo ﬂeet an animal,
that the ﬅealers of them may ﬂee far oﬀ in a ſhort ſpace m, and
i Bacon's uſe of the law. 158.

* zInﬅ. 713.

i 2 Inﬅ. 713, 714.
k Perk. &93.

" Hid. 7l4._

be
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be
'l out of
m the reach
. of the moﬅ'_,.'L
induﬅrious
- MVZ' owner.
a
All perſons
therefore that have occaſion to deal in horſes, and areſi therefore
Habit? ſometimes to buy ﬅolen ones, would do well to obſeiz'ire,

that whatever price they may give, or how long ſoever they may
keep poſieﬃon before it be claimed, they gain no property in a
horſe that has been ﬅolen, unleſs it be bought in a fair or mar;
_ ketovert: nor even then, unleſs the directions be purſued that

are-'laiddbﬁbv'n2
the ﬅatutes
P. 8:horſe,
M. c.7.
andbe31ſold,
Eliz.ſhall
c. 12.
'Bylwhic'h it'cti'sinenacted,
'that 2every
ſo to
be
openly expoſed; in the time of ſuch fair or market, for one whole

tog'e'ﬂiek, between ten in the morning and ſunſet,_ in the

open' a'nd'þublic place uſed for ſuch ſales, 'and not cinwany' private
yard-or ﬅaﬃdWthaf theſihorſe ſhall be brought byboththe yea;

'dor'and 'vehd'ee Vct'the tollgatherer or bookkeeper of ſuchx fair __o_r
market: 'that toll be paid, if any be due; and" if not, bne'þaiixiy
t'd the'bookkeeper, who (hall enter down the price, colour, and
marks of the horſe, with the names, additions, and 'ab'ode of thſie

vendee and the vendor; the latter either upon his own knowlege,
'or the teﬅimony of ſome credible witneſs. And, even if all theſe

points be fully complied with, yet ſuch ſale ſhall not take away
the' property of the owner, 'if within ſix months after the horſe
is ﬅolen he puts in his claim before the mayor, or ſome juﬅice,
of the diﬅrict in which the horſe ſhall be found; and within
forty days after that, proves ſuch his property by the oath of two

witneſſes before ſuch" mayor or juﬅice; and alſo tenders to the
perſon
poſſeﬃon
price
ſidebefore-mentioned
paid for him in
market in
overt.
But in ſuch
caſe any
oneasofhe
thebone
pointsſi
be omitted, or not obſerved in the ſale, ſuch ſale is utterly void ;

and the owner ſhall not loſe his property, but at any diﬅance of

time may ſeiſe or bring an action for his horſe, wherever he hapſi
pens to ﬁnd him. Wherefore ﬁr Edward Coke obſerves ", that,

both by the common law and theſe two ﬅatutes, the propertyctof
horſes is ſo well preſerved, that if the owner be of capacity to
underﬅand them, and be vigilant and induﬅrious to purſue the
ſame, it is almoﬅ impoſiiblethat the property of any horſe, either
n 2 Inﬅ. 719.

Iii 2
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ﬅolen or' not ﬅolen,_, ſhould be altered by any Pale in market overt
by him that is rim/ar ſide-i poﬀzſſbr. - i.
. 's
'

,
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B Y the civil law " an implied warranty was annexed to every
ſale, in reſpect to the titleof the vendor: and ſo too, in out
law, a purchaſorof goods and' chattels may have a ſatisfaction

from the ſeller, if he ſells them as his own, and the title proves
deﬁcient, without any expreſs warranty for that purpoſe 9.' But,
with regard to the goodneſs of the wares ſo purchaſed, the ven
dor is not bound to anſwer; unleſs he expreﬁly warrants them

to be ſound and good T, or unleſs he knew them to be otherwiſe

and hath uſed any art to diſguiſe them ", or unleſs they turn out

to be diﬀerent from what he repreſented to the buyer.
_ 2. BAILMENT, from the French boil/er, to deliver, -is a de
livery of goods in-truﬅ, upon a contract expreſſed'or implied,

that the truﬅ ſhall be' faithfully executed on the part of the
bailee. As if cloth be delivered, or (in our legal dialect) bailed,

to a taylor to make a ſuit of cloaths, he has it upon an implied
contract to render it again when made, and that in a workmanly
manner', If money or goods be delivered to a common carrier,
to convey from Oxford to London, he is under a contract in law
to pay, or carry, them to the perſon appointed F. If a horſe, or

other goods, be delivered to an inn-keeper or his ſervants, he is

bound to keep them ſafely, and reﬅore them when his gueﬅ
leaves the houſe ".

If a man 'takes in'a horſe, or other cattle,

to graze and depaﬅure in his' grounds, which the law calls agzﬅ

ment, he takes them' upon an impiied contract-to return them
ſafe to the owner W. If a pawnbroker receives plate or jewels as
a pledge, or ſecurity, for the repayment of money lent thereon
at a day certain, he has them upon an expreſs_contract or con

dition to reﬅore them, if the pled'gor performs zhis paſt by Te"
deeming them in due time': for the due execution Of Which
' *Fſ221.2.1.
ſi*'2Mod.4.82.
P Cro. Jac. 474. 1 Roll. Abr. 90.
ﬀ F. N. B. 94.

. ' 2 Roll. Rep. 5.
* 1 Vern. 268.

'1 Cro. Eliz. 622.
V' Cro. Car. 271.

t Cro. Jac. 245. Yelv. 178.
contract
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contract many uſefulregulations are made by ﬅatute 30 Geo. II.
c. 24.. And ſo if a landlord diﬅreins goods for rent, or a. pariſh
oﬃcer for taxes, theſe for a time are only a pledge in the hands
of the diﬅreinors, and they are bound by an implied contract in
law to reﬅore them on payment of the debt, duty, and expenſes,
before the time of ſale 3, or, when ſold, to render back the overplus.
If 'a friend delivers any thing to his friend to keep for him, the

receiver is bound to reﬅore it on demand: and it was formerly
held that in the mean time he was anſwerable for any damage or
loſs it might ſuﬅain, whether by accident or otherwiſe 7; unleſs

he ezpreﬃy undertookz to keep it only with the ſame care as his
own goods, and then he ſhould not be anſwerable for theft or

other accidents. But now the law ſeems to be ſettled upon a
much more rational footing ' 3 that ſuch a general bailment will
not charge the bailee with any loſs, unleſs it happens by groſs
neglect, which is conﬅrued to be an evidence of fraud : but, if
the bailee undertakes ſpecially to keep the goods ſafely and ſe

curely, he 'is bound to anſwer all perils and damages, that may.
befal them forwant of the ſame Care with which a prudent

man would keep his own b.
-

IN all theſe inﬅances there-is a ſpecial qualiﬁed property tranſ

ferred from, the bailor to the bailee, together with the poſſeſſion.
It is not an abſolute property in the bailee, becauſe of his contract for reﬅitution 3 and the bailor hath nothing left in him but

the right to a choſe in action, grounded upon ſuch contract, the
p'oﬀeﬁion being delivered to the bailee. And, on account of this
qualiﬁed property of the bailee, he may (as well as the bailor)
maintain an action againﬅ ſuch as injure or take away theſe chat
tels. vThe taylor, the carrier, the innkeeper, the agiﬅing farmer,
the pawnbroker, the diﬅreinor, and the general bailee, may all
7 Co. Litt. 89.
tution, in caſe of accident by ﬁre or theft:
1 a Rep. 84.
provided his own goods periſhed in the ſame
' Lord Raym. 909. 12 Mod. 487;
manner: "jura tnim mzﬅra, ſays Stiernhook,
b By the laws of Sweden, the depoſitary "dolum pra-ſmear, ſi una wrapt-nant." (De
or bailee of goods is not bound to reﬅitu- jurz Smn, 1. z, z. 5.)
'
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of them vindicate, in their own right, this their poﬂ'eſſory inte
reﬅ, againﬅ any ﬅranger or third perſon c.

For, as ſuch bailee

is reſponﬁble to the bailor, if the goods are loﬅ or damaged-by

his wilful default or groſs negligence, or if he do not'deliver up
the chattels on lawful demand, it is therefore reaſonable that 'he
ſhould have a right to recover either the ſpeciﬁc goods, or elſe a

ſatisfaction in damages, againﬅ all other perſons, who may have
purloined or injured them; that he may always be ready-to and"
ſwer the call of the bailor.

1

*-

r.

3. HIRiNG and borrowing are alſo contracts by which a
vqualiﬁed property may be transferred to the hirer or borrower:
in which there is only this diﬀerence, that hiring is always for
a price, a ﬅipend, or additional recompenſe; borrowing' is
merely gratuitous. But the law in both caſes is the ſame.
'They are both contracts, whereby the poſſeﬂion and a tranſient
property is transferred for 'a particular time or uſe, on condi
tion and agreement to reﬅore the goods ſo hired or borrowed,
as ſoon as the time is expired or uﬁ: performed ; together with .
the price or ﬅipend (in caſe of hiring) either expreſily agreed,
on by the parties, or left to be implied by law according to the
value of the ſervice.

By this mutual contract, the hirer or bor

rower gains a temporary property in the thing hired, accompa
nied with an implied condition to uſe it with moderation and
not abuſe it ; and the owner or lender retains a reverﬁonary in

tereﬅ in the ſame, and acquires a new property in the price or
reward. Thus if a man hires or borrows a horſe for a month,

he has the poſſeﬃon and a qualiﬁed property therein during that
period; on the expiration of which his qualiſied property deter
mines, and the owner becomes (in eaſe of hiring) intitled to
the premiumzor price, for which the horſe was hired d.
THERE is one ſpecies of this price or reward, the moﬅ uſual
of any, but concerning which many good and learned men have
a. 13 Rep. 69.

4 Yelv. 172. Cro. Jac. 236.
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in former times very much perplexed themſelves and other peo
ple, Iby. raiſing doubts about it's legality in foro cozz/Zimtz'ae. That
is, when money is lent on a contract to receive not only the
principal ſum again, but alſo an increaſe by way of compenſation
fort the uſe; which is generally called intereﬅ by thoſe who think
it lawful, and zſwy by thoſe who do not ſo. It may not be
amiſs therefore to enter into a ſhort enquiry, upon what foot
ing this matter of intereﬅ or uſury does really ﬅand.
THE enemies. to intereﬅ in general make no diﬅinction be
tween that and uſury, holding any increaſe of money to be 'in
defenﬁbly uſurious. And this they ground as well on the prohi
bition of it by the law of Moſes among the Jews, as alſo upon -

what is laid down by Ariﬅotle ', that money is naturally barren,
and to make it breed money is Prepoﬅerous, and a perverﬁon of

the end of it's inﬅitution, which was only to ſerve the pur-.
poſes of exchange, and not of increaſe. Hence the ſchool di-z
vines have branded the practice of taking intereﬅ, as being con
traryto the divine law both natural and revealed ; and the canon
lawf has proſcribed the taking any, the leaﬅ, increaſe for the

loan of money as a mortal ﬁn.
'_ B UT, in anſwer to this, it may be obſerved, that the moſai
cal precept was clearly a- political, and not a moral precept. I-t
only prohibited the Jews from taking uſury-from their brethren
the Jews; but in expreſs words permitted them to take it of a'
ﬅrangerB: which proves that the taking of moderate uſury, or
a reward for the uſe, for ſo the word ﬁgniﬁes, is not 'na/um in

K ﬅ, ſince it was allowed where any but an Iſraelite was concerned.
And as to Ariﬅotle's reaſon, deduced from the natural barrenneſs
of money, the ſame may with equal force be alleged of houſes,
which never breed houſes ; and twenty other things, which no
body doubts it is lawful to make proﬁt of, by letting them to,
e Polit. 1. l. t. lo.
7 Dnretal. I. 5. til. 19.

'

I "Unto a ﬅrange: thou mayeﬅ lend up-'
'

"on uſury, but unto thy brother thou ſhal't
unot lend upon uſury." Deut. xxiii. zo.

hire.
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hire. And though money was originally uſed only for the pur
-

poſes of exchange, yet the laws of any ﬅate may be well'

ſiedin permitting
it to be
to theforpurpoſes
proﬁt,
if the
convenience
of ſociety
(theturnedgreatſſend
which of
money
was
in '

ſivented) ſhall require it. And that the allowance of moderate in
tereﬅ tends greatly to the beneﬁt of the public, eſpecially in a
trading country, will appear from that generally acknowleged I
principle, that Commerce cannot ſubſiﬅ without mutual and eX- '

tenſive credit. Unleſs money therefore can be borrowed, trade
cannot be carried on : and if no premium were allowed 'for the
hire of money, few perſons would care to lend it 3 or at leaﬅ the

eaſe of borrowing at a ſhort warning (which is the life of com
merce) would be entirely at an end.

Thus, in the dark ages a"

monkiſh ſuperﬅition and civil tyranny, when intereﬅ was laid un
der a total interdict, Commerce was alſo at it's loweﬅ ebb, and

fell entirely into the hands of the Jews and Lombards: but when
men's minds began to be more enlarged, when true religion and
real liberty revived, Commerce grew again into credit; and again
introduced with itſelf it's inſeparable companion, the doctrine 'of
loans upon intereﬅ.
'
A N D, really, conſidered abﬅractedly from this it's uſe, ſince

all other Conveniences of life may either be bought or hired, but
money can only be hired, there ſeems _no greater impropriety in

takingconvenience.
a recompenſe If
or Iprice
for 1001.
the hire
of this,in''than
of any
other
borrowſſ
to 'employ
a beneﬁcia'l
trade, it is but ſſequitable that the lender ſhould have .a proportion

of my gains.- To demand an exorbi'tant' price is equally con
trary to conſcience, for'the loan of a horſe, or the loan of a ſum

of money : but'a reaſonable' equivalent for vthe temporary incon

venience the owner may feel 'by the-want of it, and for the hazard
of his loſing it entirely, is not more immoral in one caſe than it
is in the other. And indeed the abſolute prohibition of lending
upon any, even moderate intereﬅ,introduces the very inconvenience
which it ſeems meant to remedy, The neceﬃty of individuals
will make borrowing unavoidable. Without ſome proﬁt allowed

by
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by law there will be but few lenders : and thoſe principally bad
men, who will break through the law, andtake a proﬁt; and

then will endeavour to indemnify themſelves from the danger of
the penalty, by making that proﬁt exorbitant. Thus, while all
degrees of proﬁt were diſcountenanced, we ﬁnd more complaints
of uſury, and more ﬂagrant inﬅances of oppreſſion, than in mo
dern times, when money may be eaſily had at a low intereﬅ. A
capital diﬅinction muﬅ therefore be made between a moderate
and exorbitant proﬁt 5 to the former of which we uſually give
the name of intereﬅ, to the latter the truly odious appellation of
uſury: the former is neceſſary in every civil ﬅate, if itwere but to
exclude the latter, which ought never to be tolerated in any well
regulated ſociety. For, as the 'whole of this' matter is well ſum
med up by Grotius h, " if the compenſation allowed by law does

" not exceed the proportion of the hazard run,'or the Want felt,
't by the loan, it's allowance is neither repugnant to the revealed
"_ not the natural law : but if it exceeds thoſe bounds, it is then

'" oppreﬃve uſury; and though the municipal laws may give it
" impunity, they never can make it juﬅ."
*WE ſee, that-the exorbitance or moderation of intereﬅ, for
moneylent, depends upon two circumﬅances; the inconvenience
of parting with it for the preſent,and the hazard ofloſing it entirely;
The inconvenience to individual lenders can never be eﬅimated
by laws ;_ the rate therefore of general intereﬅ muﬅ depend
upon the uſual or general inconvenience. This reſults entirely
from the quantity of ſpecie or current money in the kingdom:
for, the more ſpecie there is circulating in any nation, the greater

ſuperﬂuity there will be, beyond what is neceſſary to carry on the
buſineſs of exchange and the common concerns of life. In every
nation or public community there is a certain quantity of money
thus neceſſary; which a perſon well ſkilled in political arithmetic
might perhaps calculate as exactly, as a private banker can the
demand for running caſh in his own (hop : all above this neceſ
.
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ſary quantity may be ſpared, orient, without much inconvenience
to the reſpective lenders; and the greater this national ſuperﬂuit'yz
is, the more numerous will be the lenders, and the lower ought:

the rate of the national intereﬅ to be: but where there is not:
enough, or barely enough, circulating caſh, to anſwer the ordi

nary uſes of the public, intereﬅ will be proportionably high 3
for lenders will be but few, as few\ can ſubmit to the inconve-_.
1

nience of lending.

. in; : ..i
.

ii _

il

S o alſo the hazard of an entire loſs has it's weight in the re
gulation of intereﬅ: hence, the better the ſecurity, the lower
will the intereﬅ be ; the rate of intereﬅ being generally in a com-_
pound ratio, formed out of the inconvenience and the hazarch;
A And as, if there were no inconvenience, there ſhould be no ing-e
tereﬅ, but what is equivalent to the hazard; ſo, if there were
* no hazard, there ought to be no intereﬅ, ſave only what. ariſes

from the mere inconvenience of lending. Thus, if the quantity
of ſpecie in a nation be ſuch, that the general inconvenience of
lending ſor a year is computed to amount to three per cent: a
man that has money by him will perhaps lend it upon good per
ſonal ſecurity at ſive per cent, allowing two for the hazard run;
he will lend it upon landed ſecurity, or mortgage, at four per
cent, the hazard being proportionably leſs; but he will lend it.
to the ﬅate, on the maintenance of which all his property der
pends, at three per cent, the hazard being none at all.
BUT ſometimes the hazard may be greater, than the rate of

intereﬅ allowed by law will compenſate'. And this gives riſe to
the' practice, 1., Of hottomry, or reyþondentia. 2. Of policiea.
of inſurance. .
.
,' 7
D ﬁrﬅ,
originally
aroſe
permitting
theAN
maﬅer
of ahattomry
ſhip, in(which
a foreign
country,
to from
hypſſothccate
the
ſhip in order to raiſe money to reﬁt) is in the nature of amort- *

gage of 'a ſhip 5 when the owner takes up money to enable him

to carry on his voyage, and pledges the keel or bottom of the ſhip
'

[part
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(pan pra tate) as a ſecurity for the repayment. In which caſe

it istenderﬅood, that, if the ſhip be loﬅ, 'the lender loſes alſo'
his'whole money 5 but, if it returns in ſafety, then heſhall re-'-=
'ceive back his principal, and alſo the premium or intereﬅ agreed

upon, however it may exceed the legal rate of intereﬅ. And'
this is allowed to be a valid contract in all trading nations, for

the beneﬁt of Kcom'merce, and by reaſon of the 'extraordinary
hazard run by the lenderi. And in this caſe the Iſhip'and tackle,

if broughtﬁnſihome,
are anſwerable
as theis perſon
of the
borrower)
the money
lent. But(asif well
the lean;
not upon
the
veſſel, but upon the goods and merchandize, which muﬅ neceſ

ſarily- be ſold or exchanged in the courſe of the? voyageythen
only the borrowerrperſonaﬂyi, 'is-bound to anſwerithe contract;

who therefore in this caſe is ſaid to take up money at rejþonderk
tia. Theſe terms are alſo applied to contracts for the repayment
oflmoney borrowedrnot on the ſhip and goods only, but onthe

mere hazard ofthe' voyage itſelf 3- when a man lends a merchant
roool. to' be employed in a beneﬁcial trade, with condition to be'
repaid with extraordinary intereﬅ, in caſe ſuch a voyage be ſafely

performed* :v which kind of agreement is ſometimes called foe
m'nmmnmdlﬁmeﬂmwwa maritima '. But, as this gave

an'P-opening for uſurious and gaming-contracts, eſpecially upon
long Lvoyages, it was enacted by the' ﬅatute r9_Geo.'II."-'e. 37.
that all monies lent on bottomry or at nſhandentz'a: on' Veſſels
bound to or from the Eaﬅ Indies, (hall be expreﬂly lent only

upon the ſhip or upon the merchandize ; that the lender, ſhall
have the beneﬁt of ſalvage; and that, if the borrower has-not

on board eﬀects to the value of the ſum borrowed, 'he ſhallrbe
reſponﬁblelto the lender for Iſo much of the principal'as'hath
not been laid out, with legal intereﬅ and all other charges,

though the ſhip and merchandize be totally loﬅ.
.__L

i M0lLl1jv4mn36LMﬂfneh2mrout, b. 1. c. 31. Cro. Jac. 208. Bynkerſh.
qual/I. jur. pſſri-var. I. 3. 4316.

k 1 Sid.27.

'

1 Molloy ib'id. Malyne ſaid.
ſ a
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SECON DLY, a policy of i'yizra'zce is a contract between A
and B, that, upon A's paying a premium equivalent to the hazard

run, B will indemnify or inſure him againﬅ a particular event.
This is founded upon one of the ſame principles as the doctrine
of intereﬅ-upon loans, that of hazard 5 but not that of incon
venience. For if I inſure a ſhip to the Levant, and back again, at
ﬁve per cent ; here I calculate the chance that ſhe performs her

voyage to be twenty to one againﬅ her being loﬅ: and, if (he
be loﬅ, I loſe Iool. and get 5 I. Now this is much the ſame as
if I lend the merchant, whoſe whole fortunes are embarked in
this Veſſel, IOO 1. at the rate of ezg/zt per cent. For by a loan I
ſhould be immediately out of my money, the inconvenience of
which we have computed equal to three per cent : if therefore I
had actually lent 'him Iool, I muﬅ have added 31. on the'ſcore
of
inconvenience,
the 581.ſi
I. 'allowed
the hamrd
3 whichI' am
ton
gether
would have to
made
But as,for
upon
an' inſui'ance;
' never out of my money till the loſs 'actually happens,-*nothing is
therein allowed upon the principle of inconvenience, but all-upon

the principle of hazard. Thus too, in a loan, if the chance of
repayment depends upon' the borrower's life, it is frequent (ben

ſides the uſual rate of intereﬅ) for the borrower to. have his life
inſured till the time of repayment 5 for which he is: loaded with
an additional premium, ſuited to his age and Conﬅitution. Thus,

if Sempronius has only an annuity for his'life, and would hot-'
'row IOO I. of Titius for a year 3 the inconvenience andfg'eoeral:
hazard' of this loan, we' have ſeen, are equivalent 'to 51. 'which is

therefore the legal intereﬅ: but there is alſo a eſpecialxliazeedxin
this caſe ; for, if Sempronius dies within the year, Titius muﬅ
loſe the whole of his Ioo I. Suppoſe this chance do' be aso'ne to.
ten: it will follow that the extraordinary-hazardfis worth lol.
more; and therefore that the reaſonable rate of intereﬅ in this

caſe would 'beſiﬅeﬄ per cent; But this the' law, to avoid abuſes,
_ _ will not permit to be taken: Sempronius' therefore gives Titius
'*the lender only 5 I, the legal intereﬅ; but applies to Gaius an

p inſurer, and gives him the other Iol. to indemnify Titius againﬅ
the
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the extraordinary hazard. And in this manner may any extraor
dinary or particular hazard be provided againﬅ, which the eﬅa
bliſhed rate of intereﬅ will not reach 5 that being calculated by

the ﬅate to anſwer only the ordinary and general hazard, toge
ther with the lender's inconvenience in parting with his ſpecie '
for the time.
me.-

. 1 F -.

_
'

.

THE learning. relating to marine inſurances hath. of late years

been greatly improved by a' ſeries of judicial deciſions, which

haVQ now-eﬅabliſhed the law in ſuch a variety of. caſes. that (if
well and .judiciouﬂy collected) theytwouldform a very complete
title in a codc of commercial juriſptudeuee. But. being founded on

* equitable principles, zwbichzchieﬂy reſult.frqrn the ſpecial cir
_ >cumﬅances of the caſe, it is not eaſy to reduce them to any general

heads-minae elementary inﬅitutes. Thus much may however
befaidz; that, being contracts, the very eſſence of which conſiﬅs
in obſerving the pureﬅ good faith and integrity, they are vacated
i by anyzthe leaﬅ ſhadow of fraud or undue concealment : and, on
.the other hand, being much for the beneﬁt and extenſion of trade,,

by diﬅributing the loſs or gain among a number of adventurers,
they-are geeatlx enmuraggdand protected both by common law
and acts of parliament. But, as a 'practice had obtained of in

ſuring large ſums without having any property on board, which
were called inſurances, z'nterzſſ or na intereﬅ z and alſo of inſuring

the ſame goods ſeveral times over ; both of which were a ſpecies
of gaming, without "any advantage to Commerce, and were de
nominated wage-ring policies : it 'is therefore enacted by the ﬅa
tute 19 Geo. II. e. 37. that all inſurances, intereﬅ or no intereﬅ,

or without farther proof .of intereﬅ than the policy itſelf, or by
way of gaming or wagering, or without beneﬁt of ſalvage to the
inſurer, (all'which had the ſame pernicious tendency) ſhall be to
rally null and-void, except upon privateers, or (hips in the Spaniſh
and Portugueſe- trade, for reaſons-ſuﬃciently obvious ; and that

no re-aſſurance ſhall be lawful, except the former inſurer ſhall be
inſolvent, a bankrupt, or dead; and laﬅly that, in the Eaﬅ India
trade, the lender of money on bottomry, or at rgſpondentia, ſhall
alone
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alone have a right to'be inſuſired fbr the. money lent, and'therbutr.
rower ſhall (in caſe of aloſs) recover no more-upon any inſurandſie

than the ſurplus of his property, above the value ofhisxbot'wm-ryiſſ
or rgſponde'ztia bond.
intereﬅ on loans:

But, to return to the-doctrine of common
.
_
- - r._

U P o N the two principles of inconvenience and hazard, corn
pared together, diﬀerent nations have at diﬀerent 7timeseﬂ'abliſh
ed diﬀerent rates of intereﬅ. The Romans at one time'allowed
centg/Imae, or twelve per cent, to be takenrfor-cotnmonloans; 'but

Juﬅinianm reduced it to trienter, or one third of them or cmtgſimae,

that is, four per cent; but allowed higher intereﬅ to beftaken of
merchants, becauſe there the hazard was greater "uiSo too Grow
,uz s: zrf-'HEZ amour
* Cod.4.. 32.2'6. No-v.33,-34, 35.

ﬅanding the civilians, but alſo-the more

n A ſhort explication of theſe terms, and

elaﬂical writer', who perpetually refer t'

this diﬅribution. Thus Horace, ad Pſſmrr,l
uſeful to the ﬅudent, not only for under
325.
i
i a r 'J llſik (Lu
Ramani plan' Ia'rgir rariam'bur aſſem
l
Twiﬅ] "dra
Drſrunt in parte: centum didur'r'. Dimt
_.
ſi'
Filiur Albim', ſi de quincunce rmora cﬅ i
i" I '- ſi- ' if' '

of the diviſion of the Roman ar, will be

v'Uncia, quid ſhpercr ? [Mter-at dix'ﬃ, triens: nt,
Rent paterir ſer-ware tum! redit uncia, ſaid/it?

'
1
r _ ' z I _ _

Semis. -

It is therefore to be obſerved, that, in cal tereﬅ were denominated according to the
cnlating the rate of intereﬅ, the Romans relation they bore to this centeﬁrnal uſury,
divided the principal ſum into an hundred or uſurae aﬃx .' for the ſeveral multiples of
parts; one of which they allowed to be ta

the mm'ae, or duodecimal parts of the ar,

ken monthly: and this, which was the

were known by diﬀerent names according

higheﬅ rate of intereﬅ permitted, they call

to their diﬀerent combinations ; ſixtanr,
guadra'u, him', guimnnx, ſmir, ſeptunx, ber,
dodra'rr, dam-am, dmx, containing reſpec

ed uſhrae twig/brae, amounting yearly to
twelve per tall.

Now as the ar, or Roman

pound, was commonly uſed to expreſs any
integral ſum, and was diviſible into twelve
parts or unciae, therefore theſe twelve month

ly payments or untie: were heldto amount
annually to one pound, or a; uſhrariw; and
ſo the uſhrae aﬃr were ſynonymous to the

uſhrae mmſimaz. And all lower rates ofctin

tively 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, to, r 1 num-'ac or
duodecimal parts of an as. (Fſl 28.' 5. 50.

5. a.

Gravin. em'g. jzr. ei-u. 432. 5. 47.)

This being pzemiſed, the following table

will clearly exhibit at once the ſubdiviſion:
of the ar, and the denominations of the rate
of intereﬅ.
i
'
A --

.- UI-UR-nl
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rius informs-use', that in Holland the rate -of- intereﬅ was then
eight per cent in common loans, but twelve to merchants. Our
law eﬅabliſhes one ﬅandardpfor all alike, where the. pledge or.

ſecurity itſelf is not put in'jeopardy; leﬅ, under the general.
pretence of vague and indeterminate hazards, a door ſhould be

opened to fraud and uſury : leaving ſpeciﬁc hazards to be provi

ded againﬅ by ſpeciﬁc inſurances, or by loans uponre/þondcntia,
or bottomry, But as to the rate of legal intereﬅ, it. has varied
and decreaſed for two hundred years paﬅ, ,according as the quan-i

tityjof ſpecie in the kingdom has encreaſed by acceﬃons of trade,
the introduction of paper credit, and other circumﬅances. The
ﬅatute 37 Hen.VIII. c.9_. conﬁned intereﬅ to ten per cent, and

ſo did the ﬅatute 13 Eliz. CL8. But as, through the encouragements given in her reign to Commerce, the nation grew more
wealthy, ſo under her ſucceſſor the ﬅatute 21 Jac. I. c. 17. redu-.

ced it to-eight per cent; as did the ﬅatute 12 Car. II. c. 13. to.
ﬁx: and laﬅly by the ﬅatute 12 Ann. ﬅ.2. c. 16. it was brought
down to ﬁve per cent yearly, whichis now the extremity of le
gal intereﬅ that can be taken. But yet, if a contract, which
carries intereﬅ, be made in a foreign country, our courts will

direct the' payment of intereﬅ according to the law of that coun
try in which the contract' was made P.

Thus Iriſh, American,
o
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Turkiſh, and Indian intereﬅ, have been allowed in our courts, to

the amount of even twelve per cent. For the moderation or exor
bitance of intereﬅ depends upon local circumﬅances; and the re
fuſal to inforce ſuch contracts would put a ﬅop to all foreign trade.

4. THE laﬅ general ſpecies of contracts, which I have to
mention, is that of debt z whereby a cþcﬅ in action, or right to

a certain ſum of money, is mutually acquired and loﬅ 1.- This
may be the counterpart of, and ariſe from, any of the other ſpecies
of contracts. As, in caſe of a ſale, where the price is not paid in
ready money, the vendee becomes indebted to the vendor for the

ſum agreed on ; and the vendor has a property in-this price, asa.
any: in action, by means of this contract of debt. In bailment,
if the bailee loſes or detains a ſum of money bailed to him for'
any ſpecial. purpoſe, he becomes indebted to the bailor in the
ſame numerical ſum, upon his implied contract,-that he ſhall exe
cute the truﬅ repoſed in him, or repay the money to the bailor.
Upon hiring or borrowing, the hirer or borrower, at the ſame

time that he acquires a property in the thing lent, may alſo be
come indebted to the lender, upon his contract to reﬅore the money
borrowed, to pay the price or premium of the loan, the hire

- of the horſe, or the like.

Any contract in ſhort whereby a de

terminate ſum of money becomes due to any perſon, and is not
paid but remains in action merely, is a contract of debt. And,

taken in this light, it comprehends a great variety of acquiſition;
being uſually divided into debts of record, debts by ſþecial, and
debts by ſimple contract.
_
A D E B 'r of record is a ſum of money, which appears to
be due by the evidence of a court of record.

Thus, when

any ſpeciﬁc ſum is adjudged to be due from the defendant
to the plaintiﬀ, on an action or ſuit at law;

this is a con

tract of the higheﬅ nature, being eﬅabliſhed by the ſen
tence of a court of judicature. Recognizances alſo are a.
ſum of money, recognized or acknowleged to be due to the
1*F.'N. B. 119.
crown

I
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cmwn one. ﬂibject, in the preſence of ſome court or magiﬅrate,"

wi'hYa condition- that ſuch ack-nowl'egement ſhall be void upon

thmappeamceof- the party, his good behaviour, or the like: *
and: theſe, togethev with ﬅatutes merchant and ﬅatutes' ﬅaple,

Gic, if forfeited by non-performance of the condition, are alſo
rankedamong'this ﬁrﬅ and principal claſs of debts, w'z. debts
of record;'>ﬁnce' the contract, on which they are founded, is
wime'ſſed by the- highe'ﬅ' kind of evidence, viz. by' matter of'

record.

'

'

>

*

-

*

D E B' 'r s by ſhecz'oltjy, 'orſpecial contract, are ſuch whereby a
ſum of money becomes, or is acknowieged to- be, due by'decd- or
inﬅrnment under ſeal. Such as by deed of covenant, by deed of
ſale', by leaſe reſerving'. rent, or by bond 'or obſiga'tiort : which

laﬅ we tookoccaﬁon to ex'plain in the twentieth lecture of the
preſent book 3 and then ſhewed that it is an acknowlegement or
creation of adebt from the obligor to the obligee, unleſs the ob

ligor'perforns-a condition thereunto uſually annexed, as the pay
- ment of rent or money borrowed, the obſervance'of a* covenant,
and'- the like; on failure of which the bond becomes forfeited

and-the debtbeeomes- duevin law." Theſe are-looked upon as
the next claſsoſ deb'ts after thoſe of record, being conﬁrmed by
ſpecial evidence, under ſeal.

a DE BTS' by ſimple contract are ſuch, where the contract upon
which the obligation ariſes is neither aſcertained by matter of
record, nor yet by deed or ſpecial inﬅrument, but by mere oral
evidence, the- moﬅ ſimple of any z or by notes unſealed, which'

are capable of' a more-eaſy "proof, and (therefore only) better,
than a verbal promiſe. It- is eaſy to'ſee intowhat a vaﬅ variety '
of obligations this laﬅ claſs may be branched out, through the
numerous contracts for money, which are not only expreſſed' by
the' parties; but virtually implied in law. Some of theſe We have
already occaſionally hinted at 5 and the reﬅ, to avoid repetition,

muﬅ
be refer-ned to thoſe- particular heads in the third book of
theſe commentaries, where the breach of ſſſuch contracts will be
Vo L. II. ,

Lll

,

conﬁdered.
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conſidered. I ſhall only obſerve at preſent, thatby the ﬅatute.
29 Car. II. c. 3. no executor or adminiﬅrator ſhall be charged;
upon any ſpecial promiſe to anſwer damages out of his own\eﬅat'e,;£

and no perſon ſhall be charged upon any promiſe to anſwer' for"
the debt or default of another, or upon any agreement in conſiw
derationorof
marriage,
or uponthat
any iscontract
orperformed
ſale of any'withreal ſ _
eﬅate,
upon
any agreement
not to be.
in one year from the making, unleſs the agreement or ſome me- _

morandum thereof be in writing, and ſigned by the party him-3"
ſelf or by his authority..
BUT there is one ſpecies of debts upon ſimple contract, which,-. being a tranſaction now introduced into all ſorts of civil life, ,ct=
under the name ofpapcr credit, deſerves a more particular regard- '
Theſe are debts by bill: qf exchange, and pro'mſſry notes,
A B I I. r.

arc/range is a_. ſecurity, originally invented among

merchants in diﬀerent countries, for the more eaſy remittance of',

money from the one to the other, which has ſince ſpread itſelfi __,
into almoﬅ all pecuniary tranſactions- It is an open lettenof- requeﬅ from one man to another, deſiring him to pay a ſum named;ſi
therein to a third perſon on his account ; by which means a man:
at the moﬅ diﬅant part of the world may have money remitted
to him from any trading country. If A lives in Jamaica, and
owes
B who
lives in England
roooBI,this
nowIooo
if C
be going
from i.
England
to Jamaica,
he may pay
I, and
take abill,
of exchange drawn by B in England upon A in Jamaica, and.
receive
at any it
diſtance
when he
of comes
place, thither.
by transferring
Thus does
it toB receive
C 3 who
hiscarries___
debt,_, -_
over his money in paper credit, without danger of robbery 'ſi
or loſs. This method is ſaid to have been brought into general
uſe by the Jews and Lombards, when baniſhed for their uſury
and other vices 5 in order the more eaſily to draw their eﬀects
out of France and England, into thoſe countries in' which they.
had choſen to reſide. The invention of them was a little earlier:

for the Jews were baniſhed out of Guienne in 1287, and out.
of

Flux.
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oſſivctEngland (in 1290'; and in 1236 the uſe of paper credit was
introduced into the Mogul empire in China '. In common
ſpeeſich ſuch a bill is frequently called a draught, but-a bill of ex
change is the more legal as 'well as mercantile expreſiion. The
perſon however, who writes this letter, is called in law the

drawer, and he to whom it is written the drawe-e 3 and-the third

perſon, or negotiator, to whom-it is payable (whether ſpecially
named, or vthe bearer generally) is-called the paye-e,
TH a s e bills are either far-sign, or inland: ﬂreign, when
drawn by a merchant reſiding abroad upon his-correſpondent in
England, or 'vice 'ver/2' 5 and inland, when both the drawer and

the drawee reſide within the kingdom. Formerly foreign bills of
exchange were much more regarded in, the eye of the law' than
inland ones, as being thought of more public concern in the

advancement
of W.
trade
now by two ﬅatutes,
the
one 9 85 10
III.and
c. Commerce.
Iſi7. the otherBut
3 &4.Aim.
inland
hills of exchange are put upon the ſame footing as foreignones ;
what was the law and cuﬅom of merchants with regard to the
one, and taken notice of merely as ſuch *, being by thoſe ﬅatutes
expreſﬂy enacted with regard to the other. So that there is now
in law no manner of diﬀerence between them.
'
PROMLs-sony notes, or notes of hand, are a plain and di-ct' 'A
rect engage'ment in writing, to pay a ſum ſpeciﬁed at the time
therein limited to a perſon therein named, or ſometimes to his

ﬅatute
order, or
3 &4Ann.
often to the
e. 9.bearer
are made
at large.
aﬂignable
Theſe and
alſo indorſableb'y-the ſame
in
like manner as hills of exchange.
promiſi'ory
i TH E payee,
note, we
.has may
clearly
obſerve,
a property
eitherveﬅed
of a bill
in him
of exchange'
(not indeed
or

in
in action) note,
by theand,
expreſcontract
in poſſeﬂion
the caſe. ofbut
a promiſſory
in the
caſe ofofa the
bill drawer
of eſix ' '
change, by his implzed contract 5 w'z. that, provided the drawee
' 2 Carte. 203. 206.
' Mod. Un. Hiﬂ. iv.499.

* I Roll. Abr. 6.
L l l 2

does
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does not pay the bill, the drawer will: for which' reaſon it is

uſual, in hills of exchange, to expreſs that the 'value 'thereof hath-v
been receioed by the draweru ; in order to ſhew the conſidera
tion, upon which the implied contract of repayment ariſes. And
this property, ſo veﬅed, may be transferred and aſſigned from

the payee to any other man; contrary to the general rule of
the commonlaw, that no c/uye in action is aﬃgnable: which
aﬃgnment is the life of paper credit. It may therefore be of
ſome uſe, to mention a few of the principal incidents attending;
this transfer or aﬃgnment, in order to make it' regular, and
thereby to charge the drawer with the payment of the debt to
other perſons, than thoſe with whom he originally contracted.
IN the ﬁrﬅ place then the payee, or perſon to whom'or

whoſe order ſuch bill of exchange or promiﬀory note is pay
able, may by indorſement, or writing his name in do'j/o or onv

the back of it, aﬃgn over his whole. property to the bearer, or
elſe to another perſon by name, either of whom is then called
the indorſee 3 and he may aſſign the ſame to another, and ſo on'

in iryfnitum. And a promiﬁſiory note, payable to A or dearer, is.
negotiable without any indorſement, and payment thereof may
be demanded by any bearer of it V. But, in caſe of a bill of errchange, the payee, or the indorſee, (whether it be a general.
or particular indorſement) is to go to the drawee, and oﬀer his
bill for acceptance 3 which acceptance (ſo as to charge the drawer

with coﬅs) muﬅ be in writing, under or on the back of the bill..
If the drawee accepte the bill, either verbally or in writing", he
then makes himſelf liable to pay it 3 this being now a contract

on his ſide, grounded on an acknowlegement that the drawer has,
eﬀects in his hands, or at lſſeaﬅ credit ſuﬃcient to warrant the
payment. If the drawee refuſes to accept the bill, and it be of
the value of ao 1., or upwards, and expreﬀed to be for value re-_
ceived, the payee or indorſee may prooeﬅ'; it for nan-acceptmzce:
which proteﬅ muﬅ be made in writing, under a copy of ſuch bill.
" Stra. 1212.

V 2 5h0w.235.- Grant v.Vaughan. T.

4 Geo. III. B. R.
W Stra. 1000.

of
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of exchange, vby ſome notary public-3 or, if no ſuch notary be i
reﬁdent in the place, then by any other ſubﬅarrtial inhabitant in
the preſence of two credible witneſſes 5 and notice of ſuch pro

teﬅ muﬅ, within fourteen days after, 'be given to' the drawer.
B UT, in caſe ſuch bill be accepted' by the drawee, and after
acceptance he fails or refuſes vto pay it within three days after it'
becomes vdue (which three-days are called days of grace) the
payee or indorſee is then to get it proteﬅedv for non-payment, in.

the ſame manner and by the 'ſame perſons who are to proteﬅ it.
in caſe of non-acceptance: and ſuch proteﬅ muﬅ alſo be noti
ﬁed, within fourteen days after, to the drawer.

And he, on

producing ſuch proteﬅ, either of non-acceptance or non-pay
ment, is bound to make good to the payee, or indorſee, not only
the amount of the ſaid bills, (which he is bound to do within a

reaſonable time after non-payment, without any proteﬅ, by the
rules of the common law') but alſo intereﬅ and all charges, to.

be computed from the time of making 'ſueh'protefL But if no
proteﬅ be made or notiﬁed to the drawer, and any damage ac
crues by ſuch neglect, it ſhall fall on the holder of the bill. The;
bill, when refufed, muﬅ be demanded of the drawer as ſoon as

conveniently may be : for though, when one draws a bill of ex
change, he ſubjects himſelf to the payment, if the perſon on

whom it is drawn refuſes either to accept or pay, yet that is with
this limitation, that if the bill be not paid, when due, the per

ſon to whom it is payable ſhall in convenient time give the drawer
notice thereof; for otherwiſe the law will imply it paid : ſince.
it would be prejudicial to Commerce, if a bill might riſe up to
charge the drawer at any diﬅance of time; when in the meam
time all reckonings and accounts may be adjuﬅed between the:
drawer and the drawee V.
IF the bill be anindorſed bill, and the indorſee cannot get:

thedrawee to diſcharge it, he may call upon either the drawer
or the indorſor, or if the bill has been negotiated through many
1' Lord Raym.993.

7 Salk.127.

.

hands,
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hands, upon any of the indorſors 5 for each indorſor is a war
rantor for the payment of the bill, which is frequently 'taken in

payment as much _(or more) upon the credit of the indorſor, as of
the drawer. And if ſuch indorſor, ſo called upon, has the names

of 'one or more indorſors prior to his own, to each of whom he
is properly an indorſee, he is alſo at'li-berty to call upon any of

them- to make him ſatisfaction; and ſo upwardsg But the ﬁrﬅ

indorſor has pobody to reſort to, but the drawer only.
WH AT 'has been ſaid of bills of exchange is applicable alſo
to,_promiﬂ'ory notes, that are indorſed over, and negotiated from
one hand to another: only that, in this caſe, as there zisng
drawee, there can be no proteﬅ for non-acceptance; or ratheri

the
a promiſi'ory
note
the
lightof
aofbill indor
drawn' i;
And,
by alaw
man
in conſiders
caſe
upon
ofhimſelf,
non-payment
and accepted
by theindrawer,
at the
vtime
the ſeveral

ſees of a promiſſory note have the ſame remedy, as upon bills of

exchange, againﬅ the prior indorſors.
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BANKRUPTCY.

- HE preceding chapter Having treated"pretty largely of theacquiﬁtion of perſonal property by ſeveral commercial me
thods, we from thence ſhall be eaſily led to take into our preſenb

conſideration a tenth method of transferring' property, which is.
that of
-

X. BANKRUPTCY 3 a title which we before lightly touched
upona, ſo far as it related to the transfer of the real eﬅate of the
bankrupt.

At preſent we are to treat of it more minutely, as it'

principally relates to the diſpoﬁtion of chattels, in which the:
property of perſons- concerned in trade more uſually conſiﬅs,.
than in lands or tenements. Let us-thereſore ﬁrﬅ of all conſider,

1. Who may become a bankrupt: 2. What act: make a bankrupt: 3. The proceeding: on a Commiſſion of bankrupt: and,
4. In what manner an eﬅate in goods and chattels may be trary-

ﬂrred by bankruptcy.
I'. WH o may become a bankrupt. A' bankrupt was before ""
deﬁned to be "a trader, who ſecretes himſelf, or does certain.
" other. acts, tending to zdefraud his Creditors." He was formerly

conſidered merely in*the light of a criminal or oﬀe'nderc 5 and in
this ſpirit we aretold by ﬁr Edward Coke **, that we have fetched
as well the name, as the wickedneſs, of bankrupts from foreign.
' See pag. 285..

c Stat. 1 Jac.I. c. 15- '5. '7.

' Hid.

'1 4.,Inﬅ. 277.

nations *.
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"nations *. But at preſent the laws of bank'ruptcy are conſidered-as
laws calculated for the beneﬁt of trade, and founded on the prinq

ciples of humanity as well as juﬅice; and to that end they
confer ſome privileges, not only on the Creditors, but alſo-on the'

bankrupt or debtor himſelf. On the Creditors; by-compelling
the bankrupt to give up all his eﬀects to their uſe, without any
fraudulent concealrnent: on the debtor; by. exempting him from
the rigor of the general law, whereby his perſon might 'be con
ﬁned at the diſcretion of his creditor, though in reality he has

nothing to ſatisſy the debt 5 Whereas the law of bankrupts, taking
into conſideration the ſudden and unavoidable accidents to which

men in trade are liable, has given them the liberty of their Per
ſons, and ſome pecuniary emoluments, upon condition. they ſuz.

render up their whole eﬅate to be divided among their creditors_
IN this reſpect our legiﬂature ſeems to have attended to the
example of the Roman law. I mean not the terrible law of the
twelve tables; whereby the creditors might cut the debtor's body
into pieces, and each of them take his proportionable ſhare : if
indeed that law, de- debz'torc in parte: ﬅcana'a, is to be underﬅood
in ſo'very butcherly a light ; which many learned men have with

reaſon doubted r. Nor do I mean thoſe leſs inhuman laws (if
they may be called ſo, as their meaning is indiſputably certain)
of impriſoning the debtor's perſon in chains ; ſubjecting him to
ﬅripes and hard labour, at the mercy-of hisrigid creditor; and
ſometimes ſelling him,' his wife, and children, to perpetual fo

reign ſlavery tram Tiberimg: an oppreſſion, which produced ſo
.* The word itſelf is derived ſrom_ the title of the ﬁrﬅ Engliſh ﬅatute concerning
this oﬀence, 34 Hen.VIII. c.4. " againﬅ
table or counter of a tradeſman (Dufrcſne. " ſuch perſons as do make-bankrupt," is a
I. 969.) and ruptus, broken ; denoting literal mnﬂation of the French idiom, gin'
thereby one whoſe (hop or.plaee of trade is frmf-Lanque roam.
ſ Taylor. comment. in L. drtcm-viral. Byn
broken and gone ; though others rather
chuſe to adopt the word muſt, which in kerſh. Obſmv. fur. I. l. Heine'cc. A/xtiqu.
word barme: or Lartquc, which ﬁgniﬁes the

French ﬁgniﬁes a trace or crack, and tell

111. 30. 4.

'us that a bankrupt is one who hath remo-'
ved his banque, leaving but a trace behind.
(4 lnﬅ.z77.) And it is obſervable that the

Eaﬅ India, the creditor is entitled to diſ

3 In Pcgu, and the adjacent countries in
poſe of the debtor himſelf, and likewiſe of
his
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many popular inſurrections, and ſeceſiions to the man: ſz'zcer.
But I mean the law of cgﬃon, introduced by the chriﬅian empe
rors 3 whereby if a debtor ceded, or yielded up, all his fortune to

his Creditors, he was ſecured from being dragged to a goal, "omnz'
" quoque corparalz' crurtſiatu ﬅmoto ." For, as the emperor juﬅly
obſerves i, " inbumamzm erat ſþoliatum fbrtu'zir ﬁa'r in _/blidum
V damnarz'." Thus far was juﬅ and reaſonable: but, as the de

parting from one extreme is apt to produce it's oppoſite, we ﬁnd
itafterwards enacted '*, that if the debtor by any unforeſeen ac
cident was reduced to low circumﬅances, and would ſwear that

he had not ſuﬃcient left to pay his debts, he ſhould not be com
pelled to cede or give up even that which he had in his poſſeﬃon:
a law, which under a falſe notion of humanity, ſeems to be fer

tile of perjury, injuﬅice, and abſurdity. I
t THE laws'of England, more wiſely, have ﬅeered in the middle

between both extremes: providing at once againﬅ the inhumanity
of the creditor, who is not ſuﬀered to conﬁne an honeﬅ bankrupt
after his eﬀects are delivered up; and at the ſame time taking
care that all his juﬅ debts ſhall be paid, ſo far as the eﬀects will
extend. But ﬅill they are cautious of encouraging prodigality
and extravagance by this indulgence to debtors; and therefore

they allow the beneﬁt of the laws of bankruptcy tonone but ac
tual traderr; ſince that ſet of men are, generally ſpeaking, the
only perſons liable to accidental loſſes, and to an inability of
paying their debts, without any fault of their own. If perſons
in other ﬁtuations of life run in debt without the power of pay
ment, they muﬅ take the conſequences of their own indiſcrction,

even though they meet with ſudden accidents that may reduce
their fortunes: for the law holds it to be an unjuﬅiﬁable prac
t-ice, for any perſon but a trader to encumber himſelf with

debts vof any conſiderable value.
his wik and children 3 inſomuch that he

may even violate with impunity the chaﬅity of the debtor's wife: but then, by ſo
doing, the debt is 'underﬅood to be diſ-

' Vo L. II.

If a gentleman, or one in a
charged. (Mod. Un. Hiﬅ. vii. 1228.)

l' God. 7. 71. per fat.
1 Inﬅ.4_.6.ao.
* No-u. 13 5. at.

M m m
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liberal proſeſiion, at the time of contracting his debts, has aſuf
ﬁcient fund to pay them, the delay of payment is avſpeſſcies, of
diſhoneﬅy, and a temporary injuﬅice to his creditor : and if, at

ſuch time, he has no ſuﬃcient fund, the diſhoneﬅy and injuﬅice
is the greater.

He cannot therefore murmur, if he ſuﬀers the

Puniſhment which he has voluntarily drawn upon'himſelﬂſſ But
in mercantile tranſactions the caſe is far otherwiſe. _Trade cannot
be carried on without mutual credit on both ﬁdes : ,the contract-r
ing of debts is therefore here not only juſtiﬁable, but neceſſary.
And if by accidental Calamities, as by the loſs of a ſhip in a.
tempeﬅ, the failure of brother traders, or by the non-payment
of perſons out of trade, a merchant or trader becomes inca

pable' of diſcharging his own debts, it is his misfortune and not
his fault.

To the misfortunes therefore of debtors the law has

given a compaﬃonate remedy, but denied it to their faults: ſince,
at the ſame time that it provides for the ſecurity of Commerce,
by enacting that every conſiderable trader may, be declared a bank

rupt, for the beneﬁt of his Creditors as well as,himſelf, itnhas
alſo to, diſcourage extravagance declared, that no oneſhall bees'

pable of being made a bankrupt, but only a trade-r; nor capable
of receiving the full beneﬁt of the ﬅatutes, but only an indiﬀ

frz'our trader.

,_\

. THE ﬁrﬅ ﬅatute made concerning any Engliſh bankrupts, was.
34 Hen.Vlvl_I. c. 4.. when trade began ﬁrﬅ, to' be properly cultiva
ted in England: which has been almoﬅ totally altered by ﬅatute.
r 3 Eliz. c. 7. whereby bankruptcy is conﬁned to ſuch perſons
only as have q/Þd tþe trade qf' merchandize, in groſs or by. retaiL.
by way of bargaining, exchange, rechange, bartering, chevi

ſance 1, or otherwiſe; or have ſhug/zt t/zez'r living b/þtgctſitrg...and
ſel/ing. _ And by ﬅatute 21 Jac. I. -c. 19. perſons uſing the trade
or profeﬃon of a ﬅrivener, receiving other mens monies and '62

ﬅates into their truﬅ and c-uﬅody, are alſo made liable to the ﬅa
tutes of bankruptcyt: and the beneﬁts, as well as the penal parts
of the law, are extended as well to aliens and denizen: as to na
1 that is, making contracts. (Duſreſne. II. 569.)

tural.
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tural born
ſubjects
; being
intended
entirelyconcerned-as
for the protection
of
trade',
iſiſſn which
aliens
are often
'as deeply
natives.
By many ſubſequent' ﬅatutes, but laﬅly by ﬅatute 5Geo. Il. c.3-o.m
Mter-"r,- Zi-okerr," and ﬁactorr, are declared 'liable to the'ﬅatute's

ofba-nkruptcy 37 and this upon the ſame reaſon that ſcriveners are
included by the'ﬅatute of James I. rvie. for the relief of' their

creditors; whom they have' otherwiſe moreopportunities of de
franding than any other ſet of dealers: and they are properly-to be

looked upon as traders, ſince' they make merchandizeof money,
in the ſame mannerias other merchants do of goods and otherv
moveable chattels. ' But by the ſame act'*, no ſhrmer, gmzz'er, or
dro-ver', ſhall (as ſuch) beTliable to be deemed a bankrupt : for,

though they buy and fell corn, andhay, and beaﬅs, in the courſe
of'-hu'\b_-.1ndry;'-*yet trade' is not their principal, but only a 'colla
teral', object; 'their chief concern being to vmanure and till the
ground,ſiand make the beﬅ advantage of it's produce.

And, be

ſides, the ſubjecting them to the laws of bankruptcy might be a

means of defeating their landlords of the ſecurity which the law
has given them above all others, for the payment of their refer
ved rents: wherefore alſo, upon a ſimilar reaſon, a recei-Uer
tbeſi*iﬂinſig'r' 'Zdkﬃds not capable', as ſueh,'>of being a bankrupt 3

leﬅ the king ſhould be defeated of thoſe extenſive remedies' againﬅ
his debtors, which are put into his hands by the prerogative.
By the ſame ﬅatute 9, no'perſon ſhall have a'commiﬃ'o'n of bank
rupt awarded againﬅ him, unleſs at the petition of ſome one cre

ditor, to whom he owes IOO 1, or of two, to whom he is in
debted 15015

more, to whom all together-he is indebted
2001. For theor'o'f
law does
not look uctpon perſons, whoſe debts a

mount to leſs, to be traders conſiderable enough, either to enjoy

the beneﬁt'of the ﬅatutes, themſelves, or to' entitle the credi
tors, for the beneﬁt of public Commerce, to demand the diﬅri

bution of their eﬀects.
m s. 39. i
n 540.
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IN the interpretation of theſe ſeveral ﬅatutes, it hath been
held, that buying only, or ſelling only, will not qu'alifr-a man
to be a bankrupt 3

but it muﬅ be both buying and ſelling, and

alſo getting a livelyhood by it. As, by exerciſing the calling of
a merchant, a grocer, a mercer, or, in one general word, a chap

man, who is one that buys and ſells any thing.v But no handi
craft occupation (where nothing is bought and ſold, and there
fore an extenﬁve credit, for the ﬅock in trade, is not neceſſary to

be had) will make a man a regular bankrupt ; as that of a huſu
bandman, a gardener, and the like, who are paid for their work
and labour't Alſo an inn-keeper cannot, as ſuch, be a bankrupt' :.

for his gain or livelyhood does not ariſe from buying and telling
in the wayof merchandize,-but greatly from the-uſe of his roame.
and furniture, his attendance, and the like : and though he may'
buy corn and victuals, to ſell again at a proﬁt, yet that no more
makes him a trader, than a ſchoolmaﬅer or other perſon is, that
keeps
and ſelling
a boarding
what he
houſe,
ſpends
and
in makes
the houſe,
conﬁderable
and ſuchgains
a onebyis clearly
not within the ﬅatutes',

But where perſons buy goods, and

make them up into ſaleable commodities, as ſhoe-makers, ſmiths,

and the like 5 here, though part of the gain is by bodily labour,
and not by buying-and ſelling, yet they are within the ﬅatutes of
bankrupts'; for the 'labour is only in meliorationof the combs
modity, and rendering it more ﬁt for ſale.
*
O N E ſingle act of buying and ſelling will not make a man a
tradcr; but a repeated practice, and proﬁt by it. ' Buying and.
ſelling bank-ﬅock,-or other government ſecurities, will not-make

a man a bankrupt 5 they not being goods, wares, or mcrehan-"z
dize, within the intent of the ſtatute, by which a "proﬁt may be
fairly made ". Neither will buying and ſelling under particular.
reﬅraints, or for particular purpoſes; as if a commiﬃoner of the
,

4 Cro. Car. 3'.
' Cro. Car. 549. Skinn. 29',

til;

* Cro. Cat. 31. Skinn. 292.
' aP. Wﬄ'. 308.

* Skinmzgz. 3M0d. 330.
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navy uſes to buy victuals for the fleet, and diſpoſe of the ſurplus
andrefuſe, he is not thereby made a trader within the ﬅatutes w.
Aainfant, though a trader, cannot be made a bankrupt: for 'an

infant can owe nothing but for neceſſaries; and the ﬅatutes of
bankruptcy create no new debts, but only give a ſpeedier and
more eﬀectual remedy for recovering ſuch as were before due :.
and no perſon can be' made a bankrupt for debts, which he is

not-liable at law to pay '. But a feme-cover't in London, being
a ſole trader according to the cuﬅom, is liable to a Commiſſion

of bankrupt'u 2. HAV I N G thus conſidered, who may, and who may not,
he, made a; bankrupt, we are to inquire, ſecondly, by what act:

a, man may. become a bankrupt- Axbankrupt is I' a trader, who
'3 ſect'etesv himſelf, or does certain other acts, tending to defraud

'I his. Creditors." We have hitherto been employed in explaining,
the former part of this deſcription, " a trader :" let us now at
tendmo the latter, " who ſecretes himſelf, or does certain other
*f acts, tending to defraud his Creditors." And, in general, when

ever ſuch a trader, as is before deſcribed, hath endeavoured. to.
avoid. his Creditors or evade their juﬅ demands, this hath been

declared by the legiﬂature to be an act of bankruptcy, upon
which a Commiſſion may be ſued out. For in this 'extrajudicial
method of proceeding, which is allowed merely for the beneﬁt

of Commerce, the law is extremely watchful to detecta man,
whoſe circumﬅances are declining, in the ﬁrﬅ inﬅance, or at leaﬅ

as earlyas poﬁible :. that the Creditors may receive as large a pro
portion of their debts as may be ,- and. that a man may 'not go on:
wantonly waﬅing his ſubﬅance, and then claim the beneﬁt of the
ﬅatutes, when he has nothing left to diﬅributez '.
l

e

>

*
.

.

'
.

,.

'To learn what the particular acts of bankruptcy are, which
sendcr a man a bankrupt, we muﬅ conſult the ſeveral. ﬅatutes,

and the reſolutions formed by the courts thereonz. Among theſe
' 1 Salk. no. Skin. 292.
3 Lord Raym.443.

7 La Via v.Pbiltþ:. M. GGeoJlI. B. R.
.
z
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may 'therefore be reckoned, i. Dcparting from the realm, where
by a man withdraws himſelf from the juriſdiction and coiircior'ntv

.of'the law, v with intent to deſraud'his' creditors'." 2.- 'Departihgl
from his own houſe, with intent t'o ſecrete himſelf; and 'avoid his
creditors '. 3. Keeping in his own houſe, privately, ſo as not to
be ſeen or ſpoken with by his creditors, except for juﬅ and ne
ceſſary cauſe ; which is likewiſe conﬅrued t'o he an intention to

defraud his creditors, by avoiding the proceſs of the law' ".
4. Proeuring or ſuﬀering himſelf willingly to be arreﬅed, or
Outlawed, or impriſoned, without juﬅ and lawful cauſe; 'which

is likewiſe deemed an attempt to defraud his creditors ®. 5. Pro
curing
money, "goods, chattels, and eﬀects to be, attached-or
ſequeﬅered by any legal proceſs; which is another plain an'd'did

rect endeavour 'to diſappoint his creditors-"of their ſecui*it}ct7'-"i=
6. Making any fraudulent conveyance to a'friend, or ſecret truſſi'
tee, of his lands, tenements, goods, or chattels; which is ani

act of the ſame ſuſpicious nature with the laﬅ', 7.' Procuring
any protection, not' being himſelf privileged' by parliament, in'

order to ſcreen his perſon from arreﬅs z which alſo is-an- endea-'
vour to clude the juﬅice of the law '. 8. Endeavouring or de-ſi
ﬁring, by any petition to the king, or bill exhibited in'any of
the king's courts againﬅ any creditors, to compel them to take
leſs than their juﬅ debts; or to procraﬅinate the time of pay
ment, originally contracted for; which are an acknowlegement of
either his poverty or his knavery '4. 9. Lying in priſon for two
months, or more, upon arreﬅ or other detention for debt, with
out ﬁnding bail, in order to obtain his liberty b. For the inabi
lity to procure ba'il argues a ﬅrong deﬁciency in his credit, owing
'either to his ſuſpected poverty, or ill character ; and his neglect
to do it, if able, can ariſe only from a fraudulent intention : in
either of which caſes it is high time for his creditors to look to
Stat. 13rJac.I.
Eliz. c.7.'
-.=1 Ictlrirl.
c.15. '

\

Ilu'd. znþel. 019..
.F* Stat.

b Stat.ct xzEliz. c. 7.
< Hid. 1 Jac. .l. c. 1'5.
d Stat. 1 jac. I. c. 15.

8 Hid.
-

'

I Hid.

themſelves,
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Makes," and icomp'el a diﬅribution of hiseﬀectef. Z'm. Eſcai

ping ﬁompriſonaſter an arreſtfor a. juﬅ ,debt of 1901. or up-s
wards i. For no man would break priſon, that was able and de-

ﬁrous to procure hail; which bringsit within the reaſon of. the
laﬂucaſea 11. Neglecting to make ſatisfaction for any juﬅ debt
tnjthexamojmt of ,Loo 1. within two months after ſervice ofleggt.
proceſs, for ſuch debt, upon any trader having privilege of parliamenat k. . p
. ,
.'.[':H a s 13v are the ſeveral acts of bankruptcy, exprcſily deﬁned
by theﬅatutes relating to this title _-- which. beingſb numerous,
and the whole law of bankrupts being an innovation on the com
mon law, LOUI courts of juﬅice have ,been tender ofextending on
multiplying acts of bankruptcy by any-conﬅruction, or implica
tion. And. therefore ſit John Holtheld), thata man's removing

his goods privately, to prevent their being ſeiſed. in. execution;
was no act of bankruptey. For the ﬅatutes mention only frau

dulent gifts. to third perſons, and procuring them to be ſeiſed by'
ſham proceſs, in order to defraud Creditors : but this, though an
palpable fraud, yet falling within neither of thoſe caſes, cannot

be adjudged-wait of hanknuptcy- So alſo itzhas-beenidetermi
ned .expreſily, that a banker's ﬅopping or. refuſing payment is noi

act of .b_ankruptcy; for it is not within thevdeſc'riptionr of any'oﬁ"
the ﬅatutes, and there may be good reaſons Ifor his ſo doing, -as,,
ſuſpicion of ſorgery, and the like : and if, in conſequence of ſuch:

refuſal, he is arreﬅed, and puts in bail, ﬅill it. is no act of bank
ruptcy "Et but if hegoes to priſon, and lies thenetwomonſhs,

\ then, and. not before, is he become a bankrupt.

.

WE have ſeen w/zo may be a bankrupt, and what. actr willſ
make him ſo: let us next conſider, ſi
__
3. THE proceeding: on a eommiﬃon of bankrupt 3 ſo far as
they aﬀect the bankrupt himſelf. And theſe depend entirely on
i Stat. 21 ac. I. c. r .

' Lord Ra rn.-z _

9
l' Scar. 4Geo. III. c.33.

"7 Mod. Y139./

5
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the ſeveral ﬅatutes of bankruptcy "5 all which Iſhall endeavour
to blend together, and digeﬅ into a conciſe methodical order', 51"
.

'

'

i'h'ﬄ'll

A N 1), ﬁrﬅ, there muﬅ be a petition to the lord chancellor by.
one creditor to the amount of rool, or ,by two to the amount of
1501, or by three or more to the amount of zool; upon which _-_
he grants a commz'ﬄon to ſuch diſcreet perſons as to. hmſhau-ſh
ſeem good, who are then ﬅiled commiﬃoners oﬂþanknupd. The

petitioners, to prevent malicious applications, muﬅ be bound ing,
a ſecurity of 2001, to make the party amends in caſe they do
not prove him a bankrupt. And, if on the other hand.t.hey .-re-_
ceive any money or' eﬀects from the bankrupt, as a recompenſe.
for ſuing out the commiﬃon, ſo as to receive more than their far.
table dividends of the bankrupt's eﬅate, they forfeit notzonlyvz -.

what they ſhall have ſo received, but their whole debt. Theſe
proviſions are made, as well to ſecure perſons ingood credit from
being damniﬁed by malicious petitions, as to prevent knaviſh
combinations between the Creditors and bankrupt, in order to ._
-obtain the beneﬁt of a commiﬂion. When the commiﬂion is
awarded and iſſued, the commiﬀioners are to meet, at their own
expenſe, and to take an oath for the due execution of their com

miſſion, and to be allowed a ſum not exceeding 2075. per die-m
each, at every ﬁtting. And no commiﬃon of bankrupt ſhall
abate, or be void, upon any demiſe of the crown.
WHEN the Commiſſion-ers have received their commiﬂiom.

they are ﬁrﬅ to receive proof of the perſon's being a trader, and
having committed ſome act of bankruptcy ; and thento declare
him a bankrupt, if proved ſo; and to give notice thereof in the
gazette, and at the ſame time to appoint three meetings. . At 3
one of theſe meetings an election muﬅ be made of aﬁignees, or, .
perſons to whom the bankrupt's eﬅate ſhall be aﬃgncd, and in
whom it ſhall be veﬅed for the beneﬁt of. the Creditors ; which _
aﬁignees are to be choſen by the major .part, in value, of the,__,)
I 13Eliz.c.7. iJac.I. c.15. zxJac.I. c.19. 7Geo.I. c.31. 5Geo.ll.c.zo. lyGeoJI.
c.3z. 8: zaGeo. II. c.;7.
X
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Creditors who ſhall then have proved their debts 3 but may be

originally appointed by the commiﬃoners, and afterwards a'p
proved or rejected by the Creditors: but no creditor ſhall be
admitted to vote in the choice of aﬃgnees, whoſe debt onthe
ballance of accounts does not amount to IO I. And at the third
meeting, at fartheﬅ, which muﬅ be on the forty ſecond day
after the advertiſement in' the gazette, the bankrupt, upon no

tiee' alſo-perſonally ſerved upon him or left at his uſual place of
"abode,- muﬅ ſurrender himſelf perſonally to the commiſſion'ers,

and muﬅ thenceforth in all reſpects conform to the directions
of the ﬅatutes of bankruptcy; or, in default thereof, ſhall
be guilty of felony without beneﬁt of clergy, and ſhall ſuﬀer

death, 'and his goods and eﬅate ſhall be diﬅributed among'his
Creditors.
IN caſe the bankrupt abſconds, or is likely to run away, be
tween the time of the commiﬁion iſſued, and the laﬅ day of ſur

render, he may by warrant from any judge or juﬅice of the peace
be-committed to the county goal, in order to be forthcoming to
the commiſſioners ; who are alſo empowered immediately to grant
a warrant for ſeiﬁng his goods and'papers.
WH a N the bankrupt appears, the commiſiioners are to exa
mine him touching all matters relating to his trade and eﬀects.
They may alſo ſummon before them, and examine, the bank

rupt's wife and any other perſon whatſoever, as to all matters
relating tothe bankrupt's aﬀairs. And in caſe any of them' ſhall
refuſe to anſwer, or ſhall not anſwer fully, to any lawful queſ
tion, or ſhall refuſe to ſubſcribe ſuch their examination, the com

miﬂioners may commit them to priſon without bail, till they
make and ſign a full anſwer; the commiﬃoners ſpecifying in
their warrant of commitment the queﬅion ſo refuſed to be an,
ſwered. And any goaler, permitting ſuch perſons to eſcape, or
go out of priſon, ſhall forfeit 5001. to the Creditors.
VoL. II.
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THE bankrupt, upon this examination, is bound' upom'þdti

of death to make a full diſcovery of all his eﬅate-and eﬀectsjtw'
well in expectancy as poſſeﬃon, and how he has diſpoſed of the

ſame 5 together with all books and Writings relating thereto: ahd

is to deliver up all in his own power to the comrni-ﬃonersz (ex-I
cept the neceſſary apparel of himſelf, his wife, and his children

or, in caſe he con'ceals or imbezzles any eﬀects to 'the amount'bﬁ
zo I, or withholds any books or Writings, withnintent to' den?
fraud his creditors, he ſhall be guilty of felony without beneﬁt;
of clergyo.
'
> I' ' =-'1'1

..'

AFTE R the time allowed to the bankrupt' for ſuch-diſooveﬂyd
is
hisexpired,
eﬅate, before
any other
unknown
perſontovoluntarily
the aﬃgnees,
diſcovering
ſhall beany
entitled to
ſive per cent. out of the eﬀects ſo diſcovered, and 'ſuch-farther
reward as the aﬃgnees and commiﬃoners ſhall- think-proper)
And any truﬅee wilfully concealing the eﬅate'of any bankrupt;
after the expiration of the two and forty days, ſhall ﬁerſeitil O'OY;
and' double the value of the eﬅate concealed, to the creditors. -

H I 'r H E RTO every thing is in favour of the creditors z and
the law ſeems to be pretty rigid and ſevere again-(kithe bankrupt:
but, in caſe he proves honeﬅ, it makes'him full amends-'form

this rigor and ſeverity. For if the bankrupr hathfmade'san-im
genuous diſcovery, hath conformed to'the 'dh'ections of the law,

and hath acted in all points to the ſatisfa-ctionz of his creditors ;
and if "they, or'four parts in ﬁve oﬁ them' ini number'and value;
(but none of' them creditors for leﬅ; than' zoI;-)rwill-iigia a'certi

ﬁcate to that'pu'rport: the comn'kiﬃon'ers'ſawithw'to'authenticate
ſuch certiﬁcate under their hands and ſeals,- and: to tranſmit' imo

the lord chancellor: and-he, or two' judges whom he ſhall ap
- By the laws or Naplea an ſundulent the eﬀqﬁs of a hanl-uupb. or ſet up a He
bankrupts, particularly ſuch as do not ſur-

render themſelves
days, are
i puniſhed
with. death:within
alſo ſour
all whoconceal.

'tended debt to defraud his creditors. (Mod.

Un. Hiﬅ. xxviii. 320.)

'

*
'

point,

Ch, 31, j
of TH IN e .s.\:
4-8-3.
point, on oath 'made by the bankrupt that ſuch certiﬁcate was
obtained without tfraud, may allow the ſame; or diſallow it,
upon cauſe ſhewn by any of the Creditors of the bankrupt.
IF no cauſe be ſhewn to the contrary, the certiﬁcate is. al

lowed of courſe 5 and-then the bankrupt is entitled to a decent
and reaſonable-allowance out of his eﬀects, for his future ſup
port and maintenance, and to put him in a way of honeﬅ in
duﬅry. This allowance is alſo in proportion to his former good

behaviour, an the earlydiſcoveryof the decline of his aﬀairs,
and thereby giving his creditors a larger dividend. For, if his
eﬀects will znot pay one half of his debts, or ten ſhillings in the
pound, he is left to the diſcretion-of the commiſſioners and aſ
ſignees, tohave a competent ſum allowed him, not exceeding

three pert-rent :' but if they pay ten ſhillings in the pound, hev is
toibe allowed ﬁve per-rent ; if twelve (hillings and ſixrpence, then,
ſcjvme'zd a lzalſpcr cant 5 and if ﬁfteen ſhillings in the pound.
then. the bankrupt ſhall be allowedfe'z per cient; provided, that
ſuch allowance do not in the ﬁrﬅ caſe exceed zool, in the ſecond

25ol, and in the third 3001.?
*:: Beswns this allowance, he has alſo an indemnity granted him,
ofabdng free and diſcharged for ever from alldebts owing by him
sat the time he became a bankrupt 3 even though judgment ſhall
have been obtainedagainﬅ. him, and he lies in priſon upon exq
cution for ſuch debte; and, for that amongoth'er purpoſes, all pro.
ceedings on Commiſſion of bankrupt are, on petition, to_be enf
tered of record, as a perpetual bar againﬅ actions to be commen

ced on this account: though, in general, the production of the
certiﬁcate properly allowed (hall beſuﬃcient evidence of all previ
. ,

.

P By the Roman law of ceﬂion, if the
debtor acquired any conſiderable property
ſubſequent to the giving up of his all, it

ſcore of companion, for the maintenance pf
himſelf and family. Si gar'd miſhricord'iaz
can/21' a' ſum't relictmn, ſum mmﬅrnum ed

was liable to the demands of his creditors.

amnmm, alimcnraram na'm'm', non aþartd þx'qi

(F 42. 3. 4.) But this did not extend to

ter bar &en/a g'ru itrrata 'vainly-der) : 'm- win:

ſuch allowance as was left to him on the ſrardarrdmtﬅalimentir roltidiam'r. (15'1'd.1.6.)
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ous proceedings. "Thus the bankrupt becomes a clear man again ;{
and, by the aﬃﬅance of his allowance and his own induﬅfy,
may become a uſeful member of the commonwealth : 'whic'libis

the rather to be expected, as he cannot be entitled to theſe be
neﬁts, but by the teﬅimony of 'his Creditors themſelves of his
honeﬅ and ingenuous diſpoſition 5 and unleſs his failures have
' been owing to misſortunes, rather than to miſconduct and ex
travagance.

Fo R no allowance or indemnity ſhall be given to a bankrupt,
unleſs his certiﬁcate be ﬁgned and allowed, as before-mentioned;
and alſo, if any creditor produces a ﬁctitious debt, and the bank
rupt does not make diſcovcry of it, but ﬁiﬀers'the fair. creditors
to be impoſed upon, he loſes all title to theſe 'advan'ta es; Nei

ther 'can he claim them, if he has given with. any of is child
ren above IOO l. for a marriage portion, unleſs he had at that

time ſuﬃcient left to pay all his debts 3 on if he

loﬅ at. any

one time 5 1, or 'in the whole IOO I, within a twelvemonivh. be

fore he became bankrupt, by any manner of gaming or wa'gering
whatſoever; or, within the ſame time, has loﬅ to- the value of

IOO I. by ﬅockjobbing. Alſo, to prevent the too common prac
tice of frequent and fraudulent or careleſs breaking, a marle is
'ſet upon ſuch as have been once cleared by a Commiſſion of bank
rupt, or have compounded with their Creditors, or have been
delivered by an act of inſolvency: which is an occaſionab act,

frequently paſſedq by the legiſlature; whereby all 'perſonswhat
ſoever, who are either in too low a way 'of- dealing to become
bankrupts, or not being in a mercantile ﬅate of life are notzinr
eluded within the laws of bankruptcy, 'are diſcharged from. all

'ſuits and impriſonment, upon delivering up, all their eﬅate and
eﬀects to their Creditors upon oath, at the ſeﬃons or aﬃſes 3 in.

4_ which caſe their perjury or fraud is uſually, as in caſe of bank
_rupts, puniſhed with death. Perſons who have been once cleared

by this, or either of the other methods, (of Compoſition with
their Creditors, or bankruptcy) and afterwards become bankrupts
4 Stat. 28 Geo. 11. c.13. zzGeo. II. c. 28. 'Geo. Ill. c.17. 5 Geo. Ill. c.4'.

again,

_Ch,31.z
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again, unleſs they pay full; ﬁfteen ſhillings in the pound, are only
Zthgzzgby indemniſied as to the conﬁnement of their bodies ; but
_-- any future eﬅate they ſhall acquire remaips liable to their credi

tors, excepting their neceſſary apparel, houſehold goods, and the
nools and implements of their trades.
. s,

s much for the proceedings on a commiſiion of bank

rupt, ſo far as they aﬀect the bankrupt himſelf perſonally. Let
us next conﬁder,
14., How .-,ſuch proceedings aﬀect: or transfer the eﬅate and

property of thebankrupt. The method whereby a real eﬅate,
zinrlands, tenements, and hereditaments, may be transferred by
hgnkzupmy, was. ſhewn. under it's proper, head, in-a former chap

ter-'t At preſent; therefore we are only.,to;c0nſ1der the transfer
of things Perſimlc by this operation of law.
'
.

11

1

.

,

.

U ,B,Y, _.virtue of the ﬅatutes before-mentioned all the perſonal:

eﬅate, and eﬀects. of the bankrupt are conſidered as veﬅed,. by the

act of bankruptcy, in the future aﬃgnees of his commiﬃonera.
whether they- be goods ill-actual Pqﬄgiﬃon, or; debts, contracts, and,
JQther choſes in action i and. the Commiﬃoners by their warrant
may cauſe any houſe or tenement of the bankrupt to be, broken.
_ ppen, in order to enterupon and ſeiſe the ſame. And, when

ithel, aﬁignees are choſen' or approved by the Creditors, the come
jniﬃQnCl'S'arevtQ aﬂigmeverything over to them 3 and the pro.

perty zof.every part'of the eﬅate is. thereby as fully veﬅed in.
. zthem, as it was in the bankrupt himſelf, and they have the ſame
remedies torecoverit'.
,.
. __ z r.
-_ .,

THE property veﬅed in the aﬃgnees is the whole thatthe
bankrupt had in himſelf, at the time he committed the ﬁrﬅ aft
.of bankruptcy, or that has been- veﬅed in him.ſince,__ before his.
debts are ſatisﬁed or agreed for. Therefore it is uſually ſaid, that

once a bankrupt, and always a bankrupt: by which is meant,
' pag.285.

,

.

' 12Mod.3.z4.
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that a plain direct act of bankruptcy-onoe committed cannotzbe

purged, or explained away, by any ſubſequent conduct, as a .du+
bious equivocal act. may bet; but that, if a commiſiion is after,
wards awarded, the Commiſſion and the property of the aﬃgnees
ſhall have a relation, or reference, back. to the ﬁrﬅ and original

act of bankruptcy ". Inſomuch that all tranſactions of the bank
rupt are from that time abſolutely null and void-'either with re

gard to the alienation of his property, or the receipt of'his debts
from ſuch as are privy to his bankruptcy; for they-avowe long-er
his property, or his debts, but thoſe of the future aﬂignees. And,

if an 'execution be ſued out, but not ſervedand executed 'Ton the
bankrupt's eﬀects till after the act of bankrupscy, it is 'voidwas
againﬅ the aﬃg-nees. But the king is not boundibyfthis-ﬁﬃtious
relation, nor is within thezﬅatutes of 'bankſuptsﬂ'y ſonrifzxaftee

the act of bankruptcy committed and before the aﬂignment 'of
his eﬀects, an extent iſſues-for the debt of the crown, the goods

are bound thereby '. In France this doctrine of relation is car
ried to a very great length .; for there every act of a merchant,
for
ten days precedent
to the act of hankrupteyuispreſumed
to
be-fraudulent,
and is therefoſioe-voidk
Btit with' us the
law ﬅands
upon a more reaſonable footing; for, as-theſe acts of bankruptcy

may ſometimes be ſecret toall but a few, and it. would be pre
judicial to trade to carry this notion to it's utmoﬅ length, it is
provided by ﬅatute 19 Geo. Il. c. 32. that no money paidby a
ba-n-krupt to a bomzſide-or real creditor, in a courſe of made, even

after an actof ba-nkmptcy done, ſhall be liable to berefunded.
Nor, by ﬅatute- I Jac. I. c. 15. ſhall any debtor of a-bankrupt,
that. pays him his-debt, .-without knowing-of his bankruptey, be
liable to account for it again. The intention of thisnelative power
being only to reach fraudulent tranſactions, and not to diﬅreſs

'the-fair tradec; '

.

- .

THE aﬁignees may purſue any legal method of recovering this
property ſo veﬅed in them, by their own authority 3 but cannot
ſi ' 'Salk. no.
'* 4.Burr. 32.

" Atk-262-
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commence 'a ſuit-iniquity, nor compound any debts owing to-the
bankrupt, nor refer any matters to' arbitration, without the con

-. ſent-'of the Creditors, or the major part of them' in value, at a
meeting to 'be-held in purſuance of notice in the gazette.
in, . ,

'3 ,

Angl. 5

MQ': ill-Lu-

LHL

luſli

WHEN they have got in all the eﬀects they-can 'reaſonably
hoperſor, and reduced them to ready money, the aﬃgnees muﬅ,
within, twelve 'months after the commiﬃori'iﬀued, give one and

twenty days notice to'the Creditors of a meeting for a dividend or
diﬅribution grat which time they muﬅ produce their accounts,
and verifyrthem upon oath, if required. And then the Commiſ
ﬁoners 'ſhall direct a dividend to be made, at ſo much inv the

pound', toiall Creditors who have before proved, or (hall then
prove, their debts. This dividend muﬅ be made equally, and in

a ratable proportion, to 'all the Creditors, according-to the quem;
rity of their debts 3, no regard being had to the quality of them,

Mortgages-indeed, for which the creditor has a real ſecurity in
hisown- hands, are entirely ſafe ; for the commiﬃon of bank-

rupt reaches only the equity of redemption '. So are a'lſo*per
ſonal debts, where the creditor' has a chattel in his hands, asa
pledge'or-piwſſforﬄrhe' payme'nhﬁ or: has taken' the debtor's lands
or goods inf-execution.

And, upon the cquity of'ﬄthr'ﬅahite'

Z'Ann. c. -14;.'*'*.(which directs', that, upon all execution-3' of goods
being on any premiſes demiſed 'to a tenant, one year's' rent 'and
no moreſhall, if due, be paid to the landlord)- it' bath alſo Ibeen
held, that under a commiﬃon of bankrupt, which 'is in the n'as

ture of a'ﬅatute-execution, tl'fe landlordlſhall be"'allowed his atſid
rears of rent to the ſame amount, in preference to'other credit
tors, even-though he hathneglected to diﬅrein, while the goods.
remained on the premiſes 3 which he is otherwi'ſe'intitled"to do
for his intire rent, be the quantum what it may"*. But, otherwiſe,
judgments and recognizances, (both which are debts'of record,

and therefore at other times have a priority) and alſo bonds- and
obligations by deed or ſpecial inﬅrument (which are called debts
by ſpecialty, and are uſually the next in order) theſe are all put
1 Finch. Rep. 466.
.

' Atk. 103, 104..
on;
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on a level with debts by mere ſimple contract, and all paid part'
pqﬃt. Nay, ſo far is this matter carried, that, by the expreſs
proviſion of the ﬅatutes, debts not due at the time of the divi

dend made, as bonds or notes of hand payable at afuture day,
ſhall be paid equally withthe reﬅ b, allowing a diſcount or draw
back in proportion. And inſurances, and obligations upon bot
tomry or rg/þondentia, bond ſide made by the, bankrupt, though
forfeited after the Commiſſion is awarded, ſhall be looked upon in, 3

the ſame light as debts contracted before any act of bankruptcy.
W 1 T H 1 N eighteen mouths after the Commiſſion iſſued, a ſe

cond and ﬁnal dividend ſhall be made, unleſs all the eﬀects were
exhauﬅed by the ﬁrﬅ. And if any ſurplus remains, after paying
every creditor his full debt, it ſhall be reﬅored to the bankrupt.

This is a caſe which ſometimes happens to men in trade, 'who
involuntarily, or at leaﬅ unwarily, commit acts of bankruptcx,
by abſconding and the like, while their eﬀects are more than ſuf
ﬁcient to pay their Creditors. And, if any ſuſpicious or malevo
lent creditor will take the advantage of ſuch acts, and ſue out a
Commiſſion, the bankrupt has no remedy, but muﬅ quietly ſub
mit to the eﬀects of his own imprudence ; except that, upon ſa
tisfaction made to all the Creditors, the Commiſſion may beſijper
ﬅa'edﬂ This caſe may alſo happen, when a knave is deſirous of
defrauding his Creditors, and is compelled by a Commiſſion to do
them that juﬅice, which otherwiſe he wanted to evade. And
therefore, though the uſual rule is, that all intereﬅ on debts car

rying intereﬅ ſhall ceaſe from the time of iſſuing the Commiſſion,
yet, in caſe of a ſurplus left after payment of every debt, ſuch
intereﬅ'ſhall again revive, and be chargeable on the bankrupt ",
or his repreſentatives.
5 Lord Raym. 15a9;
< a Ch. Caſ. 144.

'* Atk. 244.
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HERE yet remain to be examined, in th'e preſentchap- '
ter, two other methods of acquiring perſonal eﬅates, oiz.
by tgﬅament and adminzﬅration. And theſe I propoſe to conſider
in one and the ſame view; they being in their nature ſo con

nected and blended'together, as makes it impoſiible to treat of '
them diﬅinctly, without manifeﬅ tautology and repetition.
XI, XII. IN the purſuit then of this joint ſubject, I'ſhall,
ﬁrﬅ, enquire into the original and antiquity of teﬅaments and
adminiﬅrations 3 ſhall, ſecondly, ſhew who is capable of making

a laﬅ will and teﬅament; ſhall, thirdly, conſider the nature of
a teﬅament
and it's incidents
ſhall,
an exe-l
cutſior
and adminiﬅrator
are, ;and
howfourthly,
they areſhew
to bewhat
appointed
ſ;

and, laﬅly, ſhall ſelect ſome few of the general heads of the of

ﬁce and duty of executors and adminiﬅrators.
Fl R s'r, as to the original of teﬅaments and adminiﬅrations.
We have more than once obſerved, that, when property came to
be veﬅed in individuals by the right of occupancy, it became ne
ceſſary for the peace of ſociety, that this occupancy ſhould _be

continued, not only in the preſent poſſeſſor, but in thoſe perſons
to whom he ſhould think proper to transfer it; which introduced
Vo L. II.
O oo
the
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the doctrine and practice of alienations, gifts, and contracts,

But theſe precautions would be very ſhort and imperfect, if they
were conﬁned to the life only of the occupier 3 for then upon
his death all his goods would again become common, and create
an inﬁnite variety of ﬅrife and Confuſion. The law of very many
ſocieties has therefore given to the proprietor a right of conti
nuing his property after his death, in ſuch perſons as he ſhall

name ; and, in. defect of ſuch appointment or npmination, the,
law of every ſociety has directed the goods to beyeﬅed in certain
particular individuals, excluﬁve of all other perſons *. The for
mer method of acquiring perſonal property, according to theex
preſs directions of the deceaſed, we call a tg/Iament :

the latter,

which is alſo according to the will of the deceaſed, not expreſſed
indeed but preſumed by the law b, we call in England an admi
xgﬅratim; being the ſame which the civil lawyers term a ſuci

ceﬂion chime/into, and which anſwers to. the deſcentor inherit-4
ance of realcﬅates. ,
TB-n'rAM-Enrs are of very high antiquity. We ﬁnd-them
in uſeamong the antient Hebrews z though I hardly think-the
example uſually given e, of Abraham's complainingd that, unleſs
he had ſome children of his body, his ﬅeward Eliezer of Da

maſcus-would be his heir, is quite concluﬁve to ſhew that he
had unde him. ſo by will. And indeed a learned writere has ad

duced this very paſſage to prove, that in, the patriarchazl age, on
failure of children or kindred, the ſervants born under their
maﬅer's roof ſucceeded to. the inheritance. as heirs at: law 5, But.
(to omit- what Euſebius and others have relatedof. Noah's teﬅa-e
ment, made in writing and witneſſed under his _ﬅal, whereby he
diſpoſed of the whole worlds) I apprehend that a much more
authentic inﬅance of the early uſe of teﬅaments may be found

in the ſacred Writings h, wherein Jacob bequeaths to his ſon Jo
* Pnﬀ. L. oſ N. b.4,. c. to.

e Taylor's elem. civ. law. 517.

" Hid. b.4. c. 11.
c BarbeyLPuﬀ. 4404. Godolph. Orph.

T See pag. 12.
3 Sclden. d': Art. Eh'. t. 24.

Leg. t. 1.
,

*- Gen. c.15.

h Gen. c. 48.
X

A
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ſeph a portion of his inheritance doulbleto that of his brethren :

which will we ﬁnd carried into execution many hundred years
afterwards, when the Poﬅerity of Joſeph were divided into two
diﬅinct tribes, thoſe of Ephraim and Manaſſeh, and had two

ſeveral inheritances aſſigned them ; whereas the deſcendants of
each of the other patriarchs formed only one ſingle tribe, and
had only one lot of inheritance. Solon was the ﬁrﬅ legiſlator

that introduced wills into Athens i z but in many other parts of
Greece they were totally diſcountenanced k. Inl Rome they were
unknown, till the laws of the twelve tables were compiled, which
ﬁrﬅ gave the right of bequeathing': and, among the northern
nations, particularly among the Germans m, teﬅaments were not

received into uſe. And this variety ſimay ſerve to evince, that
the right of making wills, and diſpoﬁng of property after death,

is merely a creature of the civil ﬅate n ; which has permitted it
in ſome countries, and denied it in others : and, even where it

is permitted' by law, it is ſubjected to diﬀerent formalities'and
reﬅrictions in almoﬅ every nation under heaven o.

WI TH us in England this power of bequeathing is co-eval
with the ﬁrﬅ rudiments of the law: for we have no traces or

memorials of any time when it did not exiﬅ. Mention is made
of inteﬅacy, in the old law before the conqueﬅ, as being merely
accidental; and the diﬅribution of the inteﬅate's eﬅate, after

payment of the lord's heriot, is then directedto go according to
the eﬅabliſhed law. "Siw qui: incurimſive marle repentz'rza, ﬁzerſt

"z'nz'eﬅatur mortzzur, dominur tamen nu/lam rerum ſharum partem

-" praeter eam quae jure Jebefur ltereati nominejſibi aſſimiito. Verum
"þcſſﬃoner uxari, liberzſir, Eſit cogrzatiane proxz'mz'r, pro ſho cuz'gue
"jure, dzﬅribuantur P." But we are not to imagine, that the
power of bequeathing extended originally to all a man's perſonal
eﬅate. On the contrary, Glanvil will inform us 9, that by the
i Plutarch. in 'vita Solon.
" Pott. Antiq. 1. 4. c. 15.
1 Inﬅ. 2. 22. ſ.

" Tacit. de mar. Germ. 21.
' See pag. '3.

A

* Sp. L. b. 27. c. r. Vinnius in I'zﬅ. I.z.
til. ro.

*

P LL. Ca'mt. t. 68.

'I 1. 2. t. 5.
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'common law, as it ﬅood in the reign of Henry the ſecond, a
man's 'goods were to be divided into three equal parts3 of which
one went' to hisheirs or lineal deſcendants, another'to his wife,

and t'he"third was at his-own diſpoſal : or if he. diedſſiwithnut a

wife, he might then diſpoſe of one moiety, andthc other Went
to his children 3 and ſo e can-verſe, if he had no children, the

'wife was entitled to one moiety, and he might bequeath- the
other: but, if he died without either wife or iſſue, the whole was
'at
his own -diſpoſal-'. The ſhares 'of the wifectandrchildren. was

called their reaſonable parts 3" and the writ de ratz'anabili 'par-te '250
narum was given to recover it '.
,;-.
Tnrs continued to be the law of the land atthe time of magna
carta, which provides, that the king's debts ſhall ﬁrﬅ iofealhbe
levied, and then the reſidue of the goods ſhall go toaheexecu

t'or to perform the will of the deceaſed : and, if nothing. be owing
to the crown, " omnia cuta/la cedant deﬁmcto; ſizlfvir wren'
" et puerir ﬅds rationabi/ibu: partibm ſr'zir'." In thereignof king
Edward the third this right of the wife and children waszﬅill
held to be, the univerſal or common law'3 though frequcritly
pleaded as the local cuﬅom of Bcrks, Devon, and other coun

ties': and ﬁr Henry Finch lays it down expreſily", in the reign
'of Charles the ﬁrﬅ, to be the general law of the land. But this
law is at preſent altered by imperceptible degrees, and the de
ceaſed may now by will bequeath thewhole of his goods and
vchattels; though we cannot trace out when-ﬁrﬅthis alteration
' Bracton. I. 2. e. 26." Flet. I. z. r. 57.
t .'_ F._-N. B. 122.
Ill.brought
c. 18. an action of detinue
** 9Hen.
Aſſ widow

againﬅ her huſband's executors, quod tum
per tanſimudi'xm ran'w regm' Anglia: lmctemu
uſiratam er approbatam, uxore: debt-'it et ſale/'t

a Irmpare He, babere ſhew' ratianabilem par
u/n bomrum marilvrum ﬅraw/'r : i/a 'vicle/ire',
guadſi 'in/Io: babuertſinl liberal', time medirm
tem; e', ſi badueriat, tum' 'err/'am partem, He;

marks, without iſſue had between them;

and thereupon ſhe claimed the moiety.

Some exceptions were taken to the plead
ings, and the fact of the huﬂzand'a dying
without iſſue was denied; but the rule of
law, as [lated in the 'writ, ſecmsþtohave
been univerſally allowed. (M. 30 Ed-w.
III. 25.) And a ſxmilar caſe occurs in

H. 17 Edw. III; 9.

w Reg. Bre-v. '42.
X Law. 175.

Co. Litt. 176.

_ vand that her hulband died worth zoo,ooo

began.

,_Ch_ 3233
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began. Indeed ﬁr Edward Coke' is of opinion, that this never
was'the general law, but only obtained inv particular places by
'ſpecial cuﬅom Land to eﬅabliſh that doctrinerherelies on a paſ
.. ﬁxge in-LBracton, which in truth, when compared with the con

text, makesdirectly againﬅ his opinion. For Bracton' lays down
.-the doctrine of the rezybnable part to be the common law; but
-:x'nentions that as a particular exception, which ﬁr Edward Coke
e has haﬅilyicitcd for the general rule. And Glanvil, magzza carta,
a.;Fleta, the year-books, Fitzherbert, and Finch, do all agreewith

;Bracton, that this right to the par: rationadL/ir was by the com

mon law: which alſo continues to this day to be the general
' law of our'ﬁﬅer kingdom of Scotland a. To which we may add,
. that, Nvhacever may have, been the cuﬅom of later, years in many
parts of the kingdom, or however it was introduced in deroga
tion of the old common law, the antient method continued in

.uſe in the provinceof York, the principality of Wales, and the
. city of London, till very modern times : when, in order to fa
z; ,vour the power of bequeathing, and to reduce the whole king
Zﬄdom to the ſame ﬅandard, three ﬅatutes have been provided ;

the one 461; 5 W. 8: M. c. 2. explained by 2 &r. 3 Ann. c. 5. for
-the pmvince.of.-,.York 3 another 7 Sc 8 W. III. c. 38. for Wales 3
anda third, 1 I Geo. I. c.18. for London : wherebylit is enacted,
that perſons within thoſe diﬅricts, and liable to thoſe cuﬅoms,

may (if they think proper) diſpoſe of all- their perſonal eﬅates
by will 3 and the claims of the widow, children, and other re

lations, to the contrary, are totally barred. Thus is the old com
mon law now utterly aboliſhed throughout all the kingdom of
England, and a man may deviſe the. whole-of his chattels as

freely, as he formerly could his third part or moiety. In diſpo
ﬁng of which, he was bound by the cuﬅom of many 'places (as

was ﬅated in a former chapter") to 4 remember his lord and the
church, by leaving them his two beﬅ chattels, which was the

original of heriots and mortuaries; and afterwards he was left
at his own liberty, to bequeath the remainder as he pleaſed.
7 2 lnﬅ. 33.
* I. 2. r. 26.

a.

* Dalrymp. of feud. property. 145. j'
b pag. 426.
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IN caſe a perſon made no diſpoſition of ſuch of his goods-as
were teﬅable, whether that were only part or the whole of them,
he was, and is, ſaid to die inteﬅate 3 and in ſuch caſes itzis ſaid,

that by the old law the king was entitled to ſeiſe upon his goods,
as the par-en: patriae, and general truﬅee of the kingdom t. This
prerogative the king continued to exerciſe for ſome time by his
own miniﬅers of juﬅice ; and'probably in the county court, where
matters of all kinds were determined: and it was granted as a'

franchiſev to many lords of manors, and others, who have to this
day a preſcriptive right to grant adminiﬅration to their inteﬅatect
tenants and ſuitors, in their own courts baron and other courts, _
or to have their wills there proved, in caſe they made any diſpo
ﬁtion a. vAfterwards the crown, in favour of the church, inveﬅed

the prelates with this branch of the prerogative; which was
done, ſaith Perkins ®, becauſe it was intended by the law, that

ſpiritual men are of better conſcience than laymen, and that they
had more knowlege what things would conduce to the beneﬁt ofU
the ſoul of the deceaſed. The goods therefore of inteﬅates were
given to the ordinary by the crown; and he might ſeiſe them,

and keep them without waﬅing, and alſo- might give, alien, or
ſel] them at his will, and diſpoſe of the money in pio: zzſu: and, if
he did otherwiſe, he broke the conﬁdence which the law repoſed in

him r. So that properly the Whole intereﬅ and power, which were
granted to the ordinary, were only thoſe of being the king's almo
ner within his dioceſe 3 in truﬅ to-diﬅribute the inteﬅate's goods

in charity to the poor, or in ſuch ſuperﬅitious uſes as the miﬅaken
zeal of the times had denominated pious 5. And, as he hadthus
the diſpoſition
inteﬅates
eﬀects,
the probate
wills
courſe
followed
: for of
it was
thought
juﬅ and
natural, ofthat
theofſſwill
of

the deceaſed ſhould be proved to the ſatisfaction of the prelate,
whoſe right of diﬅributing his chattels for the good of his foul

was eﬀectually ſuperſeded thereby.
c 9 Rep. 38.ct

T Finch, Law. 173, 174.

d Hid. 37.
e s. 486.

'
l Plowd. 277.
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' 'TH E 'goods of the inteﬅate being thus veﬅed in the-ordinary
u'pon the moﬅ ſolemn and Conſcientious truﬅ, the reverend, pro.
lates were therefore not accountable to, any, but to God and,

themſelves, for their conducth. But even in Fleta's time it was
complainedi, " quod ordinarii, bzg'uſmodi balm nomine eccleſae accu
'fpantea nu/[am wlſizltem. im'lebzſitam ﬁwizmt' dﬅrz'butzſiamm." And

to what a length of iniquity this abuſewas carried, moﬅ evidently
appears from a> gloſs of Pope IlnnocentIV k, written about-the.

year 12 50 z wherein he lays it down for eﬅabliſhed canon law,
that " in Britanmſia tertz'a par: donor-um decedentium ab inteﬅata in.
U apur ecclgſiae et pauþerum dzſhe'yimda gﬅ." Thusthe popiſh clergy.

took' to themſelvesl (under the name of the church and poor
the whole reſidue of the deceaſed's eﬅate, after the parte: ratio
nlzbi/es, or two thirds, of the wife and children were deducted z

without paying even his lawful debts, or other charges thereon.
For which reaſon it was enacted by the ﬅatute of Weﬅm. 2. m

that the ordinary ſhall be bound to pay the debts of the inteﬅate
ſo far as his goods will. extend, in the ſame manner that execu

tors were bound in caſe the deceaſed had left a will: a uſe more

truly pious, than any reguiem, or maſs for his ſoul. This was
the ﬁrﬅ check given to that exorbitant power, which the law
had entruﬅed with ordinaries. But, though they were now made
liable to the Creditors of the inteﬅate for their juſt and lawful.

demands, yet the rgſiduum, after payment of debtst remained'
ﬅill in their hands, to be applied to whatever purpoſes the con-.
ſcience
of the ordinary ſhould approve. The ﬁagrant abuſesof
which power occaſioned the legiﬂaturectagain to interpoſe, in or- _
der to prevent the ordinaries from keeping any longer the adxni
niﬅration in their own hands, or thoſe of their immediate de-.
5 Plowd. 277.
l I. 2. c. 57. 5. to.

mond in Yorkſhire, this proportion was ſet
tled by a papal bulle AD. 1254.. (Regi/l.

k in Dm-etal. I. 5. t. 3. a 42.
3 The proportion given. to the prieﬅ, and

Lam'ri: de Ridm, 101.) and was obſerved
till aboliſhed by the ﬅatute 26 Hen. VlII.

to other pious uſes, was diﬀerent in diſſe- c. 15.
rent countries. In the archdeaconry ofRich-

ct

I 13 Edw. I. c. 19.

pendents :
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pendents: and therefore the ﬅatute 31 Edw. III. c. 1 I. provi
des, that, in caſe of inteﬅacy, the ordinary ſhall depute the neareﬅ
and moﬅ lawful friends of the deceaſed to adminiﬅer his goods ;

which adminiﬅrators are put upon the ſame footing, with regard
to ſuits and to aceounting, as executors appointed by will. This
is the original of adminiﬅrators, as they at preſent ﬅand; who
are only the oﬃcers of the ordinary, appointed by him in pur
ſuance of this ﬅatute, which ſingles out the next and moﬅ lazy/ill'
friend of the inteﬅate ; who is interpretedn to be the next qf

blood that is under no legal diſabilities. The ﬅatute 21 Hen.VIII.
c. 5. enlarges a little more the power of the eccleſiaﬅica] judge;
and permits him to grant adminiﬅration rit/ler to the widow, or '
the next of kin, or to both of them, at his own diſcretion 3 and,

where two or more perſons are in the ſame degree of kindred,

gives the ordinary his election to accept whichever he pleaſes.
UP o N this footing ﬅands the general law of adminiﬅrations
at this day. I ſhall, in the farther progreſs of this chapter, men
tion a few more particulars, with regard to who may, and who
may not, be adminiﬅr'ator; and what he is bound to do when

he has taken this charge upon him: what has been hitherto re
marked only ſerving to ſhew the original and gradual progreſs of

teﬅaments and adminiﬅrations; in what manner the latter was
ﬁrﬅ of all veﬅed in the biſhops by the royal indulgence 3 and

how it was afterwards, by authority of parliament, taken from
them in eﬀect, by obliging them to commit all their power to
particular perſons nominated expreſily by the law.
I PROCEED now, ﬅcandl , to enquire who may, or may not'
make
a teﬅament ; or what perſons are abſolutely obliged by lawv

to die inteﬅate. And this law o is entirely prohibitory ; for, re
gularly, every perſon hath full power and liberty to make a will,

that is not under ſome ſpecial prohibition by law or Cuﬅom:
which prohibitions are principally upon three accounts; for want
n 9Rep. 39.

9 Godolph. Orph. Leg. p. r. t.7.

of
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of ſuﬃcient diſcretion 3 for want of ſuﬃcient liberty and free
will ; and on account of their criminal conduct.

I .* IN the ﬁrﬅ ſpecies'are to be reckoned infants under the age
of fourteen if males, and twelve if females; which is the rule of
the civil law P. For, though ſome of our common lawyers have

held that an infant of any age (even four years old) might make
ateﬅament 4, and others have denied that under eighteen he is
capable' ', yet as the eccleſiaﬅical_court is the judge of every reſ
tator's capacity, this caſe muﬅ be governed by the rules of the
eccleſiaﬅical law. So that no objection can be admitted to the
will of an infant of fourteen, merely for want of age: but, if the
teﬅator was not of ſuﬃcient diſcretion, whether at the age of four
teen or four and twenty, that will overthrow his teﬅament. Mad
men, or otherwiſe non competent, idiots or natural fools, perſons

grown childiſh by reaſon of old age or diﬅemper, ſuch as have
their ſenſes beſotted with drunkcnneſs,---all theſe are incapable,
by reaſon of mental diſability, to make any will ſo long as ſuch

diſability laﬅs. To thisclaſs alſo may be referred ſuch perſons as
are born deaf, blind, and dumb; who, as they want the common

inlets of underﬅanding, are incapable of having animum tgﬅandi,
and their teﬅaments are therefore void.
2. Suc H perſons, as are inteﬅable for want of liberty or free
ſſdom of will, are by the civil law of various kinds ; as priſoners,

captives, and the like '. But the law of England does not make
ſuch perſons abſolutely inteﬅable ;. but only leaves it to the diſ
cretion of the court to judge, upon the conſideration of the'par
ticular
circumﬅances
of dureſs,
whether
or no ſuch
could
be
ſuppoſed
to have liberum
animumct
teﬅarrdi.
And,perſons
with regard
to feme-coverts, our laws diﬀer ﬅill more materially from the
civil. Among the Romans there was no diﬅinction; a married wo- '

man was as capable of bequeathing as a feme-ſole'. But with us
P Godolph. p. 1. c. 8.-

zVern. 104. 469.

I Perkins. 5.503.

Vo 1.. II.

Wentw. 212.

Gilb. Rep. 74.
>

-

,

-

r Co. Litt. 89.

'- Godolph. p. r. c.9.
* Fſ. 31. r. 77.
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a married woman is not only utterlyincapable of deviſing Iamlrf
being excepted out of the ﬅatute of wills, 34&35Hen.VIII. c.5.
but alſo ſhe is incapable of making a teﬅament of cbattelr, with
out the licence of her huſband. For all her perſonal chattels are
abſolutely his own ; and he may diſpoſe of her chattelsw real, orv

ſhall have them to himſelf if he ſurvives her : it would be therc-v

fore extremely inconſiﬅent, to give her a power of defeating that
proviſion of the law, by bequeathing thoſe chattels to another ".
Yet by her huſband's licence ſhe may make a teﬅamentu 3 and

the huſband, upon marriage, frequently covenants with her friends
to allow her that licence : but ſuch licence is more properly his

aſſent 5, for, unleſs it be given to the particular will in queﬅion.
it will not be a complete teﬅament, even though the huſband

beforehand hath given her permiﬂion to make a will w. Yet it
ſhall be ſuﬃcient to repel the huſband from his general right of
adminiﬅring his wife's eﬀects3 and adminiﬅration ſhall be granted

to her appointee, with ſuch teﬅamentary paper annexed '. So that
in reality the woman makes no will at all, but only ſomething like

a willy 5 operating in the nature of an appointment,- ,Athe_ execu
tion of which the huſband by his bond, agreement, or covenant,
is bound to allow. \A diﬅinction ﬁmilar to which, we meet with

in the civil law. For, though aſon who was in pore/late parenti:
could not by any means make a formal and legal teﬅament, even
though hisfather pergnitted it', yet he might, with the like per
miſſion of his father, make What was called a daaatio, morttſir mgſh'.

The queen conſort is an exception to this general rule, for (he
may diſpoſe of her chattels by will, without, the'conſe'nt of her
lord b: and any feme-covert may make. her will, Of goodgﬄlxich

are in her poſſsﬃqn in outer imit- as cxscutr'xx n: adminiﬁrania;
for theſe can 'never be the property of the huſbmdﬁ: , and, Lﬂſhe

has any pinmoney or ſeparate NNW istia ſaid ſhemaydiſe
For; og Mxſayings thereout by teﬅament. without the control of
.

4

' 4Rep. 51. JL i

t
p

Cro. Car. 376.

" Dr & St. d.1. c.7.

I Ff. as. r. 6.,

" Bro. Air. tit- dc-zuﬁ. 34.. Stra. 891.
' Tbeking tudrBttteſ-word. TJJGWJI.

* Fſ: 39. 6. 25..
5 Co. Litt. 133.

B. R.

c Godolph. r. 10.

lMOd. 21 r.

_

- ,

l

'

__ _ _ = r- ſhe:

-Ch.3lz. '
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her huſband a. But, if a feme-ſole makes her will, and afterwards

marrie's, ſuch ſubſequent marriage is eﬅeemed a revohationin
law, and intirely vacates the will ®.
names.
an
i i

'**'.
r)

3. PERSONS incapable\of making teﬅaments, on account of
their criminal conduct, are in the ﬁrﬅ place all traitors and felons,
from the time of conviction ; for then their goods and chattels

are no longer 'at their own diſpoſal, but forfeited to the king.
Neither canlſia ﬁ/a deﬅ make a will of goods and chattels, for

they are'forfeited by the act ahd manner of his death; but he
may make a deviſe of his lands, for they are not ſubjected to any
forfeituref.

Outlaws alſo, though it be but for debt, are incaz

pable of making a will, ſo long as the outlawry ſubſiﬅs, for theii
goods and chattels are forſeited during that time 3. As for per
ſoris guilty of other crimes, ſhort of felony, who are by the civil
law'þrecluded from making teﬅaments, (as uſurers, libellers, and

others of a worſe ﬅamp') at the common law their teﬅaments may
be good h. 1 And in general the rule is, and has been ſo at leaﬅ ever

ſince Glanvil's time J', quod libem ſit' czgjuſctmgue ulz'zſima oolzmtas.

LB 'i' us next, third] , conſider what this laﬅ will and teﬅa
nient is, which almoﬅ every one is thus at liberty to make; or

the nature and incidents of a teﬅament.

Teﬅaments both Juſ

tiniani and ſir Edward Cokek agree to be ſo called, becauſe they
ardltej/Izztio mentis ; an etymon, which ſeems to ſavour too much
of the conceit;

it being plainly a ſubﬅantive derived from the

verb tejﬅari, in like manner as juramentum, increﬄ'eſiﬁﬂlkr, and
others, from other verbs.

The deﬁnition of the old Roman

lawyers is much better than their etymology; "wluntatir nd
" trae juﬅaſententia de eo, quod qui: paﬅ mortemſhamſieﬁ'oe/HH"
which may be thus rendered into Engliſh, " the legal declara
" tion of a man's intentions, which he wills to be performed af
d Prec. Chan.44.
hay
e 4. Rep. 60. 2 P. W", 624. A, on,

i l. 7. r. 5.
i 1nﬅ.2. 10.

T Plowd. 261.

k lInﬅ.llL322. '

8 Fitzh. Abr. f. deſcent. 16.

" Godolph. p.1. c. 12.

' Fſ. 28.1. I.

P p p 2
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" ter his death." It is called ﬅntentz'a to denote the'circu'mſpec
tion and prudence with which it is ſuppoſed to be made: it is
'valuntacttir noﬅrae ﬅntentia, becauſe it's eﬃcacy depends on "it's,
declaring the teﬅator's intention, whence in England it is em
phatically ſtiled his will: it is' juﬅa ſh'ztem'z'a; ' that is, drawn,
atteﬅed, and publiſhed with all due ſolemnities and forms of law:
it is de ea, quod qui: paﬅ martm ſimm ſieri 'va-lit, becauſe a 'teﬅa
ment is oſ no force till after the death of the teſ'tator.v
* '
TH-E s E teﬅaments are divided into two ſorts 5

written, and

'verbal or nuncupative; of which the former is committed to wri

ting, the latter depends merely upon oral evidence, being decla
red by the teﬅator in extremi: before a ſuﬃcient number of wit
neſſes, and afterwards reduced to writing. A codictſil, coa'icillm, a

little book or writing, is a ſupplement to a will; or an addition

'made by the teﬅator, and annexed to, and to be taken as part of,
a teﬅament: being 'for it's explanation, or alteration, or to make
ſome addition to, or elſe ſome ſubtraction from," the former diſ

poﬁtions of the teﬅator m. This may alſo be either written or
nuncupative.

>

BU T, as nuncupative wills and codicils, (which were formerly
more in uſe than at preſent, when the art of writing is become
more univerſal) are liable to great impoﬁtions, and may occaſion
many perjuries, the ﬅatute of frauds, 29 Car. II. c. 3. enacts,

I. That no written will ſhall be revoked or altered by a ſubſe
quent nuncupative one, except the ſame be in the life'time of the
teﬅator reduced to writing, and read over to him, and approved ;
and unleſs the ſame be proved to have been ſo done by the oaths'
of three witneſſes at the leaﬅ;" who, by ﬅatute 485 5Ann. c.-16-.
muﬅ be ſuch as are admiﬃble upon trials at common law. 2. That
no nuncupative will ſhall in any wiſe be good, where the eﬅate

bequeathed exceeds 30 I, unleſs proved by three ſuch witneſſes,
preſent at the making thereof (the Roman law requiring ſeven ")
and unleſs they or ſome of them were ſpecially required to bear
'I Godolph. p. r. c.1. 5. 3.

" Irſſ. 2. lo.14.

witneſs

Ch, 32,

þ-
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witneſs thereto by the teﬅator himſelf, and unleſs it was made
in his laﬅ ﬁckneſs, in his own habitation or dwelling-houſe, or
where he had been previouﬂy reﬁ'dent. ten days at the leaﬅ', ex
cept he beſurprized with ﬁckneſs on a journey, or from home,
and dies without returning to his dwelling. 3. That no nuneu
pative will ſhall be proved by the witneſſes after ﬁx mouths from

the. making, unleſs it were put in writing within ſix days. Nor
ſhall it be proved till fourteendays after the death ofgth; teﬅa
tor, nor till proceſs hath ﬁrﬅ iſſued to call in the widowfor next
of kin, toconteﬅ it if they think proper. Thus has the legiſlature
provided againﬅ any frauds in ſetting up nuneupative wills, by ſo
numerous attain of requiſites, that the thing itſelf is fallen into

diſuſe ; andrhardly ever heard of, but in the only inﬅance where
favour ought to be,- ſhewn to it, when the teﬅator is ſurþrized'
by ſudden and violent ﬁckneſs. The teﬅamentary words muﬅ be.
fpoken with an intent to bequeath, not any looſe idle diſcourſe in

hisv il'lneſs ; for he muﬅ require the by-ﬅ'anders to bear witneſs- of
ſuch his intention : the will muﬅ be made at home, _or among
his family or friends, unleſs by unavoidable accident, to prevent
impoﬁtions from ﬅrangers : it muﬅ be in- his laﬅ ﬁckneſs 3 for,

if he recovers, he may alter his diſpoſitions, and has time to make

a written will :- it muﬅ not be proved at'too long'a diﬅance from,
the teﬅator's death, leﬅ the words ſhould eſcape the memory of the
witneſſes ; .nor yet too haﬅily and without notice, leﬅ the family
of the teﬅator ſhould be put to inconvenience, or ſurprized._
ſſ
- U

.

-r

_

A s to written wills, they need not any witneſs of their pub
lication. I ſpeak not here of deviſes of lands, which are entirely,
another thing, a conveyance by ﬅatute, unknown tothe. feodal'
or common law, and not under the ſame juriſdiction asperſonal'.
teﬅaments. But a teﬅament of chattels, written in the teﬅator's
own hand, though it has neither his name nor ſeal to it, nor wit'

neﬂ'es preſent atjit's publication, is good 5 provided ſuﬃcient
proof can be had that it isslfris hand-writing'. And though writ
ten in another manﬀs_hand,iand never ﬁgned by the-teﬅator,' yet
* Godolph. p. 1. c. 21. Gilb. Rep.z6o. in

if
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ifA proved to be according to his inﬅructions and approved-by
him, it hath been held a good teﬅament of the perſonal eﬅate "r."

Yet it is_ the ſafer, and more prudent way, and leaves leſs in the
breaﬅlof the eccleſiaﬅical judge, if it be ﬁgned or ſealed by the
teﬅator,
publiſhed in the preſence of witneſſes Lwhich laﬅ
was always required in the time of Bractonq 5 or. rather, he in

this reſpect has implicitly copied the rule of the-civil law.

'

r No teﬅament is of any eﬀect till after the death of the (Of-3
tator. 't Nam omne tcﬅame/ztum marfe m'gſhmmatu'n cﬅ; et volrmta:

"L ﬂﬅatori: eﬅ amble/Maria uſgue ad mortal: '."

And thereform if

there be many teﬅaments, the laﬅ overthrows all the formﬂrf: but

the republication of a former will revokes one of a later date.
and eﬅabliſhes the ﬁrﬅ again *.
'a
it þHE NcE it follows, that teﬅaments may be avoided three

ways: I, If made by a perſon labouring under any of the in
capacities before-mentioned: 2. By making another teﬅament
of a later date: and, 3. By cancelling or revoking it. For, though
I make a laﬅ will and_teﬅament irrevocable in the ﬅrongeﬅ words.
yet I am at liberty to revoke it : becauſe my own act oLwotds
cannot alter the diſpoﬁtion of law, ſo as to make that irrevocable',

which is in it's own nature revocable ". For this, ſaith lord Ba
conw, would be for a man to deprivehimſelf of that, which of

all other things is moﬅ incident to human condition 5 and that.
is, alteration or repentance. It hath alſo been held, that, with
out an expreſs revocation, if a man, who hath made his will,

afterwardsmarries and hath a child, this is a preſumptive or
implied revocation of his former will, which he made in his
ﬅate of celibacy *. The Romans were alſo wont, to ſet aſide teſ

fame'nts as being ingﬃciqſh, deﬁcient in natural duty, if they
diſinherited or totally paſſed by (without aﬃgning a true and
P Comyns. 452, 3, 4.

' Perk. 479.

*I I. z. r. 26.

" 8Rep. 82.

' Co. Litt..uz.

' Elem. e. 19.

' Litt. 5. 168. Perk. 478.

* Lord Raym.441. rP. W'ﬄ. 304.

ſuﬃcient

Ch. 32,
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ſuﬃcient reaſon-7) any of the children of the teﬅator '.

But

if the child had any legacy, though ever ſo ſmall, it was a
proof that the teﬅator had not loﬅ his memory or his reaſon,
which otherwiſe the law preſumed 3 but was then ſuppoſed to
have acted thus for ſome ſubﬅantial cauſe: and in ſhch caſe no

gun-Via inqﬃcioſi tqﬅammfi was allowed. Hence probably has ariſen
that groundleſs vulgar error, of the neceﬃty of leaving the heir
a ſhilling or ſome other expreſs legacy, in order to diſinherit him
eﬀectually: whereas the law of England makes no ſuch wild
ſuppoſitions of forgetfulneſs or inſanity; and therefore, though

the heir or next of kin be totally omitted, it admits no quart/a
t'nqﬃcigſi, to ſet aſide ſuch a teﬅam'ent.

_

'

3

-'

WE are next to conſider, jbwt/i/y,v what is an executor; and

what is an adminiſtrator; and how they are both to be appointed;
and;

_

'un

a

._

..\

..

.

z-

r

2'1 AN executor is he to whom another' man" commits'- by will the
execution of that his laﬅ will and teﬅament. And all perſons
are capable of being executors, that are capable of making wills,
and many- others beſides; as feme-coverts', and infants t "nay,

even infanfs u'ſhbrﬁ, or' in wmfreﬄ 'il-Mr;
'execu
tor-s', _But no-'infan-t can act as ſuch le'ill'the' age oF-ſeventeen
years; till which time adminiﬅration' vrnnſibeigranted to ſome '
other, Jkranfe minor-e artdteb. -' In like manner as-it may be grant
ed-'fdumnte

or pea-Mix? 'Her whenrrhe execute;

out 'of

tha1 realm *, or 'when a 'ſuit is 'bommen'e'ed in the eecl'eﬁaﬂical

court 'touching the 'vant-Pity oſ'ﬂirelwill'dþ 'Flﬂs-appoiﬄment of an executor i-ſſsſeﬂ'ential-to the making ofia wi11=-.-'=and it mayſſ'be

performed either by expreſs words, or ſuch asﬁronglylimpiy the
ſame. -But ifct the 'teﬅator makes-his will, withodt naming any
executom, or'

he names incapable perſons, 'or' if the executors

named refuſe to act 3 in any of theſe caſes, the ordinary muﬅ
Y See book I. ch. 16.
1 Inﬅ. 2. 18. t.

t 1 Lutw. 342.
4 2 P. Wm'. 589, 590.

* Waſt. Symb. p.z."'5. 635.' -

' Wentw. c. 1. Plowd. 281. '

'* Went. Oﬀ. Ex. c. 18.

* '-

grant
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grant adminiﬅration cum teﬅaments arzncxof to ſome other perſon;
and then the duty of the adminiﬅrator, as alſo when he is con-o;
ﬅituted only durante minare aetate, Csfc, of another, is very little
diﬀerent from that of an executor. And this was law ſo early as
thereign of Henry II, when Glanvils informs us, that "tgﬅa
" menti executorer gſſc debt-nt ii, quar tgﬅator ad lzoc clcgerit, et cu

"vram
commiﬅrit : ſi wra teﬅator nal/0: ad lwc nominaverit,
U pqﬃmt propinqui et co'gſhnguinez'
dcfuncti ad z'd faczſimdum ﬅ
ce ingcrcre."

_

A

_ 4.

BUT if the deceaſed died totally inteﬅate, without making

either'will or executors, then general letters of adminiﬅration

muﬅ be granted by the ordinary to ſuch adminiﬅrator as the ﬅa
tutesof Edward the third, and Henry the eighth, before*men
tioned, direct. In conſequence of which we may obſerve; I . That
the ordinary is compellable to grant adminiﬅration of the goods

and chattelsof the wife, to the huſband, or his repreſentativesh:
and, of the huſband's eﬀects, to the widow, or next of kin;
but he may grant it to either, or both, at his diſcretioni. 2. That,
among the kindred, 'thoſe are, to be preferred that are the neareﬅ:
in degree to the'inteﬅate 3 but, of perſons in equal degree, the

ordinary may take which he pleaſes k. 3. That this near-mſ- or'
propinquity of degree ſhall be reckoned according to the com-_
putation of the civiliansl 3 and not of the canoniﬅs, which the

law of England adopts in the deſcent of _- real eﬅatesm :_ becauſe
in the civil computation the inteﬅate himſelf'is the ter-minae', a

quo the ſeveral degrees are numbered ;_ and not the common an
ceﬅor, according to the rule of the canoniﬅs. And therefore in
the ﬁrﬅ place the children, or (on failure of children) the pa-'
rents of the deceaſed, are intitled to the adminiﬅration: both

which are indeed in the ﬁrﬅ degree ; _ but with u-_s_ n the children.
ſ r Roll. Abr. 907. Comb. 20.

t I.7. c.*6.

" Stat. 28 Hen.VIII. c.5. See pag496.

'

" Cro. Car. 106. Stat. 29 Car. II. c._3.
1 P. Wm'. 381.

' Prec. Chanc. 593.

v

m See pag. 203. 207. 224.
' Godolph. p.z..c. 34.. Sal' 2Vern.-lzg.

1 Salk. 36. Strmgzz.
are
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are allowed the preference ".
fathers 1, uncles or nephews ',
ſpectively) and laﬅly couﬁns.
the adminiﬅration as well as
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Then follow brothers'P, grand
(and the females of each claſs re
4. The half blood is admitted to
the whole: for they are of the

kindred of the inteﬅate,, and only excluded from-inheritances of
land upon feodal reaſons. Therefore the brother of the half

blood ſhall exclude the uncle of the whole blood *.: and the or
dinary may grant adminiﬅration to the ſiﬅer of the half, or the
brother of the whole blood, at his own diſcretion t,

5. If none'

of thevkindred Awill take out adminiﬅration, a creditor may, Lby
cuﬅom, do it f'g L6. If the'executor refuſes, or dies inteﬅate, the
adminiﬅration may be granted to the reſiduary legatee, in exclu
ﬁon of the next of kin ". And, laﬅly, the ordinary may, in de
fect of all theſe, commit adminiﬅration (as he might have done"
before the ﬅatute Edw. IIL) to ſuch diſcreet perſon as heap
proves of: or may grant him letters ad colligendum bond defhncti,
which neither make him executor nor adminiﬅrator; his only
buſineſs being to keep the goods in his ſafe cuﬅody 7, and to' do
other acts for the beneﬁt of ſuch as are entitled to the property of
the degeaſed '. If a baﬅard, who has no kindred, being 'la/liar
ſiliur, or any oneelſe that has'no kindred, diesinteﬅate and with
out wife or child, it hath formerly been held' that the ordinary
might ſeiſe his goods, and diſpoſe of them in pio: zzſm. But the
o In Germany there was long a diſpute,
whether _a man's children ſhould inherit his
eﬀects during the life of their grandfather;

chattels inpreference to his Parents. (Mod.
Un. Hiﬅ. xxix. 28.)
P Harris in Now. I 18. r. 2.

which depends (as we ſhall ſee hereafter) on

1 Prec. Chanc. 527.

the ſame principles as the granting of adminiﬅrations. At laﬅ it was agreed at the

' Atks 45 5.
' 1 Ventr.425..

diet of Arenſherg, aboutthe middle of the
tenth century, that the point ſhould be decided by combat. Accordingly, an equal

Aleyn. 36. Styl. 74:
" Salk, 38.
" 1 Sid. 281. lVentr. 219.

number of ehampions being choſen on both

' Plowd. 278.

ſides, thoſe of the children obtained- the

V Went. ch. 14..

victory; and ſo the law was eſiabliſhed in
their favour, that the iſſue of a perſon de-

1 2 Inﬅ. 398.
3 Salk. 37.

'

1 P. Wm. 4.] ,

.

ceaſed ſhall be intitled to his goods and
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uſual courſe now is for ſome one to procure letters parent, or

other authority, from the king; and then the ordinary of courſe
grants adminiﬅration to ſuch appointee of the crown ".
"'-_
,
A
an
TH E intereﬅ," veﬅed in an executor by the will of the decea
ſed, may be continued and kept alive by the will of the'ſani'e exa
ecutor: ſo that the executor of A's executor is'to all intents and
purpoſes the executor and repreſentative of A himſelfck but ſhe
executor of A-'s adminiﬅrator, or the adminiﬅratdr of A's execu
tor, is not the'repreſentative of A d. For the power of' an exe
eutor is founded upon the ſpecial conﬁdence and actual appoint

ment of the deceaſed; and ſuch executor is therefore allowed to
tranſmit that power to another, in whom he has equal conﬁdence:
but the adminiﬅrator of A is merely the oﬃcer of the ordinary',

preſcribed to him by act of parliament, in whom the deceaſed
has repoſed no truﬅ at all ; and-therefore, on the death of that
oﬃcer, it reſults back to the ordinary to appoint another.

And,

with regard to the adminiﬅrator of A's executor, hehas clearly
no privity or relation to A ; being only commiﬃoned to admi
niﬅer the eﬀects of the inteﬅate executor, and not of the origi
nal teﬅator,

Wherefore, in both theſe caſes, and whenever the

courſe of reprefentation from executor to executor is interrupted
by any one adminiﬅration, it is neceſſary for the ordinary to
commit adminiﬅration afreſh, of the goods of the deceaſed not
adminiﬅred by the former executor or adminiﬅrator, And this.
adminiﬅrator, de bow'r non, is the only legal repreſentative of the

deceaſed in matters of perſonal property ®. But he may, as well
as an original adminiﬅrator, have only a limited or ſpecial admi
niﬅration committed to his care, w'z. of certain ſpeciſic eﬀects,

ſuch as a term of years and the like 3 vthe reﬅ being committed
to others 5.
' 3 P. Wﬄazz.
* Stat. 25Edw.lII.ﬁ.5. c.5. rLeon.z75.
* Bro. Abr. til. admimﬅrato'. 7.

t

* Styl. 225.
" '
' I Roll. Abngos. Godolph. p. a. c.zo.
Salk. 36.
*
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mHAvm o thus ſhewn what is, and who may be, an execu
tor or adminiﬅrator, I proceed now,

and laﬅly, to enquire

into ſome few of the principal points of their oﬃce and duty.
Theſe in general are very much the ſame in both executors and
adminiﬅrators; excepting, ﬁrﬅ, that the executor is bound to
perform a will, which an adminiﬅrator is not, unleſs where a

teﬅament is annexed to his adminiﬅration, and then he diﬀers

ﬅill leſs from1 an executor: and, ſecondly, that an executor may
do many acts before he proves the will 5, but an adminiﬅrator
may do nothing till letters of adminiﬅration are iſſued 3 for the

former derives his power from the will and not from the probateh,
the latter owes his entirely to the appointment of the ordinary.
If a ﬅranger takes upon him to act as executor, without any juﬅ
authority (as by intermeddling with the goods of the deceaſed i,
and many other tranſactionsk) he is called in law an executor of
his own wrong, de ſhn tart, and is liable to all the trouble of an
executor-ſhip, without any of the proﬁts or advantages : but
merely doing acts of neceﬃty or humanity, as locking up the
goods, _0r burying the corpſe oﬁthe deceaſed, will not amount
to ſuch an intermeddling,'asv will charge a' man as executor of his

own wrong l. Such a one cannot bring an action himſelf in right
of the deceaſedm, but actions may be brought againﬅ him. And, in

all actions by Creditors againﬅ ſuch an oﬃcious intruder, he ſhall
be named Aan executor, generallyn 5 for the,moﬅ obvious con
cluſionmwhich ﬅrangers can form from his conduct, is that he

hath a will of the deceaſed, wherein he is named executor, but

hath not yet taken probate thereof a. He is chargeable with the
debts of the deceaſed, ſo far as aſſets come to his hands P*:1 and,

as againſt Creditors in general, ſhall beallowed all payments made
to any other creditor in the ſame or a ſuperior degree q, himſelf
t Wentw. eh. 3.
h Comyns.151.

m Bro. Abr. t. admimﬅrator. 8. , _, _l_
" 5Rep.3'.
ſit-[V i

* SReP- 33- 34k Wentw. ch. 14..
' Dyer. 166.

Stat. 43 Eliz. c. 8.

o 12 M0d-471.

19,

P Dyer. 166.

'** 'UZ "i '- : l

q 1 cham caﬁ 33_

(Lq q 2

'

ma' - A
* 5 ._= _ _..

ii
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only excepted '. And though, as againﬅ the rightful executor or

adminiﬅrator, he cannot plead ſuch payment, yet'iﬂﬃall beﬁl
lowed him in mitigation of damages*; unleſs perhaps'
a
deﬁciency of aſſets, wherebythe rightful executor may"be pſi're
vented from ſatisfying his own debt *. But let' us now ſee what
are the power and duty of a rightful executor or adminiﬅrator.
1 . He muﬅ bury the deceaſed in a manner ſuitable to 'the eﬅate
which he 'leaves behind'him. Neceſſary funeral 'expenſes are al
lowed, previous to all other debts and charges ; but if the exe
cutor or adminiﬅrator be extravagant, it is a ſpecies of devﬃa
tion or waﬅe of the ſubﬅance of the deceaſed, and ſhall only be

prejudicial to himſelf, and not to' the 'Creditors or legatees'of the
deceaſed '_".ſi
'
.
i
.' an' an
a' -.

,

.. .

, *

m] '

'2. TH 1-1 executor, or' the adminiﬅrator durante minare derate,
or durante aQ/entia, or cum tg/ia'mento iznnexa, muﬅ' preve= the
'will of the deceaſed: which is done either in ca'nmanforr'n, which

is only upon his own oath before the ordinary, or his 'ſurrogatej
in morew. ſolemn
caſe the validity
of
i or
theper'teﬅer,
will be diſputed
Whenfor'r'n
the of
willlaw,
is ſoinprov'ed,--tli'e
original

muﬅ be depoﬁted in the regiﬅry of the Ordinary-ſand a copy
thereof in parehment is made out under the ſeal- of the ordinary,
and delivered to the executor or adminiﬅrator, together with a

certiﬁcate of it's having been proved before him: 'an which to
gether is uſually ﬅiled the prabate. '_In defect'of any' will, the
perſon entitled to be adminiﬅrator muﬅ alſo at this period take
out letters of adminiﬅration under the ſeal- of the ordinary;
whereby an executoriai power to collect andadminiﬅer, that is,

diſpoſe of the goods of the deceaſed, is veﬅed- ir'r-himct: and he

muﬅ, by ﬅatute 22 85. 23>Car. lI. c. I-o. enter into'a'bond with
ſureties, faithfully to execute his truﬅ.

If all the goods of the

deceaſed lie within the ſame juriſdiction, a probate before the
' 5 Rep. 30. Moor. 527,
* lzMod. 441. 471.
' Wentw. ch. '4.

1 Salk. 196. Godolph. p. 2. c. z6.,5.2.
" Godolpli. p. I. c. zo. &4.

ordinary,
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ordinary, or an adminiﬅration granted by him, are the only pro
,yper- ones : r-Ybut if the deceaſed had bond notability or chattels to

the value of a hundred ſhzY/ings, in two diﬅinct dioceſes or juriſ
dictions, then the will muﬅ be proved, or adminiﬅration taken

out, before the metropolitan of the province, by way of ſpecial
prerogative'l ; whence the court where the validity of ſuch wills
is tried, and the oﬃce where they are regiﬅered, are called the

prerogative court, and the prerogative oﬃce, of the Provinces of
Canterbury and York. Lyndewode, who ﬂouri-(hcd in the be

ginning of the ﬁfteenth century, and was oﬃcial to arch-biſhop
Chichele, interprets theſe hundred ſhillings to ſignify ſolidar le
gale: ,- of which he tells us ſeventy two amounted to a pound of
gold, which. in his time was valued at ﬁfty nobles or 161. 1-3 r. 4a'..
He therefore computesy that the hundred ſhillings, which conﬅi
tuted bar/a nota/zi/zſia, were then equal in current money to 231.
35. oz'd.

This will account for what is ſaid in our antient

books, that bond notabi/ia in the dioceſe of London Z, and indeed
every
for, ifwhere
we purſue
elſea, the
werecalculations
of the value
of of
Lyndewode
ten poundstobytheir
compoſitz'on
full ex

tent, and conﬁder that a pound of gold is now almoﬅ equal in value
to an hundred and ﬁfty nobles, we ſhall extend the preſent amount

of bomz notabi/Za to nearly 701. But the makers of the canons of
160'3 underﬅood this antient rule to be meant of the ſhillings

current in the reign of James I, and have therefore directedb 'that
'ſive pounds ſhall for the future be the ﬅandard of bond notability,
ſo as to make. the probate fall within the arehiepiſcopal prero

gative. Which prerogative (properly underﬅood) 'is grounded
upon this reaſonable foundation : that,- as the biſhops were

themſelves originally the aidminiﬅrators to all inteﬅatles in their
own dioceſe, and as theſipreſent adminiﬅrators are in eﬀect no
other than their oﬃcers or ſubﬅitutes, it was impoſiible for
the biſhops, or thoſe who acted under them, to collect any
goods of the deceaſed, other than ſuch as lay within their own
X 4Inﬅ. 335.

' 4Inﬅ. 335. Godolph. p. z. c.:z

Y Prwim. I. 3. t.]3. nium. 411. ten/um. U

' Plowd. 281.

r. ﬅatutum. w. lairis.

' can. 92.

dioceſes,.
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dioceſes, beyond which their epiſcopal authority extends not.
But it would be extremely troubleſome, if as many ad-miniﬅra-o
tions were to be granted, as there are dioceſes Within which the'

deceaſed had bond notabilz'a; beſides the uncertainty which credi
tors and legatees would be at, in caſe diﬀerent adminiﬅrators were

appointed, to aſcertain the fund outctof which their demands are
to be paid. A prerogative is therefore very prudently veﬅed in
the metropolitan of each province, to make in ſuch caſes one 'ad
miniﬅration ſerve for all. This accounts very ſatisfactorily- for the
reaſon of taking out adminiﬅration to inteﬅates, that have large
and diﬀuﬁve property, in the prerogative court: and the probato
of wills naturally follows, as was before obſerved, the power of

granting adminiﬅrations ; in order to ſatisfy the ordinary that

the deceaſed has, in a legal manner, by appointing his own'exc
cutor, excluded him and his oﬃcers from the privilege of admi
niﬅring the eﬀects.
3. TH E executor or adminiﬅrator is to make an inventor-5'c of
all the goods and chattels, whether in poﬀeﬃon or action, aOſ
the deceaſed ; which he is to deliver in to the ordinaryupon
oath, if thereunto lawfully required.

4.. H E is to collect all the goods and chattels ſo inventoried ;
and to that end he has very large powers and intereﬅs conferred
on him by law; being the repreſentative of the deceaſed d, and
having the ſame property in his goods as the principal had when
living, and the ſame remedies to recover them. And, if there
be two or more executors, a ſale or releaſe by one of them ſhall

be good againﬅ all the reﬅe 5 but in caſe of adminiſh'ators it is
otherwiſe f. Whatever is ſo recovered, that is of a ſaleable nature
and may be converted into ready money, is called qﬃw in the
hands of the executor or adminiﬅratorg ;

that is, ſuﬃcient or

enough (from the French aﬃ-z) to make him chargeable to a
creditor or legatee, ſo far as ſuch goods and chattels extend.
© Stat. 21 Hen.VIII. c. 5.

*' Atk. 460.

d Co. Litt. 209.

3 See pag. 244.

= vyer. 23-
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Whatever aſſets ſo come to his hands he may convert into ready

money,zto anſwer the demands that may be made upon him :
which are the next thing to be conſidered; for,

- 5. THE executor or adminiﬅrator muﬅ pay the debt: of the
deceaſcd. In payment of debts he muﬅ obſerve the rules of pri
ority ; otherwiſe, on deﬁciency of aſſets, if he pays thoſe of a
lower degree ﬁrﬅ, he muﬅ anſwer thoſe of a higher out of his
own eﬅate. And, ﬁrﬅ, he may pay all funeral charges, and the

expenſe of proving the will, and the like. Secondly, debts due
to the king on record or ſpecialty h.

Thirdly, ſuch debts as are

by particular ﬅatutes to be preſerred to all others ; as the forfei

tures for not burying in woollen i, money due on poors rates k,
for 'letters to the poﬅ-oﬃce *, and ſome others. Fourthly, debts
of record; as judgments (docketted according to the ﬅatute
4 8: 5 W. 8: M. c. 20.) ﬅatutes, and recognizances m.

Fifthly,

debts due on ſpecial contracts; as for rent, (for which the
leﬂ'or has often a better remedy in his own hands, by diﬅrain
ing) or upon bonds, covenants, and the like, under ſeal *'.

Laﬅly, debts on ſimple contracts, vz'z. upon notes unſealed,
and verbal promiſes. Among theſe ſimple contracts, ſe'rvants
wages are by ſome 9 with reaſon preſerred to any other : and ſo
ﬅood the antient law, according to BractonP and Fleta 9, who

reckon, among the ﬁrﬅ debts to be paid, ſe'rvitia ﬅr-vimtium et
ﬅzþendz'a famzdorum. Among debts of equal degree, the executor
or adminiﬅrator is allowed to pay himſelf ﬁrﬅ; by retaining in

his hands ſo much as his debt amounts to '. But an executor of
his own wrong is not allowed to retain z for that would tend to
encourage creditors to ﬅrive who ſhould ﬁrﬅ take poſſeﬃon of the
goods of the deceaſcd ; and would beſides be taking advantage of

their own wrong, which is contrary to the rule of law '. If a
5 1 And. '29.
' Stat. 30Car.II. e. 3. _

'

'

e I Roll. Abr. 927.
1' I. z. r. 26.

k Stat. 17 Ge0.Il. c. 38.

9 I. z. r.57.5,10. .

1 Stat. 9 Ann. e. 10.
m 4Rep. 60. Cro. Car. 363.

' lo Mod. 496.
' 5 Rep. 30.

n Wentw. ch. 12.

creditor
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creditor conﬅitutes his debtor his executor, this is a releaſe'or
diſcharge of the debt, whether the executor acts or no t 5 ,provin

ded there be aſſets ſuﬃcient to pay the teﬅator's debts: for, though
this diſcharge of the debt ſhall take place of all legacies, yet it
were unfair to defraud the teﬅator's Creditors of their. juﬅ debts

by a releaſe againﬅhim,
which is abſolutely
voluntary",
Alſo, one
if nocredimo
ſuit is
commenced
the executor
may payctany
in equal degree his whole debt, though he has nothing left for
the reﬅ: for, without a ſuit commenced, the executor has. no

legal notice of the debt YV.
6. Wn a N the debts are all diſcharged, the legactlvilclaim the
next regard ; which are to be paid by the executor ſo far as his
aſſets will extend ; but he may not give himſelf the. preference ,
herein, as in the caſe of debts X.

A LE (iACY is a bequeﬅ, or gift, of goods and chattels by:
tcﬅament -; and the perſon to whom it is given is ﬅiled the le- A

gatee : whichzevery perſon is capable of being, unleſs particu
larly diſabled by the common law or ﬅatutes, as traitors, papiﬅs,

and ſome others. This bequeﬅ transfers aninchoate property to

the legatee 3 but the legacy is not perfect without the aſſent of
the executor : for if I have a general or pecum'a'y legacy of Iool,
or a ſþecﬃc one of a piece of plate, I cannot in either caſe take

it without the conſent of the executor V. For in him all the
chattels are veﬅed 5 and it is his buſineſs ﬁrﬅ of all to ſee'whether'
there is a ſuﬃcient fund left to pay the debts of the teﬅator: the
rule of equity being, that a man muﬅ be juﬅ, before heis per

mitted to be generous 3 or, as Bracton expreſſes the ſenſe of Our
antient law ', " de bow'r dgfuncti primo dedurenda ſimt ea quae ſing;
" necſſtatir, et poﬅea quae ﬅmt utzi/z'tatir, et u/timo quae ſmtf 'va

" luntatir." And in caſe of a deﬁciency of aﬂ'ets, all the general
legacies muﬅ abate proportionably, in order to pay the debts 3
' Plowd. 184..

Salk. 299.

'4 Salk. 303. l Roll. Abr. 921.
w Dyer. 32. zLeon. 60.

i

x 2Vern. 434.. zP. WM. 25.

r Co. Litt. Ill. Aleyn. 39.
1 l.z. r. 26.'

but
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but a'ſþecﬃc legacy (of a piece of plate, a horſe) or the like) is
not to abate at all, or allow any thing by way of abatement, un
leſs there be not ſuﬃcient without itſi'. Upon the ſame principle,

if the legatees have been paid their legacies, they are afterwards
bound to refund a ratable part, in caſe debts come in, more than

ſuﬃcient to exhauﬅ the reſia'uum after the legacies paid b. And
this law is as old as Bracton and Fleta, who tell us c, "ſi plura
"ſint debita, rvel plur legatum ﬁxerit, ad quae cuta/la de unctz' non

"ſzﬃciant, ſiat ubique deﬁzlmtzſio, excepto regi: prioilcgzcto."
37:-

on)

IF the legatee dies before the teﬅator, the legacy is a loﬅ or
Iapﬅahlegacy, and ſhall ﬁnk'into the rgſiduum'.

And if a contin

gent legacy be left to any on'e 3 as, 'when he attains, or heat
tains, the age of twenty one; and'he dies before that time 5" it is
a lapſed legacy d. But a legacy to one, to be paid when he attains
the age of twenty one years, is a 'veﬅed legacy ; an intereﬅ which
commences in pracſſnti, although it be ſh/wndum in futuro : and,
if the legatee dies before that age, his repreſentatives ſhall receive
it out of the teﬅator's perſonal eﬅate, at the ſame time that it
would have become payable, in caſe the legatee had lived. This

diﬅinction is borrowed from the civil law ® ; and it's adoption in

our courts is not ſo much owing to it's intrinſic equity,'as to it's
having been before adopted by the eccleﬁaﬅical courts. For, ſince
the chdncery has a concurrent juriſdiction with them, in regard
to the recovery of legacies, it was reaſonable that there ſhould

be a conformity in their determinations 3 and that the ſubject
ſhould have the ſame meaſure ofjuﬅice in whatever court he ſued T.
But if ſuch legacies be charged upon a real eﬅate, in both caſes
they (hall lapſe for the beneﬁt of the heir 5; for, with regard to
deviſes aﬀecting lands, the eccleﬁaﬅical court hath no concurrent

juriſdiction. And, in caſe of a veﬅed legacy, due immediately,
and charged on land or money in the funds, which yield an im
' 2Vern.ln.

' Ff.35.].\E5'2.

" Hid. zog.
'3 Bract. I. 2. e. 26. Flet. Lz. c.57.9.11.

ſ iEqu. Caſ. abr. 295.
B 2 P. W'ﬄ. 601.

i Dyer. 59. l Equ. Caſ. abr.295.
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mcdiate proﬁt, intereﬅ ſhall be payable thereon from the teﬅa
tor's death; but if charged only on the perſonal-eﬅate,.whidlz
cannot be immediately got in, it ſhall carry intereﬅ only from

the end of the year after the death of the teﬅator h.

I' s':

Br; s 1 DE s theſe formal legacies, contained in a man's will
and teﬅament, there is alſo permitted another death-bed diſpoſt
tion of property; which is called a donation rang/it martis. And'
that is, when a perſon__in his laﬅ ﬁckneſs, apprehending his diſ
ſolution near, delivers or cauſes to be delivered to another the

poſſeﬃon of any perſonal goods, (under which have been indu
ded bonds, and bills drawn by the deceaſed upon his banker) to.
keep in caſe of his deccaſe. This gift, if the donor dies, needs
not the aſſent of his executor: yet it ſhall not prevail-againﬅ
creditors ; and is accompanied with this implied truﬅ, that, if
the donor lives, the property thereof ſhall revert to himſelf. being

only given in. contemplation zof death, or 'nor-tis cazzſai. This
method of donation might have ſubſiﬅed in a ﬅate of nature, being
always accompanied with delivery of actual poﬂ'diion k: and (ſo
far diﬀers from a teﬅamentary diſpoﬁtion: but ſeems to have been
handed to us from the civil lawyers', who themſelves borrowed

it from the Greeks '.
7. WHEN all the debts and particular legacies are diſcharged,
the
any ſurplus
be appointed
or nﬃduum
by themuﬅ
will ;beand,
paidif to
there
thebereﬁduary
none, 'it legatee,
was longa
ſettled notion that it devolved to the execntor'sown uſe, by T-vsirtu'e
of his executorſhip ". But, whatever ground there might shave

been formerly for this opinion, it ſeems now zto be-underﬅood"
with 'this reﬅriction, that, 'although where the executor has no
legacy at all thereſidaumſiſhall in general-be his own, yet where
' 2 P. Wm. 26, 27.

'Telemachus to his friend Piraens; and an

i Prec. Chan. 269. 1 P. Wﬄ'. 406..141. other by Hercules, in the Alceſies of Euri
3 P. W'ﬄ. 357.
pides, v, 1020.
'
*' Law of forfeit. 16.
n Perkins. 525.
1 Inﬅ. 2. 7.1. Ff. I. 39. t. 6.
o Prec. Chanc. 323. l P. Wm'. 7. 544.
' There is a very complete danatio mortir 2P.W"". 338.' 3P.W'*'.43. 194.. 9t.1_*a.559.
cauſe, in the Odyſſey b.17. v.78, made by
ever

232. 7.:
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ever there is ſuﬃcient on the face of a will, (by means of a com
petent legacy or otherwiſe) to imply vthat the teﬅator intended his
executor ſhould not have the reﬁdue, the undeviſed ſurplus of the

eﬅate ſhall go to the next of kin, the executor then ﬅanding upon
exactly the ſame ſooting as an adminiﬅrator: concerning whom in
deed there formerly was much debate 1', whether or no he could be

compelled to make any diﬅribution of the inteﬅate's eﬅate. For,
though (after the adminiﬅration was taken in eﬀect from the ordi
nary, and transferred to the relations of the deceaſed) the ſpiritual
court endeavour-ed to compel a diﬅribution, and took bonds of the

adminiﬅrator for' that purpoſe, they were prohibited by the tem
poral courts, and the bonds declared void at law'*. And the right

of the huiband not only to adminiﬅer, but alſo to enjoy exclu
ﬁvelyuzthe eﬀects of his deceaſed wiſe, depends ﬅill on thisdoc- trine of the common law : the ﬅatute 29 Car. II. declaring only
that the ﬅatute of diﬅributions does not extend to this caſe. But

now-theſe controverﬁes are quite at an end; for by the ﬅatute
22=8c 23 Car. II. c. to. it is enacted, that the ſurpluſage of inteſ
ﬅates' eﬅatesſſexcept of femes covert', ſhall (after the expira

tion of one full year from the death of the inteﬅate) be diﬅri
' buted in the following manner. One third ſhall go to the wi
dow of the inteﬅate, and the reſidue in equal proportio'ns to his
children, or, if dead, to their repreſentatives; that is, their li

neal deſcendants: if there are no children or legal repreſentatives
ſubſiﬅing, then a moiety ſhall go to the widow, and a moiety to
the next of kindred in equal degree and their repreſentatives : if
no widow, the whole ſhall go to the children : if Tneitherwidow

nor children, the whole ſhall be diﬅributed among the-'next of
kin in equal degree, and their repreſentatives : but no repreſenk
ratives are admitted, among collaterals, farther than the children

of the inteﬅate's brothers and ſiﬅers 3. The next of kindred, here
referred to, are to be inveﬅigated by the ſame rules of conſangui- '
nity, as thoſe who are intitled to letters of adminiﬅration; of

whom we have ſuﬃciently ſpoken'. And therefore by this ﬅatute
is' not 1

' Godolph. p. 2. crzz.

3

A

' Raym. 496. Lord Raym. 571.

1 1Lev.233. CartJzg. zP. W"*'.447.
* pag.504..
' Stat. 29Car. II. c.3. 5.:5.
'in R l'-1' 2

'
-

2 .'
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the mother, as well as the father, ſucceeded to all the perſonal
eﬀects of their'children, who died inteﬅate and withouttwife or'

iſſue : in excluſion of the other'ſons and daughters, the brothers
and ﬁﬅers of the deceaſed. And ſo the law ﬅill remains with reſpect

to the father; but byﬅatute 1Jac.II-. c.17. if the father bedead,
and any of the children die inteﬅate without wife or iſſue, in the '
lifetime of the mother, (he and 'each of the remaining'children,
or their repreſentatives, ſhall divide his eﬀects in equal portions;
-- . -. -. ; a - 'un
IT is obvious to obſerve, how near a reſemblance this ﬅatute

of diﬅributions bears to our antient Engliſh law, de rationabili
parte bonorum, ſpoken of at the beginning of this chapter " ; and
which ﬁr Edward Coke w himſelf, though he doubted' the gene

rality of it's reﬅraint on the power of deviſing by wilLiheld'e'o
be univerſally binding upon the adminiﬅrator or executor, ill-'the
caſe of either a total or partial inteﬅacy. It alſo bears ſome re&
ſemblance to the Roman law-of ſucceſſions ab inteﬅato ': which,

and becauſe the act was alſo penned by an eminent civllian 7', his
occaſioned a notion that the parliament of England copied'it from
'the Roman praetorf: though' indeed it is little more than a reﬅo
ration, with ſome reﬁnements and regulations, of our oldl' cona

ﬅitutional law 5 which prevailed as an eﬅabliſhed right and cuſ
tom from the time of king Canute downwards, many centuries
before Juﬅinianﬂs laws were known or heard of in the weﬅern
parts of Europe. So likewiſe there is another part of the ﬅatute-ſick'
diﬅributions', where directions are given, that no child of the 'in

teﬅate, (except 'his heir a't law) on whom he ſettled in his life
time any eﬅate in lands, vor pecuniary portion, - equal to the diſ

tributive ſhares of the other children, ſhall have any'part of the
ſurplu'ſage with their brothers and ﬁﬅers z- but if -the eﬅate-wi'
n Pag, 492.

i

i _,_
A
__vr_ zhnm
all the brethren
and ﬁﬅers,
togetherlwitli

' ' a Ink, 33.
'
* The general rule of ſuch ſucceﬂions
vwas this: 1. The children o'r lineal deſ-

the repreſentatives of a brother or ſiﬂer de
ceaſed. 3. The next collateral relations in
equal degree. 4. The huſband or wiſe of

cendants in equal portions.

the deceaſed.

2. On failure

(Fſl 38. 15. 1.

Now. 118.

of theſe, the par-ents or lineal aſcendants, r. 1, 2, 3. '27. c. 1.)
' '
and with them the brethren or ﬁﬅers oſ the
Y Sir Walter Walker. Lord-Raymfgn.
whole blood; or, if the Parents were dead,

given

Clh.32. *
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givenitheins,
by waythe
of children
advancement,
are notſhall
quite
equivalent,
tutd'woeher thares,
ſo advanced
noſſw
haveſo)
much as will make! them equal. This juﬅ and equitable proviﬁonv

hath been alſo ſaid to'be derived from the collatio banorum of the;

imperial? law'-: which it certainly reſembles in ſome points:
though it diﬀers widely in others. But it may not be amiſs to
obſerve,
that,
withofregard
to goods
chattels, ſizYſſork,
this is part
the antient
cuﬅom
London,
of theand
province'of
and oſ
of

our ſiﬅer kingdom of Scotland: and, with regard toſſlands deſi
ſoendingzin coparcenary, that" it hath always been, and ﬅill is,
the. common law of England, under the name of ﬁatclzpotk
-:, BRFORE [quit this ſubject, I muﬅ however acknowlege, that'

the-doctrino-and limits of repreſentation, laid down in the ﬅatute
of diﬅributions, ſeem to have been principally borrowed from
the-civil law : whereby it will ſometimes happen, that perſonal
eﬅates are divided per capita, and ſometimes perﬅb-pe: ; whereas
the common law knows no other rule of ſucceſſlon but that per
ﬅzſirpes only b. They are divided per capita, to every man an equal'
ſhare, when all the claimants claim in their own rights, as in

equal degree of kindred, and not jure reþmeﬅntatianis, in the
right of another perſon. As if the next of kin be the inteﬅate's
three brothers, A, B, and C; here his eﬅate is divided into three

equal portions, and diﬅributed per capita, one to each ;. but if one'
of theſe brothers, A,. had been dead leaving three children, and'
another, -B, leaving two ; then the diﬅribution muﬅ have been per
ﬅirpes; viz. one third to A's three children, another third__to B's

two children, and the remaining third 'to C the ſurvivingbrq
ther : yet if C had alſo been dead, without iſſue, then A's and Bls

ﬁve children, being all in equal degree to the inteﬅate, would take
in their own rights per capita, ozſiz. each of them one ﬁſthſipartF."
'THE ﬅatute of diﬅributions expreſily excepts and reſerves 'the
cuﬅoms of the city of London, of a the province of York, and
'- Ff: 37. 6. 1.

' See ch. 14.. pag. 217.

* See ch. La. pagagl. _

e Prec. Chanc. 54.

* ſſ'
1
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-o_£-all_othelrr£.places hanging peculiar cuﬅomsvof dictributingjmeſiz

ti'lﬁﬁſi, eﬀects, -.Sp that, though in thoſe places. the: rcﬅtalnt of den
vjſing is, removed by the ﬅatutes formerlylmentioncdzdrzthciſ m
-t_ie_nt.cuﬅoms remain in full force, with, reſpect to the. eﬅates of.
inteﬅates. I ſhall therefore conclude this chaptemand withzit
'the preſent book, with a few remarks on thoſe cuﬅoma- .-5 ztift
_

.

.

_

.

si unf.

_ IN the 'ﬁrﬅ place we may obſerve, thatin vthezeisy of Lad-2;
-don
dand ',5, andzprovince
and 'thereforeofprobably-alſo
York i, as welll
in as
Wales,
in thezkingdomzaf
(concerning which:

zthere is little to be gathered, but from the ﬅatute 7 &QZ-Wu Ill.
-c.ſi 38.) the eﬀects of the inteﬅate, after payment of his-debts,
areſiin general divided according to the antient univerſal doctrine
of the par: rationabilir. If the deceaſed leaves a widow and child
zren, his. ſubﬅance (deducting the widow's [apparel and furm'ture

=of her bed-chamber, whichin London is called the widosdr

chamber) is divided into three parts ; one of which belongstothe
widow, another to the children, and the third to the adminiﬅrae

.tor: if only a widow, or only children, they (hall reſpectiwelyn
in either caſe, take one moiety, and the adminiﬅrator the otherh:
if neither widow nor child, the adrniniﬅrator ſhall have the

whole i. And this portion, or dead man's part, the adminiﬅrator
was wont to apply to his own vuſe k, till the ﬅatute 1Jac. II. c. 17.

declared that the ſame ſhould be ſubject to the ﬅatutes of diﬅri
bution; So that if a man dies worth 18001. leaving a widow and
two children. the eﬅate ſhall be divided into eighteen parts;

whereof the widow (hall have eight, ſix by the cuﬅom and two

by the ﬅatute 3 and each of the children ﬁve, three by the cuﬅom
and two by the ﬅatute :. if he leaves a widow and one child, they
ſhall each by
havea
moiety and
of the
whole,
or nine
ſuchif-he
eighteenth
,paiſſ-*ts,ſiſix
the cuﬅom
three
by the
ﬅatute:
leaves
_ a widow and no child, the widow (hall have three fourths of

the whole, two by the cuﬅom and one by the ﬅatute 3 and the
" pag. 493.
e Lord Raym. 1329.
7 2 Burn. eccl. law. 746.

e me. 782.

.

h 1 P. Wm'. 341. Salk. 246.
i 2 Show. '75.
'5 2 Frcem. 85. 1Vem.133.

remaining
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remaining fourth (hall go*by the ﬅatute to the next of kin.

It

is alſo to be obſerved', that if the wife be provided for by a join

mere before marriage, in bar of her cuﬅomary part, it putsher in

a' ﬅate of non-entity,-.*'with regard to the cuﬅom only '; but ſhe
ſhall be intitled to her ſhare of the dead man's part under the
ﬅatute of diﬅributions, unleſs barred by ſpecial agreement m._

And if any of the children are advanced by the father in his life
t-ime with any ſum of money (not amounting to their full, ro

portionable part) they ſhall 'bring that portion into hbtchþdſſt withz
the reﬅ of the brothers and ﬁﬅers, but not with the widow,
before they-are intitled to any beneﬁt under the cuﬅomnz but, i£
they are fully advanced, the cuﬅom intitles them to no farther
dividendo. 'SY

TH U s far in the main the cuﬅoms of London and oﬁ York;
agree; but, beſides certain other leſs material variations, there;

are two principal points in which they conﬁderably diﬀer. One;
is, that in London the ſhare of the children (ororphanage part)'-.
is not fully veﬅed' in them till the age of twenty one, before:
which they cannot diſpoſe of it by teﬅament P- :. and, if they die
under that age, whether ſole or married, their ſhare ſhall-ſurvive

to the other children; but, after the age of twenty one,._ it is
free from any orphanage cuﬅom, and, in caſe of inteﬅacy,., ſhallj
fall under the ﬅatute of diﬅributions 9. The other, that in the
province of York, the heir at common law, who inherits any,
lands either in fee or in tail, is excluded from any ﬁlial portiom
or-reaſonable part '. But, notwithﬅanding theſe provincial varia
tions, the cuﬅoms. appear to be ſubﬅantially one and the ſame.

And, as a ſimilar policy formerly prevailed in every par-t of the'
iſland, we may fairly conclude the whole-to be of Britiſh origim
nal ; or, if derived from the Roman law of ſucceſſions, to have
been drawn from that fountain much earlier than. the time ofzſi
1 2Vern.665. 3 P. Wm. 16.

o 2 P. Wm'. 527.

m iVern. 15. zChan. Rep. 252.

P zVern. 558.

" 2 Freem. 279.
z.P. Wm'. 526.

IEqu. caſ. abr. 155.

'1 Prec. Chan.537.
' 2 Burn. 754..
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Juﬅinian, from whoſe conﬅitutions in many points (particularly
in the advantages given to the widow) it very conſiderably diﬀers:
though it is not improbable that the reſemblances which yet re
main may be owing to the Roman uſages; introduced in the

time of Claudius Caeſar, (who eﬅabliſhed a colony in Britain to
inﬅruct the natives in legal knowlege') inculcated and diﬀuſed
by Papinian (who preﬁded at York as pragﬂctur praetario under
the emperors Severus and Caracalla*) and continued by his ſuc
ceſſors till the ﬁnal departure of the Romans in the beginning of
the ﬁfth century after Chriﬅ.
' Tacit. d'maI. I. 12. r. 32.

' Selden in Flctam. cap. 4. 5. 3.
a
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according to the form of the ﬅatutes in that caſe made and provided,
and the uſual courſe of ﬁnes in ſuch caſes accuﬅomed, unto the ſaid Da

N'. II.

vid Edwards, and his heirs, of the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tene
ments, hereditaments, and premiſes, by ſuch apt and convenient names,

quantities, qualities, number of acres, and other deſcriptions to aſcer
tain the ſame, as ſhall be thought meet : which ſaid ﬁne or ſines, ſoas

aforeſaid or in any other manner levied and acknowleged, or to be levied
and acknowleged, ſhall be and enure, and ſhall be adjudged, deemed,
conﬅrued, and taken, and ſo are and were meant and intended, to be

and enure, and are hereby declared by all the ſaid parties to theſe pre
ſents to be and enure, to the uſe and behooſ of the ſaid David Edwards,
and his heirs and aſiigns; to the intent and purpoſe that the ſaid David

Edwards may, by virtue of the ſaid ﬁne or ﬁnes ſo covenanted and

agreed to be levied as aforeſaid, be and become perfect tenant of the
freehold'of the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments,
and all other the premiſes, to the end that one or more good and per

fect common recovery or recoveries may be thereof had and ſuﬀered,
in ſuch manner as is hereinafter for that purpoſe mentioned. And it is
. hereby declared and agreed by and between all the ſaid parties to theſe
preſents, that it ſhall and may be lawful to and for the ſaid Francis
Golding, at the coﬅs and charges of the ſaid Abraham Barker, before

the end of Michaelmas term next enſuing the date hereof, to ſue forth
and proſecute out of his majeﬅy's high court of chancery one more
writ or writs of entry fur diﬃvſin en le paﬅ, returnable before his ma
jeﬅy's juﬅices of the court of common pleas at Weﬅminﬅer, thereby
demanding by apt and convenient names, quantities, qualities, num
ber of aeres, and other deſcriptions, the ſaid eapital meſſuage, lands,

tenements, hereditaments, and premiſes, againﬅ the ſaid David Ed
wards; to which ſaid writ, or writs, of entry he the ſaid David Ed

wards ſhall appear gratir, either in his own proper perſon, or by his
attorney thereto lawfully authorized, and vouch over to warranty the
ſaid Abraham Barker, and Cecilia his wife, and John Barker, who
ſhall alſo grati: appear in their proper perſons, or by their attorney, or
attorneys, thereto lawfully authorized, and enter into the warranty,

and vouch over to warranty the common vouchee of the ſame court;
who ſhall alſo appear, and after imparlance ſhall make default; ſo as

judgment ſhall and may be thereupon had and given for the ſaid Fran
cis Golding, to recover the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tenements,
hereditaments, and premiſes, againﬅ the ſaid David Edwards, and for

him to recover in value againﬅ the ſaid Abraham Barker, and Cecilia

his wife, and John Barker, and for them to recover in value againﬅ
the ſaid common vouchee, and that execution ſhall and may be there

upon awarded and had accordingly, and all and every other act and
thing be done and executed, needful and requiſite for the ſuﬀering and
VoL. II.
Yf
perfecting

in order to make
a tenant to the
prompt,
that a recovery'

may be ſuﬀered ;
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perfecting of ſuch common recovery or recoveries, with vouchers as
aforeſaid. And it is hereby further declared and agreed by and between

to enure

all the ſaid parties to theſe preſents, that immediately from and after
the ſuﬀering and perfecting of the ſaid recovery or recoveries, ſo as
aforeſaid, or in any other manner, or at any other time or times, fuſ

fered or to be ſuﬀered, as well theſe preſents and the aſſurance hereby
made, and the ſaid ﬁne or ﬁnes ſo covenanted to be levied as afore

ſaid, as alſo the ſaid recovery or recoveries, and alſo all and every
other ﬁne and ﬁnes, recovery and recoveries, conveyances, and aſſu
rances in the law whatſoever heretofore had, made, levied, ſuﬀered,
or executed, or hereafter to be had, made, levied, ſuﬀered, or exe
cuted, of the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments,

and premiſes, or any of them, or any part thereof, by and between
the ſaid parties to theſe preſents or any of them, or Whereunto they or

any of them are or ſhall be parties or privies, ſhall be and enure, and
ſhall be adjudged, deemed, conﬅrued, and taken, and fo are and were
meant and intended, to be and enure, and the recoveror or recoverors

in the ſaid recovery or recoveries named or to be named, and his or

to the preceding
uſes in this deed.

Other covenants;

their heirs, ſhall ﬅand and be ſeiſed of the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands,
tenements, hercditaments, and premiſes, and of every part and parcel
thereof, to the uſes, upon the truﬅs, and to and for the intents and
purpoſes, and under and ſubject to the proviſoes, limitations, and
agreements, herein before-mentioned, expreſſed, and declared, of and

concerning the ſame.

And the ſaid Abraham Barker,,.party hereunto,

doth hereby for himſelf, his heirs, executors, and adminiﬅrator-s, fur

ther covenant, promiſe, grant, and agree, to and with the ſaid David
for quiet enjoy
ment,

Edwards and Francis Golding, their heirs, executors, and adminiﬅra
tors, in manner and form following; that is to ſay, that the ſaid capi
tal meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and premiſes, ſhall and
may at all times hereafter remain, continue, and be, to and for the

uſes and purpoſes, upon the truﬅs, and under and ſubject to the provi
ſoes, limitations, and agreements, herein before-mentioned, expreſſcd,

and declared, of and concerning the ſame ; and ſhall and may be peace
ably and quietly had, held, and enjoyed accordingly, without any law

ful let or interruption of or by the ſaid Abraham Barker or Cecilia his
wife, parties hereunto, his or her heirs or aſſigns, or of or by any other
perſon or perſons lawfully claiming or to claim from, by, or under, or
ſrec from int-um:
brances 5

in truﬅ for him, her, them, or any of them, or from, by, or under
his or her anceﬅors, or any of them; and. ſhall ſo remain, continue,

and be, free and clear, and freely'and clearly acquitted, exonerated, and
diſcharged, or otherwiſe by the ſaid Abraham Barker, or Cecilia his
wife, parties hereunto, his or her heirs, executors, or adminiﬅrators,
well and ſuﬃciently ſaved, defended, kept harmleſs, and indemniﬁed of,

from, and againﬅ all former and other gifts, grants, bargains, ſales,
leaſes,

APPENDIX.
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leaſes, mortgages, eﬅates, titles, troubles, charges, and incumbrances
whatſoever, had, made, done, committed, occaſioned, or ſuﬀered, or
to be had, made, done, committed, occaſioned, or ſuﬀered, by the ſaid

N®. Il.
w

Abraham Barker, or Cecilia his wife, or by his or her anceﬅors, or any
of them, or by his, her, their, or any of their act, means, aſſent, con

ſent, or procurement: And moreover that he the ſaid Abraham Bar- and for ſurtlzer
ker, and Cecilia his wife, parties hereunto, and his and her heirs, and 'ſim'm'

all other perſons having or lawfully claiming, or which ſhall or may
have or lawfully claim, any eﬅate, right, title, truﬅ, or intereﬅ, at
law or in equity, of, in, to, or out of, the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands,

tenements, hereditaments, and premiſes, or any of them, or any part
thereof, by or under o'r in truﬅ for him, her, them, or any of them,

or by or under his or her anceﬅors or any of them, ſhall and will from
time to time', andl at all times hereafter, upon every reaſonable requeﬅ,

and at the coﬅs and charges, of the ſaid David Edwards and Francis
Golding, or either of them, their or either of their heirs, executors,
or adminiﬅrators, make, do, and execute, or cauſe to be made, done,
and executed, all ſuch further and other lawful and reaſonable acts,
deeds, conveyances, and aſſurances in the law whatſoever, for the fur

ther, better, more perfect, and abſolute granting, conveying, ſettling,

and aſſuring of the ſame capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, heredi
taments, and premiſes, to and for the uſes and purpoſes, upon the
truﬅs, and under and ſubject to the proviſoes, limitations, and agree
ments, herein before-mentioned, expreſſed, and declared, of and con

cerning the ſame, as by the ſaid David Edwards and Francis Golding
or either of them, their or either of their heirs, executors, or admini

ﬅrators, or their or any of their counſel learned in the law ſhall be rea
ſonably adviſed, deviſed, or required: ſo as ſuch further aſſurances
contain in them no further or other warranty or covenants than againﬅ
the perſon or perſons, his, her, or their heirs, who ſhall make or do
the ſame; and ſo as the party or parties, who ſhall be requeﬅcd to
make ſuch further aſſurances, be not compelled or compellable, for
making or doing thereof, to go and travel above ﬁve miles from his,

her, or their then reſpective dwellings, or places of abode. Probidtd Power or me.
laſtly, and it is hereby further declared and agreed by and between mio"
all the parties to theſe preſents, that it ſhall and may be lawful to and
for the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia his wife, John Barker and
Katherine his intended wife, and David Edwards, at any time or times
hereafter, during their joint lives, by any writing or writings under
their reſpective hands and ſeals and arreﬅed by two or more credible
/

witneſſes, to revoke, make void, alter, or change all and every or any

the uſe and uſes, eﬅate and eﬅates, herein and hereby before limited
and declared, or mentioned or intended to be limited and declared, of
and in 'the capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and

** 2

premiſes
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N'. II. premiſes aforeſaid, or of and in any part or parcel thereof, and to de
L-W clare new and other uſes of the ſame, or of any part or parcel thereof,
any thing herein contained to the contrary thereof in any wiſe notwith
. Concluſion.
ﬅanding. In winters whereof the parties to theſe preſents their hands
and ſeals have ſubſcribed and ſet, the day and year ﬁrﬅ above written.
sealed, and delivered, being
ﬁrﬅ duly ﬅampcd, in the

preſence of
George Carter.
William Browne.

Abraham Barker. (L. S.)
Cecilia Earl-terr .(L.,,S.),.'

David Edward's. (LRSJ
Francis Golding'. (L. 5.)
Charles
*(L.St),
8.)' ſ
RichardBrowne.
More. (L,
John Barker. (L. 8.)
KatherineEdwards. (L. SJ
'1
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Av-O-BLren'rlo-N, or B-oND, will: Conn-tTloNfar

t/ze Payment qſ Money.
'\

t

N ZD'W all men by theſe preſents, that I David Edwards, of Lin<
. ' coln's Inn in the county of Middleſex, eſquire, am held and ﬁrmly

bound 'to
Abraham
Barker
of of
Dale-Hall
in the county
Norfolk,to eſ
qſſuire,
in ten
thouſand
pounds
lawful money
of Greatof'Britain,
be
paid to the ſaid Abraham-Barker, or his certain attorney, executors,.
adminiﬅrators, or aſﬁgns; for which payment well and truly to be
made, Ibind myſelf, my heirs, executors, and. adminiﬅrators, ﬁrmly
by theſe preſents, ſealed with my ſeal. Datedn the fourth day of Sep
tember in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of the reign of our ſovereign lord
Groacz the ſecond by the grace of God king of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland,. defender of the faith, and ſo forth, and in the
year of our Lord one thouſand, ſeven hundred, and forty ſeven.

The condition. of this obligation is ſuch, that if the above bounden.
David Edwards, his heirs, executors, or adminiﬅrators, do and ſhall

well. and truly pay, or cauſe to be paid, unto the above named Abra
ham Barker, his executors, adminiﬅrators, or aſiigns, the full. ſum of

ﬁve thouſand unds of lawful Britiſh money, with lawful intereﬅ for.
the ſameſon" he fourth day of March next enſuing the date of the
above written obligation, then this obligation ſhall be void and of none
eﬀect, or elſe ſhall be and remain in full force and virtue.
sealed, and delivered, being

David Edwards. (L. 8.),

ﬁrﬅ duly ﬅamped, in the
" preſence of
George Carter.
William Browne.

NÞ. lV.
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A Fr N E qf' Landr, ſur Cognizance de Droit, come Ceo, &Ye.

s. r.

WritofCovenant; orPRAEClPE. > þ

-

t?
\_'. '

EZDZRVE the ſecond by the grace of God of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland king, defender of the faith, 'and ſo forth;

to the ſheriﬀ of Norfolk, greeting. Command Abraham Barker, eſ
quire, and Cecilia his wife, and John Barker, eſquire, that juﬅly and
without delay they perform to David Edwards, eſquirc, the covenant
made between them of two meſſuages, two gardens, three hundred
acres of land, one hundred acres of meadow, two hundred acres of
paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres of wood, with the appurtenances, in Dale;

and of
unleſs
they ſhallhis
ſo do,
andthen
if the
ſaid David
ſhall ſum'moneſi'rsj,
give you ſecuj
rity
proſecuting
claim,
ſummon
by good
the
ſaid Abraham, Cecilia, and john, that they appear before-our juﬅices,

at Weﬅminﬅer, from the day of faint Michael in one month, to ſhew
wherefore they have not done it: and have you there the ſummoners',
and this writ.

Witneſs ourſelf at Weﬅminﬅer, the ninth day of be

tober, in the twenty- ﬁrﬅ year of our reign.

Pledſſ es of A
sheriﬀ 's return.

g

'proſecution,

_ ' .
John- Dien. -

Summoners of the within
Doe.
i John
Richard
Roe.

named Abraham, Cecilia,
i Richard Fen.
and John.
A

5. 2. The Licence to agree. '
Norfolk, David Tdwards, eſquire, givesto the lord 'the king ten
to wit. imarks, for licence to agree with Abraham Barker, eſquire,
of a plea of covenant of two meſſuages, two gardens, three hundred
acres of land, one hundred acres of meadow, two hundred acres of

paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres of wood, with the appurtenances, in Dale.

5. 3.

The concord.

And the agreement is ruth, to wit, that the aforeſaid Abraham,
Cecilia, and John, have acknowleged the aforeſaid tenements, with
the
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the appurtenances, to be the right of him the ſaid David, as thoſe

which the ſaid David hath of the gift of the aforeſaid Abraham, Ce

cilia, and John ; and thoſe they have remiſed and quitted claim, from
them and their heirs, to the aforeſaid David and his heirs for ever.
And further, the ſame Abraham, Cecilia, and John, have granted,

for themſelves and their heirs, that they will warrant to the aforeſaid
David, and his heirs, the aforeſaid tenements, with the appurtenances,

againﬅ all men for ever. And for this recognition, remiſe, quit-claim,
warranty, ﬁne, and agreement, the ſaid David hath given to the ſaid.

Abraham, Cecilia, and John, two hundred pounds ſierling.
5. 4. The Note, or Abﬅmct.

z

Norſolk,ſi}-)15etween David Edwards, eſquire, complainant, and'A
to wit.
braham Barker, eſquire, and Cecilia his wife, and John
Barker, eſquire, deforciants, of two meſſuages, two gardens, three

hundred acres of land, one hundred acres of meadow, two hundred.
acres of paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres of wood, with the appurtenances, in

Dale, whereupon a plea of covenant was ſummoned between them -,
to wit; that the ſaid Abraham, Cecilia, and John, have acknowleged

the aforeſaid tenements, with the appurtenances, to be the right of

him the ſaid David, as thoſe which the ſaid David hath of the gift of the
aforeſaid Abraham, Cecilia, and John; and thoſe they have remiſed
and quitted claim, from them and their heirs, to the aforeſaid David
and his heirs for ever. And further, the ſame Abraham, Cecilia, and
John, have granted for themſelves, and their heirs, thmhgy will war
rant to the aforeſaid David, and his heirs,, the 'aforeſaid tenements,

with the appurtenances, againﬅ all men for ever. And for this recog
mtion, remiſe, quit-claim, warranty, ﬁne, and agreement, the ſaid.

David hath given to the ſaid Abraham, Cecilia, and John, two hun

dred pounds ﬅerling.
s. 5. The Foot, C/Jirograpb, or Indentures, of the F 1 N E.
Norfolk, 'This is the final agreement, made in the court of the lord

to wit. ithe king at Weﬅminﬅerﬂ from the day of ſaint Michael.
in one month, in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of the reign of the lord Gzoaoz
the ſecond
by the
of God
Britain,John
France,
andThomas
Ireland
king,
defender
of grace
the faith,
and of
ſo Great
forth, iſibefore
Willes,

Abney, Thomas Burnet, and Thomas Birch, juﬅices, and other faith

ful ſubjects of the lord the king then there preſent, between David Ed
wards, eſquire, complainant, and Abraham Barker, eſquire, and Ce
cilia.

N'. IV..
M
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cilia his wife, and John Barker, eſquire, deforciants, of two meſſuages,
two gardens, three hundred acres of land, one hundred acres of mea
dow, two hundred acres of paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres of wood, with the

appurtenances, in Dale, whereupon a plea of covenant was ſummoned
between them in the ſaid court; to wit, that the aforeſaid Abraham,
Cecilia, and John, have acknowleged the aforeſaid tenements, with

the appurtenances, to be the right of him the ſaid David, as thoſe

which the ſaid David hath of the gift of the aforeſaid Abraham, Ce
cilia, and John; and thoſe they have remiſed and quitted claim, from
them and their heirs, to the aforeſaid David and his heirs for ever.
And further, the ſame Abraham, Cecilia, and John, have granted for

themſelves and their heirs, that they will warrant to the aforeſaid David
and his heirs, the aforeſaid tenements, with the appurtenances, againﬅ
all men for ever. And for this recognition, remiſe, quit-claim, war

ranty, ﬁne, and agreement, the ſaid David hath given to the ſaid Abra
ham, Cecilia, and John, two hundred pounds ﬅerlingj

5. 6. Proclamations, ender/bel upon the F r N a, according to the Statutes.
The ﬁrlk proclamation was made the ſixteenth day of Nover'nb'er, in

the term of ſaint Michael, in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of the king within
written.
*
The ſecond proclamation was made the fourth day of February, in'
the term of ſaint Hilary,
the twenty ﬁrﬅ year-'of the 'Ring within
written.

'

The third proclamation was made the thirteenth day of May, in the

term of Eaﬅer, in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of the king withinwritten.
The fourth proclamation was made the twenty eighth day of June,
in the term of the holy Trinity, in the twenty ſecond year of the king
withinwritten.
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Vetur'Carta FEOFFAMEN T I.
'..,

S CI ANT preſentes et futuri, quod egoWillielmus, ﬁlius Wil- premiſe',
lielmi de Segenho, dedi, conceﬂi, et hac preſenti carta mea con

ﬁrmavi, Johanni quondam ﬁlio Johannis _de Saleford, pro qua

dam ſumma pccunie quam 'michi dedit pre manibus, unam acram terre
mee arabilis, jac'entem in campo de Saleford, juxta terram quondam Ri
chardi
de lao'mnibus
Mare: ejus
Pudendum
'et Tenendam
totam Predictam
terre, cum
pertinentils,
prefato Johanni,_e't
heredibusacram
ſuis, Habmd'um,
ſſſimﬄ" and
et ſuis aﬃgnatis, de capitalibus dominis feodi: alteddendo Ct faciendO Red-&nim
anniiﬁtl'nreiﬂmdouiia cepi-ulibusſervitia inde debita et conſueta: Et warranty.
ego predictus Willielmus, et heredes mei, et mdaﬃgnatL-totam prec

dictam acram terre, cum omnibus ſuis pertinentiis, predicto Johanni de
Saleford, et heredibus ſuis, et ſuis aﬂignatis, contra omnes gentes war
rantizabimus in perpetuum. In tujus rei teﬅimonium huic preſenti car- Concluſion.
te ſigillum meum appoſui: iþt'js teﬅibus, Nigello de Saleford, Johanne
de Seybroke, Radulpho clerico de Saleford, Johanne molendario de ea
dem villa, et aliis. Dare apud Saleford die Veneris proximo ante feſ
tum ſancte Margarete virginis, anno regni regis EDwARDt ﬁlii regis

EDWARDI ſexto. _

-

(L. 3.)
Wemnrandum, quod die et anno infraſcriptis

>

plena et paciﬁca ſeiſina acrc infraſpeciﬁcate, cum
pertinentiis, data et deliberata fuit per infranomi-

4

'

natum Willielmum de Segenho infranominato Jo
hanni de Saleford, in propriis perſonis ſuis, ſecun-

preſentia
dum tenorem
Nigelli
et de
eﬀectum
Saleford,
carte
Johannis
infraſcripte,
de Seyin
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broke, et aliorum.
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A modern conveyance- by LEASE an? RE LEA sill-St ,ct

5. r. LEASE, or BAncArN and SALkyfof a year.

Premiſe'.

T iþJl b Jndenture, made the third day of September, in the twenty
ﬁrﬅ year of the reign of our ſovereign lord GE o n G E the ſecond
by the grace of God king of Great Britain, France, and Ireland, de
fender of the faith, and ſo forth, and in the year of our Lord one thou

Partie'.

ſand, ſeven hundred, and forty ſeven, between Abraham Barker of Dale
Hall in the county of Norfolk, eſquire, and Cecilia his wiſe, of the one
r on. ' part, and David Edwards of Lincoln's Innz in the county of Middleſex,

eſquire, and Francis Golding of the city of Norwich, clerk, of the

other part, witneſſeth a- tha-t the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia hie
consider-tion.

wife, in conſideration of ﬁve ſhillingsof'lawﬁrl money of Great Britai'n

a . 3 -_
'
z-rx 'T
Bargainand

to them in hand. paid by the ſaid David Edwatds and Francis Golding
at: or before the enſealing and-'delivery of theſe preﬁents, (the receipt
whereof is. hereby acknowleged,) and for other good cauſes and conſi
dominus them the ſaid. Abraham Barker and Coeili' bit-'rife hereunto
ſpecially moving,
bargained and ſold, and by theſe preſents do,

me'
Pnrcelr.

and each of them doth, bargain and ſell, unto the ſaid David Edwards
and Francis Golding, their executors, adminiﬅmtors, and aſiigns, All
tlaat- the capital mcﬀuage, called Dalc Hall in the pariſh of Dale in the

ſaid county of Norfolk, wherein the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia
his wife now dwell, and all thoſe their lands in the ſaid pariſh of Dale

called or known by the name of Wilſon's farm, containing by eﬅima
tion ﬁve hundred and forty: actes, be the ſame more or leſs, together
with all and ſingular houſes, do'tehouſes, barns, buildings, ﬅables, yards,
gardens, orchards, lands, tenements, meadows, paﬅures, feedings, com
mons, woods, underwoods, ways, waters, watercourſes, ﬁſhings, pri
vileges, proﬁts, eaſements, commodities, advantages, emoluments, he

aren*®*'ct"'l'."-i',and
peak;- rcditaments,
and appurtenances
whatſoever
theſame
ſaid uſedmr
capitahmnﬃage
farm belonging
orv appertaining,
or withto,the
enjoyed,
For accepted, reputed, taken, or, known, as part, parcel, or member
thereof, or as belonging to the ſame or any part thereof -, and the re

verſion and reverſions, remainder a'mrlremainders, yearly. and. other rents,
'My-wi

iſſues, and proﬁts thereof, and of every. part and parcel thereof ; T'
\ than: and to hold the ſaidicapital meſſuagp, lands, tenements, hereditar

ments, and all and ſingular other the premiſes herein before-mentioned

V 1
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or intended to be bargained and ſold, and every part and parcel thereof, No. II.
with their and every of their rights, members, and appurtenances, unto L-WN
the ſaid David Edwards and Francis Golding, their executors, admini

ﬅrators, and aſſigns, from the day next betore the day of the date of
theſe preſents, for and during, and unto the full end and term of, one

whole year from thence next enſuing and fully to be complete and ended:

Yielding and paying therefore unto the ſaid Abraham Barker, and Ce- Rzddmam.
cilia his wife, and their heirs or aſiigns, the yearly rent of one pepper
corn at the expiration of the ſaid term, if the ſame ſhall be lawfully de

manded : To the intent and purpoſe, that by virtue of theſe preſents, ſntent.
and of the ﬅatute for transferring uſes into poſſeſſion, the ſaid David Ed
wards and Francis Golding may be in the actual poſſeſiion of the premiſes,

and be thereby enabled to take and accept a grant and releaſe of the free
hold, reverſion, and inheritance of the ſame premiſes, and of every part
and parcel thereof, to them, their heirs, and aſiigns; to the uſes, and

upon the truﬅs, thereof to be declared by another indenture, intended
to bear date the day next after the day of the date hereof. In witneſs Conduſi'n
whereof the parties to theſe preſents their hands and ſeals have ſubſcribed
and ſet, the day and year ﬁrﬅ abovewritten.
'e
Sealed, and delivered, being

ﬁrﬅ duly ﬅamped, in the
preſence of -h
n
_ _

George Carter.

' aW

Wiﬃam Browne.

aunte.

Abraham Barker. (L. 8.).
Cecilia Barker. (L. 8.)

t'm-

' _ ,'.......
*

David Edwards. (L. 8.)

Francis Golding. (L. s)

'Wan-

.*

,

ct'u

enter-r"

5. 2.

Deed of Rannasz.

This Jndtnture of ﬁve parts, made the fourth day of September, Premiſe'.
in the twenty-ﬁrﬅ year of the reign of our ſovereign lord GEORGE' the

ſecond by the grace of God king of Great Britain, France, and Ire
land, defender of the faith, and ſo forth, and in the year of our Lord
one thouſand, ſeven hundred, and forty-ſeven,

between Abraham paines.

Barker, of Dale Hall in the county of Norfolk, eſquire, and Cecilia
his wife, of the ﬁrﬅ part; David Edwards of Lincoln's Inn in the
county of Middleſex, eſquire, executor of the laﬅ will and teﬅament

of Lewis Edwards, of Cowbridge in the county of Glamorgan, gen
tleman, his late father, deceaſed, and Francis Golding of the city of
Norwich, clerk, of the ſecond part; Charles Browne of Enﬅone in

the county of Oxford, gentleman, and Richard More of the city of
Briﬅol, merchant, of the third part; John Barker, eſquire, ſon and
heir apparent of the ſaid Abraham Barker, of the fourth part; and

Katherine Edwards, ſpinﬅer, one of the ſiﬅers of the ſaid David Ed
* 2

wards,

i'v
No. Il.
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wards, oſ the ﬁfth part. Whereas a marriage is intended, by the per

miſſion of God, to be ſhortly had and ſolemnized between the ſaid
Recital.
Conſideration.

John Barker and Katherine Edwards: Now this Indenture witnefſtth,

that in conſideration of the ſaid intended marriage, and of the ſum
of ﬁve thouſand pounds, of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to
the ſaid Abraham Barker, (by and with the conſent and agreement of
the ſaid John Barker, and Katherine Edwards, teﬅiﬁed by their being

parties to, and their ſealing and delivery of, theſe preſents,) by the ſaid
David Edwards in hand paid at or before the enſealing and delivery here
of, being the marriage portion of the ſaid Katherine Edwards, bequeath

ed to her by the laﬅ will and teﬅament of the ſaid Lewis Edwards, her
late father, deceaſed; the receipt and payment whereof the ſaid Abra
ham Barker doth hereby acknowlege, and thereof, and of every part and
parcel thereof, they the ſaid Abraham Barker, John Barker, and Kathe
rine Edwards, do, and each of them doth, releaſe, acquit, and diſcharge
the ſaid David Edwards, his executors, and adminiﬅrators, for ever

by theſe preſents : and for providing a competent. jointure and provi
ſion of maintenance for the ſaid Katherine Edwards, in caſe ſhe ſhall,

after the ſaid intended marriage had, ſurvive and overlive the ſaid
John Barker her intended huſband : and for ſcttling and aſſuring the
capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, and hereditaments, hereinafter
mentioned, unto ſuch uſes, and upon ſuch truﬅs, as are hereinafter

expreſſed and declared: and for and in conſideration of the ſum of

ﬁve ſhillings of lawful money of Great Britain to the ſaid Abraham
Barker and Cecilia his wife in hand paid by the ſaid David Edwards

and Francis Golding, and often ſhillings of like lawful money to them
alſo in hand paid by the ſaid Charles Browne and Richard More, at or
before the enſealing and delivery hereof,( the ſeveral receipts whereof are
hereby reſpectively acknowleged,) they the ſaid Abraham Barker and
Relcaſe.

Cecilia his wife, Dane, and each of them hath, granted, bargained,

ſold, releaſed, and conﬁrmed, and by theſe preſents do, and each of
them doth, grant, bargain, ſell, releaſe, and conﬁrm unto the ſaid David
Paruls.

Edwards and Francis Golding, their heirs and aﬃgns, All that the ca
pital meſſuage called Dale Hall, in the pariſh of Dale in the ſaid county
of Norfolk, wherein the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia his wife

now dwell, and all thoſe their lands in the ſaid pariſh of. Dale called
or known by the name of VVilſon's ſarm, containing by eﬅimation
ſive hundred and forty acres, be the ſamefmore or leſs, together with
vall and ſingular houſes, dovehouſes, barns, buildings, ﬅables, yards,
gardens, orchards, lands, tenements, meadows, paﬅures, feedings,
commons, woods, underwoods, ways, waters, water-Courſes, ﬁſhings,
privileges, proﬁts, eaſements, commodities, advantages, emoluments,

hereditaments, and appurtenances whatſoever to the ſaid capital meſ

ſuage and ſarm belonging or appertaining, or with the ſame uſed or
enjoyed,

APPENDI'X.
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enjoyed, or accepted, reputed, taken, or known, as part, parcel, or

No. If,

member thereof, or as belonging to the ſame or any part thereof; (all

L-VN

which ſaid premiſes are now in the actual poſſeﬃon of the ſaid- David
Edwards and Francis Golding, by virtue ofa bargain and ſale to- them Mention of bar.
thereof made by the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia his wife for one Zm mue'
whole year, in conſideration of ﬁve ſhillings to them paid by the ſaid
David Edwards and Francis Golding, in and by one indenture bearing
date the day next before the day of the date hereof, and by force of
the ﬅatute for transferring uſes into poſſeſſion-z) and the reverſion and
reverſions, remainder and remainders, yearly and other rents, iſſues, and

proﬁts thereof, and every part and parcel thereof, and alſo all the eﬅate,
right, title, intereﬅ, truﬅ, property, claim, and demand whatſoever, both
at law and in equity, of them the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia his
wife, in, to, or out of, the ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, here

ditaments, and premiſes = To have and to hold the ſaid capital meﬃlage, Human,
lands, tenements, hereditaments, and all and ſingular other the premiſes

herein before mentioned to be hereby granted and releaſed, with their
and every of their appurtenances, unto the ſaid David Edwards and Fran
cis Golding, their heirs and aſſigns, to ſuch uſes, upon ſuch truﬅs, and to

and for ſuch intents and purpoſes as are hereinafter mentioned, expreſſed,
and declared, of and concerning the ſame : that is to ſay, to the uſe and To the uſ' or

behoof of the ſaid Abraham Barker, and Cecilia his wife, according to ZLZLZ'ZT'WK
their ſeveral and reſpective eﬅates and intereﬅs therein, at the time of,
or immediately before, the execution of theſe preſents, until the ſo

lem'nTzaticnoE-the[did-intendedmarriage: and from and after the ſo- Then oſtheh'ufl

lemnization thereof, to the uſe and behoof of the ſaid John Barkenzfſhﬄﬅ
for and during the term of his natural life; without impeachment of

mﬅ"

or for any manner of waﬅe : and from and after the determination of Remgnde, m
that eﬅate, then to the uſe of the ſaid David Edwards and Francis Fuſfm '9 Pmr

Golding, and their heirs, during the life of the ſaid John Barker, up- ,ZLZZLLZZFFFM
on truﬅ to ſupport and preſerve the contingent uſes and eﬅates herein
after limited from being defeated and deﬅroyed, and for that purpoſe

to make entries, or bring actions, as the caſe ſhall require; but ne
vertheleſs to permit and ſuﬀer the ſaid John Barker, and his aﬃgns,

during his life, to receive and take the rents and proﬁts thereof, and
of every. part thereof, to and for his and their own uſe and beneﬁt:
and from and after the deceaſe of the ſaid John Barker, then to the Rz-maindettorh'e

uſe
and and
during
behoof
the term
of theofſaid
herKatherine
natural life,
Edwards,
for her his
jointure,
intended
andwife,
in lieu,
for bar of dom-4:
bar, and ſatisfaction- of her. dower and thirds at common law, which
ſhe can or may have or claim, of, in, to, or out of, all, and every,
or any, of the lands, tenements, and hereditaments, whereof or
wherein the ſaid John Barker now is, or at any time or times hereafter

during the coverture between them ſhall be, ſeiſed of any eﬅate of
freehold.

vi
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'illemainder to o
ther (ruſh-es for
a term, upon
truﬅs after men
tioned:
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freehold or inheritance: and from and after the deceaſe of the ſaid
Katherine Edwards, or other ſooner determination of the ſaid eﬅate,

then to the uſe and behoof of the ſaid Charles Browne and Richard
More, their executors, adminiﬅrators, and aſſigns, for and during,

and unto the full end and term of, ﬁve hundred years from thence
next enſuing and fully to be complete and ended, without impeachment

of waﬅe: upon ſuch truﬅs nevertheleſs, and to and for ſuch intents
and purpoſes, and under and ſubject to ſuch proviſoes and agreements,
as are hereinafter mentioned, expreſſed, and declared of and concern
Remainder to the
ﬁrﬅ and other
ſons of the mar

ziagc in tail :

ing the ſame: and from and after the end, expiration, or other ſooner

determination of the ſaid term of ﬁve hundred years, and ſubject
thereunto, to the uſe and behoof of the ﬁrﬅ ſon of the ſaid John Bar
ker on the body of the ſaid Katherine Edwards his intended wife to

be begotten, and of the heirs of the body of ſuch ﬁrﬅ ſon lawfully
iſſuing; and for default of ſuch iſſue, then to the uſe and behoof
of the ſecond, third, fourth, ﬁfth, ſixth, ſeventh, eighth, ninth,

tenth, and of all and every other the ſon and ſons of the ſaid John
Barker on the body of the ſaid Katherine Edwards his intended wife
to be begotten, ſeverally, ſucceſſively, and in remainder, one after
another, as they and every of them ſhall be in ſeniority of age and.

priority of birth, and of the ſeveral and reſpective heirs of the body
and bodies of all and every ſuch ſon and ſons lawfully iſſuing; the

elder of ſuch ſons, and the heirs of his body iſſuing, being always
Remaindet to the
daughters,

as tenants in

to be preferred and to take before the younger of ſuch ſons, and the
heirs of his or their body or bodies iſſuing: and for default of ſuch

iſſue, then to the uſe and behoof of all and every the daughter and
daughters of the ſaid John Barker on the body of the ſaid Katherine
Edwards his intended wife to be begotten, to be equally divided be

common, in tail:

tween them, (if more than one,) ſhare and ſhare alike, as tenants in
common and not as jointenants, and of the ſeveral and reſpective

heirs of the body and bodies of all and every ſuch daughter and daugh
Rcmainder to the
huſband in tail :

ters lawfully iſſuing: and for default of ſuch iſſue, then to the uſe
and behoof of the heirs of the body of him the ſaid John Barker law

Remainder to the
huſba nd's mother
in ſee.
The truﬅ of the

fully iſſuing: and for default of ſuch heirs, then to the uſe and behoofof

term declared z

dred years herein before limited to the ſaid Charles Browne and Richard

the ſaid Cecilia, the wiſe of the ſaid Abraham Barker, and of her heirs
and aſſigns for ever. And as to, for, and concerning the term of ﬁve hun_
More, their executors, adminiﬅrators and aſſigns, as aforeſaid, it is

hereby declared and agreed by and between all the ſaid parties to theſe
preſents, that the ſame is ſo limited to them upon the truﬅs, and to and

for the intents and purpoſes, and under and ſubject to the proviſoes and
agreements, hereinafter mentioned, expreſſed, and declared, of and

concerning the ſame: that is to ſay, in Caſe there ſhall be an eldeﬅ or
only ſon and one more or other child or children of the ſaid John lliar
er,

O'
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ker, on the body of the ſaid Katherine, his intended Wife to be begot
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ten, then upon truﬅ that they the ſaid Charles Browne and Richard
More, their executors, adminiﬅrators, and aſſigns, by ſale or mort

w

gage of the ſaid term of ﬁve hundred years, or by ſuch other ways and
means as they or the ſurvivor of them, or the executors or adminiﬅra

to raiſe portion'
for younger chil
dren,

tors of ſuch ſurvivor ſhall think ﬁt, ſhall and do raiſe and levy, or bor
row and take up at intereﬅ, the ſum of four thouſand pounds of law

ful money of Great Britain, for the portion or portions of ſuch other
child and children (beſides the eldeﬅ or only ſon) as aforeſaid, to be

equally divided between them (if more than one) ſhare and ſhare alike;

payzble at cestaia

the portion or portions of ſuch of them as ſhall be a ſon or ſons to be

times,

paid at his or their reſpective age or ages of twenty-one years; and

the portion or portions of ſuch of them as ſhall be a daughter or daugh
ters to be paid at her or their reſpective age or ages of twenty one
years, or day or days of marriage, which ſhall ﬁrﬅ happen. And up
on this further truﬅ, that in the mean time and until the ſame portions

with mainte
nance at the ratu
of 4 per rent;

ſhall become payable as aforeſaid, the ſaid Charles Browne and Richard
More, their executors, adminiﬅrators, and aſiigns, ſhall and do, by and
out of the rents, iſſues, and proﬁts of the premiſes aforeſaid, raiſe and
levy ſuch competent yearly ſum and ſums of money for the maintenance
and education of ſuch child or children, as ſhall not exceed in the whole

the intereﬅ of their reſpective portions after the rate of four pounds in
the hundred yearly. Provided always, that in caſe any of the ſame
children ſhall happen to die before his, her, or their portions ſhall be
come pay-ble as aforeſaid, then the portion or portions of ſuch of them
ſo dying ſhall go and be paid unto and be equally divided amono the ſur

and beneﬁt of
ſurvivorſhip.

vivor or ſurvivors of them, when and at ſuch time as the originrfl portion

or portions of ſuch ſurviving child or children ſhall become payable as

aforeſaid. Þrovided alſo, that in caſe there ſhall be no ſuch child or chil

If no ſuch child,

dren of the ſaid John Barker on the body ofthe ſaid Katherine his intended
wife begotten, beſides an eldeﬅ or only ſon; or in caſe all and-every

orviſ all die,

ſuch-child or children ſhall happen to- die before all or any of their ſaid
portions ſhall become due and payable as aforeſaid 3 or in caſe the ſaid
portions, and alſo ſuch maintenance as aforeſaid, ſhall by the ſaid Charles

or if the portion'
be raiſed,

Browne and Richard More, their executors, adminiﬅrators, or aſſigns,

be raiſed and levied by any of the ways and means in that behalf afore
mentioned; or in caſe the ſame by ſuch perſon or perſons as ſhall for

or paid,

the time being be next in reverﬁon or remainder of the ſame premiſes
expectant upon the ſaid term of ﬁve hundred years, ſhall be paid, or

or ſecured by,the

well- and duly ſecured to be paid, according to the true intent and
meaning of theſe preſents; then and in any of the ſaid caſes, and at

perſon next in
remainder; th'
rcſidue of the
term to.ccaſe..

all times thenceforth, the ſaid term of ﬁve hundred years, or ſo much

thereof as ſhall remain unſold or undiſpoſed of for the purpoſes afore
ſaid, ſhall ceaſe, determine, and be utterly void. to all intents and.
purpoſes,.

iviii
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'purpoſes, any thing herein contained to the contrary thereof 'in any
wiſe notwithﬅanding. liar-abided alſo, and it is hereby further declared

,- condition, that

the uſes and

and agreed by and between all the ſaid parties to theſe preſents, that

Zlfzzdhﬃſiybc in caſe the ſaid Abraham Barker or Cecilia his wife, at any time
void, onſettling during their lives, or the life of the ſurvivor of them, with the ap
Zsﬃ
probation of the ſaid David Edwards and Francis Golding, or the ſur
rccompenre.
vivor of them, or the executors and adminiﬅrators of ſuch ſurvivor,

ſhall ſettle, convey, and aſſure other lands and tenements of an eﬅate
'

of inheritance in'fee ſimple, in poſſeﬃon, in ſome convenient place or
places within the realm of England, of equal or better value than the
ſaid capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments and premiſes;

'hereby granted and releaſed, and in lieu, and recompenſe thereof, un
'to and for ſuch and the like uſes, intents, and purpoſes, and upon

ſuch and the like truﬅs, as the ſaid capital meſſuage, -lands,5$tenements,
hereditaments, and premiſes are hereby ſettled and aſſured unto and '
upon, then and in ſuch caſe, and at all times from'thenceforth, all
and every the uſe and uſes, truﬅ and truﬅs, eﬅate and eﬅatesherein

before limited, expreſi'ed, and declared of or concerning the ſam'e,
'ſhall ceaſe, determine, and be utterly void to all intents and purpoſes,
and the ſame capital meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and
'premiſes, ſhall from thenceforth remain and be to and for the only
proper uſe and behoof of the ſaid Abraham Barker or Cecilia his

wife, or the ſurvivor of them, ſo ſettling, conveying, and aſſuring
'ſuch other lands and tenements as aforeſaid, and ofhhis or her heirs
and" aﬃgns for ever: and to' and for no other uſe, intent, or pur
'poſe whatſoever; any thing herein contained to the contrary there
Covenanttolevy of in any wiſe notwithﬅanding. And, for the conſiderations afore
'a ſin"
ſaid, and for barring all eﬅates tail, and all remainders or rever

ſions thereupon expectant and depending, if any be now ſubſiﬅ
ing and unbarred or otherwiſe undetermined, of and in the ſaid capi
tal meſſuage, lands, tenements, hereditaments, and premiſes, hereby

granted and releaſed, or mentioned to be hereby granted and releaſed,

or any of them, or any part thereof, the ſaid Abraham Barker for
himſelf and the ſaid Cecilia his wife, his and her heirs, executors, and

oadminiﬅrators, and the ſaid John Barker for himſelf, his heirs, exe
cutors, and adminiﬅrators, do, and each of them doth, reſpective

ly covenant, promiſe, and grant, to and with the ſaid David Ed
wards and Francis Golding, their heirs, executors, and adminiﬅra

tors, by theſe preſents, that they the ſaid Abraham Barker and Cecilia
his wife, and John Barker, ſhall and will, at the coﬅs and charges of
the ſaid Abraham Barker, before the end of Michaelmas term next

venſuing the date hereof, acknowlege and levy, before his Majeﬅy's
juﬅices of the court of common p cas. at Weﬅminﬅer, one or more

ﬁne or ﬁnes, fur cognizance de droit, come m, (in with proclamations
according
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A common R E c o v a R Y qf Landr, wit/5 * double Voucﬁer.
5. r. Writ of Entry ſur Diſſeiſin in 'be Poﬅ; or, Pa AE cxee.
GTEDRGBE the ſecond by the grace of God of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland king, defender of the faith, and ſo forth ; to

the ſheriﬀ of Norfolk, greeting. Command David Edwards, eſquire,
that juﬅly and without delay he render to Francis Golding, clerk,
two meſſuages, two gardens, three hundred acres of land, one hun
dred acres of meadow, two hundred acres of Paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres
of wood, with the appurtenances, in Dale, which he claims to be his

right and inheritance, and into which the ſaid David hath not entry,
unleſs after the diſſeiſin, which Hugh Hunt thereof unjuﬅly, and
without judgment, hath made to the aforeſaid Francis, within thirty
years now laﬅ paﬅ, as he ſaith, and whereupon he complains that the
aforeſaid David deforceth him. And unleſs he (hall ſo do, and if the

ſaid Francis ſhall give you ſecurity of proſecuting his claim, then
ſummon by good ſummoners the ſaid David, that he appear before
om'je'ﬂio'eatN Wghqgthe octave of ſaint Martin, to ſhew
wherefore he hat n t one it': 'and have you there the Mmoners,

and this writ.

Witneſs ourſelf at Weﬅminﬅer, the twenty ninth' day

of October, in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of our reign.

Pledges of John Doe.
proſecution, Richard Roe.

i

John Den.
withinnamed David, Richard Fen.

Summoners of the

Sheriﬂ"s return.

5. 2. Exemplxﬂation of the RE c ov1-: a Y Roll.
V T liD JRQDT the ſecond by the grace of God of Great Britain,
France, and Ireland king, defender of the faith, and ſo forth; to all

to whom theſe our preſent letters ſhall come, greeting. Lmow ye,
that among the pleas of land, enrolled at Weﬅminﬅer, before Sir
JohnWilles, knight, and his fellows, our juﬅices of the bench, of

the term of ſainr Michael, in the twenty ﬁrﬅ year of our reign, upon
the ﬁfty ſecond roll it is thus contained. T'ntrp returnable on the oc
* Note, that if the recovery be had with ſingle voucher, the parts marked " thus"
in 5. 2. are omitted.
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tave

Return.
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tave of ſaint Martin.

P7 PTE N D PXL.
Norfolk, to wit: Francis Golding,ſi clerk, in

his proper perſon demandeth againﬅ David Edwards, eſquire,'two

'*

'ſſﬃ'ﬂlnzgmſi meſſuages, two gardens, three hundred acres of land, one hundred
acres of meadow, two hundred acres of paﬅure, and ﬁfty acres of
e':\.:"
wa-

P-'Nſ' "

.
cum

wood, with the appurtenances, 'in Dale, as his right and inheritance,
' and into' which the ſaid David hath not entry, unleſs after the diſſeiﬁn,
which Hugh Hunt thereof unjuﬅly, and without judgment, hath
made to the aforeſaid Francis, within thirty years now laﬅ paﬅ. And
whereupon he ſaith, that he himſelf was ſeiſed of the tenements afore
ſaid, with the appurtenances, in his demeſne as of fee and right, in

time of peace, in the time of the lord the king that nowis, by taking
the proﬁts thereof to the value [* of ſix ſhillings and eight pence, and

2 When

more, in rents, corn, and graſsz] and into which [the ſaid David

hath not entry, unleſs as aforeſaid :] and thereupon he bringeth
Dcſence of the ſuit, [and good proof.] And the ſaid David in his proper perſon
"mmVoudm,

comes and defendeth his right, when [and where the court-ſhall
award, ] and thereupon voucheth to warranty " John Barker,4 eſquire;

"Warramy-

" who is preſent here in court in his proper perſon, and the tenements
" aforeſaid with the appurtenances to him freely warranteth, [and
"Dcmndagainﬂ ** prays that the ſaid Francis may count againﬅ him.] And hereupon

"th'vwchﬂ'

" the ſaid Francis demandeth againﬅ the ſaid John, tenant by his own
U warranty, the tenements aforeſaid with the appurtenances, in form

ncmmx.

'* aforeſaid, He. And whereupon he ſaith, that he himſelf was ſeiſed
" of the tenements aforeſaid, with the appurtenances, in his demeſne
** as of fee and right, in time of peace, in the time of the lord the king

v

" that now is, by taking the proﬁts thereof to the value, (56. And into

"Deſeneeof the ** which, &36. And thereupon he bringeth ſuit, He. And the aforeſaid
"Wdmh
** John, tenant by his own warranty, defends his right, when, He. and
"Secondvouchen " thereupon he further voucheth to warranty" Jacob Morland -, who is

wamncy.

preſent here in court in his proper perſon, and the tenements aforeſaid,

Demand againﬅ with the appurtenances, to him freely warranteth, fir. And hereupon

Zzzﬂfmon
'

the ſaid Francis demandeth againﬅ the ſaid Jacob, tenant by his own
warranty, the tenements aforeſaid, with the appurtenances, in form

Count.

aforeſaid, Uſ- And whereupon he ſaith, that he himſelf was ſeiſed of
the tenements aforeſaid, with the appurtenances, in his demeſne as of
fee and right, in time of peace, in the time of the lord the king that

now is, by taking the proﬁts thereof to the value, &it. And into which,
Monte of the fir. And thereupon he bringeth ſuit, Esfc. And the aforeſaid Jacob,
common'mlm' tenant by his own warranty, defends his right, when, fir. And ſaith
PlcamulJW'cZ/f'. that the aforeſaid Hugh did not diſſeiſe the aforeſaid Francis of the te
nements aforeſaid, as the aforeſaid Francis by his writ and count afore
* The elanſes, between hooks, are no otherwiſe expteſſed in the record than by
an (in

ſaid
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m' ſaid above doth ſuppoſe: and of this he puts himſelf upon the country.
And
the
aforeſaid
Francis
thereupon
craveth
leave
to
imparl;
and
w
ow:
he hath it. And afterwards the aforeſaid Francis cometh again here lmWh'T"
for' into court in this ſame term in his proper perſon, and the aforeſaid nerauicſiſiſii" the
'is

Jacob, though ſolemnly called, cometh not again, but hath departed common'wd'ﬄ
in contempt of the court, and maketh default. Therefore it is touﬁ= Judgment for the.
hered, that the aforeſaid Francis do recover his ſeiſin againﬅ the afore- dcmandm

ſaid David of the tenements aforeſaid, with the appurtenances, and Rzcovcryjn
that the ſaid David have of the land of the aforeſaid ** John, to the value "her, ,
U [of the tenements aforeſaid 5] and further, that the ſaid John, have of
ct

** the land of the ſaid" Jacob to the value [of the tenements aforeſaid]
And the ſaid Jacob in mercy- And hereupon the ſaid Francis prays a writ Amenz,

of the lord the king, to be directed to the ſher-iﬀ of the county aforeſaid,
to cauſe him to have full ſeiſin of the tenements aforeſaid with the ap
purtenances : and it is granted unto him, returnable here without de- Award or the

lay. Afterwards, that is to ſay, the twenty eighth day of November W'MHWWMF
.

.

-

.

.

return.

in this ſame term, here cometh the ſaid Francis in his proper perſon -,,
and the ſheriﬀ, namely ﬁr Charles Thompſon, knight, now ſendeth,

that he by virtue of the writ aforeſaid to him directed, on the twenty
fourth day of the ſame month, did cauſe the ſaid Francis to have full,
ſeiſin of the tenements aforeſaid with the appurtenances, as he was
commanded. All and ſingular which premiſes, at the requeﬅ of the ſaid Exempliﬁcation
Francis, by the tenor of theſe preſents we have held good to be exem- Wmm'cd'
pliﬁed. In teﬅimony whereof we have cauſed our ſeal, appointed for
ſealing writs in the bench aforeſaid, to be aﬃxed to theſe preſents.
Winters ſir John Willes, knight, at Weﬅminﬅer, the twenty eighth me.
day of November, inthe twenty ﬁrﬅ year of our reign. s
-\,- .
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